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NOTE TO READER
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lish edition contains the original texts of the interventions in English and an English
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speaker, the following letters, in brackets, to indicate the language spoken: (DA) for Dan-
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The original texts of these interventrons appear in the edition published in the language

spoken.

Resolutions adopted at sittings of l3 to 17 December 1982 appear in the Official /owrnal of
the Eu.ropean Communrttes C 13, I 7. l. 1983.
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SITTING OF MONDAY, 13 DECEMBER 1982

Contents

4.

1. Resumption of tbe session:

Mr Chqmbeiron

Agenda:

Mr Enight; Sir Henry Plumb; Mr Curry; Sir
James Scott-Hopkins; Mr Andiessen (Com-
mission); Mr Andt; Mr Satra; Mrs Ewing;
l4r Edanrd Kellett-Bouman; Mr Pearce; Mr
Rogalk; Mr Kirh

Deadline for ubling amendments :

Mr oon der Ving; Mr De Goede

Action taket on tbe opinions of Parliament:

Sir James Scon-Hophins; Mr Andriessen
(Commission); Mr Enigbt; Mr Andiessen;
Mr Bangemann; Mr Andiessen

IN THE CFIAIR: MR DANKERT

Presidcnt

(Tbe sitting opened at 5 p.n)

l. Resumption of the session

Prcsident. - I declare resumid the session of the
European Parliament which was adjourned on
19 November 1982.

Mr Chambeiron (COM). - (FR) Mr President, I
have asked rc speak on a point which seems to me par-
ticularly serious in that it calls into quesrion the under-
lying credibiliry of our institution. Nobody dispurcs
the fact that, in terms of the organization of the pow-

5. Votes

6. Iau of the Sea - Reports (Doc. 1-793/82)

b M, Wt and (Doc. 1-668/82) by Mrs
Spaah:

Mr V6; Mrs Spaah; Mr aan Aerssen; Mr Sieg-
lerschmidt; Mr Janssen aan Raay; Mr Prout;
Mrs Le Roux; Mr Sabl6; Mr Vandemeule-
broucke; Mr Eisma; Mr Collins; Mr Habs-
barg; Mr Pesmazogloa; Mr-Boarnias; Mr
Alexiadis ; Mr Andiessen (Commission)

Annexes

Mr Bocklet; Mr Pearce; Mr Tolman; Mrs Pery;
Mr Wolier; Mrs Le Roax; Mr Eyraud; Mr Kirk;
Mr de h Maline; Mr Herman; Mr Gautier

ers and responsibilities of the Communiry, the Com-
mission is the cusmdian of the Treaties. But our Par-
liament has its word rc say in ensuring respec for the
Treaties. However, an event has been reponed in the
press, as you no doubt already know, Mr President,
which amounts to a manifest violation of the rcrms of
reference of the Communiry against which we wish to
lodge a formal protest. On 6 December last in Paris,
the Vice-President of the Commission. Mr Natali,
made a public statemenr to the effect that the Com-
muniry should set up a common defence policy.

My question is this: if that report is correcr the Euro-
pean Farliament and public opinion musr know
whether Mr Natali was expressing the views of the
Commission or merely his own personal position, a
fact which would in itself raise certain problems as far
as he is concerned. At all events, Mr Presidenr, we
believe that the Commission must explain without
delay why it made a sutemenr which we consider
inadrpissible. I therefore ask you ro requesr the Com-
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Chambciron

mission, on behalf of this Parliament, to state its posi-
tion on this matter.

President. - Mr Chambeiron, provision is made for
dialogue besween the Commission and Parliament. I
do not think that this is the time, when we are in the
middle of drawing up the agenda, to amend that
agenda by setting up a dialogue procedure. Ve can

however require information from the Commission by
way of oral or written questions, foi example.

For the moment this problem lies with the Commission
so long as Parliament has not put a question on the
subject.

Mr Chembciron (COM). - (FR) Mr President, this
is none the less a rather serious matter. You are the
President of this Parliamenq I maintiin that
Mr Natali's statement calls into question the credibility
of the Communides. This Parliament is required to
ensure respect for the Treaties. For my pan I am ask-
ing the Commission to make a starcment on the posi-
tion adopted in public by Mr Natali in Paris.

President. - Mr Chambeiron, the Commission is to
be treated as a collegiate body. Its members do not
represent it automatically. I propose therefore that you
first put questions to the Commission.l

2.Agnda

President. - At its meedng of 16 November 1982 the
enlarged Bureau drew up the draft agenda, which has

been distributed.

At its meeting of 3 December 1982 the chairmen ,of

the political groups instructed me rc propose a number
of amendments.

(The President read ovt tbe amendmen* proposedf

I have received from the Council several requests for
urgency most of which have become superfluous.

fu regards the request relating to the regulation on
aids to shipbuilding, the Committee on Economic and
Moneary Affairs has already adopted a report by
Mrs Desouches which could be included on the
agenda for'S7ednesday, after the voting.

i

Mr Enright (S). - Mr President, I am quite happy to
go along with urgency for Council's purposes but can-
not Council do something in return - occasionally
give us reports in decent time to consider them? It
could give them in draft form - it does not do so at
the moment - and this is frankly not helpful either to
Council or ourselves.

President. - Mr Enright, I think your question is per-
fectly in order. I myself have akeady entered into writ-
ten communication with Council and Commission on
this subject. I think the Commission gave a satisfadory
answer and as far as I can recall there has been no
ansver so far from Council.

Pursuant to Rule 56 of the Rules of Procedure, I have
received from the European Democratic Group a
request to include at 9 a.m. on $Tednesday a statement
lasting approximately 15 minutes on agricultural prices
by Commissioner Dalsager, to be followed by a meet-
ing of the Committee on Agriculture at which ques-

tions could be put to Mr Dalsager.

I have to indicate that Rule 40 says on this kind of
starcment that unless Parliament dpcides otherwise,
such a statement in such a case is made by the Com-
mission and shall not be followed, I repeat not be fol-
lowed, by 4 debate. Members may, however, avail
themselves of a period of 30 minurcs in which to put
brief and concise questions with a view to clarifying
specific points in such statements.

In view of this, the meeting of group chairmen this
morning agreed that it would be better to give Com-'
missioner Dalsager the opportuniry rc address the
Committee on Agriculture at a public meeting; make a

stat€ment and reply to questions asked by members of
the Committee on Agriculrure. The probiem is that the
Commission will decide during Tuesday night on the
price proposals. In view of the statement by the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council and the President of the
European Council there will not be any funher room
on our agenda on Vednesday morning. This will
mean that we will probably have to complain about the
agricultural discussions and proposals being reponpd
in the press before we get the chance of being
informed by the Commission.

Sir Hcnry Plumb (ED). - Mr President, when my
own group considered thie position, they were con-
cerned that one of the most imponant items of the
year qras going to be presented by the Commission to
Parliament in a private session, or at least in a public
session in a room separate from this. Therefore the
conclusion they came to, which they wish to recom-
mend to this HouSe, is that we find 1S minutes for a
presentation by the Commissioner to this House, and
then any questions which Members wish to put to the
Commissioner could be put in public session in
another room. Thus we get a presentadon to the

Approval of minutes - Membership of Committees -Pit'itions - Transfer of appropriati'ons - Motions for
resolutions (Rule 49 of the Rules of Procedure) -Authorization of reporrc Referral to committee - Docu-
ments received - Application of the Rules of Procedure:
See Minutes.
See Minurcs.
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House and do not take any further time for debate.
That can take place for the-30 or 50 minures, however
many minutes you wish, set aside for discussion in a
room separat€ from this Chamber.

il[ Cu"ry !\D), chairnan of the Committee on Agri_
caltare.: Mr President, I quite understand your con-
cern abour the agenda,_ and I quite undersiand your
concern not to allow a debate to begin in the Chamber
on the basis of what will be purely oral information
given by the Commissioner, if indeed he is in a posi-
tion to.make a saremenr at all. But I do thinkthat
since the Commission will be making decisions which
will govern the larger pan of the buJget, which is the
major mpic of this week, it is curious if we, as a demo-
cratic insdturion, do no1 give l.rim the opponunity of
making a_ statemenr. I think then, Mr piisident, that
the actual analysis of the statement - the deiailed
questions - do properly belong to the Committee on
Agriculture, and the committee could then convene
immediately. I would also say, Mr president, that I
think it probably is.the job of ihe Committee on Agri_
culture to decide whethei tharwould be an open meet_
ing or a closed meedng.

Preside-nt. - That is right, Mr Curry, it is the comper-
ence of rhe Committee on Agriculture to decide on
whether it is an open or a cloied meerint. However,
the. problem for the House is that, 

"ccoiding 
to thi

Rules, if a Commissioner makes a srarcmenr o-n b"h"lf
of the Commission, there follows a period of questions
and answers. It is absolutely impossible to find time in'\Tednesday's 

agenda Tor that period of questions and
ansv/ers, and it will be extremely difficuli, in view of
the statements the presidency hai to make, to find the
time. necessary- to- have a full statement by the Com-
mission on agrieultural prices. That is whf the propo-
sal did not come forward to put Mr Daliager on ih.'agenda.

I shall now call rwo speakers - one for, one against.

Sir.James Scott-Hopkins (ED). 
- I am speaking

against the proposal you have pur ro the'House]
Mr President, 

1gt o_nly for the reason already given by
my. colleague, Mr Curry, but also because of ih" pr._
cedent you are setting by so doing. Ir is the rcmptaiion
ot every uommrssloner to.make a satement privately
outside this House - nor in the full glaqe of publiciry
here. This is a precedent which is no-t to be iollowed
and not rc be encouraged. Since this is the mosr
imponant is"ue of the yeir, apan from the budget, I
think it would be a graue miitake for this House uo
allow a Commissioner ,to make a starement of this
importance ro a.meeting, eithbr closed or open, of a
comminee outside this House.

Jher,efore I do hope that you and rhe House will
decide.that, even though the time is pressing, a quarrer
of an hour's starement by Commissioner Dalsager on

agriculrural pri-ces - assuming that he has got that
determinadon from the Commiision - will ta[.e plac.
on Tuesday morning.. The House can perfecdy'well
fgrgo its right to ask him quesdons, and, assuming that
the Committee on Agriculture will allow all Meirbers
who wish to do so to attend rhat meeting, those ques_
tions. can_be put in that commitree soml'time du;ng
the day. However, it really is essential and vital thai
that announcemenr by rhi Commissioner should be
made here in this House in plenary session.

(Appkusefron the Earopean Democ.ratic Group)

Presidcnt. - I note that no-one wishes to speak in
favour of the proposa.l. I therefore call the Cbmmis-
ston.

Mr An&iessen, Member of the .Commission. _
(NL) Yery briefly, Mr President, I would just like to
make it quite clear to the House that, ,in ih" dir"ur_
sions held earlier this morning, the Commission
expressed. its-preference for the making of the state_
ment ro the full plenary sitting, adding, however, rhari! *11 prepared to come to 

"nothJi 
arrangemenr,

should the House so wish. Vere rhe House toi.t th.
erroneous 

-impression that the Commission,s frefer_
erce was f91 $e procedure now being put fo^rward,
then I would have to take issue emphaiiiallv with Sii
James Scott-Hopkins on this point.

Mr Arndt (S).- (DE) Mr preside_nt, what must I do
if I wanr the Commissioner to make a statement in the
House and then rc put questions pursuanr to the Rules
of Procedure?

President. - The enlarged Bureau has submitted an
order of business for thiJweek. The European Demo_
cratic Group has now requested that the agenda be so
amended as to include a Commission ,tit rn.nr on
agricultural prices at 9 a.m. on Vednesday lasting
about 15 minures, without questions being put to thf
Commission.

(Parliament agreed to the re+i7\

Mr Sutra (S). - (FR) Mr President, Mr Andriessen
told us that the Commission would have preferred this
to be done in a different way. It is too late now but we
might at least ask how thi Commission would have
liked us,to-proceed. Common politeness makes it
appropriate for Parliament to do tlial

Mrs Ewing (DEP). 
- Mr president, ,can we have

your assurance that there will be no change in the
hour of Question Time, either on Tuesdiy or on
\Tednesday, as what happened at the last pan-session
was really quite disgraceful?

,l
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President. - fu far as I am concerned, you have the

i*r"n".. I hope that Parliament doesn't decide oth-

erwise.

Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED). - Mr President, I
n""ra y"u say that the voting on the first reading of
supplementary budget No 1 will be tomorrow, Tues-

day, but I did not hear you statr the dme'

Presi&nt. - Mr Kellen-Bowman, if you read the

"g.nd", 
the only voting time scheduled is at 5 o'clock'

Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED)'- Then you may

be surprised, Mr President, .to,hear thal $e Directo-

ratc-Ginerai for Sessional and General Services sent

round a communication dated 6 December proposing

that the vot€ on the first reading should be from 2 p'm'

rc 5 P.m. tomorrow.

Prcsidcnt. - I hear from authorized sources that it
was an unusual error!

(I-arghter)

Mr Pearcc (ED). - Mr President, I wish rc enquire

from vou under which Rule and at what time I may

i"f"# Parliament thal I will be taking up with the

Coun of Auditors the fact that the subsidy of 13 pence

per 25O-gramme pack from Communiry-funds on but-

ter in iriterrention stocks put on the UK market -
Chrirrrn", butter, that is - seems unlikely to be passed-

on fuUr, directlyand recognizably to the purchaser of
the butter and that the Coun should warch out that

these Communiry funds are used in the way intended

by the Commission, as indicated to Padiament'

'Vhen may I raise that issue, Mr President?

Prcsidcnt. - ![ell, Mr Pearce, I think the only w'ay to

bring the matrcr to the atrcntion of the Coun of Audi-

rcrsls the way you have done it now, because we have

no established and institutionalized dialogue with the

Court of Auditors. Perhaps you could also write to

them in order to inform them. In this case that is the

only procedure. You can come back to the problem

"g"in'on 
the occasion of the annual repon of the

C"oun of Auditors in the context of the discharge pro-

cedure, or a specific rePort.

Mr Rog.lla (S).- (DE) Mt President, the timi:-limit
for tabling ameridments rc the rePorts by Mr von

Vogau and Mts Desouches on the customs union was

orig'inally 12 noon on Friday, 10 December' In the

me"arrtin e, a new asPect has emerged in that I have

received from the Commission a very- detailed answer

to a written question on the legal bases which the

Commission believes apply to the free movement of
Dersons. This would result in an amendment to the von

Vog"u report. I would therefore be grate{ul if you

"orid 
p.oiote rc the House Pursua-nt to Rule 53(3)

that the dmeJimit for the abling of amendments to

the von Vogau report should be extended until 12

noon tomorrow.

(Parliament agreed to Mr Rogalk\ reqrcst')

Mr Kirk (ED).- (DA) lhave an item of information

for you, Mr President' I have a rePoft on the ag:nda

for Thursday, itam 247, and I think th-at the Com-

mittee on Agriculure wants to discuss it. It will bc pr9-

sented withlut debate. That might perhaps lighten the

burden on the timetable somewhat.

Prcsident. - Yes, we decided this morning that it
would be without debarc'l

(Parliament adopted the drafi agenfo thts amended)

3. Deadline for tab ling amendments

Presidgnt. - I would point out that the deadline for
tabling amendments io items on the agenda has

"ipi..? 
except for the budget rePorts, on account of

thii. late publicadon and the business in plenary

session. The deadline for tabling amendments to the

motions for resolutions could be extended until 8 P'm'
on Monday, 13 December since the deadline for
tabling 

"rn.nd."nt 
to the budget aqd to the p:oposals

fo. a"regulation proper t.."ii unchanged'. I under-

stand the-re is a problim with the French version of the

Barbarella report.

The text has been sent by road from Luxembourg and

will be available at 5 P.m. There will therefore need rc

be a slightly longer ieadline for the French amend-

^.nt tlo tlre Barbarella repon. Ve might perhaps

ari:^nge aL 9 p.m. for the French-speaking Members to

read the text in French.

Mr von der Vring (S). - (DE) Mr President, at the

last part-session Jn'the same issue-you recommended

that-I rycle to Luxembourg. Is that what you now

recommend to other colleagues?

(Laugbter)

Mr De Gocde (ND.- (NI) Mr President,-during
the last part-scssion there was an exchange of views,

1 Resuladon on thc indication of origin of certain tcxtile
p.o?.r".. imponcd from third countries - speaking time:
sec Minutes.
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although I did not desire to be involved, on a public
stat€ment which you made on behalf of rhe European
Parliament. Vould you now be kind enough to allow
me to say a few words concerning a statemenr which,
to the best of my knowledge, you have not yet made,
concerning the horrendous events taking place in one
of our lom6 Convention states, Surinam. You may
well ask why I have chosen this panicular moment. It
is true that Thursday has been set aside for debating
motions of urgency, and indeed I feel sure that this
subject will figure prominently et rhar dme, but Coun-
cil is meeting today and tomorrow. Furthermore the
Commission is meedng tomorrow and I sincerely hope
that, following the lead given by the governments of
the Netherlands and the United Stares, measures will
be set in motion and public utr,erances made to express
the horror at the evenw taking place in thar counrry,
and I would set Breat store by declaradons on this
matter from the President of our insritution and from
the Council, which is, as already indicated, meering
today and tomorrow, being added to the numerous
utterances already made. Indeed the Commissioner,
who is present in the House rcday . . .

Prcsidcnt. - Mr De Goede, there is no point in going
deeply into this mater. You have outlined the situa-
tion and I think that all of us have reacted with shock
rc the evenm in Surinam, but the only way to get ir
placed on Parliament's agenda is by way of an urgency
debate on Thursday and if you vranr the Council or
Commission to make a srarcmenr on it, you musr get
in touch with those bodies one way or another. I do
not believe'!e'e can senle that sort of thing by means of
the agenda.

Mr Dc Gocde (NI).- (NZ) \Zell, I just hope that it
does indeed come up for urgent debate on Thursday,
Mr President.

President. - I propose that we set rhe deadline for
requesr to speak on all the budgeary repons enrered
on the agenda for Tuesday, 14 December at 8 p.m. this
evenmS.

Are there any comments?

That is agreed.

4. Action taken on the opinions of Parliament

President. - The nexr item is rhe communication
from the Commission on action taken on the opinions
and resolutions of the European Parliamenul

Sir Jamcs Scott-Hopkins (ED). - Just as a matter of
interest, Mr President, I wonder if, following the
meeting of the Council at which the impon of seal-
skins into the Communiry was considered, the Com-
missioner could comment on whether the Commission
intends to modify its proposal.

Mr Andriesscn, Member of the Commission. -(NL) To the best of my knowledge the Council
intends to take up the maner once again, on this com-
ing Friday, 17 Deccmber. The Com4ission has no
intention of modifying its proposal on this marrer.

Mr Enright (S). - In paragraph C(5) on page 4,
referring to Mr Boyes' very able report on the'poverry
programme, the Commission says that 'the European
Parliament will be kept informed'. Now that does not
assure us of the real and urgent acrion rhar is desper-
ately needed at the moment? \7ill the Commissioner
give us an assurance that the Commission will pursue
this matter as actively as it possibly can?

Mr Andricgsen, Member of the Commission. -(NL) Mr President, I can give an unequivocal affir-
mation.

Mr Ba.gemann (L). - (DE) Mr President, on page I
of iu written communication the Commission srares
that, following its proposal for a reguladon concerning
limited action in the area of gransport infrastructure, it
has received from the Council a very precise mandate
under which ir may conduct negotiations with Austria
on anything - excepr money! Vhere cooperation
with Austria is'concerned, this is, of course, very unsa-
tisfactory, because rhe injustice is rhat we use Austria
as a kind of transit counrry wirhout paying any kind of
financial compensation.

I would therefore ask the Commissioner hbw he sees
this negotiadng mandate. Does he rhink that what has
so far been heard from Austria will be enough for
wonhwhile results to be achieved? It is not enough,
after all, simply to talk about various routes without
rclling Austria what we might be willing ro pay. I
should therefore like to hear what the Commissioner
thinks of this negotiating mandate.

Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission. -(NL) Mr President, the Commission itself is far from
satisfied with the brief it has received from the Coun-
cil, regarding these negotiations. It would have pre-
ferred its mandate to be widened to include some
financial aspec6. It intends to continue urging upon
the Council the necessity of a wider brief.

1 See Annex II.
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5. Votesr

IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN

Vice-President

6. Inat ofthe sea

Prcsidcnt. - The next item is the joint debate on:

- the repon by Mr Vi6, drawn up on behalf of
the kgal Affairs Committee, on the signature
and ratification of the Convention on the Law
of the Sea (Doc.l-793/82)

- the report by Mrs Spaak, drawn up on behalf
of the'Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection, concerning
deep seabed mining and the marine environ-
ment (Doc. l-688/82).

Mr Vi6 (DEP), Rapporteur. - (FR) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the repon which I am now sub-
mitting to you on behalf of the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee relates to an area of. exceptional imponance:
the Law of the Sea.

Its imponance is excepdonal in quantitative terms
because the area of the sea represents close on rwice
that of the land mass; it is also exceptionally imponant
because essential aspects of the life of our countries
are dependent on the sea: freedom of movement and
hence the secuiiry of supplies, the extension of inter-
national trade and closer links between the peoples
bringing Ereetor prospecr of. peace; then again there is

the aspect of access to vast rerources of food, energy
and a reservoir of raw materials holding,out the pros-
pect of progress and prosperity for the population of
the world. The exceptional importance of this subject
is also apparent even io an uniformed observer from
the length of the discussions - 88 weeks over a period
of nine years - and the bitterness of the controverry
to which adoption of the convention does not put an
end.

It might seem strante or scandalous, depending on
your point of view, that our Parliament should only be
dealing with this matter afrcr the event, i.e. after the
Convention was signed by ll9 countries last Friday.
Mrs Veil, the chairman of the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee to whom I wish to pay tribute, attemprcd
unsuccessfully to have this debate included on the

agendd of the last pan-session which would have enh-
anced the standing of our Parliament. Of course our
agendas are always very full but, in'my personal capa-
city, I feel bound to deplore the fact that our Parlia-
rhent has been prevented in this way from playing its
pan under effective and appropriate conditions.

Admitredly the matter is not glosed, far from it. I am
sure Members will bear with me if I inflict on them
details of a rather dry calendar which do seem neces-
sary to me to promote greater understanding of this
debate.

Firstly, the Convention was adoprcd on 30 April last
by l3Ovotes to 4 including the USA, with 7 absrcn-
tions, including the USSR.

This was followed by the procedure for signing the
text which took place last Friday in Jamaica:
119 countries were in favour and 141 countries signed
the final act which was a kind of comprehensive min-
urc of the proceedings - that document was also
signed by the USA.

Thirdly, the countries which are ,ign"rory ro the Con-
vention are automatically members of the preparatory
comminee for the esablishment of the international
authoriry which vill be responsible for administering
the common heritage of mankind represenrcd by the
sea ouride the limits of the continental shelf ; the other
countries were merely observers. Unfonunately the
Communiry u,as not able in its turn to sign the final
act because only five Member States signed the Con-
vention. It is therefore not an automatic member of
the preparatory committee but simply an observer. I
shall return to that in a moment.

Founhly, the Convention itself will not enter into
force until 60 countries have radfied it. In most cases

that presupposes a special national law,

Fifthly, pending this application after ratificatioh by
60 countries, the preparatory committee has the auth-
oriry to deliver exploration permits to 'pioneer inves-
tors'.

Sixthly: these investors are either countries which have
earmarked more than 30 million dollars by I January
1983 (1 Jinuary 1985 in the case of developing coun-
tries) i.e. France, Japan, India and the USSR, or enti-
ties, namely international consortia of which there are
four with the USA in a majority associated with a
number of industrial countries - Belgium, Canada,
Italy, The Netherlands, the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, etc.

Seventhly, during the ransitional period, i.e. before
ratification by 60 countries, the signature of one single
country will be sufficient to lend credit to these con-
sonia whereas after the entry into force of the Con-
vention all the States of which the individuals or bod-
ies constituting these entiries are nationals, will have rcI See Anncx I.

t t', 
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be panies to the Convention. Despite the regret which
I expressed just now, it therefore seems that the Com-
mqnity has by no means had its last word on this mat-
ter.

I apologize again for giving you these somewhat dry
details; I shall now try to qxplain clearly the purpose
of this repon which is not to deal urith the Law of the
Sea as such with all its political or economic implica-
tions - the commimees which have been asked for
their opinions will be delivering them - but as the
title of the document indicates to examine the signing
and ratificadon of the Convention in lighr of the prov-
isions of Community law.

Even from that strictly juridical angle, this report
which reflects the almost unanimous position of the
Legal Affairs Qommittee with 12 votes in favour and
2 abstentions, is in my opinion of considerable import-
ance because it throws full light on the underlying
probleln which is that of the respective role of our
insdiutions in the life of the Community. First of all
the Council is being reminded of the indisputable jur-
idical foundation of Communiry powers i.e. Ani-
cles 210 and 228. The Council is also reminded of
Anicle 5 of the Treaty which requires the Member
States to give effect to the obligations deriving from
the Treary.

Then again this report rerninds the Commission that it
1 is the cqstodian of the Treaties and has a duty to make

the Member States aware of their obligations if neces-
sary by proceedings in the Coun of Justice (Ani-
cles 159 and 175). Finally, this repon recalls the possi-
biliry of prior consultadon of the Court of Justice if
there is any doubt as rc the compadbiliry of the Con-
vention with the EEC Treaty (Article 228).

This panicular Convention contains the important
provision that international organizations may sign it
if a majoriry of their members authorize them to do
so. In terms of logic that is absurd. Either the Com-
muniry has the authority to sign through a delegation
of sovereignry deriving from the Treaties in which
case it needs no approval from the Member States or it
has no such authoriry in which case it needs the
approval not of a majoriry but of all its members. Her-
ein lies the extreme imponance of our debate. Beyond
the disputes between experts, ve are concerned here
qith nothing less than tire role of the Community iri
international discussions and, within the Communiry,

' the coirect balance between its different institutions:
the Council, Commission, Parliament and Court of
Justice.

The Legal Affairs Committee found it unthinkable for
Membei States to be able to sign individually, without
reference to existing Communiry achievemenr; hence
the vigorous appeal in this repon for a Community
decision. The peoples of our various countries repre-
sent€d in this Parliament have aheady been disap-
pointed by the loss of ground in Europe; each one of

us is aware of rhis through contads with public opi-
nion in our respective cbuntries. Of the two common
policies provided for in the Treaty only the common
agricultural policy is operational and we know to what
extent its very existence is jeopardized; all our col-
leagues realize that the wholq issue must be given our
close attention. No progress has been made upon
€nerglr commercial, economic and research policy
and our electors may well feel that the institutions
have lost their raison d'itre and failed in their duty.

To my mind, this debarc provides an opportuniry to
demonstrate that the Parliament will abandon none of
its obligations or prerogatives. It is performing its pro-
per role when it reminds the other Communiry institu-
tions of their obligations. That is why I should like this
Parliament to give its unanimous approval to the
report, thus providing evidence of its clear-sightedness
and dercrminadon to contriburc rc the construction of
Europe which, more than ever, is vital foi the peace
and securiry of the whole world.

(Appkase)

Mrs Spaak (Nll, Rapporteur. - (FR) Mr Presidenq
ladies and tentlemen, our Par.liament has already held
several debates and adopted a number of reports and
resolutions on the exploitation of the seabei and on
the third United Nations Conference of the Law of
the Sea. All those tex6 have laid emphasis on the
economic imponance for the Communiry of panicipa-
tion in the exploitation of the mineral and energy
resources of the deep seabed given its heavy depend-
ence on external sources of these raw materials. They
have all stressed'the importance of the Convention on
the Law of the Sea which has been laid open for signa-
tures since December 1982 and on which the United
Nations has been working since 1973.

It is vital for the Convention rc be signed for several
reasons which my colleague, Mr Vi6, has mentioned:
firstly, to ensure legal cenainty for activities at sea

including exploration and exploitation of the seabed.

Secondly, the exercise of those activities by Europe in
complerc independence; thirdly, protection of the
marine environment which is essential to the ecosys-
tem of the land. That aspect is governed by Chapter 12

of the Convention. The Convention cannot be reated
as a generally recognized international Law of the Sea

unless it is signed and ratified by a large number of
states and especially by the major maritime powers of
which the Community is one.

Chapter 11 of the Convention relarcs to exploitation
of the deep seabed. It gives rise to serious objections
on the part of the Communiry and, more generally, on
the pan of those countries which have gained some
advance in this area. Once the Convendon has been
signed by at least 50 countries a preparatory com-
mittee will be set up to work out the rules, regulations
and procedures needed for its application and func-
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tioning. The work of that committee will serve to
define more precisely the somewhat general terms of
the Convention and to determine the conditions under
which it is to be applied.

I.want to stress two imponant aspecr here.

Firstly, only the signatories to the Convention will
have the right to vote in decisions. Secondly, there is a
disdnction berween signing and ratification of the
document.

To protect its inrcrests and ensure respect for the cri-
teria of environmental protection, the Community
must, as the Commission has proposed, sign the Con-
vention joindy with the Member States. It must defend
Community positions without which we shall have no
weight in the work of the Preparatory Committee.

The Council and Commission must step up their con-
sultadons with the United States and with the other
countries which voted against the draft Convention or
abstained in April 1982 so as to ensure that they do
now sign and take pan in the work of the Preparatory
Comminee.

Let me repeat that ratification will depend on the out- ,

come of that work.

A considerable length of time is liable to elapse before
the Convention entrrs into force. It is important to
ensure that the Member States do not adopt legisla-
tion, even of a temporary nasure, which might be det-
rimental to the environment or to a European energy
poliry. The Commission should propose at an early
date, as already requested by the European Parliament
in April 1981, uniform Community arrantements for
undersea exploitation of mineral resources compatible
and additional to the provisions proposed in the drafr
Convention. The Community should encourate
research on the mineral resources of the seabed and on
the environmental impact of their exploitation.

In this area, the Council and Commission should
akeady at this stage take the necessary sreps at inrer-
national level rc obtain recognition of protected
zones, an idea which is embodied in American legisla-
tion. These would be zones containing representative
specimens of marine fauna and flora; no exploitation
would be permitted in them and they would in a sense
serve as a point of reference.

In conclusion, the repon which I am submitting ro you
is of great imponance in several areas: in economic
teflns as regards the exploitation of thc deep seabed;
in ecological terms in Chapter 12; and finally, in poliri-
cal rcrms since it implies the coordination of action at
Community level.

Mr van Acrsscn (PPE), dep*tizing for the draftsman of
an opirrion for tbe Committee on External Economic

Rektions. - (DE) Mt President, ladies and gentle-
men, I have been asked by our drafuman, Mr Sayn-
\flittgenstein, who is unable to be here ar the moment,
to make a few comments on the two reports. Firstly,
we must thank Mr Vi6 very much for including the
views of the Cosrmimee on External Economic Rela-
tions in his repon. This will enable me to be brief. I
should also like to thank Mrs Spaak for once again
clearly stating the European pc,sition and thus oudin-
ing the task to be performed by the Commission and
Council

I should just like to say a few words about Chapter 11

of the Law of the Sea Convention. The Committee on
External Economic Relations feels that, as it stands, it
contravenes the provisions of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade and that funher thought must
therefore be given to ways of overcoming this unfor-
tunate situation. There is a difference between signing
and ratifying. 'Sfe are in favour of the European Com-
muniry signing the Convention so that it can take pan
in funher negotiations.

The need for this is all the more urgent since many
serious problems have been solved in the Convendon.
For example, we now have legal cenainty with respect
to a large number of controversial points of interna-
donal law. Mr Vi6 is quite right: if a solution is to be
found to the problems that remain, it is essendal for
the European Communiry to be involved in the Pre'
parutory Committee and so to influence future events.
It is also panicularly imponant that we should try to
bring political pressure to bear on the Council with a
view to its clearly defining the issues which are of
common interest and rherefore fall wirhin the Euro-
pean Communiq/s terms of reference, thus precluding
legal difficulties in this area. Mr Vi6 has made rhis
very clear in his repon.

In my opinion, those who say that a balance has still
not been struck in this Convendon are right. Too
many countries were lucky, successful and also well
prepared. But we also have to think of a very large
number of developing countries, to whom we are
linked by just rwo conventions. They have been left
behind. They have not be given rhe rights they need.

The first amendment proposed by the Committee on
External Economic Relations says that the Compuniry
clause must be respected, rhat we in this Parliament
base ourselves on this Communiry clause. The second
amendment calls for the Commission, which is acting
as the executive in this case, to be given a primary
right rc a say in the fprmulation of the Convention in
the next two years.

Thirdly, the Council should be required to specify
what righa will be covered by this Communiry clause.
It u,ill include the direct application of the Treaties of
Rome. Mr Vi6 has made it very cleer that this is still
not absolutely clear. It will also include common fish-
ing rights. I would appeal to the Danish Presidency of
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the Council once again to bear this msk in particular in
mind in the future. It will fumher include the coordi-
nation of environmenral protecdon at Communiry
level, to which Mrs Spaak referred. At all events, exist-
ing bilateral agreements must be integrated and fur-
ther developed, and that is the gist of the founh
amendment proposed by the Committee on External
Economic Relations. They must not be sacrificed for
the sake of this Convendon, because that would
deprive us of many opportunities.

Y. *. withdrawing or.r, a.Jndrnent to paragraph 8,
because Mr Vi6 is himself tabling an 

- 
amendment

which says what we y/ant to say.

\
Both rapponeurs have our supporr, and we wish to
thank them for expressing the concern we feel in their
reports and so emphasizing the primary role to be
played by the European Community.

Mr Sieglerschmidt (S). - (DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the Convenrion on the Law of the Sea
governs maners which are the responsibiliry of the
European Communiry - as has just been pointed out

- and orhers which are solely the responsibility of the
Member States. This in itself indicarcs the urgent need
for the Communiry to adopt a joinr position-on ques-
tions relating to the Law of the Sea Convention. !7e
know, of course, that five Member States signed the
Copvention last Friday, and under inrcrnational law
the signing of a convention cusromarily indicares a
declaration of will rc ratify it as well.

(Cies of deision)

This means that we can really only go for-wards: even
if the quesdon of rhe accession of the Communiry as
such was left aside, rhere would be serious problems if
the other Member States did not eventually sign and
ratify the Convention. EVen if the majoiiry of ri*
Member States needed for the Communiry to'sign and
ratify it was not achieved, the problems-I have rnen-
doned would have to be solved.

Even if we disregard rhese legal difficulties and consi-
derations, which Mr Vi6's repon discusses in admira-
ble detail and with gratifying accvracy, the question is
whether the contents are such that we are justified in
iranting to sign .the Convention. My group believes
that the Convenrion on the Law of rhe Sea contains
many perfectly acceptable provisions, while others will
undoubtedly not find the approval of some Member
States, especially those with no or only a relatively
shon coastline. Bur, as so often before, a compromisl
designed to setrle worldwide co.nflicts of inteiest has
again been reached in rhis case.

The Socialist, Group's belief that the positive aspecm
otswejgh the negative srems not least from rwo spe-
cific factors: firstly, the interesrs of the developing
countries are concerned. Vhen wise people say that

the interests of these Third \Zorld countries are nor
properly safeguarded by rhe Convention, all I can say
in reply is that they should kindly leave it to the coun-
tries which are in favour of acceding to the Conven-
tion on the Law of the Sea, of signing it and ratifying
it, to define their own inrcrests. They are surely in a
better position rc do so rhan outside advisers.

Furthermore, as so ofren before - and this is rhe
second point I should like to make - a perhaps
imperfect arrangement is still bemer than noni at ail.
Mr van Aerssen has already said whar imponant mat-
ters are governed by the Convention.

\7e have tabled amendmenr expressing our supporr

{ol tlre signing of the Convention. Thai ii the firsi itep \
which must be taken jointly, initially by the Membei
States and then, once the necessary quorum has been ,

reached, by the Community. The Communiry - the
Commission and Council - would be well advised to
cla-rify as many as possible of the doubtful legal points
before the Convention is signed and cenainl/beiore it
is ratified, of course. To support our hope that the
Cornmuniry and the Member States will sign the Con-
vention, we have also proposed the insertion in the
preamble of rwo new paragraphs in which we point
out that only those who have signed have a say in the
Preparatory Committee. Many of those who are noyr
hesitating will, I believe, eventually accede. They
should not rherefore leave it until thi end of the two
year period but sign now. This will enable the Com-
munity to sign as well and give it an imponant right rc
a say in the decisive details which the prepararory
Committee will be adding to what is in some rispects a
very generally worded Convention. That is the appeal
we make to all concerned.

\7hen the Commission and Council have done what
needs to be done, we musr - as one amendment
righdy sares - have rhe major debate on the radfica-
tion of the Convention rhar musr be'held, of cousse,
before a final decision can be taken.

Mr Jansen Van Raay (PPE). - (NL) Fellow col-
leagues, last Friday, 10 December, ll9 States and
organizations signed the Final Clause of the Draft
Convention on rhe taw of the Sea, in Montego Bay,
Jamaica, amontsr them, the European Ec-onomlc
Communiry. Colleague Vi6 was, in this respect, quite
right in pointing our rhat, as of now, this whole deLate
has become somewhat superfluous. Nevenheless, it is
wonhwhile to point out rhar the Communiry has not
yet adhered to the Convention itself. It is a gieat plea-
sure for me, on behalf of thp Christian Deriocrats, to
wish colleague Vi6 every success wirh his lucid and
legally im-ponant reporr, which, fonunately, in the
absence of rhe Commission's adherence, for'rhe pres-
ent, to the Convention, remains topical.

I have been empowered by our Group to inform the
house of the PPE's desire rc see th. Community
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becoming a fully-fledged adherent to the Draft Con-
vention is such, in addition to its signing of the Final
Clause. I should like rc add that this in no way implies

that there is unanimiry in our Group concerning
adhercnce to the Draft Convention by each individual
Communiry Member State for we fully appreciate the

difference berween Communiry adherence as such on
the one hand, and that of individual Coryrmuniry
Member States, on the other. A Luxembourger, for
example, whose government has reservations about

signing, is in no way being disloyal by voting in this

HousJ in favour of the Vi6 resolution and the Siegler-
' schmidt-sponsored amendmenu Ve are, after all, talk-
ing abour a limircd area. Vhilst it is true that indivi-
duil adherents to the Draft Convendon are precluded

from signing only panially, the fact of fqll adherence

by the European Economic Communiry as such means

that it is, ipso j*re,limited. That area is not, however,

unimportant. The Vi6 report enumerates the follow-
ing: fishing, freedom of navigation, scientific research

of the seabed and its subsoil, environmental prorcction
norms - the subject of colleague Spaak's rePort -
and, in a wider contexq freedom of movement for
goods, freedom of licensing and open comPedtion' AII
of these are covered, directly or indirectly, by the
Draft Convention on the Law of the Sea, and are mat-

t€rs over which, the European'Economic Community,
as such, exercises exclusive conuol.'$7e are, therefore,
dealing with areas of crucial imponance..

Secondln I should like to inform the house that, as a

result of my Group's desire rc see the Communiry as

such adhering fully to the Draft Convention in its

entirety, as matters now sand, it should not yet be

inferred'that we shall also be proPonents of radfication
in due course. That is an entirely differenc matter. Nor
do I wish to suggest that we have had second thoughts
on the maffer of ratification, in the meantime. The
matt€r is, let us say, in abeyance. One of the amend-
ments, drawn up by colleague Habsburg, and to which
our group has given its unconditional support deals

with this specific aspect and I shall gladly leave it to
him to go into it in greater detail during his speaking
time.

Ve atribute considerable imponance to the aspect cif

freedom of navigation. I would point out, in this res-
pecq that although the Draft Convention has not yet
iome into foice, imponant aspects thereof, dealing,
amongst others, with freedom of navigation have

already, as a result of incorporation into national legal
codes, become pan of international navigation law.

Mr Prout (ED). - Mr President, my group would
first of all like rc congratulate Mr Vi6 on an excellent
rePort.

The draft Convention on the law of the Sea is a legal
hybrid. Pans of it fall within the competence of the
Communiry and parts within the exclusive jurisdiction
of the Member States. To the'enent that the Com-

muniry is competent, Article 228 of the Treary of
Rome applies. That is to say, atreement should be

negodat€a by the Commission and concluded by tfie
Council after consulting the Parliament.

In numerous resoludons we have pressed for the Com-
munity to become a conracdng party to the Conven-
tion. In its judgment in the Kramer case, the Coun
declared that Member States participating in interna-
tional conventions ari under a duty both not to enter
into any commitment which could hinder the Com-
muniry in carrying out its tasl:s and to negotiate on a

common basis. Should there be any doubt as to
whether or not a matter falls within the Communiq/s
compercnce, the Commission as guardian of the Trea-
des may obain the opinion of the Coun of Justice.

Unfonunately, Article 228 procedure has not been fol-
lowed. The Communiry has not been helped'by the
fact that the Commission was only granted observer
status at the negotiations. Moreover, Anicles 2 and 3

of Annex 9 of the Convention permit an international
organization to sign it provided a majority of irc pani-
cipating members have signed it first. Nov this is in
clear conradiction to the requirements of Anicle 228

of the Treaty of Rome.

Here is a recipe for jurisdictional confusion and Com-
muniry disarray. Ve understand that the Netherlands,
France, Denmark, Ireland and Greece have decided rc
sign while the remaining Member Sates have reserva-
tions of one sort or another. The Convention remains
open for signature for rwo years. It is hoped, even at
this late smge, that it will be possible rc achieve some

grealer meaiure of Communiry agreement. In view of
the length of period, such action as is envisaged in
Article 5 of the motion for resolution is, in our opi-
nion, premature and we have tabled amendments
accordingly.

fu long ago as 1973, Parliament raised the problem of
recognition of the Communities as a single entiry in-all
international bodies and requesrcd the Commissioir
and the Council to give the matter urgent considera-
tion. !fle do so agah.

Mrs Le Roux (COM), - (FR) Mr President, after
years of inaction which fostered the most contradic-
tory unilateral initiatives, the Convendon on the Law
of the Sea laid open today for signing by the Member
States comes at an appropriatc juncturc to fill a juridi.
cal gap which is the source of many disputes and to
adapt legal norms to existing or potential'pracdces
made possible by the evolution of techology.

Ve share the hope expressed in the repon by Mrs
Spaak that the European counries will sign this Con-
vention at an early date. This rcxt is the outcome of
many years of complex negotiations. Ve are aware of
the far-reaching imponance of the existence of such a
convention which andcipates-new relations berween

I

I
I

I
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countries and with the common heritage of mankind.
This Convention involves nothing less that the issue of
the new international economic order which the Com-
munists are fighting for.'It is hardly surprising that the
opponents of this text include the selfsame countries,
led by the Unircd States, which are seeking to perpe-
tuate eternally their domination of the world through
the use of force and money.

\7e welcome the fact that the Convention presents an
obstacle to their search for profit and gives an interna-
tional agency the task of controlling exploitation of
the seabed while taking care to establish a source of
development for the poorest nations,

Like the Group of 77, we are well aware of the impli-
cations of the provisions contained in this Convention.
They should spare some of those countries the grave

/ consequences which would arise from uncontrolled
exploitation by powerful Nonh American and

Japanese companies of polymetallic nodules. The
inuoduction of production plans for cenain mineral
ores should help rc stablize their prices. That could be
an important precedent for the definirion of a global
strategy on raw materials. Moreover the application of
this Convention is urgently necessary to safeguard the
marine and coastal enviro4ment against the potential
dangers of pollution arisirig from anarchic exploita-
tion: Mrs Spaak clearly highlighr this problem in her
rePort.

As regards the proposal that the Communiry as such
should sign this document, we do not see that as the
real issue. Quite apart from the juridical aspect of
reference m Anicle 116 for the signing of such a Con-
vention, the underlying credibility of this proposal
seems to us to be open to question. !flhat would be the
significance of this signature if many Member States
did not give the necessary commitment? There would
then be legitimate douba ois-d-ois the international
communiry. Some Communiry countries have already
signified-their intention not to sign. qt thgf hope. tg
benefit from the rights opened by this Convendon
without sharing its responsibilities? This sharing of
roles might lead one rc think so.

That is why we do not support this proposal that the
Convention should be signed by the Community
although we do advocate signing by the Member
States themselves. The French Communism and Allies
hope that the individual countries will sign at the earli-
est opportuniry and that the Convention will enrcr into
force under the best possible conditions.

Mr Sabl6 (L). - (FR) Mr President, Commissioner,
ladies and Bendemen, the Convention which was
sigrred last Friday in lamaica by 109 countries after
nine years of negotiations is one of the most important
inrcrnational agreements to have been concluded since
the Second Vorld Var in the context of cooperation
between the industrialized and developing countries.

This Convendon undoubtedly represents progress in
the Nonh-South dialogue at a time when that progress
was urgently necessary, panicularly after the failure of
the heavily publicized summits of Cancun and Ver-
sailles.

\Tithout being perfect, the Convention creates the
necessary texts for the emergence of a new Law of the
Sea which will ovenurn the present rules of customa{F
law and unify national legislation on territorial waters.
For the major naval powers it maintains freedom of
passage, in panicular through straits which i,re less

than 24 nautical miles in width. It enables pollution of
the sea to be counteracted and guarantees for each
coastal State a wide reserved fisheries zone and,
beyond the limit of national jurisdiction, the exploita-
tion of the mineral resources of the deep seabed which
are treated as the common heritage of mankind will be
ensured by air international agency. The dweloping
countries will thus participate in the exploitation of the
wealth to which they would never otherwise |rave had
access; in this way Lom6 III will be of vital import-
ance.

It is above all through the creation of exclusive econo-
mic zones reserving for each coastal nation sovereiBn
rights over the living and mineral resources of the deep
water and marine subsoil up rc 200 nautical miles from
the coast that the new Law of the Sea introduces
effective instruments for future development. \7e all
know that fishing will have a considerable impact on
employment in future. It will help to meet the food
needs of broad sectors of society which are generally
undernourished and although, in the case of the devel-
oping countries, the 200 mile zones cover only about
one-third of the oceans they do contain some 90 0/o of
the resources at present exploited throughout the
world, a relatively large volume belonging to the ACP
countries.

\7ith this extension of the 200 mile zone, industrial
fishing fleets, in particular those of Japan and the
USSR, will have increasingly limited access rc the
zones which are the richest ln fish. This will pur an
end to spoliation and perhaps hold out real hopes for
many countries of the Third Vorld, panicularly in the
Caribbean.

Of course optimal exploitation of the new fish
resources in the exclusive economic zones will often
exceed the financial porcntial of many ACP Srates.
Here it is appropriate to sffess rhe role which Europe
can play. By concluding exemplaqy fishing agreements'
with a large number of ACP countries, Europe has
pursued a poliry which has in advance respected ihe
rights that have now emerged from the UN Confer-
ence on the Law of the Sea. The Comrirunity itself is
becoming one of the world's leading maritime powers
with the extension to 200 miles of the exclusive econo-
mio zone of its overseas departments and territories,
be they in the Caribbean or in the Pacific.
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Vho could be better placed than the Community to
develop regional cooperation with the neighbouring
ACP States in these regions? Ladies and gendemen,
the Communiry has everything to gain by signing this
Convention. Unfonunately it has not yet been bble to
do so owing to the lack of a majoriry among the Ten.
However, the hope remains that a number of countries
will latcr on join our camp; the Comrnuniry will then
be able to affirm its existence and cohesion and
become a fully-fledged member of the Preparatory
Committee which will be responsible for drawing up
the rules and procedures for implementation of the
new Convention. It will thus be able to play a full pan
in improving a text which, although not perfect, will
undoubtedly represent a landmark in history.

Mr Vandemculcbroucke (CDD. - NL) I wish to
ercend my warmest congratulations to the rapporteurs
of the two reports before the House, colleagues Vi6
and Spaak. I vould like to consider in greater detail
the Spaak repon which has my full suppon. I rco
share the view that the European Community, as con-
tracting parry, should adhere to the Draft Convention.
Towards the end of her speech, colleague Spaak quite
rightly drew attention rc the fact that we are not solely
concerned here with the wealth of the seabed and the
exploitation thereof, but also with marine fauna and
flora, for whom protected zones must be recognized
at intemational level.

In this context, Mr President, I should like to draw
your attention to the serious problem posed by the
Arctic region. A project for this entire region, entitled
'The Arctic pilot projec' (APP) is currently under
review by the Canadian government This APP project
concerns the exploitation of an extensive natural gas

deposit in Melville Bay. It is intended that these depos-
its be transported aboard giant icebreakers to the
South-Eastern coast of Canada, a matter of some
importance, given the interest expressed in the project
by France and the Federal Republic of Germany. Ve
know from experience that Canada at one dme
invoked Article 234 of the Convention on the Law of
the Sea to prevent passate by an icebreaker through
this Arctic region, subsequent to which the Canadiatr
parliament adoprcd its own law. The question now is
vrhether the Arctic Pilot Project, a matter of far-reach-
ing consequences, will not wreak irreparable havoc
upon marine animal life in rhe Arctic region as well as

upon the idigenous inhabitants of Greenland. The
quesdon is whether the European Community will
lend its support to Greenland and, by extension, Den-
mark, .in invoking Anicle 234 of. the International
Convention on the Law of the Sea. I7e shall be having
a debate in the future on a possible withdrawal of
Greenland from the European Community. It goes
without saying that it is a matter of critical importance
for them that projects such as the APP should not have
precederrce.

There is more at sake here than the exploitation of
the rich mineral deposits in the seabed.'!7'e are talking

about the very survival of the whole Arctic way of life
and of its entire fauna and flora. I look forward to the
House giving unanimous approval to the Spaak repon
and trust that it will be equally consistent in its solidar-
iry with the inhabiants of Greenland.

Mr Eisma (NI).- (NL) Ve would also like to con-
gratulate colleagues Vi6 and Spaak on their excellent
reports. It is not a good omen that a number of major
industrial States, amongst whom, several EEC Mem-
ber States have not signed the Draft Convention on
the Law of the Sea. It is regrettable firstly in that it
weakens the effectiveness of the Convention as such in
dealing, primarily, with the behaviour of the United
States. Secondly, it illustrates the alarming discord
among the Communiry Member Statcs in such a cru-
ciil area of international law and of foreign and com-
mercial policy.

\7e also consider it vitally important that Community
Member States who have not yet done so, should still
sign and subsequently ratify the Draft Convention.
Such EEC unanimity would permit the greatest possi-
ble pressure to be.brought to bear upon the United
States in an effon to prevail upon the latter to accept
the hard-won compromise.

The crux of the matter for the United States and a
number of ,Member States is the exploitation of the
mineral resources of the seabed; they believe that pri-
vate enterprise will have too little room for man-
oeuvre. In this contcxt it can do no harm to point out
that, of the various consortia which have been set.up
with a view to the future commercial exploradon ani
exploitation.of the seabed, there has been much talk of
European and Nonh American joint ventures. Despite
the restrictions on their acdvities as contained in the
Draft Convention, many of these European - and a

good deal of the Nonh American - firms accept the
terms of the new Draft Convention; and indeed prefer
it to the inevitable anarchy which would prevail in the
absence of such a Convention. They too believe a rys-
tem of commercial exploitation carried out by enrcr-
prises subject to national legisladon, to be undesirable.
The Draft Convention on the Law of the Sea affords
these consortia the greatest securiry concerning rheir
investments in deep seabed mining.

Should the Convention fail to be ratified the resultant
free-for-all will not be restricted to the exploitation of
the seabed but will spread to other areas of marine law
which the Convendon intends to regulate. The danger
then exists that conflicts arising from such a chaotic
state of affairs would tend to be solved by threats of,
or even the actual resort to, violence. Even those
States which still have reservations abour pans of the
Convention have much to gain, economically and mili-
tarily, through the Convenrion's other stipulations.
The only surprising aspect is that they apparently have
not yet recognized this sufficiently.
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Mr President, I shall close by saying that the Convin-
tion on the Law of rhe Sea represenr a breakthough in
the field of international law. It is the first imponanr
legal area which has come into existence as a result of
negotiations at which the developing counrries were
present. They jusdfiably atach a grear deal of import-
ance to it. fu a result the Convention may be said to
have taken a step towards becoming a jusr interna-
tional order. Vithout doubt, this Convention is a com-
promise and, as such, far from ideal but it is far better
than nothing at all; hence our feeling that all of the
Communiry Mernber States and thi Communiry as
such should range rhemselves behind rhis Convention
on the Law of the Sea.

ffi Qellins (Sl, chairman of the Committge on the
Enoironmenl Pablic Heahh and Consumer Protection.

- Mr President, first of all I should like to add my
voice to that of the chairman of the Legal Affairs
Committee. I do think, as chairman of the Committee
on the Enyironment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, that this debate would have made a great
deal more sense had it taken place last monrh. I hope
the Bureau will in future rake norc of demands of this
kind.

I too want to turn the attention of Parliament again to
the environmenral aspecrs of the Law of the Sea. In
doing so I want to commend the work done by the
Committee on the Environment's rapponeur, Mrs
Spaak, and to speak in favour of her repon.

The problems themselves, Mr Presidenr, are clear
enough. In the first place we know of the existence of
the polymetallic nodules. Ve know of their wide-
spread distribution and we know something of their
immense potehrial value. This value is economic in the
sense that new sources of metallic ores may be made
available to replace the dwindling traditional sources,
and they are of strategic value because access to them

'will clearly affect a countny's capacity to sustain an
industry-based economy in the future.

Secondly,'exploitation of these resouroes, even though
this is unlikely on any substantial scale in the near
furure, will still have an imponant and probably irrev-
ersible effec on rhe marine and therefore on the
global environment. I say'probably' because one of
our great difficuldes is that we know so very liule
about the deep ocean bed. The late and .rih ,.r-
pected Lord Ritchie Calder, who cooperated with me
in framing the resolution on which this repon is based,
used rc say that our knowledge of the ocean bed is
about the equivalent of learning the geografhy of the
eanh by sitting above the cloud layer and dropping an
occasional small net to the ground and then examining,
its contents when it is pulled up. That means, of
course, that in exploiting rhe resources of metallic
.nodules we will inevitably disturb areas about whose
ecology we know very little. I hardly need to remind
Members of this Parliament of the imponance of the

marine environment to the continued healrh and habit-
ability of the eanh itself. Therefore, we would argue,
both in the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection and in the Socialisr
Group, that international conrols are essential.

The Law of the Sea's doctrine rhat the resources of the
open sea should be seen as rhe common heritage of
mankind finds support in our group, and we believe
that it represents an imponagt and heanening
development in internarional cooperadon. It is there-
fore sad to find that certain Communiry Member
States - the United Kingdom, Germany, Belgium and
Italy included 7 have failed to supporr the United
Nations and have thus given supporr to President
Reagan's view rhat the Treary, as it stands, will inhibit
free-enterprise exploitarion.

Mr President, I would conclude very briefly by srying
that free uncontrolled exploitation is the last thing we
qranr. Ir would be unfaii to the nations of the f=hird
Vorld, it would be destructive of the marine environ-
ment, it would be shonsighted and against Europe's
Iong-term interests and it would merely represent sub-
servience to rhe interests of Presidenr Reagan and the
international mining companies. On all of these
grounds we in the Socialist Group suppon Mrs
Spaak's report. The gioup wan$ ro ensure rhar rhe
Community itself will play a role in the future control
and conservation of the resources of the marine envi-
ronment.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, I wish
many more more reports were as good as Mr Vi6's
and Mrs Spaak's. '!7hat is imponanr about the Vi6
repoft is that - and I do not nor wanr ro discuss the
contenrc now - it principally broaches legal ques-
tions, while Mrs Spaak deals with a limited aspect of
the draft Convention. I am sorry that Parliamenr vras
not consulred earlier and ro a greater exrenr on this
issue, and I am also extremely sorry rhar rhe Political
Affairs Committee did not draw up a repoft or an opi-
nion on this eminently politically quesrion.

. 
I recommend to the House in particular four amend-
ments which I have tabled on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Pany.' As regards the Vi6
report, I have abled an amendment seeking to replace
paragraph 9a with a new rexr designed to ensure that
Parliament has sufficient opportunity rc discuss rhe
Convenrion before it is ratified. I have tabled an
amendmenr to paragraph 9 because I believe it would
be foolhardy ro sound the retreat in a statemenr ar this
stage. \fhen you negotiate, you must begin by
demanding everything. Then you may be able to go on
negotiating. But you musr nor say from the outset: we

. are prepared rc withdraw to a different position.

The two amendmenrs to the Spaak repoft have been
tabled because we feel that paragraphs 3 and 4 deuact
from the harmony of rhe reporr and raise legal ques-
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dons which do not really have any place in a report on
environmental questions.

I consider it imponant - and this debate confirms my
viev - for us to continue to'give serious considera-
tion to this mattcr. Ve have plenty of time, and it is

hardly surprising that opinions should differ here. I
believe that the German Government acted quite cor-
rectly, but we should discuss these mawers quite
openly and sincerely. I call on you, therefore, to back
the idea that it is essential for Parliament to consider
the Convention in depth before it is ratified.

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). - (GR) Mr President, first of
all I want to express my great satisfacdon with the
report by the Legal Affairs Committee and with Mr
Vi6's very thorough inuoduction, and I want also to
stress the importance of Mrs Spaak's likewise very
thorough report. The issue is of profound imponance
and I think Parliament went seriously amiss in not
debating it during the November part-session. If this

had been done a clear recommendation from Parlia-
ment would have been available in time for the meet-
ing of the Council of Ministers held a few days ago at
which negative decisions were taken concerning the
signing qf the Convendon on the Law of the Sea at the
outset by the Communiry as such and on referring the
mattfr back to the Commission.

On the other hand the proposal made by the Commis-
sion was, in my view, very well thought out and it is a
pity, in view of our wish for the European Communiry
to sign the Convention on the Law of the Sea and rc
panicipate in lrying down the neoessary procedures
for the operation of the Convention, that we ourselves

did not adhera closely to its conclusions.

I want to point out, Mr President, that the grearcr part
of the Convention, and specifically its first ten parts, is

really a confirmation and codification of principles
and rules governing the Law of the Sea which are

aheady in application and internationally recognizcd
as binding. One such rule is that making provision for
the extension of territorial w'aters to 12 miles, and just
such a principle is conuined in the affirmation that
islands have their own equivalent of a continenal
shelf.

Acceptance by the European Community of these
rules is exremely imponant if arbitrary acts, acts
which in many parts of the world could possibly lead
to conflict, are to be stopped, or at least limited and
brought under control. In our opinion the first ten
parts of the Convention on the Law of the Sea are,
like most of it, generally acceptable, and we think that
the Convention should be signed by all and that it
would have been in the direct interest of the European
Community for it to have participated in the formula-
tion of procedures.

There is controversy in panicular about Pan XI which
refers to the establishment of an international auth-

oriry and rc the procedures for governing deep-sea

mining. It is inconceivable that objections and disa-
greements on this point cannot be overcome. I noted
carefully what Mr Von Habsburg had to say a little
earlier and in my view the Communiry is able to play a
role in formulating these procedures and it could play
an acrive pan in surmounting disagreements and in
shaping a text which is generally acceptable. For this
rc happen, however, it is necessary for the Europeah
Communiry to sign the Convention as a single entity,
as a self-contained uniry, so that it can play a part in
all these processes. This would not prevent the Com-
muniry from refusing rc ratify the Convention if the
difficuldcs turned out to be insurmountable.

Mr President, I believe that we must mainmin a reso-
lute and positive sand on the issue of the Convention.
The European Community is the greatest trading and

shipping power in the world, and for it not to partici-
pate in the procedural tasks to be undertaken would
be absurd. In my own country, which has a great mer-
chant shipping radition and a rich island history,
interest in the matter is very lively.

I consider it essential for the European Communiry t6
play an active role in thi final formulation and appli-
cation of the Convention on the Lpw of the Sea.

Mr Bournias (PPE). - (GR) Mr President, coming
as it does after nine years of tribuladon and disagree-
ment the new Convention on the Law of the Sea

reveals two disheanening facts about the countries of
the Vest. Firstly, it shows a sharpening of the differ-
ences that exist berween these countries themselves

and between them and other countries of the world
and, secondly - despite all the fine words - it
demonsrates the difficulty involved in achieving a real
understanding bervreen rich and poor countries.
Today's 'Ie Monde' is indeed right to say that this
issue which began with the good of humanity in mind
has come to a close without the various national eto-
dsms having been expunged.

On a more specific note, with reference rc the Vi6 and
Spaak reports, those of us who belong to the New
Democracy Parry inrcnd to support the respective
modons for resolutions because we dissent from the
view that the Treaties of the Community do not pro-
vide legal grounds for the Communiry as such to sign
the Convention and that these grounds exist only for
Member States acting separately. \7e consider that if
these grounds did not already exist by vinue of Arti-
cles 2 10 and 228 of the EEC. Treary we would. need to
crearc them because it is just not credible that the
Community should be a mere observer with regard to
a great inrcrnational issue of unforeseeable future
dimensions. But we shall vote in favour of the repons
for yet another reason, Mr President, namely that we
belong rc a small maritime country - as my compa-
triot Mr Pesmazoglou has just said - which has many
islands and a long coastline, and consequently we can-
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not remain indifferent about the final legal setdement
of the two matters which concern our country
directly; these are, firstly, the extension of rcrritorial
waters to twelve miles and, secondly, the recognition
that each country has exclusive fishing and oil rights
over a 200-mile coastal zone.

Mr Alexiadis (ND. - (GR) Mr President and col-
leagues, it is saddening that division exists among the
Member States of the EEC on a matter so crucial as

the Lav of the Sea, and it is even more saddening that
this division has become apparent over one of the
Convehtion's main points, namely the exploitation of
marine and deep seabcd wealth which is a common
heritage . . .

(Tbe speaher continaes unheard at this point becaase ofa
technicalfaah)

. . . better future for her peoples whether they live in
countries bordering the sea or not. Instead of choosing
the only democratic and just solution for dealing with
the exploitation of this'vast wealth in the name of and
for the benefit of the Community as a whole the sel-
fish view has prevailed of allowing certain parties
exclusive access to it on the prercxt that they alone
possess the necessary economic and technological
means. It is perhaps rather bold, but in essence regrem-
ably true, to say that the old colonial domination of
the land masses of our planet has been superseded
nowadays by a new form of colonialism whose prota-
gonists claim control over the resources of the oceans.
Under such an order of things wordy and oft-repeated
declarations concerning the need to narrow the gulf
beqween Nonh and South, berween the developed and
underdeveloped and berween countries unequally
favoured by nature becomes so much frivolous talk.
And it goes without saying that in circumsqances like
these effective protection of the marine environment
would become just about impossible because such
regimes for the extraction of wealth quite naturally
accord top prioriry to economic efficiency, to private
expediency that is, and not to the maximizadon of the
social inrcrest, to the good of society as a whole.

It is possible in this matrcr for the European Parlia-
ment, the product of the free democratic conscious-
ness of the peoples of this old continent, to express
chagrin over this grave error and at the same dme its
wish for the mistake rc be speedily recdfied. By adopt-
ing such a position it would demonstrate that Europe
r,emains always the truest champion 6f the great ideals
of justice, of equaliry of opponunity, of the equitable
disribution of our planet's wealth and of shared pros-
perity. The Convention which became open for signa-
ture a few days ago makes an imponant contribution
to the codificadon and the stabiliry of the Law of the
Sea. Given what I have said earlier the EEC as a whole
and its Member Starcs individually should go ahead
pnd sign the Convention.

Mr Aniriesse4 Member of the Commission. -(NL) Mr Presidenq one can easily. appreicate why
Parliament has felt it necessary to devote two reports
to a subject of such imponance as that which we are
dealing with rcday. There can be no doubt that we are
dealing here with a large-scale venture which may be

considered, in more ways than one, as unique in the
annals of the evolution of international law.

Such a description befits both the positive and negadve
aspects of such an operation and the Commission
would be the first to recognize the shortcomings of
this Draft Convention before the House today or that
there is every occasion - and happily a possibility too

- to delete the contentious paragraphs in the course
of future deliberations.

I would like to begin, Mr President, by congratulating
Mr Vi6 and Mrs Spaak on their exchaustive reports of
which the qualiry conforms to the scale of the topic
under review. That topic concerns more than the
esclusively maritime States. It raises the full spectre of
the dilemma of the developing countries. As such the
Commission, heanened by the atrcntion thus being
focused on this problem area, believes it to be a posi-
tive aspect which should be taken into account in arty
overall assessment of the Convendon.

The Final Clause of the Draft Convention was signed
on the last day of the Cbnference which took place a

few days ago, 6-10 December 1982 in Montego Bay,

Jamaica, which paved the way for the radfication pro-
cedure, thus iriitiated as of 10 December 1982.

Mr President, the European Communiry is the sole
international organization which, by virtue of . the
powers vested in her in clearly delineated areas by the
Treaty of Rome, is explicitly eligible as a signatory to
both the Final Clause and the Draft Convention itself.
'Vithout going into the specific powers delegated rc
the European Community by virtue of the Treaty of
Rome, a repetition of which would be superfluous, I
would mention in passing that they have been sum-
marized in the Vi6 and Spaak reports and have also
been brought rc the fore by various members of thi
House who preceded me in this debate.

These powers are real and, one may even say, of vital
imponance for the funher develgpment of the Com-
munity and it should thus be recognized that the
Communiry as such has the authority, to panicipate as

a contracting parry in this international legal opera-
tion, a matter of some considerable significance.

A number of speakers have referred to the Com-
muniq/s signing of the Draft Convention being condi-
donal upon the prior signing by a meiority of the indi-
vidual Communiry Member States (regarding which I
would refer the Members to Annex 9, Ardcle 2 of the
Draft Convention).

The honourable Member Prout has just suggested that
such a procedure is a clear contravendon of the provi-
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sions of Anicle 228 of theTreaty of Rome. The Com-
mission does not share this view. Given that
Article 228 stipulates that the Commission is the com-
petent body in matters of external negotiations and
commitments to be later concluded by the Council,
afrcr consulting Parliament, where required, one has

to consider that, within the United Nations, the Com-
munity has been allocated no more than observer sta-
tus, which implies in this specific 6ase, that the nego-
dadons on the Draft Convention were in fact con-
ducted by the Member State entrusted with the Presi-
dency of the Council at the dme. One might say that,
in this specific case, as a consequence of the unique
situation, the Community, i.e. the Commission, acted
through the person of the Council presidency. \7ith-
out doubt, the Commission made an active contribu-
don in coordinating matters, endeavouring through-
out to achieve an optimum Communiry line from the
Member States, but was helpless in trying to pre-empt
the cleavage which finally surfaced amont the Mem-
ber States.

Mr President, we are now faced with a situation in
which only five of the ten Communiry Member States
signed the Final Clause of the Draft Convention in

Jamaica last Friday, 10 December 1982, and in so

doing, also made a common declaration, which has

ramifications for the position of the Communiry at this
point in time.

This declaration reads, more or less, as follows: 'My
countr/s representative, in signing the Final Clause of
this Draft Convention, declares that his country is a
member of the European Economic Communiry which
signifiei that it has, by vinue of the founding Treary of
the aforementioned Communiry, delegated powers to
it in clearly delineated areas governed by that Treatt',
with the remark: 'Additional information on the
nature and extent of these delegated powers will be

communicated, in conformity with Annex 9 of the
Draft Conventiotr in due course'.

Mr President, the fact that no more than half of the
Communiry Member Sates signed the Final Clause,
means that the Communiry must be considered, at this
point in dme, as not being e pefry to the Draft Con-
vention's Final Clause. My fellow Commissioner,
Narjes, speaking before the Council on 23 November
1982 has abeady indicated that a declaration on the
lines of that which was added by the Communiry
Member State signatories to the Final Clause to be
incompatible with Communiry law, adding that the
Commission would take the necessary measures to
rectify the situation. The Commission considers this
declaraqion unsatisfactory because it fails to specify
that eventual radfication of the Draft Convention by
the individual Community Member Starc signatories
to the Final Clause is, in conformiry with Article 5 of
the Treary of Rome, contingent upon the Communiry
itself as such, signing the Draft Convention. This
means that the Commission must, on the one hand,
endeavour to ensure that there are more than 5 signa-

tories to the Final Clause and, by extension, to the
Draft Convendon itself, thereby paving the way for
the Communiry, as such, to adhere to the Draft Con-
vention whilst, on the other hand, taking great pains
rc obtain a declaration which recognizes the substan-
tial authoriry vested in the Community as such, by vir-
tue of the Treaty of Rome. The Cominission is thus
faced with a dual task, but I can assure the House that
it will spare no effon and have recourse to all the
available legal and political means with a view rc
achieving the reciprocal respect of the obligations to
which I have just referred, by the Community Member
States in question.

In considering a fundamental principle to be involved
here, Mr President, I trust I have not gone somewhat
overboard in my denunciation, but I just wanrcd to
leave no grodnds for ambiguiry regarding the Com-
mission's position on the matter. In this respect, given
the scheduling of this debate some days after, rather
than prioi to, the United Nations Conference in
Jamaica I would not only concur with the honourable
Member Janssen Van Raay that it is somewhat super-
fluous, but would add furthermore that we are now
faced with trylng to claw back authority which may be
considered as having been (unwittingly) ceded by
Community Member States at that conference. In
trying to iron out the aforementioned thorny legal
issue the Commission can only be heanened by the
various declarations and interpretations which have
been voiced in the House today, whilst fully partaking
of the view expressed by several Members of the
House that the whole debate would have had more
relevance, had it taken place during a previous pan-
session.

Mr President, I believe that we must act with all due
haste in order m be well situated for panicipating in
further developments within the terms .of the Draft
Convention and as such I am not indlined to share the
more leisurely approach (no doubt unwittingly given)
of the Members of the House who would have us ser
time-limits for each stage of the proceedings.

Mi'President, I begun by saying that this operation
has, one might almost say, in-built advantages and dis-
advantages. Iir its repon to the Council last October,
the Commission emphasized its awareness of the Draft
Convention's shoncomings in,a number of areas, in
panicular that governing the exploration and commer-
cial exploitation of the ocean seabed, the relevant defi-
nition, in the Draft Convention, giving rise to lrave
concern, in particular, in Communiry commercial cir-
cles. The Commission is aware of the problem and of
the doubt expressed by those commercial interesr as

to the viability of deep seabed mining, under the regu-
lations as they look like emanating from the Draft
Convention negotiations.

Nevenheless, the fact rhat Communiry commercial
interesr remain proponents of an inrcrnational regula-
tion such as that proposed by the Draft Convention
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may be interpreted as an encouraging sign, even if that
enthousiasm is tempi:red by very real reservations
about the enforcement of cenain parts thereof.

It should nevenheless bc clear from the foregoing, that
the Commission has warmly commended the Conven-
tion to the Member States, seeing in it the sole instru-
ment of legal securiry in the international maritime
arena at present. Funhermore adherence to the Con-
vention brings with it the possibility of actively influ-
encing the course of future events through a voting
right in the Convention's deliberadons, from whic[
the definitive measures concerning enforcement will
emanate, in panicular the activities of the preliminary
committee. The Commission feels this to be a widely
held view among the Members of this House. T[e
Communiq/s ultimate position regarding the Draft
Convention will be dependent upon clarifications from
the preliminary committee and the progress attained in
rendering the whole area of deep seabed mining
acceptable to the industrialized counrries. Just one
remark on marine environment to which the Spaak
report paid particular amenrion. It is natural that the
European Parliament, via its Commitree on the Envi-
ronmenq Public Healsh and Consumer Prorecdon,
should be panicularly interested in research concern-
ing matters of marine environmenr and the potential
rishs for the ecorystem posed by deep seabed mining, a
concern shared by the Commission. Much more
exhaustive research needs to be carried out in this
area, on which the Commission should actively set
about elaborating a blucprint. But this is not to say
that the Commission shares the view rhat the area of
deep seabed mining merirs, at this stage, a Communiry
policy. Ir believes such a poliry to be certainly a possi-
biliry but the proposal musr be in conformity with the '

terms of the Draft Convention on the Law of the Sea.
Given that it has just been decided that a number of
the clauses of that Convention are unsatisfactory in
their present form and need to be refined and revised
at the preliminary commirree sage the Commission
feels thar it should concenrarc its energies on moni-

toring these aspects, postponing a Community policy
on deep seabed mining to a larcr date.

Mr Plesidenr, concerning the presorvation of rhe mar-
ine environment the Commission would like to see the
individual Member States'legal provisions in this area
being better attuned to what is, in a wider interna-
tional context, likely to be the norm. It feels that the
preliminary committee, to vrhich reference has already
been made, should take up the matter as early as
March 1983.

'!7ith regard to the need to undenake research and rc
the creation of protected zones in areas where the
flora and fauna are panicularly imponant I would
point out that thb United States is far ahead of the
Communiry. Our knowledge in this field is very frag-
menary. Hence rhe Commission's inrention, with the
help of the governments and in collaboration with the
most specialized organizations in rhe field, of examin-
ing the mosr appropriare mean6 of undenaking
research protrammes with a view rc having a bewer
evaluation and thus more effecrive means of combat-
ing the harmful effects of deep seabed mining.

Mr President, in closing I would like to say that the
Commission shares Parliament's opinion on the need
for the Community to have a voice in the activities of
the Convention as soon as possible, in the manner I
have already indicated. I hope that when the Conven-
tion eventually comes up for rarification, and the
House has had an opponuniry of debating it fully, the
proposal made by the Commission some time ago con-
cerning the ratification of international agrbements,
which entail a considerable extension of existing pro-
cedures, will be fully operational. Parliament's consul-
tatioh on the maner would rhus be assured.

Presidcnt. - The debate is closed.

The vote will take place at the next voting time.r

(Tbe shting closed at S p.*.)

I Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX I

Votes

EYRAUD REPORT (D oc. t-77 6 / 82 Dairy scctor) : REJECTED1

The rapponeurwas:

- for Amendments Nos 25, 26,29,36,44 and 46;

- againstAmendments Nos l, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11,13,14,15,16,17,22,27,30,
. 31,35,37,38,39, 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, 49,50, 54 and 55

Expknations ofoote

Mr Bocklct (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, the votc has unfonunately produced a resolu-

tion *hich in itseif is incoherent. The paragraph 4 we have adopted essentially conflicts
with the par4graph 6 ure havc adopted. I find this extremely regrettable, and one reason

may be that the House is so poorly auended at the moment. Nonetheless, I feel that para'
graph 6 makes a major, positive statement, vhich is why I consider it acceptable to vote

Io.ih. resolution. However, I should like to take this opponuniry to urge once again that
all Members, where possible, be present at voting time so that accidents are avoided and

our resolutions are coherent.

Mr Pearce (ED). - Mr Presidenr, I am going to vote against this repon because although
there have been a number of useful amendments acceprcd, it sdll contains, panicularly in
paragraph 6, a good few things that are highly undesirable.

This repon sets out to penalize those farmers who have set out to make themselves effi-
cient even though, in an earlier paragraph, it talls about maintaining investment. It is

rarher like tryrni ro ban combine harvesters or to ban tractors. Imagine. what would hap-

pen fn other'industries tlat we are concerned with - with steel, with textiles - other
troubled sectors of our economy, if we tried to penalize those people who have made

themselves efficient by the large scale of their production. It is nonsense, Mr President, to
penalize those who have succeeded. I believe, in fait, that what is happening is that Mem-
Lers from certain Member States have allowed themselves rc be unduly influenced by the
votes rhat this son of sentiment will attract and I think it will be a very sad day if the
House approves this repon. I urge Members therefore, Mr President, to reject this repon.

Mr Tolman (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, I suppon the principle of a co-responsibiliry
levy in the dairy sector. It is one of the numerous possibilities for reducing orrerprodrrction
of milk. The piesent milk levy has not functioned satisfacorily, the money being allocated
either too late or not at all. But despite this criticism one has to admit that the new mea-
sure is even less satisfactory.

I intend ro vot€ against the repon for three reasons. Firsdy, because it foresees that 670/o

i.e. two out of every three producers, will hencefonh be exempt, thus reducing unneces-

sarily rhe arable surface. Secondly, because of the special levy per 15 000 kt per hectare.
fu a result of this, the efficient producer and healthy family concern are being punished. I

1 For the debate on thc Eyraud rcport: see Debatcs of 18. ll. 1982.
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totally reject the rystem of differendal pricing. Thirdly, this levy flagraniy contravepes the
fundamental principle that production should be organized where it is diemed to be most
cost effective. These, Mr Presidenr , are my reasons for voring against the Eyraud Rplon.

Mrs Pery (S).- (FR) Mr President, ladies and tenrlemen, the repon or, 
"o-r.rporisibiliryin the dairy sector as now amended does not satisfy the French Socialists.

h did originally have positive aspec6. The exemption on the first 60 000 kilos will logi-
cally be of benefit to the smallest producers who are numerous in my own pan of south-
west France and in the deprived mountain areas in general. Ve should have preferred the
exemption to apply tga larger production figure in the order of 120 000 kilos correspond-
ing to a holding of about 40 cows in our regions. Ve see this as a first step towards pro-
gressive tax rates.

Similarly we are in favour of the creation of a special tax applicable rc industrial farms
producing over 15 000 kilos per hectare. This measure will penalize the principal prod-
ucers of dairy surpluses.

However, in its amended form this report also has negative 
"rp."* 

to which I would like
9o draw your attention. \7e regret the fact that the principle of progressive rarcs has not
been adopted, that no allowance has been made for production costs and that the limita-
tion_on.substitution products for cereals has not been accepted, thus encouraging over-
producdon and justifying the imposition of an impon tax. Above all, Mr PreiidJnq we
pegret the fact that the vote today has gone in favour of a reduction in the inrcnention
pncn 

.by .2' 2!/0, thus limiting the earnings of small farmers and setting the se small-holdings
at risk; by-the same token, this will increase unemployment in regions which are alread'y
underprivileged. ,

Mr President, I shall therefore abstain in the vore on this reporr.

MrYoltjer (S). - (NL) Mr President, listening to my colleagues' explanarions of votes
leads me to believe that we are nod yet at the end of our pains.

If I may, I would like to summaize rte report as follows. Ve believe that, in its present
starc, the general co-responsibiliry levy in the dairy sector has been shown to be unviable.
Secondly, other measures mu$ be adoprcd in order to come to grips with the overproduc-
tion. \7e support this view. Thirdly, drastic measures are now called for and thaq with a
view to restoring the price mechanism at some time in the furure the necessary mandate
proposals must once more be laid before the Council by the Commission. As iuch I find
the repon acceptable ro our group and I shall most cenainly vote in favour.

Mrs le Roux (COM). - (FR) Mr President, experience has confirmed the validiry of the
fears of the French Communists and, as we had supposed, the co-responsibiliry ievy has
proved-unjust, inequiable and inefficienr It has helped to speed up thl disappiarance of
small farmers and the concenradon of production in the milk factories-of nonhern
Europe.

!7e approved the original approach of the Eyraud report which allowed for this siruation
and aimed at abolishing the tax in its present form. \[e regretted that it did not go far
enough; that is_why we submitted amendments designed to replace this co-responsibllity
lt"y by a special levy on all rhe milk factories.

Some of the, amendmenm adopted rcday, and I have in mind in panicular the text which
aPProves a !'20/o reduction in intervention prices, profoundly diston the spirit of the
report - a fact which we canno[ accepr.

However, an exemption remains for small farmers and there is to be a tax on the milk
factories; we shall therefore abstain while continuing our negotiations aimed at obtaining
exemption for the producers in'our region.
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Mr Eyraud (S). - (FR) Mr President, I have asked to speak in my capaciry as raPPorteur.

Given the vorcs on the amendments and the explanadons of vote, I believe that we should

refer this reporr back to the Committee on Agriculture to give it an opponuniry to draw
the cpnclusions from all that has been said today.

President. .-'$7e have heard the rapporteur, but there are still some Members who wish

to give an explanadon ofvote.

IvIr Kirk (ED). - (DA) l\tk President, I feel I must speak against the rapporteuls propo-
sal. !7e have voted on all the amendments tabled, and it is quite possible that the vote has

given rise ro a cerrain imbalance in the report itself, but this is because no attempt_has been

made in the Comminee on Agriculture to bring about agreement on a firm line with
regard to the co-responsibiliry levy. At the time when the co-responsibiliry levy was

adoprcd by the Commission, it was featured as the miracle cure which would give us con-
rol-over the rise in Community milk production. Have we succeeded? Has the Commis-

sion really succeeded, by means of the co-responsibiliry levy, in controlling milk produc-
tion in the Communiry? No. \7hy then should we continue to apply a co-responsibility
levy under exacdy rhe same criteria? \fhy should we extend the co-responsibiliry levy and

make it even more bureaucratic than it has been in past years?

My group is against this report. \7e think it is a bad report, and we want to vote on ir '$7e

*ani it to be completely voted down, so that we can then work out what arrangemenm are

needed to conrol milk production in the furure. Speaking personally, Mr Presidenq I am

glad that some of the amendments tabled have been adopted, but this also indicates the

direction in which the Commitree on Agriculture should channel its work next dme we

have to decide on,our position wirh regard to the co-responsibiliry levy. I recommend that
all in this Chamber vote against the repon.

Presidcnt. - I shall call Mr de la Maline first and then I shall consult the Assembly on Mr
Eyraud's proposal.

Mr de la Maltnc (DEP). - (FR) Mr Presiient, I would remind you that from the outset,

since the idea of a co-responsibiliry levy was first mooted my trouP has ceaselessly

opposed this tax and will conrinue to do so. Ve have seen today a number of disgraceful
,oi"s on amendments and the text in its present form is even worse than it was to start
with. \7e shall therefore vorc against it.

Presidcnt. - I shall now consulr the Assembly on Mr Eyraud's proposal for referal to
Commiuce. I will cdl one speaker for and one against.

Mr Herman (PPE). - (FR) Mr President, an attentive reader perusing the paragraphs of
rhis text will wonder whether this Parliament has lost all sense of logic since successive

paragraphs are mutually contradictory. That being so and rc avoid giving to the outside
world tfie impression of a Parliament which has lost all saniry, I propose reference back rc
committee.

Mr Gautier (S). - (DE) Mr President, Mr Herman could have made this request during_

the lait pan-session as well, considering the way the Chrisdan Democrats voted then. I
believe we shall be all righr with this repon. Nothing wonhs'hile will come out of a refer-
ral to the Committee on Agriculture, because it is obviously not representadve of this Par-
liament. There is rherefore no point in referring the repon back to the Committee on
Agriculture, and we should now proceed rc the vorc without funher delay.

(Apphtsefron tbe lefi)

Mr Gautier (S). - (DE) MrPresident, might I ask what point there is in explanadons of
vote like that given by Mr Bocklet when we have votes such as this. It would be interesting
to know whether explanations of vote are designed rc show the public something or
whether they ought not to lead rc a given result in the vote.
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ANNEX II

commhsion action on "r&:;r,:::i !i:l:xf,!',;;;lP,:!,e. 
European Partiament at its

This is an account, as arranged with the Bureau of Parliamenq of the action taken by the
Commission in respect of she amendments proposed ar the October and Novemb er 1982
pan-sessions in the framework of parliamentary consultation, and of disaster aid granted.

A. Commission proposak to utbich Parliament proposed amendments that the Commission
has accepted in ubole or in part (October and November 1982 pan-sessions)

L Proposal for a regahtion concernin! a limited action in the field of transport infia-
structtre (Repon by Dame Shelagh Robers)

(a) The Commission confirms its endorsement of the proposed amendment
adoprcd by Parliament at its sitting on 15 Octobe r 1982. It will alter its pro-
posal in the light of the direction that Council consideration of the proposal
takes.

(b) The Commission consequently has no difficulry in accepting the desire
expressed by Parliament in irem 7 of the resolution, also adopted on
l5October. As for itemg of the resolution, it would draw Parliament's
attention to the fact that, having regard to the veqy specific task it is carryrng
out at Present in pursuance of a Council decision on negotiations with Aus-
ria and to the need to commit the corresponding appropriation in good time,
it cannot undenake to include the Austrian motorway project in its provi-
sional list.

2. Decision amendingfor 1983 tbe research programme that tbe Joint Research Centte
is to cdrry out for the Earopean Atomic Energy Community and the European
Economic Community (1980-83) (Repon by Mr Pedini)

(a) On 4 November 1982 the Commission sent the Council amendments to the
proposal for a Council decision. These amendments embody those adopted
at Parliament's plenary sitting on 29 Ouober 1982.

O) \fith regard to the various suggestions to the Commission in the parliamen-
tary resolution concerning, in particular, implementation of rhe Super-Sara
project the Commission is unable to take them into consideradon until revi-
sion of the JRC programme is approved by the Council. The Council is
expected to give its decision on 13 December 1982.

3. Decision concerning a 5-year research and deoelopment progrdrnme in tbe fieA of
applied metrology and reference mateial - non-nuclear indirea aAion (1983-87)
(Rcpon by Mr Schmid)

(a) The amendments adopted by the European Parliament on 15 November
1982 concerning the proposal for a Council decision were submined to the' Commission on 6 December 1982 for approval on 8 December. The
amended proposal will be senr to the Council shordy.

(b) Subject to formal approval, the Commission has thus complied with rhe
, request made at f . in the European Parliament's resolution.

4. Directioe on tbe setting of limit oalaes for cadmium discharges in the aq*atic enoi-
ronment and quality objectioes for tbe leoel of cdmiam in the aqwtic e:noironment
(Report by Mrs S7eber)

The Commission has accepted 20 proposed amendments and undenaken to
amend its proposal to the Council accordingly under the second paragraph of
Anicle 149 of the EEC Treary.

Th6 main purpose of these amendmenrs is to bring the proposal for a directive, as
presenrcd by the Commission, in line with the Direcdve of 22March 1982 on
limitvalues and qualiry objectives for mercury discharges (82/176/EEC).
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B.

The text of the amended proposal for the Council directive was approved by the
Commission by accelerated written procedure on 30 November and sent to the
Council on 2 December. t

Commission proposak to whicb Parliament proposed amendments that the Commission
has notfeh able to accepi ,

1. Proposal for a reg*htion concerning the recruitment of se members of beadquarters

staf of the Earopean Asocktionfor Cooperation (Report by Mr kgri)

The Commission explained at the debate why it preferred rc leave the proposal as \

it stood.

2. Regrhtion probibiting imports into the Community of skins and produc* dcioed
from certain types of seal pnp (Repon by Mr Collin$

At the plenary debate the Commission said it was unable m alter its proposal as

this would upset the balance of the text and reduce the likelihood of its being
adopted by the Council.

Commission proposak on wbich the European Parliament dclioered faoo*rable opinions
or did not ashforformal amendment (October and November 1982 pan-sessions)

l. Report by Mrs Pery: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation proce-
dure on the Commission proposal for a decision amending Decision 78/640/
EEC on financial participation by the Communiry in inspection and surveillance
operations in the maritime waters of Denmark and Ireland

The European Parliament based its thinking on Anicle 2 of the Decision of
1978, which provides that the Council is to take a decision before 1 January' 
1983 on the panicipation by the Community in the expenditure incurred for
the inspection and surveillance of the fishing zones of all the Member States,
and pointed out that Communiry aid should not be restricted to Denmark
and Ireland. According rc Parliament, the scope of the aid should be

extended rc include any Member State whose means of surveillance are
inadequate in relation to the maritime waters and the wealth of the State in
question.

It should be norcd in this connection that because of the delay in the adop-
tion of a common fishery policy the need was not felt at the Council discus-
sions to make provision'for additional suweillance in other Member States.

The dme would not appear ripe yet to extend the measures currently in
force. Such extension will be considered, if appropriate, when the time
comes.

Repon by Mr Marck; Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation proce-
dure on the Commission proposal for a regulation on more stringent monitoring
of the operation of Communiry rules on agricultural products

Item 3 of the resolution: the Commission.will use its available saff for this
monitoring. It may request additional staff, urho would be responsible more
specifically assigned rc this task (20 persons planned).

Item 4 of the resoludon: should the Commission propose that rhe Council
adopt general implementing rules, the proposal would be submitted to the
European Parliament for an opinion (optional consultadon). Since the pur-
pose of the envisaged Communiry monitoring is not solely financial, the
Commission sees no need for the Coun of Auditors to be involved in the
preparation of its proposal.

Ircm 7 of the resolution: the Commission will supply an annual report on the
monitoring carried out under the regulation. To this end the Commission
will alter the proposal before the Council.

Repon by MrCostanzo: Resolution on the 6th annual Commission repon
(1980) on the European Regional Development Fund and the Commission com-
munication specifying the types of infrastructure for which the European

C.
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4.

Regional Development Fund may grant aid in the various regions assisted by the
Fund

The Commission has already stated that it shared the views expressed in the
resolution.

\7ith regard to qualitative and quandtative improvements in regional poliry,
the recommendations made here have also been incorporated in the Com-
mission's proposals for the revision of the ERDF and its proposals for the
1983 budget.

As for the recommendations on infrastructure, the Commission wishes to
repeat that the classification it proposed in its communication to the Council
is only provisional, and to point out that such a classification must be in line
.with the different fields of ministerial competence in the various Member
States.

Report by MrEisma: Resoludon closing the parliamentary consultation proce-
dure on the Commission communication on the medium-term projections for
welfare expendirure and its financing

The Council is expected to approve the Commission communication at its
meeting on 10 December, having noted with interest the attitude adopted by
Parliamenu The Commission will then undertake the work in this field des-
cribed in the communication, taking the views expressed by Parliament into
account.

Repon by MrBoyes: Resolution on the Commission's final report on the first
programme of pilot projects and studies to combat poverty

On 10 December the Council will most probably approve a series of conclu-
sions after considering the Commissidn's final report on combadng poverry.

In one of these conclusions it is,recognized that specific action by the Com-
munity is needed if povery is to be overcome, and hence that the fight must
be continued at European level.

The European Parliament will be kept informed

Repon by MrKaloyannis: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultadon
procedure on the Commission proposals for:

(i) a directive amending Directive 75/268/EEC on mountain and hill farming
and farming in cenain less-favoured areas

(ii) a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 355/77 on common measures
to improve the condidons under which agricultural products are processed
and marketed

Item 6 of the resolution: Regulation 355/77 provides that a report on the finan-
cial results of the project is to be sent to the Commission, via his Member State,
by the recipient in respect of every project for which assistance from the Fund
has been granted.

The Commission has received the first reports relating to a limited number
of projects.

It would prefer to wait till it has a sufficient number of repons before draw-

, ing general conclusions on the results of the operation of Regulation 355l
77.

It should also.be norcd that the annual EAGGF, Guidance Section, financial
report, which is sent to Parliament, contains statistical daa on the operation
of Regulation 355/77.

Repon by Mr Vitale: Resolution closing the parliamentary consultation pr6ce-
dure on the Commission proposal for a regulation amending Regulation No
355/77 on common measures to improve the conditions under which agricul-
tural products are processed and marketed

5.

7.
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8. Report by
tled:

Irems 3 and 4 of the resoludon: The Commission would point out that the exist-
ing rules already provide that the costs to be entered in the application for
financing are the expected costs at the time when the work is carried out and not
those of the time when the application is made.

However, once the costs have been realisdcally determined, they may not be

revised while approval of the projbct is under way, as the share that the Com-
munity pays is bound up closely with that of the Member State and of the reci-
pient.

Item 5 of the resolution: As Vice-President Davignon said at the plenary discus-
sion, the Commission is open to any suggestions that could be used to improve
the existing rules.

It will keep Parliament informed without fail.of the main iines it lays down for
matters concerning agricultural strlrctures.

(i) 'Towards a European sffatery programme for R & D in information tech-
nologies'

(ii) 'Lafing the foundadons for a European ,strarcgy protramme for R & D in
information technologies: the pilot phase'

The Commission is doing everything it can to see that the preparatory phase of
the strqtegy programme begins with all due speed, and in drawing up the main
programme it will give special consideration to the concern expressed by Parlia-
ment, which it fully shares.

The Council seision on research unanimously approved this programme on
4 November and asked the Commission to send it a formal proposal for a
decision. This has now been done and the European Parliament is expected
to deliver its opinion at the plenary sitting on Friday 17 December 1982.

Report by Mr Ruffolo: Resolution closing the parliarhentary consultation proce-
dure on the Commission proposal concerning the adoption of the annual repon
on the economic situadon in the Community and seffing guidelines for economic
reponin 1983

The Commission explained its position in its communication of 24 Novem-
ber 1982 on 'thc economic and social situation in the Communiq/, intended
for'the European Council on 3 and 4 December 1982. In this document the
Commission, in agreement with the lines of action recommended by Parlia-
ment, says it considers that:

'Four priorities should inform coordinated action _which, by producing an
up-turn in economic activiry would be capable of achieving medium-term
rehabilitation of the economic situation:

(i) increasing and consolidating action for macro-economic stabilization
and improvement of structures whereever necessary;

(ii) taking appropriate st€ps ro. mainrain -activiry and. prepar.g the way -for
economlc recovery where this is possible without jeopardizing the aims
of the stabilization and structuralimprovement pofi"yl

(iii) increasing concertation at international level so as ro reduce the risks of
destabilizing movemenr in different countries or regions;

(iv) backing up and increasing the job-creating effects of these policies by
specific acdon on the labour marker, panicularly where unemployment
is unequally distributed.'

In the statement the Commission is to make to Parliament on \Tednesday 15
December 1982, it will say what action the European Council proposes
should be taken on these proposals and on the ,lines of action relating to
investmenr

9.
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10. Repon by Mr Seefeld: Resolution under the parliamentary consultation proce-
dure on the Commission proposal for a regulation amending Regulations (EEC)
Nos 3154176 and 2964/79 on the Community quora for the carriage of goods by
road between Member States

The Commission has every intention of proposing thar general principles
should be laid down for matters relating to the Communiry quota, in parti-

. cular, how it should develop in the future and,how it should be divided up.
The work under way in the Commission departments should make it possi-
ble, once the government experts have been consulrcd, to make a proposal as
quickly as requested by Parliament.

11. Repon by Mr Petersen: Resolurion

(a) closing the parliamentary consultation procedure on rhe Commission repons
on the operation of Regulations (EEC) l3O2/78 and l3O3/78 on rhe granr-
ing of financial support for projects to exploit alternative energy sources and
demonstration projects in the field of energy-saving,

(b) on the Community's energy poli.y in respect of necr and renewable sources
of energy

The Commission is very pleased that this resoludon has been adoprcd by the- European Parliament. Since the first evaluation of demonstration pro-
grammes, which was concerned with the years 1979 and 1980, the Commis-
sion has prepared a second reporr on 1981 and the first half of-1982, on
which the European Parliament has also given its opinion, on 29 October
1982 (repon by Mr Normanton).

In the proposals for new regulations for demonstration projects which are
under discussion now, provision is made in Anicle 5 (3) for the Commission
to report periodically ro rhe Council and the European Parliament on rhe
operation.of the regulations and dove-tailing between national and Com-
muniry action and for the Council and the European Parliament ro starc
their views on the Commission's reports.

The European Parliament will therefore be able fully to check that the opi-
nions delivered in the two abovementioned resolutions have been nken into
considerarion and followed by the Commission.

12. Repon by Mr Normanton: Resolution closing the parliamentaqy consultation
procedure on:

(i) the Commission communication on rhe evaluadon of Community demon-
stration programmes in the field of energy,

(ii) the Commission proposals for:

(a) a regulation on the granting of financial supporr for demonstration pro-
jects. in rhe fields of alternative energy sources, energy-saving and
hydrbcarbon substitutes,

(b) a regulation on ihe granting of financial support for indusrial aird
demonstration pilot projects in the field of liquefication and gasification
of solid fuels

The Commission will be sending Parliament lists of the members of the,'advi-
sory iommimes for demonsffarion projects and the posts within its /depan-
ments assigned to demonstration,project matters.
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D. Disaster aid accordcd since the latt Part-session

l. Emergmcy aidfor third counties

, (a) 5000 t of cereals for NePal

il
350 t of sugar for Sri Lanka

400 t of milk 
I

500 t of beans l for EL Salvador
loo t ofbuneroil J
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o Question No 22, by MrMarshall: Iulian
tobacco:

Mr Andiessen; Mr Marsball; Mr
Andiessen

Brdge t (continuation) :
Mrs Boserup; Mr lrmer; Mrs Vaysade; Mr
Saby; Mr Barbdgli; Mr k fackson; Mrs
Nikokou; Mr Pfennig; Mr Seligman; Mr
Ianges; Mr Neanton Dunn; Mr Kelle*Bou-
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IN THE CFIAIR: MR I.ALOR

Vice-Presidcnt

(The sittingans openedat 9 a.m.)t

l. Budget

President., - The first item is the joint debate on:

- the repon (Doc. l-993/82) by Mr R. Jackson, on
behalf of the Comminee on Budgets, on

Secdon III - Commission - of the draft general
budget of the European Communities for the
financial year 1983, modified by the Council
(Doc. 1-955182).

- the report (Doc. 1-981/82)'by Mr Saby, on behalf
of the Committee on Budgets, on

the modifications made by the Council to the
amendments adopted by rParliament to the follow-
ing sections:

Secdon fV - Coun ofJustice

Section V - Coun of Auditors

of the draft general budget of the European Com-
munities for the financial year 1983.

5. Votes:

Mr Spencer; Mr Peters; Mr Prout; Mrs Cas-
tle; Mr Patterson; Mrc Castle

Annex

Mr Moreau; Mr Herman; Mr Patterson; Mr
Peters; Mrs Nielsen; Mr Broh; Mr Papaefitratiou;
Mr Enight; Mr Eisttu; Mr Ingo Fiedicb; Mr
Chanteie; Indy Elles; Mr Fiscbnann; Mr Van-
dewiele; Mr Bonaccini; Mrs Van Hemeldonck;
Mr Tynell; ; Mr Pkshooith; Mr Lomat; Mrs
Vayssade; Mr Moorho*se; Mr Habsburg; Mrs
Pery; Mr tohnson; Mrs Tbeobald-Paoli; Mr
Coust6; Mr Bailht; Mr Balfour; Mr Janot

- tlre repon (Doc. l-991/82) by Mrs Barbarella, on
behalf of the Commimce on Budgets, on

draft supplementary and amending budget No I
for the financial year 1982 (Doc.l-930/82\.

- the report (Doc. l-998/82) by Mrs Barbarella, on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-937/82 - COM(82) 727 final) for a

regulation instituting a special enerry develop-
- ment Pro8ramme.

- the repon (Doc. 1-1004 /82) by Mrs Barbarella, on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, on

the proposal from the Comrnission rc the Council
(Doc. l-935/82 - COM(82) 725 final) for a
regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 27 44 / 80 establishing supplementary measures
in favour of the United Kingdom.

Mr R. Jaclson (ED), gewral rapporte,4r. - Mr Presi-
dent, we are now approaching what I dwoutly hope
will be the final stage of the 1983 budget procedure. I
propose to speak first about this final stage, and then
to attempt briefly to summarize what, in my view,
have been the successes and the failures of our hand-
ling of the 1983 budget so far.

Our task today, tomorrow and Thursday is to discuss
and then [o vorc amendments rc the draft budget as it
has been modified and amended by the Council. !7e
thus exercise our last word over non-compulsory
expenditure, all the dme taking into account the
dimensions of our margin, what remains of it, or, on
the other hand, the possibility of increasing the maxi-

I Approval of the Minutes - Topical and urgent debate
(Ariouncement of motions for rcsolutions'tabled): see
Minutes.
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mum rarc. The Committee on Budgets is recommend-
ing to the plenary a total sum ro be added rc the
budget which in its view does not require an increase
in the maximum rate. The total that we are recom-
mending is 177 million in commirments and 137 mil-
lion in payments.

Now, we have a problem here. Despite the 30 June
agreement, there is, I am afraid, a difference befi/een
the European Parliament, the Commission and the
Council about the size of this remaining margin. The
argumeflt turns on the effect of Transfer 30 on the
basi for calculating the margin - the so-called
assiette. Council's position is that rhe transfer has not
affected any increase in the assiette, and that therefore
the Parliament's margiri is already exhausted - so
that any increases that we may wish to make at this
stage of the procedure will have to be made by way of
an increase in the maximum rate, to which of course
Cbuncil has got to agree.

The Commission's position is that the transfer Das

increased the margin - taking inro accounr some
technical points they calculate it as having increased
the margin to 155 million in commitmerlts and 73 mil-
lion in payments. The Parliament's posirion is, how-
ever, that the transfer had i full effect on the assiette,
This constitutes the basis for the figures which I have
akeady mentioned - the figures on which the Com-
mitteeon Budgets has been working.

The powerful legal arguments which underlie the Par-
liament's position are fully set our in the repon
attached to my resolution (Doc. PE 8l/957), so rhere
is no need for me to go through them now. Suffice it
to say that the Council has had long notice from the
European Parliament about its view on this mamer.
The point was made clear in the conciliation proce-
dure, and I made it clear in my speech before the
second reading.

The fact is that the Council is isolated on this issue,
because the European Parliament and rhe Commission
are substantially in agreement. There is a slight differ-
ence in the figures beflreen Parliament and Commis-
sion, but the Commission accepts Parliamint's point of
view that the transfer has affected rhe margin.

There is also another consideration - the 30 June
agreement. It really is astonishing that, so shortly afur
having undenaken such an agreement, rhe Council
should deliberately have chosen to uansform a draft
supplementary budget submitted by the Commission
into a transfer so as in its view, to deprive the Parlia-
ment of pn additional margin. This is, of course, unac-
ceptable to the Parliament. And ir is incompatible with
the spirit of the 30 June agreemenr - which was rhar
we should seek to avoid conflict on rhese technical and
procedural issues.

However, having said this, the Committee on Budgets
wants the European Parliamenr for irc pan to stand by

the spirit of the 30 June agreement. This is why we are
not recommending that Parliament should insist that
Council accept our doctrine on [he question of the
effects of Eansfers on the calculation of the margin.
This point is reflected in paragraphs 9, 10 and 11 of
my resolution. All that vre are asking, all that we wanr,
all that we insisr upon, is that the budget is to be
adopted and implemented on rhe basis of the figures
recommended to the House by rhe Comminee on
Budgets - not an ECU more, and not.an ECU less.

This has imponarrt implications for Parliament and for
our vote on Thursday. It is essential that we do not
vote for any amendments which would go beyond our
definition of the extent of our margin - which is why
I recommend the Budget Committee's package of
amendments to the House.

It has been carefully worked out to reflect, on rhe one
hand, the priorities agreed between the groups - i.e.
between the coordinators and spokesmen for the dif-
ferent groups in the Committee on Budgets - and on
the other hand to reflect the priorities agreed by this
House in our Guidelines resolution in April of this
year.

Let me recall those priorities: there were cwo of them.
The priorities were that we should try ro make'a
budget which contriburcd more rc the fight against
unemployment inside the Communiry, and more ro
the fight against hunger in the world outside the Com-
munity. Now, we have done well with our effons in
connection with the Social Fund, and the Regional
Fund at the Council's iecond reading. I will come back
to this point later. The Committee on Budgem there-
fore considers that our emphasis at this stage must fall
on the other of our two priorities - the fight against
world hunger. This is reflected in the Committee on
Budgeu' recommendadon that more than half of the
total remaining credits should be allocated rc Title 9. I
hope that the House will adopt these amendments on
Thursday. If it does, Parliament will have succeeded
this year in following a consistent and effective line in
support of its clearly determined priorities - arid per-
haps we may say that for the first rime in five years it
should be possible for our President to declare rhe
budget adopted, and for the Commission to implement
it, without a challenge from the Council. Of course we
expect the Commission to play its part in this, and
duly to exi:cute the budget once it is adopted.

This brings me, Mr President, to the brief remarks I
would like to make summarizing Parliament's suc-
cesses and failures so far in the 1983 budget proce-
dure. It seems to me that our evaluation must turn on
two sets of questions. Firstly, quesdons of substance.
Vhat have we succeeded in doing m the numbers in
the budget and to the policies reflected in those num-
bers? Secondly, it must rurn on quesdons of proce-
dure. Vhat improvements have we been able to make
in the way in which we handle the budget within the
European Parliament, besu/een the Parliament and the
Commission and becween Parliamenr and Council?
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Vith respect rc the questions of substance, Mr Presi-
dent, it is my assessment of the 1983 budget that we
have made real progress with regard to non-compul-
sory expenditure, but that we have once again failed rc
make any impression with regard to compulsory
expenditure. In spite of all our efforts the Council still
refuses dialogue in that field.

Mr President, I have aheady referred to our priorities
for the 1983 budget - the fight against unemploy-
ment within the Communiry and against world hunger
outside.'Ve succeeded in April and in July in identify-
ing the Social Fund as. the main internal area for
improvement. Ve reckoned that this was a fund which
had fallen behind in real rcrms in spite of the growth
in unemployment in the Community, and so we
pressed for its improvement and expansion. The result

. is that we have obtained a 480/o increase for the Social
Fund over the 1982 initial budget provisions. Of
course, this falls shon of our aspiration - or our
negotiating position - which was to double the size

of the Social Fund in the 1983 budget. But we have

nevenheless made a major improvement in the posi-
tion of that Fund. !7e may not have doubled the size

of the Social Fund in a single year, but we have suc-

ceeded in increasing it by half as much again'- and
that is.sornething.

So much for the policy areas vhere we were seeking
to increase expenditure. Ve have, however, failed in
our efforts to conain expenditure in agricultural guar-
anrce - which, of course, constiturcs the lion's share

of the budget. Or rather, it is not the Parliament that
has failed, it is the Council that has failed, since com-
pulsory expenditure is the area in which the Council
has the last word. Council continues to insist that this
entire sector of the budger is a cbasse gardie for the
Council's exclusive att€ntion - or inattention.

Mr President, the conciliation meetings with the
Council were dominatcd by the debating point that the
Council made out of Parliament's vole in connection
with the agricultural price-fixing this year. But after
what has happened in the treatment of the agricultural
budget within the 1983 budget, I must say that I do
not expect that there will be any more lectures from
the Council about the need for prudence and restraint
in the determination of the budget. Compulsory
expenditure is proposed rc increase by more than 200/o

over actual expenditure in 1982. No real steps have
been taken by the Council, as repeatedly called for by
the European Parliament from the Plumb resolution,'
through to our Guidelines resoludon and subsequent
resolutions. No real srcps have been taken by the
Council towards control of the growth of these expen-
ditures. They give us lecures on the need for restraint
and prudence when it comes u) the areas that Parlia-
ment favours - but in respect of Council's own area,
agricultural guarantee expenditure, we see no sign of
such prudence and restraint.

Mr President, I turn now to the question of procedure
and to the improvements we have sought to make in

the procedures for handling the budget.-Here I think
we can say that we have made some major steps for.-

ward. One element is the European Parliament's
Guidelines resolution that we adopted in April. In this
resolution we gave a ful, clear indication of our priori-
des, and I feel that this has had a significant effect on
the Council, reflected in the Council's recognition of
our pressure for an increase in the Social Fund.

I must remark, however, that it is a matter for regret
that the Commission failed to pay adequate attention
to our Guidelines resolution. Ve had what I think can

only be described as a somewhat derisory discussion

on the night before the preliminary dreh budget was

officially adopted by the Commission, in which oqly
rwo Commissioners panicipated. Next year I hope
that, my successor as rapporteur will again have a
Guidelines resoludon, and that Parliament will work
on it as seriously as it did this year. I hope also that we
will be able to have a meeting in good time before the
decisions about the preliminary draft are made by the
Commission - a meeting with the full Commission -so that the full Commission can hear Parliament's
evaluadon of these matrcrs. After all, it must be said,

Mr President, that Parliament's political judgment'

about the possibilities for the 1983 budget has turned
out to be better than the Commission's. The Commis-
sion put all iu emphasis this year on the expansion of
the energy sections of the budget. !7ell, we too would
have liked to have seen such an expansion of the
energy sector, but it has turned out that there is no
political will in the Council for that. On the other
hand, the Council 6as shown a willingness to expand
expenditure in the area that we were pressing for,
which is the Social Fund.

I do not believe that such a consultation betweeg Par-
liament and Commission before the adoption of the
preliminary draft budget would be an invasion of the
Commission's right of initiative. It woutd merely be an
indication by one pan of the budgetary authority to
the Commission of slie way in which we foresee the
development of the budget for the subsequent year. I
think we can rest our position firmly on a sarcment
made by Commissioner Tugendhat last year that he

would welcome'such a dialogue. I am only sorry that
the Commission as a whole felt unable to honour that
statement this year.

This is, Mr President, the point at which I shall pay
tribute to Commissioner Tugendhat Ve have had
some disagreeinents in the course of this year; never-
theless, all of us in the Comminee on Budgets and in
Parliament appreciate the personal goodwill that he
has always shown in our discussions.

(Appk*se)

Mr President, I turn to a second procedural improve-
men[ that we have been able to effect this year, and
that concerns Parliament's handling of the vexed ques-
tion of agricultural guarantee expenditures. Ve made

l
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" 
rril .ffo., this year ro try ro overcome the somewhar

over-heated divisions berween the Comminee on
Budgets and the Committee on Agriculture. !7e tried
to do this on the basis of what has been christened the
'line-byJine' approach, rhat is to say, rhe treatment of
agricultural guaranrce expenditure like all orher parts
of the budget, oxamining the appropiiations in detail
in relation to the outturn of expenditure in previous
years. In fact, we performed an analysis which made
such a comparison over a period on five years in which
there were vcry different circumstances prevailing.'Vhat that analysis showed was just how appallingly
bad thc Commission's forecasdng'is in the matter of
agricultural guarantee expenditure. It is true that we
did have some minor problems w'ithin Parliament
about our efforts in connection,with a 'reserve in
Chaprcr29; nevenheless, there was substantial agree-
ment about the methodology underlfng our
approach, and I hope that we can build on this in the
future.

The Council, however, simply dismissed without ser-
ious consideration what we were seeking to do. But I
think we can look forward in future years ro building
on this cooperation berween the Committee on Budg-
ets and the Comminee on Agriculture within Parlia-
ment so as to develop the Parliament's line-by-line
approach. I,believe that evenrually the Council will
have to come on board, because the Council has
accepted that agriculture and agricultural expenditure
is part of the budget. So I believe that there is an inex-
orable lggic that will eventually lead to thar area of
expenditure being subjeced rc budgetaqy control.

Mr President, there is a third procedural advance
which concerns precisely this question of relations
between Parliament and Council, and here I refer rc
the improvements which I think have occurred this
year.in the conciliation procedure. I have taken part in
tfrree conciliation sessions so far this year - on rhe
3O June agreement, on the Council's draft budget dnd
before the Council's second reading - and I can com-
pare that with my experience in 1979, when I think we
had simply a dialogue of the deaf berween the rwo
institutions. This year we have seen a real dialogue, a
real debate. In handling the 1983 budget - I will not
anticipate what may happen with the 1982 supplemen-
tary budget - there has grown up something of a
sense of pannership berween the rwo arms of the
budgetary authority. Here I should pay tribute to the
valuable work of the Danish presidency, and a per-
sonal tribute m Mr Otto Msller who has sat patiently
through all our debates. The work on the budget is the
most difficult pan of the work of the presidency in the
second half of the year. There are of course other
minor mattcrs like fish, nevertheless, the budget is a
very difficult subject for the presidenry to grapple wirh
in the second half of the year - and the Danes have
built splendidly on the constructive work done by the
British presidency and Mr Nicholas Ridley in the
second half of tgat.

Mr President, with regard to future conciliation meet-
ings, it seems to me that we musr rry to Bet the meet-
ings held earlier, so thar nre can have a meetint at least
a week before the crucial meering of rhe Budget
Council. Ve must certainly resist rhe idea put forward
by one delegation - I think perhaps a response to the
reladve success of the conciliations that have occurred
this year - that the conciliation meerings should take
place afterthe Council has made its decisions. That is a
truly remarkable and very non-comm*na*taire idea. It
is also essential, Mr President, that we in Parliament
should not make what I might describe as general
speeches or lecures to the Council when we meer
them in conciliation. Vhat we have got to do is to try
to mount a genuine debate, focusing on specific ques-
tions and trying to get the different Member States
aking pan in a Council meeting to respond to our
questions and to take part in the debate, rarher [han
simply having a dialogue with rhe preqidency of the
Council.

Mr President, a founh area of procedural improve-
ment: we have achieved bener coordination than ever
bcfore, I think, within the European Parliament, both
betcreen the Committee on Budgets and the other
committees and berween rhe Groups. There is a peren-
nial problem in the relations betrween the Committee
on Budgeu and the other committees. Parliamenr dis-
poses of only limircd budgetary resources, and there-
fore some arbitrage has to be made berween the differ-
em claims, by the Committee on Budgets in the first
instance, and, of course, in the last reson by the plen-
ary session. The commitrees must learn to act other
than simply as pressure groups for the areas of
expenditure with which they are concerned. They
must try to show realism and good sense about the
possibilities available to Parliamenr, and not act simply
as lobbies trying to get as much as rhey possibly can
for their pet causes. The ideal poliry is for the Com-
mittee on Budgets to fix overall financial envelopes
and then leave it to the specialist committees to fill in
the expenditure within those envelopes. And we have
made some progress in this direction this year with the
cooperadon of some of the committees' rapponeurs.

I think, however, that the most notable progress we
have made concerns intergroup coordination. Ve have
not had a repetirion rhis year of what we have seen all
too often in previous years - a situadon where the
disposal of the amounrs at this final stage of the
budget is made essendally by the Committee on Budg-
ets' rapporteur.'Ve have bcen able to reach a package
carefully worked out berween the different group
coordinators, resulting from a whole series of meet-
ings that have taken place throughout this procedure
and which, I think, have been extremely valuable.

So, Mr Presidenq as we approach the end of the 1983
budget procedure, I think that we in the European
Parliament can take some modest satisfaction from
our work. Ve have taken major steps in improving our
own internal procedures for handling the budget. The
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dialogue with the Commission and the Council has

improved, panicularly our dialogue with the Council,
and although the Council is still not listening to our
views about compulsoqy expenditure, we have been
able to make real progress in fulfilling our priorities
for non-compulsory expenditure.

Mr President, in my winding-up speech at our pre-
vious budget debate in November, I described this
budget as a pretry poor thing. Judged by the Com-
munity's needs - yes, it is a poor thing. Judged by the
standards.of the famous 30 May mandate - yes, it is a
very poor thing. But perhaps we can derive sofne satis-
faction, Mr President, from having made this budget a

little less bad than it would have been without us.

The budget reminds me of the story of an Indian poli-
dcian staying for the first time at a tuest house at the
Viceroy's Lodge in Simla in the Himalayas. He com-
plained that during the night he had seen a rat in his
bedroom. The equerry replied, quick as a flash: 'a rat,
Sir, a ral for the less distinguished guests we only have
mice!' Mr President, if we may make an analog;y
berween this budget and the animal kingdom, it is a
budget which is low in the tree of life, but at least we
can say that we have made it more of a rat than a
mouse!

(Apphrse)

Mr S"by (S), rapportetr. - (FR) Mr President, ladies
and gendemen,'I am rc report to you on the adminis-
trative budget of the other institutions - a document
which you will no doubt have in front of you.

On first reading Parliament adopted almost unani-
mously all the proposals which I had the honour to
submit to you, and the Council in its turn deleted a

number of commitments while accepting some others.
I shall therefore not refer today to the budget of Par-
liament vhich was not the subject of any panicular
modification by Council. I7e welcome the fact thdt the
Council followed the indications given by Parliament
as regards the annex for the Economic and Social
Committee and that on the whole it endorsed our
views on the resrcradon of the balance of the adminis-
trative budget of that institution.

Today I shall be proposing a. number of amendments
reladng to the budgets of the Coun of Auditors and
Coun of Justice. The Council has maintained the
flat-rate reducrion of 5o/o in expenditure against
Chapters 11 and 12. However, examination of the
siuation with the institutions concerned shows that
the present budget; with only a small increase, would
not allow satisfactory operation in the 1983 financial
year.l shall therefore be proposing an amendment to
reinsate the appropriations for these rwo chapters.

As regards the Coun of Auditors I shall again be pro-
posing rhe r€instatement of the deleted 50/o to enable

that institution to function properly in 1983. Vhile we
have not endorsed the requests for the creation of
posts in the Coun of Justice, I shall be proposing the
reintroduction of certain proposals which you adoptcd
on the first reading for the Coun of Auditors. It is

imperative for this institution to have the administra-
tive and staff risources necessary to exercise control
over the various budgets in the areas for which it is-

responsible.

Ladies and gentlemen, Mr President, I am therefore
proposing the reinstatement at this pan-session of a

number of proposals for the creation of posts which
you accepted on first reading.

In conclusion, I would say that the decisions taken by
Parliament on first reading were quirc favourably con-
sidered by the Council; that is why, in a desire for effi-
cienry and in order to facilitate relations between the
rwo branches of the budgetary authoriry, wi have not
retabled all the amendments put forward by us on first
reading.

'!7hen ve come to the vote, I shall therefore be asking
you to endorse the proposals contained in the report
which I am tabling on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets.

Mrs Barbarella (COM), r4pportern - (m Mr Presi-
dent, as my colleagues are no doubt aware, the Coun-
cil's draft amending budget is intended to regulate the
financial compensation granrcd to the United King-
dom and m Germany on the basis of the agreement
concluded last May and Ocmber, using for this pur-
pose the savings effected in the course of 1982 in the
EAGGF Guarantee Section.

\Tithout wasting time on preliminaries, I would now
like to inform the Assembly that the Committee on
Budgets has decided that it cannot accept this draft
amending budget, at least - and I sress this point -not on the terms laid down by the Council in submit-
ting it.

Vith this, Mr President, our committee does not
intend to deny the existence of certain imbalances
which, as is well-known, panicularly affect one of the
Member States: the United Kingdom. Indeed, when
the Committee on Budgets and Parliament as a whole
made repeated and ever more pressing appeals to the
Commission and the Council to undenake a radical
reform of Communiry finances, they did so in the
knowledge that these imbalances mu$ be permanently
eliminated.

Parliament did more than call for adequate solutions;
several times it suggested the use of a mechanism of
financial equalization and the broadening of the com-
mon policies as essential condidons for a lasting settle-
ment in regard to the Communiry budget.

I

I

I
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It is on these fundamental grounds thar the Commfutee
on Budgets today finds the avoidance, in this amend-
ing budget, of the central issue of financial reform to
be,totally unacceptable, and ir condemns rhe conrin-
ued recourse to ephemeral soludons which no longer
involve only one Member State - the United King-
dom - but which are being perilously extended in this
amending budget to include Germany as well. Ir is
quite probable rhat in the months to come they will be
applied to orher countries, following the precedent set
by the decisions on compensation which we are dis-
cussing today.

The Committee on'Budgets holds that Parliament can-
not be called upon ro provide a docile and last-minute
ratificadon of decisions which are not only prejudicial
to its autonomy on budgetary mamers but also danger-
ous for the future of the Community itself.

\7hen the first compensatory measures for rhe United
Kingdom were formulated, Parliamenr expressed ser-
ious resenrarions concerning a provision specifically
linked to the contribution of a Member Stare - in
other words, linked to criteria of. juste retoar - a
provision which constirurcd a dangerous precedent
and which undoubrcdly weakened the autonomy of
the Communiry budget.

At that time, however, it was still possible to believe
that the Council of Ministers wouldfulfil the commit-
menr, made with rhe mandare of 30 May, to change
the structure of the budget before the ind of tll1,
thus providing a definitive solution to the central ques-
tion of the budget imbalances. Ve have no* r.ath"d
the end of 1982, but no lasting solution has been
found; on rhe conuary, the mechanism of national
compensation is becoming an instirution, despite the
fact that it is in direct conflict with the overall
approach, implying accurare estimates and politico-
financial conrrol, which has always been accepted as a
basic principle of the Community budget.

It is impossible to view this tendency without express-
ing serious concern. The Council, however, seems to
have declined ro assume its responsibilities regarding
the solution of the problem of the equitable develop-
ment of the Community budget; on rhe conrrary, it
apparenily favours intergovernmental atreemenr
which represent a significanr rhrear to the system of
own resources.

As for the Commission, nor only has it failed to exer-
cise its right and perform its dury to propose concrerc
legislative measures in rhe context of the mandate-
measures aimed at the definidve correcdon of thi
budget imbalances but also, and this is even more ser-
ious, it supports or appears to suppoft the position of
the Council, suggesting thar the mechanism of jaste
retotrbe retained until 1985, and this with no refer-
ence to the consequences that future compensation for
the Unircd Kingdom will have upon other counrries,
panicularly those with weaker economies.

Funhermore, the rights of Parliament in budgetary
matt€rs have been,completely ignored, not only by the
arrotant arrcmpt to impose measlres which cannot be
subjected to polidcal and financial control, but also by
the appropriation, for these very measures, of the agri-
cultural funds saved in 1982, which Parliament [ad
already decided ro use to improve the qualitative bal-
ance of the 1982 budget by strengthening its structural
Programmes.

This appears even more serious in view of the fact that
it was not necessary to include the rebates to the
United Kingdom and Germany in the 1982 budget.
Since these rebarcs were ro apply to the year li12,
they could have been paid - as w.as the case for the
earlier measures - during the succeding year, from
the 1983 budget, where there exisrs an unused VAT
margin sufficient ro cover these expenditures.

It should also be borne in mind, ladies and gentlemen,
that satisfying the British requesr was nor so urgenr a
matter. Indeed, the rebates for rhe years 1980 and
1981 were overesrimared, and it would have been pos-
sible to take this excess inro accounr when negotiaiing
the compensation for 1982 and to include r[e resuli
thus obtained in the 1983 budget.

The lack of. a clearpolitical will rc seek a lasting solu-
don for the problem of the budget and the prolifira-
tion of narional measures lead the Commirtee on
Budgeu to conclude that European Parliament should
express its deep concern about a situation that can jeo-
pardize the cohesion of the Communiry.

The Committee on Budgets therefore believes that
Parliamenr should issue a firm appeal to the Commis-
sion and the Council, calling upon them ro assume
their specific responsibilities so rhar a definitive solu-
tion can be found for the problems of the Communiry
budgel as soon as possible, and cenainly before thl
end of t983.

Ladies and tendemen, rhis is not an impossible
request. The political and politico-financial solutions
for the reform of the budget and the development of
the common-policies have already been sufficiently
discussed in rhe various institutioni, and therefore we
need only a concrere political will to embody rhem in
operative legislative acts.

For this reason rhe Committee on Budgets invites this
fusembly to be clear and firm in refushg to consider
any funher extension of the national measures, and
refusing in any case to accepr the proposals for 1982 in
the amending budget save under the following condi-
uons:

1. That there be a clear politicial guarantee rhar
the measures for 1982 are rhe last of this rype,
and that the definitive plan for finaniial
reform be approved before the end of 1983.

.2. That the measures lor l9B2 be restored to the
framework of the existing policies and thar.
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consequently the modes of Communiry pani-
cipation in programmes to be funded by such

*Lrrutet be harmonized with those normally
envisaged for Community intcrvention: parti-
cularly in regard to financial ceilings, the pay-

ment of advinces, and the supervision of the

implementation of the Protramme themselves.

3. That the English and German measures be

considered non-compulsory in nature, allow-
ing Parliament, as one of the two arms of the

bulget authoriry, to perform its functions' of
panicipation and supervision with regard to
decisions affecting the qualitiy of the budget'

Mr President, the conditions which I have summarized

here have been embodied in a series of amendments.
'lZith these amendments, the Commiuee on Budgets

does not mean to proPose to Parliament a fruitless

confrontation berc/een the Communiry institutions; it
intends merely to initiate, with the first reading of the

amending budget, a dialogue with the Council on

basic issues wliich it considers essential in order to
maintain the principles and criteria which express the

very nature of the Community, and in order to find in
thii context the most suiable and lasting solutions.

It is obvious, Mr President, that we will know whether
or not it is possible to reject the amending budget on
the second ieading only when we have seen what sort
of response the Council will make to Parliament's re-

quests.

Finally, in connection with the rePorts on the reguJa;

tions ior the implementation of the measures included
in the amending budget, I would only like to'mention

- referring my colleagues rc the documents in ques-

rion - that thl Committee on Budgets has raised the

same quesdons of principle in this regard as it did for
the budget itself. A series of amendments has been

drawn up whose purpose is to restore both the British
and the- German measures to the cont€xt of the

mechanisms which normally govern Communiry inter-
vention.

-To sum up, Mr President, the Committee on Budtets

- by means of the amendments it has presented -
wishis to express great concern for the future of the,

Communiry, and rc apply legitimate political Pressure
to bring about a dialogue on the now urgent need to
provide the Communiry with common policies

adapted to thti situation and the necessary resources. -

(Appkuse)

Mr Otto Moller, President-in-Offce of tbe Council. -(DA) Mr President, honourable Members of Parlia-
ment, I should like on behalf of the Council to exPress

the hope that the rwo branches of the budget authority
will, at the conclusion of this pan-session, be able to
congratulate one another on an outcome to our deli-
bera"tions which will ihow that, for the first time in five

years, the Community has crossed the I January thres-

hold with a budget which is not contesrcd from any

quarter. I realize that it will only be possible to achieve

this result if both our institutions show flexibility, trust
and understanding towards one another in the con-
cluding phase of the budget procedure. I ask you not
to undirestimate the effon made by the Council at its
meeting on 22 November to accommodate Parlia-
ment's wishes. It was a clear signal from the Council'

My task today is, on the one hand, to Present the
' Council's proposals for the 1982 supplementary-and

amending budget No I and, on the other hand, to
present th. tesult of the Council's work on the draft
amendments and proposed modification which Parlia-
ment adopted during its October pan-session. Permit
me, Mr President, first to make a few comments on

the supplementary and amending budget for 1982,

which is dealt with in Mrs Barbarella's rePort.

The Commission put forward this supplementary and

amending budget in order to give effect to the unan-

imiry which was achieved in the Council on a solution
to the British budget problem for 1982. This unanimity
in the Cofncil was not achieved without difficulties
and it is, at the same time, linked to a special pro-

tramme of energy development in the Federal

Republic of Germany. The unanimiry achieved does

not solve the fundamental problem which the Com-
mission explained in its repon on the mandate of 30

May 1980. It is an interim solution. In my opinion,
however, it cannot be simply thrown out as unaccePt-

able, because it has not so far been possible to find a

wider-ranging solution. The 30 May declaration
already envisaged the possibiliry that there would have

to be a separate decision on the British budget problem

lor 1982. It is the budgetary consequences of ihat
decision which are covered by supplementary and

amending budget No I for 1982.

I would sress that the Communiq/s endeavours to
, reach a lasting soludon to these problems would be

made more difficult and possibly blocked if the supple-

mentary and amending budget No I were not
'adopted. It would inevitably bring about a rcnse situa'
tion in the Community at a time when our institutions
should be devoting themselves to matters of- much

Breater importance to the populations of the Member
States.

In terms of budgetary procedure, the European Parlia-
ment has contested the Commission's proposal to class

expenditure under the proposed supplementary and
amending budget as compulsory expenditure. The
Council supports the Commission's proposal' Pursuant
ro the annex to the joint declaration of 30 June 1982,

the supplementary arrdngements for Great Britain'are
classed as compulsory expenditure, and this classifica-
tion was accepted by the European Parliament. Some

now claim that the expenditure entered in the supple-
mentary and amending budget should be classed as

non-compulsory expenditure. This is not the view of

I
I

I

I
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the Council. In realiry all that is involved is an exren-
sion of the supplemenrary arranBements by one year,
and the legal basis for the paymenr of appropriations is
vjnu{ly only an extension of the list of projects elig-
ible for supporr, identical ro rhe presenr legal basis.
The conditions for the classification of expenditure
which is compulsory are rherefore exactly the same as
those applying ar 30 June this year.

The expenditure for the special energy developmenr
programme in the Federal Republic of Germany, in
the Council's opinion, is also compulsory. The Coun-
cil has entered into a firm agreemenr to srrppon this
programme, and the scope of the programme is esmb-
lished. This situation is described in paragraph 1 of the
joint declaration of 30 June, which says:

.The three institurions consider that compulsory
expenditure consists of expenditure which should
be entered by the budget authoriry in order to
make it posiible for the Communiry to honour its
internal or exrernal obligadons under the Treaties
or legal instrumen6 enacted in pu,rsuance thereof.

Having regard to the joint declaration, therefore, the
Council has decided to supporr the Commission's pro-
posal rc class this expenditure as compulsory.

Mr President, after these commenrs on rhe classifica-
tion of expenditure entered in the supplemenary and
amending budget for 1982, I should like to turn now,
with your permission, to the 1983 budget.

I think thar there is reason once more ro srress thar,
even if the Council and Parliamenr seem rc be in
agreement on one point, namely, the exrremely diffi-
cult financial siruation the Member Stares are in, rhey
each draw their own conclusion. For the Members of
the Council rhe dominant reality is rhe policy of cuts
which they are having to apply in their home coun-
ries. This policy makes it necessary to tackle the diffi-
cult job of assigning priorities, right down to the last
detiil. \Tithin rhe financial limitations which I have
referred to, the Council has done all it can to apply the
priorities Parliament has adopted. In this connection ir
is quirc correct for me to point our rhar there still
remain fundamental disagreements bercreen the Coun-
cil and Parliament.

The Council adheres to its view that transfers from
compulsory expenditure ro non-compulsory expendi-
ture do not affect the assiette. This means that Farlia-
ment and the Council continul to have a different
concepdon of Parliament's margin of manoeuvre.
These views were confirmed at the meedng last week
between the Presidenrs of the three institutions. But it
was equally clear that nobody wanred rhis disagree-
ment.to pievent our rhree institutions from reaching
togepher a realisdc compromise regarding rh;
resources we can allocate to the common priorities. I
think that this standpoinr is of vital importance, essen-
tial and wonh emphasizing.

I4t me now pass on to the decisions taken by the
Council and, to begin with, sketch out what rhe Cpun-
cil decided in regard ro rhe non-compulsory expendi-
ture. The Council has taken great pains ro accommo-
date Parliament's priorities and to make the necessary
resources available in order to give effect to the rele-
vant ptior-ities. The Council and Parliamenr are agreed
'that the fight against unemploymenr must be placed
high on the list. To this end the Council agried to
increase the fi/o funds, the Social Fund arid the
Regional Fund, by about 350 million ECU in commit-
ment appropriations and some 275 million ECU in
payment appropriations. The bulk of this increase was
allocated to the Social Fund and, within that Fund, rhe
Council gave absolute prioriry to arrangements for
combating yourh unemployment.

The fact that 600/o of the amount by which the Coun-
cil increased non-compulsory expenditure during the
second reading was ser aside for yourh unemployment
meant rhar, the Council was nor able m increase the
appropriations for other purposes by as much as might
of course have been desired. Thus, for example, ihe
Council had to restricr increases in appropriations for
cooperation with the non-associated developing coun-
tries and for the fight against hunger in the world. In
addition the Council allocated appropriations to the
Esprit programme, which is of imponance to the
Communiry's electronics industry, to transporr infra-
stnrcture, ro energy projects and to certain projects in
the environmenr and consumer fields. These were the
main points in the Council's decision. They amount to
an increase over tl^e Council's proposal on the first
reading of about 420 million ECU in commirment
appropriations and about 325 million ECU in paymenr
appropriations.

I ask Parliamenr [o nore thar in both instances the
Council has gone beyond the amounts which in the
Council's opinion auromarically become available
under the rules governing the maximum rate of
lncrease.

The Council is thus accommodating Parliament,s
wishes in respect of both priorities and the proposal ro
exceed the maximum rate of increase, but - and I do
realize this of course - nor ro the extenr rhat parlia-
ment would have wished.

I will now pass on to Parliament's draft amendmenrs
on compulsory expenditure. I might point out in pass-
ing here thar the Council has adhered to the classifica-
tion of expenditure ser our in the annex to the joint
declaration of 30 June.

In.regard to expendirure on agriculture, there is no
difference berween the Council's and Parliamenr,s
views, which are also shared by the Commission. The
Council has taken note of Parliament's sysremaric
revipw of -the appropriations for agricultural objec-
tives. The Council was, houtever, convinced rhat we
can still have confidence in the Commission's compre-
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hensive calculations as the best basis for drawing up

estimates of the extent of the expenditure. And for this

reason the Council decided to stand by the appropria-
tions to the EAGGF. The Council has taken note of
Parliament's proposal to set uP a reserye in Chapter 29

and of its comments on the time limits and obligations
which the budget authority should impose on the

Commission.

The Council felt that the relevant proposal was not in
conformiry with Anicle 203 procedure. Neither of the
swo anns of the budget duthoriry can tlrke away from
the Commission its right of initiative, even in regard to
proposals for the uansfer of appropriations from one

ac"ount to another, and for these reasons the Council
rejected the proposal on Chapter 29.

'On its first reading Parliament adopted three proposed

modifications and one draft involving a transfer of
appropriations from the compulsory to the non-com-
pulsory section of the budget.

As I pointed out at the meeting between the Council
and a delegation from Parliament, the Council does

net consider these proposals to be in conformiry with
Anicle 203, which I have already referred to. The
Council therefore decided to reject the four proposals.

fu has also been the case in previous years, Parliament

and tle Council disagree on the treatment of loan
transactions. Mr Robert Jaclson presented proposals

on this matrcr. On this basis the Concil reviewed its

position but finally decided to adhere to the existing
procedure with regard to loan transactions.

As Mr Jaclson has just said in his speech, Parliament
will be urged on Thursday to raise the appropriation
proposals back rc a combined amount of. tll million
ECU in .commitment appropriations and 137 million
ECU in payment appropriations. These amounts
represent what Parliament has at its disposal in its own
view. fu you know, honourable Members, the Council
does not ihare this view.

In conclusion I should like rc make rwo comments.
The Council takes the view that it made a considerable
effon on 22 November to close the gap berween it and
Parliament. The rcn Heads of State or Government
statcd in Copenhagen that the fight against youth
unemployment is a main priority. As I undersand it, it
is also Parliament's view that the Finance Ministers'
decision on 22 November must be seen as a factor in
this fight.

My second comment concerns the public at large in
our countf,ies. I am sure that it will not be understood
or forgiven if we fail to reach a compromise on the
supplementary budget for 1982 or indeed the budget
for 1983. It would be indefensible and would impair
our capaciry to find solutions to the great problems
facing us.

Mr President, I have given the Council's views of the
issues on which Parliament is to vote on Thursday.
Both our institutions must beir their responsibilities in
a spirit of cooperation. If they do that, I am certain
that this week will end with an adopted budget.

IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN

Vce-President

Mr Tugendh*, Vce-President of tbe Commission. -Mr President, I should like to begin by expressing the

same hope as the President-in-Office of the Council
rhat it will be possible to bring this year's budgetary
procedure to a close with the adoption agreed by both
irms of the budgetary authority of the budgets which
are at present before the House. I am now approach-
ing the end of my sixth year in the Commission and

not since my first year has there been a completely
agreed budgetary procedure so that I must say it
would be very nice if we could achieve one on this
occasion.

I would also, if I may, before entering into the sub-

stance of my speech, like to pay tribute to the speeches

of both Mr Jaclson and Mrs Barbarella. Although, as

will be apparent, I did not agree with everphing that
both of them said, I did think that they were speeches

of an exceptionally high and thoughtful order and that
indeed this whole budgetary procedure thus far, how-
ever it may end, has been characerized by a great deal
of thoughtfulness and a great deal of construcdveness

and a great deal of desire on all sides to use the budget
to carry forward the development of the Communiry.

Mr President, I will ssut - because it $eems sensible

to do so - with the 1982 supplementary budget and

then conclude with the 1983 budger Mrs Barbarella
explained to the House the basis of her criticism. Vith
some of it the Commission can 

^gree, 
at least in prin-

ciple, but on some of the other matters that she

brought forward we are in disagreement and I think it
is imponant that I should spell out precisely why.

First of all, as has been made quite clear and as every-
body knows - and this it not controversial - the
1982 amending and supplementary budget is the vehi-
cle for giving effect to an agreement reached, and
reached of course after very considerable protracted
difficulry, at the highest level of the Council. The
so-called British budget problem has been the most
acrimonious and seemingly intractable internal issue

with which the Communiry has had rc grapple in
recent times. It has dominarcd many meetings of the
Council of Ministers and has seemed at times almost
to be bringing the Communiry itself to a sandstill.
That a solution, albeit of a Emporary nature, has been
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reached for this problem in respect of 1982, pending
of course what Parliar4ent decides, is in itself an '

imponant achievement.

That solution, which, as I say, depends on Parliament
rc be carried into effect, is not rhe one which the
Commission would have wished nor is it the one
which the Commission originally proposed. In our
mandate repoft vre identified the root cause of rhe
British problem as the relatively small size of the Bri-
tish agricultural industry and consequently the rela-
tively low level of British financial benefit from the
common agricultural policy, by contrast with the pre-
dominant role which agriculture pl4ys in the Com-
muniry budger Ve, therefore, proposed a mechanism
in favour of the United Kingdom which would directly
reflect this discrepancy. '$7e chose rhis approach in
pan in order to try to ger away from the concept of
net balances and juste retour to which Mrs Barbarella
referred and which has been the source of sb much
hostility and criticism in the Communiry.

'\[e do not like that principle and we proposed a me-
chanism which would tet away from that principle.
As, however, the House knows only too well, the
Council was not disposed to follow the proposal which
we put forward. The solution which the Council even-
rually reached was to apply in effect a third year of the
agreement originally reached in 1980. This, of course,
involves the financing through the Community budget
of supplemenmry measures, mainly in the regional
field, for the United Kingdom along lines similar to
those followed in respect of 1980 and 1981. It also
involves, for the first time, the inroduction of a
special programme of energy measures in favour of the
Federal Republic of Germany. This special pro-
gramme, which is in realiry an intrinsic part of the pol-
itical agreement of 25 May of this year, reflects the
srong feelings of the previous Federal Q6y61n6s1s -feelings which have been reiterated by the new
government in Bonn as well - that some mitigation
was required of the financial burden which the Federal
Republic would otherwise have to bear.

The agreement reached in respect of 1982 contained a
number of other elements. It was thought right rc take
advantage of the facr that surplus appropriadons
existed both from 1981 and 1982 because agricultural
expenditure had been lower rhan anricipated and it
was agreed, as part of the bargain finally struck, that
the United Kingdom should receive its compensation
in the form of advances before the end of 1982. It was
on the basis of the prospect of receiving paymenm
before the end of 1982 - an idea originally pur for-
ward by the French delegation - rather than in the
cburse of the following year, that the actual amounr
in question were agreed. :

I make these points, Mr President, because they are of
some considerable relevance r.o rhe amendments which
Mrs Barbarella has proposed and which I would now
like m deal with in turn.

First of all, the criticism of the Commission for not
having submitted proposals for a lasting solution co the
problem seems to me really quite unfair. fu I have
said, we put forward one such proposal in our man-
date repon. In our recenr communication to Council
and Parliament on rhe longer-term solurion ro the
British budget problem, we indicated another line of
approach: namely, in relation to a reform of the Com-
munity's financing sysrem, which we believe is in any
case needed and on which we shall present our ideas in
the early pan of next year. In the meantime, however,
the British problem is not going ro to away. The rea-
sons which led to the budgetary arrangements of tgSO
and 1982 continue to exisr. On an uncorrected basis
the estimated British deficit next year would probably
be of roughly the same order as this year.

Now I wish, Mr President, that I could give Mrs Bar-
barella the assurances she seeks that rhis will be rhe last
such temporary agreemenr. I wish I could say to her
that the Council and indeed the Parliament as well will
be in a position next year to reach agreemenr on the
far-reaching changes that would be necessary to
obviate the need for these sons of ad hoc arrangemenm
and to subsume them into an overall review and rel-
dnce of the Communiq/s policies on rhe revenue and
the expenditure side. I wish I could give her that assur-
ance, but she must know, as I must know, that not
only are we a long way from being in a position to
reach such agreements within the Council and the
Parliament, but we are ayery long way from getting to
the position where the parliaments of the ten Member
States could ratify such an agreement and bring it into
effect by the end of next year. So I wish I could agree
with her, but I fear that in the terms in which she made
her statement it is simply not politically realistic and I
say that with the grearest personal regret.

The criticism about rhe alleged fragmentation of the
Commission's proposed amendments to the, 1982
budget which has prevented Parliament from obain-
ing an overall view of the resources available, ro quote
from the resolution, is another criticism which I must
also reject as simply being unrrue. Ve produced a pro-
posal for a first supplementary budget in May this year
and we have throughout rhe year provided Parliament
with regular and detailed information concerning the
stare of implementation of the budger - in particular
rhe development of EAGGF advances.

Mr President, Parliament has therefore had all the
information about resource availabiliry. And I myself
have explained on numerous occasions in the Com-
mittee on Budgets, and also in fact in the 'three Presi-
dents procedure' as well, how the situation looked and
how the situation appeared rc be dweloping.

From my earlier commenrs rhe House will obviously
understand why the Commission cannor supporr some
of the specific amendments made to the draft supple-
mentary budget.
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And I would now, Mr President, Iike to say a word
about classification. The Commission staned in 1980
from the hypothesis that the measures concerned
should be classified as obligarcry expenditure because
it is clear that given the political nature of the agree-
ment from which these measures flow the amounrc
involved must be considered of a binding nature, Now
Parliament itself has akeady accepted that the supple-
menmry measures in favour of the United Kingdom
under the agreement of 30 May 1980 should be classi-
fied as obligatory expenditure. It therefore seems to
me difficult in logic to conrcst the presumption that
the expenditure in respect of 1982, constituting as it
does the rhird year of that original agreement, should
be similarly classified and this applies both rc the sup-
plementary measures for the United Kingdom and rc
the special energy programme in Germany.

Similarly, the Commission cannot support the propo-
sal that the advances on the payments of the'supple-
mentary measures should take place in two tranches or
that they should be limitcd to 500/0. The effect of these
amendments would be to prevent full payment m the
Unircd Kingdom before the end of 1982. As I have
already explained, such full payment was an intrinsic
pan of the political agreement reached in the Council.
To delay pan of the payments until 1983 would thus
risk putting the whole basis of the agreement in peril.
And here too I would like to take up a point made by
Mrs Barbarella. She appeared to suggest, if I under-
stood her correctly, that it was not in the Communiq/s
inter'est that these paymenc should be made in 1982
rather than in 1983. I disagree with her. !7e have had,
as has been agreed on all sides, a surplus on the agri-
cultural funds in 1981 and 1982.Ve are therefore able
to make these paymenr at a time when there is rela-
iively speaking . 

a cenain amount of slack in' the
budget.

'$7'e can enter 1983 therefore without any further pay-
ments needing to be made on this head during the
course of that year. Now all of us know that agricul-
tural expenditure might very well rise somewhat next
year and all of us, I hope, wish that it will be possible
at the same time to have higher expenditure in the
non-obligatory sector of the budget as well and there-
fore it seems to me in the Communiry interest to wipe
this panicular slate clean and to enter 1983, when we
might be operating yery very much nearer thq margin
than has been the case in 1982, without having to fulfil
this panicular Communiry commitment as well.

I would moreover add that if the House were to sup-
pon the proposal put forward by the Committee on
Budgets for tranches or for a sort of 509/o basis,. that
would of course run complercly counter to the prin-
ciple of the annualiry of the budget which in normal
circumstances the Parliament attaches very great
imponance to. I have heard a very greet many lectures
from all sides of this House about the sanctiry of the
annualiry of the budget and I am surprised therefore
to see a suggestion being made from the Committee

on Budgets itself that runs bounter to the annuality of
the budgeu

I should also add, Mr President, that a similar objec-
tion would of course apply m the idea of introducing a

new appropriation of 21 million ECU for energy
expenditure in counries other than Germany. Even if
it wdre thought right on policy grounds to extend the
programme in this way it would in practice be imposs-
ible to commit such appropriadons before the end of
the year and Parliament, as I say, in other circum-
stances has always argued very strongly in favour of
committing appropriations in the year in which they
are put in the budget.

Now having said all this, Mr President, there is one
aspect of the draft resolution where the Commission
would certainly be prepared to support Parliament and
this is over the requirements for strengthening control
of the implementation of the proposed measures. Mrs
Barbarella gave the impression that these measures
were somehow not subject to control at all. She

seemed to give the impression that the supplementary
measures - the money paid out by the Commission to
the United Kingdom - had somehow disappeared but
phat of course is incorrect; supplementary measures
are already subject to the discipline of control by the
relevant Commission-services, by the Court of Audi-
tors and by Parliament's own Committee on Budget-
ary Conrol. The degree of checking and examination
is already as strict as, for example, expenditure under
the Regional Fund. But if Parliament feels that a pani-
cu-lar control effort needs rc be made in this area the
Commission would not see any objection.

I must however stress that in order to achieve greater
conrol it is not necessary to have a new line in the
budget, for the Commission would cenainly be pre-
pared to make available to Parliament all relevant
information in addidon to that which Parliament
already receives on the procedure for the selection of
the'programmes to be financed as well as on the con-
trol of expenditure incurred and the Commission is
prepared to discuss with Parliament's Commitrce on
Budgetary Conrol the methods by which controls
should be carried out.

Let me say, Mr President, in conclusion,on the 1982
supplementary budget that I can understand the dis-
taste which to a great extent the Commission itself
shares. But it is one thing to demand an immediarc
long-term solution rc the issue, it is quite anorher mar-
ter to come up with a solution which, while conform-
ing better to Communiry ideals, has some prospect of
realization in the light of the varying interests and
constraints which apply in the Member Sates. Some
may argue that the Commission has nor been suffi-
ciently imaginative. To that I would reply that we have
made one proposal and we anticipate making anorher.
No other feasible ideas for the longer term have come
from any other source. Some Members of this House
may say that the resolution voted by the Parliament in
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1979 calling for a financial equalization mechanism in
the Communiry might provide the answer.

I do not, Mr President, wanr ro argue now the merits
or realism of such a mechanism for which a good case
might be argued in terms of showing solidariry
towards the Communiq/s really leasr prosperous
members. But I must srress thar, in the form in which
Parliament proposes it, such a mechanism would do
nothing, nothing to mitigate the panicular budgetary
problem of the United Kingdom since that problem
does not reflect the United Kingdom's low level of
GDP per head but rather its low level of agricultural
receipts and such a mechanism as proposed by Parlia-
ment would impose upon the Federal Republic of Ger-
many a budgetary burden whose domestic acceptabil-
iry within that country looks in presenr circumstances
extremely questionable.

In going along with the idea of. an ad boc temporary
arrangement of the kind which the 1982 supplemen-
tary budget represents the Commission is cenainly not
abandoning any hope of a longer term solution. Far
from it. But we are realistic enough ro recognize rhat
such a solution will take dme ro imain; it has rc be
agreed in the Council; it has to be agreed in this
House; it has rc be agreed by the parliaments of the
Member States. And until it is. set up, transitional
arrangemenr of some kind or anorher will be
required. In our view it is better that such arrange-
ments should be implemenrcd, as is currently envis-
aged, through the Community budget and subject to
the appropriate Community control rather rhan
through some special compensatory arrangement out-
side the budget which of course we have seen exam-
ples of in the Community in respecr of other countries
in the past.

Mr President, to conclude, a few words on 1983. I can
be very brief on 1983 because basically I share very
much the view which the rapporteur of the Committee
on Budgets put forward. I cenainly agree with him in
the first place that the Council's behaviour in, on the
one hand, rejecting a supplementary budget and, on
the other, proposing a transfer and then sutgesring
that the ffansfer should nor counr in Parliament's
a.ssiette is quite unacceptable. There is a slight differ-
ence between the Parliamenr and the Commission on
the arithmedc of this matrcr but,on the principle Par-
liament and the Commission are on rhe same side and
I share the Committee on Budgem' hope that a doc-
trinal quarrel of this son berween the institutions will
not be allowed to bring'about a disputed budger The
Council, I must say, has. this year in the field of non-
compulsory expenditure made an imponant srep
towards Pirliament's specific priorities, as Mr Msller
has said, and has gone far beyond its own interprea-
tion of the maximum rate; but equally the Committee
on Budgets proposes that Parliament should make a
step towards the Council in not going beyond Parlia-
ment's inrcrpfeation of its own margin.

Now the Commission fully shares the view of Parlia-
ment's Committee on Bgdgets that the remaining mar-
gin should be concentrated on measures which help
the fight against hunger in the world and on measures
in the field of energy. Ve thus firmly endorse the gen-
eral approach which Parliament proposes. fu regards
the figures, we hope that the level of commitmenr
apropriations which Parliament is seeking can be
attained in order that Community programmes of an
adequate scale can be developed and in order that the
Communiry budget can move one or two sieps up the
'tree of life', as Mr Jaclson pur ir. !tre believe that a

satisfactory level of commitment appropriations
should be the prime objective. It may be possible, Mr
President, that in practice .one could implement the
level of commitment appropriations which Parliament
is seeking on the basis of a slightly more modest level
of payment appropriations. Past experience shows that
there is inevitably'a cenain time lag between commit-
ments and payments and there is clearly no point in
including in the budget more appropriations than are
actually likely to be needed in order ro meet the com-
mitments concerned. Some modest reducdon in the
paymen$ field might therefore in practice nor be of
any real significance. But if a slight reducdon in pay-
ment appropriations u)ere to help to overcome the
remaining differences of opinion berween rhe firo
arms of the budget aurhoriry and thus to enable an
agreed budget to be adopted for the first time in five
years the Commission would rhink this , a price well
wonh paying.

But to conclude, Mr President, I hope very much that
the Council will heed the moderadon with which Par-
liament has expressed its view both in terms of prin-
ciple and in terms of figures;,I hope the Parliament
will heed the fact that it is not legitimate, it is not fair
play, it is not in keeping with the Three Presidents
Agreement to conduct this manceuvre over the first
supplementary budget and the transfer and to'accepr

- implicitly at any rate - the interpretation of the
maximum rate put forward by the Commission and the
Council and to setde an undisputed budget for 1983
within that context.

(Appktse)

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI), drafisman of an opinion for the
Committee on External Economic Rehtions.
(GR) Mr Presidenq on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations I want to ask Parliament
to support three specific proposals which were also
tabled during the October part-session. At that junc-
ture, following Mr Roben Jackson's presenrarion of
his report on behalf of the Committee on Budgets,
these proposals were given approval in substance, but
in the ensuing formulation of the budget by the Coun-
cil of Ministers they v/ere rejected. Mr President, these
proposals are aimed at giving added force to the activi-
ties underaken by the European Communiry in con-
junction with the developing counrries with which it
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has cooperation agreements, and also with Japan and
other countries, in the search for vays of increasing
the competitiveness of the Community and thereby its
worldwide exporting potential, panicularly with
regard to those counries where it encounters stiffer
competition.

I wish to point out, Mr President, that the mtal cost of
rhese proposed modifications would not exceed 5 or
7 million ECU. I think - and this is the view of the
Comminee on External Economic Relations - that
this is a very small sum compared vith the benefit the
European Community will derive from the enhanced
level of activiry which the Committee, in again propos-
ing these modifications, wishes to have funded. There-
fore, Mr President, I ask all the political groups in
Parliament to support these very limircd modifications
which do not alter the overall shape of the budget as it
has been presented by Mr Roben Jaclson, the rappor-
teur on behalf of the Committee on Budgets.

Mr Erritht (S), drafisnan of an opinion for tbe Com-
mittee on Deoelopment and Cooperatioz. - Mr Presi-
dent, first may I join with those who thank Mr Jack-
son for the very hard work that he has put in to this
budget and also for the consideration that he has given
to my committee.

He has, as he said in his speech, managed to weld
rcgether a number ot rcry differing interests and
among those were development and cooperation. I
cannot say that I am entirely satisfied with the deal
that we have had but I accept that this is the best deal
that we could have had. From the Committee on
Development and Cooperation we have tabled all the
amendments that we put in at the last reading, but we
accept with the greatest reluctance that it is not possi-
ble to get what we ask at this moment. Therefore, we
accept the 92 and 99 million increases which are being
proposed by the Committee on Budgets, simply
because we know that the Council would be even
more brutal than the Budgets Comminee and the
Commission have been because the Council at its first
reading, in its first amendments, was really quirc
appalling. And that under the leadership of Denmark,
I think, is quite appalling because Denmark itself, has

a very good record on development and cooperation.
As a country it has done some very fine things which I
have seen over the last three years. But in its Presi-
dency of the Council it has been a brual butcher and I
think it is quite disgraceful that Denmark was not able
m lead the other Members of the Council on a more
progressive path.

Therefore, I do not so much appeal rc as demand of
the Council that these minimal expenditures which we
have put into the budget and which we are asking for
be put through.

'$7e must be looking for expansion and the Council, if
it is to show any hean whatsoever, must accept that

what it has done under the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade in terms of development has been
quirc disgraceful. That what it has done under the
Multifibre Arrangetnents has been mean and niggardly

- to put it midly - and has cenainly had no concern
for those in the world who are starving, that it has

been totally without planning of any sort in terms of
the Nonh/South dialogue so that whilst it has

accaptad all the resolutions that we have put forward
here on hunger in the world, whilst it has congratu-
lated us upon our pragmatic approach to these prob-
lems, it has failed totally and wrerchedly and miserably
to do anything practical about them. Therefore, in
terms of the budget, it must do something or be con-
demned uwerly. I sometimes feel that the Council is
jealous of the success of the Communiry as such - as

opposed to the individual member countries - in
what is being done in development and cooperation.

'We,can compare by looking at staff. If the Council cut
back then I would be quite prepared to compare in
rcrms of staff what they are spending as individual
countries - including Denmark which is not the
worst, the United Kingdom is the worst in saff terms

- with what is being done by very few staff in the
Communiry. If the Council cuts back on the staff pro-
posals for development and cooperation, they cannot
expect the money to be spent. So I warn that if they
cut back in cercain areas then we will expose the stark
and naked truth of whai they have been doing as indi-
vidual member countries.

Finally, in panicular, I would like to call for the resto-
radon of policies and strategies for food aid rather
than the negation of that panicular title.

Mrs Ctnyd (S), draftsman of an opinion for the Com-
mittee on Social Afairs and Employmerrt. - It worries
me that there is so much back-scrarching going on
here this morning. I do not, know how you translaie
that into other languages but I notice that Mr Jackson
is scrarching the back of Mr Tugendhat and Mr
Tugendhat in turn is scratching the back, not only of
Mr Jackson, but of Parliament as a whole. In fact he
has complimented Parliament for its moderadon in
expressing its vieur. I do not believe that Parliament
should be expressing its view with moderation. In fact
i think the Parliament should be expressing its view
with considerable anger.

Anger because there are 11 million unemployed people
in this Communiry. Anger that we, as a Community,
aie failing through our policies and through our
budget allocations to combat the problems of poverry
and unemployment in the Communiry. There are some
member governments whose own policies are exacer-
bating the situation v'e are in. Earlier this year we said
that the fight against unemployment was to be the cen-
ral theme of the budget, and it is quite right in a

Communiry of t I million unemployed that it should
be the central theme. The Social Affairs Commitree
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fought hard to persuade Parliamenr io double the
Social Fund and in July, you will remember, Parlia-
ment voted rc do so. Ve have done well on the Social
Fund said Mr Jaclson, the rapporteur this morning.
Vell of course it is obvious thar I cannot agree with
him. If you vote for the Comminee on Budgets'
amendmenr, which are in fact rhe Council's package
on the Social Fund, then you are voting for 7.40/o of.
the total compared with 60lo of the total budget share
last year. Hardly a subsantial increase or a remarkable
vlctory.

Yet we have said time after time rhat the Social Fund is
she main instrument for combating unemploymenr in
the Communiry. So I ask you, fellow Members <if this
Parliament, is this the right response to 11 million
unemployed in the Communiry, rhat we can only
increase the Social Fund's total share of the budget by
this measly amount.

May I remind you that the total volume of eligible
applications for 1983 is expected ro amounr to about
3 900 million ECU. It is easy to calculate that if Parlia-
ment will nor improve on the amount proposed by
Council there will be a dispariry between supply and
demand of.2210 million ECU - 1300/0. Even if the
relatively generous allocation for young people is
allowed it will, ar best, only allow 500/o of the eligible
applications to be met.

My committee welcomes the CounCil's decision on
these panicular lines, but it deplores the Council's fail-
ure to approve any increase for the other lines within
the European Social Fund, on which the commitree
had tabled amendmenm. And so, in view of the contin-
uing deterioration of the economic and social condi-
tion of this Communiry, we see no reason for chang-
ing the position we adopted at the first reading. There
is one option for Parliament and that is ro vote for the
amendments of the Social Affairs Committee in toto.
There are two orher possible oprions: may I remind
you that' under Article 9(2) of Council Decision
NoTI/76/EEC at least 5Q0/o of rhe commitment
appropriations of the Fund must be allocarcd rc
schemes which fall under Aniclc 5 of the Fund and
which also take place within areas eligible for suppon
from the ERDF. This sratutory requiremenr applies
uhtil such time as a new Council Decision overrides it
following the review of the Social Fund.

Now under the Council's present proposals, under the
Committee on Budgets' presenr proposals, this pani-
cular regulation is not adhered to. Ir is adhered to by
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment of
shis Parliament, if you vorc for its amendments. How-
ever, it might be impossible for Parliamenr to vorc for
the whole of our amendments. I am told by my own
country that if Parliament votes for the Council's
amendmen$, if Council votes for the Commirtee on
Budgets' amendmenrs on the social secror, then ir will
be impossible for the Commission ro meer the statu-
tory requirements of Anicle 9(2) and I am told - and

I would like an answer here today - in this case rhere
is a real danger thar the 1983 Social Fund Budget
would be invalid. That is a greatproblem that this Par-
liament must face. So in order to achieve the correcr
balance, there is an option rhat I would call Option
No 1, which is that the Parliament should vore an
additional 150 million ECU ro budget line 6100 -regions of high unemployment. This line is reserved
exclusively for ERDF areas.

If we take the other oprion, it is to remove from one
chapter money from the budget line for yount per-
sons' schemes. Parliament will not want ro do this and
neither will the Council. As I see it, the only options
open ro Parliament this week will either to be vote for
an extra 150 million ECU to be put into the budget
line 6100 for rhe regions, or vore for the total amend-
ments which rhe Social Affairs Committee will be put-
ting before you.

I speak with some passion because I believe that we
have a great and worrying problem and that unless we
are able to meer some of the aspirations of the cirizens
of this Communiry in our budget this year by a sub-
stantial transfer m the social sector of the budget, then
we as a Parliament will have failed the citizens of this
Communiry.

Mrs von Alemann. (L), drafisman of an opinion for the
Committee on Transport. - (DE) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I should just like to refer very briefly
to one aspect of the amendmCnts which rhe Com-
mittee on Transpon has again tabled, and my words
are intended principally for the Council.

The Communiry's traqsport poliry - as I have said
before in this House - has so far been regarded as the
Communiq/s. piggy-bank, the poliry on which money
can always be saved and nothing at all need really be
spent. Until a few years ago there were nor even any
Community rransport infrastructure measures in the
rfue sense, and wi had hoped in the Commitree on
Transport that this would change last year.

To our grea[ concern and annoyance, however, we
again find that the Council of Transpon Ministers,
which, as I remember, was supposed to meet last week
to adopt at lasr a regulation on ransporr infrasructure
measures of importance to the Community, has not
met at all.

Ve thus find ourselves in a vicious circle from which
we cannot bxtricate ourselves. There being no regula-
tion on such measures, the Council can go on srying
with impunity that the resources set aside for them in
the budget are nor needed and can therefore be
deleted, as they were last time.

Gentlemen of the Council, you cannot seriously
believe rhat 10 m ECU in payment appropriations ani
5 m ECU in commitment appropriations is enough for
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Eansport infrastructure measures. These amounts are

absurd, and anyone who has anything to do with
transport policy knciws that nothing can be achieved

with so little. It is not even enough for the interest sub-

sidies s,e would like to see Branted for major projects
of imponance to the Communiry as a whole.

Gentlemen of the Council, I urge you to ensure that
the Council of Transport Ministers adopts this regula-
tion at long last, when it meets in late December, so

that we can make some progress. I call on the Mem-
bers of Parliament to support the amendmenm I have

tabled on behalf of the Committee on Transpon. They
seek the reinstatement of th'e appropriadons which we
entered at the time of the first reading and were then
reduced or deleted by the Council.

I should like to emphasize once again that transport
policy is needed for a Community economic poliry
and for the fight against unemployment. !7e also need

specific infrastructural measures. I therefore ask the
Council to waste no more time in adopting this regula-
tion and Parliament to approve our amendments.

Mrs Fuillet (Sl, drafisnan of the opinion for the Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Regional Phnning. -(FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, in a budget
which is not one of expansion the Commitrce on
Regional Poliry and Regional Planning is obtaining
rwo-thirds of the requests made by it on first reading;
that is not a miracle but also not a disaster. It will have

rc pursue its poliry with the available budget. Ve must
not lose sight of the fact that the Regional Policy
Committee also calls for the implementation of reform
and will be putting bigger demands in the 1983

amending budget.

Vhat *er. the priorities of this committee?

Firstly, the Mediterranean protrammes with the ser-

ious studies which they involve; those programmes
had to be endowed with a revolving fund rc restruc-
ture the economy of the Mediterranean countries.
That fund has been the subject of a token entry this
year;I hope that real appropriadons will be earmarked
next year, which is fundamental for the constructions
of the Europe of tomorrow. Moreover, our committee
has accorded vital imponance to the studies in prepar-
ation for integrated actions.

If, as I hope, ladies and gendemen, you adopt the
amendments submitted to you by the Committee on
Budgets, I believe that you will be taking a political
scep towards a reduction of unemployment in Europe.

That was our aim in the Committee on Regional
Poliry and that remains our conviction. I therefore
hope that the amendments which will be put to you by
the general rapporteur, Mr Jackson, will be accepted
by the whole House to enable the Committee on
Regional Policy to pursue a poliry for the elimination

of unemployment and expansion towards the Mediter-
ranean countries,

Mr Arndt (S). - (DE) Mr President, your raPPor-
teur - my friend Roben Jackson - chose an image
from the animal kingdom to compare previous budgets

with the 1983 budget. This prompts me to make a
comparison with regard to whether the Council is now
moving rather more quickly or not. If you compare a

snail and a tortoise, the tonoise fairly races along. But
we are not, of course, satisfied with the speed of a tor-
toise, even if it is quicker than a snail.

To keep to the images from the animal kingdom, what
our rapporteur proposed in spring, particularly as

regardJ the social budget, had the spe'ed of a grey-
hound. He should really have known that such speed

cannot be maintained. In all these budgetarlr ques-

tions, including the fulfilment of the 30 May mandate,
I would plead for the speed of a team of oxen. Vhen I
use the word 'ox', I am not, of course, making any
kind of comparison with Members of the House; I am
merely thinking of how much of our budget goes to
agriculture.

This brings me to one of the basic evils of our budgeu
One of the main reasons why this Parliament rejected
the 1980 budget after the first direct elections was that
it was unbalanced, that is to say, the proponion ear-
marked for agriculture was too high compared with
what was to be spent, for example, on the social
policy, the Regional Fund and development aid. Ve
refused to accept that a cenain financial policy should
be allowed to increase the structural surpluses in cer-
tain products even funher in the fuure. But this is
where we find the House becoming schizophrenic:
during the debates on the budget we always call for
moderate guaranteed prices for agricultural products,
and yet whenever we consider the agricultural policy
under the guidance of the Committee on Agriculture,
the highest possible agricultural prices are demanded.
There is a group of Members in the House who,
despite all we are trying to do for Europe, obviously
think only of the highest possible guaranteed prices for
agricultural products and who, if they happen to bq

ouwoted, try to get their way through the ruthless
application of the Rules of Procedure. One of the
most important points in this as in other budget
debarcs is consequently that Parliament should at last
adopt a clear and constant line on the question of the
elimination of the surpluses, of reforms of the agricul-
tural poliry.

I should therefore like to reiterate the Socialist
Group's aims in this context. It is our aiin to maintain
and increase jobs in agriculture. The present agricul-
tural policy has destroyed and is continuing to destroy
countless jobs in agriculture. It is our aim to reduce
the strucural surpluses. The present agricultural
policy encouragqs the production of surpluses, and it
encourages them in an increasing number of sectors,
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panly as a result of decisions taken by this House. It is

our aim to integrate agriculture into our environment
with due consideration for environmental protection.
The present agricultural poliry leads to soil erosion
and the destrucdon of the environment. It is our aim
to ensure that small and medium-sized farmers in
panicular earn reasonable incomes. The present agri-
cultural policy has steadily reduced the incomes of
small and medium-sized farmers and only increases
the incomes of the large and yealthy members of the
farming community.

This shows, I believe, that in this budget we again
need to make a stan on bringing about change in these
areas of the agricultural policy. Otherwise, it will not
only be the reputation of the agricultural policy rhat is
destroyed, but also the reputation of.rhe European
Community and of the European Parliament.

And now to the positive aspects. One of the positive
aspects of the 1983 budget deliberations is that Parlia-
ment has pinpointed target areas and that a wide mea-
sure of agreement has been achieved in this respecl
One such target area - as Mrs Clwyd of the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Employment stated very
impressively just now - is the fight against anemploy-
ment. Btt we of the European Parliament must realize,
and we mus[ say so in public, that we cannor; of
course, achieve a great deal with the limited European
resources we have for this purpose. 'S7'e must not pre-
tend that we can do anything decisive about unem-
ployment with our financial measures alone. All we
can do is point the way. Unemployment cenainly can-
not be combated with budgetary resources alonel res-
tructuring measures are needed. I would remind you
in this context that the Socialist Group suggesrs you
cannot avoid taking a stand on a reduction of working
hours.

If 'Europe is to point the way in the fight against
unemployment, then it should emphasize that effons
must first be concentrarcd- on unemployment among
young people and women. Parliament is beginning to
realize that this is where the emphasis must lie.

Another tar3et area is h*nger in the world. I am
pleased to see that the Commiwee on Budgets fully
appreciates this and has tried to draw the logical con-
clusions from the resolutions ure have adopted in the
past. I hope that here again the Council will build up
more speed than that of a tortoise.

In this connection, I have rwo requests to make of
Members. As we have not, in our opinion, fully
exhausted our margin, we should be grateful if the
modest amendment tabled by the Commitree on Social
Affairs and Employment seeking addidonal resources
for the fight against pove4y - all that is involved is
0.5 m EUA - found the approval of the majority of
the House, of zt8 Members, and if the other amend-
ments abled by the Committee on the Environmenr,
Public Health and Consumer Protection on environ-

mental protection, on which we have also proposed
numerous amendments, were also approved.

In future it will be imponant for Parliament to make
an even grearcr effon to perform the tasls we have
entered under the general heading of'the mandate of
30 May' than it has been able to do with this 1983
budget. All we ever hear these days is 'the mandate of
30 May': the year 1980is coyly forgotten so as nor ro
remind people that almost three years have passed
without anything being done. Ve have, however,
made some progress in this direcdon: the reapportion-
ment of resources not needed in the agricultural sector
through the formation of a resen e fund, and the Med-
iterranean programme.

'lfhat distinguishes us from most other parliaments -and this is due to rhe Treaties - is that we are in fact
condemned to agreement. If, therefore, we w'ant to
achieve something as a Parliament, there is no point in
our pretending we have government and opposition
parties: we have rc have a majority of 2t8votes. I
believe there has been a very positive development in
the last three years, which has resulted in Parliament
grasping that this budgetary majoriry is a basic factor
in our demand for more righm. As a budgetary major-
ity can be found for the amounts we consider must be
included in the 1983 budget, Europe is being given a

clear sign that the European Parliament knows how
we can tet out of the crisis.

A final word to the Council's ..p..r.nr"rirn.: I under-
stand much of what he reads into the Treaties, one
uray or another. But it simply does not make sense for
him to say that resources which are transferred m
non-compulsory sectors and used as non-compulsory
expenditure are sdll compulsory. Surely nobody will
try to tell me that each Europian unit of account
should bear an inscription to say whether it is compul-
sory or non-compulsory if it is being spent for one and
the same purpose. That must be decided by reference
to the line after the resources have been transferred -compulsory or non-compulsory expenditure.

The Socialist Group will support the proposals made
by the Committee on Budgets. In some areas ir will try
to atree increases with other groups. Various Mem-
bers will be talking about the supplementary 1982
budget later on, but even now I should like to thank
all those who have tri-ed to persuade our Parliament ro
adopt a unanimous position as far as possible. This is a
step forward in the budgetary debate and reveals that
the direct elecdons had a definite purpose, since,the
resulting Parliament is at least beginning to make it
clear what the Europe of the furure should look like.

(Applause)

President. - \[ith regard rc your comparisons from
the animal kingdom, Mr Arndt, I must say that when
one listens to the lively exchanges here in the House,
one is not exacdy reminded of the ox.
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Mr Adonnino (PPE). - (m Mr President, Mr
President of the Council, Mr Commissioner, ladies
and gentlemen, this year, in view of the agreement
among dre three institutions reached on 30 June, we
hoped to be able to avoid questions of procedure or of
principle.

!7e wished to focus our attendon on the choices of
policies and actions to be implemenrcd in the budget,
in order to better qualify the intervention of Parlia-
ment. This is the reason that Parliament, for the first
time since direct elections, vorcd on the first reading
rc increase non-compulsory expenditure at a rate

.lower than that proposed to the Commission in the
preliminary draft, and to make cenain significant
modifications in compulsory expenditure.

It should be acknowledged that the Council, on its
second reading, approved increases greator than the
minimum maintained in previous financial years for
the non-compulsoqy expenditures proposed by Parlia-
ment. In so doing it also took into consideration Par-
liament's eventual margin for manoeuvre, even provid-
ing for an increase in the rate. This was cenainly a

Besture of goodwill, and it raised hopes for a peaceful
and courteous discussion between Parliament and the
Council, leading to a vot€ sadsfactory to everyone on
the budget for the 1983 financial year. Nevenheless,
the problem of the margin and of the correct way to
calculate it has arisen once again on Parliament's
second reading. The Council holds that no funher
margin is due to Parliament, conrcnding that the
amount of the ransfers should not be included in the
calculation of compulsory expenditure for the preced-
ing financial year - figures which in turn serye as a
basis for the subsequent computation. But where is this
set dovn in writing? The Council holds that the trans-
fers stcm from the implementadon of the budget
rather than from its original elaboration, and that they
consequently should not be taken into account. But no
such provision exists, either in Anicle 203 of the
Treaty of Rome, or in our financial reguladons,
including the already-quoted Anicle 16. It is therefore
evident that the calculation should be made on the
overall basis of the expenditures classified as non-com-
pulsory for the preceding financial year, irrespective of
whether they arise from the initial budgetary decisions
or from eventual Eansfers.

In this conroversy, the Commission supports Parlia-
ment in principle, but in practice, strangely enough, it
believes that the amount of rwo transfers should not be

computed. In regard to the first transfer, due to the
mistaken identification of a line of credit as a differen-
tiated appropriation, Parliament had approved
increases only for commitments, and not for payments
as well. The Council acted correctly (we readily admit
that the Council is right when we believe this rc be the
case) in considering them as undifferentiated appro-
priations, therefore making the increase apply to both
commitments and payments.

In regard to the second ransfer, because of a dispurc
concerning the classification of the line of credit for
which the transfer was proposed (without ever having
taken place, since the relevant supplementary budget
was never adopted), the transfer was applied to a line
of credit which the classification stemming from the
agreement of 30 June places unquestionably among
the non-compulsory expenditures.

This is why we believe our calculation to be correct.
Ve regret that once again this problem of compulsory
and non-compulsory expenditure, which we would
have wished rc see relegated to the background, has

strongly emerged in a'doctrinal' dispute over the divi-
sion of powers between Parliament and the Council.
Bearing in mind that precisely along this 'line of
demarcadon' we have in recent years obtained an
extension of parliamentary pos/er, and this not due to
unilateral concessions on the pan of the Council but
rather m an insistence on the correct interpretation of
regulations, I bclieve that only this should have led us

to set this sort of problem aside.

I would also like to remind the Council that, as far
back as the supplementary budget for 1980, when Par-
liament e.ntoyed a treator margin .following the
increase in non-compulsory expenditure for the
preceding financial year, legitimacy of its action was
challenged, while subsequently, in the agreement of
30 June amont the three institutions, it was expressly
stat€d that the supplemenary budgets are to be caken
into account in the calculadon of Parliament's margin.

I ask the Council, therefore, as I already did in the
previous discussion: must we go through three more
years of controversy in order finally to acknowledge
the justice of Parliament's views, or would it not be
better to look at the substance of the matter and admit
that this margin exists and that Parliament, in making
use of it, is only exercising its right and thereby contri-
buting to the completion of the budget procedure?

This is why my group fully supports the increases for a

maximum of t+O million ECU in payments and 178
million ECU in commitments, which constitute Parlia-
ment's martin'according to our calculations.

Ve are also agreed upon the choices which were made
in the Committee on Budgets and presenrcd m you by
the rapponeur: these choices respect the priorities we
have indicated more than once, priorities supported by
this Parliament as an institution and not by our group
alone. Ve are proud to be able to contriburc toward
the expression of the will of Parliament as represenrcd
by the majoriry, if not the totality, of its members. \7e
are pleased to see that increases have been granted to
the Regional Fund, especially for the Mediterranean
policies, which we consider panicularly imponant.
The funds needed rc implement the policies on energy
have received sizeable in.r."r"r, bbth for payments
and - especially, with 31 million - for commitments.
Similarly, we observe with satisfaction the supplemen-
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tary appropriations in payments and commitments
destined for research, a sector of paramount impon-
ance. The same can be said for the ransporr poliry;
the three million increase in payments and especially
the 13 million in commitments are in line with Parlia-
ment's guidelines for a policy it considers so important
that it has made its development a mafter of principle,
eyen challenging the Council to take decisions or face
an action in the Coun of Justice.. Finally - last but
not least, as our English colleagues would say - we
are very pleased with the sdbstandal iircreases for
cooperation with developing countries and third coun-
tries: 90 million in payment appropriations and 99 mil-
lion in commitment appropriations bear witness rc the
importance accorded by this Parliament and by my

, group to a fundamental issue, m which we have
devoted much energy. I would particularly like to.
mention the 26.5 million for food aid, the approxi-
mately 9 million fbr aid granted through the non-gov-
ernmental organizations, and especially the approxi-
mately 51 million for world peace, for which Parlia-
ment had voted 58 million on the first reading.
Considering the narrowness of the margins in which
we are obliged to manoeuvre, Parliament has really
made a srlbstandal effort on the second reading.

lidies and gendemen, my parliamentaqy group will
therefore cenainly support the 117 .5 million ECU in
payment appropriations, and the 176.5 million in
commitment appropriations approved by the Com-
mirtee on Budgets and submined to this Parliament.

I will go on to discuss the supplementary budget No 2
for 1982.

I am sorry to say that once again there are profound
differences between the viewpoints of Parliament and
the Council; I hope, however, that these wifl not be
insuperable, and that a solution can eventually be
reached.

The rapponeur, lvlrs Barbarella, has already laid
before Parliamenr rhe rcrms of the issue and the con-
clusions arrived at by the Committee on Budgets. I will
say immediately that my group, having acdvely panici-
pated in the search for a suitable solution and there-
fore in the taking of the resulting decisions, agrees
with and will suppon the proposals presenrcd to us.

The problem has various aspecr, some of which have
aheady been described. I will now explain our views
on others.

To my way of thinking, rhe cenral problem is not the
use to be made of savings, and therefore nor rhe adv-
ance payment of what will eventually be due rc these
countf,ies - and this apart from the question of
whether the sums involved are real savings, due per-
haps to favourable conditions on rhe international
marke$, or whether they have been supplemented by
sums deriving from a cenain rype of storage policy
introduced by the Commission. This policy, which has

led rc the non-payment of refunds, has worked very
well this year, but it will most probably have repercus-
sions on the next financial year.

Nor, ladies and gentlemen, should the problem - let
this be very clear - be considered as peculiar ro one
of the Member States as such. Our position involves
no hosdlity toward this country: on the contrary, we
acknowledge that such situations can occur and that
they should be rectified. ![e feel, however, that they
should be recdfied through the proper procedures and
that the search for such procedures is also in the
interest of the countries concerned, which cenainly
expect more from the Community than a simple rebate
cheque. They need policies to help them overcome the
internal difficulties which corespond to the difficulties
being experienced in the Community as a whole.

As we are all aware, the problem arose in 1980.
Among the soludons proposed was rhe so-called man-
date from the Council to the Commission, enjoining
the l4tter to propose measures to ensure a better bal-
ance of Communiry policies in the interests of all, pro-
viding for a gradual Community development and
solving the problem of the necessary financial
resources.

Only the knowledge that dme ias needed in order to
attain these objectives - 1980, 1981, and, if neces-
sary, 1982 - made the acceptance of these remporary
measures possible; Parliament itself had serious reser-
vations, for it feared even then - and with reason, as
we see today - that what began as temporary would
imperceptibly become permanent.

'S/hat has become of the mandate? The Commission
has indeed drawn up proposals; it has also modified
them and brought them up to date, birt the Council '

has postponed the moment, of decision again and
again, demonsrating its total inabiliry to provide a
suitable and concrete soludon to this problem of the
excessive contribution of own resources, on the pan of
a Member Srare, ro the finances of the Community.'\fhat should Parliament do at this point? Parliament
should grasp this opportunity ro exert pressure on rhe
Commission - on the Commission roo, Mr Tugen-
dhat, because of the additional contribution it can
make - and especially on rhe Council, so that rhe'
rebalancing of policies will be carried out and the
related problem of the necessary resourbes solved.
This, ladies and gentlemen, is a problem of great polit-
ical significance: it is the problem referred ro as 'the
growth and definitive consrrucrion of Europe.'

The President-in-Office of the Council said this morn-
ing that, although-agreeing on these objectives, he felr
that if we did not adopt the supplementary budget
No 2, it would be more difficult to arrive ar orher
solutions, and that the Council would like to be able
to devote its attention ro other more important prob-
lems. But, Mr President, permit me to tell you quite
bluntly: you have had rwo and a half years ro devore
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your attention rc these other more imponant prob-
lems, and you have not been able to solve them!

(Apphilse)

It is now up to this Parliament to do whatever it can to
compel you to find a solution, to mediarc between
you. !7e know that political action is difficulq espe-

cially on the international level, but you must provide
concrete answers, the only kind that this Parliarnent
can aPProve.

Three rypes of problems exist, therefore. Only two of
these are quantitative in nature: the advance and the
accuracy of the calculation. Ve do not forget that a

problem has also arisen in respect to the provisions for
1980-1981: this Member Starc received transfers over
and above what was due, as was made clear after the
fact when the calculations were reviewed. The diipar-
iry is very great - about I 000 million ECU. At this
point we may well ask, Mr Commissioner, how this
error came abouu If there are reasons for iq explain
them to this Parliamenq for my group wishes to be

informed.

Then there are the qualitative aspects: the types of
interyention, the kinds of policies, the conditions on
which we wish them rc be carried out - conditions
which ought to be truly Europoan. This is why we sup-
pon the proposal to modify both the regulations and
the comrirentary. There remains the problem of classi-
fication, but I will not discuss this; time is passing, and
Mrs Barbarella has already spoken of this matter. I
fully agree with the views of my group in this regard.

I therefore join in the appeal that has been addressed

to the President of the Council and m the Commis-
sioner, the appeal for a solution. A true solution, how-
ever, must be a European solution - the only'kind
that Parliament and my Broup can support. Therefore,
gentlemen of the Council, let us not waste time in
argument over procedural'mattersl let us rather look
at the subsance of the problemg and provide for these
problems the correct solutions.

(Appk*se)

IN THE CHAIR: MR B. FRIEDRICH

Wce-President

Mr Balfour (ED). - Mr President, other members of
my group will no doubt address themselves to the Saby
report, and Mr Jackson's presentation on the 1983

draft general budget is wholly acceptable to my group.
I would merely congratularc him on the diligence and
intellectual thoroughness with which he has guided the

Committee on Budgets through its negotiations with
the other corirmittees and on the way he prepared his

many working papers and repons. He has been a dis-
tinguished budget rapporteur, even. if we have disa-
greed over cenain points of detail. I would also con-
gratulate Mr Fich, the Socialist coordinator, on his

effons m achieve a united parliamentary response to
the Council's provocative ill-reatment of our priori-
ties.

However, I wish to concentrarc my own remarks this
niorning exclusively on the Barbarella repons. I realize
that it is too late now for what I have to say on behalf
of my group rc have any effect whatsoever on the rap-
porteur's refons, resolutions or amendments. Ve tried
hard in committee to reshape these repons, to render
them less confrontationist, but we failed. 'S7'e were
unable rc tet even the smallest of our proposed
amendments through. I should like now to starc the
position of my group in a debate which may be of
imponance to other groups in terms of its constitu-
tional significance for the budgeary. powers pf this
House but which is of absolu& political significance to
my own group and to the people who sent us here.
Indeed, I am prepared to claim that every British
MEP, of whatever political shade of opinion and of
whatever European conviction, is shocked by the com-
plete lack of balance in these reports and by the com-
plete lack of political understanding shown by our
other colleagues during the committee saBes of these
rePorts.

I am assured by my friends that these reports are not
anti-British and I am assured that a good case can be

made for believing this. My friend, Mr Adonnino, has

tried hard, but I ask myself how I am going to explain
to my constituenB in my own country, to those who
spend their free time campaigning for greater uniry
and understanding in Europe, that the Communiry has

not only failed so adopt a permanent mechanism for
our budget contribution to be reduced but that even
the ad hoc arrangements proposed by the Commission
and painfully agreed by the Codncil are now rc be

rejected by this institution.

And rejected for what reasons? Because Parliament
wants a different kind of 'classification' f.or these ad
hoc paymenu? Vhat do they know about classifica-
tion? Because the Parliament considers that the con-
cept of net contribution, and I quote, 'seriously jeo-
pardizes the principles of the financial autonomy of
the Communiry and the system of own resources'. In
other words, that the idea of net contribution and net
return is wrong? Because this same Parliament, ably
led by an Italian and intelliggnt Commu4ist, considers
that the compensatory measures for the United King-
dom may create imbalances in other Member States, in
other words, that to be fair to the United Kingdom
might actually cost other people money? Because the
United Kingdom did less badly in 1981 than our conti-
nental friends would have wished? Because this Parlia-
ment would have liked the Commission and the Coun-
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cil to have come up with a permanent solution quicker,
or because Parliament believes rhar rhe UK alone
cheats on Communiry policies?

Is this what I must say to my constituents? Is this how
I must explain Parliament's communautaire approach?
The people who sent us here knew well that member-
ship would cost us a lot of money. They knew that it
would take time to develop new Community action
and policies, but they placed absolute reliance on the
promise, on the sacred undenaking, that a soludon
would be found. They placed their faith in the Com-
munity, and I place my faith in the goodwill and sense
of justice of our panners.

I did not tell my constituents that the promise to lessen
our burden would be made conditional on a new clas-
sification, or on the Council producing a permanent
solution during the first half of 1983. Ve wanted one
it 1977. I did not tell my constituents that we would
only get these refunds if they did not create imbal-
ances for other Member States - how utterly absurd,!
Nor did I ever say that it was w'rong to look at net
contribution. How dare Mrs Barbarella tell me thar
this puts the concept of own resources in jeopardy! I
would tell her that if she does not look ar the ner con-
ributions, she will never git an increase in our own
resources. And if she does not make it fairer, she may.
yet lose the enthusiasm with which those own
resources are contributed. And why should my good
friend, Mr Adonnino, have asked me to persuade my
group to support Mediterranean programmes during
the first reading of the 1983 draft budget, if he really
believes that the concept of net contributions is some-
how wrong?

And what do I say to my own group? For months I
have argued before my group that we should at all
times adopt a more communautaire approach. In many
ways I had hoped that we had succeeded. Ve do not
only or always vote with an eye rc the chequebook.
Ve vote for what we believe is good for Europe. Ve
recognize that there are other nationalities and inter-
ests beside our ovn. Vhat do I now say to my friends
behind me? How can I explain the fact that now, when
an irnmediate refund of I 000 million ECU is needed,
Parliament will refuse it unless the Council gives way
on a variery of points of principle? How can I possibly
persuade them that these Barbarella repons are nor
anti-British, when they expressly and intentionally
penalize the United Kingdom with a unique require-
ment for 500/o advances, though,the regulation and
precedent say otherwise, when they quite shamelessly
express concern that reducing Britain's costs may
create imbalances for others and when they have been
violently opposed by anery British MEP in this House?

You, who believe in majoriry voting, should think
about the effect of this point, of this purist line, on
those who fear that the essential interests of one Mem-
ber State could well be disregarded in future. Do not
destroy our illusions. By all means pass your various

Barbarella resoludons. By all means strengthen Parlia-
ment's neBotiating hand in conciliadon with the
Council, which is imelf most seriously at fault. By all
means try to impose gteater control over the spending
bf our Funds. But do not hold out on classificition
nex[ Thurday. Do not hold out for 50% advances.
And do not hold oul for a new regulation. If you do, I
shall certainly and most happily resign my position as

the budget spokesman for my group.

I still believe that in the end our friends will think
again on Thursday about their impossible precondi-
tions and about the penalry thar this would impose on
my country for the failures of their own government
representatives on the Council of Ministers and the
failures of the Commission. If they do not, and the
budget is rejected, I shall have completely misplaced
my trust and I shall want ro play no funher parr in rhe
discussions of this institution's most irnporranf com-
mittee, for it will have acted in bad fairh to penalize
my own courttry and to give those members of the
Council who most want to undo the May agreement a
perfect excuse to run aqray once again from their
Communiry obligations.

(Applausefrom the European Democratic Group)

Mr Gouthier (COM). - (17) Mr Presidenq Mr
Commissioner, Mr President of the Council, ladies
and gentlemen, on behalf of the Italian members of the
Communist and Allies Group, I once again express bur
firm opposition to the approach adopted in the Coun-
cil's draft budget, I also restate the opposition we have
aheady expressed in the Committee on Budgerc to the
approach adopted there, which tre considered from
the first to be based on ambiguous criteria, panicularly
in regard to the relationship berween the various poli-
cies, the various funds; above all we deplore abandon-
ment of the principle of the increase of own resources,
for which Parliament has always fought and which
remains fundamental in our eyes.

As was righdy pointed our by the speakers who
preceded me, the problem of the supplementary and
amending budget presenrcd here by Mrs Barbarella is
of great political imponance.

I would like to say immediately that our group will
fully support the correcr and imponant decisions taken
by the Committee on Budgets. The problem is one of
great political imponance and it is connected with the
basic question of the legitimary of the concept of the
'net contributor' country. In the Commirtee on Budg-
ets, we pointed our rhar this is an ambiguous concept,
difficult to quantify. In fact, the relationship of each
country within the Community conrexr cannot be
determined in financial terms, since many other fac-
tors must also be taken into accounr: commercial rela-
tionships, growh in indusrial and other secors.

Ve wished to consider, openly and frankly, the prob-
lem of the United Kingdom. '$7e recognize, beyond all
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ambiguities and al misaken approaches, that there is a
political problem and also a psychological problem.
Above all, ladies and gentlemen, we must address a

necessary and severe criticism to the Council for its
inabiliry to deal realistically with this problem of
imbalances. The Commission as well, however, also

bears serious responsibiliry.

The Commission, throughout this delicate affair, has

been and remains subordinate rc the Council's inabil-
ity to decide, particularly in regard rc these repeated
proposals, which do not go beyond the suggestion of
supplementary measures in favour of the United King-
dom, and now also in favour of Germany.

This principle, ladies and gentlemen, leads to the des-
truction of our Communiry\; it leads to the transforma-
tion of the budget from a series of Community poli-
cies, the expression of a Community political will, to
an instrument for the defence of limited and corpora-
tive interests. The structure of the budget reflects to an

ever diminishing extent the effect of new policies, and
to an ever increasing exrcnt that of compensatoqy
'fragments'. If we examine the amounts involved in
these supplemenary measures we can see that they
represent a considerable proponion of budgetary
expenditure.

If this tendency is not arrested, if Parliament and the
Communiry bodies do not have the strength to make a

political effon to reverse it, this inertia on the pan of
the Council will become even more dangerous as the
economic, social, and financial crisis of our continent
deepens, a crisis which is making budgetary problems
more acute in all countries.

The central issue was fully grasped by the Committee
on Budgets: what is Parliament's role in this situation?
Parliament is obliged to make a choice: it must either
tolerate the inenia of the Council and the Commis-
sion, accept this convenient but dangerous concept of
periodic recourse to supplementary measures to be

gradually extended to other countriesl or it must be
able rc reverse this tendenry, through a sudden reac-
tion of polidcal pride. This is what the Committee on
Budgets has ried to do, fully supponing Mrs Barbar-
ella's repon.

Apan from certain debatable details, the Committee
on Budgets' paramount desire is to replace this issue

within rhe context of the Community policies, in
regard to the supplementarlr measures in favour of
both the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of
Germany.

This is the central political question, and we will con-
triburc toward the constitution in this Parliament of
the majoriry necessary to assert the vill to renew and
strentthen the Community and to condnue the pro-
cess of integration, affirming the Communiry political
presence on our continent and in the world.

Mrs Scrivener (L). - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I shall be speaking on the 1983 draft
budget; my colleague, Mr louwes, will be dealing
with the supplementary and 

_ 
amending budget for

1982. However, I do wish to draw your attention to
the historic importance of the decision which this
fusembly will be taking on the supplementary and
amending budget.

By adopting the amendments tabled by the Committee
on Budgets, Parliament will be putting on record its
determination to oppose measures which bear with
them the seed of destruction of the European Com-
munity. On that point I agree with Mrs Barbarella and
I must say that unfonunately neither the statement by
the Council nor that by the Commission have done
anything to convince me. Of course the British prob-
lem must be solved, as we all know, and I think that
the idea that we can solve this problem through Com-
muniry policies is the only possible approach. But it is

becoming increasingly clear that Parliament alone
rcday is the guardian of the European spirit.

fu regards the 1983 budget, I wish to congratulate the
rapporteur because this is the first occasion on which
the budgetary procedure has been conducted in so

satisfactory a manner, thanls rc the effort at censul-
tadon and as a result also of the idea of defining gen-
eral guidelines for the budget from the outset. Empha-
sis should also be placed on the effon made by the
Council as regards the overall addidonal endowment
which it accepted on seqond reading. Of course our
views on the margin available to the Assembly differ
from those of the Council. But let us be realistic and
recognize the fact that as compared with previous
years the Council has really tried to fall in to some
extent with Parliament's wishes. For the Social and
Regional Funds substandal increases have. been
adopted and in these sectors only a few correcdons
will have to be mad6 by Parliament. Vhile the Council
has aken account of one of the priorities adopted by
Parliament, namely, the fight against unemployment
panicularly amont young people, it has disregarded
the second prioriry,. that of the fight against world
hunger, since it has agreed to only 22 million ECU as

against the Parliament's request for 159. The Liberal
Group therefore supports the amendments adopted by
the Committee on Budgets'with a view to reinstating
90 million ECU. Those amounts coincide perfectly/rrirt the position which Parliameni has' always
adopted. !7e cannot enrcr into any discussion on this
point.

My group's second major disappointment concerns
the energy and research sector. It seems absurd that
the governments shotrld speak throughout the year o!
the urgent need rc pursue a common energy poliry
only to see those selfsame governments forgetting
their words when the time comes for action. In this
sector the Council had disregarded most of the fusem-
bly's requests

The general strarcgy reflected.in this budget should be
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the subject of more general consideraticin. Vhile the
increase in the Social Fund and Regional Fund
endowment may appear sadsfactory at first sighq it is
not so sadsfactory from the angle of the progress of
European unification. In large measure thesi funds
amounr to nothing more than a simple equalization
fund between the Member States. 

-Moreover, 
this

budget contains no opening for new common policies.
Energy is one example, but reference might also be
made to invesrmenrs, advanced technologies and
transport, to say nothing of a real industrial poliry. In
these areas the Communiry has done nothing as yet.

'Ifle therefore support th. 
"..nd.ents made by the

Commitee on Budgets with a view to using the entire
margin for manoeuvre as defined by Parliament. The
few amendments abled by the Liberal Group are
designed to initiate these new policies. Moreovei, it is
useful to poirrt out that by refusing yet again to budge-
tize borrowing and lending operations the Council [as
failed rc respect one of the essential requesr made by
Parliament. !7e deplore this fact, and it is a poinr to
which we shall rerurn vigorously in our considerarion
ofthe 1984 budget.

In conclusion, Mr Presidenr, rhis budget as modified
,on second reading by Parliamenr may not meet all our
aspiration_s but nevenheless seems acceptable by
reason of the precise pointers which it sets for rhl
future.

fuppkaiel

Mr Lalor (DEP). - Mr President, once again we
have been faced with a challenge to the priniiples of
the common agricultural policy in the context-of the
1983 budget. Once again, unfonunately, certain
Members of this Parliament have tried ro res[ucr,ure
che budget by weakening the agriculrural sector. In no
yay can the budget be used as an insrrument rc bring
the common agricultural policy into quesrion. As I sei
it, the Council can only be applauded for rejecting a
net cur of 33 million units of account in obligatory
EAGGF spending, along wirh the rather dubious
reserve of 137 million units of accounr which resulted
from the first reading by way of some rarher odd and
strante and peculiar manoeuvrings.

I would, however, like to congratulare the Committee
on Budgets ,for irs initiative in increasing the appro-
priations for the Regional Fund. This, as I see ii, can
result in increased assistance for deserving regions,
which is whar hopefully the purpose of the Regional
Fund is. This attitude on rhe parr of the Committee on
Budgets is highly laudable and, I would hope, can only
be supported by all Members of this Parliament.

At this point I would like to make a few points about
the 1982 supplementary budget. I would remind the
Assembly of the masquerade that rcok place prior to
the fixing of the 1982-83 farm prices and the ixtraor-

dinary Communiry spirit shown by one Member State
at thar time. fu a result of the unprecedented and
highly questionable tactics used, there was an exkaor-
dinary seven weeks delay in the fixing of farm prices.

' The direct consequence of this masquerade was-a loss
of income of more than 500 million unirs of accounr ro
the farmers of the Community, which naturally was a
panicularly heavy burden on rhe farmers in my own
country. This siruation was totally unacceptable then
and is totally unacceptable now.

Vhat exactly are we being asked to do in the supple-
mentary rectifying budget for 1982? Ve are being
asked to use what some people call on over-evalua-
tion, what others call savings but what I call income
stolef from farmers, ro repay God-knows-what to
these same people who were the sole cause of and
must bear the full responsibiliry for the sombre cuts in
farm incomes in 1982. To me this whole farce is a little
bit like Robin Hood gone haywire - robbing the
poor to pay rhe rich. At some srage during this debare
I would like the Commission to detail clearly the
amounts unjustly iefunded to the UK over the last two
years due to over-evaluation, for reasons which are
somewhat obscure to me. Vhat has happened ro these
enormous sums of money, and how does the amount
in question compare to what we are now being asked
again m refund to rhe UK? A clear straightforward
answer from the Commission would enlighten this
debate and would, I am sure, assist many Members in
their decision to reject this supplementary budget, as I
and my colleagues will most cenainly do.

Mr Bonde (CDI). - (DA) Mr President, if we were
to seek appropriare images to describe the budget situ-
a1io1 ayrd the budger debarc in Parliament, I always
think that we should end up with images from the
criminal world. The sirpplementary budget we are
dealing wirh today and are ro vote on this ivening can
indeed best be compared with double robbery. The
first break-in is organized by the Council of Ministers
and, as soon as Parliamenr sees rhat the Council of
Ministers has collected some boory, Parliament sets its
sights on it and wants a cut. The second break-in is
then organized by Parliament.

I am- not conr€srint the Council of Ministers, right to
pay back 10 000 million kroner ro Great Britain and
Germany. fu ten sovereign States they can do what
the devil they like, provided they have authoriry for it
from their- parliaments ar home and provided they put
it inm effect outside the framework of Communiry
cooperation. It would also be'an idea perhaps if Parlia-
ment were to reject the supplementary budget tomor-
roy 9r on Thursday. But the correcr procedure in my
opinion would to be amend the Treaties themselves, if
we want to do these things within the framework of
official Communiry cooperarion. It would be like
going to the bank during normal opening hours and
drawing money on normal bankbooks. The Council
after all has unlimited assers in bank accounts and can
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withdraw whatever it likes at any dme' But why, if this

is the case, go rc [he bank after closing time and draw
money on false bankbooks?

Four times I have tried to get the Commission and the

Council to rcll us where they intend to set the limit
berween a small legal adjustment and a real amend-

ment to the Treaties. Is it legal to ransfer 20 000 mil-
lion? Is the limit lOolo,2Oo/o or is it perhaps permitted
to transfer 100% of the budget? If we do not get a

precise anwer telling us where the limit lies berween

what is legal-and what is illegal, I will feel entitled rc
take the text of the Treary as a basis, and here - as

far as I can see - there is no authoriry for making
Danish Bxpayers, for example, Pay out a few hundred

million kroner to keep Great Britain in the EEC, and

against the people's wishes at that.

'S7e in the Popular Movement against the EEC regard-

the Council's supplementary budgbt as a violation of
law and robbery. Obviously we cannot vote for it. But
neither can we go along with Mr Fich and the rest of
the majority in Parliament who want to steal the

Council's ill-gouen gains and use the supplementary

budget as a prercxt for transferring legislative power
from the Council of Ministers to this supranational

Parliament. Vhat are they doing with the gupplemen-

tary btrdget? They are trying to use the 'remarks' as a

device foi replacing, for example, the basic Regulation
on the Regional Fund, with something else, and they
are seeking to get round the agreement which Parlia-
ment fought for and won on 30 June, by changing thc
contribution for Great Britain and changing the classi-

fication so that it becomes an item of non-compulsory
expenditure. I wonder if the Council will soon realize

that it cannot enter into agreemenu with this Assem-

bly? If it will soon cease to behave like a mass of plasti-

cine, shaping itself to Parliament's demands for power.

Parliament ii not even demanding serious influence. It
desires pow'er, and that it why Mr Jackson will on

Thursday suffer his second great defeat in this Assem-

blv.

Mr Jackson's work in Parliament is indeed a very
good object lesson. The first time, he tried to tet con-
trol of Parliament's own expenditure, and he came up

' against a wall of opposition. He has now attempted to
gain some power of supen ision over the Commission's
idministration of the agricultural expenditure, and
here he has come up against another wall of opposi-
tion in,the EC Commission. He is in this way seeking

to secure for Parliament some real influence on the

composition of the Communiry's expenditure budgets,
and 

-here 
he could have cooperated with the Danish

Presidency, which is apparently willing $ pay anY-

thing in order to avoid a row. But on Thursday he will
be cut down by a majoriry of what our former Minis-
ter for Foreign and Economic Affairs has called 'flom-

eilropa,eere', i.e. European demagogues. For they will
not cease their constitutional struggle until the Coun-
cil of Ministers is on its knees, and the only thing that

can save Mr Jackson on Thursday is Padiament's own
negligence - and that is quite considerable.

Mr Eisma (NI). - (NL) Mr President, during the

first reading of the 1983 budget in October we had

occasion to remark on the totally insufficient appro-
priations in that budget for areas such as development

aid, entironmental and energy policy as well as for
industrial and employment policies. Toally insuffi-
cient.

At this stage I intend to enlarge only upon the ramifi-
cations of this budget for Communiry employment
poliry. At the end of November we had a so-called
;exchange of ideas' with the Youth Forum. In the

event the meeting could have been more appropriately
dubbed a pathetic outburst of fury on their pan, given

the Communiq/s inhabiliry to offer any sadsfactory

emplofment or vocadonal training Perspectives to its
4.5 million unemployed under the age of 25. And we,

as members of the European .Parliament, sat in hapless

resignation. 'SIe were, after all, unable to Suarantee
these youth representatives a viable soludon rc their
dilemna through our own very meagre Social Fund.

Let it at least be clear to one and all that these 4'5 mil-
lion unemployed youth in our Communiry are slowly
but surely reaching the end of their tether. Ve, as

European parliamentarians, would find it a laudable

initiative were the Council to emulate us in assisting at

of these encounters with the youth representa-one of these encounters wltn me youtn rePresenra-

tives. Indeed, with the permission of the Housi, I now
take this opponuniry of so inviting the Council to ass-

ist direcdy at one of these encounters with the repre-
sentatives of so many millions of our Corqmunit5/s
unemployed young citizens.

Back in October we sdll had hopes that the Jumbo
Council, icheduled for mid-November, would have

taken the necessary measures to guarantee school leav-

ers either employment of some sort or alternadvely
vocational training schemes. Unfortunately, in the

absence of any such measures emanating from the
Council nieeting, those hopes were dashed. A glimmer
of hope may be perceived in the Council budgetary
session of 23 November, during which the allocations
for youth employment schemes, under title 5011, were
substantially increased. Norwithsanding this, it is

clear to Council, Commission and Parliament that
even such, a substandal increase in these budgetary
allocations will not make any lasting contribution
towards solving this intractable problem of youth
unemployment. Even-if the objectives of the Jumbo
Council were to be approved i.e. a guarantee for
unemployed youth eithii of a first employment or of
vocational training courses, how could it possibly be

implemented in the light of the totally inadequate
Communiry resources?

To repeat what we stated in October, it is well-nigh
immoral to raise people's expectations by making
optimistic utlerances, as the Council has repeatedly
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done, only ro see them dashed as a result of that same
Council's inadequate allocations to the relevant budget
title, in ir definitive budget recommendations. A blar-
ant example is furnished by the Council's proposed
allocadons ro tide 5010, youth vocarional education,
slighdy more than half of the amount requested by
Parliament, a rrulry shameful sate of affairs, Mr Presi-
dent.

Finally, Mr Presidenq I would point out that rhe
Council has allocated insufficienr funds to all of the
remaining areas of the Social Fund where Parliament,
had requesrcd increases. Hence our suppon for the
amendments of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, whose aim is the maintenance of the
suggested increases, !7'e owe as much to the Com-
munity's unemployed, both young and old.

Mr Langc (S), cbairman of the Committe on Badgets.

- (DE), Mr President, Mr President-in-Office of the
Council, Mr President of the Commission, ladies and
gentlemen, as I did'last yeer, at the time of the British
Presidenry, I should like to begin by srying that the
Danish Presidenry has made avery great effon to find
European solutions to a number of controversial
issues. I am well aware rhar, wharcver his personal
views and feelings on such issues, rhe President-in-
Office of the Council has to defend the Council's pos-
ition here. But we have seen once again that some
Member States are more commirted ro Europe'than
certain others. Ve shall see how the next Presidency
acts from 1 January onwards. '!7hat we are discussing
today will in itself be a commendable task for the next
Presidency.

To the Presidents of the Council and Commission,
however, I must say that, norwithstan{ing my opening
remarks, some criticism must be levelled ar rhe Coun-
cil's attitude on cenain questions, which Parliament
regards as fundamental. It seems that the Council has
still not grasped that the budgetary authority consists
of m/o pafts, the Council andParliament. '!tre 

are con-
stantly being told that we have reached a difficult pol-
itical compromise. The quesdon is, with whom?
Vithin the Council, within one pan of the budgeary
authoriry. The Council has nor moved a single milli-
metre towards Parliament, the other part of the budg-
eary authoriry. And yet it calls on us ro be willing io
compromise, but confuses - ro put it bluntly - com-
promise with the acceptance of a dictate: we'- rhe
Council - have come ro an atreemenr, and Parlia-
ment must give its approval, there are no two .ways

about it.

That is nor rhe way rc do it. fu Commissioner
Tugendhat has pointed ouL Parliament has for years
sought a generally agreed and accepable financial and
political solution ro certain problems, panicularly that
concerning the United Kingdom. I would refer Mr
Tugendhat to the resolution of November 1979, which
proposes a new financial instrument and also says rhar

a funher requirement for the various sectors con-
cerned is an appropriate Community poliry, because
otherwise a financial instrumenr of this kind will not
work.

Two things are needed in this connecdon: the political
' will m get cenain things moving in cenain areas of

policy with a view to improving the socia[ and econo-
mic structure of the various Member States, and an
appropriate financial instrumenr which precludes the
difficulties encounrcred in the past.

It is no good uking a one-sided view of the matter.
The Council should at lasr qF to undersnnd that Par-
liament has developed its ideas over a period of five
years and in 1980 was reluctant ro accepr the solurions
proposed for overcoming the difficulties of one Mem-
ber Snte. It was felt at the time thar these solutions
should apply for a limited period, not indefinitely. Ve
now expect the Council to make a serious atrempt to
find a solution like thar offered in its original proposal
and in the six months of the next Council Presidenry
to put forward a proposal which will enable these dif-
ficulties to be avoided in the future. If the Council is
willing to let this be phe last rime, there are quite a few
things we can talk about.

Last l7ednesday, when the three Presidents mer, we
again found thar rhe Council was unwilling rc budge.
The President of the Council may nor have found this
possible at rhe rime, bur the members of the Council
must realize that their compromise in. fact infringes
both the Treaties and the agreemenr of 30 June irnd
that Parliamenr cannor go on approving such infringe-
ments indefinirely. To this exrent, Parliament is per-
haps the only institution in the European Communiry
to have a distinctly European consciousness.

I would ask the President of the Council to realize
that another Member Starc must now be considered in
the context of the proposal ir has put forward. In the
Comminee on Budgets there was talk of a claim by a
third Member Sare, and tomorrow and the day aker
other Member Sates may be coming forward with
their special demands, calling for the application of the
principle of. juste retour or somerhing similar. If this
goes on, the Communiq/s general budget will one day
be split into ren separarc pans, which will mean that
there will no longer be a Communiry budger or Com-
munity policy. That is rhe danger we foresee in rhis
connection.

In fact, the members of the Council realize this too.
They. should forget their prestige for once and stop
thinking that only the governments know what must
be done and only they ensure progress is made in.the
Communiry. If Parliament reaches a decision other
than that proposed by the Council, it will not be
because it is anti-British - I must make thar abso-
lutely clear - but because it is adopting a position rhat
is in the interests of the Communiry and also helps .

Member Sates which are in difficulty. The Council
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has brought aborit the present difficulties with the
decisions it has repeatedly taken in recent years.

It knows that Parliament was reluctant to cooperarc'
Parliament wanm an end,rc this patchwork, and I urge

the President-in-Office of the Council rc try rc Per-
suade the Council to ensure that an end is.put to this
patchwork policy, so that w'e can talk to one another
sensibly and, when the budgetary procedure is com-
pleted, we have a supplementary and amending budget
for 1982 and also and effective budget for 1983.

Anyone who does not choose this cource will be caus-

ing difficulties for the Community and worcening the
criiis in the Community. It is not Parliament but the
Council which is to blame for this crisis. It is the
Council that is leading the Communiry into the crisis

about which it and individual Minisrcrs talk to Mem-
bers of this House - either on the telephone or by tel-
egram - and it alone can help to prevent this crisis by
meeting Parliament halfway on its European views.

Together we form the budgetary authority, and we

must act together. I make this request to the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council. I presume that I have

his sympathy in this respect, but I am not sure this is
true of the other members of the Council. Ve all
know that the Council is responsible for the 'crisis',
and it is also responsible for finding a way out of it.

(Apphrse)

Mr Fich (S). - (DA) Mr President, on behalf of the
Socialist Group I should like rc say a few words about
supplementary and amending budget No 1, for this
rather dreary title conceals an extraordinarily interest-
ing political matter, that is, the repayments to Great
Britain and the Federal Republic of Germany. Ve
should remember that it is the third time a repayment
is to be made to Great Britain.

It is interesting to consider what this repayment is

based on. It is based on accepcanc€ of the idea of a net
conuibution, i.e. the possibiliry of calculating what
each country receives or what each country gets out of
the Communiry.

I have never thought that anyone believed in this idea.
I accept that some Heads of State or Government have

used it as propaganda, but I have never really thought
that anyone really worked on this basis and believed in
it. I am surprised to hear, amontst others from the
Committee on Budgets, and here, that various of my
colleagues at the moment actually believe that this idea
of a net contribution has real content.

Vhat is the true content of this concept? Yes, the ruth
is that, if you are going to calculate a net contribution,
it must be clear how much you pay in and how much
you get out, and you must'be able rc subtract one sum
from the other. But what do the various counries pay

in? In realiry the individual countries pay nothint in.
Now that the own resources system has been introd-
uced, the concept of in-payments on the part of the
individual counries no longer exists.

Nevenheless some of the countries set to work and

calculate how much their citizens in a panicular case

pay in to the Communiry budget. But even this is quite
unrealistic, for it depends, for example, on where the
receipts from the Communiry's external tariff wall
arise. They arise entirely at random, depending on the
localizadon of the traffic in trade. At present they arise

in cenain specific countries, such as Great Britain and
the Netherlands, on traditional grounds, but they
could equally well arise in other counffies, because we

are now a common customs zone. Thus the in-pay-
ment configuration is quite unclear, since in realiry it is
based on a few historical facts, which can hardly be

called random circumsances.

IThat about outgoing funds? The pattern of expendi-
ture is also a highly random one. The crucial area of
expenditure is the agriculural sector; it arises in places

from which exports flow out of the EEC market or at
which srcres of farm products are accumulated. But
intra-Community trade in farm products, which is a.
very important economic factor, is not reflected at all
in the budget, and the expenditure side therefore bears

no relation to realiry. If you add to the whole set-up
the fact that all intra-Communiry trade in indusrial
goods, which after all is considerably more important
than the trade in farm products, is not covered by the
budget at all, you must surely concede that the con-
cept of a net conribution has nothing whatever to do
with realiry. 'Vhat you can calculate means nothing.
Even so, the principle of repayments to Great Britain
is for the third year running - and this time to the
Federal Republic of Germany as well - being based

on the idea that it is possible to work out such a net
contribution. This dme - as on the previous occasions

- we are not talking about small change.

Last year it was an amount of the same order as the
Social Fund and the Regional Fund put together. This
yearit is less, but this year too it still involves a quite
considerable sum.

I must say that the Socialist Group is not happy with
the proposal which has been put before us by both the
Commission and the Council of Ministers. Our dissat-
isfaction flows from some experiences we have accu-
mulated. Ve have had the experience that the oalcula-
tions on which it is based, apan from being completely
wrong, ere also rcchnically unsoun{. Ve have
observed that the views held on what, Great Britain
would end up paylng net for the past two years have
proved completely mistaken. 'S7e saw that the calcula-
tions were out by a few hundred per cent.'We also saw
that the funds were clearly not spent for the purposes
for which they had been earmarked. The intention had
in fact been io give added impetus rc infrastructure
work in the country which received the repayments.
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And what did we see? The country concerned simulta-
neously cut back its national programmes, so that that
added effect, the economic tenerator Effect, was com-
pletely absent. Finally we have had the experience that
the reports we ger back on this affair - and I have
one of them with me here - tell us less rhan nothing. t

\7e'd have been as well off without them. I have
studied them several times but, when you read them,
they turn out to be full of commonplaces and we kqow
no more about the use of the funds, when we have
read these reports, than before we got them. So our
experience with this entire rystem is utterly negadve.

Ve therefore say, rhis year roo: OK, if it cannot be
otherwise, if the Heads of Starc or Government base
themselves on a faulry net conribution concept and
still insist that money should be paid our ro swo coun-
tries, let us at least define what the money should be
used for and institute clear means for controlling the
use of this money. That is what we want. Vhat do we
define? Yes, what we ilefine in reality is nothing bur
Communiry policy only in general. For the repaymenr
to Great Britain we define specific regional areas. Ve
define specific sectors: in the transporr sector, primar-
ily public Eansporr and, in the energy sector, energy
savings, alternative energy, subsdtution of oil products
etc. All together, Community policy. That is all we
wish rc define this year, whar the money is to be used
for, so that it is clear to everyone that it will be used
for that.

Ve also wanr better means of conrol. \7e do not
merely stipulate that only 5070 be paid in advance and
that 500/o be paid once verification has been carried
ouu we also define very clearly what things we wanr
to see in these repons, which we hope we shall con-
tinue to receive under rhe fonhcoming arrangements.
Finally, we say that these are items of non-compulsory
expenditure. And why do we say that? Is it because we
want to have the use of all rhis extra money next year,
since it will give us a tremendous margin of man-
oeuvre? No, it is not. It is because we quite simply
think that this is not compulsory expenditure and
because energy programmes, if they go beyond the
normal budget or, as here, are implemented in a cer-
rain counry, must be of the same rype. These marters
of ranspon, regional development and energy in
Grear Britain must also be of the same rype as all the
other expenditure, since they form part of the Com-
muniqy's activities in general.

I think it is fair to concede that rhere is such a thing as
the British Problem. There is a British problem, but it
is not a budget problem; it is a development problem.
It is a problem for British industry, for British agricul-
ture, which have been in a very difficult situation and
have not been able to ger our of it, and I think we .

should be prepared to help. But if you believe that it is
a budget problem which can be solved merely by p^y-
ing back a bit of money, you are deceiving yourself.

Vhat could have been envisaged instead would have
been, for example, to institute a fund under the Com-

muniry budget designated 'fund for assistance to
industries in difficulqy' and to give more stimulus to
British industry by way of such a fund, which more-
over would benefit all Member States. \7e would
gladly go along with something on rhese lines, becau.se
in that way we act on rhe problem itself, which is not
the case in the proposal before us. The best proof that
I am right in this assumption is that we have had this
arrantement for two years and w.e have seen that these
two years of repayments ro Great Britain have not
solved the probfem. On the conrf,ary we are in a situa-
tion which is ar least as bad as it was rwo years ago.

I will close by saying that t,he whole affair is brought
into perspective by the fact.that w'e now have a propo-
sal before us which is given such a fine name as the
follow-up solurion'. Vhat is th'e follow-up solution? It
is to continue the arrangement for three more years. It
therefore makes sense for Parliament to say quite
clearly that we do nor want to continue it for another
three years. This is the last time, and this time quite
simply we want ro lay down cenain very specific con-
ditions for the operation of the scheme.

IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER

Vce-Presidcnt

Mr Klcpsch (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, my group endorses the proposals the Com-
mittee on Budgets has submitted ro rhe House on the
supplementary budget. They attempt to find a solution
which will enable the Council to reconsider its posi-
tion, but are also designed to emphasize that we must
have a policy which relates to the Communiry and that '

we must nor, rherefore, gradually sink m the level of a
kind of coalidon for the grandng of concessions to
individual Member Stares. That would be all the more
depressing for us since we have always tried to put a
stop to this muddling along from one day to the next,
of finding a solution for today and another for rcmor-
row.

As long ago as the aurumn of 1973 Parliament put for-
ward proposals which woirld have prevented a situa-
tion of this kind. Our effons in connection with the
man-date of 30 May have also,been geared to making
the financial mechanism into something like a financial
equalization sysrcm. Unfonunately, we have nor been
successful, and all we have ever had are provisional
arrangemenr, each of which, we have been told every
year, will definitely be the last. My group therefore
welcomes the attempt by the Committee on Budgets
and by the Hous'e to give rhe Council this chance to
bring things under conrol in such a wey that the
Community does not come ro any harm, and on behalf
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of my group I should like to thank the Committee on
Budgets for this.

I would, however, ask the Commission how it is possi-
ble for a Member State to be paid up rc I 000m ECU
too much. My group finds this very difficult rc ima-
gine. Normally people. are called to account for far
smaller amounts. How is so enormous a sum - esPe-

cially in reladon to our budget - arrived at, without
im being nodced, vre are rcld? This surely conflicts
with any requirement to exercise care in the imple-
menation of the budget. My group in no way believes

that this matter will be settled with today's debate.

I also have a few words rc say tc the Council. \7e have

a number of general principles in common, and we set

great store by them. I believe that the Community is

the only institution not to use that pernicious instru-
menq deficit financing, in its budget. \7e are totether
trying to avoid this, ind I would be groud if we suc-

ceedJd in abiding by this principle in the future. How-
ever, we must also been'in mind the limit imposed on
own resources by the 170 share of value-added tax.
\7e quite appreciate that it will be difficult for the
Council m exceed this 10lo this year or even next. \tre
also appreciarc that this subject will only be discussed

in depth again in the conrcxt of the financial constitu-
tion and the accession of Spain and Portugal.

However, two aspeds must also be cbnsidered when it
comes to the adoption of the budget. Firstly, Parlia-
ment has repeatedly made great effons to save or to
keep the Community budget under control - either
through its budgetary control acdvities or when adopt-
ing the budget. Secondly, as we all know, world mar-
ket fluctuatiqns have a very considerable influence on
our bu.dget. Ve may have reserves for this purpose,
but they are not sufficient to my mind.

Everyone must surely realize that a parliament that is

intent on saving is extremely disappointed vrhen it sees

what it has laboriously saved flowing away into bot-
tomless pits, into budgets, in other words, which
unfonunately are not subject to the principles which
we together apply to the Communiry budget. Try to
put yourselves in a pailiamentarian's place. Our advice
to the Council of Ministers, therefore, is to take the
hand the Commitrce on Budgets and Parliament have
extended, so that we can see to it that the questions of
the financial constitudon and financial equalization
are setded once and for all. Just think how we would
conduct this debate if Portugal weie already a Mem-
ber Statc.

The decisions, which have our support, are not aimed
against the Unircd Kingdom or the Federal Rcpublic
of Germany. Quite the contrary: we are together
Eyrng to find a solution, but one which relates to the
Communiry and gives it a chance of the future.

(Apphuse)

Mr Price (ED). - Mr President, Parliament is being
asked rc adopt some radical amendments to the 1982

supplementary budget. Before taking this course I
believe we should follow through an analysis of what
is likely to happen if these amendments are passed. I
believe that such an analysis will produce a grave

warning which Parliament should heed. Parliament
seeks to be the irresistible force which will take the
Communiry forward. It must recognize that on the
issues contained in the supplementary budget the
Council is an immovable object. Besqreen the irresisti-
ble force and the immovable object will be squeezed

the interests of the United Kingdom and the wider
interests of the Community.

Let me take as an analogy the Regional and Social
Funds. ![e know perfectly well that most Member
States use the bulk of the money which they receive

for national spending. There is therefore a lack of
additionaliry and these Community funds will con-
tinue to fail to achieve the convergence of the Euro-
pean economies until this situation is remedied. Yet
year by year we press for an expansion of these funds
against a Council of Ministers which seeks to resrict
them. \7e make our objections to the lack of addition-
ality but we do not let it deter us from pressing for lar-
ger funds. Indeed, we express satisfaction at the
increase which we have been able to obtain in the 1983

budget for the Social Fund. The reason why we do not
seek to deprive these funds of resources until problems
of additionality are soned out is that we recognize
that there are cenain Member Starcs in the Council
who benefit very little from these funds and who
would use the opponuniry to hold up protress
entirely. The firnds would be squeezed between the
irresistible force of Parliament and the immovable
object of Council. The result would be no more
money and no more additionality.

If we recognize this problem in relation to these major
Community funds, we must recognize that it exists
also in respect of the British measures. If we want a

budget that seeks to achieve Community objectives of
convergence and equity, it will not be obtained by
strengthening the hand of those members of Council
who are fundamentally opposed to putting our objec-
tives into practice. It is the United I(ingdom which has

consistendy supported in the Council of Ministers the
concept of a long term financial mechanism. I chal-
lenge the supporters of these amendmenm to name a
single other country which has adopted that position
in line with Parliament's view. It is the United King-
dom which has consistently supponed the develop-
ment of other Communiry policies such as the
Regional and Social Funds. It would be absurd to pen-
alize Parliament's only consistent allies in the Council
of Ministers on both these questions.

Mr President, if Parliament supports the amendments
proposed by the Committeee on Budgets, I believe
that it is not only the United Kingdom which may suf-
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fer grievous injuqy, but the interests of the Community
as a whole.

Mr Baillot (COM). - (FR) Mr President, we are
now entering the last straight leading up to the vote on
the budget for the financial year 1983. Throughout the
procedure we have acted in a responsible and con-
structive spirit and, animated by rhe same spirir, we
shall reaffirm our refusal to be dragged into any form
of budgetary conflict with the Council, which would
be both derisory and incomprehensible to public opi-
nlon.

Vhat are our observations on the decisions taken by
the Council? Ve approve its decisions to reject the
creation of an Agricultural Reserve Fund endowed
with the surplus of farm expenditure during the finan-
cial year 1982, just as we reject the transfer of those
appropriations to the ERDF. Ve clearly explained our
position on this subject on first reading when we high-
lighted the danger of such a policy, the evident aim of
which is to strengthen the budgetary powers of Parlia-
ment by extending them to agricultural expenditure.

That is the aim also of the working document now
before the Committee on Budgets which seeks to
revise Anicle 203 of the Treary; that revision would
lead rc the abandonment of the disdnction bem/een
compulsory and non-compulsoqy expenditure involv-
ing the control of agricultural expenditure as a means
of reducing it, with all the consequences that would
have for the existcnce of rcns of thousands of farm
holdings at the very time when the level of unemploy-
ment in Europe is rising dangerously.

Still on the subject of the CAP, we regret the Coun-
cil's decision to cancel the increase of 53 million ECU
which we obtained on first reading for fruit and veget-
ables.

By agreeing to an increasing in the appropriations in
the social sector the Council has taken a step in the
direction which we and Parliament as a whole advo-
cated. Ve note its desire to avoid the dispersion of
appropriadons and to give prioriry to measures to con-
trol unemployment among young people. But in our
opinion these good inrcntions will prove ineffectual
unless the criteria for the allocation and utilization of
these appropriations are redefined.

Finally, as regards the 1983 budgeq we deplore the
Council's decision on food aid devoted to measures
against world hunger. That hunger is a serious fact of
life which nobody can deny and our Parliament has
enrcred into commitments in an attempt to remedy it;
that is why the only amendments which we have abled
for the second reading of phe budget are designed to
ensure respect for our commitments.

I turn now to the supplementary and amending budget
for 1982 which is .designed primarily rc limit the
British contribution to the Communiry budget.

let us make no bones about it: v'e are not satisfied
with the decision aken by the Council.

This.really is an ironic decision. The United Kingdom,
which is p,ursuing a vigorous vendetta against the com-
mon agricultural policy, is to receive, in the form of
subsidies, the monies saved in 1982 on the EAGGF
budget when the cyclical position was exceptionally
favourable for a shon time.

Moreover, the Council's decision does nothing to
solve the underlying problems. Ve have no tuaranrce
that the sulplus appropri4tions received by the United
Kingdom in 1980 and 1981 will be refunded to the
Communiry budget.

Not only has the Council given no commitment to
abolish this aid to the United Kingdom in 1983; it has
also once again disregarded the principle of financial
solidarity by granting a refund to the Federal Republic
of Germany. !7e a.i not afraid to point out that the
clever idea of setting up a special energy development
programme of which the FRG will be the only benefi-
ciary, and outside the context of the common energ'y
policy at that, is in reality designed to place on a per-
manent footing the poliry of the 'fair return', the prin-
ciple of which was successfully imposed by the United
Kingdom wjth he conclusion of the agreement of
30 May 1980.

'\7e were opposed to the agreement of 30 May. Ve
said so and we voted accordingly. Since that time we
have logically refused the appropriations granted to
the United Kingdom. Today when we propose that the
reduction of the British contribution by 850 million
ECU should be financed by using the 1 031 million
ECU which were overpaid to that country in 1980 and
1981, we feel that v/e are showing a genuine Com-
muniry spirit. As to the savings made in the EAGGF
budget in 1982, we consider that they could have been
properly used for the implementation of structural pol-
icies which are essendal to the developmenr of the
Community instead of for refunds to the Member
States.

In conclusions we are pleased to note that a majority
of Members of this House are in favour of ensuring
respeo for the Community policy enshrined in the
Treaties by calling for an end to be put to a situation
which has lasted for far too long and musr nor be per-
petuated for the benefit of certain Member States.

Mr Louwes (L). - (NL) Mr President, I would like
to make a brief statement on my group's position
regarding the draft supplementary and amending
budget for the financial year 1982.

To begin with, I would like to pay tribute to our rap-
porteur, Mrs Barbarella, on her intelligent and con-
structive suggestions which have been quite rightly
adopted by the Committee on Budgets. This apan, Mr

;I
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President, my group feels the proposals under consid-
eration to be an abomination, for we consider them to
be diametrically opposed to the nature and objectives
of the Communiry budget exercise.

A solution m the British budgetary problem cannot, in
our opinion, take the form of the proposals now
before us. If I may, I should like to repeat a quotation
from Schiller, which was voiced a few weels ago by
my colleague, Mr Nord, during a meeting of the
Committee on Budgets: 'The curse of an evil deed is

that it inexorably begets funher evil'. Vhile it is not
my intention to expound in rhetorical terms, I wish
nevertheless to dissociate myself in the clearest of
terms from Mr Balfoufs emotional intervention. As
we s{rr 'a bird is known by its note, and man by his
talk', but the tenure of his appeal is not calculated to
convince us of the soundness of his arguments, at least
not my grouP.

I had intended rc appeal to the colleagues on my right
to emulatc the Commimee on budgets in maintaining
the financial infrastructure of the Community. But,
given the strident, brutal, almbst wild tone adopted by
Mr Balfour, I have decided it would be as well to drop
it. It's a piry.

Mr President, what is at the heaft of the British prob-
lem? The cry'I want my money back' is pure demag-
ogy. Since when can the cashier maintain that the
money with which he is entrusted is actually his? No
more than 100/o of that sum belongs m him, and we
know all too well that such a percentege is no more
than an approximation.

Mr President, I believe that the real cloven hoof was
revealed earlier this morning in Commissioner Tugen-
dhat's speech when he dismissed Parliament's request
for an institutionalized settlement system as unrealis-
tic. According to him, while such a mechanism would
help the 'really less prosperous Member.States' (sic), it
would not alleviate the 'Bridsh deficit'which is not the
result of a low GNP but rather of the workings of the
common agricultural policy. Thus we began our
debatc on this panicular aspect this morning. After
Commission Tugendhat, Mr Arndt endlessly drove
home the same point. I would have thought that every-
one in this House had realized by now just how little
in common agricultural policy costs, in tcrms of our
GNP- I would like to remind my British colleagues
that Britain had, in 1973, on the eve of their accession
rc the Community, an agricultural policy which cost
their taxpayers 300 million pounds sterling annually.
Thus 300 million pounds sterling in direct payments by
UK taxpayers. That uras ten years ago, and you don't
have to rcll me how much that would represent in
1983 pounds. Ir would be a sum vastly superior to
Britain's curren[ contribution, the reimburcement
arrantements for which have come under such con-
certed fire. All of this was known fully back in 1973
and subsequently renegotiated and ratified by UK
governmens and citizens alike. \Vhy then, after a

period of rcn years membership of the Community,
during which the UK as a whole, and most cenainly
its industry, has had substandal benefits, must the
Communiry be confronted once again with this one-
sided ryrannical view of things?

Mr President, my group will not go along with this.
\7e inrcnd to support the recornmendations of 'the

Committee on Budgeu and we look forward to the
problems under discussion being resolved in an institu-
donalized Community framework.

Mr Ansqucr (DEP). - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we are being asked to indicarc our position
both on the draft general budget for 1983 and on the
draft supplementary and amending budget lor 1982.

As regards the general budget for 1983, the choices
are simpl6: the fusembly will have to adopt a budget in
corrformiry with its guidelinps and priorities - the
fight against unemployment and world hunger - but
within the limits of its action i.e. without going beyond
its margin for manoeuvre and in a spirit of respect for
the economic constraints imposed upon us by the pres-
ent situation. In other words, we are seeking a balance
besween what is desirable and what is possible; this
balance can be attained by confirming the recent deci-
sions of the Committee on Budgets and the proposals
made by the rapporteur, Mr Jackson

Admittedly the Council has decided on an overall
increase in non-compulsory expenditure of 300 million
ECU in paymenrc and 400 million ECU in commit-
ments. That is a significant effon which takes account
of the guidelines laid down by Parliament, especially
as 800/o of this additional endowment is the amounr
for the Social Fund and Regional Fund. However, we
are unable to accept the decisions of the Council con-
cerning certain major sectors such as development
cooperation, energy and research. Ve therefore call
upon the Assembly to vote in favour of ihe amend-
ments tabled by the Committee on Budger which,
within the margin for manoeuvre available m the
European Parliament, provide additional resources to
combat world hunger and increase the budget for
€n€rg[r research and transport. I would stress in parti-
cular the imponance of the additional credits for
energy and research. Vithout these appropriations
major projects for the future, such as the Super-Sara
project, would be definitively jeopardized and the
Community would be unable to attain any appreciable
improvement in competitivity in relation to its indus-
trialized partners in the areas of technology, applied
research and innovation, which, as you know, have a
not insignificant impact on employment.

I would also ask you ro confirm the resolurion
adopted by Parliament to make 1983 the year of the
small and medium-sized undenaking and craft trades
and rc adopt the appropriation of 750 000 ECU to
finance this action in each of our countries.
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On the other hand we are firmly opposed to the draft
supplementary and amending budget submitted by rhe
Council, which, under the pretexr of new Community
acrions, provides net refunds of t OOO million ECU ro
the United Kingdom and a special contribution of
210 million ECU for the benefit of the Federal
Republic of Germany. This is a serious decision which
entrenches the institutionalization of the rystem of the
'fair return' which we have always opposed. The
refund to the United Kingdom, which was supposed
to benefit only from limited and temporary aid, is
tending to become a permanent, feature. The rystem is
even being extended to orher Member States. This is
antamount to a redefinition of the nature of the Com-
munity, which is liable to become no more than a
mechanism for financial equalization bem/een the
Member States. Ve have no anificial quarrel with the
British. I lisrcned rc the emodonal appeal by Mr Bal-
four and I understand the reasons for which the repre-
sentatives of the United Kingdom are continuing to
fight to obrain Communiry aid. But the British, who,
better than anyone else, understand and respect the
rules of clubs, should also accept the rules of the Club
of Ten which are laid down in the Treaties. Up to now
majority in the European Parliament had accepted this
contribution to the Unitcd Kingdom almost unres-
ervedly. In the Committee on Budgets a new majoriry
has emerged, seeking to pur an end to rhe present
arrangemen$ and avoid the perpetuation of this aid
and the disintegration of the Communiry spirit. I hope
that the plenary fusembly will follow the Committee
on Budgets and show clearly to the Council that the
European Parliament, by its vote, wishes to safeguard
the development of the Communiry and establish it on
the basis of respect for the Treaties. Ladies and gentle-
men, that can be the only basis for the sound future
and success of Europe.

Mr Pa"rella (CDI). - (FR) Mr President, in the
presence of a small audience of colleagues who are
half asleep, we are as usual directing criticism at the
Council. That is how our Parliament proves that it is
alive and kicking and gives expression to its European
and political specificiry. The Council is not even a sta-
tue like that of the commander in Don Giovanni
because we all know rhat its members will never come
down from their pedestal. Ve are speaking kind words
to the Commission and fooling ourselves thar we can
provide an alternative solution. !7e have rvro budgets,
and each and every one of us has his own argumen$
deriving from the specific positions which we are
obliged to defend.

I agree with Mrs Ansquer and share his views. The
reasoning of our colleague,'Mr Balfour, is certainly
sincere and some of his points were valid. But in real-
iry the Council is by its very narure an anri-Com-
muniry instirution. \[e have a consranr loss of ground
in a situation where - economically, morally, indus-
rially and from any other point of view - we are per-
manently endangering Europe.

I intend to table a morion for a resolution seeking the
outright rejection of the budget. One has to be logical
in politics. One cannot simply go on complainint year
after year.I heard our excellent colleague, Mr Lange,
say: 'You in the Council say that this is the last dme,
but you are not prepared to write that down'. He was
quite right. If Mr Spinelli had spoken, he would have
reminded us - and he too would have been quire
right - that in realiry the problem is due to the behav-
iour of the Commission which betrays the Treaties and
agrees to formal discussions,in an attempt to arbitrate
between the Council and Parliament. It is refraining
from taking the initiatives implied by its role as guiu-
dian of the Treaties. It is obliging us rc discuss almost
nothing. The major quesdons now under discussion
include that of the 'unfair return', based on arguments
which we find it rather difficult rc understand. Today
we learned of the totally unacceptable and deplorable
attitude of the pouncil to the Super-Sara project. On
the previous Tuesday, in the context of the Lom6
Conventions, the Council showed an ignoble position

- I repeat ignoble, towards the ACP in a matter of
the rights of migrant workers and studenrs.-

That being so, a budget and a set of figures are one
way of quantifying defeau In your respective home
countries you vote in favour of military budgets and
war budgets, budgets of cultural, moral and civil
defeat; how then do you think you are going ro get
the Commission and the Council to listen to you? I
think that we should stop crying and complaining all
year round. A Parliament worthy of its salt would pass
votes which carry some conviction and correspond rc
its principles.

Rejection of the budget will, I hope, signify our point
of encounter with the new Parliament and the new
Communiry which we must design by 1984; that is
perhaps the only thing to which we can bend our
efforts. I think that the rest, Mr President, is not
wonhwhile and the effort is nor worrh making. Ve are
no more than a shadow of the Council and rhe Com-
mission.

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). - (GR) Mr President,I wish
to commend the Committee on Budgets for the serious
work it has put in, and also the chairman of the com-
mittee, Mr Lange, and Mr Jackson and the other rap-
porteurs for their introductions. However, this work
has taken place in an unaccepable framework, given
that the Council of Ministers as an institution does nos
operate on the basis of a Communiry spirit and with its
only guiding criterion the besr interest of the.Com-
munity - which in the final analysis is also the best
interest of our peoples.

Mr President, I wanr to comment on three very spe-
cific points. Firstly, concerning rhe fact thar the budget'
seems aimed at tackling unemployment. I.agree with
Mr Jackson that the increase of around 500/o in the
budget of the Social Fund is not insignificanr. How-
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,ever, we shall not be able to overcome the problem of
unemployment without a Communiry policy on
growth. In the absence of such a policy we shall be

unable m deal effectively with unemployment and
infladon, and the budget for 1983 is not designed to
eradicate the causes of these rwo problems by promot-
ing growth.

My second comment concerns the inadequacy, vir-
tually the complete absence, of appropriations for ini-
tiating a Mediterranean policy, and this despite the
clear acknowledgement by the European Communiry
and Pirliament that if pursued such a policy could be

instrumental in providing a boost for the whole of
Europe.

Thirdly, Mr President, I note that the report makes no
mention of the need for change in the allocation of
our own resources or of the rieed for reform of the
whole budgetary procedure, and this is a defect. Quite
some time ago Parliament approved a proposal by our
colleague, Mr Altiero Spinelli, calling for overall
budgetary reform m enable us rc uckle the problem of
our own resources and the set limit of lo/o of value-
added tax. Perhaps the key to overcoming problems
such as that involving Britain (even though, as Mr
Thorn very rightly told one of our previous plenary
sittings, this is marked by certain peculiarities) lies in
there also being new policies designed rc uckle prob-
lems which are of concern to the remainder of the
Countries. I contend that by restructuring the budget
we wbuld, have been able m overcome many of the
problems which continue rc exist in the European
Communiry.today.

Mr President, I think that the budget is gravely defi-
cient and that the Council bears a very heivy responsi-
biliry because it has failed to respond to the aspirations
and problems of the peoples of Europe.

Mrs Casde (S). - Mr President, in my four minutes,
I want to speak about the United Kingdom rebarc.
And I am not speaking for the Socialist group. I am
speaking for my countr/s rights, just as anyone else of
you in this room would do if you were in the position
that the United Kingdom is. And I use the word
'rights' advisedly because this regulation under debate
would not be in front of us oday if we were not talk-
ing about money that ought not to have bden paid in
the first place.

Now everybody knew when Britain joined the Euro-
pean Communiry that the financial arrangements
would be to our deriment. But nobody, cenainly in
Britain, had any idea that they would be so damaging
as to make us the largest net contributor in the whole
of the European Community. The people of Britain
would certainly not have voted for entry if they had
thought that that was going to be the situadon. Ve
were promised at the time - oh yes, we were told,
don'! worry, all the things that are leading rc these

difficulties like the excessive expenditure on the com-
mon agricultural policy - all these things are going to
be reformed. And if they wefe not then you can rest

assured, the Communiry would never tolerate an

unacceptable situation for a Member State. So when
you are talking about this rebate today, you are not
talking about chariry. You are talking about something
that was built into the rcrms on which Britain joined

the European Community.

S7hat is at sake here today is one simple issue. That is
that some of you want so punish Britain for the fact
that the Communiry has failed to reform itself. That is
what it means, because that is what the Barbarella
report and the Committee on Budgets' amendments
mean. Mr Tugendhat has made it absolutely clear,
they drive a coach and horse through the carefully
contrived agreement to reach the rebate figure for the
present year. Of course I share Mrs Barbarella's anger
that a final solution has not yet been reached. But you
know, let us be honest, we cannot just blame the
Council of Ministers. Any permanent solution on a
fair basis would have to be based on two elements. The
first vould be that contribudons should be linked'to
national ability to pay. That was what was in the
Lange resolution calling for financial equalization way
back in lgTg.Equalization by relating conribudons to
GDP per capita. It is our fault that that has not been

reached. The second element would have to be the
restructuring of the existing budget, not some new
expanded one but rhe existing budget, so as to spend
less on the common agricultural policy and more on
the policies that benefit all of us.

Has this Parliament got its hands clean over that
' reform? Has it not dragged its feet all along the line

on one of the essential elements of a permanent solu-
tion that would be acceptable. Nor can the Commis-
sion always come along in a whirc robe. It has been
known rc have its moments of political cowardice. So
the political will for the reform is lacking in all th-e

institutions, I have say to you advisedly - you don't
get over that by slapping specially onerous and selec-
tive conditions on one member country of the Com-
muniry when it receives what is owed to it. That is a
simple fact.

Now of course I have no time for Mrs Thatche/s
monetarism. Of course it is true that this money will
not be spent addidonally, any more than I think it is in
other'Member States. It is absolutely true that Mrs
Thatchcr will not spend a penny of this on any item of
regional policy or public works on which she had not
already intended to spend it in the first place. But
whatevgr rules you may apply at this moment you will
not force her to do that. !7e ried in our Socialist
amendment in 1980 and it did not work. So what I say
is, let us all be honest with ourselves, realize that the
fundamental solution is not being fought for by any-
body and that it is intolerable that one Member State
should be penalized for the collective cowardice of
you all.
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Mr Notenboom (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, the
House can expect a visit from representatives of the
Council of Ministers within the next few days, with
the object of ascertaining Parliament's intenrions
regarding the supplementary budget; of finding out
what exactly is going on. A number of Member State
representatives have approaches me, as a member of
the Committee on Budgets, with such a question, and
I must say that I am frankly baffled, given that Parlia-
ment operates in the full glare of publiciry. Every
nuance, every internal difference of opinion is there
for all to see. I need only mention the presdnce in the
House of members of the public and journalists. The
strarcgy of the Committee on Budgets has been ela-
borated from the ou6et in the public linelight as well
as in the esteemed presence of a Council representa-
tive. None of our proceedings are secret; we are an
open book and access is available to all and sundqy. I
say this because I am intrigued by the Council's
inquiry as to our intentions on the marter of the sup-
plementary budget.

The Council's deliberations however are a far cry from
those of Parliament, and it would be as well w'realize
this. In the matter of the supplemenmry budget for
1982 the Council of Finance Ministers was a willing
tool - let me put that somewhat less brutally - v/as
simply a rubber samp, on the lines of the Commission,
on a decision taken behind closed doors by the heads
of State or Government of ten countries. In all
secrec/r and we shall never know about the inrigues
involved. A budget compromise thus worked out in
such secrecy is subsequently presented to Members of
this House directly elected by universal suffrage by the
citizens of jhe Communiry for approval by us, as joint
budgetary authority. Can we seriously be expected, in
the light'of the foregoing, to rubber stamp every
aspect of this transfer of resources - which is essen-
tially what this draft supplementary budget really
amounts to?

Vere we to do so, Mr President of the Council, we
would indeed be failing in our task!

Be assured, Mr Balfour, the Committee on Budgets, as
I have already said on a number of occasions, is leav-
ing the overall amounts intact. Proceeding from the
maintenance of both the amounts involved and the
beneficiary Member States, we have endeavoured to
transform them in such a way as to conform to the
norms of a Communiry instrument. That is essenrially
the task which the Committee on Budgets has fulfilled
and which will, hopefully, be approved by the House
and uldmately presented to the Council, in the hope
that the latter institution will take this House seriously
as a joint budgetary authciriry and as such negotiate
seriously with us, rather than rejecting our proposals
mro days hence. 'Ve are not seeking a 1000/o approval
for our recommendations from the Council - indeed
such unanimiry is not a feature of any narional parlia-
mentary procedure - but a substantial part of them
could be adopted. Mr Balfour, would that really be so

difficult to explain and justify to the vorcrs of your
disuict, tb your friends and those of Mrs Castle?
Surely if they can be instructed in the art of appreciat-
ing the definition of the word 'Communiq/ and of rhe
objecdves it has set out to achieve, ir must then be pos-
sible for the citizens of your country to comprehend
that, instead of stark figures, the objective is that of
achieving a greater degree of Community policy with-
out touching either the amounff or the beneficiaries
involved? Parliamenr is asking no more than this, and I
trust that the Council will cooperate - and I appre-
ciate that you, Mr Moller, have given of your bist as

President during these past six months - in achieving
unanimity on this matrcr roo, rarher than throwing out
our supplementary budget reco'mmendations ruro days
from now.

(Apphuse)

Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED).- Mr President, this
has not been a very happy debate. Indeed, it has been a
very bad-tempered one. Most of the honourable
Members who have spoken have concentrarcd on one
area of the debate and one area only, and that is rhe
supplementary budget for 1982.I myself would like to
say just one or two words about it. Other speakers
have said everything that there is tci be said, and I must
say straight away that I agree with what my honour-
able friend, Mr Balfour, said when he was speaking on
behalf of my group.

I find iu very hard to believe that Mrs Barbarella's
report iQ done in good faith, or indeed that most of the
speeches that have been made are in good faith either.
Vhat we are told is that we have got to go along with
her because the Council won'r rake decisions. And
because the Council won'r take decisions, this Parlia-
ment has got to exercise its right on consritutional
grounds - that is what Mr Lange said - to force the
Council to come to conclusions. Vhat she really wants
to do, and what she is really doing, is using every
opponunity she can - and in rhis she is being joined
by colleagues of all political persuasions, but not by
Mrs Casde - to belabour the United Kingdom for
wrongs imagined or real over the past years. The net
result of this is not going to be that the Council is
going to give in. The net result will be that Mrs Bar-
barella's repoft is going ro do the work of those coun-
tries, such as France, that did nor wanr any rcpay-
menm made to the United Kingdom, though it is the
largest contributor, as Mrs Castle has said, to Com-
munity funds as well as being one of the less rich
countries of the Communiry. So the United Kingdom
is being penalized, and I think that honourable Mem-
bers of this House of all panies are perhaps using it as
an opportunity to ger their own back over imagined
wrongs done to them over rhe past years since the UK
has been a member.

I have been in this House now for 10 years and I have
heard and seen all sons of difficulties. I believe thar we
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in this House have a duty to try to build for the future.
'\[har are we doing now if we do adopt these amend-
ments? They are quite unacceptable to the Council,
and Mrs Barbarella, Mr lange and all the honourable
Members know this full well. If we pass these amend-
ments givisg only 500/o to the United Kingdom, then
the result will be disastrous. I want to be able, as my
friend Mr Balfour has said, to tell my constituents that
it is worthwhile being a member of this Communiry,
and I want to keep my country in the Community.
Mrs Barbarella and her friends are doing everFhing to
make that impossible.

(Tbe sitting ans adjoumed at 1 p,ru and resamed at 3
p.n.)

IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI

Vce-kesident

2. QaestionTime

President. - The next item is the first part of Ques-
tion Time.

Ife shall begin with questions'to the Commission
(1-1000/82).

Question No I by Mr Seligman (H-797 /81):

\7ill the Commission detail to Parliament the acr-
ion it has taken on the motion for a resolution
contained in the repon by Mr Turcat on Euro-
pean space policy?l

Mr Davignoq Vce-President of the Commissi
(FR) Folloving this resolution, the Commission set to
work and we thought first of all that we needed exter-
nal aid, since we had no expefis in this area, especially
as the expenise in question was in the area of science
and indusry. As always, by reason of our panicularly
tight budget, it was difficult for us to recruit the
exper6. That is why I am speaking of them now since
ve are discussing the budget. To the ercent that only
limited appropriations are made available qo the Com-
mission to carry out studies, it is difficult for it to
engage in new activities.

After a rather slow start we shall now include the
space-technology-industry-aspect in the oudine pro-
tramme for research and development applicable for

1984 and subsequent years: we shall be adopting that
programme this year and submitting it to the Council
and Parliament early next year.

'![e have of course maintained the closest possible
conurcts with the Space Agency and with Eurospace, a

grouping of industrialists involved in space problems.
The study which we have carried out proves the need
for close attendon to the problems if we are not to lose
an opponunity of growth for European industry.

Mr Seligman (ED).- I think the people involved in
satellite communications will be very re3ssured that
'the Commissioner has a programme in preparation
and I am very pleased with that answer.

The Commissigner has said that shonage of both staff
and money are the main difficulties. Are there any
other difficulties that have to be overcome before we
can establish a single EEC operation in the sarcllite
television and communicadons area, because I feel that
there is a Ereat danger that the whole thing is going to
fall apan unless we come in with our Community
policy?

Mr Davignon. ' (FR) The honourable Member is

well aware that the old policy must have failed if we
are to convince the Council of the desirability of set-
ting up a new policy. This means that it is panicularly
difficult to creat€ the conditions for renewal at that
stage, because we are setting out from failure instead
of success.

To gain a precisc idea,of the difficulties, which are no
doubt considerable because the Member Starcs do not
give the impression of wishing to coordinate their
activities in a single framework, we are proposing to
contact Professor Grukin, the chairman of the
Nadonal Space Research Centre, and Sir Henry
Bondi, both of whom are special advisors to the Com-
mission. But although hopes do not always prove justi-
fied, some governmenr find it difficult to change their
present strategy before the situation becomes still more
difficult. That is why we shall be trying to play our
own modest pan. Anything more than that would be
bound to fail.

Sir Petcr Vanncck (ED). - I would like to qnlarge
the horizons over which the Commissioner is looking
to ask whether there is any chance for ACP or devel-
oping nations to take pan in projected programmes
and whether under the [om6 Convention space on a
satellite could be offered to developing countries. I
realize that they may not at this stage have effecdve
payloads to put up, but I think that it would be a great
gesture from the European Community if in our space
programme we vere able to offer some participation,
hos'ever small, to those people in the Third Vorld for
whom we purport to have such consideration in so
many other ways.I Doc. l-326/El
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Mr Davignon. - (FR) According to our analysis in
the area of interest to us involving the use of satellites
we must reflect, in the context of the poliry defined in
the Lom6 Convention, on the rype of new cooperation
which we can establish wiih the developing countries.
That is the intention of my colleague, Mr Pisani, and
that is why we shall see that the outline programme on
research contains very special elements relating to the
association of countries with which we mainrain
special links in the'area of research.

Unfortunately, we are consantly revening to the same
question, namely, the budgetary problem which we
must take into account since the existing programmes
under Lom6 II do not enable us to undenake action of
this rype.'!7e shall therefore have to make proposals,
but we shall run up against the budgetary limitations
and we shall need to dccide once and for all whether
the Communiry can undenake new actions and
whetlrer, in undenaking them, it will accept their full
consequences. New acdons are expensive, and there
can.be no new actions in an area such as that of tech-
nology without appropriate investments. That holds
good for us just as it holds good for our parrners.

Prcsidcnt. - Question No 2, by Mr Galland, is post-
poned to the next pan-session.

Question No 3, by Mr Davern (H-al2/82):

Is the Commission aware that only 150/o of farm-
ers in the Counry Keny region of Ireland are
generating a satisfactory income level, that 550/o

are not generating sufficient income to reach via-
biliry and that a, funher 120/o arc borderline cases
and that such an intolerable situation is totally
contrary to the aims of the Treaty and that the
Communiry should take immediate sreps ro
improve the incomes situation for all farmers?

Mr Tugcndhat, Vce-Presidcnt of the Commission. -The Commission is aware of the income difficulties
that farmers are experiencing irt certain regions of the
Communiry, such as County Kerry. The Commission
believes that the only means of bringing farmers'
incomes in the area up to more satisfactory levels is
long-term action to improve both agricultural struc-
tures and the general economic climate. Accordingly it
has organized a number of specific schemes, to help
regions which should have a positive impact on the
conditions under which farming is carried out in the
less-favoured areas, and therefore on farmers' incomes
in County Kerry.

Mr Davern (DEP). - Could the Commissioner be
more specific about what the Commission does intend
rc do for this panicular area of the country? Does the
Commissioner not think,that to declare the area a
totally disadvantaged area, wirh the immediate help
and grants this would make available to it, and also to

provide some form of cheaper interest rates from
Commission sources might be a better system of help-
ing these poorer farmers to immediately improve their
income?

Mr Tugcndhat. - The whole of Counry Kerry falls
within the Community list of less-favoured areas
within the meaning of Directive 75/268/EEC on
mountain and hill farming and farming in cenain
less-favoured areas. In these circumstances all farmers
in the counry may benefit from the payment of the
compensatory allowances granted to assist farming in
this area. However, following an arbitrary decision
taken by the Irish Government, farmers in the nonh of
the couqty are granted this allowance only for cattle
produced mainly for beef purposes although the
majority of farmers in the area are milk producers.
Nonh Kerry, I understand, is regarded in Dublin as

being less physically handicapped than the remainder
of the counry. But I think that the means of providing
more assistance to the people of Kerry already exist
and are not perhaps being taken full account of or are
not perhaps being fully utilized by the authorities in
Dublin at the moment. I recognize that today perhaps
is a day when there is a slight interregnum in Irish
affairs.

President. - Question No 4, by Mr Maher, is post-
poned to the next pan-session.

Quesdon No 5, by Mr Lalor (H-a29/82):

Is the Commission aware that the Irish Sea is now
believed to contain the highest concentration of
radioactive discharges of any of similar size in the
world and what responsibiliry does it accept for
this situation in view of the standards under the
Euratom Treary?

Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. - (DE) I
assume that the honourable Membels question can be
traced back to a number of repons in the British and
Irish press early this year. Chaprcr III of the Eurarom
Treaty requires the Member Stares to monitor the
radioactive content of the air, water and soil and to
ensure that the basic standards are obsefved.

As I said in reply to a similar quesrion by Mr Patterson
in April of this year, the Commission has no reason to
assume that the United Kingdom is not honouring its
obligadons under the Council directive of 15 July l98O
concerning basic standards for the protecrion of health
against the dangers of ionizing radiation. The fear rhat
the public are being exposed to radiadon in excess of
the permissible doses is therefore unfounded.

Mr Ldor (DEP). - I want to thank the Commis-
sioner for his reply but I would like to ask him, arising
from it, if it is not the case that the Commission have
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been a little over-complacent in considering this mat-
ter and is he telling me today that no research or no
funher enquiries have been made by the Commission
as to radioactive discharges into the Irish Sea? Has
nothing funher been done by the Commission to
investigate this charge since their reply that the Com-
missioner has just referred to?

Mr Narics. - (DE) If I understand the honourable
Member correcdy, his questions are a referenci to
actual cases. If this is so, I would appreciate funher
desails. The information available to us in no way jus-
dfies the assumption that the United Kingdom is in
some way failing to honour its monitoring obligations.

President. - Question No 6, by Mr Lagakos (H-
441/82):

fu Commission figures show (supplementary and
amending preliminary ilraft budget No l-1982 -Administrative A.ppropriations), disproponion-
ately fever Al, M, A3, A4, A5 and A6 posts are
allocated rc Greeks than to nadonals of other
Member Sates.

Can the Commission state what methods and cri-
teria are employed in allocating the above-men-
tioned posts according to nationality and.subject
area and what is its policy for recruiting Greek
officials for the Joint Research Centre, given that
out of a rctal staff of 2 219 there is only one offi-
cial of Greek nationaliry?

Mr Burkc, Member of the Commission. - The fund-
amenal criteria relating to recruitment by the Com-
mission are defined in Article 27 and subsequent ani-
cles of the Saff Regulations. These provide that
recruitment should be directed towards, and I quote:
'securing for the Institution the services of officials of
the highest sandard of ability, efficiency and integriry,
recruited on the broadest possible basis from among
nationals of the Member States of the Comniuniq/.

Recruitment for Grade A posts involves essentially
recruitment at the basic A6 and A7 level. This is done
by way of open competition and in this respect, candi-
dates are required to be within ccrtain age limits, to
hold universiry degrees and to have in general at least
two years' professional experience. Given their neu-
raliry, these recruitment methods rcnd towards the
realizadon of an overall geographical balance.

Vith reference rc the recruitment of Greek officials,
the honourable Member should note that as a conse-
quence of Council Regulation No 562, specific
recruitment of Greek nationals is currently in progress.

Vith regard to the Joint Research Centre, it should be
noted that no supplementary posts reserved for Greek
nationals have been attributed to it. Consequently, the

only openings there are those which result from the
normal turnover of personnel, which openings would,
of course, be conditioned by the specific needs of the
various programmes being run there. Announcements
relating to the ristablishment of recruitment reserves in
the research arca arc made in all ten Member States.

Mr Lagakos (S). - (GR) I thank the Commissioner
for his reply to my question. It gives an accurate and
detailed description of the procedure for hiring staff. I
must observe, however, that the avoids the core of the
matter and its true ramifications. He makes no men-
tion of the criteria and methods employed in recruit-
,ing Greek nadonals to high-level - such as A2 and A3

- posrs. Mr President, I must point out that public
opinion in Greece has become verT sensitive of late,
due, in particular, to Greek press repons, littered with
scraps of information from Community circles, which
claim that the Commission is systema:.ically ignoring
nominations made by the Greek Government and is

allocating A2 and A3 pdsts only to persons of one
particular political persuasion. I would therefore
requesl the Commissioner to give a more specific reply
to my question on the basis of what I have just told
him.

Mr Burke. - In answering the question, I referred to
the Staff Regulations, in panicular, Anicles 27 and
following which lay down the basic rules by which
staff are recruited. In respect to the higher posts to
which the honourable Member makes reference, I can
assure him - and I do so in the light not only of my
personnel administration but also my responsibilities
under the Greek Memorandum - that the Commis-
sion takes into account, as far as is consonant with its
independence and the procedures under which it
recruits members of staff, the legitimate interest of the
Greek Government in these maners. I can assure the
honourable Member that this has been done and that
the hiring and recruitment of Greek officials of all lev-
els is very well advanced now. In fact, at one level,

. there is only one country - that is France - which
has a higher number of,officials than has Greece.

Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE). - (GR) lfhile we do, of
course, take full note of the Commissioner's assurance
we would appreciate a clearer indication as to whether
the deadlines for filling the Greek posts, which were
due rc expire at the end of 1982, have in fact been
extended, because it would be ragic if the deadlines
pass and these posts for Greek staff are lost as a result
of dilatoriness on the pan of the Commission.

Mr Burke. - I can assure the honourable Member
thar the deadlines will be respected and rhat the posts
which have to be filled by a cenain date will in all rea-
sonable expectation be filled in time.
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President. - Question No 7, by Lbrd Douro (H-
446/82):

In view of the large pan of the worldwide duty-
free market held by manufactured goods from the
EEC, is the Commission not concerned that the
new regulations concerning duty to be charged on
third country products sold. in dury-free shops
could produce retaliatory action by other coun-
tries or groups of countries which would be very
damaging to EEC manufacturers?

Mr Tugcndhat, Vce-President of the Commission. -There is no intention of imposing customs dutieo and
agricultural levies on all products from third contries
sold in dury-free shops. These charges will be imposed
only on the sale of such producu to travellers who are
not leaving the Communiry but moving from one
Member State to another. This is in accordance with
the principles of the customs union and in line - and I
must emphasize this point - with the ruling of the
European Court of Justice.

Lord Douro (ED). - Although, of course, ideally
there should not be any dury-free shops for ravel
within the Communiry, is the Commission not aware
of the enormous unpopularity of any restriction on
this very small perk currently enjoyed by travellers
within the Community? Is the Commission also not
aware of the considerable resentment which, I under-
stand, has been aroused both in the United States and
in Sweden in panicular by these neiv resirictions
recently imposed by the Commission on goods sold in
dury-free shops.

Mr Tugendhat. - The Commission is well aware of
the point that the honourable tentleman makes about
the degree of public support for the dury-free shops,
but I would make mro points.

The first is that the resffifiion vhich I have just men-
doned has been imposed in response to a ruling of the
European Court of Justice. I know of no responsible
body in the dury-free trade which would deny that the
Qommission is right in seeking to implement the rul-
ings of the European Coun and I am quite sure that
the honourable Members in this House would not
suggesr that rhe Commission should fail to implement
the rulings of the European Court. There is, I think, a
rcndency on the pan of some secors of the trade to
try to create an impression that the Cohmission ircelf
has undenaken cefiain actions, and that is why I hope
very much that I can rcly on Members of Parliament
to suppon the Commission in its duty to implement
the rulings of the Coun.

I am not lware of strong feelings in the United States
or Sweden or indeed anywhere else for that matter.
Many members of the trade within the Community
have been telling me of the exisrcnce'of these srong

feelings, but I have to say that no representations have
been received, by me at any rate, from either of the
sources that the honourable Member drav's attention
to.

Mr Rogalla (S). - (DE) Did I understand the Vice-
President to say that the Commission would continue
to do im utmost to ensure that the judgment of the
European Coun of Justice is implemented in an
appropriate.manner, within an appropriarc period and
with due account nken of any parallel peculiarities
that exist in cenain regions of the Community? Does
it draw conclusions from this rogarding tax limits and
tax-free amounts which citizens in the Community are
allowed? Is it, in other words, still trying to abolish
these tax limits or to reduce them at regular intervals
and to win the Council's support for its efforts in this
resPec?

Mr Tugendhat. - I have nothing to add rc my reply.

Mr Lomas ((S). - Do the third countries affected
include any ACP tountries? If they do, I would ask
the Commission, or whoever is ultimately responsible,
to reconsider. Ther'e aren't very many goods from
ACP countries in the dury-free shops - Jamaica rum
springs to mind - and it would, I think, be a great
piry if we hit countries that are already poorly off by
imposing this extra dury.

Mr Tugendhat. - It would be a good thing if the
attention of the Coun were drawn rc that point of

Mr Marshdl (ED).- Vould the Vice-President of
the Commission accept that within the trade in the
Unircd Kingdom, particularly in the gin industry,
there is a rcrl fear that there will be retaliation from
outside the Communiry against Communiry suppliers
to the dury-free trade? I think that he may discover
that the fear is somewhat greater than he hds been led
to believe by the Coun or by his own officials.

Mr Tugendhat. - I really think that there is a cenain
misunderstanding here. The Commission, like any
other law-abiding body, is obliged to implement the
rulings of the Court. Are the honourable tendemen
actually safng rhat they believe that the Commission
should not implement the rulings of the Coun? If that
is what they mean, would they say so in plain English,
or whatever other language they happen to speak? The
Commission has done no more and no less than it was
obliged to do by the ruling of the Coun, and I want to
make that point absolutcly clear.

Secondly, I have heard a great many people within the
dury-free trade 6laim - and rhat point of view is now
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being reflected in all quaners of this House - that
our following the ruling of the Coun is going to lead
to courtteraction and retribution from third counries.
fu I replied rc lord Douro, I myself am not aware of
such a danger, bw I can assure, the House that the
best way of drumming up enthusiasm for aking such
countcraction is by banging on in the nray they are
doing this afternoon.

Presidcnt. - fu the author is not present, Question
No 8 will be answered in writing.l

Question No 9, by Mrs Scrivener (H-459/82):

The Commission is proposing a five-year action
programme m enable young people to receive bet-
ter vocational training before their first job. Has
the Commission made specific provision for the
organization of pracdcal training schemes oper-
arcd in a Member State other than that to which
the panicipants belong, with a view to promoting
not only the acquisition of greater rcchnical skills
but also the opponunity of mastering a foreign
language and developing a ,sense of European
idendty?

Mr Richar4 Membcr of the Commission. - The Com-
mission's communication to the Council relating to
vocational training policies in'the 1980s is aimed pri-
marily at improving the social and vocational prepara-
tion of young people for adult life and their integra-
tion into the labour market in the period following
compulsory schooling, and at the same time intensify-
ing training measures for young persons up to the 

'age

of 25 as an inrcgral pan of an overall employment and
social poliry.

The question of providing training and work experi-
ence opportunities outside the country of origin is not
taken up explicitly in this communicatiog. I can, how-
ever, assure the honourable Member the Commission
attaches great importance to the development of edu-
cational and youth exchanges precisely for the reasons
referred to in the question. The Commission has been
active in this area since 1954 in the context of the pro-

tramme of young worker exchanges and that pro-
tramme is described in some deail in the repon prod-
uced in June of this year which was noted with
approval at the meeting of the Council on 10 Decem-
ber, last Friday. Other inidatives to promote educa-
tional exchanges have been taken in the framework of
the Communiry acdon programme in the field of edu-
cacion and the Commission is currently preparing pro-
posals for a number of supplementary activities, taking
account in panicular of the parliamentary resolution
last year based on the repon of Mrs Pruvot.

Mrs Scrivener (L). - (FR) | should like the Commis-
sioner to clarify one point: are there any practical

examples of courses organized in other countries? It
seems to me that exchanges of young people with
other,Communiry counries are probably the best way
of developing the European identiry which we all
greatly need.

Have there been practical experiments, Commissioner,
even if few in number? The imponant thing is to know
whether appropriate methods have been developed.
And if so, do you intend m develop them still funher
since the Commission would in that way be rendering
an enormous service to young people?

Mr Richard. - There is some evidence of this taking
place, and indeed there are some instances whtre it i-s

already supponed by the Social Fund and by Com-
muniry money. There is a very good example of a joint
training scheme between the Nonhern Irish and Ger-
man authorities in the hotel industry, for example. I
think there has also been a pilot project on training for
young people on the Franco-German border. The real
problem we face in the Commission - and I do not
merely want to give a litany to the House of the Com-
mission's problems - is that, as the House knows, we
are essentially a reactire body in the sense that we res-
pond to applications. If they qualify then of course the
Commission deals with them. In the absence of a regu-
lar flow of applications in this field it is (frankly) diffi-
cflt for us to stimulate activiry in an individual Mem-
ber State or, as in this case, joint activiry by more than
on Member State. I can only say that I entirely agree
with the thrust of the quesdon and the emphasis that is
being put upon this by the questioner and that within
the limits of our resources, provided applicadons are
made, we will do our best to meet them.

Mn Maij-Vcggen (PPE). - (NL) During a recent
meeting with the Youth Forum we learned that youth
is not exactly satisfied with this action programme.
They consider that the real difficulty is not educa-
tional - indeed they feel that training possibilities for
young people have nevir been better - but lies rather
in the fact that, despite high qualificarions, they still
cannot find work. Vhat are we to tell these young
people, for we know that they are right?

Mr Richard. - I hope that Mrs Maij-Veggen would
give them an honest answer and say: no training pro-
gramme can tuarantee anybody a job 

- ir cannot do
it. All it can do is enable an individual to be in a better
position to take advantage of an opponuniry for a job
if and when one arises. Of course the youth guarintee
for young people is not going to solve the problem of
youth unemployment. If anybody thinks that it is, they
are mistaken. !7hat it will do on the other hand, as I
see iq and indeed as the Cdmmission sees it and I
think as the Council of Minisrers and the European
Council see it, is that it will enable young people to be
much better equipped than they are at the momenr roI See Annex ot'15.12.1982.
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take advantage of job opportunities as and when they
are offered.

Mr Bonde (CDD. - @A) Mr President, I should
like to ask the Commission representative whether the
Commission will present proposals to amend the EEC
Tr.ea.ry in such a viay as rc make. it legal for rhe Com-
mission ro concern itself with education in the Mem-
ber States.

Mr Richard. - Not ar this srage. It will be very inter-
esting for the Commission ro see to what exient the
position on the Communiq/s compercnce in educarion
may have changed or have been modified - or per-
haps nuanced - as. a result of the recent changei of
governmenr in cenain of our Member Stares.

President. - As the aurhors are nor presenr, eues-
tions Nos 10 and 11 will be answered in wriring.l

QuesdonNo 12, by Mr Pesmazoglou (H-487/82):

Is the Commission aware that unemployment ben-
efit in Greece is exceptionally low and is payable
for an unacceptably short period of time,- and
whar measures does it intend taking to reduce
these serious inequalities berureen the States of the
Communiry?

Mr Richard Member of the Commksion. - The Com-
mission is well aware that rhere are considerable dis-
parities berween the different social securiry systems in
Member States. These differences reflect rhe distinct
social and cultural traditions, as well as the varying
e-co-nomic and demographic conditions penaining in
different parts of the Community. For this reason the
responsibiliry for social securiry policy and in pani-
cular the actual level of benefis should, in rhe eom-
mission's. view, remain essendally in the hands of
Member States. At Communiry level, in addition ro
the responsibilities which derive directly from
Anicle 51 of the Treaty, intervention is focused on
those issues which are recognized as being common [o
all Member States, such as rhe quesrion of equal treat-
ment berween men and women or the age of redre-
ment. The Commission does not intend to duplicate
the work of the Inrcrnational Labour Organization or
of the Council of Europe which have both established
minimum norms in the area of social securiry.

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). - In view of the width of the
disparities in the case of Greece, does not the Com-
mission consider that there is a case for some adjust-
ment, or mechanisms of adjustment, which would tend
towards reducing the disparities berween member
countries in the Communiry?

Mr Richard. - I can see rhat in the interests of pursu-
. ing greater equaliry and convergence among Mimber

States what the honourable gentleman says makes a
great deal of sense. I can only tell him, however, that
harmonizarion is seen as a progressive trend arising
from progress in European integration in the applical
tion of the rules of the Treary. That process t"kes 

"long time. The Commission, in keeping wirh
Article 118, tries to promore close cooperarion
berween Member Stares by making studies, dilivering
opinions, arranging consultations and so on. It is foi
this reason that emphasis has been placed on the con-
certation of social securiry policies, that is to say rhe
discussion or study of common problems and the'defi-
nition of objectives for the future. Vith regard to the
son of financial equalizadon scheme which the hon-
ourable gentleman perhaps has in mind, laudable and
admirable as his aims might perhaps be, I think the
practical possibiliry of getting such a scheme adopted
by the Member States is extremely small and I can see
enormous difficulties in the way of implementarion.

Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE). - (GR) I confess myself a
trifle surprised by the Commissioner's reply. On the
one hand he speaks of efforts to promore joint consul-
tation on the various social problems affecting Mem-
ber States,_ and particularly on rhe issue of unimploy-
ment which is the most acute problem.facing Memblr
States, and on rhe orher hand he says that the harmon-
izadon of unemployment benefit policies and of the
respective employment protrammes in Member States
is seen as a very long-term process. Ought not the
C.ommission to speed up its activities rowards issuing a
directive on the harmonization of employment-relaied.
social securiry policy in rhe Member States?

Mr Richard. - I am sorry, if I surprised Mr Papaef-
stratiou. It seems to me rhar what I said this afternoon
is very much in line - ar least I hope it is - with what
the Commission's position has consistently been on
this issue in the past. As far as I know, there is no justi-
fication at the moment for us changing that position.

Now the difficulry about harmon izationin the field of
social security is that you can harmonize principles but
you won'r be able to harmonize cash. In a sense I
detect that the rwo Members who have pur quesdons
to me on this so f,ar are concerned much more about
the money than about the harmonization of the princi-
ples.

Presidcnt. - Questions No 13, by Mr Rogalla (H-
507 /82):

Vhat progress has been made with work on the
draft resolution on [he relaxation of border con-
trols at internal Communiry frontiers which the
Commission recently submitted to the Council?
Vhen is this work likely rc be concluded?

I See Annex of 15.12. 1992.
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Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. - (DE) I am

grateful'to the honourable Member for Siving the

eommission this opponuniry to oudine the Present
state of its efforts to strengthen the internal market by
funher simplifying frontier formalities.

These effons were set in motion by the European

Council at its meeting in June 1981, when it expressed

the view that steps must be taken to sffengthen and

expand the internal market. The Commission then

began work on the relaxation of checls on Persons
and the application of the Benelux model at Com-

muniry levei. In order not to u,asrc time unnecessarily,

it alsosubmitted a proposal for a resolution in October
1981 in connection with the discussion of the imple-
menntion of the mandate of 30 May 1980. It proved

impossible for this proposal to be adopted and in the

meantime it has lost some of its priority, since on
9 July of this year the Commission forwarded rc the

Council a number of practical proposals which will
now enable it to take its own decisions in the matter.

These proposals concern, firstly, regulations.designed
rc simplify formalities in the inra-Communiry move-

ment of goods, the uniform document, secondly, a

resolution on the relaxation of controls of persons at

rhe Communiqy's internal frontiers and, thirdly, a

directive designed to move the collection of the impon
turnover tax away from the frontiers.

To stress the urgency of these measures, the Commis-

sion adopted a funher communication to the Council
on prob[ems connecrcd with the internal market on
10 November, referring to the urgency and need to
make practical and rapid progress. This paperl along

with other factors, led to the decision by the European

Council in Copenhagen to instruct the Councils of
Ministers to adopt an accelerated procedure to ensure

the achievement of the internal market in a number of
essential areas by the end of March.

Two things need to be done in this siuation: firsdy,
this House and all the appropriate committees must

consider the Commission's proposals quickly so that
the time-limit which the Council has set itself and
which has been imposed by the European Council is

not exceeded because of delays in the European Par-
liament, and secondly, the Council must take its final
decisions on procedure as soon as possible in compli-
ance with the instructions given by the European
Council at its meeting in Copenhagen.

Mr Rogdla (S). - (DE) | should like to thank the
Commissioner for this answer and also for the written
answer to my Question No 8i2, in which the Commis-
sion suted its legal opinion on these matters. This
prompts me to ask whether the Commission has

informed the Council of this legal view of the free
movement of persons based on Community law, and
secondly, whether the Commission has any statistics

that show which of the seizures to which the Member
States constantly refer are made at the internal fron-

tiers and which at the external frontiers, and finally,
how the Commissioner assesses the atmosphere in the

Council during the discussions on these imponant
questions.

Mr Narics. - (DE) Ve shall not, of course, be keep-

ing our legal opinion to ourselves but putting-it for-
ward during the Council's deliberations in the form in
which it was communicated to the honourable Mem-
ber. On the second point, it must be said that criminal
and other activities are shown in our statistics to only a-

limited extent and that we depend on rhe cooPeration
of the Member Sates. Thirdly, thp atmosphere could
be better, if I may put it that way.

Mr.Sim.pson (ED). - The Present growth of non-tar-
iff barriers requiring increasing controls at borders

within the Communiry has become a scandal. Does

not the Commission consider that non-tariff barriers

represent the most serious threat at present to the

creation of the common market?

Mr Naries. - (DE) It shares this view unreservedly.

Prcsident. - Question No 14, by Mr Hopper (H-
416/82):r'

Vhat is the Commission's opinion about the

impact of the development of Sansrcd airpon on
thC development of regional airports such as

Manchester in the United Kingdom, on the Com-
mission's desire to liberalize reguladon of inter-
regional services and on the Commission's own
aspirations to promote regional Srovth through-
out the Communiry?

Mr Contogcorgis, Member of the Commission. -(GR) The eommission has not carried out any studies

into the impact of the development of Stansrcd airport
on the development of various other regional airpons
such as Manchester. This is a matter for the British
Government, and doubtless cenain conclusions will
emerge from the publig hearing being conducted by
the civil aviation authorisy in the United Kingdom.
The Social Fund has contributed towards defraying
the costs of emending and modernizing a number of
regional airpons in'Great Britain, just as in other
counries, because it is believed that they make a con-
tribution to regional $owth. Manchester is one such

airpon. If the Commission's proposal for an easing of
the licensing system for new inter-regional air services,

which is currently before the Council, is accepted, this
will make a further conribution to regional growth'
Following the expression of an opinion by the Euro-
pean Parliament, the United- Kingdom airports of

t Formerly oral qucstion without debate (0-68/82), con-.
vened irito a question for Qucstion Time.
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Heathrow and Gatwick are nor included in the Com-
mission's proposal.

Mr Hopper (ED). - Is the Commission aware that
Manchester Airpon does nor wan[ any subsidies or
any privileged position but only the right to compere
freely with other airpons in the United Kingdom, a
right being refused to it by the policy of the British
Government and of the British Airport Authoriry,
which seeks ro concenrrare all development of interna-
tional airpons in the Unircd Kingdom in London? In
panicular, is the Commission aware - and I am giv-
ing a very precise example of discrimination against
Manchester - that the landing fee for aBoeingT3T in
Manchester is approximately i 360, which is an
economic charge, and that the landing fee for a
Boeing 737 atSansted is approximately ! 80, which is
a highly subsidized. fee? Vill the Commission under-
take to look into thi pricing policies of the British Air-
port Authoriry at Stansted to see if it does nor violate
the competition law of the European Communiry?

Mr Contogeorgis. - (GR) The Community played
no part in the British Government's decision to
develop Stansted airpon. It was quite clearly a deci-
sion by a nadonal governmenr involving no requesr for
Communiry assistance. Consequently there exists no
case for Communiry inrcrvendon. Concerning differ-
ences berween the fees payable at Manchester and
Stansrcd airports, the Commission has no knowledge
of this, but, nothing what che honourable Member has
said, we will inquire into the ma[rer and if Communiry
intervention is called for, this will be ser in motion.

Mr Ldor (DEP). - If a choice had to be made
between Manchesrer and Stansted as the locarion for
an international airport, would the Commission accept
that Manchesrer musr take precedence bgcause it 

-is

ideally situarcd [o serve the nonh-western region of
England, it is an ideal link as an international airpon
with Ireland, Nonh and Sourh, it is already well
appointed and well served by an extremely good road
network and it would prevenr greater road and gen-
eral congestion in the Greater London area? For all
those reasons, would the Commission not put a little
bit of pressure on rhe UK Governmenr in rhar matterl

Mr Contogeorgis. - (GR) I repeat what I said pre-
viously, that the decision is a maner for the nritish
Governmenr and rhat the Commission is not empo.w-
ered to intervene.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman (ED). I am very glad that the
Commissioner is going into the quesrion of the subsi-
dized landing fees, which was raised by my honoura-
ble friend, Mr Hopper. However, does he nor agree,
whether or not he can influence the British Govern-
ment, that building a third new airport near London

would simply worsen regional imbalances, whereas
building it in the Nonh-Vest, as Mr Lalor said, would
do a very great deal for the regional poliry of the
United Kingdom, which is the regional poliry of the
Community?

Mr Contogeortis. - (GR) I have nothing to add to
what I have said previously. The decision is a matter
for the Bridsh Government.

Mr Boyes (S). - Mr Commissioner, I am very
pleased with the remarks of my Tory colleagues about
the building of Stansted airport, and I hopC that they
will not stop at idle words in the European Parliament
but use their influence to change the opinions of the
people from their onrn party who are determined ro
build this airport. I have news for them which may
please them. \7hen the Labour Parry wins the next
election, as it surely will do, it will not build Sansted.
That is absolutely cenain. \[e will have none of thar
nonsense whatsoever.

Does the Commissioner nor think that the Commis.
sion ought to be interested in what is happening at
Stansted airport in view of the money being invested in
the region? You won'r be able to invesr fast enough m
keep up with the pace of the rise in unemploymJnt if
this airpon is built by the British Governmint. Mrs
Kellett-Bowman will not have anybody ro represenr,
because the area she represents will be finishCd com-
pletely and.so will the area rhat I represent, the
Nonh-East of England.

This is the most ridiculous proposal we have ever
come across, and it must be if that lot over there are
saying it.

Mr Contogeorgrs. - (GR) I wish to. reirerate that
Community funds are not available for building this
airpon. I repeai that the decision is a matter for the
British Government with no financial contribution by
the Communiry.

Lord Harmar-Nicholls (ED). - In the draft regula-
tions on inter-regional air services Manchester ls in
catetory 2. Ifil the Commission ensure that it remains
in this category ar least so as ro qualify for draft regu-
lations, and at the same time will the Commissioner
use all of his services to underline the fact that 600/o of
British industry is within 100 miles radius of Manches-
rcr? The importance of irs freight traffic alone should
give Manchesrcr the highest possible priority.

Mr Contogeorgis. - (GR) The Commission has no
reason to change im proposal placing Manchester air-
pon in category 2. However, the decision as to
whether it will remain in this caregory finally rests

t*
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with the Council of Minisrcrs which is due to discuss

the proposal in question this coming Thursday.

Mrs Ewing (DEP). - The Commission aPPears to
wave its hands in the air in amazement when some of
us suggest that there should be a common ffansPort
policy 1nd that some logic should be applied. Yet
when a Member State proposes an obsceniry such as

the expenditure on Stansted airpon, though those of
us from my own country who are prwenrcd from
going anywhere, because we have rc go through an

"i.port 
in London which already cannot cope because

of the demands on air space ' . . .

Prcsident. - Mrs Ewing, I cannot allow you to make

a speech. You must put a question rc the Commis-
si6ner.

Mrs Ewing (DEP). - Is it not absurd for the Com-
mission to wash its hands of any attemPt to impose

logic on massive expenditure by Memler States when
we are beginning to talk about common transPort
policy? fu I come from Scotland where we have got a

iog-fiee airpon already under-used, ready for interna-
tio-nal continental air raffic, the whole business of
Stansted is an obscenity that all other countries should

condemn before it gets off the ground.

Mr Contogeorgis . - 
(GR) Unfonunately I must refer

you back to what I said previously. I have nothing
more to add.

Mr Moorhouse (ED). - The Commissioner informed
the House that on this coming Thursday the Council
of Transport Ministers will be considering for the

third dme round, as it happens, the draft regulation on
inter-regional air services. May we have his personal

"ssu.ani. 
that he will put the full weight of his office

behind the effon to secure agreement on this very,
very imponant regulation and that he will take
€xtreme care to see that the fine print in the regulation
does not resrict the development of air transpon
within the Communiry but on the other hand oPens uP

the opponunities for the smaller oPerations to fly
betc/een the inter-regional centres of the Communiry?

Mr Contogeorgis.- (GR) The Commission believes

that its proposal m esablish an easier system for the
granting of new licinces for inter-regional air services

makes a real contribution to growth potential in the
Member States. Therefore - I assure Mr Moorhouse
and Parliament - we shall do everything possible rc
get the Council of Ministers to endorse the Commis-
iion's proposal on this matter at its meeting this com-
ing Thursday. There still exist differences of opinion
between member governments, but we will try to
bridge these differences so that a decision can be mken
on Thursday.

Mrs Clwyd (S). - Madam President, my colleagues

have drawn attention to the ridiculous overcenraliza-
tion poliry of the British Government as far as air
transPort is concerned.

\7ould the Commissioner agree that good air trans-
port links are a key factor in bringing industrialists
inrc an area and purely it is of concern to the Commis-
sion, which claims to be concerned about unemploy-
ment, that the regions of Britain are in fact being

starved of employment because of poor air links?

Surely that is of some concern to the Commission.

Does the Commission know that three months after
Britain took part in a referendum on whether it should

, continue its membership of the European Communiry,
in Vales, where I live, British Airways in fact stopped

the flights between lZales and Brussels? Does he not
agree that is hardly Community policy?

Mr Contogeorgrs. - (GR) The Commission agrees

with what the honourable lady has said, and this is
why in its regional poliry, and specifically through the
Regional Fund, it supports the development and mod-
ernisation of regional airports in the Communiry. And
likewise, with reference rc her suggestion that there

should be better inter-regional air links, the Commis-
sion has precisely this same aim in mind - namely, the

enhancement of inter-regional mobility within the

Community.

Mr Curry (ED). - \7ould the Commissioner be par-
ticularly interested in hearing the opinion of the Mem-
ber who represents Stansted? Vould he be particularly
interested to know that despite the acute pain this
Member feels at being in agreement with Mr Boyes,

the people of the region will be delighted that there is
no prospect of Community money for Stansted and

will be even more delighted to know that there will be

no money of any description for the development of
Stansted?

i'resident. - Qucstion No 15, by Mr Gontikas (H-
134/82):

Is the Commission aware that an inadmissible
form of discrimination continues to exist in res-
pect of Greek citizens visiting the UK where pass-

pon control is concerned?

, Does not the Commission believe that one and a
half years is time enough in which to apprise Bri-
tish officialdom that Greece is an official member
of the EEC and what measures does the Commis-
sion intend to take?

Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. - (DE) The
problem of the conditions governing the entry of
Greek citizens into the United Kingdom has for some
time been the subject of discussions berween the Com-
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mission and the United Kingdom Governmenr, the
aim being ro eliminate discrimination against Greek
citizens where passpon control is concerned and to
find a solution which complies with Communiry legis-
lation.

The talks with the British authorities will continue
shonly, my impression from rhe outcome of past dis-
cussions being that a satisfactory solution can be found
in the foreseaable future.

Mr Gontikes (PPE). - (GR) I thank the Commis-

{gne1 for his quite positive reply. It simply exposes
.Britain's intention to trear citizens of equal-ranking
States on al unequal basis. I just want to tell the Com-
mission- and Parliament rhat we in Greece feel great
dissatisfaction about this state of affairs.

Mr Narjes. - (DE) The Commission will bear this
view in mind in the position it adopts.

Mr Enright (S). - Is the Commission aware that
there is absolutely no discrimination against our Greek
comrades at the Leeds-Bradford airpon to which, very
kindly, the Commission is giving money ar rh;
momenr for its further development and it ian there-
fore double the amounr of money it has given?

But what stcps does the Commission intend ro take at
Brussels airport where there is discrimination against
people generally both in teming out and in getting in?

Mr Narjcs. ' (DE) As regards rhe honourable Mem-
ber's complaints abour Brussels, I would be grateful
for specific details. Where British airpons 

"re 
con-

cerned, the Commission is acdng on incidents in Lon-
don.,

Mr Marshall (ED). - Can I assure the Commissioner
that many others besides our Greek colleagues find
this discrimination offensive and can I wish [im good
luck with his batde against the British Government in
which he will have the supporr of a majority of British
Members of this House?

Prcsident. - That is not a quesrion.

Mr Narjes. - (DE) Nonetheless, I should like to
thank the honourable Member.

Prcsident. - Question No 16, by Mr Prag (H-387/
82):

Requirements and standards for the addressing of
mail vary widely berween the Member States. par-
adoxically, the adoption of post-codes by Member

States, by requiring standardization on differing
bases, appears to have increased rather than
decreased the disparities in the methods now
required or recommended. A uniform addressing
method rhroughout the Communiry would help
soning offices and postmen, speed up postal deliv-
eries, and increase business efficiency in all the
Member States. \7ill the Commission, therefore,
put forward proposals for a uniform postal
addressing method using the simplest and most
effective elements of the formulae already devel-
oped by Member States?

Mr Neries, Member of the Commission. - (DE) The
Commission does nor consider it necessary for it to
take steps towards the harmonization of the address-
ing of mail at presenr. It would point out thar the
Vorld Postal Union and the European Conference of
Postal and Telecommunications Administradons have
made many successful efforts to standardize the
addressing of mail. This is panicularly true of the
Frankfun Convendon of 1964, which may nor be
known in the United Kingdom. Under this convention
France, Belgium, Italy and the Federal Republic of
Germany 

-agreed on a standard merhod of addressing
mail, involving the abbreviation of the country of des-
tination, the post-code and the place of deitination.
Denmark, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and also
Spain acceded to rhe Frankfun Convention later.

Qreece is planning to introduce the same system,'and a

!_ecisign is pcnding in Ireland. Thus it is only the
Ullr:d Ki-1gdom which has a specific problem, solving
which will entail substantial investments. I assume thai
these investmenr are the reason why Britain has not
yet acceded to the Frankfun Convendon.

Mr Pr-ag FOl.- Does the Commissioner not regard
it as absurd that a Member Statb should specify differ-
ent ways and different orders of putting the various
items in addresses on envelopes and would he tell me
what he thinks is the reason for this? Is it a kind of
fear, is it the resurgence of nationalism or is it the fear
of national civil servants of losing their jobs that makes
the Commission frightened of proposing simple, sensi-
ble-Communiry solutions to simpli, commonproblems
and that prevents the Member States from adopting
such solutions?

Mr.Narjcs. - (DE) It is not, of course, known pre-
cisely what are rhe modves of the British postal admin-
istration. As I understand it, thd British took their
decisions at a dme when it was perhaps difficult to
!o1e19e that a sysrem different from that chosen by the
British postal administration would gain currenry on
the Continent. Britain now faces the pioblem of adapt-
ing its rystem to the Condnental system, which means
changing the automatic mail soning equipment. This
will entail substantial investments, but i am optimistic
enough to believe that the reventre of the British postal
administradon will enable it to plan such inveitments
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at a suitable time and so make a uniform addressing

method throughout Europe possible.

Mr Van Minnen (S). - (NZ) Commissioner, whilst
being heartened by the herculean efforts which the

Comhission would have us believe are being made by
them with a view to harmonizadon in this area, the

utilizer - which is, in most cases, the Person who sim-
ply akes pen to paper and sends off his lemer - has

Li"ome conscious of two phenomena. Firstly, that the

degree of harmonization and au@matizadon would

^ppe^, 
to be in inverse proponion rc the speed of

deiiveries. In my country, the Netherlands, delivery of
a simple letter now takes twice as long as it did prior
m thC introduction of posal codes, a taqor calculated

to dampen somewhat the citizens' enthusiasm for the

postal authorities. Secondly, they wonder why, if a

ia.ge country, such as the Federal Republic .of Ger-

-"lny, ""n 
make do with a postal code consisting of

4 figures, little Netherlands has to add ti'o letters to
these + figures to come up with their codes' Thus the

smaller tlie country, the longer the code. But in which

rype of counry should we have one or other code?

Hbw exactly does the Commission intend to set about
harmonizing this whole affair so that the end result
will be practical?

Mr Naries. - (DE) Questions relating to distribudon
equipment and the specific way in which individual
addi"sses are vritten are, of course, very much a mat-

ter of disribution technology itself, and the Commis-
sion is inclined to leave this field to the exPerts rather
than pass a general judgment on whether or not a

given-method of disribution or a given addressing
requlrement ls excesslve.

Mr Rogalla (S). - (DE) I wanted to ask the Com-
missioner if he shares my view that continued effons
to standardize postal charges in the Member States

would be a reasonable way of perhaps increasing the
revenue of the British postal adr.ninistration, thus ena-
bling it to take the rationalization measures which
have been mentioned, and how he regards the Euro-
pean Parliament's effons to have a uniform European
it"*p - for one value at least - slowly introduced
and to continue these efforts in years to come?

Mr Narjes. - (DE) The Commission has frequently
had occasion to express its positive basic attitude
towards the rwo matters referred to by Mr Rogalla. It
has not changed its view in this respect. I '

President. - Question No 17, by Mr Coust6 (H-
38e/82):

In view of the numerous monetary adjustments
made in recent months within the Eurqpean
Monetary System and the diverse reactions of

European currencies rc dollar fluctuations, does

the Commission think t[at the European Mone-
tary System is functioning optimally? Should it
notbe strengthened and made more effective?

Mr Andriessen, Member - of the Commission. -(NL) The fact that a number of pariry changes have

taken place within the EMS is a reflection,'not on the
*orkings of that systern, but rather on the health of its
membeis' economies. Such parity adjustments as have

taken place within the EMS, and there have been three
between October 1981 and June 1982, have all been

entirely within the rules of the rystem. I would also

add that, insofar as such pariry changes have been

coupled with credible austeriry programmes by the
Member States concerned, they may be said to have

contriburcd to thc smooth functioning of the EMS in
its present phase. Thus one might say that, given the

difficult overall economic situation in which it has to
operate, the European Monetary System functions as

well as can realistically be expected, from which it
must not be implied that there is no room for improve-
ment.

Vith a view to strengthening the EMS and making it
more effective, the Commission submitted proposals

to the Council of Finance and Economics Ministers on
15 March 1982. The aim was, amongst others, to
achieve a Ereeler degree of convergence of the Mem-
ber States' economies and rc improve the external

workings of the system. It is clear that, rc le truly
effective, the EMS must be based on a treater degree

of convergence of its Member States' economies. The
absence of an agreement at that meeting has regretta-
bly meant that the Commission's proposals have not
been taken up. But, although an examination of this
dossier has not yet been completed, the Commission is

not waiting for an official opening of the second phase

neBodations and is already pressing hard for a more
widespread use of the ECU and 

^ Breater convergence
of Member States' economies. Vithout doubt,
achievement of the latter would pre-empt such regular
pariry changes as we have recently witnessed.

Vith your permission, Madam President, I might just

enumerate some of the measures taken by the Com-
mission in this area. The Commission's recommenda-
tion to the Belgian Government in July 1981 on the
urgency of restoring a degree of equilibrium to its

budget and balance of payments; a Commission com-
munication in July 1981 on indexation; a Commission
communication in 1982 concerning budgetary auster-

' iry and economic convergence. Regarding the coordi-
nation of external monetary poliry, one of the aspects

of Mr Coust6's question, the following Commission
initiatives are worthy of note. It made proposals for
improving the consultation procedure befireen the
Communiry and the United States in cases of, for
example, increasing turbulence on Community money
markets. '$7e have appealed to the US authorities to
reconsider their officially declared poliry of non-inter-
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vention in the money markets. !7e have appealed for
improved coordination in the intervention policies
pracdsed by the central banls of third countries.
Acceptance of such measures would go a long way
towards reducing turbulence in the money markets as
well as having a salutary effect on the functioning of
thc EMS, for, to end on the note on which I began,
although t,e cannot complain about its present func-
tioning, a grearcr degree of internal economic con-
vergence, as well as improved international coopera-
tion, would result in a more smoorhly functioning
system.

Mr Coust6 (DEP). - (FR) I am grateful to the Com-
missioner for his answer.

I ,note that he is fairly satisfied with the workings of
the European Monetary System; I share his view that
it is imponant to ensure the convergence of our res-
pective economies; currencies are the immediate
expression of convergence or divergence within the
European Monetary System, but my supplementary
quistion will be perfectly clear.

I believe that relations with the dollar are fundamental
because they have repercussions on rhe satus of cur-
rencies within the European Monetary System. I
should therefore be grateful for funher clarification of
the last part of the Commissioner's ansy/er: what srcps
does he intend to take to ensure rhar the international
monetary system can once again be.founded on a fully
operational European Monetary System?

Mr Andriessen - (NL) It goes withour saying that
increased international cooperarion presupposes a pos-
itive,cooperative effort from all of those involved. It
should be clear that the Commission is fully prepared
m take the necessary measures in this field. i futty s"b-
scribe to Mr Coust6's view that relations befi/een the
EMS currencies and the US dollar are important in
determining the behaviour of world currencies as such.
But it should also be clear that to undenake an iniria-
tive on the lines of that to which he referred would
require the acdve cooperation of all concerned, not
least the United States. The Commission intends rc
bontinue its efforts in this direcrion. This was a feature
of the Commission's discussions with the US auth-
orities last week. But ir should be reiterated that, given
the Commission's total dependence on rhe coopera-
tion of the various authoriries, miracles should nor be
expected.

Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams (ED). - Is it not obvious
that the Commission is in fact making no significant
progress towards achieving effecdve convertence, par-
dcularly in regard to the different rates of inflation
within the Community, and that it is therefore inevit-
able that the effon to keep fixed monetary rates of
exchange is only serving ro creare artificial currency
frontiers within the Community behind which econo-

mic conditions widely differ for each Member Stare,
quite out of accordance with the spirit of the Treaty?
Vould it not be much more realistic to keep the
exchange rates to their purchasing irower pariry by
much more frequent small adjustments of rhe central
bank rates, thereby making it possible to unite the
market for current account transactions and to introd-
uce a single real rate of inrcrest t}roughout the Com-
munity?

Mr Andriesscn. - (NL) It is clear that, in the conrext
of convergence of Member States' economies, a cer-
tain interaction is at work. It is also wonh noting thar
convergence can be attained by other means than
through the EMS, even though the latter can make a
valuable contribudon. Unfortunarely, it has to be
admimgd that Community Member States have hereto-
fore shown an unwillingness to take accounr of rhe
Community goal of convergence in rhe formulation of
their individual economic policies. I must confess that
this will tend to perpetuate the artificial factor at work
within the EMS. I musr furrher confess that the Com-
mission has clearly been unable to make the kind of
prograss it had hoped in the field of true coordination
of Community Member State economic policies,
which it feels to be necessary.

fu for the rest, I would draw attendon ro rwo points:
firstly, as indicated in my answer to Mr Cousr6, I
increasingly have the impression that, as the economic
recession closes in on rhe Coinmunity, rhe Commis-
sion's monetary and economic recommendations to
the Member State governmenr are gradually finding a
willing ear. To rhar exrent, and without wishing to
exagterate the importance of the phenomenon, I
would call that a certain success. Against that, how-
ever, it must be said that the current economic reces-
sion is causing Member States to have recouise once
again to the old narional policies, whereas they ought
to have realized by now that nothing shon of a Com-
muniry policy will have any remedial effect.

Vithout denlng a cenain veriry in Mr Coust6's ques-
tion, there are undeniable signs that Community
policy objectives are beginning rc be heeded. I would
add that the Comri'rission's powers are of course
strictly defined in, and restricted by, the Treaty of
Rome. But the effect of the Commission's recommen-
dadons can only be strengthened by questions such as
these in the House.

Mr Bonaccini (COM). - (17) Parliament has turned
its attention to this problem more rhan once, and reso-
ludons have been adopted in this connection. For rhat
matter, cenain terms laid down in the instrument con-
stittiting the EMS are no longer relevant.

Does the Commission not feel itself able to make a
report to Parliament on rhe currenr situation and the
reasonable prospecrs of atmining the objecdves pro-
posed for the European Monetary System?

t,

I
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Mr Andriesset. - (NL) The Commission is of course

always ready to report to Parliament in the manner
required as regards its various activities, and in this
case on the EMS. I shall gladly attempt to impress

upon my fellow Commissioner, Mr Onoli, whose
sphere of responsibiliry is more directly concerned
here, the need for a more detailed and specific dia-
logue with Parliament than that allowed for in the
context of Quesdon Time in the House. Perhaps the
ideal soludon would be for him to reach agreement
with the Economic and Monetary Committee of the
House on the best way of repllng to the poirits raised
by the honourable Member.

President. - fu the authors are not present, Ques-
tions Nos 18, 19 and 20 will be answered in writingl

Quesdon No 21, by Mr Adam (H-a7a/82):

Vhat step.s are the Commission taking to ensure

that in all Member Statcs the specific element of
' tobacco taxation, as a percenage of toal Bxation,

is not less than 5Yo and can the Commission give
an estimarc of the darc at which this minimum
figure is expected to be reached?

Mr Tugendhag Wce-kesident of the Commission. -The honourable Member refers to the problems aris-
ing from the application of Council Directive 72/464
of 19 December 1972 on t:rxes other than turnover
taxes which affect the consumption of manufactured
rcbacco. Anicle 8 of the Directive states that the spe-

cific excise dury element should be $erween 5 and
550/o of. the rctal tax due. At 1 August 1982 the specific
excise dury element in relation to the total charge to
tax for cigarettes in the most popular price category
amounted to 5.030/o in Belgium, 5l'410/o in Den-
mark, 38.660/o in the Federal Republic of Germany,
50/o in France, 11.240/o in Greece, 54.95 0/o in Ire-
land, 1'300/o in Italy, 5. 150/o in Luxembourg, 10% in
the Netherlands and 54.120/o in the United Kingdom.
Through its services, the Commission ensures that the
laws of the Member States comply with the provisions
of the abovementioned Directive.

'Vhere it appears that a Member State is no longer in
compliance with the provisions in question, the Com-
mission will take appropriate action including opening
infringement procedures under Anicle 169 of the EEC
Treary. Thus in an infringement case brought by the
Commission, the Coun of Justice recently ruled that
Italy had contravened these provisions at the rate of
l.3Oo/o of the specific'element of the tax, that being
the rate instead of 5o/0. Thaq Mr President, concludes
my answer.

Mr Adam (S). - Vell, in one respect the answer is

very encouraging because the previous figure that I

had for the Italian percentage was 1, so I suppose 1'3
is quite a considerable increase, at least in percenage
rcrms. But if the Coun has now ruled that Italy is in
conuavention, can the Commissioner indicate what
steps are now being taken to ensure that the tax rate in
Italy will be 5o/o?

Mr Tugendhat. - As I said in my answer to a previous
question on a different subject, the Commission not
only seeks to obey the rulings of the Coun itself but,
once the Court has ruled, seeks to ensure that the
Member States do so as well. That is cenainly going to
be the case in this matter.

Mr Vclsh (ED). - The Commissioner will cenainly
be av-are that larcr on this very evening Parliament
will be voting on the Beumer repon (Doc. l-789/82)
which, as it stands, rejects the Commission's. latest
proposals for the harmonization of tpbacco taxes.
\7ould he agree thaq assuming the report is voted
through in the form it left the committee, it would be

advisable for the Commission to return to the Council
and seek a new mandarc for the whole quesdon of
tobacco tax harmonization and make a fresh san
rather than seeking to add patches onto a very creaky
building?

Mr Tugcndhet. - I hope that the honourable Member
will forgive me for saying that I think we had better
cross that bridge when we come to it.

President. - Question No 22, by\Mr Marshall (H-
484/82):

'![hat steps is the Commission taking to ensure
that the Italian tobacco market becomes truly
competitive; can it state the extent to which Ialy
has harmonized tobacco taxation?

Mr An&iessen" Member of the Commission. -(NZ) This is not the first time that Parliament has

raised the mamer of the problems surrounding Italian
tobacco. On previous occasions I have referred to the
measures which have been or are being taken by the
Italian Government with a view to making the Italian
State monopoly in tobacco conform rc Anicle 37 of
the Treary of Rome. It was clearly the responsibility of
the Italian Government to take the necessary measures
urith a view to elaborating a new sysrcm of ax receipts
from manufactured obacco products.

In like manner it was their dury rc see to it that the
profession of tobacco retailer, that is, shopkeeper in
tobacco products, be free rc nationals of otfrer Mem-
ber States. I can inform the House that the measures in
question were presented by the Italian Government to
the Parliament in Rome in April 1982.lregret to have
to inform the House that heretofore the Italian Parlia-I Scc Annex of 15.12.1982.
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ment has been dragging its feet on rhe maaer. The
Commission has certainly nor been inactive and has
not let up in its effons to draw the attention of the
Italian Government to these delaying tacics.

On the fiscal aspects thereof, the Commission was of
the opinion that Italy had contravened one of the
provisions of Directive V2/464 EEC of 19 December
1972. This directive was supplemenrcd by Directive
77/805 of 19 December 1977 which stipularcd that a
special duty on cigarettes ih tJre normal price range
may not be inferior to 5% of all taxes. In recent years
the average has never surpassed 1.30/o of all taxes and,
as such, was clearly below the norm to which I have
just referred. Folloving recourse to legal means by the
Commission against Italy some years ago on this mat-
rcr, [he Italian Government prepared a draft resolution
which it submitted rc its parliament in Rome. That
parliament has siirce been dragging its feet. Conse-
quently the Commission referred the matter to rhe
Court of Justice in mid-1981. Last week the Coun
handed down its verdict, a verdict indicting Italy.

Mr Marshdl (S). - I thanL the Commissioner for his
very full reply which covers a sad story of delay in ac-
tion and broken faith and may I ask him with how
much speed, armed by the verdict of the European
Court, he inrcnds to follow the Italian Government
until they comply with the rules of the Court and
allow the Italian tobacco market m become truly com-
petitive for all Community producers?

Mr Andriesscn. - (NL) | myself have only been
involved with monopolies and suchlike since very
recently. I can assure the honourable Member that I
will do my part to see that the affair is regulated as

quickly as possible, in conformiry with the provisions
of the Treaty of Rome.

President. - I declare the first part of Question Time
closed.l

3. Budget (continuation)

President. - The next item is the continuation of the
joint debate on the budget.

Mrs Bosenrp (COM). - (DA) Madam President,
colleagues, such a broad measure of political agree.
ment seems to have arisen and to have been achieved
in the Assembly that the budget for 1983 can be
adopted without any problems. I know thap the Coun-

cil has misgivings, but they are hardly so serious as to
warrant months of dispute and conflict, with twelfths,
legal proceedings and suchlike. My parq/s enduring
conviction that EEC membership is against the inrcr-
ests of Danish workers is sufficient for me ro vote
against this budget, but even without this general atti-
tude a Danish Member must be extremely wary with
regard to the Jackson report. Even my Social Demo-
cratic friends must be cautious. It says in the Jaclson
report that we think that the appropriations for cul-
tural policy activities are insufficient fu far as I know,
the Danish Social Democrats share my view that cul-
tural appropriations should not even appear in the
budget of the European Communiry.

Regarding this weighry business - the supplemenary
budget - I would say that it is a political realiry that
the big counuy, Great Britain, has managed to force
through an agreement on compensation in the Coun-
cil. Vhether this is reasonable or lawful is beside the
point; it is a political reality. At the same time the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany has asked for some money
for its distressed and fairly dubious nuclear power pro-
jects. These things are interrelated. It is senseless - to
put it mildly - for Parliament to make use of this dif-
ficult question in an attempt ro increase its power, for
us to steer a course like lemmings towards an abyss of
institutional crises, crises beween Member Stares and
crises between political forces in this Chamber. Ve
shall only be damaging a Communiry of which the
majority in this House declare themselves to be fervent
adherents. I think we should acknowledge that we are
faced with a political realiry and let the British and rhe
Germans have their kickbacks. They are the big coun-
tries. It is they who decide. Unfonunarcly for my
country.

I wduld say in conclusion that there is a contrasr
between the seriousness with which we deal with
budgets in this Chamber and the indifference with
which they are treated once adopted. I am thinking in
panicular of Parliament's budget and of the fact that
we are now in the process of transferring 17 million
ECU to an item which has nothing more than 'pm'
beside it - 17 million ECU, which the majoriry are
keen to have in order to sing their ow, praisls - it is
called 'election information'. I don'r caie if the major-
ity are in favour of it. I cannot accept that it should be
undenaken in total secrecy. I could accept it if it had
been introduced here in this Chamber honourably,
honestly and openly before public opinion. But rc hide
the fact that we have scraped the bottoms of all the
coffers - from the petry cash to the heavily funded
budger items - in order rc get hold of 17 million to
advenise ourselves is in conflict with Parliamenr's own
wishes with regard to one-year budgeting, rranspar-
ency and honesty. Ve should address to ourselves the
demands we make of the Commission in regard to
one-year budgedng, transparency and honesry. That
way we should achieve some respectability.I See Annex of 15.12.1982.
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Mr Irmcr (L). - (DE) Mr President, the unpleasant
situation in which we find ourselves as regards the
supplementary budget is basically due to a very pleas-

ant circumstance, t}e fact'that it has been possible to
save something over I 000 m EUA of this year's Com-
munity budget. It surely must be said publicly that this
is a unique occurrence. Vhat country can claim to
save almost 5% of total expenditure under its budget?
\7e had a similar situation last year, and last year the
mistake made - by this Parliament as elsewhere -was not to use the surplus for Communiry activities
but to distribute it among the Member States. The Lib-
eral and Democratic Group and the majority of the
members of the Committee on Budgetary Conrol
were opposed to this procedure, and I am glad to see

rhe signs in a similar situation today that a majoriry of
the House feel this money should not be paid to Mem-
ber States covertly or oveftly, because otherwise the
major contribudon we of this Parliament have made to
these savings will have been in vain.

It was after all due to Parliament's constant urging
that less in expon subsidies had to be paid out under
the policy on the marketing of agricultural products.
![hen I look at this figure, 1 000 m ECU, and remem-
ber that Parliament costs only one fifth of this in a

year, I make it that with our policy and the pressure
we have exened we have saved as much as we will cost
over the whole electoral period. In other words, the
European Parliament is paying for itself!

I will briefly explain, Mr Presidenq why we are
opposed to the adoption of the supplementary budget
as it sands. The premises are completely wrong. Even
rhe terminology is wrong. Everyone is saying that Brit-
ain's contribution is too high and even the Federal
Republic of Germany is a net contributor. You should
waste no time, ladies and gentlemen, in removing
these terms from your vocabulary. I call on the Com-
mission too to stop using the term 'net contribution' or
'net payment' in its documents because it is wrong.
This Communiry finances itself from its own revenue.
Not a single penny of the money that goes into the
Communiry budget comes from a national budget,
except in the case of Greece, and that only for a tran-
sitional period.

A question that can be asked, however, is whether all
the Member States derive equal benefit from member-
ship of the Communiry. Our British colleagues are
right when they say that Britain derives roo little ben-
efit from its membership. Ve are all prepared to
remedy this situation, not by making vinually direct
payments from the Community budget to the national
budget or to national projects, but solely by giving
preference to the financing of Community projeas in

Britain which create jobs and help rc revive the British
economy. Ve all want that, and we are also prepared
to give Britain preferential reatment over other coun-
uies - but please, not in this way.

You, my British friends, have said that this will make
the Community unpopular in your country. Think
again, I vould ask you, before giving your support to
a campaign of this kind, if it should be instigated. Tell
the public that the Communiry is not working satisfac-
rcrily because of the governments, because of the
Council of Ministers, when it comes to implementing
Communiry projects in your country. lrt us all help to
ensure that more is done for Britain next year - but
through Community activities, not direct ransfers.
from the budget of the European Communiry, because

that would be contrary to the spirit of the Community
and would jeopardize the foundations of financial
autonomy and thus of the Communiry itself.

Mrs Vayssade (Sl, drafisman of the opinion of tbe Com-
mittee of Inquiry on tbe Sitvation of 'lVomen in Europe.

- (FR) Mr President, during the first reading, I
appealed rc the European Parliament, on behalf of the
Committee of Inquify, to be consistent with itself and
to make available appropriations for the pracdcal
implementation of measures in favour of women. Ve
all noted with pleasure Parliament's agreement to our
request. Unfonunarcly, Mr President, the Council has

not shown the same wisdom: it has once again made
sweeping cuts in the appropriations requested by us.

It therefore seems to me all the more imponant for
our Assembly to reaffirm its budgetary determination
to help women. It can do so by following the opinion
of' the Committee on Budgets on three imponant
points at leasu On line 2720 ielating to information
and public evenff, I would ask you to support Amend-
ment No 27 by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase which was
adopted in the Committee on Budgets and I shall
withdraw my own amendment to epsure greater clar-
iry. As to Anicle 605 - the Social Fund, measur6s for
women - I would ask Pdrliament to adopt Amend-
ment No 183 by Mr Jaclson and I endorse the propo-
sal that he made in the Committee on Budgets which
fell far shon of our own request on first reading but,
having regard to the present negotiations, appears rea-
sonable for this chapter; I therefore withdraw my own
amendment which went further. Finally, as regards
Article 6440 concerning the implementation of the
principle of equaliry berween-men and women, I am
again asking for the European'Parliament to follow
the view of the Comminee on Budgets by adopting
Amendment No 150 tabled by Mrs Clwyd on behalf of
the Committee on Social Affairs and I shall withdraw
my own amendment which asked for the same thing in
a different way.with certain compensation. I would
also ask you to adopt her amendments to the remarls
against Anicle 630, 633 and 634 to ensure that the act-
ion programme can become a legal basis for imple-
menadon of the budget. Finally, on'the problems of
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professional training, guidance and education, I
believe that the decisions of the Committee on Budg-
ets may be endorsed; even if they-represent somewhat
less than the votes in Parliament on first reading and
fall shon of the wishes of the Committee of Inquiry,
the Commitee on Youth and in some cases the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs, they would at least enable us ,

to obtain more than is being proposed by the Council
and would allow a number of actions rc be initiated or
continued under satisfactory conditions in 1983.

Mr President, those are my observations on behalf of
the Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of
Vomen in Europe.

Mr Saby (S), rapporterr. - (FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, as regards the amending budget for
1982, we agree with the Committee on Budgets in ask-
ing the Council for funher clarification and commit-
ments in respect of the entire amending budget. S(e
agree to the classification by the Council of the British
conribution as compulsory expehditure, since the
agreements signed by us in July clearly define the clas-
sification as ben/een compulsory and non-compulsoqy
expenditure. But we do not agree with the Council
when it classifies the German contribution as compul-
soqy expenditure: that is not acceptable because it is
not a matter here, as in the previous case, of respecting
a commitment akeady entered into. For this first read-
ing we shall therefore reject the draft amending
budget for 19&2 and endorse the report by Mrs Bar-
barella. So much for the 1982 amending budget. Vhen
I said that we will vote in favour of the report and
amendments by Mrs Barbarella, I was of course speak-
ing on behalf of the French Socialists.

A few observations now on the 1983 budget. The
priorities defined by Parliament and discussed with the
Council have been respected. Ve regret the fact that
on the first reading the Council did not go still further
so that measures to conrol unemployment, world
hunger and provide assistance for the countries of the
Third Vorld have not been the subject of more
rational and effective action. In a spirit of coirciliation
and with a desire to reach agreement we consider that
the 1983 budget as proposed by the rapporteur can
comply with the wishes of Parliament and the nsks
entrusted to us. Ve hope that the proposals by Parlia-
ment for this second reading of the 1983 budget will
'be accepted by the Council. All the amendments put
forward and the toal amount of the payment and
commitment appropriations involved seem to us to
represent a bare minimum as compared with the
amounts rejected by the Council on first reading. Ve
therefore firmly hope that all these appropriations and
amendments will be adopted as proposed and we
would ask the Council to find an early solution and to
follow Parliament's lead in this matter.

Mr'Presidenq that brings me to the end of my obser-
vations on the financial year 1982 and the budget for
1983.

Mr Barbagli (PPE). - (m Mr President, ladies and

tendemen, this morning Mr Jachson raised two fun-
damental points in his work on the 1983 budget: the
first was the fight against unemployment within the
Community and the second the fight against hunger
outside the Community.

I will speak on the first of these objectives, since last
year I dealt with the budget on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs, and I also happen to be rap-
porteur on the reform of the Social Fund in connec-
tion with the proposal that the Commission has sub-
mitrcd m Parliament.

Mr President, permit me to say that the rapporteur
listed among the successes the obtention of. a 50 0/o

increase in the fihancial endowment of the Social
Fund; the Council, for its part, expressed itself in a

similar manner when it assened that top priority had
been given to young people.

Permit me to remind you of two statements made by
two young people on the occasion of the 'hearing'
held by the Committee on Social Affairs with the
Youth Forum. A young Frenchman said, and I quote:
'we have the impression that Europe finds us srlper-
fluous; we take courses that last 2,3 or 6 months or a

year, and then we are left to ourselves.'

Another young person, of British nationaliry, declared
that the York programme has produced little or no
results.

I was aware of the frustration felt by these young peo-
ple, and I wondered if pethaps we had given priority
to the training of young people in general, without
directing this training at specific job opportunities. In
this connection, does not the imbalance befi/een
Ardcle 4 and Anicle 5 of the 1983 budget created by
the Council - an imbalance which penalizes regions,
groups of companies, and even technical progress itself

- tend to isolate raining programmes from the other
financial instruments of the Communiry, which create
investments and jobs? The same can be said of the
chapter on aid to employment. Can we truly believe
that the palry sum of 15 ECU per week disbursed in
favour of companies hiring new employees can stimu-
late employment?

I was extremely surprised by another statement from
the Council. This morning the President-in-Office
said that the Council had acceded to Parliament's
wishes as fully as possible, in view of the economic cri-
sis existing in the Member States. I panicularly object
to the words 'Parliament's wishes': this is the will of
the directly-represented peoples of Europe; and not
anyone's 'wishes'! Secondly, does not the President-
in-Office think that precisely because of the economic
crisis in the Member States it is necessary to increase
Communiry own resources and shift authority and
resources from the Member States to the Community,
in order to create, as a Community, social, economic,
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and monetary policies more effective and more econ-
omical than those of the individual Member States?

Does he not think that it is necessary to promote the
economic convergence of the Member States and to
increase Community solidariry? Does he not think that
in so dbing we can lighten the financial burdens of the
Membei States, panicularly of the weaker ones, and
that these truly European investments will serve to
heighten the effect of the national measures?

Mr President, Parliament has expressed irc views on
these maiters by a large majoriry. I believe that it is

time for the Council to do its pan.

Mr R. Jackson (ED), general ntpporteur. - Mr Presi-
dent, one of the charms of speaking in the plenary
session is that there are so few people listening that
you can say what you like.

It has been complained that so far in this debate there
has been too much emotion from this group. Vell, let
me tr), some calm, cool rational analysis. There are six
possible solutions.to,Britains's problem with the Com-
muniry budget. lrt me run through them briefly in the
hope that this overall view will help us rc reach a sensi-
ble conclusion in the vote on the Barbarella amend-
men$.

The first solution, which a lot of Members here would
like, is that Britain should give up its search for a fairer
balance. Vell, I think we can rule this out. It is per-
haps not.widely enough understood in this House how
ve4y large the sums of money involved are. The fact is,
Mr President, that the uncorreded net British contri-
budon this year would be more, if left uncorrected,
than the rctal of British overseas aid to the less-devel-
oped countries. Britain simply cannot accept that we
should pay more to suppolt the food _exports of the
Netherlands, Denmark and incrqasingly the Federal
Republic of Germany than to the whole of the Com-
monwealth in Africa and fuia.

The second solution, Mr President, is the so-called
Lange mechanism for financial equalizadon. This is of
course vrhat is envisaged by Mrs Barbarella and her
resolusions. Vell, we heard the truth this morning
from the Commission - the Lange mechanism is not a
solution m the British problem. The point is, Mr Presi-
dent, that Britain is not a poor country; we are not, as

Mrs Castle very rightly said this morning, asking for
charity. The British budget problem derives from the
fact that the Community notoriously spends more than
it should on agriculture and less than it should on
other policies.

And so we have the third solution, Mr President, to
cut the cost of the common agricultural poliry. \7ell, if
we were to do this it would be a real contribudon. For
example, if we were so take out of the Community
budget all financial liabiliry for the cost of'dumping
food surpluses on world markets, this would go a long

way to solving the British budget problem. But let us

face facts. There is no majority in this House, there is
no majority in the Council for a serious reform of the
common agricultural poliry. Frankly, in this respect
our only hope lies not in Europe but in the United
States.

And then, Mr President, we have the founh solution:
rc spend more on Communigy policies which benefit
Britain. Fine, fine, I agree. .But all my experience as

rapporteur has made me very rlrell aware of the way in
which Members from every State, whatever their
European prorcsations, will insist on their cut out of
any increased Communiry expenditure. Some Mem-
bers of this House, be it said, use the word 'Mediterra-
nean' as if it were a kind of figleaf to conceal that
pursuit of national interests which they condemn in
others.

kt us do some most simple arithmetic, Mr President.
If we were to take the existing distribution of the
Regional Development Fund and then try to solve the
British problem through an expansion.of that fund, the,
fund would have to be increased 15 times in order to
do it. That is not going to happen.

So, Mr President, we come to the fifth solutior: ad hoc
payments to rhe United Kingdom, All I will say about
this is that it is precisely this solution that Mrs Barbar-
ella is seeking rc rule out.

Vell, Mr President, I have listed five solutions and
every one of them clearly will not work. The Com-
muniry and the European Parliament will not adopt a
general mechanism, which in.any case would not solve
the problem; they will not cut agricultural expendi-
ture; they will not increase Community expenditure
on the scale required. And now it is proposed that they
should rule out a"d boc payments. That leaves only one
solution, Mr President - the sixth solution - and
this I do not intend to spell out today.

I simply leave colleagues to make their own calcula-
dons of what will happen if they try to put Britain with
its back to the wall. History supplies some striking'
illustrations of what can happen as a result of such
manoeuvres. I would-simply ask this House to reflect
on the mood expressed in the fighting speecli of my
normally very moderate colleague, Mr Balfour, this
mornrnt,

It has been observed that Britain always loses every
battle except the last one. I would like to say in all
solemnity that I and my whole group and the Conser-
vative Part), that sent us here would consider it to be a
tragedy if that eventual battle were to be at the
expense of this Parliament and of the principles of the
European Communiry.

Mrs Nikolaou (S). - (GR) The rcnor of debate in
Parliament during this second reading of the 1983
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budget has been unavoidably inflrenced by the harsh
reality thrust upon us by the decisions of the Council
of Ministers.

From the very outset the Council of Ministers left Par-
liament with unacceptably little room for manoeuvre,
thus depriving the directly elected assembly of the
European peoples of the abiliry to play a significant
role, through the exercise of ir own choices, in deter-
mining basic poliry guidelines for dealing with the
problems afflicting Europe at the present time.
Undoubtedly the Council's draft budget failed ro
match up to real needs and this was why Parliament
rcok the initiative of demanding an increase in non-
obligatory expenditure. The cuts imposed by the
Council of Ministers, panicularly as regards the trans-
fer of resources from richer to less-developed areas,
both within the Community and in respect'of rhe
Third Vorld, stand in contrast to its declared aims
and, moreover, confirm that in their present mode of
operation the Communiq/s mechanisms do effectively
the opposite in that they transfer resources from poor
to rich areas.

Parliament's albeit limited attempts to break this trend
have met with a negative response from the Council.
Specifically the Council has not accepted a redisribu-
tion of the resources of the Agricultural Fund in
favour of Mediterranean producm or an increase in
support for Agricultural Fund guide price provisions.
It has refused to sanction credits for Mediterranean
products and has irrposed even stricter limitations on
appropriations for the Regional Fund. It has slashed
aid rc the Third \7orld from the 159 million ECU
sought by Parliament to 22 million ECU. The initia-
tives of Parliament at the second reading in again call-
ing for a substanoial increase in aid rc the Third
'!7orld, for the reinstatement of credits for Mediterri-
nean programmes, for the increased suppon of
energ:y, research and industrial modernization policies,
and also for suppon to be giver.r to programmes for
improving the satus of women are surely on the right
rack. Of course, we do recognize that Communiry
resources are as a drop in the ocean in reladon rc the
size of the problems. Nevertheless, the precise manner
in which resources are allocarcd throws light on the
Community's choice of poliry priorities, and from this
aspect it is of great significance.

The supplementary budget lor 1982 raises basic prob.
lems of principle. In the view of the Socialist Group
the income of the Communiry, from wherever it
comes, constitutes the Communiq/s own resources
and it should not be linked with the specific contribu-
tions made by Member States. Moreover, it is essential
that the budget should play a redistributive role so as

to help bridge the social and regional disparities exisr-
ing in the Comrnunity. On the basis of these princi-
ples, and so as to give some substance to the Com-
munity's declared objectives, surpluses in the balance-
sheet for 1982, arising mainly from funds allocated to
the CAP, should be used only to supporr new Com-

muniry policies such as those proposed in the mandate
of 30 May. !7'e recognize that Britain is currenrly fac-
ing serious economic problems, and also that present
Communiry policies are not congruent with the struc-
ture of the British economy. However, instead of pres-
sure being exerted to bring about a change in the
Community's policies it was decided to adopt the
method of repayment, and this in inelf numbs interest
in the changing of.policies in the counrries receiving
such payments. Ve consider also that in the allocation
of surpluses in the framework of the supplementary
budget for 1982 more account should have been taken
of the less-developed Member States which, in addi-
tion to the problems of recession, also face structural
and development problems.

On this point, speaking on behalf of the Members
belonging to PASOK, I want to say that in our view it
is essential that in the implementadon of the 1983
budget measures are hken to reduce the burden borne
by the less-developed Member States as a result of the
repayments made to Britain and Germany.

Mr Pfennig (PPE). - (DE) Ladies and genrlemen, I
should like to take up what Mr Irmer was saying about
savings in the Communiq/s 1982 budget and the
unjustified use of these resources proposed in the
Council's draft supplementary budget. I would point
out once again that the Communiry has made savings
not only in 1982 but every year and that ir will make
savings again in 1983.

\7hat nadonal parliament earmarks only 750/o of pos-
sible revenue for expenditure? All national budgets, if I
am correctly informed, earmark abow 1250/o of possi-
ble revenue for expenditure. They rhus make provision
for debts. Even after the second reading, on the other
hand, the Communiry budget will use less than 800/o

of possible value-added tax revenue for expenditure.
This means that, even allowing for the increases rhe
European Parliament is proposing, expenditure in
1983 will be just about the same as in 1982, before
inflation. Vhat national parliament has ever managed
to do thisvith its budget?

I cannot avoid the suspicion, however, thar this poliry
of thrift, which the European Parliament also gener-
ally endorses, is constantly held up to the national par-
liament by the governmenr represented in the Council
as proof that the Community's own resources are far
from exhausted. This suspicion is strengthened, firstly,
by the unjustified repaymenr ro rwo Member States of
Community resources saved in 1982 and, secondly, by
the unjustified cuts the Council has made in the 1983
budget, for which rhe European Parliament's rpquesrs
for increases can hardly compensate.

Although I am pleased to hear the Council agrees that
the European Parliament has made some reasonable
proposals concerning the regional and social secrors
and that it largely accepts these proposals, I should
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like to refer to five aspects where I regard develop-
men6 as totally unsatisfactory.

Two have already been mentioned. I consider ip rc be

no more than a punishment for fi/o Community
ortans - the European Coun of Auditors and the
European Coun of Justice - to have their estimates
of expenditure cut by a fTat 50/0, as happened at the
first reading, even if they have been raised again by
2l/o.There is no reasonable justification at all for this.

Funhermore, the Commission's proposals for a five-
year protramme in the energy and research sector
were reduced at the first reading from 167 m to 40 m
ECU in commitment appropriations and from 103 m
to 55 m ECU in payment appropriations, a cut of well
over 500/0. Even if the'European Parliament now suc-
ceeds in increasing the commitment appropriations by
31 m ECU and the payment appropriadons by 7'9 m
ECU, we shall still have far less for 1983 than the
Commission considers necessary and indeed should be

sPent.

This situation is due to the Commission's inabiliry
actually to spend the money because the Council has

not yet taken the appropriate political decisions. This
is revealed most clearly by the Council's failure to
adopt the regulations on alternative energy sources
and energy conservation which have so far been pro-
posed. Something very similar is true of the research
sector.

The resources proposed for the Eansport sector,
which the Treaties explicity refer to as an area for
European policy and in which numerous projects have
been planned and could be implemented - examples
being the rail link with Greece, the wnnel project, the
Antwerp-Lidge-Eifel-Frankfurt motorway and the link
between the Saarland and Luxembourg - were
reduced by the Council to vinual insignificance at the
first reading on the grounds that a legal basis has not
yet been created, and therefore only a token enry
should be made.

Not even the increases of 5 m and 10 m ECU at the
second reading can conceal the fact that appropria-
tions have been cut without any justificadon and
because the Council is too lazy to take political deci-
sions. I would make the point once again that larger
amounts could have been entered and could have been
spent by the Commission; otherwise they would not
have estimated these larger amounts in the first place.

I ask myself - and the House - whether we should
not next year consider a new strategy for the future.
Ve should consider whether we should continue to
make increases in Title 9 for administrative expendi-
ture as in the paqt'or let the blame for inadequate
resources in these areas rest with the Council in future.

Mr Seligoan (ED). - I would like to challenge the
whole philosophy of this 1983 budget as described so

brilliantly by the rapponeur, Mr Jackson. To allocate
,480/o more to social aid and world hunger is m deal
with the symptoms of the recession rather than the
cause. It will do nothing to eliminate unemployment.
Only investment in industry, enery and infrastructure
can do thal If the EEC continues to give absolute
priority to social aid and world hunger, it will become
nothing more than a jumbo Oxfam. That is not our
job. That is not what the EEC was set up for and the
European Council knows this. Once again in Copen-
hagen, it calls for a vigorous energy poliry among
other things. But every time is comes to paying the bill
for their policies the Council don't want to know.
Surely the Heads of State must be a little bit embar-
assed by the way the Budget Council has ignored their
specific instructions on energy for three whole years.

On the subject of the 1982 budget rebate, Mrs Bartar-
ella and many others accuse Britain of wanting jzste
retotr. Now this is just not true. Britain only wants a
fair sharing of the cost - 

jaste partdge. Vhat son of
club is this where only two members pay net subscrip-
tions and the others pay het nothing? It has taken the
members of the Council many months now to stirch
bgether this delicate a'greement on the 1982 budget
rebate. I beg all Members rc think deeply and realisti-
cally about the effect on the Community and the wel-
fare of their own nation before they tear this delicate
agreement to pieces and cause chaos in the Com-
muniry.

In the long run the Barbarella amendments are right,
but to introduce them now in this way at this moment
would be complercly self-defeating.

Mr Langes (PPE). - (DE) Mr Pr.esident, anyone
who listened to the debarc this morning will have the
impression that some Members and the Council are
under a misapprehension. Our British colleatues -Mrs Castle, for example - have described the situa-
tion as if we wanted to use the quesdon of the supple-
mentary budget as a means of penalizing Britain. I
wish to make it absolutely clear that that is in no way
the inrcntion of most Members of this Parliament. 'S7'e

have in fact stated quite clearly that we know the
financial mechanism in the- European Communiry is
not right. !7e know that it results in unfair reatment.
But - and I say this to Mr Balfour - in the last rwo
years - and I was one of those who supponed this
proposal -,ve have said we want to give Briain
special assistance for a transitional period, for a
limited period, and in these two years the Commission
and Council will have the opponunity of creating a
reasonable new financial system.

'lfhat would it be like if Portugal were already a mem-
ber of the Community? Could we then seriously claim
that this financial meachanism is in order? I7ould it be
right for the Portuguese suddenly to become the Com-
muniqy's largest net contributor? That would be
absurd. But I must say to my British colleagues rhat,
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much as we appreciate this, we know that we must put
a stop to Eansitional solutions, which are simply
extended again and again and eventually become a

political institution, and we cannot permit that.

The second misapprehension is in the Council. The
Council believes that the Prime Ministers have labor-
iously found a solution to the presenr injustices. This is
a magnificent solution, the Council claims, and it has
adequate legislatiye powers.for the purpose. But'the
Council is then surprised m find Parliamenr rejecdng
this solution by a large majority and accuses us of
interfering in the Council's legislative rights. I do not
know what the Council vas thinking when it approved
direct elections rc the European Parliament. But we
cenainly have not come here simply to take note of
this imponant question. '$7e are not prepared to do
that.

'!7e are not interfering in the Council's legislative
righr - that is the misapprehension on the Council's
pan. Ve are doing no more than exercising otr ight
with respect to the budger A medicine is no good
unless it tastes bad, as they say. That is what we tell
our children. The Council consists, of course, of very
reputable people. I should therefore like to express
myself in a somewhat more literary manner. The
Romans used to sayi per aspera ad astra. Nluding to
our flag, we might say to the Council: per aspera ad
ostra europed. The European Communiry can be
strengthened only if we rcgether develop principles,
systfms and mechanisms which are fair to our various
countries, but which as a whole reveal their solidarity
with the less fortunate among them.

'!7hen the gentlemen of the Council attend rhe conci-
liation meedng tomorrow, I would therefore urge
them to accept Parliament's offer and approvethe pro-
posals made in the Barbarella repon. Ve are prepared
to cooperate on this supplementary budget as we have
aheady done on the 1983 general budget.

Mr Ne*ton Dunn (ED). - !7e have had eight speak-
ers from the European Democr4tic Group. Not one
has been able to support. the Barbarella resolution. Not
one. I hope our colleagues will be asking themselves
why not even a federalist like myself can fall in line
with the other continenml Members here. Many of us

- all of us indeed in this group - support the ad-
vance of Europe. Ve suppon srengthening of the
European Parliament's pov/ers but we cannot go along
with this particular resolution. I want my colleagues to
ask themselves why. Mr Langes has just said that he
believes that we British see this as a kind of punish-
ment on the UK. \(e do not. This is not a punishment.
None of us feel it is a punishment. lZhy we oppose
this, Mr Langes, is because we are afraid of the effects
on British public opinion. Rightly or wrongly, in my
view wrongly, British public opinion is sdll worried
about the benefits of the European Communiry. I
believe strongly that the.benefits of Europe are very

great in the UK and we should not worry about them,
but please understand that the public at home in Brit-
ain does not yet feel that way. Therefore it is terribly
imponant that Thursday's vote does not go the wrong
way from the British point of view and is not misun-
derstood back in the UK and that is what I-am afraid
that colleagues here do not understand.

The UK rebates are rarher'like a bandage against the
budgetary sickness, the illness that we still suffer in
this Community, because the budget is incomplete and
we lack common policies. It would be wrong.to rip off
the bandages applied to the UK in the search for a

, cure. Please pursue a cure. Ve must find one, but
don't rip off our bandages and make the British
patient even worse than it was before.

Mr Edward Kellett-Bowman (ED). - Mr President,
in the closing minutes of this debate on the budget for
1983 and supplementary amending budger No 1, I
want to do two things. First, I would like ro congratu-
late the tvro rapporteurs. Robert Jackson staned work
on his budget before Christmas last year, and he has
dedicated the last 12 months rowards carrying the
Communiry forward on rhe basis of agreemenr. He
has persuaded us that at home in Europe we should be
seeking to solve the problem of unemployment and
that overseas we should be making a contribution
towards dealing with the hungry in the world. Mrs
Barbarella took up Mr Spinelli's burden and has made
a very personal and lively contribution ro the com-
mittee's work. I haven't always agreed with her, but
her contribution is something I have to admire, pani-'
cularly her flair.

This leads me to my second point. If only she directed
her energies against the right en€rh)r/r in this case the
Council. Now at the first reading of the budget in
October our colleague, Professor Konrad Sch6n,
declaimed very strongly on the subject of the Council's
role in the development of the Community. I agree
with every word he then said. He called upon rhe
Communiry to develop policies which will cirry the
Community forward. This could only be done if the
Council was working rogether in such a way rhar rhey
were plrying in a flagship role instead, of aS a 'no, you
can't do that' role which we have seen far too often.
\Thilst the Community remains agriculturally orien-
tated ignoring the other policies which should be car-
ried forward, such as an industrial policy, a proper
energy poliry, a proper transport policy, so the unbal-
anced nature of the budget will occur from year to
year. This is the thing from which we suffer and to
which Mr Newon Dunn has just referred.

If only the Council would take Mr Konrad Schiin's
advice and create Community-wide policies the prob-
lems of net conributions would not be rhe subject of
debate year afrcr year, budget after budget. My coun-
try would not have to be asking for fair play year by
year and budget after budget. The United Kingdom

I
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led by the present government would be seen to be

truly communautaire as it really is.

Mr Tugendhaq'Vce-President of the Commission. -Mr President, we have had a long debate and I think it
would be impossible for me to answer each and every
one of the speakers who has panicipated. I think it
would probably be aking up a needless amount of the
House's dme if I was to set out the Commission's posi-
tion on the 1982 supplementary and the 1983 draft
general budget for a second time. I did that, I think,
very fully in my intervention this morning. So I will
confine myself to dealing with several of the panicular
problems which were raised by various Members
during the course of the debate and which seem to me
rc call for a specific reply. If by any chance I do not
cover somebody who feels that I should have covered
them, then I hope that they will write to me and I will
provide a specific response in that fashion.

I begin, simply because she came first in order of time,
with Mrs Clwyd who raised the question of the level
of appropriations envisaged for the Social Fund. As I
implied in my own remarks, the current ratio in the
draft budget berween commitment and payment
appropriations for this Fund does not reflect the nor-
mal relationship. In fact there are some 120 million
ECU more appropriations for payments than would
on the basis of normal expenditure patterns be

required to meet the level of commitments. Mrs Clwyd
also menrioned the requirement in the Social Fund
regulations regarding the proponion of expenditure to
be allocarcd for the action regions. She is correct in
saying that there is a discrepancy in the Council's draft
in that not enough has been allocated to meet the cri-
teria which the regulation in its present form imposes.
Unless therefore there is a change in the regulation in
the course of 1983.- and the Commission of course
has presented a proposal for the amendment of the
Social Fund reguladon - some other solution would
need to be found in the course of the implementation
of the budget.

Mr Arndt, in what, if I may say so, was a panicularly
perceptive inrcrvention, drew attention to the dilemma
over agricultural expenditure, not only in relation to
the British budget problem, which of course arises in
essence from the dominant role of agriculture in the
Community's budget, but also in reladon to the
development of other panicularly structural policies.
The Parliament must recognize that the control of
agricultural expenditure, to which ir Committee on
Budgets attaches such importance, is difficult m
reconcile with some of the resolutions which its Com-
mittee on Agriculture tends to pass.

Mr Adonnino referred rc the alleged overpaymenrc to
rhe Unircd Kingdom in respect of 1980 and 1981, rhe
so-called trop perga. This issue is also picked up by Mr
Lalor, Mr Klepsch and others. Mr Klepsch in pani-
cular asked how it came about that the Commission

allowed expenditure on such a scale to ake place. I
must say I was a trifle surprised by the question,
because I have to answer that we did so because the
relevant sums vere inscribed in the budget and
approved by the budget authoriry, that is to say by
Parliament and'Council, and because the regulation
concerned stipulated the amount which was to be dis-
bursed. The issue of the trop percu figured in the
Council agreement of 25 May and was discussed in
the Commission's communication on the subsequent
soludon to the problem of compensation for the
United Kingdom.

It is envisaged, and I quote: 'The corrections to be

made for 1980 and 1981 in the light of the actual
figures will be taken into account when negotiadng
the subsequent solution'. But as the Commission made
clear in its communication on the subsequent solution,
a simple comparison between the figures contained in
the 30 May 1980 atreement and the actual figures
does not provide any single or clear basis for dercr-
mining the possible magnitude of these corrections.

This appreciation is a political and not a legal onp. In
fact, if on the one hand the 1980 agreement has been
carried out in strict accordance with its text, on the
other hand it has not had the generally expected out-
come that the United Kingdom after compensation
would still sustain a certain level of contribution. The
Commission has proposed, therefore, that the over-
payment issue should be re-solved in the political con-
text of an overall settlement for the subsequent solu-
tion.

Mrs Scrivener, who is, I am pleased to sa)r'r the first of
the people I have mentioned who is actually present in
the Chamber - and I thank her for her customary
courtesy - mentioned borrowing and lending. The
Commission is convinced that the development of
investment is a basic condition for the structural adap-
tadon of the European economies. However, we are
far from cenain that a guaranrce through theTCom-
munity budget would necessarily be the best way of
fosrcring a desirable development of investment.
Before we can take a considered view, ir would be
necessary on the industrial level to define closely the
nature of the risls which might properly be covered by
a budget tuarantee and on the financial level to assess
the extent to which a guaranrce given for high-risk
industrial loans would. actually enhance the invest-
ment.

'Ve shall also need to consider on the budget level the
overall amount of guarantees which the Communiq/s
general budget could suppon.

This examination has not yet been done. The Commis-
sion is not, therefore, at this stage in a final position to
take a view on a possible guaranree for EIB loans for
high-riik industrial invesrment as the Comminee on
Budgets has proposed
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Mr Presidento the points which I have answered are
points which struck me as particularly imponant and
points on which I had the impression that Members
felt they ought to hear rhe answer in order to deter-
mine their votes. Perhaps I was mistaken since none of
t}rem are here, apan from Madam Scrivener, 6 lisrcn
to my reply, btrt I hope that rhe officials from the parry
groups, who perhaps are here, will ensure rhat my
answers to the questions reach rheir destination.

Mrs Barbarclla (COM), rdpporteur. - @) Mr Presi-
dent, I would like to reply on rwo points only.

Firstly, I would like to tell our British colleagues that
they are mistaken in thinking that there is an anti-Bri-
tish a*itude in this Chamber.

Vhat did the Committee on Budgets and those non-
British members who spoke in the course of the debate
actually ask for? They asked only that the Council,
and therefore the United Kingdom as well, subject the
1982 compensatory paymenrs to Communiry rules and
citetia which have always been in force for all the
other countries of the Community. And what has been
requested for the future? Only that there be obtained
from the Couocil-a lasting Community solution to eli-
minate imbalances whosc existence is known to every-,
one. Do our British colleagues really believe that the
purely formal solution for which they appear rc be
fighting with an almost Mediterranean enrhusiasm is
the right way to solve the objective problems involved
in their membership in the Communiry? Or should
they not rather believe that the true solution lies in the
developurent of the common policies which would, for
example, aid in the restructuring of rhe industrial sec-
tors in crisis or in the development of sectors of adv-
anced technology, thus also contributing to the
growth of the British economy?

This is the viewpoint that the Committee on Budgets
and today's speakers have been urging both the Com-
mission and the Council to adopt. I believe that this
cannot be called an anti-Bridsh attitude.

Are the British members really convinced that their
electors, or British public opinion in general, are una-
ble m uhdersand the views expressed in this Chamber
today?

Secondly, I would like to remind our British col-
leagues that rhe contenr of the resolution which bears
my name represents the Opinion of the Commitree on
Budgets. Moreover, all the speeches made in this
Chamber by non-British members have clearly shown
what are the views of the majoriry of this Assembly.

Permit me therefore, Mr President, to rejecr the impli-
cations present in the speeches of some British mem-
bers, who seern to me to have failed to recognize the
collegiate nature of the position assumed by the Com-
mittee on Budgets.

Mr R. Jackson (EDI, general rapportear. - Mr Presi-
dent, I do not believe that there is any need for a leng-
thy summing up from me in this debate as far as the
1983 budget goes. I think that there has been pretty
general support expressed for the Committee on
Budgits package. I just express the hope that this will
sdck on Thursday when we come to the vorcs.

Above all, let me remind colleagues of what I said this
morning: it is very important indeed that we do,not
end up producing a vorc for more rhan whar we con-
sider to bi our margin - 170 million in commitments
and 140 million in payments.

Let me, Mr President, make just one remark to Coun-
cil in response to what Mr Otto Moller said this morn-
ing. Ve have to be clear about this. The European
Parliament considers that rhe amendments that ir will
be voting on Thursday fall within its margin and we
noted the Commissioner's endorsement of that posi-
tion this morning. I do not think, therefore, rhat these
amounts are going to turn out to be negotiable. And I
think the Council should entertain no illusions on thar
score. Personally I regret, but as rapporteur I have to
make the point, that there is a general view in this
House that there can be no link berween the 1983
budget and the 1982 supplementary budget such that
concessions by the Council tomqrrow with regard to
the 1983 budget will help the Parliamenr to reach a
sensible conclusion on rhe 1982 supplementary. As I
say, personally I regret this, but as rapponeur I must
tell you that that is the opinion of this House. In my
view the Parliament will vote a budget on Thursday
and if we do nor go over rhe figures that I have
referred to, we expect that this is the budget that the
President-in-office of the Council will adopt and rhat
the Commission will execurc.

President. - The joint debate is closed.

Voting on the reporr by Mrs Barbarella (Doc. l-991/
82) will take place this evening at 6 p.m.

Voting on the other motions for resolutions discussed .

during the joint debate will take place on Thursday at
10 a.m.

a. ECSC levy ratefor 1983

President. - The nexr item is the report (Doc.
l-959/82) by Mr Konrad Sch6n, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on the fixing of the ECSC
levy rate and on rhe drawing up of the ECSC operat-
ing budget for 1983 (Doc. 1-865/82 - COM(82) 706
final).

Mr Konrad Schiin (PPE), rdpporteur. - (DE) Mr
President, ladies and genrlemen, the report before you
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on the fixing of the levy rate of the European Coal
and Srcel Community and on the drawing up of the
ECSC operating budget was approved by the Com-
mittee on Budgets widr only one abstention, and as

rapporteur I therefore recommend the House to adopt
this repon and the motion for a resolution it contains.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, for some time
now it'has been routine procedure for the European
Parliament to submit a report on the oPerating budget
of the European Coal and Steel Communiry proposed
by the Commission and the fixing of the ECSC levy
rarc at the time of the second reading of thc budg'et in
December.

The High Authoriry - in other words, the part of the
Commission which is the High Arthoity-.has largely
kept the promise it made many years ago to take

a@ount of the European Parliament's opinion on the
levy rate and the ECSC operating budget. I acknow-
ledie this, but for the very teason thai we have this
rouiine, I wish not only that we could be informed
earlier in future but also that the High Authoriry
would take account of the progress Parliament would
like rc see made.

Vhat does Parliament want? Firstly, it would at last
like to come a step nearer to a closer link besc/een the
ECSC budget and the general budget of the European
Communities. Ve want to consider the budgets in
something more like a single cont€xt. But this will
mean Parliament receiving the Commission's propo-
sals earlier, so that Parliament can go inrc the first
reading of the general Community budget in full
knowledge of the measures required for the coal and
steel sector.

Secondly, this demand naturally includes the desire to
see all Community measures coordinated on the basis

of both the EEC Treaties and the Treaty of Paris and
becoming a peflnanent pan of the overall concept of
an industrial, social, regional and energy poliry. This
demand is in effect prompted by the inadiquacies of
the European Coal and Steel Communiq/s operating
budget. The crisis in the coal and steel sector cannot
be overcome with 'these limitcd resources, which,
moreover, the industry itself has to provide. The Com-
mittee on Budgets discussed not only budgenry mat-
ters bus also - well aware of its responbibility in the
face of the serious crisis in the sieel industry; I myself
come from a region where the livelihood of tnany peo-
ple is threatened by this crisis - the political demands,
and it instructed me rc adopt an appropriate political
line in this report.

Ve must remember that, in view of the limited
resources available, the proposed levy rate of.0.310/o
will not even pay for half of the measures contem-
plarcd by the Commission. Consequendy, we call - as

we have been doing for years - for the inclusion of '

customs duties on coal and steel produca in the Com-
muniq/s own resources. This demand is, of course,

directed primarily at the Council. But the Commission
should also join with us in increasing the pressure

rather than sining back and saying that it forwarded a '

proposal to this effect to the Council a fcw years ago.

Thirdly, the dernand has been made - and it must be

said to the Commission that we have made absolutely
no progress in this respect - for the inclusion in the
ECSC budget of borrowing and lending operations,
which have grown in volume to about 8 500 m ECU
since the ECSC began its financial activities. Parlia-
ment has made this demand year afirr year without
the Commission making any serious effort to comply.
'$7hat needs to be done if this demand is to be met? I
have tried to make this the central rcpic of this yea/s
repon? The High Authoriry must draw up a genuine
budget for the ECSC, as is usual for all the Com-
muniq/s institutions. The ECSC operating budget in
its present form is - to quotr the chairman of the
Committee on Budgets - at best an economic plan
reflecting the intentions of the High Authoriry. In
other words, the figures you see, on the expenditure
side of the Commission's tables, for example, are only
commitments enoisaged by the Commission. Actual
payments are quite diffeient and can only be seen later
in the ECSC balance sheet and profit and loss account,
but not in the Commission's report on the implemen-
tation of the previous year's operating budget. But this
is precisely what we as a Parliament have ff concern
ourselves with.

The Committee on Budgets therefore calls - in para-
graphs 5 and 7 of the motion for a resolution - on
the High Authoriry to submit to us next year a proper
draft budget broken down into chapters, articles and

items in the manner to which w'e are accustomed and

setting out payments actually to be made, as is done in
the general budget of the European Communiry. This
draft budget must also, as I have said, include borrow-
ing and lending operations.

So much for the technical comments on the ECSC
budget, which could in fact form the basis for a more
efficient solution to the problems in the coal and steel
sector that has so depressed us for many years. But I
must add in this context that it was this Parliament'
which put the pressure on the Council, on the national

tovernments to feed fundq from the general budget
into the exhausrcd ECSC operating budget. The
Council acceprcd Parliament's view, particularly with
regard to funds for social measures under Article 56 to
cushion early retirement, to permit (etraining, to
crearc new jobs and so on.

Since 1981, thanks to Parliament, the traditional reha-
bilitation assistancc granted pursuant rc Anicle 56 has

,been paid in the form of aids for special allowances to
iron and steel u'orkers retiring prematurely as a result
of Communiry restructuring measures and also to
those on shon-dme work. These are special measures
exrcnding over a number of financial years, for which
50m ECU has been set aside in the draft 1983 budget.
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In yiew of the limits to the ECSC's own resources,
consideration should be given in rhe next few years to
the possibility of funher financing from the general
Communiry budget.

'I come now, Mr President, to revenue and so, tener-
ally,, to the levy rate. The Commission has again pro-
posed a rarc of 0.310/o rhis year. After a lengthy dis-
cussion, the Committee on Budgets agreed to this rate,
although it might at first glance have appeared advisa-
ble to lighten the burden on the coal and steel sector
which the payment of the levy represents. I myself
toyed with the idea of proposing a reduction. But if we
do not want to weaken the operation of rhe ECSC and
if the ECSC is to perform all the social and restructur-
ing tasks conferred on it by the Treaty, we must, in the
view of the Committee on Budgets, expect dre under-
akings to continue paying the levy ar this rate.

I 'must point out in this connection that the High
Authoriry is already making use of an instrument to
lighten the burden on the industry. This takes the form
of the deferment of the payment of levies by undenak-
ings in the hard coal mining sector, although we did
find that the figures given in my report may be in need
of downward adjustment. I have quoted these figures
in my repon because these amounrs seem to be far
higher than the amount, which would occur in the
form of lost revenue if the levy rate were reduced from
0.310/o w 0.290/0, as some people suggested during
the public debate. Beforc the Commission says that the
levy rate ought really to have been increased to
finance the measures required in the coal and steel sec-
tor, it should therefore perhaps reconsider cenain
decisions which were taken as long ago as 1972.

A brief mention should also be made of various mea-
sures in the ECSC sector, for example - and {/e urge
the Commission to look inrc this - whether it could
not do more in this respect, considering the reserves it
has. I should like to thank the Commission for already
saying that it is willing to use interest subsidies nor, as

originally planned, very largely for conversions under
Anicle 56 but more for investments in the restnrcrur-
ing of the steel industry. Another thing we of the
Committee on Budgets insist on is aid rc research. It
must be ensured, however, that there is no duplicarion
of research projects financed from the Communiry
budget, and it must be established which measures can
be financed fully and from rhe outset from the general
Communiry budger

That concludes my statement on our opinion and the
presentation of my repon.

Mrs Hoff (S). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gen-
demen, the Socialist Group will vote for this report,
even though we feel that, at 258m ECU, the ECSC
operadng budget for 1983 is far too small. In view of
the 260 000 jobs already lost in the iron and steel
industry from January 1978 to JuJy 1982 and of rhe

plans for restructuring, which will result in funher
redundancies,26Sm ECU is an insignificanr amounr.

150m ECU - or more than half the total - 
js to go

to aid to redeployment under Article 56 of the ECSC
Treaty and social measures necessitated by restructur-
ing. This is a reflecdon of the state of the industqy and
the extent of the expected increase in-the unemploy-
ment figures. There is no end to the bad news, and
undenakings whose names are synonymous with steel
are fighting for their very existence.

54m ECU has been set 4side for aid for research, 53m
for interest subsidies and 6m for aids for coking coal
and coke for the iron and srcel industry. Thd appro-
priations for interest subsidies for investments and
conversions seem panicularly low.

I should like at this juncture to make a comment on
investments in general. The Commission, which acts as

the High Authority in ECSC maners, has a great res-
ponsibiliry to bear. It has to approve or reject invest-
ment applications on the basis of a restructuring con-'
cept coordinated at Community level. It is rhus able to
decide the fate of whole regions. It will, of course,
obey strict economic principles and strike a narional
balance, and ensure that regions whose only industrial
base is the coal and steef industry are not laid waste.
Padiament is following this decision-makir,rg process
very1 closely.

And now to the ECSC budget and the revenue side.
About half of all revenue is derived from the levies
paid by the coal and srcel industry. The levy rate is
0.310/0. Although the Commission had considered a
0.010/o increase, which would have brought in an
additional 4.14m ECU, we are in favour of leaving
the rate as it is, even if represenrarives of the industrial
association - as the previous speaker said - want the
rate lowered. Ve believe thar a levy of this magnitude
is justified, firstly, because all revenue is used to
finance measures in the coal and steel secror and,
secondly, because the industry can surely be expected
to show a minimum amounr of willingness to help
itself at times of crisis.

The coal and steel industry - and I am referring in
panicular to the iron and steel industry in this context

- is not a fair-weather institution, with profits going

, into private pockets when the sun shines and the
workers left outside when the rain falls. These levies
must be collected. There must, of course, be a transfer
of funds from the Community budget, as [here was
last year. However, we still have the deplorable situa-
tion in which customs duties on coal and steel prod-
ucts continue to be paid into the national rreasuries,
unlike all other duties, which form pan of the Com-
muniq/s own resources. Ve demand a change to this
system and the transfer of dudes on coal and steel
products to the Communiry.

The integration of the Communiry and ECSC budg-
ets, for which rhe Committee on Budgets has often
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called, also belongs in this context. The anificial divi-
sion into different budgets is an unnecessary obstacle
to proper financial planning and does not make ir any
easier to keep a check on the implementation of the
budgets.

As a body elected to represent the people, Parliam'ent
must also insist on the budgetization of the poliry on
borrowing and lending, and we are, of course, equally
interesrcd in financial activities under the ECSC
investment budget, which is far larger than the operat-
ing budget we are now discussing, and we have abso-
lutely no access to this investment budget.

The Commission does not make a very credible
impression in calling on the Member States to adopt a

cohesive industrial policy when it is itself unwilling or
unable to establish a cohesive financial policy. '!7e

therefore urge the Commission to take 4 stcp in this
direction.

As regards the dme at which the operating budget was
submitted, we were happy to have received the Com-
mission's proposal earlier this year than in previous
years. But if we are to have careful deliberations, the
proposal must be submitted even earlier, at the same

time as the Community budget. Only then will it be
possible to have a satisfacory and careful debate.

Mr Vurtz (COM). - (FR) Mr President, if there is

one area in which it seems difficult for us to discuss
the Communiry budget calmly without crying out our
indignation against the strategy pursued and express-
ing the need for far-reaching change, it is surely that
of coal and steel. The tcxts and figures submittcd to us

conceal the hardship of men and women, broken fami-
lies, shattered factories, dead towns, regions whose
whole social life has been struck out of existence. If
you think I am exaggerating, you can come and see

for yourself. In my own country alone you have only
rc take a walk in the streets of Iongwy in Iorraine or
listen to the conversations of people in Denain in the
nonh of France. Then you will see che effecr of a
policy which has resulted in the disappearance of four
out of ten jobs in the steel industry in the space of
seven years and in the continous decline in the pro-
duction of coal for more than a quaner of a century.
That is why, before pronouncing on the ECSC
budget, we must ask ourselves a fundamental ques-
tion: what is the money of the Communiry to be used
for?

At present three-quarters of this budget is set aside for
so-called social expenditure to make good the damage
caused by a policy of destruction and enable that
policy to be continued. Does not the Commission in
Brussels maintain that an upturning production
depends on the export markets while at the same time
pointing out that we should nor expecr a revival of
exports? This is a vicious circle which is driving us still
more deeply into crisis - we do not wish to move inro

this situation of deadlock. In the context of its new
economic strategy, France has set clear objectives for
itself : the production of 24 million ronnes of steel in
1986 as against 21 million today and 30 million tonnes
of coal in the early 1990s against less than 20 million
today. The French Communists will do everyhing in
their power to see to it that these targer are met. They
will do so in France in the context of the guidelines
defined by the majoriry of the kft and they will also
do so at Communiry level, since experience shows that
here too obstacles, however important they may be;
can be overcome and surrnounrcd. They will do so for
the good of our peoples, of our countries and of
Europe itself whose image is quite rightly at its lowest
ebb at presenu If we are first to sffess the depth of the
crisis and the reality of the constraints of the inrcrna-
donal situadon, that is because we are resolved to face
up to them and not simply accept events. That is and
will remain our approach.

Finally, as regards the report by Mr Schon, while it
maintains the levy rate of 0-310/o which is a favourable
point, it contains cenain features which we are unable
to approve, such as the future merger of the EEC and
the ECSC budgets. That is why, Mr President, the
French Communists and Allied Members vrill abstain
in the vote on this report.

Mr Tugendhat, Vce-kesidett of the Commision. - |
will be as quick as I can bqcause we have already had a
Iong debate on the general budget. But it goes without
saying that the backcloth against which next year's
budget proposals have to be seen remains that of the
economic recession and its worldwide effects, panicu-
larly on the steel industry where these effects are
aggravated by the growth of new highly competitive
steel-making capacity outside Europe. Despite its
importance in the context of energy policy the, Com-
muniry coal industry has also faced slackening demand
and unwanted growh in stocks.

(Commissioner Tugendhat\ utords anre drowned by the
noise caused by tbe, letiln to tbe Cbamber of Members
summoned by tbe ooting bell - Tbe hesi.dent called tbe
House to ordcr)

The dominant element in the pattern of needs which
the draft budget has to meet remains that of corre-
sponding at Communiry level to the problems result-
ing from the run-down of jobs in rhe steel secror and
the requirement for retraining and early redrement
schemes for workers who have lost their jobs.

In this sombre context it is heanening rc recall that in
the year 1982 the Council took rwo decisions granting
eitra funds to the ECSC from the general budget for
the special purpose of financing early retirement and
shon-time working schemes in steel. A decision on
23 February authofized the transfer of 62 million ECU
added to the 1981 budget last December for this pur-
pose and carried forward to be irirplemented in 1982.
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Tugcndhet

Then on 21 September further contributions were
authorized covering 1982 and 1983. The sums con-
cerned fixed through the budgetary procedure will
amount to 50 million ECU in each year. It is right rc
emphasize that Parliament played an indispensable
role in obtaining the supplementary funds without
which the Coal and Steel Communiry would not have
been able rc make the contribution expected of it to
the handling of these difficult social problems.

The number of employees in the steel industry -550 800 at the beginning of tleZ - is expected to
have fallen by the end of the year by some 25 000. And
manpower reductions will necessarily go on being a
feature of the Communiqy's effora to bring capaciry
inrc line with possible demand. Nearly three-fifths of
commitments planned in the 1983 budget cover social
expenditure linked rc this rundown or smaller scale
organizadon which is going ahead in the coal sector.
This includes the 50 million ECU of special aid for
steel for which money comes from the general budget
and a further 100 million ECU of traditional ECSC
setdement aid. These social aids are supplemented by a
sizeable grant of 44 million ECU for job-creating
interest subsidies !o encourage investors to come for-
ward with projects to replace jobs lost in areas with
declining coal and srcel production. It is worth noting
that this activity paid from the coal and steel budget is
supplemented by Communiry aid for similar purposes
financed from the non-quoa secdon of the Regrbnal
Fund. The Commission last month proposed a gonsid-
erable reinforcement and extension of this Regional
Fund acdon instituted in 1980.

Before coming on to the financing of the budget, I
would just say one word about the Coal and Srcel
Communiq/s aid for research. The Commission
regretted last year, as Parliament did also, that we
were obliged m limit 1982 appropriations in favour of
research in order to meet the priority claims of social
expenditure. And I am glad to note, as was explained
in the 1983 budget memorandum, that in implement-
ing the 1982 budget we were able to find an extra
7 million ECU to reinforce this year's research effon.
This improvemint is maintained in the 1983 proposals
with a figure for research gr4nts of 54 million ECU.
The importance of this research effort is of course that
it is harnessed to the objective of rendering the Com-
munity industries more competitive, whether it is in
price or in qualiry of product. For the future of the
coal and srcel industry this effon is just as imponant as

the need to find Community funds for the social aid
which forms an essential element in the rundown. In
order so finance the policies covered by the opera-
tional budget, the Commission proposes to maintain
the existing level of levy on coal and steel products -that is to say,0.3lo/0.

I am pleased that in his remarks and in the draft reso-
lution which he has put forward as rapponeur of the
Committee on Budgets Professor Schon.suppons this
proposal. I think this testifies to the agreement of Par-

liament to the policies of the Commission and, the
scale of the resources we have judged necessary ro
finance them. This agreement on fundamentals is per-
haps the reason why in the draft resolution Parliament
is invircd to place more of an accent on procedure
than on policy.

I recognize how'ever that in this draft text some impor-
tant @ncerns arc voiced with regard to dmetable,
form and conrent rif the ECSC budget. Already this
year, is the repon acknowledges, ihe Commission
gave the Committee on Budgets an exposition of its
proposal for the 1983 ECSC budget along with all the
figures for the first reading of the general budget for
1983. Ve are now, however, examining whether we
can make further changes by the dme our proposals
for the 1984 budget are present€d next year. I will not
comment further on the details of this matter at this
stage, Mr President.

My other point has to do with the special character of
the Coal and Steel Treaty and the limits that the
Treaty of Paris places on any attempt m force into the
quite complicated mould fixed elsewhere for the pre-
senation and execution of the general budget the
extremely simple financing regime laid down by the
Coal and Steel Community. Ve must guard against
over-elaborating in order to standardize. Ve shall cer-
tainly, however, seek to preserve the practice referred
to in the last paragraph of the draft resolution of tak-
ing the fullest possible account of Parliament's opinion
in preparing and taking the annual decision incumbent
on the High Authoriry m fix the scale of next yeat's
Coal and Steel Communiry levy.

(Appkuse)

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Vce-Presidcnt

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

Mr Enright (S). - On a point of order, Mr President,
I think it is truly appalling that when the Commis-
sioner was making a sratemenr the noise and the hub-
bub that yas going on in this House made it very
difficult to'hear what he was saying.

Could the enlarged Bureau please take some action
upon it?

President. - I agree entirely with what you have just
said, and I do assure you that some action will be
mken.
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5. Votesr

SPENCER REPORT (DOC. t-324/82 - CON-
SULTATION OF EMPLOYEES)2

Mr Spencer (ED), that tlmeMr Spencer lED), rdpporteur. - L regret that tlme
pressure has deprived us of tlre opportunity for the
half-hour debate that ure were entitled to in response
to Commissioner Richard's statement on the Vrede-
ling proposal last month.

My comments canno[ replace those of the groups and
therefore there are only those of your rapponeur in
comparing very briefly the Richard surcment with the
amendments which Parliament passed in October. The
statfment which the Commissioner read to us marks a

massive and irreversible shift in the Commission's pos-
ition on Vredeling. A shift in the direction, I believe,
of sanity, of coherence and of workabiliry. On the
vexed questions of extra-territoriality and the bypass,
on the threshold, on the definition and frequenry of
information, on the cost of operating the directive,
Parliament has been giyen satisfaction. Much of the
nonsense is gone and can and will not return. But
although the Commissioner has yielded to Parliament
on fully 700/o of its amendments, on a few key issues
he remains intransigent. The question of democratic
election by secret ballot is one such point. Of course I
understand the pressures that you, Commissioner,
must be under. The concept of elecdons by secret bal-
lot by the work force for a works council representint
all employees must be genuinely painful for the Trades
Union Council to think about. But think about it they
must. And, Mr Commissioner, however you draft or
redraft your statements, however much you chew your
pencil, it is surely unthinkable that the formula which
the Commission has conceded on the Fifth Company
Directive should not also apply to Vredeling.

On the definition of confidendal infolmation which
lies at the heart of this directive, we have a further
and, I might say, a more serious problem. The original
text exposed business naked to the prying eyes of the
inquisitive. Parliament's text restored a lirde decency
to business by allowing them to cover their most pri-
varc secfiets, You, Mr Commissioner, seem to be sug-
gesdng a rather titillating half-way stage between dress
end undress. Sadly, it is impossible to tell from the glo-
rious ambiguiry of some of your remarls exactly what
you have in mind. I gathqr that it is all to be done by
cross-references.

It is no secret that I was in favour of declining ro com-
plete the consultation until we had seen the revised
rcxt. That would have allowed us ro see exactly how
the Richard statement would translate into the
Richard directive.

However, the Commissioner will no doubt be relieved
to hear that I do not intend to recommend that Parlia-
ment should discharge the second barrel of the isoglu-
cose back at Rule 36, as there is insufficient consensus
on this point in Parliament.

My colleagues on the left, with the honourable excep-
tion of President Danken, have decided to bury their
parliamentary principles for the sake of ideology and
shon-term tactics. My friends on the centre-right have
opted not for the complexities of 

'further 
parliamen-

tary pressure, but for the single bold stroke of sending
Parliament's rcxt m thp Council at this stage. And I see

the force of their argument.

In effect, Mr Commissioner, they are srying to ybu:
enough of your ambiguities and conditions, let the
argument stand clear. The Vredeling proposal is dead
and by March there will remain only the Parliament
proposal and the fuchard proposal. Then let the
Council decide.

'IZe have the Commissioner's detailed satements and
his undertakings to this House and I do nor for one
momen[ anticipate that he would deviate from those
undertakings when re-drafting the Richard proposal.
But should the unthinkable happen, Parliament retains
the right to ask for a new consultation under Rule 37
with all the tedious and avoidable delay that that
would entail.

kt us move now to a vote on this resolution, secure in
the knowledge that this Parliament has played a full
and proper role in the legislative procedure as befits its
elected status.

Mr Petcrs (S). - (DE) Mr President, the rapponeur
is the rapponeur of the commirtee concerned, which
means that he delivers the opinion of the commicee
concerned.

(Appkuse)

But in this case the rapporteur was nor instructed by
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment'to
deliver an opinion, least of all one which criticizes the
President. That is beneath Parliament's digniry and is
an infringemenr of the Rules of frocedure.

(Appkase)

I very much disapprove of this. The rapponeur, Mr
Spencer, has expressed a'private opinion in this in-
stance, and that is not admissible under the Rules of
Procedure.

(Appk*se)

President. - Ve have already had numerous discus-
sions on this whole quesrion of whether the rappor-

I SeeAnnex.2 For rhe debate on thc Spencer reporr see Debates of 13
and 14 September 1982. For the vo-te on the proposal for a
directive see Debates of l2 Ocrober 1982.

I

I
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President

teur's utteranccs must be an exact reflection of the
committee's views.

(Interruption from Mr Peters: The committee cdfle to no
decision whaaooer)

That is true. Nevertheless, the Rules of Procedure do
provide that the rapporteur [in his capacity as rappor-
teur] shall be called upon to smrc his point of view

t-1.

I would recommend that the Committeel on Social
Affairs and Employment thrash this matter out with its
rapponeur, if it feels that he has starcd a view at vari-
ance with its own. 

.

Mr Prout (ED).- I simply rise to correct the impres-
sion left by Mr Peters. Once the House has voted on a

committee.repon, the rapporteur is then bound by the
expression of the opinion of the House and not the
committee. I think Mr Spencer has behaved quite cor-
rectly in dris respect.

(Parliament decided to consider the motion for a resolu-
tion)

After the vote on the Konrad Schon repon (Doc.
r-959/82)

Mrs Casdc (S). - Mr President, I want to clarify one
point, I saw you rwice this afternoon, when we were
reaching the explanations of vote, look around to see

if there were any more names before announcing that
the list was closed. Am I not right in remembcring that
we have a new rule that the list is already closed before
the period stans for explanations of vote? You have to
announce your intention beforehand and not at the
last minute. This is important to those of us who are
not clear what the procedure should be. Could I have
a ruling on when the list for explanations of vote
closes?

Presidcnt. - Mrs Castle, I ask first if there any funher
explanations of vote to go on the list. If there are no
further requests, I then declare the list closed.

Mrs Casde (S).,- It would seem then that the proce-
dure has changed, Mr President.

Mr Patterson (ED). - Mr President, I have waited
until now', until the votes are over, to raise this matter.
'lZhen we were voting on the Spencer report, my
group had put in a written request earlier in the day
for a separarc vorc on paragraph 5. You did not call
that separate vote, and when I tried to raise the matter
you said it was too late. Now it may be that there was
some confusion, but I think that we have to clarify the
procedure for having separate votes, because in this
case it materially altered the way in which my group
voted. Ve had to vote against the entire paragraph as

a result and it was rejected.

Vhen a group requests a separate vote, I think that
you have to make absolutely cenain. that that separate
vote is taken. Otherwise we shall get the kind of result
we had today on paragraph 5 ofthe Spencer report.

President. - Mr Patterson, I would certainly have
done that, but unfonunately your request had not
reached me, perhaps due to some error. Every time I
get a request for a separate vote, I accede to that
request.

I should like to refer Mrs Castle to Rule 80 of our
Rules of Procedure, which says: Once the general
debate and consideration of the texa haoe been con-
cludcd, expknations'of oote may be gizten bdore tbe

final oote, prooitled tbat a rquest to do so bas been sab-
mitted to the President before the commencement of this
oote.

Nofurther reqr,tests to gioe expknations of aote shall be

accepted once thefirst exphnation ofvote has begun.

This is the way we have always proceeded.

Mrs Casde (S). - Mr Presidenr, some occupants of
the chair have given the impression that the request
had to be submitted in writing beforehand. I now take
i.t that anyone can get up from the floor and ask rc be

added to the list. Is that so?

Prcsident. - You are quite right. That is why I askedl

(Tlte sitting uas closed at 8.20 p.n )

1 Topical and urgent debate (announcement of the motions
for rcsoludons submitted) - Speaking time - Agenda
for next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX

Votes

Thc Rcport of Procecdings records in an annex tf,e rapporteu/s position on tf,e
various ancndmeats as well rs e:rphnajions of vote. p61 {srils of the voting thc
reader is rcfcrrcd to tfie Minutcs of tfie sitting.

SPENCER REPORT (Doc. t-324 / t2 - Consultation of workcrc) : ADOPTED

The rapponeurwas:

- IN FAVOUR OF AmendmenrlNos 94, 195/rev., 216/rcn, 234/rev., 281/rev.,
282/rev. and283/rev.;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 41, 67, 68, 59/ran., 136, 156, 176,211,215/rev. and
284/rev.

Exphnations ofoote

Mr J. Moreau (S). - (FR) Mr President, we have nour come tg the end of the first phase
in our consideration of the directive on the information and consultation of workirs in
undenakings with a complex sructure, in panicular transnational undenakings, and in
our consideration of the repon by our colleague, Mr Spencer.

I wish to explain the position of my group.

The European Parliament could have turned this debate into a landmark in the history of
our legislature. By overcoming the justified or unjustified fears and the various pressures
to which it has been exposed, it could have adopted a tcxt which would have marked a

1ep forward iowards industrial and economic democracy in the fommunity. But it has
failed to do this. A maiority of Members of this House have succumbpd to a'conservative
reflex and preferred to keep a low profile and delete or diminish the more innovative
aspects of the Commission's directive.

Admittcdly the text goes funher than rhe codes of conduct of the oECD, ILo and tJN,
at least in its declared intention. But what remains of that intention when the means of
making it effective in the reality of international economic life have been denied? A major-
ity of Members-of-this Parliament have shown themselves in their true colours: they'are
not in favour of a forward-looking policy or genuine competidviry. This is regrettabfe for
the whole of the European economy and damaging to rhe image of our Parliament. How
c_an you ex?ect wage-earners, workers and citizens to believe in Europe if we refuse them
the possibiliry of expressing their position on the major decisions of their undenaking?
The Commission has indicated that it will not endorse the most imponant amendmenL
proposed by Parliament and will for the most part maintain its own terc. But what will
happen rc that text in rhe Council after Parliament has taken its vote ?

lglond all wo-rds and phrases, the report by our colleague, Mr Spencer, takes on a quite
different significance in that context. Despite the position of the Cbmmission it is impossi-
ble for the So.cialist Group to condone an operation which does nothing to enhanie the
status of our Assembly. That being so, and having regard to the attitude of the Commis-
sion, our group has decided to abstain in this vote. Ve believe that the workers and their
rade union organizations_in our-rcspective countries will succeed, through their vigilant
action, in imposing at the level of individual undertakings the progress which you in Par-
liament have refused to 

-accept. 
\7hat can-be the meaning of any ievitalization of Europe

or of European Union for the .millions of wage-earners who wish m be bener informid
and more direcdy consulted when their work and earnings are at stake? If Europe seems a
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still more remorc concept to some of our citizens, a majoriry in this fusembly has no need
to look for a scapegoat: the reason for this resides in our'blind defence of interests and
positions dating from another age., Let us hope that this debate will cause some of our
colleagues to stop and think for a moment. Ve for our part shall renew our effons to
ensure that Parliament at long last gives a more favourabll response to rhe wishes of the
people and of our citizens.

Mr Herman (P{E). - IFR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, our group vrill unani-
mo.usly vote in favour of the Spencer resolution and hopes that a largJ majority of our
colleagues will join us in this vote which marks the end of a long consultadon piocedure
during which Parliament has been able to flay its rolc to the full and in complete clariry.

Jhryugl Mr Richard, the Commission has righdy paid riburc to the positive role played
by Parliament and in the case of most of the amendments vored by ui it has indicated its
intention to endorse the views of the Assembly. \7e wish to thank'and congraulate it for
this. However, in his oral statement to Parliament, Mr Richard placed an interpretation
on some of Parliament's amendmenis which does not precisely correspond m the wishes
clearly expressed by the majority. He also drew attention rc the apparent contradictions
berween some of the amended rcxts to maintain a position which Farliament could not
accept. The differences of opinion relate rc Anicle 5 (2) (l), ro some aspects of rhe com-
munication of confidential information, to the decisions on which consultation is neces-
sary, to the time at which such consultation akes place and rc the choice of workers'
representatives. In the time available to me I cannot look into these differences in detail.
But I. would ask you, Mr President, to include in the minutes of this sitting the wrinen rext
which summarizes them. If the Commission were prepared to take 

"""ount 
of them, it

would consideiably facilitate the consultation protedlre which Parliament will surely
.99Ie1, should the text of the direcdve finally presented to the Council depan substan-
tially either from the text initially presenrcd to Parliament or fro. the rcxt amended by
the latter.

i wish rc make use of the last seconds available to me to point out to Mr Moreau that if he
has correctly read the directive thus amended, he is bound m view ir in the same way as
Mr Richard, who made an honest analysis and felt that this new direcdve did genuinely
rePresent a considerable social breakthrough with real consultation and information of thl
workers without, however, encroaching upon the balance of powers within the undenak-
ing. I was therefore surprised by the statement made by one committee chairman who
really should read the text carefully.

Mr Patterson- (ED). - The European Democ"atic Group will vote in favour of Mr Spen-
cer's motion for a resolution. \7e do so on the following basis with one or t*o 

"*"eptionsIn the first plaie we want to reaffirm and to seize rhe C-ouncil of all the amendmenti and I
rePeat, all the amendments to the Commission's original proposal which Parliament
adopted in October. Ve believe that they were a'victoiy for'common sense. Parliament
will remember that we placed a special emphasis on'four points: that the.directive,
intended primarily to 

-cover, multinadonals, should not en"o-pass in addition small anj
medium-sized firms; that what has come to be known as the bypass would be unaccepta-
ble; thatcompanies should not be obliged to disclose busineps iicrets so prejudicing t'heir
competitive position; and that employess' representatives'should be elecied frJm the
workforce by the workforce and in secrer ballot.

Last month Commissioner Richard made a shtemenr to the House giving us satisfaction
on the first t'wo of these points and we are panicularly happy that 85% Jf rhe small and
medium.sied companiesin the United Kingdom which would have been captured are no
longer within the scope of the Directive.

on the third, confidentialiry, he was somewhar Delphic. \7e note, however, his statement
that the revised directive should specifically permit managemenr m omit from its coverage,
in rcrms of both Articles 5 and 6, any information whoie disclosure would substantiaily
harm the company's prospects or substantially damage iis interest.

A great great deal will depend on the manner in which the Commission intends to achieve
this objective and for this reason my troup only votes for the resolution on rhe under-
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standing that we shall shortly be seeing the colour of Commissioner Richard's 1on!Y -
that is, 

-raking into account liis assur"nce that his amended text will be submined with the

usual explanitory memorandum ro both Council and Parliament in the first quaner of
1983.

On the direct election of employees' representatives, we note tha[ the Commission agrees

with Parliament rhar ir should be possible to designate worker's representatives by direct
election and secret ballot, but u'e note also the Commissione/s view that this directive is
nor rhe right place ro secure this objective. Li this context we note that the Comhission
has alread-y accepted the principle of such secret ballots in the framework of the Fifth .

Directive on company law: Ve lay special emphasis therefore on that part of this resolu-

tion which calls on the Commission to harmonize its own proposals with one another.'$tre

don't mind how the Commission sccures secret ballots as long as it does so.

Finally, let me make one point absolutely clear. My grouP suPPorts the 1ew rcxtonly as a

vasr improvemenr on what the Commission originally proposed. The Commissioner has

announied the intention of holding new discussions with interested pafties; w'e suspect

that we will find, as a resulr, that a detailed directive of this kind is not the correct legal

instrument at all but that employee information and consultation would be much better
secured in a completely different way. And if he should so discover, my SrouP crill be

happy to go along with him.

'Ve have devoted e Ereart deal of time and energy to this so-called Vredeling proposal. I
believe that we have demonstratcd that Parliament is an essential part of the legislative
process and thar both Commissign and Council would be w'ise to accept the conclusions

which we have reached.

Mr Peters (S). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, Parliament had an oPPor--

tuniry here ro lay down progressive workers' rights, but it has not taken full advantage of
this opponuniry.

The Commitrce on Social Mairs and Employment has improved essential aspecs of the

directive proposed by the Commission in the workers' interests, and in this it had the sup-
pon of the left side of the House and of the members of the Christian-Democratic Group.
-But 

what workers' iights really mean in Europe became clear when the Christian-Demo-
cratic Group collapsed and even tried to explain how sensible it was being in collapsing in
this way.

Mr Patterson said that it vas sensible for essential workers' righ6, which had beert

approved by thg Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, to be rejected in the vote.

I find this exuemely regrettable, because Parliament has missed and in fact reversed what
would have been a historic moment for the workers of Europe.

I do nor approve gf this directive because I cannot welcome this worsening of the situa-
tion. I shall not votc against it either, because the direcdve is more than just a voluntary
code. I shall abstain so that the Council under the German Presidency can decide what it
thinks of this wea\ directive.

Mrs Tove Nielscn (L). - (DA) Mr President, I should like to say that the Liberal and
Democratic Group will be voting in favour of the resolution that we have debated exhaus-

tively and we shall do so because we think that we have achieved a sensible result. This
does not mean rhar we have obtained all we'could have obtained, but when one enrcrs into
compromises in the name of democrary, one can never achieve 100% of what one wants.
But, when ure look at the result here and compare it what the Commission staned out
with, we really think that we in Parliament have demonstrated that c/e can work in a sen-
sible manner and thar'we can secure pioper working conditions for our acdvities, vhich
means rhar we need not ruin our day's work by tiring ourselves out and having to inform
ourselves of rhingr which have nothing whatever to do with the daily routine, let alone the
workers whose interests we claim rc represent.

Once more Parliament has shown that it has an attitude different q that prevailing in the
Committee on Social Mairs, and I think that is worth emphasizing. 'S7e have seen it
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before: the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment is not representadve of Parlia-
ment. '$tre have adopted endrely different views here and, in rhe Liberal Group, we are
happy with it that way. It shows that, if we do a decent job and table reasonable amend-
men6, it is also possible to ger them through

It is now up to the Commission to assess the siruadon ve are in here and, as far as the
Liberal Grorlp is concerned, we state that we want to be taken seriously, Commissioner
Richard. Vhat we have voted on today, what we stand for in Parliamenr, we also wanr
taken note of in the Commission, and the Commissioner must know that, if rouble is not
taken to follow the advice and guidance emanating from Parlianient, we are likely to raise
the ma*er again.

Ve have shown by our draft amendments what it is we want. So take it seriously, Com-
missioner, when we get the new text at the stan of 1983. It will afford the Council the best
basis on which to reach a sensible decision, one which we can all accept, irrespective of
whether we are employees or employers.

Permit me to comment on a specific draft amendment which we are very happy to see
adopted, that which will result in the removal of the suspicion-mongering which has bede-
villed cenain activities. I must say that I have asked time after time for evidence rc be
produced of infringements of the voluntary arrangemenrc. To date, not one concrere
example has been produced, and this unfonunately shovrs how people go around spread-
ing empry ulk. Ve have some voluntary codes of conducq we adhere ro them and we
shall condhue to adhere to them and, in the Liberal Group, we shall of course continue ro
believe that the volunaqy procedure is the best way, in the interests of democracy.

Mr Brof, (PPE). - (DE)Mr President, I shall vote for the .resolution. I shall vote for ir
because I consider it a step for*ard. I too believe, Mr Percrs, that, unlike the Socialist
Group, the Christian-Democratic Group has gained acceptance for a position which
strengthens the rights of the worker rather than the rights of anonymous powers. This
resolution is therefore a considerable improvemenl Proof of this is to be found in many
aspecr of the directive, for example, the strengthening of Anicle 6 compared witir
Anicle 5.

But I also feel, Mr Richard, that the Commission must make a number of improvements
to the opinion it delivered in November. I believe that a worker on a newspaper, in a char-
ity, political or church organization or a similar body, which as such enjoys special protec-
don, should, of course, be able to exercise his social rights, but that this has its limits
where the object of the firm - a newspaper, for example - might be endangered. An
appropriate arrangement must be made for such workers.

I also believe, Mr Peters, that the rights of the individual worker are strengthened if he is
able to cast his vote freely and independently, and that means secredy, because in my opi-
nion secret elections are a constituent element of democracy. Vorkers' represenatives
must have the opponunity to use their own judgment and obey their own conicience in an
election. Secret elections are therefore an essential requirement for the democratization of
the economy. Ve must not jeopardize this principle out of miiguided consideration for a
given trade union.

Mr PapacfsEatiou (PPE). - (GR) Mr President, I shallvorc in favour of the motion for
a resoludon and I wish to express my sadsfaction, as chairman of the Committee on Social .

Affairs and Employment, that Parliament will today arrive at its final decision. In my view
the directive constitutes a social triumph and marls an imponanr advance in the rights of
employees of undenakings with complex sffuctures. In spite of the reservations on cenain
points that in all likelihood exist in the minds of those holding extreme views, it is my
hope that correct and judicious implementation of this direcdve, shaped as it will have
been by a majoriry in the European Parliament, will help ro creare a climate of coopera-
tiorr betvreen employers and employees, and that this cooperation between social panners
will help to bolster the productive endeavour of undertakings, panicularly in view of the
present economic crisis and the growth in unemployment.
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'\7e have to understand that moderation on the pan of all is essential if the economies of
the parliamentary democracies belonging to the EEC are to return once again to the path
of progress and growth.

Mr Enright (S). - I hesitate to call Commissioner Richard 'a wee sleekit timorous cow-
ering beastie', but that is certainly true of the proposals that he originally brought for-
ward. They have now been utterly destroyed by this Parliament and destroyed by people
who professed to believe in worker participation and who have ensurcd that there is going
to be no worker panicipation whatsoever. There are those who say: 'we're already doing
it under a code of practice - in a voluntary way' - 4sgn'g they wonderful, all these firmsf
The Liberals have just said that this has always happened, that there have been no in-
fringements; if they are doing it in a voluntary way already, what have they got to fear
from legislation on rhis matter? Absolutely nothing! I shall not abstain; I shall vote against
this proposal because it seems to me that it has now become uterly fatuous and insane.
'\7hat was already an emasculated proposition has now become decapitarcd. But I warn
you, we shall return to fight for the rights of workers in Europe and not for big business.

Mr Eisma (NI). - (NL) Mr President, I fully subscribe to the explanation of vote given
by Mr Peters. I would merely add a few remarls to supplement his statement.

'!7e regret that a number of the measures contained in the original draft directive have
now been considerably weakencd. The Commission has, fonunately, declared its inten-
tion not to implement some of the more important amendments voted by the House. I say
'fortunately' because we were opposed to them from the outset. Ve anticipate the revised
directive for rhe first quaner of 1983. In the wake of Commissioner Richard's statement
ve now have a clear idea as to the forh the directive will take. So as not to retard the
progress of this draft direcdve, and primarily in order [o pre-empt t]re accusation that this
House is slowing down the decision-making process, we are happy to vote outside the
terms of that draft directive by abstaining, thereby expressing our belief that it does not go
far enough. .

Mr I. Frie&ich (PPE). - (DE) Mr Presidenp, ladies and gentlemen, I acknowledge the
fact that the Commission has acceprcd about 700/o of Parliament's amendments, which
makes a useless Commission proposal just about tolerable. I must point out, however, that
the 300/o rejected by the Commission include two fundamental and, for me personally,
essential points.

Thef concern secret elecdons by the workers, since they alone are democratic, and the
protection of firms engaged in specific activities, rc which Mr Brok has already referred. I
urge the Commissioner to ensure that these two essential aspects are covered by the new
proposal in the way the European Parliament has decided. To show the Commission how
serious I consider this request and the paramount imponance I personally attach to'these
rwo essential aspects, I shall, as an exception, be one of the few members of my group
unable to vote for the proposal.

Mr Chantcric (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, workers'circles within the Communiry have
been anxiously awaiting Parliament's tf,eatment of the Vredeling Directive. Far be it from
me to deny that cenain aspects\ of the directive have been weakened in rhe negotiating
stages of its passage through this House, but I would certainly not Bo as far as a number
of the Members from the Socialist benches in srying that the directive has been stripped of
its powers, or that it is now devoid of all significance as a result of the spate of amend-
ments. I feel that a reading of the text before us would not substantiate such smrcments.
Commissioner fuchard cannot be reproached for taking insufficient account of the work-
ers' side in this whole debarc, and he has just wished Parliament every success with the
essentials of its viewpoint and in panicular with the acceptance of the inroduction of
legally-binding measures governing an institutionalized ongoing syst€m of information
and consultation of employees.

Mr President, as a committed supporter of this directive I shall be voting in favour and I
look forward to it being applicable in 1984 so that workers throughout the Communiry
will be able to see for themselves that this directive substantially defends their interests.
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Lady Elles (ED). - Ve are all agreed that information and consultation are an impera-
tive for good industrial relations but not that they be legally imposed by the Communiry
with binding obligations and corisequent penaltiei, obligations that our'commercial com-
petitors outside the Communiry do not have to contend vith.

Vpting today in favour of forwarding to the Council amendments ro the text of this draft
direoive by no means implies unanimous support for the necessiry of the Commission's
proposal. The text was badly drafud in form and objectionable in content. The amend-
ments made some improvements to the original and Parliament has done some good
work. But by proposing the draft directive, the Commission is totally failing in its own
self-appointed task, to reduce the spectre of unemployment by creating new jobs and by
encouraging investment, whether from within or from without the Communiry.

This draft directive is both irrelevant to creating one single job in the Community and a
positive deterrent to encouraging badly needed capital investment.

Personally, my only purpose in voting today is for the Council to assure those invesmrs in
the Community that they will not be impeded by deleterious and restrictive legislation of
this kind and with all possible speed to put the draft directivc in the place best suited to ir

- the wastepaper basket. And let us once more encourage the investment needed to solve
our real problem which is unemployment.

Mr Frischmann (COM). - (FR) Mr President, on one hand the Vredeling directive has
been deprived of most of its conrcnt by the vote of a majority of Members of this Assern-
bly. Moreover, the Commission has pointed out that it would ake broad account of the
majority opinion expressed here. The harm has therefore already been done. This Assem-
bly has let slip the only outstanding occasion to adopt a social initiative favourable to the
workers - an initiadve which, as we pointed out some time ago, was in no way revolu-
tionary.

In this connecdon vre welcome the request made by the rade unions for a committee of
inquiry to determine the origin and nature of the pressures exened on this fusembly by
the American lobbies or European employers organizations

That being so, the text of the resolution submited to us is a hypocritical document which
we cannot accept, because it resembles certain other codes of conduct which, as we know
only rco well, are without effect. That is why we shall vote against it.

(Apphusefrom the lefi)

MrVandewiele (PPE). - (FR) Poland!

Mr Bonaccini (COM), in uiting.- (m Ve vote against this draft'resolution in order to
be consistent with the vote already expressed on the occasion of the debate on the direc-
tive, and in order no[ to suppon the many incongruities which were introduced into the
resolution. Ve agree with the views presented by Mr Moreau, and precisely for this
reason we had hoped for a larger number of opposing votes.

To our vote we append three funher observations - the assertion that the spirit of the
Vredeling directive is not dead, in spite of what Mr Spencer may say; the declaration that
there are those who, working under the pressures of which we are all aware, are in realiry
unjustly seeking to intensify tension between the classes; the affirmation that also the
employees of the multinational corporations have the right to be considered as full-
fledged cidzens in the democratic structure of the company, and not as subordinares with
limircd rights.

Mrs Van Hemeldonck (Sl, in uiting. - (NL) Mr President, colleagues, as the voters in
Flanders have sent me to the European Parliament with a brief to defend employment in
the Community I warmly welcome any binding instrument which commits multinadonal
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organizations to informadon and consultation for their workforce and increases the rights
of the workers

I had looked upon the Vredeling draft directive as an instrument of the European work-
ers' movement in combating shady economic organizations which, like a thief in the night,
made off with the profits after having first exploited the workers of our regidns and
drained national industrial infrastructures dry. Over the past rcn years, we in Flanders
have had to stand idly by while subsidiaries of multinational concerns, without any infor-
mation or consultation of the workforce and in the absence of any prior notificadon of
national social securiry authorities, simply up and went away, making off with the profits
of the 'golden sixties' destined for investment elsewhere, more ofrcn than not, in the Third
Vorld where poverty is endemic and worker prorcction almost non-existent.

Thus, on 17 December 1980, the 905 members of the workforce at the Citroen assembly
plant in Vorst/Forest on the outskirts of Brussels were informed that they were to be laid
off within two weeks, as of 31 December, because the parent concern, the French group,
Peugeot, had unilaterally decided p close down the operations of the plant.

In like vein, 750 workers at the Sylvania factory in Tienen, Flanders, were told on
14 March 1980, that the US parent concern, 'Telephone and Electronics Corporation',
had agreed rcrms for the sale of their Belgian subsidiaqy to the French multinational
'Thomson Brandt' as of 4 April 1980, in order, as officially declared, to prevent absorp-
tion of the firm by.the Japanese multinational 'Toshiba'. In the infighting berc/een these
three multinadonal giants, the workforce was quite simply dispensable, and thrown on to
the street. In January 1980 the total workforce of 2 170 at the British Leyland assembly
plant in Seneffe, \Tallonia, heard that they were rc lose their jobs as .a result of the
planned closure at the end of March 1981. The'remarkable aspect of this closure was rhe
manner in which the workforce heard the news. This took place, not via the legally
ordaincd means of the works' council, but rather through a report in the British press.

Fifry-five workers, mostly female, at the American-owned cosmetics firm Avon in Bor-
nem, Flanders, were laid off without any of the consulqtion procedures having been ful-
filled. Only some time later was it learned that the decision to rationalize had been taken
as far back as 1974 by the head office in the Unircd States but thar future plans for what
appeared to be a rather flourishing concern had been hidden from local management.

In Ocrober 1981 the retail chain Sarma, Belgium, announced that a five-year restructuring
plan elaborated by the US parent concern, J. C. Penney, New York, would entail the
imniediate sacking of 230 workers in addition to the pensioning-off of a further 800. Here
again both union delegates and workers alike were presente d with a fait accompli.

In that same month, October 1981, the US-ovned multinational 'Allied Chemical'
decided to close down its car seat-belt manufacturing subsidiary, 'Klippan', in Ieper, Flan-
ders, thus lalng off its 50O-strong workforce. And this took place unilaterally, without
any prior information, leaving no hope for negotiations or consultation.

No doubt this litany of woes is getting boring, Mr President. Just as boring as the misery
and despair of the many thousands of families who, within the space of a few shon years,
have seen unemployment and desperation staring them in the face as a result of decisions
taken in far-off lands by the board of directors of one or other mammoth concern or
holding.

Thus you will appreciate that I had see in the Commission's original version of the draft
Vredeling directive a fust glimmer of respedt for employment. However, this complerely
watered-down version, which went through Parliament without the support of the Social-
ist Group, no longer fulfils my expectations.

In the hope that the Commission will elaborate and submit to the House a new resolution
regarding a compulsory code of behaviour for multinational concerns in the near future, I
have dedided to abstain during the voting on this Spencer resolution.

+

*4.
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BEUMER REPORT (Doc. t-789/82 
-Tobacco): 

ADOPTED

The rapponeur was:

- IN FAVOUR OF AmendmentNo 1;

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 4,5,6,7,and8.

*
+lt

vIE REPORT (Doc. t-793/t2) - Law of the See) : ADOPTED

The rapponeur was:

- IN FAVOUR OF AmendmentsNos 1,3,7,13and22;

- AGAINST AmendmentsNos 2,5,6,9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17,19,20,and,2l.

Exphnations ofoote

Mr Tyrrell (ED). - Mr Vi6's report deals with the question of whether the Communiry
should sign the Convention on the Law of the Sea on behalf of the Member States and, if
so, which parts it should sign. \fhat the House has unhappily done today is to adopt
amendments which recommend that the Community should sign and which recommend
all rhe Member States to sign. In fact this question has never even been considered by the
kgal Affairs Commitree or any other committee. It is a difficult and complicated question
and there are times when I think that the House behaves with a quite extraordinary irres-
ponsibility. This is one of those occasions. I regret therefore that I cannot recommend my
group ro support this repon which otherwise, in other circumstances, we would have been
only too happy to support.

Mr Plaskovitis (S). - (GR) Mr President, I believe it is essential for the Convention on
the Law of the Sea to be signed by as many countries as possible and by a majority of the
Community's Member States. The Convention has already been signed by ll9 countries,
among them 5 Member States. Vhen signing the Convention, the representative of the
Greek Government annexed a statement to the effect that Greece transfers to the Com-
muniry competence in cenain maiters that do in fact fall within the scope of the Conven-
tion. The Communiry is hence authorized to sign the Convention by virtue of the nature
and scope of this competence. I believe that by doing this Greece has made a real contri-
bution to Community objectives. Moreover, I think that if the Communiry signs the Con-
vention, it will be making a constructive contribution to phe better development of
North-South relations and will benefit the interests of the less-developed countries of the
Third \7orld.

Therefore, notwithstanding cenain reseffations, we shall vorc in favour of Mr Vi6's
motion for a resolution.

Mr Lomas (S). - I shall abstain on this report because I have very srong reseffations
about the paragraphs on the role of the Communiry. But I am in favour of countries sign-
ing the Convention as quickly as possible. It ls not perfect but it is a step in the right direc-
don and I believe will mean a much fairer deal, panicularly for the poorer counries in the
world. I gather the Members opposite will vote against this. \7e certainly know that the
British GovemmQnt, as usual these days in a minoriry amongst the world's nations, once
again acting as an echo for the American Government, is against signing the Convention.
It seems that they are worried about the effects it will have on the profits of their friends,
the multinationals, who exploit the seabed. But I have got good news for the Parliament,
because when the Labour Party wins the next general election in Britain, we shall sign the
agreement and we shall ratify it
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Mrs Vayssrdc (S). - (FR) Mr President, although the procedure has already Been set in
motion and since there is still time for Parliament to deliver its opinion to the Council and
Member States on the procedure for the signing by the EEC of the Convention on the
Law of thc Sea, I and all my French Socialist colleagues favour adoption of the report by
Mr Vi6. Even if the Convention is imperfect, it does have some highly positive aspects: the
definition of a common heritage of mankind and the concerted control of the resources of
the sea, a new Nonh-South relationship, a classification and redefinition of the rights of
coastal States.

The present juridical situation is one of deadlock betvreen the Communiry and the Mem-
ber Starcs. There is a risk of conflict berween Communiry law for the exercise of the auth-
oriry already transferred by the Treaty of Rome and the countries which refuse to sign the
Convention. Given the amendments which have been adopted, the report by Mr Vi6
represents a stan towards new solutions and makes recommendations which will enable
the whole matter to the foilowed up. That is why I shall vote in favour.

Mr Moorhousc (ED). - Mr President, in making my statement I have to declare a limited
interest. The present situation regarding the Law of the Sea is, as we know, the outcome
of many patient years of negotiation. Vithout a doubt there is a great deal in the Conven-
don which should receive the wholeheaned suppon of the Member States of the Com-
munity. It is only a mattrr of regret that some of the provisions concerning deep-sea
mining leave a great deal to be desired. Indeed, as we have heard to date, only five Mem-
ber States have indicated their intention of signing the Convention. It is for this reason, I
feel, that I have to reserve my own position and with regret vote against the excellent
repon by Mr Vi6. Fonunately, we do have a breathing space of rwo years before the Con-
vention has to be ratified. I firmly believe we must make the most of that opponuniry to
secure changes to the Convention which will help to set up a better framework for deep-
sea mrnlnt.

Mr Habsburg (PPE), in afiting. - (DE) Mr President, the Vi€ repon is a valuable legal
document, and I therefore have no hesitation in approving it.

The debate sometimes created the impression, however, that approval of the repon would
mean approval of the contenr of the draft Convention, that it would exert moral prFssure
on those European governments which have refused to sign the draft. I feel it should be
made quite clear that neither of these contentions is true.

My vote for the Vi€ report, therefore, does not mean that I do not with conviction
endorse the decision of the German and British Governments not rc sign. I feel these two
governmenr have done the cause of Europe a grearor service than those who believe a
convention must be approved simply because it has the support of many members of the
UN. The corivention has its good sides, but they are ourweighed by the bad. Title XI in
panicular is dangerous for Europe's future. I trust in the good sense gf our people and
their represenatives and therefore believe that the serious objections ro the Convention
will have an effect in a debarc strictly on the merirc of the case.

Mrs Pery (S), in witing.- (FR) Ladies and gentlemen, Mr President, the third United
Nations Conference on the Iaw of the Sea was held in Jamaica on 7 to 11 December. The
final act of the Convention which is the outcome of many years of work defines zones of
sovereignty (12 ntiles, 200 miles and the inrcrnational zone) and a new world economic
order for the benefit of mankind as a whole and in particular of the developing counries.
'By the same token this new Law of the Sea is a factor for peace and better Nonh-South
equilibrium in the fisheries sector and in that of oil and mineral resources. Thar is why the
EEC as such must sign the Convention just as France has done. I shall therefore vote in
favour of the two reports by Mr Vi6 and Mrs Spaak.

However, difficulties remain. Some Member States, and not the least among them, find
this Convention too constraining and have not signed it. A preparatory 

"o-.rritt". 
is to be

set uP to PrePare the regulations, arrange more flexible procedures and d6fine the respec.
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tive financial contributions_o{{e lignatory contries. Depending on t}re results achieved, ,
the Member States and the EEC will then decide wherheinot toiatify the Convention.

+

,+ /.

SPAAK REPORT (Doc. 1-688/12 - Dccp seabed): ADOPTED

The rapporteurwas:

- AGAINST all the amendments.

Expknations ofoote

Mr Johnson (ED).- I want to be silent, Mr President, on the very significanr issue of
whether or not Member States should or should not sign the Lav of th. S." Convention* tl"r. is something you have already discussed in the iontexr of the Vi6 report. I do not
speak.for the group- Iet me be quiie_clear abour that. !/ere I to speak on'that *bi";i
would not be.speaking for my group because I personally deeply believe that the Com-
munity_should be a parry to that Convention and rhat individuai Member States should
sign it. But that is my personal opinion.

In speaking for the group 
J lddrjrj myse-lf to those other aspects of the Spaak reporr,

which we in this group do indeed favour because we are conierned that the inte."sts oi
the environment should be prorccted, should be looked after where the matter of seabed
mining is concerned. Th-ere is a- real danger, and this has been brought to the notice of this
House before, that as far as thar g.eaiexparrse, which is known-as inner space is con-
cerned, there could be a scrample for the riches of rhe ocean bed which wouid make the
scramble for Africa which we saw in the last century pale inrc insignificance.

Now, of course, there are countries represenrcd in this chamber rcday who panicipated in
the scramble for Africa in the last centur)rr and look what a mess they made of it - some
of them. If there is to be a scramble at all, it has to be an orderly ,"r"*bI..

(Intemtption)

Now in the event - let us be quite clear about this - that there is not to be the signing by
a large number of Member States of this Convention, rhe need for Co*-,rni"ity ,irte's
becomes a{l the more imponant. That is perfectly obvious. You cannot have different
Member States in the community having differeni regimes. Ler us see what we [;;; ;;;abeadyl ve have a deep-seabed minin[ provision in- Britain, in Germany *. h"u" ih.
Schutz . . .

(Tbe President urged the speaker to conclude)

vell, I have three more seconds, f,wo more, one more . . . I have finished, Mr president.

(Apphusefron the Erropean Demouatic Group)

Mrs Th6obald;Paoli (s), witing. - (FR) The mro reporrs on rhe Law of the sea and the
seabed were the subject of a joint debate yesterday because they relate ," tt 

" 
rr*" 6i": 

-

They are of fundamental importance to the Community. Two Member States, including
France, will be grllted zones of economic influence covering an area equivalint i, eacf,
case ro rhat of rhe USA.

This Convendon holds out the prospec of an Eldorado of science for mankind. It sets up
a new Iaw of ihe Sea founded o-n.a principle of greater equaliry berween all rhe Sates in
the distribution and utilization ofthe resources of-the sea. 

'
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Ve approve the statute for maritime space which preserves freedom of navigation, pani-

cularly in straits.

The Convention also represen$ a perfectly acceptable compromise beween the interests

of the coastal States and those of the'marilime powers for the preservadon of the marine

environment.

Even if the arrangements applicable to the international seabed have cenain imperfections

and shoncomingi, they "* be oorrected by the measures which will be taken for the

implementation of the Conventiori.

The counries of the Communiry are direcdy concerned in the establishment of arrange--

."nts fo, exploitation of rhe seabed, since tleir industries depend on.external sources of
supply. It is imperative fbr them m be allowed to participarc in the definition of regula-

,ionr for implementation of the Convention so as'to improve- its_ provisions and make it
acceptable to the endre inrcrnational community, panicularly the United States.

And if the EEQ countries are ro make their voices heard, it is essential for a Communiry

posirion to be clearly defined on the strategy to be followed by the PreParatory committee.

To avoid the nuisances which might result from the exploitation of mineral nodules, the

preservation of the marine environment will be our second objective.

That is why it is vital to avoid anarchical exploitation of the seabed.

Definition of exploitarion and presenation of the seabed are our turo objecdves. The

Convention must be signed if they are to b6 attained.

That is why I shall vote in favour of the excellent report tabled by Mrs Spaak and also in

favour of that by our colleague, Mr Vi6.

+

*+

BARBARELLA REPORT (Doc. 1-ee1l82 - Budgct): ADOPIED

The rapporteur was:

- IN FAVOUR OFAmendmen$Nos 6,7 and,.l4;

- AGAINSTAmendments Nos 2, 10 and 11'

Expknations ofoote

Mr Coust6 (DEP). - (FR) Mr President, this supplementary budget constitutes a trial
for our Communiry because it seeks to eternalize. the system of financial comPensation

which the EPD group has alw3ys strongly opposed.

The European Communiry is sailing through a severe storrn at present, but the answ'er

proposed Ly orr Member States to the challenges confronting them is.derisory. There is a

iack of derermination and of Communiry spirit and nothing more than clever arrange-

ments from one day to the next. Vhen the need for a Communiry spirit and a rue Com-

muniry concepr is ihe greatesq q,'e see only protectionist or anti-protectionist tricks. At a
time when wi should bl building new common policies we are resorting insrcad to crude

bargaining, ro compensatory refund arrangements for some countries or others, but for
ro*1 in pinicular. At a time when food supplies for Europe areat stake we only hear talk
of weakening the common agricultural policy.

Our group, which has always denounced the mandarc of 30 May, now sees its most pes-

simistic forecasts turn into reality.
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The Council of Ministers and the Commission alike have proved incapable of holding up
the tendency !9 moye b.v/ards the sysrcm of the 'fair return' which we ha*re corrsta-ntly
denounced. Although it has been shown that the United Kingdom has received far morl
moneythan had been intended in 1980 and 1981, the governments of the Member States
decided .on 25 May last to give more than 1 000 million ECU more to the United King-
dom and 210 million to the Federal Republic of Germany.

ve are thus embarking on an absurd logic which leads to negation of the true com-
PYniry. Inface of the impotence of the Council and Commissiorour Apsembly is the only
bulwark which remains rc protect the Community. It has a duty to call upon ihe Council
to put an end rc this rystem of compensation. Our only weapon is rejection of the supple-
menta{y b.udgeg which can only be done on second reading. That is why the EPD grbup
is opposed to the ve{y principle of supplementary budgets but suppons the amendment by
the rapporteur, Mrs Barbarella, with the sole purpose of bringingabout a second reading.

Ladies and gendemerl, rejection of the supplemenrary budget will put an end to a rend
u/hich is dangerous for this Community. Ve shall be making a stand for the salvation of
the Community - an action which history will record to the iredit of this Assembly.

MrBaillot (coM). - (FR) Mr Presidenr, in my speech this morning I gave the opinion
of the French Communists and Rliied Members on- supplement"ry 

",id 
imending budger

No I for 1982. Ve nbled two clear amendments aimii at abolishing the supple"mentiry
measures of I 092 million ECU for the pnited Kingdom and 2lO riillion fCU for thl
Federal Republic of Germany. \[e regret the fact that those amendments were nor
accepted. However, rejecting the all or nothing approach, we shall vote in favour of the
proposals by our colleague, Mrs Barbarella, even if we do not fully endorse the action
taken by th-e Committee on Budgets is regards the classification ol expenditure and the
conditions for controlling its use. Ve shall therefore once again cast a cliar vore. As I said
this morning, rve want to put an end to the policy of a fair return in favour of the.United
Kingdom; we have been criticizing that policy since 30 May 1980, but the Commission is
now proposing to extend it at least until 1985 and indeed to include a second country as a
beneficiary.

Mr Balfour (Pol. - My group has supported all of the paragraphs in Mrs Barbarella's

fPglt.ex!9Pt.for one, No 7c, and we only abstained on 5 because ii is incomprehensible in
English. Ve have shown that we dislike ad hoc arrangemenrc, that we wanr a permanenr
solution or, as Mrs Barabarella calls it in paragraph 5, a mechanism for ensuring financial
balance, and that these special measures should be implemented in the conrext 6f existing
commonpolicies. But we do not accept that classification of these special measures shoulJ
benon-oblig-atory, or that a new regulation is needed, especi{ly one which seeks rc with-
hold 500/o of the rebarc as a kind of penalty, as if for bad behaviour. Ve expecr rhe repon
will be voted through. It would be consistent with the amendments already passed. How
then should we, rhe British, take this? Shoirtd we ake this as an anti-Biitish.vore? or
should we take this as an effon to strengthen the hand of our negotiators rcmorrow? I
hoq.jg convince my colleagues that we should resist the rcmptad;n ro accgpr this as an
anti-British vote.

(Apphuse)

Even if_the press 
-will 

do so back home, we should consider it instead as a massive messate
to the Council of Ministers to end these ad boc arrangements and finally to find a perm-a-
nent solution to the Community budget crisis.

So we wait for tomorrow and we wait for Thursday's vote, nor without apprehension. Ve
wish our conciliation team all success. Ve look to the Council to come 

"i-le"st 
some way

towards Parliament's position so that the legitimate budgerary authoriry of this House is
respected by the Council, and so that the Council's and the Communiiy's obligations to
European qaxpayers in Britain can be properly discharged.

(Appkuse)
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Mr Juaot (DEP), in uiting. - (FR) I am grateful rc the Committee on Budgets fo1 tl-re

effons made by ir to avoid an excessively brutal conflict betnreen Parliament and the

Council on the supplementary and .amending budget. Ve suppon the amendments Pro-
posed by it.

However, I also want to underline one panicular disturbing aspect of this document. It is

intended in large measure to implement action to provide compensation for the United
Kingdom and a special energy development protramme for the benefit of the Federal
Republic of Germany. The amounts needed for this are essentially to be financed by the

budgetary sufplus resulting from savings made in the agricultural sector.

This amending budget is the financial and institutional reflection of the ill-conceived man-

date of 30 May.

These measures should in theory be exceptional; instead they are to be made permanent,

thus establishing the rule of the.'fair return' and disregarding the Community spirit. The
contagion is spriading. Following the United Kingdom special reatment is to be given to
the Federal Rlpublic.-Aware of the danger, the governments of some Member Starcs feel

bound by the political commitments which they have given.

Free and responsible parliamentarians like us should not be faced with that siuation. The
European'institudons derive their very existence from the Treary of Rome. Ve cannot

agree to its fundamentd rules being disregarded.

To safeguard the cohesion and development of the Community institutions we therefore
call upon the Assembly to reject the principle underlying the supplementary and amending
budget submitted by the Council.

+

*r+

KONRAD SCHoN REPORT (Doc. 1-e5elt2- ECSC): ADOPTED
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Mrs Castlc (S). - Afur that very surprising news, Mr
President, can you tell me whether the Committee on
Agriculture is sdll meeting to hear a non-existent
statement?

President. - Mrs Castle, we decided I think on Mon-
day that we would have a quaner-hour introduction
here in the plenary and then the Committee on Agri-
culture would meet so if the Members go to the right
room they will not hear a staremenr.

Mr Gautier (S). 
- (DE) Mr Presidenr, can you

inform us whether the Commission will take its deci-
sion in the course of this week and then be able to
make a sarcmenr tomorrow or Friday morning?'Or
shall we once again have rc learn of the Commission's
statements via the press?
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Prcsident. - Mr Gautier, I have been informed that
the Commission is not in a position to make any state-
ment during this part-session.

Mr Pannella (CDI). - (m Mr President, I do not
think that the powers and duties of this Parliament to
give guidance and exercise vigilance can be held up
simply because the Commission - whether mali-
ciously or not - is once again placing us in a situation
that we have already strongly deprecated in the past'

I hope, Mr President, that the Parliament will do its
duty regardless, and that the Committee on Agricul-
ture will meet, so that our proposals can be dealt with
in the normal way.

Mr Curry (EDI, chairman of the Committee on Agi-
cahrre. - Mr President, I cannot say that I can

enlighten the House, but I can inform the House, and
there is a difference becween the fl/o.

I have just come from the Agriculture Commissioner.
The Commission will resume its discussion on prices at
its informal meeting of next week with a view to
reaching a decision on Tuesday of next week. There-
fore it seems to me there is little point in holding a

meetint of the Committee on Agriculture simply to
lisrcn to one another. However, I must say that it
seems curious that the Commission - I do not say

necessarily the Commissioner, but one of the Commis-
sioners - should not be in this Chamber simply to
state why they are unable to conform with the agenda

as we planned.

(Applause)

I do not think, Mr President, that it falls within your
responsibilities to make announcements for the Com-
mission - I think the Commission is perfectly capable

of making its own announcements. And I can under-
stand that the Agriculture Commissioner is fed up rc
the back teeth with the whole business, but I cannot
see why one of his colleagues could not simply make
rhe statement that he is not in a position to fulfil the
rcrms of the agenda.

President. - Mr Curry, I was informed by the Com-
mission that they were not able to deliver a statement
as promised. I believe then that I have the responsibil-
iry for the agenda and I have rc inform the House that
there was no snt€ment on agricultural prices'

Mr Provan (ED).- I think a lot of Members.have
s"id a lot of things that were in my mind when I heard
your initial starcment, but I do believe that the Com-
mission have not in fact assisted us at all this morning,
because we had a hard-and-fast timetable from the
Commission that we as a Parliament and we as a Com-
mittee on Agriculrure were working to. And I think

they might at least.have the respect and the decency to
have given you an alternative timing on which we

would, in fact, have proposed a new programme of
work, so'that ve can meet the deadlines that we have

to as a Parliament.

President. - I have three further names on the list but
we are not having a debate now on why the Commis-
sion did not appear. So may I ask the others to with-
draw, unless it is purely on procedure.

Mr PranchCre (COM). - (FR) Mr President, on
behalf of the French Communists and Allies, I should
like to make a strong complaint about the unaccePm-

ble behaviour of the Cgmmission, because we know its

proposals have already been reported in various
reviews. It is not taking us at all seriously.

I ask you, Mr President, to sugtest to the Commission
that such behaviour is not 5epeated. I believe it was

perfectly possible for the Commission to tell us about
the step it rcok - we know about it, in fact, and we

condimn many aspects of it.

Mr Sutra (S). - (FR) Mr President, aq things stand,
the institutions of the Community have only been

given one proposal - the one from our Parliament.
\7e should be most satisfied that it gave an opinion on
the Mouchel repon last month and, bearing in mind
the Commission's failure, this should help those of our
colleagues who triggiered off a huge procedural argu-
ment to prevent the Mouchel rePoft from being dis-
cussed in aplenary sitting and to prevent us from giv-
ing ah opinion on it.

I for one am very pleased that Parliament h.as given its

opinion, as it is ihi only institution of the Community
rc have helped things progress in this field.

2. Council suteneflts (Danish presidcnq
and p o li ti ca I cooperation)

Prcsident. - The next item is the joint debarc on:

- the shtement by the President-in-Office of the
Council on the six months of the Danish Presi-
dency,

- 
.the satement by the President-in-Office of the
Foreign Ministers meeting in Political Coopera-
tion on political cooperation.

Also included in the debate:

- oral question (Doc. 1-913/82) with debate by Mrs
Macciocchi, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to
the Council:

I'
I

I

I
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Subject: Franco-German cooperation in the con-
text of EPC on relations besween Europe
and rhe United States

The Franco-German declaration which was pub-
lished at the end of the meeting berween President
Mitterand- and Chancellor Schmidt in Paris on
25 February 1982 states rhat relations between the
United Starcs and the other members of NATO
'will be even closer if, in due course, broad-based
consultations aimed at dcfining common objec-
tives and achiwing better adjustment of interests
take place besween Europe and the United Starcs'.
At the same time, the declaration also announces
that France and'Vest Germany trave decided that
an in-depth exchange of views on securiry prob-
lems will be organized besc/een the firo govern-
ments',

Can the Council indicate the contcxt and objec-
dves of the organizadon of consultations bet'ween
Eurofe and the United Stares? Should the Euro-
pean Communiry not be involved in these talks as
the most active member of the 'European main-
stay' of the Alliance? Nevenheless, do rhe
Franco-German talks on security not prejudge the
desired result? \Zould it not be possible to begin
by tryng to esablish the 'Euopean mainstay' on a
muldlateral basis in order to avoid creating bila-
rcral axes within Europe in this field?

- oral quesdons (Doc. l-984/82 and Doc. 1-985/
82) with debate by Mrs Carettgni Romagnoli and
others, on behalf of the Communist and Allies
'Group, to the Council and the Commission:

Subject: EEC action with regard to Nonh-South
relations and rhe fight against hunger in
the world

- whereas the developing countries have been
panicularly hit by the crisis, their food situa-
tion has worsened and the problem of hungcr
is growing more acure,

- having regard to the breakdor/n or very inad-
equate results of international negotiations
(global netoriarions, product agreemenr)
aimed at establishing more equitable relations
berween Nonh and South,

- having regard to the EEC's commitments
towards the developing countries and its sub-
stantial resources,

- whereas rhe EEC's approach has so far failed
to measure up in pracdce to its deilared
intentions or its commirments towards the
developing counrries,

- whereas a conciliatory awitude is being main-
tained towards the panies which are blocking
the negotiations, and an arritude of confron-
rarion ois-ri-ois rhe commodiry-exporting
countries,

Does the Council Commission not consider that
the EEC should, wirhout any funher delay, take
action to:

- open global negotiarions;

- ensure that fair agreemenr are negotiated for
corhmodities, and that the Common Fund is
implemented;

- arrange immediate aid utilizing the available
resources ro meer the needs of the people, to
relieve the plight and save rhe lives of those
who are suffering?

- oral question (Doc. l-989/82) without debate by
Mr Fergusson to the Corhmission:

Subject: Banning of Polish Trade Union Solidar-
ity

Vhat has been the result of the Cpmmission's
deliberations, alluded to by Commissioner Narjes
on 15 October 1982 in the European Parliament,
on the mosr appropriate response by the Commis-
sion to the banning of rhe Polish Trade Union
Solidariry?

- oral question (Doc. 1-990(82) without debare by
Mr Fergusson to the Minisrers of Foreign Affairs
of the TCn Member States of the Europian Com-
muniry meeting in polidcal cooperation:

Subject: Banning of Polish Trade Union Solidar-
ity

Do the Foreign Ministers meering in political
cooperarion consider thar the banning of Solidar-
ity renders necessary the 'fundamental re-assess-
menr' of economic and other relations with the
USSR and Eastern Europe foreshadowed by the
Deschamps Repon (Doc. t-436/82)? h this fun-
damental re-assessmenr being carried out?

ffi f,,[f6mann-Jensen, kesident-in-Offce of tbe Cotn-
cil. - (DA) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it is a
great pleasure for me to speak to you here in the
European Parliament on rhe development of Com-
munity cooperation under the Danish Presidency.

There is no reason to hide the fact that in the second
half of 1982 the international situation has been char-
acterized, by considerable difficulties.Th"y are chiefly
problems of a world narur€: the economic recession
which is affecdng all countries; internadonal trade
policy; the endeavours to maintain international
d6tente.

I would like to stan my report with the economic and
social situation. This has been given prioriry in the
Communiq/s work over the past six months. 'i'hat was
only natural. Even though there are some positive
aspec6, e.g. a falling inflation rare, ure have to recog-
nize rhat the economic recession has gradually bittJn
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deeper. This is reflected in stagnating production,
increasing unemployment, balance of payment deficits
and problems in administering national budgets in the
Member States.

At the meeting in November the Ministers for Econo-
mic, Financial, Labour and Social Affairs managed ro
work out conclusions which the Presidenry feels pro-
vide a good basis for further work.

These conclusions may be said to involve cwo funda-
menal aspects. In the first place, effons to re-establish
the stabiliry of national economies by reducing a num-
ber of the imbalances,and shon-comings which have
emerged in recent years. And secondly, a direct and
more concrete effon towards increasing the level of
investment. This means productive investment aimed
first and foremost ar research, technology and energy.
There is a close link berween an effon in these areas
and the long-rcrm survival capacicy of Community
industry as wel! as our level of competitiveness in the
shorter rcrm.

I would refer here rc certain concret€ measures ro
promote invesrment menrioned in the conclusions of
the meeting of the Council on Economic and Financial
Questions on 15 November. Each Member State is to
take the necessa{y measures to increase the profitabil-
iry of undenakings, improve the situation of small and
medium-sized undenakings, restrucrure public
expenditure in favour of productive expenditure, and
reduce the national budget deficits in order to reduce
the interest burden and thus channel more capital into
productive investment.

The Commission will conrinue ro assess suitable fiscal
and financial measures with a view to submitting any
conclusions to rhe Council in rhe first half of tggl.
Existing aid arrangements are to be improved while
ensuring that they are compatible with the aid and
competition provisions of the Treaty and do not inr,er-
fere with the proper functioning-of the common mar-
ket.

fu regards the labour market and social problems it is
in panicular the situation of the young which attracts
attention. Both economically and socially, and in the
longer term also from the point of view of society, this
is a vital problem. An economic uprurn would help to
solve it, but there is also a need for more concrere
effons. The Council is commitred to ensuring over rhe
next five years rhar all young people entering the
labour market for the firsr time have the opponuniry
of vocational training or initial work experience.

The Council has likewisi discussed possibilities for a
reorganizadon of working time in order rc improve
the economic and social situation. It is agreed thar this
approach can under certain conditions help to improve
the employment situarion, panicularly if means of
production are used more flexibly.

Similarly a revision of the rules of the Social Fund
could help to make effons rc combat unemployment
within Europe more effective. The Commission sub-
mitted proposals on rhis in October 1982.

The internal market is one of the cornersrones of
Community activiry. Rapid progress towards comple-
tion of the internal market is an essendal factor in-the
economic development of the Community. The Coun-
cil is agreed that appropriate work programmes should
be esablished, covering technical standards, company
law, cenain services and internal frontier formalities.l
have no doubr that strengthening the internal market
will be an imponant factor in the efforu to bring
about an economic uprurn. All the Member States
depend to avery grear degree on international trade.

The siuation on rhe sreel market cohtinues to be diffi-
cult. Steel policy is still based on rhe same principles as
before. There have however been adjustmenr to rhe.
specific arrangemenff regarding the development of
production and outler conditions on the market. At the
same dme there is an acknowledged need for social
measures to facilitate the necessary adjustment. This is
being given practical effect in transfers from the Com-
munities'general budget rc the ECSC.

Ws-i-ois the rest of the world, rhere have been ffo
important results in the srcel sector. Firstly, there is a
steel arrangemenr berween the Community and the
United States, governing the Community' share of the
US steel market. That arrangemenr led to the US srcel
industry withdrawing its complaint. An imminent rade
war in this sensitive area was thus averced. A mutually
satisfactory solution was found to a difficult and ser-
ious problem in relations berween the Communiry and
the United States.

Secondly, guideiines have been laid down for the
Commission's brief for negodarions ro extend in 1983
the exchanges of letters with founeen countries which
export. steel to the Community. The aim is to achieve a
fair distribution of the economic burden. It is therefore
inrcnded to reduce impons from these' countries in
1983 by 12.50/o compared with impons in 1980.

In connection with the Communiq/s common energy
poliry, considerable effons have been made rc esab-
lish a common coal policy. The Commuilids Energy
Minisrcrs will be attempting, ar an informal meeting in
Copenhagen tomorrow, 16 December, to achieve
agreement in principle on the guidelines for the Com-
munity's future poliry on the production, impon and
consumpdon of coal and solid fuels in the Member
States. A proposal concerning financial suppon for,
among other things, demonstration projects in the
fields of alternative energy souroes, energy saving and
the replacemenr of hydrocarbons was in principle
approved by the Council in November. Formal adop-
tion is planned for the beginning of tg8l.

In the research sphere, I would like to refer to rhe pro-
gress made with regard to adoption of the ESPRIT
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programme. This involves the implementation of pilot
proiects to develgp information technology'in areas of
imponance for the high-technology industries.

The most imponant decision taken by the Council of
Agriculture Ministers undel the Danish Presidency
was the decision to change the market organization
for wine, on which agreement was reached in July
within the framework of the neg,rtiations on the acq*is
commrnaataire,The adoption of this document streng-
thened the market orgarlization cdnsiderably and ena-
bled the negotiations on the accession of Spain and
Ponugal to the EEC rc be advanced considerably.

Virhin the framework of the acqais commana*tnire the
Agricultrire Ministers conducted intensive negotiations
on fruit, vegetables and olive oil. Although the prob-
lems in these sectors have now been clearly outlined,
no agreement was reached on cenain much needed

changes.

The sale of butter to Communiry consumers at
reduced prices, the so-called Christmas buttcr, got
underway this year after it had been agreed upon in
the Council by the Agriculture Ministers.

Furthermore, on a more technical level, 40 to 50 regu-
ladons and directives were adopted during the Danish
Presidency.

These concerned changes and modifications in the
market organization as well as harmonization in the
field of veterinerary medicine.

Negotiations on the common fisheries policy, which
have been going on for years, have been stepped up
considerably under the Danish Presidency, especially
in recent months. The negotiations have been

extremely difficuh No final result has yet been

achieved. At the Council meeting planned for
21 December discussions will continue with a view to
reaching agreement on a common fisheries poliry. I
hope that they will succeed.

The agreement in principle reached by the Minisrcrs
for Foreign Affairs on 24 and 25 May 1982 on a

special budget arrangement for the Unircd Kingdom
for 1982 was finally given tangible form at the meeting
of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs on 26 October
after lengthy and complicated negotiations. The dis-
cussions on a succeeding soludon began last week.

Tomorrow Parliament is to carry out its second read-
ing oI the draft supplementary budget concerning the
budgeary implementation of the special measures in
favour of the United Kingdom, and the draft budget
for 1983. I hope that Parliament will be able to
approve the supplementary budget in the form pro-
posed by rhe Commission. It is of crucial importance
for the Communiry that the budgetary consequences
of the special measures should be carried through as

planned.

In the case of the 1983 budget the budget procedure
has been ch*actrrized by frank and unprejidiced

-cooperation between Council, Parliament and Com-
mission. I hope this will mean that, for the first time in
five years, the. Communiry will be able to have a valid
budget which is not contested by any of us. This will
be proof of t}e political responsibility and sense of
realiry of all involved.

My predecessor reponed to Parliament on7 July 7982
on the discussions on the German-Italian proposal for
a European Act. Discussions have been continuing
since then, and some progress has been made. The
Member States are agreed that cooperation should be

given a fresh impetus. However, a number of impor-
tant points are sdll outstanding, including, above all,
the question of the right of veto when vital interests

are at stake, relations with the European Parliament, a
subject which has not yet been discussed at ministcrial
level, and a final.decision on adjustmen$ to the Treary
within a specified period. Discussions on the proposal
will continue in 1983.

The accession negotiations with Spain and Portugal
have made some progress, although there are still
imponant problems to be resolved. In the case of Por-
tugal the negotiations have beeh concluded on five
major chapters - customs union, ECSC, external
relations, right of establishment and fiscal questions.

The transitional arrangements for Ponugal's exports
of textiles can be regarded as an especially important
achievement. In the case of Spain, funher progress has

likewise been pade in individual sectors. However, we
are not very much nearer to a solution on the main
problems outstanding - that is to say primarily agri-
culture and finance - and these must continue to be
regarded as particularly difficult. It is nevenheless
encouraging that all the Member Sates have re-
affirmed their political will to bring the negotiations to
a successful conclusion.

It has to be said that the international situation in the
last six months has not been without ir problems. It is
therefore a tribute to the strength of international
cooperation and to common sense that in the main
the problems have been resolved before they devel-
oped-into real crises.

Earlier on I referred rc the steel arangement between
the Communiry and the USA. I could also mention the
case of the Siberian gas pipeline. Earlier in the year the
Presidenry and the Commission made representations
to the US Government, sefting out in detail the argu-
ments for the European point of view. On 13 Novem-
ber 1982 the President of the Unircd States lifted the
US sanctions. This was a good and positive step for all
concerned.

The recent GATI Ministerial meeting clearly showed
that there are a number of problems in inrcrnational
rade. There is a threat of protectionist measures being
inroduced. Against this background it is satisfying rc
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note that the GATT Ministerial meeting resulrcd in a
general ralllng rourtd the international trade iystem
and a backing off from prorccdonism.

Endorsement of the international trade sy'stem vras not
achieved without tle Communiry having to stress very
strongly its views on conditions in the agricultural sec-
tor.

The result earlier achieved in this area, panicularly
with the conclusion of the Tokyo Round, must not be
undermined or thrust aside. This is the position that
the Communiry will also defend in the future. The
Community cannot accept the US view and US criti-
cism of the common agricultural policy. This was
made clear on several occasions to our American
friends.

There has continued to be a negative balance of rade
with Japan. A number of attcmpts have been made to
redress this balance. These will continue. It is desirable
that the yen should find .a more realistic level on cur-
rency markets, in line with the developments that have
recently been noted. There is also a need for progress
and adjustment in the commercial poliry sector. The
Council has been keeping a close eye on developments
by monitoring impons from Japan in cenain panicu-
larly sensitive sectors. At the same time the Com-
munity is pursuing its attempts in GATT to obtain an
opening up of the Japanese market.

As regards cooperation with the EFTA countries, the
Council approved a sntement in July on the impon-
ance of cooperation; this was then submitted to the
EFTA countries on the occasion of the tenth anniver-
sary of the signing of the Free Trade Agreemenr. To
the benefit of both the Communiry and the EFTA
countries the Council, after several years of negotia-
tions, approved a proposal for the simplification of the
rules of origin in Protocol 3 to the Agreements.

The situation with regard to the developing,countries
has been largely marked this autumn by discussion of
the Commission's memorandum on the Communiq/s
future development policy. The proposal for a more
coordinated suateBy for Community cooperation with
the third world led rc thorough discussion in the
Council, both on and off the record. In its discussions
the Council recognized the need for increased
resources for development aid. It is anticipated that
the Commission will be able to submit a concrete pro-
posal concerning Lom6 III at the beginning of tggt.

The Communiry has held negotiations on textiles with
a number of exponing countries with a view to arriv-
ing at cadsfactory bilateral agreements. These will in
all probabiliry enable the Communiry to go ahead with
approval of the MFA. The bilateral negotiations are
almost complete and the conclusion of satisfactory
agreements is expected with all the exporting countries
before the enil of the year.

Relations with fuia and Latin America have been
strengthened. To quote a specific example, the deci-
sion to grant funher aid m a number of Central Amer-
ican countries. Another example is the framework
agreement for cooperation with Brazil that came into
force on l October.

The fight against hunger in the world has continued to
be a priority goal. The Communiry is endeavouring to
pursue this goal in its aid programmes and not simply
in the food aid programme. Discussions are continuing
on the implemenadon of the plan of action to combat
hunger in the world. The Council is aware of the
imponance which the European Parliament and others
attach to this question.

In this connection I should like to answer the question
put by Mrs Carrettoni Romagnoli amongst others on
the role of the EEC in Nonh-South reladons and in
the fight against world hunger.

Taking as my starting point the ideas on Communiry
development poliry contained in the oral question, I
think it appropriate to make a few general remarks on
the way in which Community development policy is

put into practice.

Ever since the principle of Nonh-South relations was
unanimously approved io December 1979 by the Gen-
eral Assembly of the United Nations in Resolution
34/138, the Communiry has always stressed the
importance of these negotiations and its anxiety to get
them underway as quickly as possible. The Com-
mu-nity has also spared itself no effon either in the
United Nations consultations or, for example, at the
Summit Meedng in Versailles in June. It was a source
of great satisfaction that all the participants at this
Summit Meeting looked upon the initiation of wide-
ranging negotiations as an imponant political goal and
that they are convinced that the most recent draft
resolution of the Group of 77 ot this matter forms a
secure basis for consultation with the countries con-
cerned.

It is to be regretted that no agreement could be
reached on a date for the beginning of these negoria-
tions. The Communiry hopes, however, thar rhis can
be agreed at the present meeting of. the 37th General
fusembly of the United Nations.

The Community and its.Member States have also been
playrng a leading part for quite some time now in the
matter of international agreements on rav/ materials.
They are parties to the Convention on Food Aid and
almost all the existing agreements on raw materials. In
the case of the agreement on sugar, the only one to
which the Communiry is not yet a party, conracts are
being established in order to pave the way for future
participation. In the meantime, the Communiry is tak-
ing its own independent measures to help rc bring
order to the world market.

r. ' t', t I '
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Funhermore, the Community is taking an active paft
in the negotiations on the other products included in
the UNCTAD integrated programme. fu far as com-
mon funds are concerned, the Communiry and all its
Member States have signed the agreement and the
radfication procedure is either completed or about to
be completed.

In the case of wheat, which is rightly regarded as the
key product in the struggle against world hunger, an
international agreement with effective economic prov-
isions will also help gready to stabilize the food iitua-
don. This is why the Communiry is making deter-
mined effons to see that'negotiations on the drawing
up of such an agreement are continued.

The Communiry has at its disposal special resources
for the purpose of giving immediate aid to peoples hit
by natuial disasters or other extraordinary circum-
stances with equally fateful consequences. According
to the circumstances and needs in each individual case,

this aid is given either as eme-rgency food aid, emer-
gency aid under Title 950 of the 'Commission' section
of the budget or as disaster aid under Anicle 137 of.
tle Lom6 Convention. This emergency aid is primarit|
intended to alleviate the hardship of refugees and dis-
placed persons in the developing countries. It is disri-
buted amongst the peoples concerned by the govern-
ments of the countries in question, but also in many
cases through humanitarian organizations such as the
Red Cross, the Unitcd Nations High Commission for
Refugees or cenain non-governmental organizations.
Every effort is made to get the aid measur6s underway
as quickly as possible, to cut transpoft times as much
as possible and to ensure that the aid really does get to
those who are most in need of it.

During the Danish presidency the political coopera-
tion among the Ten has been marked by internadonal
rcnsion and conflicts. I refer not least rc East-'S7est
relations, which,must in panicular be seen against the
background of developments in Poland and the situa-
tion in Afghanistan, and rc the situadon in the Middle
East. These problems, dong with a number of other
important international issues, are described in the
1982 annual report on European political cooperation
(EPC)9 which the Presidenry has just distributed to
the Honourable Members.

As time does not allow a detailed account of all the
political questions which have been discussed by the
Ten during the Danish presidency, I would refer you
to the aforementioned report and confine myself here
to some of the most essential international issues
which have engaged the Ten's active int€rest during
the last six months.

The adopdon of the Foreign Ministers' report on pol-
itical cooperation on 13 October 1981 in London
(London Report) means a strengthening of the exist-
ing procedures and mechanisms for political coopira-
tion through a number of innovations which have been

successfully introduced. Thus the 'crisis'procedure has
been applied in several cases, and assistance to the sit-
ting Presidency from the preceding and succeding
Presidencies has been of great value in ensuring con-
tinuiry in political cooperation.

As pointed out in the London Repon, the Ten have
noticed increasing interest on the pan of a number of
third countries in establishing closer contac with the
Ten. The Ten have reacted posidvely rc such
approaches. Moreover, within the framework of polit-
ical cooperation regular contacts have been established
with the applicants for membership of the Communi-
ties, Spain and Portugal. I can state here that on the
occasion of the Foreign Ministers' political coopera-
tion meeting in Brussels on 23 November the Foreign
Ministers of the Ten met the Spanish and Portuguese
Foreign Ministers, and in my capaciry as chairman I
reported on the latest developments in European polit-
ical cooperation. Funhermore, two meetings rcok
place with Spain and Ponugal at political director level
during the Danish presidency. This procedure should
be seen as a preparation ,for these rwo countries' full
participation in EPC on their accession to the Com-
munities.

In addition, the Ten attach special importance to rela-
tions with the USA and have emphasized the need for
continuing and thorough consultations.

Both my predecessor as Danish Foreign Minister and I
myself have had talks with our US counterpan during
the Danish presidency, and the first meeting of its kind
between the polidcal director of the Presidency
assisted by the political directors of the previous and
the subsequent Presidencies and senior officials from
the United States took place in September 1982. Most
recendy, on 13 December, the President of the Euro-
pean Council had talks in the United Stites with Presi-
dent Reagan and other senior leaders in the American
administration. A desire had been expressed on both
sides to continue and extend these consularions,
which are glearly of interest to both paftners.

In this connection I should like to answer Mrs Mac-
chiocchi's question on Franco-German cooperation
within the framework of EPC (European Polirical
Cooperation) and link it with rhe whole question of
relations besc/een Europe and the USA I may say first
of all that the Ten do not discuss defence problems
within the framwork of the EPC. As was mentioned in
the london Repon, it was agreed to rerain the flexible
and pragmatic propedure which enabled cenain
imponant foreign policy questions relating to securiry
to be discussed. It is by now a well-established fact
that the Ten exchanges views with the USA only on
topics that have already been discussed in EPC. \7ith
regard to contacts between the Ten and third coun-
tries well-established procedures have already been
laid down for dealing with such topics. \Zith the USA,
for example, close and frequenr conracts are always
maintained in advance. In rhis connection I should like
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to refer to my remarls on the subject of consultations
with the United States in rhe report which I have
already given.

Relations berween East and Vest have unfonunately
suffered serious serbacks in recenr years. Tfis has led
to a worsening of the international climate. The cause
of this difficult situation musr be sought inter alk in
the massive Soviet military build-up, the Soviet
Union's continued occuparion of Afghanistan and the
tragic events in Poland since December of last year.
Nevenheless, the important thing now as before is to
overcome the atmosphere of mistrust which surrounds
relations between East and Vest. Respect for tlre prin-
ciples of the UN Charter and the Helsinki Final Act
must be restored. In our view, mutual truist between
the panies can only be built up again through an open
and genuine dialogue between East and Vest.

The Ten have already shown their readiness rc work
for a more positive development of East-!flesr rela-
tions, and they urgently call on the Soviet Union to
demonsrate a similar inclination. The'attitude of the
new Soviet leadership will therefore be crucial in
determining how East-Vest realtions develop.

Both before and after the resumption of the Madrid
Conference on 9 November, the Ten sustained their
efforts to secure agreemenr on.a substantial and bal-
anced concluding document. There should be no
doubt that, now as in the past, we regard the CSCE
process as an exceptionally useful instrument for
promoting our objectives in the East-\7est dialogue.

In our view the draft concluding documenr submitted
by the non-aligned countries is a good staning point
for the negotiations. The Ten have submitted some
essential and reasonable draft amendments to this
document, which have found support from allied and
friendly countries.

Since the introduction of manial law in December of
last year the Ten have followed developments in
Poland with deep concern. Inspired by a genuine rym-
pathy,with the Polish people, the Ten have several
times repeated their requesr to the Polish aurhorities to
lift manial law, release those under arresr and return
to a genuine dialogue with the relevant groups in Pol-
ish sociery.

The release of Solidariq/s leader, Lech \7alesa,
@gether with cenaih other indications, would appear
to be a step in the right direction, but there are sdll a
treat many negative aspecG in the situation in Poland.
The Ten are agreed that they musr conrinue to follow.
developments in Poland very closely.

At this point I should like rc answ'er Mr Fergusson's
question concerning the ban on the Polish trade union
'Solidariq/. fu the honourable Member will already
know, the Ten have been following developments in
Poland since the imposition of marshall law very

closely and have conveyed their views very clearly rc
the Polish authorities in a srarement of 4 January 1982
and on subsequent occasions, the last of these being at
the meeting of the European Council on 3/4 Decem-
ber. At this meeting the Ten norcd wirh grave concern
that the free trade union 'Solidariq/ had been dis-
solved. The views of the Ten on the Soviet Union and
on Eastern Europe in general were clearly set our in
the final communiquE of the European Council of
3/4December.

The Ten have continued their active diplomacy with a
view to promoting a comprehensive peace sertlement
in thb Middle East. fu confirmed most recently by rhe
European Council on 4 December 1982, such a settle-
ment to be negotiated with the panicipation of all par-
ties - meanting that the PLO will have to be involved
in the negotiations - should be based on the princi-
ples of securiry for all States in the region, including
Israel's right to exist, justice for all peoples, including
the right of self-determination for the Palestinians
with all that this implies, and mutual recognition by all
the panies involved.

The development of the Arab-Israeli conflict took a
dramatic turn with the Issaeli invasion of lebanon in
June. The Ten vigorously condemned the iirvasion in
their declarations of 9 and 29 June, and called for the

, complete and prompt withdrawal of Israeli forces as
well as the departure of all foreign forces. There have,
since the ragic events in Lebanon, been signs that the
new situation could contain the seeds of a genuine
peace process. In my speech to rhe UN General
Assembly on 28 September 1982 I stressed that the
Ten are encouraged rhat the essenrial principles on
which a comprehensive, jusr and durable senlemen[
must be based, are commanding increasing accepance.
I also took the opponuniry of welcoming the new
American initiative contained in President Reagan's
speech on I September 1982. It offers an imponant
opponuniry for peaceful progress on the Palestinian
question and a step rowards the reconciliation of the
parties' conflicting aspirations. In this connection, I
emphasized the imponance of the sraremenr adopted
by Arab Heads of State and Government ar Fez on
9 September 1982.

In my capaciry of President of the Ten, I met in New
York Mr Farouk Khaddoumi, Head of the PLO's Pol-
itical and International Affairs Depanment. On behalf
of the Ten, I expressed the hope that the Palesdnian
people would pursue their demands by polidcal means
and that the achievement of these should take accounr
of the need to recognize and respect the existence of
all the panies and security for all.

I visited Beirut on 4-6 Novembe r l982,ro express rhe
Ten's suppon of the Lebanese Government and the
unity and independence of Lebanon and to discuss
assisnnce for reconstruction. I also visited Amman on
6-8 November 1982, in view of the imponant role that
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Jordan can play in new peace negotiations on the basis

of President Reagan's new initiative

As a follow-up to this visit, it was decided at the politi-
cal cooperation meeting of Foreign Ministers in Brus-
sels on 23 November that I should take up an invia-
tion from the Israelis to visit Israel in order rc express
the Ten's desire for further contact with both Israel
and the fuab side. During my visit to Israel from 27-
29 November I had a meeting with Prime Minister
Begin and talls with Foreign Minister Shamir. As
instruced by -y Community colleagues, I asked the
Israeli Government to show flexilibiry in its approach
,to the new diplomatic initiatives, as the opportuniry to
revive the peace process should no[ be wasted. I
pointed in panicular m the settlement policy as an
obstacle rc the development of the trust berween pan-
ners which must exist befdre meaningful-discussions
can be held. Prime Minister Begin stressed that Israel
wantfd to preserve the Camp David agreement as the
basis for the talks, as it not only gave the Palestinians
the right rc full self-determination but also kept all
options open with regard to the final status of the area.

In summaqy, it could be said that on the face of it the
talks were disappointing, but I nevenheless believe
that they may be regarded as useful, in that they
helped to funher the dialogue with our Israeli friends.
Ve should therefore continue m remain in contact
with Israel as well as with all the other panies in the
Middle East conflict.

/
To close, let me just mention the situation in Afghani-
stan, which remains a source of grave concern to the
whole world. At the 37th UN General Assembly an
overwhelming majoriry of the UN member countries
dissociated themselves from the Soyiet occupation of
this ersrwhile non-aligned and independent country.
More than 200/o of the Afghan population have had rc
flee their home country which is proof of the suffering
to which the Afghan people are exposed.

In rheir joint satement at the opening of the 37th UN
General Assembly the Ten strongly urged considera-
tion of the European Council proposal of 30 June
1981 for a comprehensive political settlement. The
governments of the Ten also supported the initiative
by the European Parliament making 21 March
'Afghanistan Day'.

Finally, I should like to stress how important the Ten
regard contacts with the European Parliament. I per-
sonally found my meetings here to be extremely useful
as a step in what is I think a fruitful dialogue between
the Ten and the European Parliamenr However, I
wonder if this dialogue could not be made more effec-
tive to the advantage of both panies involved - with-
out the delicate balance bercreen the institutions being
disturbed. The abovementioned meetint with the Pol-
idcal Affairs Committee in Copenhagen - perhaps
panly because of its informal nature - provided a
splendid opportuniry for a more thorough exchange of

views on vital internationll issues. It would be unna-
tural m cxpect us to be at one on all political matters,
but it is immensely important that our consultations
should give us - as the partners we are - the oppor-'
tunity of informing each other of the background to
and reasons for our attitudes and acdons. To close, I
would emphasize that the Parliament's treatment of
foreign policy questions are closely followed by the
Ten and figure to alarge degree in their discussions.

(Apph*se)

Mr Haferkamp, Vce-President of the Commission. -(DE) Mr President, I should like on behalf of the
Commission to make a few additional commenr on
the oral questions contained in the footnote to the
order of business.

First of all, Poland. The President-in-Office of the
Council has spoken at length of the political implica-
tions. I shall only make a point on aid to Poland. This
House had a lengthy debate in Septernber on aid to
Poland, and on that occasion I explained in detail how
it worked in practical terms. I expressed our apprecia-
tion of the organizations which have done everrthing
in their power to ensure that the aid actually reached
its proper destination, namely the people who need it.

During that debate I said that the Commission would
submit a proposal to make the finance available tb
continue this help. This proposal was forwarded rc the
Council on 20 October. It covers the period from
December 1982 until May 1983. The aid is to be chan-
nelled through the organizations which have arranged
assistance so far. The Commission has suggested a
rctal amount of 9.5m ECU.

As regards the questions on the Nonh-South relation-
ships, the Commission can only reiterate what the
President-in-Office has already said. Ve hope that the
overall negotiations will get snned in the UN General
Assembly.. \7e shall, of course, try to make specific
progress, as we have done in the agreemenr on raw
materials and basic foodstuffs. \7e shall do everything
rc. help improve the situation of the developing coun-
Eles.

'!7e ippreciate Mrs Macciocchi's highlighting the
Community element in her oral question, in other
words she suesses the need for the Communiry to acr
as one body in its relationships with the United Sates.
The Prepident-in-Office of Council has already
referred to some events of this past year. There is.a
very close network of ongoing conbultations benreen
the administraiions and politicians of the Communiry
and the Unircd States. Twice a year we have regular
highJevel technical talks in which we air all topics of
mutual interest insofar as they come within rhe Com-
muniq/s competence. !7e also have regular political
meetings, and additional ones when necessary. The
Council President mentioned the meeting held last
week.
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Perhaps the House would be interested in hearing
more about this. The United States Secrctary of State
for Foreign Affairs and four other Ministers came to
Brussels to meet the Commission. The subjecm dis-
cussed on that occasion included firstly the continua-
tion of the work in GATT. Afur the Ministerial con-
ference in Geneva we mu$ make headway in GATT
through practical work. Ve must endeavour to make
an early start on the work laid down in the final com-
muniqu6 of the GATT conference.

Ve agreed with our American counterpans that we
would do everything to advance this pra'ctical work,
for example on the negotiations on the subjects in the
protective clause, which have ground to a halt. The
GATI Ministerial Conference laid down a list of spe-
cific points and also, for the first time, a timetable. An
interim report is to be drawn up by the middle of next
yeiu so that negotiarions on the protective clause can
be concluded by the end of next year.

Funhermore, a, detailed work programme on agricul-
tural problems has been drawn up in GATT which

.covers all aspects of agriculture which could influence
trade reladons. Funher.more, a working party was set
up rc deal with services connect€d rc trade. I mention '

these examples - and there are more - on which we
want to work together to ensure *rat GATT subjects
do not only appear in print in a final communiqu6 but
are actually advanced. This is panicularly imponant in
view of the difficulties in world trade.

A second important subject discussed with the Ameri-
can administration representatives was agriculture. I
should like to state clearly that 3t no time were the
various sysrcms debarcd. It is quite obvious that we can
neither debate nor negotiate the system or basis of our
common agricultural policy, just as we have no inten-
tion of interfering with other people's principles and

rysrcms.

But we all know that there are specific difficulties on
the world trade market for a number of agricultural
products because of big hanrests in past years, sroraBe
and a drop in demand. Both the United States and
ourselves are faced with the same problems and it is in
the interest of both panies to discuss them and con-
sider how to tackle them pragmatically. That is what
we agreed on. Technical talks will starr in January
between the Community and the United States, and
we shall assess development in March. '!7e are con-
vinced that this attempt to find practical solutions will
help us progress.

Thirdly, we discussed East-Vest relations insofar as

they come within the competence of the Communiry. I
should like to repeat whit the President-in-Office of
Council qaid: All problems of Communiry competence
will be dealt with by the Communiry institutions in
Communiry precedures, for example energ'y, €xporr
credit and of course trade.

Both in this context and in negotiations on special
issues referred to already by the Council President it
has proved valuable to have the Communiry act in har-
mony. This is true of the consensus reached in June in
the OECD on export credit for steel, the negotiations
on the Siberian gas pipelines and the textile negotia-
tions on the multi-fibre agreement.

All these agreemenr and negotiations successfully
concluded show that it is always possible to make pro-
gress and achieve positive results when the Com-
munity, as in GATT, acts as one. That is the positive
conclusion of the work of the last few months. This
Community stance, this Community action, this soli-
dariry should be strengthened.

(Apphuse)

Mrs Macciocchi (S). - (17) Mr President, I should
like to express my very warm thanks for the full reply
to the questions I raised many months ago. However,
following what has now been said, I wish to raise these
matters again, since, although it is true that the con-
tacts that have been established with the United States
have achieved a series of notable successes at rcchnical
and routine fevel, when the Community has shown
itself rc be a compact, united body, it is equally evi-
dent that there is a need for general discussion also of
the other most burning questions apart from economic
matters - namely, the problems that are inherent in
European defence.

I have sometimes wondered whether we are suffi-
ciently well informed or kept up-to-date regarding the
negodations taking place in Geneva, where the United
States is involved in discussions on Europe's belalf.' The problem is to establish,a link enabling the Com-
munity not only m be informed, but also to make its
voice heard in those discussions.

Basicalln the imponant message that the question was
inrcnded to emphasize is rhat a united Community can
make a considerable conffibution, not only in those
sectors just referred to - GATT, the Siberian pipe-
line, agricultural questions, and all the other problems
that fall within the vast economic sphere - but also in
regard to problems of a more political nature. I am
raising again, in effect, the question to which I ha,ve
not received an ans{rer, namely: - what objectives
might underlie the consultations berween the Euro-
peair countries and the United Smres, over and above
what has been mentioned here today? My concern
srcms from an ac/areness of the need for Europe to
speak with one voice..

This is not in any way to deprive individual States of
, their fundamenal prerogatives, above all in the deli-

cate area of strategy or defence. I was wondering,
however, whether Franco-German discussions - and
I had in mind the case of February last year, although
there has been another more recently bemreen Mitter-
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rand and Kohl, a few weeks ago - might not to some
extent prejudice the achievement of the desired resulq
which is to produce a force in which all the Ten are
r.epresented, and which might be hindered by the
exisrcnce of a preferential relationship, however pre-
cious, between France and Germany.

Moreover, that last Franco-German discussion shows
the readiness of each of the rwo partners to conclude
agreements with other European countries - in'the
case of Germany, the agreement with Colombo, ar-rd

in the case of Mitterrand, with all Southern Europe -so that France and Germany have each established a
dialogue with different regions of Europe. The great
problem, therefore, is not one of disagreement over a

preferential friendship between France and Germany;
it is that, in addition to this preferential friendship, but
as a factor of far greater imponance, the European
Communiry should be united in face of not only the
major economic questions - which have been dealt
with here today, and in regard to which we acknow-
ledge there has been considerable protress - but also
other fundamental questions, such as the international
political situation and the question of defence.

It is from this standpoint that I hope not only that the
debate, which has been of treat interest to me, may
continue, but that in addition it may be the source of
neur, more courageous initiatives that will take a

united European Communiry into more delicate, more
advanced territory that has a bearing on the very
future of Europe.

THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN

Vce-President

,'
Mr Croux (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, colleagues,
Mr President of the Council, we have listened with
great intcrest to your statement to the House on the
six months of the Danish Presidency and on political
cooperation and I would like to begin by expressing
my appreciation for the professional manner urith
which you have discharged your duties as President of
the Council for the Breater pan of these past six
months.

It must be said that there were some reservations in
various quarters at the beginning of the Danish Presi-
denry. You were confronted with extremely complex
situations both inside and outside the Communiry, and
indeel even within your own country. !7e noi with
satisfaction that you have managed to surmount the
difficulties and to acquit yourself in a loyal, fair and
constructive manner. The difficulties were indeed con-
siderable, as we realized at the Council meeting in
Copenhagen, where you addressed the Committee on

Political Affairs. Our colleagues from the House
Committee on Budgets have been unotinting in their
praise for the seriousness with which the Danish Presi-
dent of the Council led the discussions with them. Ve
shall thus reflect with some considerable satisfaction
on the Danish term of office, despite the enormous
difficulties with which it was confronted.

In commenting upon some of the points you have
raised I would like to focus atrcntion upon the pro-
gress, or lack thereof, the Communiry has made
rcwards achieving the goal of European Union. This
concerns the Council as a whole, and not just the
Danish Presidency. The colleagues fronl my group will
be examining the various individual aspects but I shall
be confining myself, in the context of this general
appreciation to four points, the socio-economic poliry,
political cooperation, institutional matters, and finally
the accession to the Communiry of Spain and Portu-
8al.

On the socio-economic policy let me reiterarc that we
are faced with well-nigh insurmounable unemploy-
ment problems within the Community, and in pani-
cular among the youth. I need hardly remind you that
400/o oI all unemployed Communiry citizens are young
persons, and that the pro\lem is an ever-increasing
one. Over the past few months the total numbers of
unemployed in the Community have been swelled by
one million. All the stops have been pulled out in an
effort to come to grips with this seemingly intractable
problem. \Tithin the Communiry the individual Mem-
ber States, irrespective of their political ideologies and
socio-economic philosophies are beginning to feel the
iron yoke of economic austeriry and realiry and, in
their efforts to wrestle with their economic difficulries
are desperately seeking economic stabiliry. I might add
that the Council has begun to address itself to rhe
complexiry of this whole problem even though its
declarations have heretofore been no more than vague
generalities. The aims for the Commu4ity at this point
in time are stability, monetary discipline, achievement
of the internal market, an improved trading poliry
and, in the social sphere an initial exploratory study
concerning the redistribution of working hours.

Declarations of a general and vague nature will simply
not appease public opinion within the Communiry. \7e
therefore appeal for the implementation of the guide-
lines elaborated at the European Council meeting in
Copenhagen. I have the impression, also shared by
other members of our group, who will be dealing with
this aspect in greater detail a little later on, rhat rhe
Council has reached a trearcr consensus than had her-
etofore been assumed which should enable concrete
measures to be adopted in this field in the near future.
Needless to say, this was badly needed.

On behalf of my group, I would like to express our
satisfaction with the manner in which Communiry
trading policy was implemented. Commissioner Haf-
rrkamp correctly poinred our rhe Communiq/s posi-
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tion in the face of the onslaughts emanating from the
United States' represenrarives at rhe recenr GATT
conference in Geneva. As such this deserves to be con-
sidered as one of the most positive developments of
the past few months.

I now turn to political cooperation. I have just referred' to the Communiq/s trading relations with the United
States and I am now forced to ask myself, Mr Presi-
dent of the Council, wherher the Community did not
in fact achieve even grearer progress here in the.area
of political cooperarion. Circumstances being what
they were, the Community in fact had no oprion but
to speak with one voice. You yourself have given sev-
eral examples of this and they are of course nor con-
fined to the realm of rading policy but concern the
burning topics of the day: Poland, Afghanistan, the
Middle East, developmenr 'in the United Nations
fusembly, and in the UN-sponsored conference on
disarmament. \7e read with great interest those aspects
of your repon which referred to a growing public
awareness in the fields of securiry and disarmament,
which confirms the phenomena reponed in the
Genscher-Colombo Draft European Act and on rhe
need for grearcr harmony of cenain political and
economic aspects of security poliry. Ve also read with
interest your description of the srucrures which have
been established in that area, howeve r ad boc they may
be at the presenr time; on the way in which the Com-
munity Member States function in times of crisis in a
sysrcm of cooperation constructed around rhe past,
present and future Council presidents thereby tuaran-
teeing a degree of continuiry. Contacts have now been
established on a political director level between the
Communiry and the United Starcs and we noted, even
to our great satisfaction, the visit to the Commission in
Brussels last week of no less than 5 members of the US
Administration. In this conneciort I would like to put
the following quesrion to our colleagues in the House:' Does the House have any intention of strengthening
its ties, at parliamentary level, with both Houses of the
US Congress? !7e devoted some rime to rhe marrcr a
few months ago. My group sponsored the embryo of
just such a resolution but it was referred to the House
Committqe on Political Affairs. Let it be said that it is
high time rhat our Parliament strengthened its. ties
with the US Congress.

Some of the members of my group will be dealing in
greator detail with topics such as Poland, Afghanistan
and the Middle East but I should like to reiterate that
we consider both the CSCE Helsinki follow-up talts
currendy taking place in Madrid and the disarmament
talks befi/een the United States and the Soviet'Union
in Geneva to be of equal imponance. In poinr of facr
your statement, Mr President of the Council, paid
scant attenrion rc the latter bur we see the two as being
linked. The Madrid conference is concerned with
improving the climate of international conracts and of
humanitarian aspecr in Europe in general while rhe
Geneva conference inrcnds to bring that about,

through disarmament. Thus we believe the rwo con-
ferences to be inextricably linked.

Just a shon remark on rhe Community institutional
problems. May I emphatically request the Council,
during its deliberadons today with our Comminee on
Budgets to see its way towards having some under-
standing for our arguments. This is a day of panicular
significance in that it can demonstrate whether the
'concertation', to which you have alluded so ofren, can
in fact lead to positive results. At rhe same dme I
urould draw attenrion to rhe necessiry of making tho-
rough preparations for the discussion of 24 January
next on the recommendations of rhe Genscher-Col-
ombo initiative with a view to guaranteeing a success-
ful outcome. On the mafter of the 1984 elections to
the European Parliament I would ask what progress
has been made on the inuoduction of a uniform elec-
toral law throughout the Communityl My founh
question reads: lfhat is the situation regarding the
European Foundation? I shall conclude, Mr Presidenq
by drawing amenrion to the imponance we attach ro
Spanish and Portuguese accession to the Communiry.
\7e would ask that the political efforis continue apace
and that a balanced atdtude be taken in dealing with
the economic, financial and institutional problems
associated with such accession. \7e feel that definite
protress was made regarding this matter in Copen-
hagen and that blueprints were elaborared. Ve look
forward to some significant progress in the months to
come on this matter. It is a test concerning the future
of the Community as such, and of European Union.

Mr Fergusson (ED). - Mr President, may I first, on
behalf of my group, express our y/arm feelings
towards Denmark and the Presidency which the Presi-
dent-in-Office is just completing, knowing, as ,Mr
Croux has already said, thar it has ofun been done in
the face of quite severe difficulties at home. \7e do
much appreciate what he hds done and we wish him
very well.

May I first deal with my oral quesdon about Poland,
to which the President-in-Office has already been
good enough to refer. The House will be dealing with
Poland again on Thursday. All we wanr now is some
kind of rcxr as a basis for our further discussion, some
indication of how the Council and Commission pro-
pose to suengthen their measures to counter this
oppression of Solidariry. This week of all weeks, as the
Polish authorities go through rhe motions of suspend-
ing manial law, we see what a sham the claims are thar
any real liberalization is underway. Ve would, of
course, welcome the release of those in prison without
trial, but the basic political libenies of movement, of
association and of speech remain suppressed. 'Ve see
extended once more to Poland the Russian pracdce of
confining dissidents rc menral institutions. Ve see that
Lech \falesa, rhe voice of the Polish people, has been
forbidden to speak his mind. Now the President-in-
Office said a litde while ago rhat the Ten have agreed

i
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to continue to follow events closely and have made

their attitude plain. But we asked in the Deschamps

reDort for a fundamental re-assessment of our rela-
ti6ns with the USSR and COMECON. I ask him: has

that fundamental re-assessment been made? Have not
the circumstances indeed occurred in which a funda-
mental re-assessment become necessary? So I again
invite the Piesident-in-Office to say what further steps

the Council may be considering while Solidarity and

all it stands for remains crushed.

The Presiderit-in-Office will forgive me if I too now
revert to a maltrur which is on all our minds and espe-

cially on the minds of British Members today. The
Community last night entered not just one of its
endemic crises - there's nothing wrong or new about
that;.nothing ever ge$ done in Europe excePt as a
resuli of crises, whether in agriculture or fishery or
whatever - but potentially one of our most damaging
crises yet. And it wil[ be damaging unless we solve it
very fast indeed. Ve have, I think, about 35 hours in
hand. 

t

I am concerned not with the details that have been

gone into but with what lies behind this panicular cri-
iis. And I have this to say to the Council collectively. I
say it and we all say. it as the elected rePresenadves of
the Member Starcs. The people of Europe simply do
not understand you. The young of Europe ask one

thing. Is Europe, the politically united Europe you say

you believe in, for today or for tomorrow? Is it for
now, when we need it and can sdll believe in it, or for
rhe next century?

In its voting last night this Parliament did not vote
against Briain. In its own way the vote was a censure

oI the fudliry of the Council of Minisrcrs. The misfor-
ilne may well be that in Britain it will not be seen like
that, which is hardly Parliament's fault, sickened as ve
are by the prevaricatisns'and mancuvrings in the
Council to defend the members' short-term nadonal
interests. No one can say either that Parliament's Pro-
rcst is endrely free of ulterior motive and feeling. I
should be very surprised if much of last night's feeling
does not reach back to the previous budgetary agricul-
tural crisis last May in the wake of the Falklands war.

But let me repeat that the reason for Parliament's fru's-

tradon lies first and foremost with the Council, with
which collectively people remain profoundly unim-
pressed and sad. It all boils down to the words used a
little while ago by the President-in-Office. I quote: 'It
was not possible to reach agreement on the necessary

changes'. Muutis m*tandis, that is why the Parliament
is now preparing o throw out the one reach-me-
down, interim, spatchcocked, short-rcrm budgetary
agreement, clever as it was, that the Council did make
and to throw it out even at the risk of robbing the
United Kingdom of its polidcal abiliry @ c{ry on as a

willing, welcome Mernber Sate. You can not blame
the Commission on whom you, the Council, laid the
burden of a mandate to square the circle of your col-

lective incapaciry. It is in'the Council that 80 directives
are held up, though approled by Europe's Parliamenq
directives that alone could prevent the internal market
which you called for from remaining a mockery. Fin-
ally, of course, in the face of eleven and a half million
unemployed some of these directives ere now going to
be looked at again closely, but I must say that we

await results with understandable doubts. You can not
blame Parliament for the impasse w'e are now in. Long
ago Parliament produced plans for the reform of the

common, agricultural policy acceptable to the rbpre-
sentatiyei of all the Statcs gathered here.

In the world at large, under the Danish presidency, the
Economic Communiry has held together commenda-
bly well in the face of many disruptive processes and
pressures. But otherwise, Mr President, the finger, I
think, points at the Council, which has failed to effect
the internal reformc we need, which has caused the
new budgetary crisis by failing to agree on just and

fair financing arrangements, which baffles the people

of the Communiry by permitting agricultural surpluses
, which feed our enemies cheaply and improverish our

Third Vorld friends and which, because of the mem-
hers' individual selfishness, demonsrates again and

again its collective weakness.

This Parliament, in some ignorance, I fear, of the
probable consequences of not geting its way, asks the'
Council rcday for a miracle. The Council has to pro-
vide one.

Mrs Dc March (COM). - (FR) Mr Presideni, Mr
President of the Council, I listened atentively to what
you had to say an{ I nodced the prioriry you put on
the economic and social system - which confirms,
alas, the crisis and worsening employment which are

at the cenue of our debarc.

A six-monthly stock-taking would be pointless if it
were not thc opponunity to look at the essential prob-
lems and answers to them. The reladve decline of the
dollar and of interest rates cannot solve the essential
problem of growth and unemployment. Opportunities
for a decisive improvement in the employment situa-
tion will embrge from the solutions found for the
problems of growth.

It is not without inrcrest to note that my country,
France, has managed to reduce the increase rate of
unemployment and nday, in spitc of certain difficul-
ties, to obain a higher growth rarc than in the other
countries of the Communiry.

So the means and conditions of this growth have to be

found and we have to consolidate, in particular, the
financial means used for this purpose and look at the
crircria for their use.

Ve are pleased, in this connection, that, in our coun-
try, the criteria for economib management are becom-

'r ".,ti
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ing a major topic, a grear national issue. In rhe discus-
sions, the cri-teria for social effectiveness is now com-
peting with profit.

So the Communiry budget now being discussed and
the Community loans should help productive invest-
men$ ger off rhe ground again, nor on the basis of an
improvement in the financial profitabiliry of firms
alone, but considering the needs for employment, for
qualification and for consumprion in each country. So
we approve of the European Council's idea of launch-
ing a third special Communiry loan of 3 000 million
ECU this time. But we should like to say that we hope
to see these 3 000 million ECU used ro encourage rhe
viml recovery of decisive secrors and for employment,
panicularly for young people.

For example, if we wanted to help rhe iron and steel
industry out of the crisis, should u/e nor have to help
expansion in the main consumer sectors, the car indus-
try, housing, machinery and equipment? And this of
course raises anorher problem you mentioned in your
speech, Mr President, the problem of the market.

'!7e do not feel rhat protectionism is the answer. \7hat
counts is the political will to produce rather than
impon, the strategic choice of industrial developmenr.
And this has to be done on the basis of the internal
market of each of the Member States and in coopera-
tion with the Ten. That is the only way of tackling the
existing problemq of commercial imbalanie, including
those in the Coinmuniry itself.

That is also the v/ay rc forge a vital link between prod-
uctive investmenr in research and technology and
what I call a new economic deal which would ally effi-
cienry and new rights for the workers in rhe,war on
unemployment in Europe.

I am convinced that the success of the economic
relaunch will become a reality if all these factors take
practical shape.

Lastly, and this is more of a political problem, we are
pleased that the USA's policy of commercial and
economic sancrions has come up against the joint
desire of the Ten ro conrinue cooperadng with the
USSR - a desire which cropped up again in the
GATT negotiarions - and oppose America's commer-
cial prercntions.'S7'e would have liked to see rhe Com-
munity just as firm with the USA in the steel negoria-
tions- But alas, the compromise they signed is not
satisfactory and it will not contribute ro the relaunch
in the countries of the Community and France in
particular.

Ve also hope to see rhe same community spirit and
firmness of view on rhe parr of the ?en when the USA
blocls the continuarion of rhe Nonh-South Dialogue.
Could the Council express its opinion on this marrcr
when it ansvers our oral quesdon? And could it tell us
how it envisages rhe vital link 6erween the war on

hunger and disarmamenr in the Lom6 Convention
framework?

Mr President, how is it possible to talk dbout the past
six monrhs without spending time on the events in
Lebanon? Ve have to hope that the Ten, and France
in panicular, do their urmosr to find a political solu-
tion rc the conflict rormenring rhe Middle East toddy,
so that the lebanon can regain full sovereignry and
full independence. After all thar the Lebanese and the
Palesdnians have suffered from the.invasion and the
Israeli bombing of Beirut and after the odious massa-
cres in the Palestinian camps at Sabrah and Chatilah
and the demonstradon of the Isrqeli involvment in this,
there is more need than ever for peace,in this pan of
the world, for an independent Palestine, for total
Israeli withdrawal from the occupied territories and
for a genuine dialogue in which the PLO would, as
the one and only represenrative of the Palestinian peo-
ple, play a full part. An overall political solution to the
problem should guarantee rhe securiry of all the coun-
uies in that pan of the world, of course.

One last question. Ve are pleased that the conference
on security and cooperadon in Europe was able'to
start up again in spite of deliberarc obstruction by the
USA. Ve think ir is perfectly reasonable for'the Ten to
accord their views on political questions involved in
the negotiations on d6tente and disarmament, as [he
European counrries have considerable responsibiliry
when it comes to keeping peace.

There is one major, undeniable fact on the new politi-
cal scene, over the past six months in panicular, in
Europe of the Ten and it is the ever-stronger desire on
the pan of hundreds of thousands of people, old and
young, to see a guaranrce of peace, security and disar-
mament in Europe. But we want there m be no confu-
sion here. Talking abour d6rcnte is one thing, but talk-
ing about defence is quite anorher and we cannot
entenain the idea of military and strategic problems
being dealr with in the Community framiwork. I
should like, here, to ask the Council represenrarive for
explicit confirmation of this'principle. I should also
like to ask the Commission the following quesdon. On
6 December last, Mr Natali, Vice-President of the
Commission', publicly announced in Paris that rhe
Communiry should set up a common defence poliry.
Mr friend Roben Chambeiron asked in this hemicycie
last Monday how a Member of the Commission could
allow himself to make such an announcement when it
is the Commission which is the guardian of the Trea-
ties. Ve are now waiting for the Commission to give
us a straight answer to rhis question.

Mr Bangemann (L). - (DE) Mr Presidenr, six
months ago when ve came to the end of qhe Belgian
Presidenry, I said on behalf of my group rhar we were

'sorry that their term of office had come to an end and
that we would have liked rc see ir extended. But that
did not mean, and I hastened ro say so, that we were
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unwilling to welcome the Danish Presidency. Ve can

now say that we are all very pleasandy surprised at the
extraordinary successes of the Danish Presidency. In
panicular I should like to thank the President-in-Off-
ice of the Council personally - I think he deserves a

personal word of appreciation - for his work, for it is
cenainly due rc his efforts that this presidency will be

remembered as one of the most successful in the his-
rcry of the Communiry.

(Apphase)

May I be allowed to wish the President-in-Office, not
irnly on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic GrouP
but dso on behalf of all Members of this House, a

speedy recovery from his cold which is undoubtedly
not due to the political climate but solely m the
v/eather.

I should like to speak to three subjects as my col-
leagues Tove Nielsen and Niels Haagerup will later
deal with other maners on behalf of my group. First I
wish to comment on subject number one, namely
unemployment. I think that two strategies are needed

here. Firstly we must ake very unconventional and
effective measures to ensure that in the coming years

the number of unemployed young persons does 'not

grow. For that we need rctally unorthodox measures

geared to their present panicular situation and which
in some cases could mean funher training and in many
cases perhaps getting a job.

The second strategy consists in recagnizing clearly
rhat if we n/ant succepsfully to combat long-term
unemployment in the Communiry we are facing a

structural and not an economic problem.

Ve shall not hckle long-term unemployment effec-
tively if we do not succeed in overcoming a whole ser-

ies of prejudices and obstacles in the general public
opinion. I shall but mendon a few. There is a prejudice
against technical innovation, and this is unfonunately
also prevalent in the rade unions. People think that
technical innovations will lead to some loss of jobs,

they object to the introduction of new technologies,
they even stir up a bertain fear of new rcchnolgies and
fail rc understand that it is only through neur rcchnol-
ogies that competidve jobs can be created for the
future. I was pleased to hear what Mrs De March said
in that she did talk of the profic of a firm without
immediately adding that that is the capitalist'd filthy
profit, for the truth of the marer is that these profits
are essential to keep the firms in business and maintain
jobs. In competition with Japan and new indusrialized
countries we shall only manage to creale jobs in
Europe if we are prepared, to use new technologies
fearlessly and draw the necessary conclusions from
that.

One of these conclusions is better training for employ-
ees. Vhereas we used to be able to fill jobs in the steel
industry and in the traditional industries only with

physical strength, with atributes which we really
brought with us as people, we shall no longer be able

to do that in the future. Ve shall be producing at a
high level, and that means that those seeking employ-
ment must make an effort to extend their human apti-
tudes so that they are capable of dealing with this high
technological level.

May I now turn to what the President-in-Office of
Council said on the development of the internal mar-
kel Our achievements in the European Communiry
are not all that slight. Every six months when we are

presenrcd with the long list of measures taken during a

presidency we really must admit that ihe Communiq/s
record is not all that bad. The last few months have

admittedly seen the centrepiece of the Communiry, the
free internal market, threatened with collapse. Anyone
here who thinls for whatever reason that he can gain
something for himself by creating obstacles and har-
rassment at the frontiers must realize that he is not
merely destrofng the roots of the European Com-
muniry but that he will with absolute certainry also

damage his own interests, and that therefore there is

no point at all in hiding behind protectionist measures.

Ve must spell that out to all Member States. No one

here can throw the first stone without damaging him-
self. But perhaps there are some Member governmenis
who qre sorely tempted. I should like to say most
emphatically to some Members of this House: we
must act for the best for the Community irrespective
of our national allegiance.

The third point I wish to make is on yesterday's deci-
sion. I appreciate that the President-in-Office has not
yet commenrcd on it as he cannot prejudge the nego-
dations with the Finance Ministers planned for this
afternoon.

On the decision taken by-a large majoriry yesrcrday -250 votes in favour, with 80 against and a few absten-
tions - I should like to say on behalf of my troup
that this large majority indicates clearly that this Par-
liament recognizes the financial imbalance of the
United Kingdom's position. On the other hand we do
not wish to check this imbalance by a simple, an over-
simple, financial mechanism, by which a cheque is

handed over every year and every year the amount of
this cheque is the subject oI negodadons. Ve want this
imbalance to be corrected by a lasting mechanism
which also means the implementation of Communiry
policy.

That is why yesrcrday's decision was not an anti-Bri-
tish decision. Neither was the decision by German
Members of this House not to approve the planned
payments rc the Federal Republic in this form an 

-

anti-German one. It was a decision for Europe, and
the Council should bear that in mind when it discusses
our proposals this afternoon.

A final comment on institutional problems. There was
one expression, indeed the only one, you used in your
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declaration, Mr President-in-Office, with which I can-
not completely agree, namely 'the right of veto on
vital issues'. There is no right of veto on vital issues.
The Treaty of Rome tays down various mechanisms
for vbting. On some issues the vote musr be unani-
mous. Vhen a decision has to be taken by a unani-
mous vote then clearly any single Member State can
vote against, without rhere necessarily being a vital
issue at stake, and then the decision in question cannot
be taken. The Treaty actually covers even more rhan
you have called for on behalf of one or orher Member
State. Under the Treary, however, a decision can also
be taken by a majoriry vorc in cenain cases and
according rc certain rules. \7e consider this legal basis
of the Community very imponant for we believe thar a
democratic Communiry must be able to carry majority
decisions.

In the controversy on fishing which you touched on it
is the interests of your counrry in panicular thar are at
stake. I can assure you that the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Broup and its Danish Members have done every-
thing, and will continue until the decislon next Tues-
day to do everyrhing, to facilitate a solution acceptable
to both the Danish fishermen and the Danish fishing
indusry. !7e ask you ro accept such a soludon bven if
it means that the Council has to take a majoriry deci.
sion.

A final comment on what Mrs Macciocchi said. I fully
understand rhat if one has not been involved in discus-
sions one always feels uneary and wonders why some-
thing specific cannor happen in a Communiry of Ten.
But one must recognize thet for example in relation-
ships bervreen Federal Germany and France - and I
am not speaking nov/ as a German but as a Member of ,

this House - such cooperarion based on specific his-
mrical facu has existed for a long time.

Furthermore one must appreciate that on some issues
it is easier for a panicular Member State to act on a
bilateral or trilarcral basis. The Genscher-Colombo
initiative hailed by all was thus possible betvreen rhe
German and Italian Foreign Ministers. Ar that time it
would have been highly improbable between rhe Ger-
man and Danish Foreign Ministers. Perhaps it would
now be possible again. !7e should therefore not be roo
eater to condemn such attcmpts on condition, as some
colleagues have already said, rhat such initiatives lead
to a Communiry decision.

If all Council presidencies were ro try as hard to iind
Community solutions as the Danish Presidency has
done in the last few months then we would make very
much faster progress rhan expected, and I should [k!
to thank the Danish President-in-Office on behalf of
my grouP.

(Applaase)

Mr Nfborg (DEP). . (DA) Mr President, I would
like to start by congratulating the Presidqnt-in-Office

on his very detailed and precise sntemenr to the Par-
liament. Like the Prbsident-in-Office I am also pleased
with the result of the meeting of the Ministers for
Economy, Finance and Employment and Social Affairs
in the month of November.

In my opinion vre are gefting onro rhe right track. The
only way to combar unemployment is to create more
jobs, which in itself can only happen by increasing
industrial activity. European industry musr bo made
compedtive by lowering iu level of overheads, and this
must come about by not only reducing but also redis-
tributing public spending, so that public budgetary
deficits can be eliminated. By doing this the interest
burden is curtailed, and once again industry would
take the initiative which would lead to an increase in
production.

I noted that the President-in-Office in his speech
explicitly mentioned the small and medium-sized
undenakings and during the last six months new rules
have appeared with regard rc rhe European Invesr-
ment Bank's grandng of global loans, particularly to

'small and medium-sized undenakings. On the oiher
hand I regret that progress is sdll slight and infrequenr.
I believe that we must have a new approach to the
Communiq/s industrial poliry. I think that I have also
heard that Mr Stetter is thinking along those lines.
Instead of trying to keep alive sectors and businesses
which under any circumstances are sinking ships, we
should rather invest in small and medium-sized under-
takings which by vinue of their flexibiliry and adapta-
bility have proved that they can create new jobs.

On the initiative of the European Parliamenc the year
1983 has been declared rhe Year of the Small and
Medium-sized undenakings. I would like rc invirc the
Council of Ministers toterher with us, also in 1983, to
have adopted a number of concrete proposals for the
improvement of the conditions of these businesses.

Fine declarations of inrcnt are not sufficient. Here
there is a necessity for a number of concrete proposals
that must be paised by rhe Council of Minisiers. One
can read in Mr Deleau's report which was passed in
this Chamber on 19 February 1982 which proposals it
is about and which proposals are akeady lying on the
table of the Council of Ministers.

This leads me to the next point in the Presidenr-in-
Office's speech, namely the inrernal markel.-Nor even
in the past six monrhs have we been spared those
national egorisrical anitudes that have lead to new
technical obstacles to trade. I only have to menrion the
market for w-sets and videorecorders.

It sounds very anraetive thar there is agreement in the
Council about developing a series of relevant working
programmes as regards rcchnical nornis, company law,
specific services, formalides at $e Communiq/s inter-
nal frontiers, etc. In this connection I would like to
draw the Council of Ministers' arrcntion to the debate

l,
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that is to take place here in this Chamber to-morrow
about the Customs Union. It will be a debate based on
a report which the Commission happens to compile
each year. This repon containi a long list of proposals
from the Commission on which the Parliament
already, years ago, has expressed its opinion. These
are proposals, which are sdll on the shelves of the
Council of Ministers collecting dust, instead of being
on the Agenda.

There is really no special reason to develop new work-
ing programmes as there already exists - as has just
been said - a whole stack of proposals which ought
to be adopted.

The fact that the Council reached an agreement this
autumn on New Zealand's butter expon to the United
Kingdom was Bratifying per se. Had one reached an

agriement by which the British should buy their butter
inside Europe instead of outside Europe, this would
have been even more gratifying. I do hope that
someone took the opponuniry to explain to our British
friends that one of the causes of their so-called net-
conribution is in fact this continuous impon of food
from third countries. Unfortunately the Danish Presi-
dency did not succeed in solving the problems about
the United Kingdom's budgetary contribution. Yester-
day's vote in this Chamber on the proposal for a regu-
lation establishing supplementary measures in favour
of the Unircd Kingdom quite clearly demonstrates that
the European Parliament and the Council do not
agree on the special preferences that the United King-
dom is trylng to achieve.

I take it for granted that the Council of Ministers will
respect the Parliament's decision - as mentioned
today by other speakers - as we expect the Council
of Ministers to recognize the role which the European
Parliament is playing in the budgetary procedure of
the European Communities.

One thing astonished me,. Mr President-in-Office,
namely that you did not at all mention the question of
the common transport, policy, which seems to be a

pressing problem. Is this an omission? Has no progress
taken place in this area during the past six months? Or
would one, in a long silence rather ignore the fact that
the European Parliament is indicting the Council of
Ministers? The Parliament has lost its patience, and
the first steps have been aken to pommenoe action for
failure against the Council of Ministers before the
Coun of Justice of the European Communities. In
Denmark as well as in other countrics haulage con-
tractors and transport businesses are constandy
impeded in conducting their business because of an
insufficient number of haulage permits. This is just a

detail, but an annoying detail.

As regards the transpon sector there are - 
just as is

the case with the customs uriion and the internal mar-
ket-stacls of proposals on the shelves of the Council
of Minisrcrs collecting dusr In the press releases from

meetings of the Councils of Ministers it always says

that 'we had a good and positive discussion on the
proposals now before us, and we have asked the Per-
manent Representatives to work on the problems'. It
sounds very nice indeed. The administration and
bureaucracy of the Council is slowly but surely grow-
ing, whereai, generally speaking, the number and
qualiry of the decisions is declining. But in spite of all
this I will finish by congratulating the Danish Presi-
denry on scraping through the last few months with
the skin still on their noses despirc the great difficulties
thay have come up against, panly because of the situa-
tion within the Communiry, and partly because Den-
mark changed horses in mid stream, which has cer-
tainly not simplified'things.

Mr Glinne (S). - (FR) Mr President, Mr President
of the Council, Honorable Members, the Socialist
Group, for its pan, is as disappointed and worried
about the result of the last European Summit as it is

about the activity of the Danish President.

Certainly, as the President-in-Office of the Council
has stressed, some positive results were achieved and
the last European Council was obviously different
from most of the previous Councils ip using more pre-
cise language and fixing precise time limits - at least
when it came to certain sensitive subjects such as the
strengthening of the internal market, the increase in
funds for the .new Community instrument, enlarge-
ment and relations with third countries.

But it is all too easy rc cry victory because of one or
ru/o results. The results of the last European Council
are no reason for great rejoicing. Experience has

unfonunately shown that policies and timetables that
were officially fixed and agreed on were not adhered
to. So it is too early to draw any conclusions and we
should reserve our judgment. It is now up to the
Council of Ministers ro put the good intentions of the
Summit into practice. That'is what we are waiting for.

Secondly, and here I am touching on the real subject
of our anxiery and disappointment, the Summit vas
too vague to the distressing subject of unemployment
and, under the Danish Presidency, nothing concrete
was achieved. But there are 11 million unemployed
and, while the Commission's prospecr are very
gloomy, Europe cannot remain silent and inactive.
Practical steps have rc be taken without delay. On
behalf of my group, I shall say for the nth time in this
house that, if Europe is rc be credible to the millions
of workers who are involuntarily unemployed, then
the Council of Ministers and the European Council
have to do more than hold meetings that may or may
not be successful. They have rc make a proper job of
tackling the social problem that causes us most con-
cern - unemployment. I know, as we all in this
House are aware, that the crisis is a profound and
general one. '!7e have still really to want to point to
the root causes ind the Communiq/s failure'to deal
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with the problems of unemployment and the creation
of new jobs is undeniable.

The USA, for example, has a 10.8 0/o rate of unem-
ployment, which is very high. But there are some com-
pensations. Over the past decade, for example, 20 0/o

of new jobs have been created. Canada has.30 %
unemployment and Japan 10 0/o and some of the Scan-
dinavian countries have 16-20 0/0. Although they are
all seriously affected by unemploymenr, their employ-
ment prospects do not seem so bad as ours. Between
1973 and 1981, rhe Communiry only created a million
new jobs. So far, it has done nothing to really improve
the situation in the coming years.

'lZhat is the Council's atdtude when Parliamenr pro-
poses amendments ro the budget that will channel
more means into the war on unemploymerir? Ir is
negative. IThat should ve think of the fine promises
and declarations of inrcntion of rhe Council when it
also refuses to release the financial means required to
put them into practice? How can we fight unemploy-
ment at Communiry level if the Council anxious ro
reduce the budget, intends reducing non-obligatory
funds to the lowest possible level, particularly those
for social purposes within the framework of the Social
Fund and the Regional Fund, and spending,mo$ of
the resources on an agricultural policy which is clearly
necessary (from the employment poinr of view too)
but which can do pracically nothing about the econo-
mic and social crisis we have to face?

\7e have 11 million unemployed today and we will
have still more tomorrovr. That is the crucial problem
in the employment sector.

\7ith reference to the employment policy, I should like
to remind you of a resolution of rhe Council of Minis-
rcrs of 1979, whereby part-rime employment should be
voluntary and open to both men and women and not
able to be forced on people who want to work full
time. The European Parliament looked into this, as we
all know, and found that pan-time work is increas-
ingly common and employers are tending to force it
unilaterally on the workers. It is remarkable that, last
Friday, the Council of Ministers of the Ten discussed
a dralt directive on rhis subject. It apparently accorded
part-time workers the same guarantees as full-time
workers and insisted on'implemenrarion of the princi-
ple of equal treatmenr for men and women at work.
Three Member Stares, unfortunately, blocked the
decision. I should like to remind you, here, that Par-
liament, for its pan, intends part-time work to be car-
ried out on a voluntary basis and believes that a full-
time worker's refusal to work pan rime should nor be
a reason for dismissal.

Parliament - and I repeat - felt, by a majoriry, that
pan-time work could, by changing full-time posts into
pan-time ones, be a way of reducing employment in
disguise.

But rye will stand firm. The only thing rhat has been
decided, in practice, is that a srudy - that Parliament
requested of the Commission and that the Commission
is now carrying out - should be made.

Mr President of the Council, Europe displayed a cer-
tain uniry at the latest GATT negotiations and ri,e are
proud of the fact, even if some of us are not so pleased
at the outcome. On this occasion, the Heads of State
and Governmeni manifested a desire for cohesion thar,
they confirmed at rhe Copenhagen Summit. From thar
point of view, this is a good thing. But what is the
Council waiting for - and I repeat - rc display
uniry, cohesion and, above all, will? \7hat is it waiting
for to decide to wage a proper.war on unemployment?

In a motion for a resolution on the relaunching of
Europe, our group wanted to propose cenain initia-
tives. It has found that the Brear prospects opened for
the people of Europe by 30 years of building the Euro-
pean Communiry are being threarened by rhe extenr of
the crisis in the countries of the EEC, by rising unem-
ployment and by the risk of social and political deter-
loratlon.

Our group feels that the development targets, which
should lead to more social equaliry and economic
democratization, and the ideals of libery and justice,
which should charaaerize the Communiry we are
huilding, mean that there should be a relaunch in rhe
matrcr of employment poliry, social poliry and econo-
mic, industrial and commercial poliry.

Mr President of the Council, Honorable Members, in
doing this, the Socialist Group is not conrent to
observe. Our draft resolution, is an 1l-page one con-
taining a series of practical proposals that I am unable
m list here - although I would ask you to read or
re-read them, in the hopes that rhe next Council will
be able to take them into accounr and finally propose
the relevant measures to combat unimployment and
promote employment in the Community.

If it is to be credible, rhe Communiry must be some-
thing other than a place for fairly frequenr meetings of
the European political 6lite . It has to genuinely
shoulder the real problems facing the people of
Europe. Employment and regional and social dispar-
ity, first at the level of the Communiry and rhen ar
world level, are rhe crucial problems of our rime.

So, to return to the decision-making powers of rhe
Council, I really wonder whether it is possible for a
Council on which there is a majoriry of right-wing
governmenr can take rhe decisions v/e are still expect-
ing it to take. Thal is the question. That is the chal-
lenge we are throwing 6ut on unemployment in the
name of the millions of workers and unemployed
whom we, Mr President, have the honour ro represenr
in the 10 countries of the Community.

Mr Klepsch (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
Bendemene first of all I should like rc express our gra-
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titued to the Danish Governmcnt on its presidenry of
the Council. I7hen Denmark took over the Council
presidency it had a different Bovernment from the
present onc and our ixpectations of iq in view of past
experience, were understandably low. I am therefore
all the more pleased tirat we can pay tribute to the
effon made by Denmark during its rcrm of office in
the interests of the Community. Ve particularly thank
you, Mr Ellemann-Jensen, for the.new relationship
established between thc Political Affairs Committee
and yourself in the colloquies. !7e also appreciate that
following the custom started under the British Presi-
dency it is the Danish Prime Minister who will person-
nally report on the summit and we hope that this
admirable tradition will become established in this
House.

I should like today on speak on the question from the
Socialist Group introduced by Mrs Macciocchi which
is also pan of this debate. 'S7e are somewhat surprised
ar rhe content of this question for while meeting fully
our own intentions, it does not tally with the Socialist
Group's intentions as declared in the last meeting of
the Political Affairs Committee. I should like to state
for the record that this quesdon was addressed to the
Schmidt-Miterrand governmenr, but of course it is

still a suitable question for debate. I am happy m admit
that and wish to make a few points on it.

First of all we are pleased that the Haagerup report
and consequently the Genscher-Colombo initiative
will be debated fully here in the House in January and
that the pending Fergusson report cove-rs all aspects of
concern to Mrs Macciocchi and the Socialist Group.
Hence our surprise to learn that the majoriry of the
Socialist Group - at least that is what she said in the
Polidcal Affairs Committee - thinks this House
should not discuss these matters. The majoriry of this
House disagrees with that, but nonetheless vre must
make some commenr on the imponant subiect-niatter
of Mrs Macciocchi's question.

First of all we should like to assure the Council that
the large majoity of this House, I am convinced,-
believes that top prioriry should be given to Ministers
Genscher and Colombo's proposals in the draft Euro-
pean Act to include securiry policy in the European
Political Cooperation, panicularly if we want to make
sure tlat Europe plays a decisive role in the discussion
on its own securiry.

Secondly, I think sre must admit that German-French
cooperation in one panicular area is relevant rc the
discussion because the European Political. Cooperation
does not yet operate as planned. But both the French
and German Governments have given a clear assur-
ance that they suppon the Genscher-Colombo inten-
tions on this matrcr and are very interested in estab-
lishing the European pillar of security policy. Ve
should like rc reassure the Council that these inrcn-
tions have our full backing.

One word on cooperation in armaments which is of
course included in this; there are large-scale bilateral
and multilateral objects, and Mr Fergusson's repoft
aims at having this aspect included in the European
indusrial poliry. Ve think this makes sense in the
light of Mr Glinne's call for tle creation and ppfe-
guarding of jobs and therefore support plans to this
effect.

May I in conclusion follow on Mr Bangemann's state-
ment with a funher point. !7e took a decision yest€r-
day on the supplementary budget, the imponance of
which should be appreciated by Council. Ve wanted
to give Council the opponuniry m fit into a Com-
muniry scheme what it wanted to do and had so pains-
takingly negotiarcd. Ve consider that helpful and only
hope that when Council comes to analyse garefully the
decisions we took, it will recognize that Parliament
has provided it with a unique chance to make advance-
ments in the Communiry rather than encourage fur-
ther disintcgration. Vith this in mind we hope that the
Danish Presidency will leave no stone unturned to
show clearly how imponant it is to make progress in
the Community.

(Appkuse)

Mr Prag (ED). - I would like to congratulate the
Ministers on some of the things they have done and
which were announced by Mr Ellemann-Jensen - the
agreement with the United Sates on steel, the settle-
ment of the conflict with the United States on the
pipeline - these are [wo very substantial achievements
of vital inrcrest to the Communiry countries' economy,
including that of my own, and we should not forget
that for the United Kingdom the possible ban on
imports of European steel would have involved
exports to the United States of 4oo 000 ionnes of Bri-
tish steel wonh 200 million pounds ayear. !7e owe the
Communiry a great debt and panicularly the German
Government which sacrificed some of its own interests
in order to achieve a united position,

But, while the Council has achieved 
^ 

gre^t deal, it is
also essential to look at what it has not achieved. It has
not really done anything to get rid of those problems
which have caused it rc be at the centre of the Com-
muniry's failure to take a more active role in the
world. The mutual trust and the genuine open dia-
logue that we want berween East and Vest can not be
achieved unless the Community is much stronger,
unless the Ten are much stronger than they are. For
instance, in Madrid I am afraid that the Soviets'will
sign the new document with the same total c),nicism as

they signed the Helsinki Final Act. And we in the
Communiry will aicept it because we do not have the
adequate instruments of political cooperation to pres-
ent a viable, cohesive and coherent strategy.

I should also like to turn for a moment to the United
Kingdom budgetary measures and my group's sad-
dened reaction as expressed last night by Mr Balfour.
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As I have said many dmes in this Parliament, rhe
United Kingdom wants a long-term soludon in full
conformiry with the concept of own resources, but this
soludon must be within the framework of a sensible
budget balance and a sensible balance of policies.
There must be short-term measures until the Ten can
agree on the long-term measures. There has never
been any question for the United Kingdom of a juste
retow. That is not and never has been the aim. ![hat
the United Kingdom wants is a fair rystem. Not a rys-
tem whereby there is an adverse - a perverse -resource transfer from the poorer countries of the
Communiry to the richer countries. That makes no
sense in any system - federal, confederal or a Com- '

munity sysrcm - and it does not occur anywhere else
in the world.

I turn to the Genscher/Colombo proposals for a Euro-
pean Act. Despite the bland words of Mr Ellemann-
Jensen - and one cannot blame him for them because
we know that he can only say what he is allowed to
say and he can only refer to what has actually been
done - we all know that the Ten have got nowhere
on the three key pans of the Genscher/Colombo pro-
posals that he mention6d - (a) the interminable dis-
cussions in the Council in the search for unanimity
and the acceptance of the initiative-smothering vero
even for the most minor technical marrers (b) relations
with the European Parliament and (c) adjustments to
the Treaties.

Of course it is not the fault of Mr Ellemann-Jensen
but it is panly the fault of the miserably negative atti-
ude of his predecessor.

The attempt to make the--Community more flexible,
more responsive, more effective, more active and to
get rid of the rcndency to inenia and non-decision
which has characterized the Council over the years
and which it has built increasingly into its procedures
is probably the most important msk now being under-
taken. And that is why not only the Council's delibera-
tions in this field but also those of this Parliament's
institutional committee are crucial to the future of our
Community. Ve cannot accept that this Communiry
of 720 million people, an'eccinomic giant - indeed
the most imponant economic grouping in the world

- should continue to be a political dwarf. !7e cannor
accept that it should continue to be an instrument for
puuing off decisions instead of taking rhem, an instru-
ment for dither and dather instead of effective acion.

In the economic field no one can contemplarc with
equanimity the existence of over 11 million unem-
ployed. The despair and misery of the many who have
been out of work for over a year is great. But imagine
the despair of those young people who have never had
a job and feel that they ncver will have a job. I believe
that the Communiry, which already plays a major pan
in the field of training and ih regional policy, can
greatly increase its role. It should be producing not
just palliatives at the margin but a genuine instrument

for recowery. The curious thing is that the Communiry
provides the instrument'for such a recovery - an
instrument which is not being used. Ve know that if a

single country revives demand, not only by putting
more money into the pockeu of the people but by eas-
ing credit t€rms, cutting taxes, infrastructure invest-
ment or, more foolishly, by letting wages rise, then it
risks both inflation and a sharp increase in impons.
But there is no reason why this should happen if we do
these things together and that is what the Communiry
is signally failing to do. This is a failure of the Council
of Ministers. And that is why the chairmen of the six
ecbnomic committees of this Parliament have decided
to appoint four distinguished economists whose names
will be announccd in a few days time to undenake the
analysis of why the system which gave us twenty-five
years of unsustained economic expansion is not work-
ing. No one has done the job and the Council has sig-
nally failed to take the opponuniry to use the instru-
ments available. \7e must stop the return to peffy
nationalism and make this Community work as it was
always intended to, as the most efficient instrument
that our Member States have at their disposal both for
economic recovery and for political influence in the
world. 

,

Mr Segre (COM). - (m Mr President, Mr Presi-
dent-of the Council, if we look back over the pasr
year, which is now in its last days, it must immediately
be apparent that, in the face of many crirical develop-
ments - some of them acute - political cooperarion
has stood the test, and the Europe of the Ten has
shown its own personaliry more dearly, especially in
its relations with the United States.

For international rclations as a whole, 1982 was a year
of paralysis and stagnation..Ir was, therefore, easy for
the Ten rc take the line of wait and see - or, ro put it
in classical terms, quieta (or rather inquieta)'non moo-
ere. Bvt will this approach any longer be sufficient,
now that there are so many indications - albeit weak,
and even basically contradicmry cines - that in this
situation of immobiliry and paralysis, something is
once again staning to stir?

That is the question, and it appears ro us ro be of cen-
tral imponance, nor so much in relation to any verdict
on the six-month Danish Presidency, but more in anti-
cipation of the discussion on the programme for the
half-year under German Presidency - although, of
course, it would be a misrake to base the process of
political cooperation and European construction on
six-monthly or other periodical spells of office .

Europe, as we all know, stands at a crossroads, in a
climare of grave crisis. A serious Qconomic crisis holds
the !7est and also the countries of Eastern Europe in
its grip. There is a crisis of confidence. There is an
East-Vest crisis, a Nonh-South crisis, and hence an
East-East crisis and a'S7est-Vest crisis too.

'!7e 
Italian communists wish rc re-emphasize here, as

we are also doing with a view ro our parq/s narional
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congress in the near future, the very critical view we
take of events in Eastern Europe. In the crises - some
tragic - that followed one another we have again
recognized the fundamenal f.act that, so long as peo-
ple remain surrounded by authoritarian structures and
methods, and inflexible ideological schemes, there is
no room to express the creative innovations that are
needed.

Having said this, however, I think ure musE have the
strength and abiliry - as the European Economic
Corpmuniry, a body involved in a process of political
cboperation - to recognize that we lack political will
and conviction - and, in passing, I seemed to notice a
serious omission also in i:he report of the President of
the Council, regarding the Argendne and the tragedy
ofthe desaparecidos.

Many things are on the move: what is happening in
Poland - and we shall have a more complete verdict
on this on Thursday - indicates that th6 situation
today is not what it was a year ago, even though it still
remains grave. Something seems to be happening at
Geneva, where the last proposals from Moscow
rcceived an attentive, and, from many standpoints,
open welcome from President Reagan in his speech
last night. Something also appears, perhaps, to be hap-
pening about Afghanistan; and something also seems

to be happening regarding the preparations for the
final stage of the Madrid Conference. Above all, great
anxiety is spreading throughout the world, regarding
the prospects of a dramatic arms race.

Faced with these new signs, we ask emphatically that,
as we enter this new year - which might, after so

many years of stagnation and crisis, be a year of posi-
tive steps to restore the international situation -Europe, confident in its own srength, should faith-
fully discharge its own responsibilities, with measures
adequate to the tasks that lie ahead in this field.

(Apphuse from the Communist benches).

Tove Nielsen. - (DA) Mr President, MrPresident-
in-Office, the fact is, that in the European Parliament
we work from an ideological basis and not from
national feelings. But in spite of all this as a member of
the Liberal and Democratic Group of the European
Parliament allow me rc express my delight in the fact
that it was in fact the Danish Presidenry that received
so much praise'today.

I know that a difficult situation existed when the Lib-
eral-Conservative government took office in Denmark
a few months ago, and I think.we ought to express our
full admiradon for the fact that they jumped directly
into the work and nrere present, within a few days,
both in the European Parliament and in the various
committees. I wrote some anicles about the import-
ance of the fact that the new Danish Government
understood the absolute necessiry of the fact that the

Council of Ministers and the European Parliament
managed to crearc a sensible cooperation, and that
they respect each other. Ve may have different points
of view - which we certainly do have in some areas

- but if we are to achieve something sensible through
our work we must respect one another. Therefore I
have been very pleased to see that the Danish ministers
in their capacity as President-in-Office have been very
diligent in appearing at the meetings of the various
committees of the European Parliament. I can assure
you, that'whether we agieed or disagreed about some
things that were said, a large number of our colleagues
have appreciated very much that the Danish Presi-
dents-in-Office have shown such a high degree of
interest in the work that goes on in the various com-
mittees of the Parliament. Therefore, I think that one
should be allowed to give thanks and express the wish
that this attitude will be carried over into the next
Presidency.

After all that, I will pass on to another point men-
doned by the Presideht-in-Office. That is the coopera-
tion or dialogue with the various countries in the Mid-
dle East. As you know, the.European Parliament has a
delegation which has a connection with the Israeli
Parliament, the Knesset. I have the privilege to be the
chairperson of this delegation, and I do not think thaq
the President-in-Office is quite unfamiliar with the
fact that the Liberal Group has worked constandy and
hard towards a continuation and extension of this dia-
logue. It is such in a democracy that one may voice
one's positive or critical opinions in relevant places,
and consequently I shall not hide the fact that we were
somewhat worried, when the President-in-Office in
the first instance only went as far as the Lebanon and

Jordan, that is to say, not to Israel: we were delighted
when the omission was rectified, and the President-
in-Office visited Israel also.

The President-in-Office finds himself in a situation
where he, as a former journalist is very much aware of
the fact that cenain isolated quotations uttered in
quite another and, of course, sensible context may be
used for the opposite purpose. Therefore, I must say
that having heard the extremely well-balanced state-
ment that was made today, I do feel far more at ease
with the opinions that are prevalent in the Council
with regard to a continuation of the contacts with our
Israeli friends. Here the President-in-Office has been
able to edit his own opinions, and he has not been
dependent on cenain journalists who have been able rc
find so-called sensational remarks, and I naturally
realize that the President-in-Office and the Danish
Government have not been immune to these either.
But, as I said, let there be no doubt that we in the Lib-
eral Group are delighted that Israel has also been
included and that it will become a country with which
one will continually build up conracts. This is essenrial,
because all of us want peace for everyone in.the Mid-
dle East. Therefore, in the name of democrary, this
dialogue is so essential, '
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Finally, I would like to say, that it seems to us as if the
Danish Presidency has succeeded in giving prioriry to
those tasks relevant to the Council in a much more
sensible way than was initially apparent at the begin-
ning of the latter half of 1982. fu ilso menrioned by
the chairman of the Liberal Group, Mr Bangemann,
what pleases us, is that one is willing to do something
about unemployment, and that one understands that
the only way to create more jobs is by doing some-
thing for the productive businesses, by releasing the
public sector of its far too large burdens, and ceasing
to pour more and more funds into the public sector.
Ve must work ourselves out of the present.situation,
and this can be done first and foremost by investing in
those jobs that have a future. Therefore it is very
necessary thatwe look upon new technology as a chal-
lenge, that we use it, and that we create a fairer com-
petition within our own internal market, and also in
the large world market. That is what will help us out
of this economic crisis that is common to us all.

Therefore, from the Liberal Group, and very much so
from the Danish Liberal members, let there be heard
our thanks, because we,feel that the Danish Presi-
denry has shown there is a way out of the present
economic situation. Thank you for a job well done.
Good luck to the new Presidenry.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Presi.dent

President. - The debate on political cooperation and
the otler item linked to it will be resumed after the
debarc on the declaration of the European Council.

For the declaration I warmly welcome here in our
midst the Danish Prime Minister, Mr Schliiter.

(Appkuse)

I am glad he has been able, as were some of his prede-
cessors as President-in-Office of the European Coun-
cil, to be here in our midst because it is getting to be a
tradition and I would like to call him now to make his
declaration.

(Applaase)

Mr Schl0ter, President-in-Offce of tbe European Coun-
cil. - (DA) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am
glad to have this opportuniry of reporting to the Euro-
pean Parliament on the discussions at the European
Council meeting in Copenhagen on 3 and 4 December
1982. I consider this practice to be a good and useful
one.

The meeting in Copenhagen took place at a dme when
international cooperation is marked by major and
glaring problems. Against this background, it is

remarkable - and proof of the strength of European
cooperation - that important conclusions could be

reached at the meeting

The Ten agreed to strengthen their cooperation and to
stand together at a time when consideralle unrest and
insecurity haunt the world. The solidarity shown here
is of great value and will help resolve the great and
immediate problems the Communiry is facing. This
applies both to our own internal cooperation and rc
the Communiq/s participadon at broader international
level in negodations and discussions ofvarious kinds.

Moreover, constructive outlines are gradually emerg-
ing of a common understanding of and a common
attitude to the major economic and social problems
which all the Member States are facing. Although such
a joint attitude may not immediately solve the prob-
lems, it is a precondition for the subsequent framing of
the necessary concrete proposals for progress in a

number of sectors of the Communiq/s activites.

The economic and social situation was the first item
on the agenda for the meeting. This is hardly surpris-
ing in view of the major problems all the Member
States are facing. The economic recession has gradu-
ally taken on the proponions of a real economic crisis.
This is apparenr in all sectors - employment, produc-
tion, balance of payments and national budgets. The
only encouraging sign is a drop in the rate of inflation.

A recurring theme in all the speeches delivered at the
meeting was that there were no signs of an improve-
ment in the economic and social situation - rather the
opposite. Particular stress was laid on high unemploy-
ment. A figure of 11 million unemployed in the EEC
and the prospect of an increase to 12 million is not
only alarming but also unacceptable. This situation
must be eased by the creation of durable jobs. All par-
ticipants stressed che need for,an increase in the level
of investment, i.e. productive investment, and agreed
that it was the key to future economic development.

A number of priority goals were listed. The chief ones
are as follows:

- the restoration of economic sabiliry, whioh
means the removal of imbalances and distor-
tions in the Member Sates' economies, which
were the chief factor behind the negative
economic development;

- the encouratement of productive activity, i.e.
an lncrease rn production with a view to
attaining higher economic growth, which
contains the seeds of higher employment;

- the srengthening of the common market in
order to profit fully from the advantages
offered by a large European market of

I
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260 million people. Ve can stfp up our efforts
and make greater use of this vast common
market than we have done up to now;

- increased possibilities for the employment or
training of young people so that a rapid con-
tribution may be made in a more pracdcal
way.

I am aware that these are general aims. It is therefore
to be welcomed that it has been possible to decide on
more specific acdons, for which a timetable will be
established.

Before the end'of March 1983, a decision will be taken
on the measures proposed by the Commission to rein-
force the internal market.

Agreement will be reached rapidly and before the next
European Council - i.e. March 1983 -,on rhe Com-
mission's proposal to expand the New Community
Instrument by a funher 3 thousand million ECU so
that the total ldan limit is 5 thousand million ECU.

The Council will expedite adoption of the Commis-
sion's proposals in the fields of research, innovation
and energy.

The Council will give urgent consideration to rhe
Commission's proposals concerning vocational train-
ing cir employment of young people and on the reor-
ganization of working time.

The Council will repon to the European Council
meeting in March on the implementation of this work
Programme.

The enlargement of the Community by the accession
of Spain and Ponugal has been on the agenda of the
European Council for quite sbme time. Progress has
been made in a number of areas. But it is clear that the
negotiations are not proceeding as fast as is desirable.
But it is to be noted with sadsfaction that the Euro-
pean Council has reaffirmed its polidcal commitment
to the enlargement of the Communiry wirh Spain and
Ponugal and that the negotiations with both countries
are rc be pursued as rapidly as possible.

I would like to draw attention to the specific fact that
the Agriculture Ministers have been instructed ro com-
plete urgently, and before March 1983, the revision of
existing rules for cenain Medircrranean producs on
the basis of Commission proposals.

The Commission has presented an inventory of the
enlargement negotiations. The European Council wel-
comed this inventory, which in its view consrirured a
new impulse to the enlargement process.

On the subject of relations with third counries there
was agreement on the need for an expansion of infer-
national cooperation. Two specific points were

sressed. Firsdy, an increase of International Monetary
Fund quotas should improve the international pay-
ments situation. Secondly, the outcome of the GATT
ministerial meeting was welcomed. At the same rime ir
was confirmed that the Community was ready ro con-
ribute constructively to the conrinuation of proceed-
ings within GATI.

Reladons with the USA in 1982 have nor been without
their difficulties. Nevenheless talls and negotiationi
have continued and have led m the solution of a num-
ber of specific issues. At the nreeting of rhe European
Council it was agreed [o pursue the constructive dia-
logue with a view to ensuring solid and confident rela-
tions berween the Community and the Unircd States.
In some imponant sectors much substantial work
along these lines has already been got underway since
the Copenhaten meeting; I am thinking in panicular
of the problems of the production and sale of agricul-
tural produce.

Trade relations with Japan were also dealt with in the
conclusions. At the meering the need to change the
unsatisfactory balance of trade befireen the Com-
munity and Japan was mentioned.

In general the European Communiry is convinced that
unified and coherent Community positions are more
than ever necessary.

The developing countries are perhaps the group of
countries hardest hir by the international economic
recession. Against this background it is useful and
pleasing that the Commission has taken an initiative in
the field of the Communiq/s relations wirh developing
countries. The Community must take its share of res-
ponsibiliry for assisting economic development in that
pan of the world. This must be expressed in many
fields. In the conclusions specific mention is made of
the forthcoming negotiarions for a new ACP Conven-
uon.

Furthermore, greater economic growrh in the develop-
ing countries will help towards an economic upturn on
a wider international level.

Discussions on rhe common fisheries policy were brief
and mainly of a procedural nature. In the conclusions
it is stated that agreement musr be reached at rhe
Council meeting on 21 December 1982.

The European Council also discussed a number of for-.
eign policy questions. The discussion cenred on
East-Vest relations, covering the Conference on
security and Cooperadon in Madrid, Poland, Afghani-
stan and the situation in the Middle Easr, including
lebanon.

As regards East-Vest rektions, the European Council
discussed recen[ developmenrs,. first and foremost in
the light of the change of leadership in the Soviet
Union. The governmens of the Ten emphasized that
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their relations with the Soviet Union vould continue
rc be based on the same principles of firmness and dia-
logue. They called upon the Soviet Union to make the
necessary contributions to improve confidence in
international affairs and stated that the Ten were
ready to respond positively to such effons and to work
together with the Soviet Union and the countries of
Eastern Europe for a more constructive East-!7est
relationship.

Therefore, the European Council expressed the hope
that all panicipating States in the CSCE meeting in
Madrid would take the necessary decisions to permit
the meeting to arrive at an early and posidve conclu-
slon.

\7ith this in mind, the Ten confirmed their commit-
ment to real progress in Madrid by negodating a sub-
stantial and balanced concluding document which will
contain a precise mandate for a conference on disar-
mament in Europe as well as funher progress within
the human dimension of the Helsinki Final Act. In
doing so they will cooperate qith other allied and
friendly States including the neutral and non-aligned
panicipating States.

The European Council then discussed recent develop-
ments in Poland and noted with regret that a large
number of persons remain in detention, that manial
law continues, and that the free trade union, Solidar-
iry, has been dissolved.

The European Council also noted, however, that the
recent release of some inrcrnees, including the leader
of Solidariry, might constitirte a step towards the ful-
filment of the appeal made by the Ten on 4 January
1982.

It was agreed that the Ten will continue to follow
developments in'Poland closely and in panicular study
the implications of the possible lifting of martial law,
including the conditions under which this will take
place.

The European Council held a discussion on the ques-
tion of Afghanistan.

It expressed the view that the new Soviet le_adership
could make an important contribution to the improve-
ment of international relations in general and of East-
'S7est relations in panicular by re-assessing its position
on this question. The European Council endorsed the
verdict of the inrernational community on the situation
in Afghanistan, embodied in four successive resolu-
tions of the Unircd Nations General Assembly.

It was agreed that the people of Afghanistan should be
permitted to regain their national sovereignry and
independence and the status of a non-aligned State.

The European Council expressed its readiness to sup-
pon any realisdc effons to achieve a political solution

ani recalled its own proposal of 30June 1981 for a
comprehensive settlement of the conflict.

On the basis of a report from the Presidency on recent
contacts with the panies involved in the Middle East
conflict, the European Council discussed events in that
area where swo aspects in pinicular continue to cause
deep concern: the Arab-Israeli conflict and the situa-
tion in kbanon.

As regards the Arab-Israeli conflict, the European
Council expressed its disappointment at the delay in
grasping the political opponunity created by the initia-
tive contained in President Reagan's speech on I Sep-
tember 1982, and the will for peace expressed in the
declaration made at the Arab summit meeting in Fez
on 9 September 1982.

In the conclusions of the meeting the governments'of
the Ten called upon each of the panies to assume its
international responsibilities without further hesita-
tion. They said in this connection that they expect
each of the panies ro cease to ignore the United
Nations Security Council resolutions and explicitly
make known their approval of these resolutions.

As for the situation in Lebano4 the European Council
condnued to view it with the greatest concern. It parti-
cularly noted that in spite of the various effons made
by the negotiators on the spot, no significant protress
had yet been achieved towards the withdrawal of the
Israeli, Syrian and other foreign forces.

It was agreed that the persistence of this situation
would constitute a threat to the integrity and unity of
Lebanon, involving serious dangers for the whole
region.

The European Council felt that the withdrawal of for-
eign forces could be of a progressive nature, but
should take place within a fixed and shon period of
time and under conditions which would permit the
Lebanese authorities to exercise fully their rights of
sovereignry over all of Lebanon.

Finally,,'the European Council poinrcd out that the
Ten had aheady demonstrated their willingness to
contribute ro the solution of the problems, expecially
by giving their suppon to the UN forbes and IIN
observers sent by the Security Council as well as the
multinational force in Beirut, to which fi/o of their
number contribute. It was emphasized thar the Ten
and the Co4muniry were likewise prepared to contri-
bute to the reconstruction of Lebanon.

'!7ith these words, Mr President, I think I have our-
lined the most important discussions and decisions of
the Copenhagen meeting. It undoubtedly took place at
a time of serious difficulties in the deyelopment both
of the world in general and of our own European
Continent in particular, but I feel that I am justified in
claiming that this Copenhagen meeting was an evenr
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of very positive significance, in that it showed clearly
that all Ten Member Sates are resolved on unity and
that they are determined to work colesly mgether and
to present a united front in solving the problems of the
future.

(Sustained apphuse)

President. - I thank the President-in-Office of the
Council for his declaration on the European Council.

Mr Thorn, President of the Commision. - (FR) There
is fonunarcly no need for me to go back to the
deailed presentation of the results of the European
Council that the Danish Prime Minister has given us. I
should prefer rc give you my general assessment of the
way the meeting went and highlight one or rwo con-
clusions to which the Commission attaches panicular
imponance.

But first of all, I shall confirm the general'assessment
made by President Schliiter - the, Copenhagen
session was a good one. Both the official discussions
and the conversations held in a less restricted frame-
work showed a fairly high degree of cohesion, mutual
understanding and willingness to protress. l,et us not
forget that, for many participants, it was the first
experience of a European Council, aq there have been
changes of government in many of our countries. This
was the case of the President of the European Council
himself, Mr Schltiter, the Prime Minister, and for the
President-in-Office of the Council, Mr Ellemann-Jen-
sen, whose qualities this House has already had the
opponunity to appreciate. However, thby both led the
proceedings with authority and, let us admit, with the
wisdom of old hands. They helped their new col-
leagues fit easily in with the rituals and cusrcms of the
European Council. So I should like to reiterarc the
unanimous thanls which were theirs at the end of the
Copenhagen meeting.

Mr President, the European spirit manifested by all
the panicipants and their joint desire to make progress
made for rapid conclusion, without too much contro-
versy, of the various items on the agenda. And these
conclusions, let me say, were almost all obtained on
the basis of and in accordance with the Commission's
proposals. The conclusions are, on many points, far
more substantial than the press commentaries would
suggest. I shall tqy to prove this with one or f,wo exam-
ples.

First, the economic and social situation. You remem-
ber that we had -got into the habit of making state-
ments, the length of which masked the absence of con-
tent. This time, the rcxt is shorq and that is thanks to
the President. It also contains precise commitmens
and a certain control procedure. Above all, I should
like to underline.the decision to r,elaunch the internal
market. The Honorable Members are aware of the

importance that our Commission attaches to protect-
ing - panicularly at tho moment - and deepening
our internal market, that great European market
which is a factor of stabiliry and an essential condition,
th-e very basis for any possible recovery as far as our
indusries are concerned. N/ell, for the very first time,
the governmenrc have decided in their words to move
on to action. The commitment has been made to
srengthen the common market and to decide, before
the end of March, in barely three months that is, on
the Commission's prioriry proposals - i.e. a package
of 30 or so regulations and direcdves, some of which
have been in the offing for many years. To ensure
these results, the heads of government have agreed, in
priniiple, on a fairly special procedure whereby one
member of the government in each country will be
invited to coordinate the internal work, as we often do
not know who exactly is the person to go to or which
Council is competent to deal with this kind of direc-
tive. They would meet on a more intensive basis than
Councils have done so far, in a special session lasting
the whole of the next quarter, to work on the dossiers
and take the relevant decisions. At the same time, a
pregramme is rc be set up to adopt, we hope by the
end of 1983, the proposals linked rc rhe internal mar-
ket which have been discussed in a number of special
Councils. In addition to this drive on the internal mar-
keq I should like to mention the commitment to
strengthen the NCI, the new Community instrument.
Ve propose to increase its endowment by 3 million
ECU and to do so before the next European Council

- before the end of March rhat is to say. I should also
mention the encouragement given to work in research,
innovation and energy and to vocational training and
thC reorganization of working time with a, view to
greater flexibility. A repon will be made to the Euro-
pean Council in March on any results we have
obtained by then. I think this is sound discipline and
that we really can hope rc achieve our objectives in
this field.

The second dossier is enlargement. Mr President, I
was astonished to see that the discussions that took
place in Copenhagen were sometimes - too often, I
should say - misinterpreted by a cenain section of
public opinion and even in the governments of the
applicant countries.

They were seen as furher delays, some kind of prolon-
tation procedure. That is wrong, I think. On the con-
trary, I can tell you that the Heads of State and
Government were unanimous in expressing ther desire
for enlargement and to achieve it as soon as possible

- but in good conditions. And above all, they decided
to deal, once and for all and in a determined manner,
with the basic problems which have to be solved if the
negotiations are to be a success and which had been
neglected for far too long. All too often, these prob-
lems have been avoided and minor difficulties and the
conditions of negotiation that were a little easier to
deal with have been tackled. In Copenhagen, ir was
problems of substance that were dealt with - as you

I
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have just heard once again. The inventory rhe Com-
mission transmitted last month and my colleague Mr
Natali presented to you at the November pan-session
went right to the hean of the matter.

The conclusions, as the Prime Minister has just
pointed out, deal with tvro of tlre main measures pre-
sented in the irrventory - consolidation of what the
Community has already achieved for Mediterranean
products, fruit and vegetables and olive oil in pani-
cular - taking the most difficult things - and an
invitation to the Commission to investigate vith the/
applicant countries the possibilities of pre-accession
commitments on both sides.

The Council has also been invited to take balanced
decisions on the whole of the Commission repo4, that
is to say rc advance on its four main fronts - new
own resources, the strengthening of the Community
institutions, the strengthcning of Communiry achieve-
ments and, as I said, possible pre-accession commit-
ments.

So it is rhe European Council trhich deals with the
political opening of the Community - and we could
expect no more or less than that. Dossiers that have
been tucked away in experts' files will at last be able to
be the subject of political discussion - and I hope
these discussions really do ake place. There is a possi-
biliry of giving the negotiations a new sryle and, I
hope, a new pace. The new German President and the
Commission will have to capitaliTe on this break-
through achieved under the Danish President. My col-
leagues and I will do our best to see that the report
submitted at the European Council in March is a sub-
standal one. l

The third and last dossier is relations with third coun-
ries. Ladies and gentlemen, at a time when relations
berqreen the countries of the west are going.through a

difficult period - and I am thinking particularly of
our relations with Japan and the USA here - the
European Council has'expressed itself with modera-
don, as I believe was right, but with firmness and clar-
iry. It has pointed to our fundamental solidarity with
our great allies, our desire for dialogue - and our
determination to defend the interests of Europe and
our cidzens when they are threatened. That which
uniry and enrcnt€ among Europeans has enabled us to
achieve in the recent past - both the srcel arrange-
ments and the raising of the sanctions on the gas pipe-
line - is proof, ladies and gentlemen, of the negotiat-
ing ability of the European institutions. It is proof of
the force with which Europe can speak when it
decides to speak with one voice and of the vinues of
dialogue in achieving balanced solutions. The meeting
we had with the American Secretary of State and four
other members of the US Government five days ago
took place in a similar context - fundamental solidar-
ity, mutual confidence and determinadon and desire
for a specific, factual dialogue on concrete problems.
The qualiry of these talks suggests to me that we will

be able to progress in our relations with the USA,
along the lines laid down by the Europcan Council;
even if, as seems logical, it is not easy. I also hope we
are soon able rc establish a dialogue with the new

Japanese Government. This will be more difficult, but,
I hope, more fruitful and, ultimately, v way ro correcr
the excessive imbalance in our trade with Japan.

I shall not insist on the other points brought up by the
Danish Presidents, although I in no way wish to
underestimate their imponance. I simply hope, Mr
President, that I have shown you that there is a certain
amount of movement, there is change in the air -and, let us hope, a genuine political desire has been
expressed. fu the sponsmen say, we have scored a try.
It has to be transformed. As a rugby player might say,
the ball has to be followed through. The Commission
will be doing this before the next summit.

(Apphuse)

lvlr 7-bgas (S). - (GR) Mr President, with regard to
certain foreign policy issues such as East-!7gst rela-
tions and the situations in Poland and the Middle East
the meeting of the European Council in Copenhagen
on 3 and 4 December produced conclusions which we
find interesting.

On the otlrer hand we believe that the European
Council did not even discuss the adopdon of a clear
and realistic policy stance on the issue of relations
berween the Community and the Third Vorld. I refer
in panicular to the poorest of the Third \7orld coun-
tries whose plight is truly tragic. These counuies are
abeady indebted to the tune of 600 billion dollars and
their populations suffer hunger and lack the most ele-
mentary consumer goods. The Communiry must take
on a much more substantial role and devise specific
programmes to aid the development of these countries.
I must also make the point rhat these countries expecr
greater understanding and support from the Com-
muniry. This was also the message emanadng from rhe
joiniRCPUEEC Consultative Assembly in Rome.

Another point I wish to commenr on, Mr Presidenq is
the ending of the santtions which the American
Government had declared over the Soviet gas pipeline
issue. The lifting of these resrictions will contribute to
a lessening of tension bemreen the two super powers
and will assist East-Vest ffade, while at the same time
making the political climate more conducive to the
funher development of commercial, economic and
cultural relations.

On the o'utco*" of the GATT ministerial conference
we believe that the positign taken by the Ten was a

firm one, and we agree that the structural weaknesses
of the world economy pose a very real danger. It isl
however, the less-developed counrries which suffer the
consequences of these weaknesses and it is high time
that practical measures were taken to crearc a more
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just world economic order. Mr President, the Euro-
pean Council also gave special attention to the ques-
tion of protectionsim. The Communiry really must
protect its interests in the best way possible and it must
duly adopt a joint position rcwards the United States
and towards Japan.

Disagreements be$/een Europe and the United States
are roorcd in conflicts of interest and will cease only if
Europe exerts pressure for a new balance of interests
in which there will be respect for differing opinions
and assessments. Otherwise, the disputes will continue
to occur, manifested each time in the context of a dif-
ferent problem such as has happened, for example,
over European steel exports, the construction of the
Soviet gas pipeline and, after these, exports of agricul-
tural products, etc. At the same time, however, the
Communiry must sort out certain of its own internal
mafiers, relatin$ to the trade of Member States, which
are seriously hindering the balanced growth of
national economies.

Mr President, at some point we will have to seriously
examine the problem of the truly enornous difference
that exists berween the industrial and economically
powerful Nonh and the economicdly backward
South.

As a member belonging to PASOK, Mr President, I
would like to remind the House of the statement made
by the Greek Prime Minister, Mr Papandreou, con-
cerning Cyprus.

The Greek Prime Minister drew the attention of his
colleagues to the worrying deadlock over the Cyprus
problem and pointed out the dangers attached to the
process of the 'dialogue' in its present form. He
reminded them also that Turkey is not respecting the
resolutions passed by the United Nadons, and high-
lighted the introduction of the Turkish pound as the
'official' national currency in the occupied pan of
Cyprus. Mr President, I believe that this statement by
the Greek Prime Minister gives us all an opportunity
to concentrate our thoughts on the problem of
Cyprus, a country which is associated to the EEC.

It is quite obvious, Mr President, that the continuance
of the present unacceptable situation threatens peace
in the whole eastern Medircrranean area.

Mrs Cassa,mtgnago Cerretti (PPE). - (17) Mr
President, Mr President of the Council, Mr President
of the Commission, ladies and gentlemen, the change
of atmosphere to which the President of the Council
and the President of the Commission have referred has
not been echoed in the press and information media,
least of all in my country.

Other members will be speaking on this subject but,
having just come from the European Congress of the
Federalist movement, I expecrcd better things. In my

view th.e Eu/opean Summit failed to formulate precise
policies and take clear decisions regarding the action
necessary in order to bring about any appreciable
improvement in the employment situation which, as

we know, is rhe prioriry problem of the European
Community. Although it again conformed its determi-
nation to bring about the necessary economic and
financial revival, and again stressed the need for grea-
rcr convergence and economic stabiliry within the
Communiry - with a revival also of investment and a
facelift for the internal market - the summit meeting
once more avoided the basic problem.

I should have liked the President of the Council to be
present at the meeting we had with the young unem-
ployed, so that he could have checked with them
whether these declarations, which we have been listen-
ing rc for three years now, are sufficient to provide a

ray of hope for the unemployed.

The summit also flew the flag of European uniry with-
out, however, proposing any concrete measures. In the
social sphere the only questions to be discussed were
the young, the labour market and the reorganization
of working hours; these ari imponant questions, but
they represent only pan of the problem, and a very
limited paft et that, in relation rc the unacceptable
situation where there are eleven-and-a-half million
unemployed.

On 27 Ocober, during a meeting devoted to prepara-
tions for the Jumbo Council, the Standing Committee
on Employment organized a meeting between the
Ministen of Labbur and the Commission, for coordi-
nation purposes. That meeting took place in an atmos-
phere of confrontation, stirred up by the trade union
representadves because of the restricted scope of the
agenda. Instead, it should have been the time to exam-
ine in detail what action the Community and the
Member Starcs should take to combat unemployment.

One thing is cenain: the threat of funher job losses is
imminent. The press has recently told us that
26000jobs in the iron and steel industry'will disap-
pear in Francel berween 8 000 and 10 000 in Iraly,
again in the iron and steel industry; 14 000 in the
chemicals industry in Italy, and so on. The reorganiza-
don of working, Mr President, which has been called
for since 1979,is proceeding at a snail's pace, as far as
the reducdon of working hours and a new form of
work distribution are concerned. The orher measures
that go along with these - such as pan-time working,
early retirement and volunary work - can only have
a marginal effect on employmenl Cenainly, they are
necessary measures, but it would be a mistake for
anyone to think that, on their own, they can provide a
solution to the unemployment problem.

From this standpoint the srarements emanating from
the Copenhagin summit in favour of young people
represent no more than a panial approach rc the prob-
lem of unemployment taken overall. Peace - which in
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our view is the basic quesrion with which the Euro-
pean Parliament should be concerned - is dependent
on Europe's ability to give securiry rc a rising genera-
tion that wants its own niche.

Th-e Commission is asking us to consider its proposals
for amending the European Social Fund. Here again
the problem of the young needs to be very carefully
assessed whcre vocational training connected with
remote data processing is concerned, in order not to
create a nev limbo for young people vithout a job to
go to. There is no mention, Mr President of the Coun-
cil, of small and medium-sized firms, or cooperatives
in sectors capable of creating jobs. No measures
planned rc start making use of their economic and
competitive porcnrial. The European Parliament,
through-its own Bureau, has decided to hold a new
debate on the subjecr next March. I should like to see
the other two insritutions draw up operarional pro-
grammes before that debate.

Sir Hcnry Plumb (ED). - Mr President, may I first
of all, on behalf of my group, extend a very warm and
a ve{F personal welcome to Mr Schliiter. It is a very
particular pleasure for me to sol, in reply to rhe starc-
ment that he has.made today, that we have been very
encouraged by the ourcome of the recent European
Council meetings and that we are encouraged by the
smtement that the President-in-Office has made rcday.

I say this, Mr Presidenr, for two reasons. First, the
Council seems ar last to have learned thar the Com-
munity cannot hope to be a force in world affairs until
we resolve some of our internal problems. Secbndly, I
believe that the conclusions from the Council are evi-
dence of a new determination ro get back on the road
towards greater uniry in Europe along the lines laid
down in the Treaties. This obviously must be right.
My only regret is that governments should have taken
so long to learn what this Parliament has told them so
often, namely thai in respect of every problem vhich
we face the solution with the best chance of working is
the one that we have drawn up together.

So, let me concenrate for a moment, Mr President,
on rwo issuep ,in panicular. This Parliamenr knows
how much importance my group attaches to the crea-
tion of the internal market both for goods and ser-
vices. Accordingly, we welcome the facr that govern-
mints now regard this as one of their prioriry goals
and have committed themselves to reaching decisions
on [he Commission's proposals by March 1983. Ve
will hold them, I hope, to that particular commitment.
My group believes thar the creation of the internal,
markct is fundamental to the process of integration
and more panicularly to the prospects for economic
recovery in Europe.

Secondly, we welcome the emphasis laid by the Euro-
pean Council on relations with third countries. To be
frank, it was high time that tovernmenm had a look at

the totaliry of our relations with the outside world.
This. is pan of the responsibility which the Communiry
carries as a major economic power and of the obliga-
tions we owe to developing counrries in particular.
The Community cannot hope to be an island of pros-
perity in a sea of recession. Nor can we expecr to
avoid the economic consequences of being on bdd
trading terms with the other major industrialized pow-
ers, particularly the Unircd States and Japan. Of
course, it is too early rc say whether the European
Council has turned the protectionist tide, but the evi-
dence for the moment is that it has stemmed it. Ve
look to Mr Kohl and Mr Genscher to cerry on rhe
good work. So, for once rhe European Council has
proved itself capable of being the driving force which
we were promised when it was firsr set up by the Paris
Summit of 1974.

However, it has not escap'ed our norice that three of
the most cont€nrious issues on the Communiq/s
agenda vere not discussed in any substantial way in
Copenhagen.

I refer, of course, to the problem of convergence, the
fisheries dispute and the Genscher/Colombo proposals
for institutional reform. I am encouraged, Mr Presi-
dent, by the statement the President-in-Office of
Council has made today on adopting the Commis-
sion's proposals in their programme on research, inno-
vation and energ'y, and I hope that these views will be
taken up in the discussion that is taking place later
today, in panicular by the Ministers of Finance.

On the problem of convergence, I cannot let this
opponunity pass, Mr President, without making my
group's position absolutely clear, Banicularly in the
light of last night's vote. My group, the British
Government and this Parliament are all determined
that there should be a long-term and an equitable
solution to this problem. I was delighted with the res-
ponse of colleagues last night ro rhe comment in the
explanation of vorc by one of my colleagues and the
group spokesman on budgetary affairs, Neil Balfour,
when he said very clearly that he hoped that this
would not be seen as an anri-British vote.

Ideas for a solution have been put forward in this Par-
liament, notably in the Lange resolution of l9l9.The
prospecr for such a solution depend in the final ana-
lysis upon agreement at the level of. governments.
Regrettably the only Member State rc give consistent
support for a new and a fairer sysrem for financing the
budget as proposed by rhe European Parliament has
been the United Kingdom. Surely then we should use
tomorrow's vote on the supplementary budget to fur-
ther Parliament's ideas without penalizing the Mem-
ber State which both suffers from rhe presenr arrange-
ments and supports Parliament's original proposals.
However, if yesterday's vote on Mrs Barbarella's
report is carried through into a rejection of the supple-
mentary budget, then in my view this Parliament will
have succeeded only in destroying the prospects for
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the amicable settlement which we all want and which
the Communiry so desperately needs. And so my
group remains deeply committed to the principle of an

increase in Parliament's budgetary powers.

Vhat is really at issue here is the particular guestion of
classification, and I believe that this question, although
imponant, must not stand in the vay of a solution tq
the far more serious difficulties which face the whole
Communiry in the event of a failure to agree on con-
vertence. This Parliament,. Mr President, must also

realize that failure on its part to come to terms with
this problem, which is not only extremely imponant
for my count{F but a mattcr of piofound concern to
rhe whole Community, will have a very damaging
effect on its credibility as a forum within which dis-
purcs such as this can be sadsfactorily settled.

On fisheries, I shall say no more than that I hope 7
and I am sure we all hope - that atreemen! is indeed
reached on 21 December. In passing let me add -how
absurd it was to see Prime Ministers arguing or aPPar-

ently arguing over mackerel quotas, as they appeared

to last month. $7'e can all agree that fishing is an

important industry, but what a sad reflecdon it is on
decision-making in this Communiry to see this kind of
thing being debated, may I say, by Prime Ministers.

And that brings me, Mr President, to th€ Genscher/
Colombo proposals. My starting point in this debate is
the self-evident need to streamline the Communiq/s
decision-making process. At the moment we have a

system characterized by elaborarc checks and balances

rc safeguard national-interests. There are too few safe-
guards for the Communiq/s interests. And obviously,
as a Parliament, we also wdnt proper democratic con-
trol over the big decisions taken at Communiry level.

AII this of course takes time, and in today's fasunoving
and complex world the penalties can be heavy for
rhose who are slow to make up their minds. This prob-
lem will not be made any easier by enlargement. And I
hope it will be high on the agenda of the next meeting
of the European Council. In his remarls afur the
Copenhagen meeting, Mr Schliiter very wisely invited
the commentetors not to judge each European Coun-
cil separately, but as part of a continuing series. $7ell,
of course I agree with him, and I would only add that
if all the meetings in the series were as amicable and as

productive as the one which has taken place under his
presidency, then the European Council would really.
be earning its place as an expression of our will to
work together at every level.

Mr President, I cannot let his occasion go by without
drawing Parliament's atrcntion to an anniversary
which will otherwiie go unremarked. I welcome pani-
culady the visit of Gaston Thorn to my country to
very successfully mark the,occasion,'and we look for-
ward to funher visits. This session sees the completion
of ten years' activiry in this Parliament on the pan of
British and Danish Conservatives in panicular. By a
happy coincidence, this anniversary occurs in the pres-

ence of Mr Schliiter who as leader of the Danish Con-
seffadve parry has done so much for the cause of
Europe in his own home country. I should also like rc
pay tribute to the work of all my predecessors in the
European Conservative Group. I will not prercnd that
they have been ten easy years, but if they have con-
firmed one thing, it is that this Parliament has a great
future and one in vhich we look forward to plrying,
Mr President , a vgry full pan.

(Appkuse)

Mr Fanti (COM). - (m Mr President-in-Office of
the Council, I, too, should like rc assoeiate myself
with Sir Henry Plumb's words of welcome to you
amongst us here today, but, unlike him, I must say at
once that we, as Coinmunists, find ourselves obliged
yet again to pronounce a critical - indeed, a highly
critical - verdict on the meeting of the European
Council in Copenhagen.

I shall restrict my comments to the internal problems
of Communiry life, since other mcmbers of my group

- Mrs De March and Mr Segre - have spoken in
regard to problems on the question of political cooper-
ation.

Thc list of priorides conained in the Presidenq/s
summing-up, which are now submitted for our consid-
eration, undoubtedly contain declarations of good
intent regarding employment, investment and energy.
However, these declarations are not accompanied by
any clear and precise indications as rc what is wanted,
or the'manner and timing of their implementation.
Generalizations are the order of the day, or once-
again-repeated commonplaces, with decisions being
referred back rc a Council that has so far repeatedly

.shown itself incapable of making a decision. There is a
veritable anthology of commitments, such as 'this will
result in', 'the Council will speed uf', 'the Council will
discuss', 'the Council will refer', etc. .{nd I really can-
not understand the optimism shown by President
Thorn in his speech - perhaps he was satisfied by
these declarations of good intendons. Nor am I sure
that Commissioner Pisani, for example, qrill be equdly
happy at hearing the Council describe as 'useful' the
memorandum that he presented on behalf of the Com-
mission, which took so much work and involved so

much commitmenr That would be the last straw, if the
Commission produced documents that were not use-
tut!

But what is rc be done? Once- again we have that
strange vicious'circle, which has paralysed the life of
the Communiry for far too long now: the Council of
Ministers remits decisions to the European Council,
and the European Council remits them back m the
Council of Minisrcrs. It is time this undignified farce
was brought to a close. But how? Ve, the political
parties of the European Parliament, cenainly cannot
allow all that to eontinue. It is time, therefore, for us
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rc get dosrn to brass tacks in our debate with the
Council, and get away from the verbal hypocrisy that
afflicts us.

First of ill, it should be remembered that none of the
points listed generically in the summing-up of the
Presidency implies any special problems of deail, or
requires investigative sudy. The Council needed only
to reach a decision, on the basis of the proposals
aheady put forward months and months ago by the
Commission and by the Parliament, in relation to each
of these points and questions. The problem with which
we have to deal is essentially one of political will, of
making hard and fasr decisions and suiting acrions to
words.

And thar is not all! This putting-off of deiisions, this
inability to decide, is in realiry a deliberate policy.
And, alas, it is the policy of the low profile, the search
for unity at the lowest level, so that we end up in the
absurd position of hailing, as a positive achievement,
the fact that the Community is still in one piece and is
not yet dead and buried.

How, for example, can we take seriously the dercrmi-
nadcin to stiengthen the European Monetary System
when, a few months back, the Council shelved the
proposals on those lines rhat the Commission had put
forward, and we supponed? How can the declared
intention of reviving invesrmenr be reconciled with rhe
obtusely restrictive attitude of the Council on the
occasion, amongst other things, of the debate on rhe
1983 budget? \7e should ask the Council what has
become of the studies and discussions following the
famous mandate of 30 may 1980 ! Nothing more is said
about them. Nothing more is said about the reform of
existing policies, especially the CAP. Perhaps the
Council considers that everything is now setded, with
the financial handouts to Great Britain and very likely
'Vest Germany? That is a grave mistake, an example
of polidcal short-sightedness that we shall firmly
oppose, as witness yesterday evening's vote on the
amendments to the 1982 supplementary budget, and
the vorc on the Barbarella resoludon.

\7hat will this Couircil do today? \fill it accepr the
vote of the great majority of the European Parliament,
or will it c[oose instead to cause anorher acute crisis in
the life of the Communiry? In our view, there is one
conclusion to be drawn from the Copenhagen Sum-
mit: the present strucrure, the way the Council oper-
ates at present, is no good. The Communiry has no
guiding, controlling force, no body capable of steering
it towards clear-cut objectives, arousing consciences,
mobilizing political and social forces, and directing
them with sure steps towards the goals that today's
serious and difficult world situation demands.

If the European Council, and wirh it the Council of
Ministers, is not able to give the Communiry greater
credibiliry and hence grearer cohesion, it will be incap-
able of successful action even in its dealings with the

rest of the world. Granted, rhe uniry shovn by the Ten
in the recent GATI negotiarions was an achievemenr,
but during the p,uropean Council meerint ar Copen-
hagen a number of cracks have,already appeared. The
adjournment of the Euro-American agricultural dis-
pute is also another achievement, Ieaving room, as it
does, for negotiation: but this negoriarion, like the
talks with Japan, will only leld positive resul* if the
Community is able to rise above its own internal dif-
ferences and put new life into common policies.

The Community can do it. It can make a sran, for
example, by broadening and developing the poliry of
the European Moneary System; by promoting a com-
mon investment policy, panicularly for those sectors
most in need, and a common poliry to combat unem-
ployment. By doing, in other words, what both the
Commission and the Parliament have constantly been
proposing, with concrete sutgestions, for a long'time.

1983 will be a decisive year for the success or failure of
the Communiry, both with regard to its international
relations and to the manner in which ir will have ro
face up to the economic and social crisis that we are
now experiencing. There can be no doubt that the pol-
itical panies of the different countries and the Com-
muniry - panicularly the European Left, rhe demo-
cratic forces - have a greal task before rhem: an
arduous task, which musr be faced wirh a determina-
tion that is lacking today, and that the European Sum-
mit has again shown to be beyond its powers.

(Appkuse)

Haagenrp (L). - (DA) MrPresident, may I, like so
many of my colleagues in the Liberal Group, express
my delight in seeing the Danish Prime Minister here,
in his capaciry as President-in-Office of the European
Council. And let me say, thar the fact that the Cham-
ber is not filled to bursting point should in no way be
interpreted as a lack of interest and a recognition of
the Prime Ministey's presence here. This is, as you
know, a week where we vote incessantly on the
budget, and if this debate has a weakn6ss in its appeal
then it may be because it is not followed up, by a vote,
and may lead to a cenain amounr of travelling back-
wards and forwards. I dare to make the assumption
that in principle it may nor be so different from the
situation in the Folkecing in Copenhagen.

As regards the institurion which the Danish Prime
Minister is representing here - the European Council

- then ir is not unknown to the Prime Minister that in
a way we look upon it with somewhat mixed feelings,
and we are a little ambivalent towards il Ir is not
something which is mentioned in the Treaty, and ar
times we are a trifle formalistic here. But we have,
however - if I may say so - learned as dme pro-
tresses, not only to live with, but also to appreciate the
work done in the European Council. And that the
work of the European Council in many ways has
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turned out to be a useful mechanism in che form of
superstnrcture for that which is defined in the Treary
and for political cooperation. I do think that the Mem-
bers of this Parliament are apprcciadve of this in a
more positive way than was the case initially where
one had, and maybe still has to a degree a cenain
doubt about the European Council as an institution
which stands a litde apan.

The Prime Minister mentioned the uniry and the soli-
darity which was expressed at the meetint in Copen-
hagen. I would like to express my appreciation of this,
but at the same time warn against the gap which can
develop berween serious and well-meant words and a
lack of results, which several of my colleagues, most
recently Mr Fanti, have spoken about so convincingly.
It is necessary for many reasons - also of course, to
progress at all in finding a solution to the many prob-
lems - that one gives substance to the EC work. The
Danish Prime Minister and the Danish Foreign Minis-
ter know as well as I do that it is necessary not at least
in our country that there be some substance to the
organization in order to explain that the EC is a real-
iry, a politcal living realiry which also has imponance
for us. I would like to express a compliment to the
Danish Prime Minister, to the Danish Foreign Minis-
ter and the new Danish Government fora fine piece of
work in doing exacdy what I here ask for, the creation
of a better understanding of Denmark s Europe Policy
not only in the rest of the world but also at home. I
can only urge them rc condnue in this direction.

As regards a relationship with the Parliament: it has

made a good impression on the Parliament and not
least on the Liberal Group, that under the Danish
Presidency progress has been made on the question of
the common electoral systfm. 'S7e look forward with
interest to a hopefully positive result of the Council's
deliberations on the electoral qystem so that in l9E4 in
all our Member Sates we can go to the polls on hom-
ogeneous lines which decidedly need not be the same
in all details, but which however, should be so much
alike that we tet a just result of the election in a hom-
otenous form in all ten Member Statcs. I can only
urge that the issues that the Danish Presidency has

taken up will be continued in the same spirit by the
German Presidenry, which starts next month.

Mr President, others here in the Chamber have spoken
a lot about cooperation at Community level, its posi-
dve side and its faults. On behalf of my group I would
like to say a few words on EPC and express my gen-
eral satsifacdon with the continued evolurion of this t

cooperadon. fu a result of quirc a few ravels outside
rhe EC - and I have a fceling that this can be said of
the Danish Prime Ministcr also - I can vouch for the
amount of weight carried by the opinions of [he Ten. I
have personal exilerience from Africa and from the
US. One is asked with great interest the opinion of the
Ten on this and that and what our functions are. It
may be wonh noticing that this diferentiation -which someone is busily occupied with at home, and

which also exists in Europe between EPC and the
Communiry cooperation - is difficult to have under-
stood in the outside world. I can remember speaking
to an African Minister who was very well orientated
and who eagedy asked me about the Ten's attitude
towards Namibia. Literally in the same breath he

asked: what in fact does EPC stand for? It is simply
the opinion the Ten has collectively within a certain
framework. The fact tha; this is how we are seen and
judged in the world, I feel in a way can only be an
incentive to - in all places - also in our owrl coun-
tries - be taken equally seriously. At times one has

the feeling' that outside the EC-jurisdiction one
attaches greatrr imponance to what the Ten say and
do, than at any rate in certain quarters inside our own
Community.

Mr President, may I end by saying: what a triumph it
would be for Denmark, for the Danish Presidency, but
above all for the Community if, in this week, in spite
of the looming confrontation it succeeded in reaching
a budgetary agreement which also included the sup-
plementary budget for 1982 and through the debates
that are sdll to take place to reach an agreement next
week on a fisheries prilicy for the EC. Not only will I
express my srong hopefor this: but I will appeal most
sincerely rc the President of the European Council
and to the President of the Council to conriburc
rcwsrds this aim.

Mr IsraEl (DEP). - (FR) Thank you, Mr President,
thank you Mr President of the Council. On behalf of
my group, I should like to convey our thankis for what
you have done. I echo all those in this House who
have expressed the rympathy with which they have fol-
lowed your endeavours.

Has political cooperation progressed during the Dan-
ish Presidency? There has been no shonage of chal-
lenges. You have had rc cope with deterioration of the
situation in the Middle East and a new crisis in East-
'Vest relations plus an economic crisis in the western
world. I shall begin, Mr President, by speaking about
the Middle East.

The Community has tried to go on plafng the part of
honest broker. You have had the merit of recognizing
that the pardes in the conflict have made virtually no
progress towards each other. Mr Kadoumi, one of the
PLO leaders, confirmed that the PLO does not intend
to make the vital step of recognizing Israel's right of
existence and going on to renounce terrorism. The
Jerusalem government has told you that it could see

no possible way to peace outside the Camp David
agreements - which stipulated, let us remember, that
Israel should undertake to see that the Palestinians
contribute to determining their own future. And you
launched a new idea, self-determination, with all that
involves. The USA is against the creation of a Palesti-
nian State, you say; the Arab Bovernments demand it
and the Communiry is in favour of self-determinadon
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and all that goes with it. Vhat do you mean, Mr Presi-
dent of the Council? You mean that, even if this self-
determination led m an independent Palestinian State,
you would agree. So in that case, is it not your dury to
decide whether self-determination is compatible with
the existence and the safety of Israel?

Our group, and tomorrow our Parliament I hope, will
ask you rc pay particular attention to that aspect of the
problem, as there would be nothing worse than blind
self-determinadon which changed the possile State of
Palesdne into a Middle Eastern Cuba.

So I am shouldering the heavy responsibiliry, Mr
President, of urging you to be careful and to re-exam-
ine this declaration of Venice, which should not
become unbelievably unshakeable dogma. And I am
aware of the fact that your Foreign Affairs Minister
told us in Copenhagen that the European Community
should not launch tho plan and that it should display a

cenain modesry. But of course, as I must sress, we
think that the Palestinians' situation has to be settled
and that justice has to be done to those who suffer and
aspire to digniry - all within a general context of
peace and fraterniry.

The crisis in economic relations between the USA and
the EEC has not affected the'$7est's determination to
maintain the East-Vest dialogue in the framework
which has existed since the invasion of Afghanistan
and the state of war began in Poland. In Madrid, the
European Communiry is trying to maintain the idea
that a dialogue with the USSR is always possible, par-
ticularly on human rights, on what you call the human
asped. I do not at all agree with the use of this rcrm,
as human rights are not just a humanitarian issue.

To tell the ruth, the CSCE is a far better framework
than anything the UN can do in this field. So I would
respecdully encourage you, Mr President, te pursue
this, as the Helsinki .rftgreement mentioned the
oppressed who aspire to greater liberry and implemen-
ation of that agreement - without really believing
they will get it. Our dury is to maintain this possibiliry
of discussion with the USSR and to preserve the nego-
tiations from the consequences of the collapse of
d6tente that ure are experiencing today. There is still
the serious quesdon of Afghanistan. kt us say, simply,
that, contrary to what some people think, nothing can
be done in this pan of the world without the existence
of a resistance movement being taken into account.
There will be no answers to the refugee problem with-
out the agreement of the Afghan {ighters. There will
'be no agreement or neutralization of Afghanistan
without the Kabul regime being ovenhrown. The
Afghan people. are also entitled to seffle their own
future, Mr President.

The 24th European Summit, with a Danish President
in the chair, will have been marked by a certain hesita-
tion. It will have seen a change of leader in the USSR

and the Danes will have helped calm things down and
avoid mistakes and they should be thanked for it.

(Apphrse).

Haomerich (CDI). - (DA) I wish to thank Mr
Schluter for his statement on the Summit Meeting.
The positive aspect of the statement, is that it is on a
modest level, and, in spite of all, that is more accepa-
ble than those pompous assurances on European uniry,
grandeur and the glorious future which can be found
in a union. That is nice to hear.

The Summit Meeting showed the lack of power of the
EC-organization in dealing with problems that really
worry people: unemployment, the breaking-up of the
social securiry system and growing poverty - but that
does not surprise anyone. The tenilency is, such that
the worse things get in the economic field, the more
the EC tries to prove its raison d'€tre by geming
involved in other aspects of sociery. In the last few
years especially, labour market relations, foreign
poliry and securiry policy in particular, have suffered.

In these particular areas the EC's drive is in sharp con-
trast to the promises given to the Danish people in
1972 to the effect that the EC was just.a convenient
business-undertaking and that it would never inter-
fere, for instance with labour market relations or for-
eign policy over the wishes of the people.

Vith regard to foreign poliry we see a dangerous
development in the fact that it is now openly admitted
that there exists a cooperation berween the EC and
NATO. This is apparent from a correspondence which
the Popular Movement has had with Foreign Minister
Uffe Ellemann-Jensen and, at a later date Prime Min-
ister Poul Schltiter who accepted this development.'Ve 

asked Mr Ellemann-Jensen, if it really was true
that a'closer cooperation was planned betwie., NATO
and EC in the European Political Cooperation, EPC.
Mr Ellemann-Jensen, in his answer denied that coop-
eration berween NATO and EG exists in so far as he
apparently prefers the word coordination.

He admits that he would like ro see a 'more effecrive
coordination between the political consultations
within NATO and European Political Cooperation'.
Not only does he accept this uansgression of a very
vital condition for Danish membership of the EC, he
even finds the transgression inevitable, and wishes to
lead the way. He claims that on the part of the Danes
this was regarded as an essential task. He also claims
one ought not rc speak with forked tongues in rhe
consultations of the European Political Cooperation
and in NATO. But it is not in the least evident to the
Danish people, who, time and again have been told by
Danish EC-politicians that security and defense has
nothing to do with the EC.

ln 1972, before the referendum, it would have been
regarded as pure science fiction that in 1982 we would
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find ourselves with a Foreign Minister who boldly
admits that he will lead the way in forming a coopera-
tion between NATO and European Political Coopera-
tion.

This ties up with the fact that the Danish EC-politi-
cians constantly have concealed the real object of the
EC and the EC's desire to become a political block of
power. The most striking example of this concealment
'is that the then Danish Prime Minister said a shon
time before the referendum: 'If we rcll the whole trurh
about the EC, then the vote will be a No'. If only he
had spoken the whole truth then, so that the result
would have been a No. Ve do not allege that the
Danish Government has given a green light for an
EC-defence union. Such an exatteradon is far
removed from our line of thought. But a defence
union is a logical idea fdr many people in this Cham-
ber, including Mr Haagerup, and I quote from his
report on securiry, as he calls it:

'If the EC has a future at all, it is inevitable that secur-
iry and even defence become a pan thereof. A really
integratcd European defence will be the final phase in
the complete European integration process.'

Mr Haagerup does not think the time is ripe for an
EC-defence iolicy. But small pragmatic steps can be
Bken, however. For instance at the stan of the com-
plex, EPC-NATO could attain a closer cooperation.
This has .now received a blessing form the highest
authoriry of the EC, the Danish Presidents-in-Office,
Mr Ellemann-Jensen and Mr SchlUter.

The other st€p on the long road to the defence union
is, as suggested by Mr Haagerup and Mr Fergusson,
common arms production as part of a common indus-
trial poliry. In this we can see a draft for an EC as a
large military industrial complex, which will constitute
a threat to the sovereignty of the single States, e.g. Ire-
land, which is not a member of NATO - but, like all
military industrial complexes it will become increas-
ingly difficult to steer in a peaceful direction. In other
words, it will become a rhrear against both sovereignty
and d6tente.

The experience of the EC for the majoriry of the Dan-
ish people has not been a good one. And this is a
well-known fact. Consequendy an opinion poli con-
ducted by the firm Vilstrup in the month of March,
shows that only one out of every four Danes wishes to
remain in the EC, on condition that such economic
agreements could be reached with the EC as how exist
between the EC and Norway and Sweden. Only 130/o

of the Danes want what rhe EC now is trying to
become - while the economic advantages are break-
ing apan - namely, a union with a common foreign
poliry.

These are the facr in Danmark, and the Danish Presi-
dency ought to have paid heed ro rhem. The new Ger-
man Presidenry should know that any exravaganr

union plan will be received with great aversion in Den-
mark.

Mr Pesmazoglou (NI). - (GR) Mr President, the
satements by the Danish Prime Minister and'the
President of the Commission prove that the recent
European Council reaffirmed the solidarity and sense
of cohesion bemreen Member States, and also that it
showed great understanding of the problems of rhe
European Community. These positive remarls of mine
refer to the posidve aspecr of the Danish Presidenry
in the latter half of 1982. However, Mr President, it is
impossible for me not to make the comment that these
positive aspects are utterly incommensurate with the
work and funcdoning of the European Communiry,
and with its standing and initiatives in Europe, for our
peoples and in the international development of
events.

I want to say, Mr President, that this is not an untena-
ble appraisal. On the contrary, the nature of the prob-
lems, the inexorable character of the economic crisis,
as well as the need for firm initiatives on international
developments for the protection of employment and
world peace, all impose the need for vigorous action
to reinforce the institutions of the European Com-
muniry, for action much more drastic than that pro-
posed by the Council.

Mr President, I want to make some brief observations'
on three issues. Virtuallj, no mention is made of insri-
rutional issues, of the insdtutional,reforms which are
imperative, and this despite the fact that the European
ParliamCnt has begun a process of deciding on rhese
reforms. It is also known that the Italian and German
Governmenr have submitted similar proposals for
reforms, as well as for the formulation of a single
European,poliry srance with the aim of unifying for-
eign and defence policies in Europe. The lack of any
favourable atdtude on this issue, and the absence of
precise proposals for action, are quite unacceptable.

Conqerning economic matters, the understanding of
which the Danish Prime Minister and Mr Thorn both
spoke is of very treat importance, and I do myself take
note of the serious initiatives undertaken by the Euro-
pean Communiry in this sphere. However, I am
obliged to point our rhat the Medircrranean policy,
which direcdy affects one third of the people of the
EEC and which could provide rhe fulcrum for galvan-
izing the whole European Community, is not
accorded the importance it deserves.

On political cooperation, Mr President, I am obliged
to saf that lofry pronouncements and the taking of
positions on world problems do not suffice. The peo-
ple of Europe stand in need of a resolute commitment
and this has nor yet been fonhcoming. Please allow
me to remark also, Mr Presidenr, rhat at a time when a
struggle is going on ro draw errcnrion to international
violations the Communiq/s credibiliry is put in ques-
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tion when it maintains a passive and olerant stance

over the gross violations which continue to be perpe-.
trated through the protracted military occupation in
Cyprus. As Greels it is impossible for us not to take
heed of this, and it is also impossible for it not rc have
grave international implications for the Community's
credibiliry.

Mr Secler (S). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the President-in-Office of Council in his
remarkable speech dwelt on a series of issues raised in
the GATT conference. About a month ago Parliament
held a debate on the GATI conference which was

then just about to take place and in the meantime we
know that a considerable effon was needed to avert
failure. In the coming yer Parliament will have to
devote much of its attention to the problems and
increasing difficuldes of world trade if we are tg suc-

ceed in combating unemployment in Europe.'We can-
not afford rc let world trade collapse, for after all we
in Europe do earn 250/o of our gross national product
from exports, which meant that millions of people
depend for their work on trade with other countries.

In this context, Mr President-in-Office of Council, I
should like to make three.points on the summit in
Copenhagen. It is not sufficient to keep on repeating
that we are in favour of free world trade and against

irotectionism. \florld trade is basically not as free, and
never has been as free, as many people claim. Every
customs duty, every quoa, eve{y self-limitation agree-
ment, the multi-fibre agreement, the steel agreement
with the USA, all these and much more represent res-

trictions on free trade. Even those who demand free
trade accept this as perfectly normal. I believe we must
find a rtew definition for present-day fuee rade and fix
its necessary limits to guarantee the future welfare pre-
cisely of the citizens in our pan of the world, and the
European Council will have to devote its attention to
that.

I doubt whether Japanese industrial and export poli-
cies really fully deserve the protcction offered by free
trade. All of a sudden there is mass production in a

small industrial sector, the world market is swarnped
with these products, industries with well-developed
and competitive structures are threatened and des-
royed, and the research and development costs are of
course borne by someone else. More urgently than
ever before we must rethink the meaning and purpose
of free rade.

In Geneva we only just managed to avoid an agricul-
ural conflict with the United States again. I wish to
appeal urgently to the Ministers responsible to use the
coming talhs with the United States to reach a sensible
settlement in this area of trade which is imponant to
both sides. I believe these talks should be held on the
basis of equal pannership if lasting solutions are to be
found, and that is also how I understood you. ![e
Europeans are entitled [o a reasonable share of the

world market for agricultural products, hut if we, as

we did for example in 1980, insist on having 610/o of
the butter trade or 600/o of the dried milk trade, then I
fear we are asking more than our partners can agrce

to.

I appreciate that Denmark is also a country which
benefits from the Common Agricultural Policy, and
that is only right as Denmark is an agricultural land.
But we cannot persist in swamping the world market
with our surpluses, no matrcr what price we have to
pay for that. Production and demand must be

coordinated again and we have an opportuniry to
explore new ground in making the necessary arrante-
ments to incorporate Medircrranean products into the
market regulations.

My impression is that the Council gave. the Commis-
sion represenmtives in Geneva too little margin for
negotiation. That has put the European Communiry in
a tricky spot. It became the scapegoat when any prob-
lem arose. This meant that the Japanese could remain
quietly in the background so that no one really noticed
who had really been playing havoc with the rules of
world trade.

Undoubtedly it was really rather silly to bring totether
88 ministers and expect them to solve all the problems
of world rade in three days. Such gigantic confer-
ences make little sense and the relevant ministers in the
Council and the European Council should bear that in
mind when preparing the European position for the
coming discussions.

The Committee on External Economic Relations will
next year submit a report on the funher development
of GATT rc Parliament and also the Council- and
Commission. I hope it will provide an opportunity to
deal with the vital issues of world trade with due care
and the commitment which I believe is indispensable
here.

Mr Brok (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to express my gratitude to the
Danish Prime Minister that despite a bad stan and
despite all the difficulties the presidency proved in a

short time to be a greater success than we could ori-
ginally expect in July. That did not surprise me as I
already knew your pro-European work from the old
days. After Mrs Hammerich's statement we now know
clearly where the truly progressive forces in Denmark
stand, those which want to break down frontiers and
hence end the causes of war and disputes in Europe,
and I think we also owe our thanl$ to you for that.

This European Council has shown that even with four
new Heads of Government - including Federal
Chancellor Kohl with his good work - a new lead
has been given. Unfortunately, however, it has just
remained an indication, or to use the President of the
Commission Mr Thorn's foodall image, the ball has
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only been kicked off. Here we have seen clearly once
more that many individual issues have been analysed
correctly and sensible targe$ agreed on but seldom is
action decided on, and that is what we criticize.

'!7e are consandy talking about unemployment. It is
quite rightly called a significant problem. The Euro-
pean Community must take its contribution, as has
been said. But at the same time the European Com-
munity is being deprived of its means to combat unem-
ployment. At the same time one country for example is

rystematically destroying the internal market of the
European Communiry, to wit the policy of the French
Government. \7e must finally coordinate our targets
and our means.

Let us look at four areas where a decision was taken.
Proposals to srentthen the internal market - what
happened? A decision to wait for rhe Commission
until March. Reinforcing the new Communiry instru-
ment - wait for the Council until March. New mea-
sures in professional training, youth unemployment
and shonening working time - wait until March.
Proposals in research, innovation, enerry - wait undl
March. In all these cases targets which were agreed on
as being the right ones were postponed until some
later datc, and I am sure that when March comes the
dossiers will yet once more be remitted to some troup
or other.

Ve must Bet aa'ay from this new'dynamic' formula of
waiting and simply say, 'Vhy not take a decision?' or
'How about the Heads of Government giving their
ministers in the Ministerial Council clear-cur instruc-
dons for decisions?' It would be so good to be able to
persuade the national governmen$ rhat rhe days of the
'Europe of Ministerial Councils' which hold up deci-
sions of the Ministers or Heads of Government by
their constant, alleged or real, meterial consrainr, are
over. And here the Heads of Government and the
Ministers must give a political lead. They must nor let
their own national bureaucracies interfere with work
on the right targets for European integradon and act-
ion on unemploymenu

Mr Prime Minister, I thank.you foi your srar.emen[ on
foreign poliry. You said that we should follow a poliry
of firmness and at the same dme dialogue with Eastern
Europe. Referring m the Conference on Securiry and
Cooperation in Europe you mentioned holding a con-
ference on disarmamenls and implementing human
rights. This dialogue, however, must nor result in our
finding ourselves in a crisis in our own banking qFstem
due rc the remendous debts owed to Vestern Europe
by the Easrcrn block. Ve are facing e very serious
development which is of great importance to rhe
economic future of the European Communiry.

Mr Dc Gocdc (ND.- @L) Mr President-in-office
of the European Council, every presidency has a
rough ride. The Danish one, over which you have just

presided, just as surely as the coming German one.
Any criticism of events during these six-monthly
Council presidencies must rherefore be seen to reflect,
not upon the outgoing Council president, but rather
upon all of us, Council, Commission and the demo-
cratically-elected representarives of the Communiqy's
citizens. Of course we may reflect upon an external
climate fraught with difficulties. But we would do well
to continuously ask ourselves to what extent we, as a
Community, have not been at fault in failing to mea-
sure up to our potential, and indeed such is regrettably
all too often the case.

A few examples of our shoncomings can be. mentioned
here; the meagre results of the most recent Jumbo
Council meedng during which thc minisrers once
again failed rc offer a glimmer of hope to the Com-
muniq/s millions of unemployed citizens, panicularly
the young; the multitude of utrerances at rhar Jumbo
Council which can bc boiled down to commitments rc
refrain from mo many inter-Communiry prorectionisr
measures in that ever-spreading wave, the failure of
the Geneva GATT talls at which the Communiry was
incapable of making an effective contribution rc a last-
ing solution of world rade problems. Cenainly rhe
consolidition of the Communiys achievements over
the past' 30 years is imponant and the alternative of a
disintegration so incalculably disastrous that we reelly
ought to be thankful, in some ways, [har things are not
much worse than they are. But such complacency will
not suffice. And while the Commission's well-inten-
tioned proposals with regard to Japan on rhe maner of
Community innovation can be of some temporarF
solace, it offers no solution to the srucrural problemi
of Communiry indusries. A noticeable feature of the
recent GATT negoriarions in Geneva was rhar the real
protagonists were rhe Community and the Unired
States, and the real losers, the developing countries.
Even more remarkable was the fact that Japan came
away unscathed. One might say that the Conference
achieved a cease-fire.

Mr President, in the Communiq/s ever-faltering
economic life a theme 6f special significance graduall
beginning to be worthy of attendon is the existence of
a creeping sickness which is increasingly undermining
our sociery. I refer to the 'black (tax evasion) money'
circuit which is on the increase year aker year.

The discussion on this pehnomenon has already bro-
ken out in all its intensiry, in my counrry, the Nether-
lands. The difference berween the upright tay payers
and those who reson m fraud on a large scale is rhrea-
tening to become so great, and the 'black money' cir-
cuit so pervasive that something will have to be done
about it. Only a Community approach will be success-
fuJ in preventing massive flighr of capital. In a period
of austeriry across rhe board in which the averate
Community citizen has seen his purchasint po.wer
sharply cunailed the Community cannot evade its
obligation to take measures to deal with rhis enormous
'black money' circuir, which I would esdmatb to be in
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the region on 100-200 thousand million ECU. Equity
demands solidariry with the weak.

I would therefore ask the Council to hold a special
Financial Council to ffear this pheonomenon, some
time over the coming six months. The Commission
should presenr proposals designed to achieve a Brearer
inter-Community exchange of fiscal information, for
example ownership of property in a Member State
other than that in which one habitually resides.
Secondly, such proposals should indicate ways of
accelerating rhe harmonization of tax rares within the
Community; thirdly, a tighter control of dubious capi-
tal transactions with non-Communiry States, founhly,
the closing of loopholes, the existence of whibh facili-
tates tax evasion on a massive scale, and fifthly an
examination of the exrent to which bank secrery must
be breached in cases of justifiable tax impositions. I
shall leave the matter at this stage but I intend to
return to it at a later date.

Allow me to turn my atrenrion to the polidcal situation
in a number of 'Lom€ countries', which I am begin-
ning to find appalling. Several dozen prominent per-
sonalities have now been killed in cold blood by a
military dictatorship in Suriname. Suspension of coop-
eration with such a counrry is now called for. I trust
that Council and Commission will not contcnr them-
selves wirh declarations of outrage but that they will
proceed to positive action.

Mr Dido (S). - (17) Mr President, different opi-
nions have been expressed about the Copenhagen
Summit. I am personally of the opinion that rhe results
of that meering are not entirely negadve - even
though I am very broadly in agreement, for example,
with vhat Mr Fanti said - perhaps because I hope
that, faced wirh rhe dramatic p.ospecti which the criiis
holds, something may finally change in the attitude of
our governments.

There are [wo aspecrs of rhat summit that strike me as
being of interest. First, the convergence of opinion on
the seriousness of the economic crisis and the unem-
ployment that have hit all Member counrries, and the
re-affirmadon of rhe need for action to strengthen the
cohesion of the Communiry. Admittedly, these are just
words, but the economic siruation is expected to deter-
iorate so much in 1983 that we musr now finally hope
for a change of course. Ar Copenhag.n 

"re "g"i.r 
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the unity shown by the Ten in recenr months in the
confrontation with rhe United States over economic
and rade relations, and over the pipeline, steel, and
the GATT negodations. Secondly, 

" 
degree of willing-

ness was apparent in regard rc cenain concrerc srcps

- thotigh these, it is true, have sdll rc be translated
inrc fact. 'I am referring, in the first place, to the
undenaking given to the Council of Ministers, that
concrete measures would be drawn up by the end of
'March to strentthen the internal marker, blocking the
dangerous trend towards prorccdonism; and in- rhe

second place, to increase the funds available to the
NCI to 5 000 m ECU.

Now, if rhese measures are in fact going to be imple-
mented - and I am by no means optimistic in the
matter - then, for them to make any sense at all they
must be related to a cohererlt Community framework
within which policies for industry, research, innova-
don and energy are all properly coordinated. This is in
fact the only way thar the commitment m tackle
unemployment - especially youth unemployment -by creating new, srable jobs can'be given credibiliry as
a counterpart to those special programmes of voca-
tional training thar are envisaged in the reform of the
European Social Fund and the reorganization of
working time, as menrioned explicitly in the final com-
muniqu6 of the European Council.

Another point to be borne in mind is the obligation
that was placed on the Ministers of Agriculture to
revise the Communiq/s policy regarding Mediterra-
nean produce before March 1983, not only so as to
achieve a better balance in agricultural policy, but also
to enable negodations to be speeded up for Spain and
Ponugal to join the Community.

On these points, it is now up to the Commission and
the Council of Ministers to give concrete answers. For
its part, our Parliament has already expressed its views
on all these points, and put forward proposals. If these
are hken account of, some protress can then, perhaps,
be made.

One final point, Mr President regarding foreign
policy; I am in agreement with rhe Euroirean Council's
expressed hope for an improvement in East-l7est rela-
tions.

It will not have escaped notice rhat there seems to be a
move in this direcdon in Poland, though firm evidence
is still awaited. I should however like to emphasize
that the facts that are coming ro lighr in Italy, regard-
ing the criminal atrcmpt on rhe Pope's life and the
inrcrnational ramifications involved, arc very worry-
ing. There can be no doubr thaq if these facts are con-
firmed, our Community will also have to rake cenain
decisions as a result. This is a marrer thar we shall dis-
cuss more fully at a later date.

Mr Gontikas (PPE). - (GR) Mr President, with
regard to ihe subjects he touched upon the Presiden-
tin-Office undoubtedly made a full itatement, and on
this I congratulate him. The President-in-Office drew
attention to the intensifying arms race and underlined
the dangers attaching to the Soviet Union's iniriatives
in this field. But whereas the Council knows full well
just what the poliry of violating human rights can lead
to in the so-called socialist counrries and in other
countries of the world, rhe President-in-Office said
very little on rhis subject. On the other hand he said
nothing' at all to us about the Communiq/s vital

". ,, ,,.,, "_f,,
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interest in the matter of relations bewreen Europe and
the United States. I wonder if he would have been so

redcent on this vital subject if it had not been for Mrs
Macciocchi's question. This question, which I note

down as indicating an indisputable shift in the position
of the Socialisa in this Chamber, Poses a poinrcd
query to which the Council did not reply. Just what

"ie 
she purposes of cooperation between Europe and

the United Stateo? The Member States of the Com-
munity have a number of interests in common, prime
among which is an interest in securiry even though the
Communiry has no military dimension. For the ideal

of European peace and securiry to have meaning and

substanCe thii common inrcrest in securiry must of
necessiry be based on two factors: on the total cohe-
siveness of the Atlantic Alliance, and on unwavering
and continuing cooperition with the USA and Can-

ada. As a consequenca eny upheaval in relations
becc/een Europe and the'USA or any change in the

Atlandc Alliance must have a trave impact on Euro-
pean securiry and harmful consequences for the
development of other vital Communiry inrcrests.

Europe should not forget, Mr President, and Greece

in particular does remember, that it owes its survival
after the Second Vorld Var to the United States. It is

a fact that our differences with the USA do mainly
revolve around crucially imponant economic issues.

However, if the conditions necessary for the achieve-
ment of prosperiry in Europe are not to be put in jeo-

pardy, it is essential that these differences are resolved
in o'"ys which do not alter the common percepdon of
the need to maintain a military balance and which do
not impair the trust of the European peopli in Ameri-
can suPPort.

Mr President, the European Communiry is at the stage

of trying to cope with the problems of our times as a

unified whole. The day when Europe will be a single
totally emancipated entiry is not yet near. Of the
Sates in the Community today none, I hope, is con-
templating loosening its lin}s with the USA and the
Atlantic Alliance, even though each of them has passed

through different forms of crisis in these relations and
while many of them, such as my own country, have

reason to disagree with the foreign policy of the USA.
Despite all this the need to protect vital common inrcr-
ests is of such imponance to our Communiry countries
as to make consorting with the Unitcd States unavoid-
able.

I personally would be happy, Mr President, if next
time the Council could give a complete review of the
common objectives of cooperation between Europe
and America.

Mr Chanterie (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, I would
like to concenrate primarily on the conclusions
reached by the Council meeting in Copenhagen with
respect to economic and social aspects of Communiry
policy. To begin with I notice that the European

Council has voiced its suppon for a general sfiategy
aimed at considerably improving the employment situ-
ation in the Communiry through the creation of dura-
ble employment opponunities, Such a sLratery PresuP-
poses i vast array of interdependent economic and
iocial policy measures, boch at Community and

national level. Vith this end in mind, the European
Council elaborated a rctal of seven priority objectives
together with a time schedule for qhe accomplishment
of specific pans of that policy at Communiry level in
addition to the efform rc which the individual Mernber
States had consenrcd at national level.

fu far as this goes, one could give the'Copenhagen
meeting a positive vetting. I have, however, Mr Presi-
dent-in-office of the European Council, a number of
reseffations to make. Firstly, the Copenhagen decision
is, for the.most part, no more than a repetition of the

starcments made at the end of the preceding European
Cotrncil meetings. An examination of the declarations
made at the end of the three European Councils 9f
1982 will corroborate my statement. In other words,
there is limle or no noticeable progress in the deci-
sion-making procedure and, consequendy a standstill
in poliry-making.

Secondly, the President-in-office of the European
Council spoke of the gradual appearance in the con-
structive broad outlines, of a Communiry conscious-
ness and a Communiry position in the light of the
intolerable economic and social problems with which
the Communiry is beset. I would dearly like to be able

to applaud all of this but, conscious of the dire socio-
economic straits in which the Community has found
itself for quite a good number of years now, without
any apparent end in sight, I am somewhat amazed.
The message you bring rc the 12 million unemployed
of the Communiry is scant comfon. One cannot avoid
concluding that the European Council has heretofore
failed in the elaboration and financing of the type of
dmergency employment plan capable of responding to
the abject state in which the Communiry finds iuelf.
One figure alone will suffice to bring that message

home. In order to mainmin the present employment
rate in the Community, one million new jobs would
have to be created annually. This is, I repeat, rc main-
tain the satus quo! On the other hand it is worth not-
ing that the absence of a Communiry policy in the
field of telematics has meant that we have missed the
opponunity of creating one million new jobs. As long
as the Communiry fails to take the measures capable of
responding to these challenges the European Council
will fail to live up to expectations.

My third and final "o-*.n, is as follows: the Euro-
pean Council of end March 1982 had decided that
over the following 5 years all young Community citi-

. zens who had successfully finished their studies would
be guaranteed either a first employment or vocational
training courses. The European Council in Copen-
hagen was tg report on the decisions and measures
which had been aken in this area both at national and
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Community level. That Council meedng of March
1982 aroused a degree of hope among the Com-
muniq/s 4 million unemployed yourh and we in the
Committee on Social Affairs devoted a special hearing
to their problem, at which some 100 yourh represenra-
tives were present. And yet I frave to reporr that
notc/ithsranding the work of our Committee the dead-
line was not respected and concrete measures have
once again been deferred to the following Council
meeting. A postponement of several monrhs is not so
serious in itself but it becomes a critical state of affairs
when it is found that the Council-approved appropria-
tions to the Communiry Social Fund, as implementing
inmrument are toally insufficient . . .

In the light of the foregoing it must indeed be feared
that a whole generation of the Communiq/s,young
citi.zens are to be needlessly excluded from panicipat-
ing in its economic revival, and as such, I find rhis
unacceptable

I shall close by quoting Chancellor Kohl of the Fed-
eral Republib of Germany, who, at the end of the
Council's Copenhagen meedng declared: 'the Com-
muniq/s repuadon amont the public at large, and
youth in particular, will be determined by its capacity
to conribute to a solution of the unemployment prob-
lem'. I sincerely hope that the forthcoming German
Presidency of the Council will let its acdons speak
louder than its words.

President. - The debate is closed.

During the debarc a lot of praise has been given to the
Danish Presidency, though perhaps, as someone has
indicated, there were somc doubts in the beginning. I
do not know whether ir was due to the change in
government, but it has worked. That is, after all, one
of the important things in the relationship berureen
Parliament and the Council, namely, that the relation-
ship functions. Of course, the Foreign Minister of
Denmark has had the biggest role to play, but I think
also, Mr Schluter, rhat the way you presented rhe
report on the European Council this morning has been
a very good experience. I thank you very, very much
for having been here.

(Tbe sining was suspended at 1.30 p.m. and resumeil at
3.15 p.n.)

I

IN THE CFIAIR: MRS DE MARCH

3. Topical and urgent debate (objections)

President. - Pursuant to Rule 48(2), second subpara-
graph, I have received the following objecdons, justi-
fied and tabled in writing, to the list of subjects for the
topical and urgent debare to be held ,tomorrow after-
noon.

(Tlte President read out the objections)t

I would remind rhe House that the vorc on rhese
objections will be taken without debate.

After tbe rejection of the objection rekting to tbe
Lebanon

Mr Van Minncn (S). - (i/Z) Madam President, pre-
cisely four minutes elapsed bervreen the opening of
this vote and the time it was 'closed. This is muchltoo
long. It is also in conflict with our Rules of Procedure
and could give rise ro abuses.

President. - I shall take note of your remarks, Mr
Van Minnen.

(Parliament rejected Mr Kirk\ objection)

4. Cotncil statemeflts (Danish Presidency and political
co op e rati on ) ( continration)

President. - Thi next irem is the continuation of the
joint debate on the Danish Presidency and political
cooPeration.

Mn Ewing (DEP). - Vhoever is thi President-in-
Office of the Council of Ministers deserves all our
sympathy because whatever we think of the six monrhs
of dudes the responsifiility must be unbearably heavy. I
am not going to indulge in any funher flowery throw-
ing of bouque6, bur I do appreciate the enormity of
the scale of the duties you carry.

The first thing I would like to say is with regard to
steel. There is no doubt that a good bargain was made
with the United States considering the vray rhe United
States staned off. On the other hand, look ar rhe sac-
rifice that was made voluntarily by Girmany. It is fair
to say that an enormous sacrifice had to be made by
the steel indusry in the UK and in particular in thl
Scottish sector where 30 000-40 000 jobs are presenrly
at risk and despite an enornous capital investment of
about 100 million in one steel mill and about the same
in another these have to be axed, while Ialy increased
its capacity. I ask the President-in-Office of the Coun-

Wce-Presi.dcnt I See Minutes.
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cil: is it fair that, when heavy burdens fall on two
Member States, one is allowed to increase its capacity?

The second point is ransport. The Legal Affairs Com-
mittee, of which I am a member, vorcd recendy rc sue

the Council for its failure to implement the transpon
policy. It does seem terrible that we, as institutions,
have had to sue the Council for failures on its pan and
it really is not good enough. For instance, road equiJ
valent tariff was approved by this Parliament repeat-
edly but was not introduced.

On enlargement, my group of course welcomes this; it
will increase the regional element - and I think that
must be good for us all - and will help us politically.
But there is an element of the ostrich about the Coun-
cil and the Commission with regard to the enormous
fishing fleet of Spain, about which no one will make
any remark. In which warcrs is this fleet to go? Ttrcre
are not any warcrs available because there are not
enough as it is.

Lastly, I turn to fishing: the Unircd Kingdom has

rwo-thirds of the fish and Scotland has rwo-thirds of
the UK's fish. Our vat€rs were given away by British
politicians - Mr Heath with the Liberals' help - and
Mr Vilson did not think fishing was imponant
enough when the so-called re-negotiation rcok place.

It has been a disaster in human rcrms because we
r€present areas where there is nothing else but fishing.
Islands and towns are dependent on silly industries
with nothing else. No hinterland of rich agricultural
land such as is the case in the Shetlands. It is under the
Danish Presidency that a setdement on'fisheries has

been blocked and although ure are having an urgency
debate tomorrow I must say that while I have sympa-
thy for these fishermen, because of the social element
and the dependenry of their villages, they concen-
trated on fish for indusrial consumption to too great
an extent. They have allowed their capaciry and their
fleet to increase 'when all the other countries' fleer
were being reduced.

Mr J. Moreau (S). - (FR) Madam President, Hon-
ourable Members, there are three subjects of concern
m the people of Europe. They have been the centre of
the activiry of the Danish President and they were at
the hean of the discussions of the European Council
in Copenhagen. They are the cconomic situation, the
internal market and the.future of the European Mone-
tary System.

One thing, I think, is clear and that it is impossible to
Iet the situation tet any worse. Vhatever the criteria,
the immediate future of the European Communiry is

cause for concern. The decisions of the various Coun-
cils of Minisrcrs - Ecofin, Jumbo and European -were not precise enough to quiet the legitimate appre-
hension of the people of Europe. Although, as we have
seen, there were sonire proposals on various points,
they are not, I think, good enough for the present dif-
ficuldes and what is currently at stake.

A timeable, to my nray of thinking, cannot replace a

poliry. Ve all know what our positions are and every-
one is tempted to think just about himself rather than
make the effort to join together to seek common solu-
tions. Asserting the need for a global strategy to bring
about a substantial improvement in employment is one
thing. Agreeing on the actions and policies that will
actually achieve this result is quite another.

\7e feel the Council is displrying timidiry and hesita-
tion in defining the measures. Cenainly, as I said ear-
lier, we now have a timetable. But what will the Coun-
cil's opinion really be when it will have to decide on
the different problems? I think, in panicular, that the
decisions in the investment expansion sector will have

to be taken fast. Referring to NCI III, that we men-
tioned just now, does not, as we knov, mean that the
Council is ready to speed irp its decision-making as

Parliament would like. Ve think that further progress

should be made along these lines and that a significant
effon should be made without delay to ensure that the
headings given at the Council in Copenhagen are over

ProPer content.

Second, I should like to discuss the matter of the inter-
nal market. I am pleased to see this question being
taken seriously and to norc that the Council of Minis-
ters has finally decided to look at the dossier. The
esablishment of an authendc, unified internal market
is an imperative for the European Community. It is the
vital conditioir for the development of industry and
services - which in turn'is vital for the future of the
region called Europe.

The time has come to look at all the discriminatory
pracdces, the barriers and the reasons that engender
constant compartmentalizaion of our market. There
can be no European industry and no European under-
takings without this genuine, definitive unification of
the market. I kno*, the task is a hard one, but we shall
judge the Council in the first quarter of 1983 by its
dercrmination to adopt the outstanding directives and
by its abiliry to stimulate the work of the Commission.

Parliamenr, via the work of the Committee on Econo-
mic and MonetarT Affairs, is ready, I think, to provide
the necessary collaboradon.

I hope that our scepticism about the constitution of a
high-level group on this aspect of things will give qay
to more positive developments in the work under-
aken. Investments and the internal market are realities
to which we shall be returning in the coming months.

But we shall also be discussing the European Mone-
tary.System, as we are all aware. Ve have always sup-
poned the Commission in its attempts at strengthening
the European Monetary System. !7e have deplored
the attitude of the Council of Ministcrs over the past
yeu for failing to take account of the larcst proposals
of the Commission. But international disorder is such
that we have to act fast and go funher than the Com-
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mission wishes. Any strengthening of the European
Monetary System should do more than provide stabil-
ity in Europe. It should enable the Community to have
more coherent discussions with the USA.

That, Madam President, is what I wanted to say about
the Danish President's management and the results of
the Copenhagen Council. I, for one, think that these
last few months have seen a cenain awakening as to
the extreme seriousness of the situation in which we
now are. The beginnings of a solution are there. I
think thar the next presidency should be the occasion
to put into practice what is so far only a series of
intentions.

Mr Penden (PPE). - (NL) Madam President, I
intend rc speak exclusively on Mrs Macciocchi's oral
question to the President of the Council, or more spe-
cifically, on the part devoted rc French-Geflnan coop-
erarion in securiry matters. And at the outset I should
like rc heanily congratulate her and the Socialist
Group on their desire to raise such a theme in this
House. It represents something of a breakthrough, by
aftempting to overcome the taboo that the European
Parliament had no right to meddle in security matters.

Madam President, what a f.ar cry all this is removed -and well and good removed - from the days when
heated argumen$ would ensue purely and simply on
the question as to whether Mr Klepsch could elaborate
a report on industrial cooperation in the defence area,,

or as to whether Mr d'Ormesson and Mr Diligent
could draw up a report on the protection of sea routes
or, for that.mamer, as to whether Mr Haagerup could
report on European securiry. That such issues no lon-
ger raise eyebrows, with the exception of a few invet-
erate anti-Communiry circles is thanks largely rc the
decision of the European Council held in London
during November 1981 authorizing the Communiry
Ministers of Foreign Affairs to deliberate hencefonh
on security aspects. fu such it conforms fully to the
Genscher-Colombo Draft European Act.

Mrs Macciocchi's question was a revelation to me -and I hasten to add, a positive revelation. One might
have expected her rc opt for a mistrustful ovenone
and a generally sceptical attitude. However, nothing
could be funher from the truth. Indeed on behalf of
the Socialist Group, Mrs Macciocchi even puts for-
ward the idea of sponsoring a Community column on
a multilateral basis with a view rc precluding the treat-
ment of securiry aspects on a bilateral basis. The mind
boggles! The Socialist Group as the Lazarus of a

European Defence Communiry.

Vhat are we to make of French-German cooperation
on securiry aspects? I shall preface my remarks by say-
ing that, in the aftermath of the fanfares and of the
French-German summits there was precious little else

to be heard. One asks oneself whether this is favoura-
ble or dubious. Ought we really to avoid disturbing

this brooding hen or is there alternadvely grounds for
concern?

Secondly, I would point out that the French-German
relationship would appear to stand on its merits, irres-
pecdve of the political ideologies of the respective gov-
ernments, which is in itself a welcome phenomenon.
The diagnosis of the Communiq/s securiry problems
appears to withstand governmental changes in both
countries. The essentials are well embedded and I find
this heanening.

Thirdly French-German cooperation has always been
the focal point of European integration, which is yet
another reason for welcciming their joint approach to
security aspects. My remarks are, however, subject to
the condition that the French-German cooperation on
securiry aspects should not remain an exclusively bila-
rcral affair but that it should pave the way for wider
Community cooperation in this area. My group consi-
ders that such a Communiry approach to security
aspecs can only be fruitful when it adheres strictly to
the NATO doctrine.

A prerequisite is therefore that the Bonn-Paris axe
must be a Communiry one. On several dccasions in the
recent past I have aken the libeny of denouncing
what I might refer to as 'Guadeloupe-rype' delibera-
tion and 'board of directof-type formulations. Secret
bilateral decision-making must be avoided but over-
tures to the other Member States will be appreciated,
which implies a commitment from them too. One side
of the coin is 'no Guadeloupes' but this implies that
the other side must read 'willingness for a Communiry
approach'. In saying this I am also referring to my fel-
low countrymen who are currently making heavy
weather of defence matters. Rights imply, in the final
analysis, duties.

Mr Moorhousc (ED). - Madam President, as a Bri-
tish Member whose birthplace was Copenhagen it
gives me panicular pleasure to have the opponuniry to
add my own tribute to what I believe has been the out-
standing work of the Danish Presidency o,ver the past
six months. It has been all the more.outstanding
because of the short time the presen[ government had
to prepare for the ask. I also believe that the success
of the Summit meeting in Copenhagen_ owed much rc
the skill and sang-froid of the Danish Prime Minister.

Now, Madam President, there is a good deal to wel'
come in the statements we heard this morning even
though inevitably there are also profound problems
continuing to face us all. One of the more promising
developmenrc under the Danish Presidency is the fresh
effon to establish a common energy policy, notably on
coal; and we look forward rc agreement being reached
at the informal meeting of the Energy Ministers
tomorrow in Copenhagen on the guidelines for the
Communiq/s coal policy. That would indeed be a
considerable step forward.

I'
I
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But it is not only coal that requires 
" "ornrnon 

energy
poliry. There are several other sources of energy, not
least natural gas, which in the light of recent develop-
ments surrounding the Soviet natural gas pipeline con-
troverslr call for fresh ippraisal in a European context.
I believe I am not alone in expressing concern about
the extent to which some Member States will become
dependent in the 1990s on natural gas from the Soviet
Union.

Now it is a commonplace to say the Community will
only depend on the Soviet Union to the tune of some
40/o of total energy demand. Ve need to look behind
these figures. Behind these figures we find that cenain
Member States, rlptably \[est Germarry and France
and maybe Italy ahd Belgium, will depend to the tune
of 30o/o and even 400/o on natural gas imponed from
the Soviet Union - I am speaking of 1990 and
onwards - and that I question: I do not think it a

healthy situadon that this should be so, or turn out to
be so. And therefore, Madam President, I am con-
vinced vre must make a srenuous effbn rc develop a
wider common energy policy. It was good to hear
from, for instance, Norwegian parliamentarians when
they were here last month, as you will recall, that the
parliamentarians would be willing to persuade their
owri government that Norvay should play a part also
in developing a wider European common energy
policy, though they did set this in the context of look-
ing for a common industrial policy as qell.

These, I think, are thoughts which are moving in the
right direction and, as far as Norway is concerned, it
indicates that they put a high premium, as we know,
on European political cooperation and are prepared to
build on thar

Having spoken about the common energy policy, I
must say with some regreq as spokesman on transpoft
for my group, that there is no mention of common
ffansport policy and I trust, panicularly in the light of
the legal acdon which this Patliament is likely to take,
that the Council will take to hean the wish of this Par-
liament that we should pursue a common transport
poliry much more vigorously. A rcken of Council
intent will, I hope, be obtained tomorrow when rhe
Council of Transpon Ministers meet. They have, it
must be said, a very full agenda. Ve must hope that
they will agree certain measures such as the draft regu-
lation on inter-regional air services on which many of
us have set our hearts - a measure which would open
up air services between the regions of the different
Member States and, I think, be good for regibnal
development and for development generally.

In the closing minute I would like to turn to the
sombre situation in Poland. None of us can feel at all
happy about the situation there. It may ro a slight
extent have altered ourwardly but I doubt very much
whether in fact the situation is any different from what
it has been over the past year. Cenainly ihere are
many prisoners of conscience in Poland still today.

The london Times of yesterday highlights one such:
Anna Valendnovich. ShL is the jubject ol a motion for
a resolution which has been tabled in this House and
we hope that it vill receive the suppon of a very large
section of the House

Bosenrp (COM). - (DAI) Honourable Madam Presi-
dent, Minister, and distinguished colleagues, I have
been sitting here the entire morning - out of interest
for the subject, naturally - but also to make sure that
the few words I have to say would not become the
fifth or sixth repetition of what has already been said,
as we have had sufficient of that. Therefore there will
not be any praise for the minister either, and because

of that there will not be any renunciadon of the pre-
vious minister either. I so think, however, that
Mr Klepsch and Mr Fergusson were very close - in a
guarded manner, adilittedly - in declaring which
sort of minister this Chamber would prefer. I must
draw these gentlemen's attention to the fact thar Dan-
ish ministers are accountable to the Danish electorate
and not to individuals here in this Chamber. Neither
can I imagine that Mr Klepsch or Mr Fergusson would
wish the situation to be otherwise in their own coun-
tries.

I shall turn then to the EPC - European Polirical
Cooperation, as it is called. My parrl, has said, and we
suppoft it, that we have nothing against ministers
meeting and talking rcgether. Ve prefer debating to
snarling. But we do have something against being so
petry that one calls it European, and then closes the
door on fine European countries, like for instance, the
Nordic or other inrcrested countries. It should not be
such, that one Is only European if one can put up with
living under the yoke of the Treary of Rome. That is
changing geography, and, one has nor, after all, the
power to do that. I propose that orher counrries are
invited to join us. If we should lack space in the
Chamber, one could suitably send the Commission
outside. I still have not got an answer to what the
Commission - the guardian of the Treaties - has to
do with negotiations of which not even one word is
mentioned in the Treaties. I am willing rc be aught,
but no one has tried to do so yet.

Then funhermore one is obliged to read some fine
remarks by rhe EPC to the effect that we condemn
apanheid, which we ceniinly do. Then it progresses
with the point that we conrinue a critical dialogue with
South Africa. I must say that critical or not critical -any discussion with the fascist and oppressive'regime
in South Africa stigmatizes our countries and is an
insult to the African Lom6-countries, which c/e pre-
rcnd to help and give a preferential position. It might
well be that the Commission had a finger in this pie,
this Commission which, mirabile dict a, is having trade
negotiations with South Africa. Is it nor about time we
decided which side of the fence we are on? That we
place the freedom of'people above rhat of trade,
regardless of how profitable the latrer might otherwise
be?

";'l'
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Now I have a few remarks to make about
Mr Genscher's and Mr Colombo's incurnbent
thoughts which one indeed will go one tampering
with. In the Danish Parliament Minister Ellemann-

Jensen has spoken very clearly with regard to remarks
uttered by Mr Colombo in this Chamber a couple of
months ago, where Mr Colombo vas of the impres-
sion that there was a consensus of opinion berc/een the
countries on a communal Council of Ministers for the
EC and the EPC. I urgently request the minister to
repeat his very clear words in this Chamber.

And then there is Mr Bangemann, who in his usual
elegant style, places his heavy boots in the face of the
Danes. If MrBangemann wants to get rid of the 15
Danes, all he has to do is try and force through a

majoriry vote on the fisheries issue. The effects would
be dramatic, and it might produce some fresh air. At
any rate it seems as if minister Ellemann-Jensen has

chosen the wrong approach. He started by giving
away 5 000 t of Greenland cod in the hope that this
would improve the working climate'in the negotia-
tions. He is still giving away Greenland cod, and'it has
not helped an ioa. And do you know why? Because
Denmark is.a small country whose face shall be wiped
in the mud. And we are well aware of this. Ve need
only to compare our situation with another: Once,
when Mrs Tharcher was in this Chamber, we were
falling over each other to find a seat; all the rows were
densely packed. And what happened today? Vell,'we
can easily see what happened and we know very well
why.

Mr Paisley (ND. - Madam President, I wish,to raise
once again the urgent question of extradition between
the Member States of the Communiry. Last week I
stood in the middle of the carnate made by Irish
Republican terrorism in Ballykelly in Nonhern Ire-
land. Eleven members of the army and five civilians
were massacred without warning or mercy and many
more maimed for life; others pay yet die. The security
forces know that the perperators of this diabolical
deed of blood crossed the border from the Irish
Republic and then retraced their steps.

The seriousness of this matt€r, Madam President, is
highlighted by the fact that some hours after that mas-
sacre a town commissioner from the Republic of Ire-
land, an elected representative, came to the ciry of
londonderry and promised us more such Ballykelly
killings. The RUC at the present time wish to question
hundreds of men and women who are now in sanc-
tuary in the Irish Republic.

In view of the action of this Parliament in approving
the resolution on the Convention on the Suppressioh
of Terrorism and the promises made from time to time
by various spokesmen of the Council I would call
upon the President-in-Office to make this a top prior-
iry. Surely they should be encouraged to do this in
view of a recent court case in Dublin when a judge of

the Supreme Coun there ordered that a well-known
rcrrorist by the name of MacGlinchey should be

extradited. Unfonunately the police in the Irish
Republic have not been ablq to arrest this man in order
rc hand him over. That coun decision, however, is a
pointer in the right-direction. As this is a matter of life
or death for the people that I represent in this House I
would urge it passionately upon the President-in-Off-
lce.

Mr Ryan (PPE). On a point of order,
Madam President, I submit thar it is out of order for a

Member of this House to abuse the right to speak for
the purpose of making trnfounded, slanderous allega-
tions agaihst a Member State, and I respectfully sug-
gest, Madam President, that when such conduct is
engaged in, the speaker be asked to desist.

Mr J.D. Taylor (ED). - Madam President, is it in
order for a Member of this House to abuse the Rules
by claiming to make a point of order when in reality
he says something which is a matrcr of non-fact?

Presidcnt. - I shall take note of these remarks.

Mr Antoniozzi (PBE). - (IT) Mr President, I should
like first of all rc thank the President of the European
Council for being here today in his present capaciry as

President of the European Council. This at least
means that one of the resolutions approved by the Pol-
itical Committee - the committee, in fact, whose rap-
portfur I was - concerning relations between the
European Parliament and the European Council has
been translated into fact. Since we are very sensitive to
any attention shown to inter-institutional relations and
to our institution in panicular, we duly acknowledge
the positive response - on this point, at least - to
our expectations.

As far as the European Council meeting at Copen-
hagen is concerned, the discussions as a whole reflect
the entire picture and realities of the situation as pre-
sented by the President of the Council of Ministers
this morning, in his statement on polidcal cooperation
and the Danish Presidenry.

lhe counesy that is always due to a minister finishing
his term of office must not prevenr us from saying very
clearly what ri,e think, though with the utmosr respecr
for those with whom we are in discussion. From the
personal standpoint, rherefore, we should like to thank
you; from the political point of viev, we have many
reseffations.

I was gready disappointed, Minister, by at least part of
your statement. I appreciate the effon devoted to the
problems concerned, the soludon of which was cer-
tainly not dependent on your will. Ve acknowledge
the Minister's personal willingness to help. This, how-

'. ,,
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ever, is not sufficient. His was the umpteenth speech
by a President-in-Office, and a speech which - com-
pared with the opening speech at the beginning of the
six-monthly period, even though that' speech was
delivered by someone else - undoubtedly gives much
ground for thought and grave concern for the future
of our Communiry.

His speech falls into rwo parts. The first refers mainly
to factors within the Community; the second, to exrcr-
nal factors. Vell - and this is strange, and contradicts
the Council's own function - the verdict on the pan
that refers ro internal problems, the solution of which
depends for the most part on all of us here, and espe-
cially the Council, is largely unfavourable. As to the
external paft, in which we cenainly do have a part m
play, though not an exclusive, decisive one, it can be
said that something is moving: yes, undoubtedly, and
to some exrcnt as a pesult of the prodding and prompt-
ing of the European Parliament.

For the first time we find the Council saying nothing
about future institutional development and implemen-
tation of the treaties - matters on which the prepara-
tions are at an advanced.stage, or were already com-
plercd some time ago. Even the Genscher-Colombo
proposal for a European Act has made no substantial
progress. As regards the first pan, it is disappointing in
relation to everything concerning monetary policy, the
economy, investment and the EMS. The economy
shows no signs of concrete action, and investment in a
number of significant sectors such as research and
technology, energy and unemployment, is of no more
than a token nature - as Mrs Cassanmagnago
reminded us this morning.

'!7e repeat that, if the problem of the budget and the
VAT 'ceiling' is not tackled - a subject, this, that is
connected with institutional development - we shall
only go on listening to fanciful declarations without
concrete influence on the management of our future.
The same is true of the long-windedness regarding the
enlargement of the Communiry to include Spain and
Portugal.

Vith regard to the second part, n/e do acknowledge a
greater degree of involvement and a livelier approach,
which have enabled European diplomary and the gov-
ernments of the Ten to be more involved internarion-
ally, so that Europe's function and imponance as a

stabilizing force and mediating power is standing out
more clearly, and the prospecr are brighter for pro-
gress, and for peace in security. All of this has been
successfully achieved by the Ten, despirc the serious
situations rhat have arisen in the worl&in East-'S7est
relations, the Nonh-South dialague, international
rade, the problem of hunger throughout the world,
relations with the United Starcs that need to be made
clearer, the situation 'afur Helsinki' and disarmament.

It would also have been useful to have given funher
consideration to the active external operations of the

Bulgarian Secret Service, a subject that not only con-
cerns Italy but is of international importance, because

of the serious implication of the Secret Services of
Eastern Europe in a whole series of destabilizing oper-
ations that need to be watched carefully and resisted
firmly, including the arms traffic and other criminal
activities directed, in this particular case, against the
person of Pope John Paul II, who is in the thoughts of
this Assembly, and to whom we send greedngs and a
grateful word of thanks for the imponant pan he is
planng as the bearer of peace and brotherly love in so
many parts of the world.

These, Mr President, are my thoughts ori what you
have said. Thank you for your personal effora which,
however, have not removed my impression that the
Ten, over this period, have improved collaboration in
matters of a mainly external nature - which are still
important and indeed essential - whereas little has
been done in those fields that direcdy concern the
institutional, economic and social advancement of the
Community. \7hat is even worse is that the present
pictur'e presents little hope for the future.

I hope that the Parliament will be more active and
insistent in stimulating the Council of Ministers, which
must finally follow our lead a little more assiduously,
in the interest of those citizens of Europe who have
given us all an imponant polidcal mandate.

Mr Kyrkos (COM). - (GR) Mr President, I or"r,r ro
say clearly that the picture drawn for us this morning
by the President of the European Council was - and
of course Denmark is not to blame for this - disap-
pointing rc the utmost degree. No new initiatives for
dealing with major Communiry and international
issues were announced, and the worst thing of all is
that during this last six months the gap becween the
Communiq/s ruling circles and the millions of work-
ers, farmers of southern Europe, small businessmen
and others who work for a living has widened even
more. Right now in Greece an explosive agricultural
movement is developing over prices, the protection of
marketing arrangements for agricultural produce and
the need for modernization of economic strucrures.
\[hat reply do you exped us to give to Greek farmers
who typically express the problems of Mediterranean
agriculture? At the same time our sociery is threatened
by galloping unemploymem, and even if this is not
solely a Greek phenomenon I still put to you rhe ques-
tion: what have you done about the Greek Govern-
ment's memorandum which, of course, also raised the
more general problem of relations berween north and
south in the Community?

The European Council has been unable to provide the
impetus for dealing with any of the major social prob-
lems. And its relinquishment of all initiative on inter-
national issues, whether on the Middle East or disar-
marnent, for example, betrays the awareness among
conservative circles of the need to fall into line with
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American thinking on thcse issues so as to retain some
scope for manceuvre in the trade war. This is an his-
torical error.

Mr President, unanimous denunciadon of rhe nuclear
threat has of late been echoing through rhe streets of
Europe, and at the Unircd Nations the vast majoriry of
States has voted for afreeze on nuclear weapons. This
absurd waste of social resources on armaments must
cease before the unemployed begin rc paralyze the
social rhythm with their demonstrations. So, right
now, y/e mu$ thunder out 'yes!' to an agreement in
Geneva for fewer w.eapons and more jobs, to increased
support for the regional poliry and to greater indus-
trial growth in key secors.

There is a clear need for a new poliry centred on
European autonomy. In view of the crisis and the
fonhcoming elecdons to the European Parliament rhis
is a prospect which hails all the Left-wing and radical
forces in Europe.

Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). - (DE) Madam President, I
should also like to join the ranks of those who have
congratulated the Danish Presidency on rhe work of
the last few months. At the same time, despite it being
Christmas, I must make some comments which may be
construed as critical and will be regarded 

"r 
ru.h by

the Minisrer.

May I start with Question Time. Even during the
Danish Presidency, deqpite effons by the Foreign
Minister, Question Time with the Council of Minis-
rcrs and the Foreign Ministers meeting in European
Political Cooperation has proved highly unsatisfac-
tory. The Members of this House are familiar with the
difficulties. You must give an answer which is accepta-
ble to all ten Ministers. But we believe, and I say this
from my long years of experience, rhat ir should be
possible in Question Time to follow up a parricular
question and receive something more rhan just the
sterotype answers from the Council presidenry. There
is room for considerable improvemen[ here. And I
trust the next presidency is taking a note of this.

Three brief comments on our external'relationships,
those of the EEC and the USA and the Near East and
South Africa. Our impression is that relationships

, between the EEC and the USA were betrer, less tense,
and more open ro seffling disputes when the Commis-
sion alone was responsible for negotiations. Therefore
the Council would be well advised in future to leave
difficult economic questions, to wit steel, GATT and
the most recent negotiations with the American
administration delegarion, entirely ro the Commission.
It has done its job splendidly. I should like to compli-
ment the Commission, even'if it is not actually lisrcn-
ing at the moment. Reladonships between the EEC
and the United States have become considerably more
tense over the last few months through the action of a
series of Member States' governments. The Council

should think carefully about this, even if it is obviously
very difficult to adopr a uniform posirion.

fu regards Southern Africa and especially South
Africa we must admit, surprisingly, that there have
always been very different views in the European
Communiry. I am not suggesring that the Council or
the Foreign Ministers have not devoted sufficient
attention to the subject. But sometimes the impression
is created rhat rhe opinions issued to the public from
the individual capitals and Foreign Offices have not
been coordinated and are unrealistic.

And now to the Near East. Mr Foreign Minister, you
have had to change very quickly from being a repre-
sentative of the founh power, namely the press, from
an economic iorrespondenr, inro a foreign minister. I
congratulate you on this quick change. The free and
easy nray you have sometimes appeared in rhe Near
East in recent monrhs has something quite charming
about it, but I wonder whether it brings us any nearer
to solutions. If you were rc read what this Parliament
has put forward over the pa$ few years by way of
suggestions and potential solutions to the immensely
complex and difficult problem of the Near East, then
the Council would perhaps consider it wise to depan
from its stereosFpe answers and empry words with
which you have always introduced the issues of the
Near East in the past few years. I think you should
also have anorher look at the continuing war berween
Iraq and Iran and not only approach the Near East
from the undoubtedly serious angle of rhe Lebanon.

I hope that in future the Council will try more realisti-
cally and more intensely to coordinate with America
its effons to solve the problems in the Near East.

Mr Kallias (PPE). - (GR) Mr President, the time
available m me suffices only for the drafting of a tele-
gram. So here it is.

The statement by the Danish President-in-Office was
clear and precise and it did not conrain either impres-
sive innovations or disappointments.

In the econornic sector the six-month period of the
Danish Presidency has passed by under a heavy sha-
dow cast by the dramatic rise in the numbers of unem-
ployed, panicularly in the number of young people
unemployed.

The Council righdy refers to the need for an increase
in productive invesrment, for more advanced voca-
tional training and for resrrucure of the working life-
sPan.

I believe, however, that there is a need for a special
working troup ro be set up to consrruct a model for a
development protramme lasting ar least f,wenry years,
without of course depaning from the principles of the
free market economy. In the framework of this pro-
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gramme unemployment would be ackled organically
and lasdngly through a series of short, medium and
long-term measures.

In addition to representatives of the appropriate agen-
cies of the Communiry this group should include
representatives of employers and employees and of all
political troups, as well as leading economists, sociol-
ogists and technical experts.

Greater reliance on the Community's own internal
market will also help to reduce unemployment.

Quite rightly the statement also indicated- a keen
interest in research, because a Ereart deal is dependent
on suc@ss in this field. The present level of research is

unsatisfactory

The situations in Poland and Afghanismn and the viol-
ation of humanrights veqy correcdy cause indignadoq.
But why such indifference over the eight years old
Turkish military occupation of. 400/o of Cypriot terri-
tory and over the brutal treatment of pan of the popu-
ladon of the Cypriot Republic, a country which has an

association with the Communiry? And why such indif-
ference to the persecution being suffered in Albania by
the Greeks of Northern Epirus? Vhy this paniality?
Circumstantial - but in my bpinion, mistaken -
motives of expediency do not justify indifference, and

they cause moral disillusionment and political distrust.

Concerning the enlargement of the Communiry pro-
gress in the negotiations with'Ponugal is deemed satis-

iacrory.In the case of Spain rapid accession is perhaps

the only way of saving her democratic sysrcm. But our
Spanish friends will have to come down rcrarth with
rigard rc agricultural products and the dismantling of
tariff barriers

The Council is right to seek hn improvement in rela-
tions with the USA, but there must be no retreat on
the matter of the common agricultural policy. How-
ever, there must be a just reallocation beween north-
ern Europe and the Mediterranean south of the funds
allotted for price tuarantees on agricultural products.

\7orld hunger ought rc move us, but it should also
galvanize us into action.

The pursuit of peace in the Middle East with complete
recognition for the rights of the Palesdnian people is a
correct poliry. In parallel with this there must, of
course, be recognition of the pre-1967 borders of the
Starc of Israel by all the panies concerned.'

Unilateral disarmament carries a risk of subjugation.
Only a real balance of power (conventional as well as

strategic) can serre the cause ofpeace.

During the next six months of the German Presidency
I hope that Parliament urill vote through a draft for
reforming the Communiqy's institutions.

In the six months after that, under the Greek Presi-
dency, I hope that all the Member States will consent
to the enlargement of this form of European political
uniry.

Mrs Maii-Vcggcn (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, as

group coordinamr for employment aspects and social
affairs I would like to comment in particular on the

Jumbo Council, held uhder the Danish Presidency' In
itself I find the idea of Jumbo Councils, an excellent
one. It owds its origins to a Durch Presidency and it is
in pan in response to a desire expressed by this House.
In continuing what has by now become something of a
radidon,'the Danish President of the Council has

earned our respect.

However, Mr President, it should be evident that the
Community cannot afford to rest on its laurels. In fact,
as we delve into the effectiveness of these Jumbo
Councils our considerable deception becomes appar-
ent. !trith regard to the most recent Jumbo Council,
despite a motion adopted by the European Parliament
conaining clear instructions and despite the elabo-
ration by the Commission of some first-rate working
papers that meetint once again got bogged down and
resoned to the all too familiar vague generalities,
declarations of good inrcntions and an abject failure to
come up with concrete measures. Indeed the only pos-
itive measure to come out of that meeting was the act-
ion programme of vocational training aimed at alle-
viating youth unemployment in the Communiry.

The real quesdon, Mr President, is that of ascenaining
the opinions of the Communiry youth regarding such

a project. !7e in the House Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment recently assisted at a hearing
with the representatives of the Communiry youth
unemployed during which we heard, to our astonish-
ment, that they themselves were somewhat lacking in
enthusiasm- over the idea. On the contrary, they felt
that the youth today had educational possibilities
which far exceeded those which existed heretofore.
The ranks of the Communiry youth unemployed
counted a considerable number of highly qualified
individuals. The real problem was, they felt, less atri-
butable to the shoncomings, or absence of, vocational
training but rather to the failure of the Communiqy's
industries to offer them employment. Consequently,
what they need is not so much a vocational education
action programme as an employment action pro-
gramme. And indeed that was a point much spoken
about at the recent PPE congress in Paris. I wonder
whether both Commission and Council do not con-
sider that a change of tack is called for, in the light of
statemen$ emanating from youth itself.

Mr President, just a comment on another imponant
Council meeting, namely that devoted to Communiry
environmental aspects. My group tabled an oral ques-
tion in the House one year ago regarding the Coun-
cil's accumulation of work on Communiry environt
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menal laws. At that tinre 27 laws were sdll awaiting
clearance by the Council and we had high hopes that,
among others, the Danish Council President would
clear up the log jam and get things rolling again.
However, to our great deception, the most recent
Council environment meedng adopted none of the
draft laws awaiting approval.

Even a resolution forbidding the impon into the Com-
munity of seal furs, despite no less than rhree positive
opinions from this House, despite a unanimously posi-
tive opinion from the Communiq/s Economic and
Social Committee, and despite the backing of millions
of Community citizens, vas incapable of surmounting
the final barrier represented by Council apprcival. I
understand that a funher atrempr is to be made this
coming Friday to obtain Council approval for this
Community measure on seal furs. I appeal to you, Mr
President of the Council to do your urmost ro ensure
approval of the measure. Once again millions of Com-
muniry citizens are anxiously anticipating positive tan-
gible action from the Council. At any rate, Mr Presi-
dent of the Council, you are in no doubt about my
sentiments on the matter.

Granted, the Danish Presidenry fell far shon of
expectations, concerning employment and environ-
menal matters, but, at least as far as I am concerned,
vjgorous action on your part, leading to a successful
outcome 9o the Community seal furs legislation, will
have meant a glimmer of light at the end of a some-
what lean period.

Mrs Boot (PPE). - (NL) Mr President of the Coun-
cil, notwithstanding the considerable praise for the
outgoing Danish Presidcnry, voiced in the House
rcday, I would like to make some critical observations
with regard, in panicular, to regional policy. How is it
possible that, in reviewing the Danish Council Presi-
dency of the past six months, you have not said a word

- not a single word - about the pressing issue of the
Communiq/s regional policy? Are we to deduce from
this omission that you have taken no measures in this
field, or at least none of which we are aware? In the
course of the preceding six months there has nor been
a single discussion of any consequence on regional
policy at Council level. And yet Parliament and Com-
mission have repeatedly identified regional policy as
one of the Communiqy's prioriry areas. Indeed a reso-
lution of the Council itself, of February 1979, referred
to regional poliry as 'an integral pan of the economic
policy of both the Communiry and of the individual
Member States'. You yourself have referred m a

strengthening of the Regional Poliry as a prerequisite
for the attainment of funher economic integration of
the Member States' economies. In your statement to
the House this morning, you repeatedly endeavoured
rc dispel any doubts about your commitmenr to a
strengthening of rhe internal market. Vell'then, you
ought to know that regional policy is a componenr
thereof.

In clear rcrms, Mr President of the Council, it is quirc
astonishing that there has been a total absence of pro-
gress during the Danish Presidency wirh regard to the
highly imponant measures elaborated by the Commis:
sion and submitrcd to the Council concerning revi-
sions to aspects of the Communiry's Regional Fund
such as geographical concenrration, coordination
policy, the gradual attainment of autonomous pro-
gramme - financing, extension of the non-quoa sec-
tor, integrated programmes, transferring rc rhe Com-
mission the decision-making powers in the non-quota
sector, currcndy exercised by the Council.

Of the foregoing items I would like ro commenr on
'integrated programmes'. As you are aw'are, the Com-
mission, in the wake of an initiative emanaring from
this House, elaborated proposals which it submimed to
the Council concerning a draft regulation governing
integrated action on accommodarion problems in Bel,
fast. Could the Council presidenry nor have found it
within its pos,'ers to urge an intractable delegadon, the
Danish one perhaps, to make progress in just such an
area as this? Should this present Council funher post-
pone adoption of this draft regulation on accommoda-
tion, then one need hardly ask what the Communiq/s
citizens resident in the Belfast area will think of the
Communiry as such.

These are sonle of the questions I would like to put to
the President of the Council and I rrusr rhar his answer
will shed funher light on the points raised.

Mr Ellemaon-Jenseo,, Presi.dent-in-Offce of the Coun-
,;1. = (DA) Madam President, I shall begin by thank-
ing you for the many interesting and thoughtprovok-
ing speeches which I have heard during the day. Evbn
though I can see that many of those who have asked
questions have succumbed to the strain of the debate
and left the Chamber, I shall try and answer those
questions on which I have managed rc take notes.

Firstly Mrs Macciocchi, who mentioned the question
of French-German cooperation. I must point our that
French-German cooperation, per se, is a bi-lareral rela-
tionship, on which it ip not up to me ro commenr, and
in this connection I also have to repeat what I said ear-
lier today in my introducrcry speech, that defence
policy does not fall within the scope of the European
Communities

Mrs Macciocchi also menrioned the question of our
contacts with the US. In my introduction I gave an
account of the various consulrations that have been
held with the US during the Danish Presidenry, but I
might add that rhere also exists rhe usual diplomatic
channels, i.e., the embasry of rhe Presidency in Vash-
ington and the American Embasry in the capital of the
Presidency. Here can be found a consrant and intimate
dialogue on all those political subjects that are dealt
with in the European Political Cooperation. In the
light of the good eryerience thar has been gained here

\l
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I do not find that there is any need for those new insti-
tutions of which Mrs Macciocchi is talking.

I must also draw attcntion to the fact, that when Mrs
Macciocchi mention\ the Geneva talfts, then in princi-
ple we are talking about bi-lateral negotiadons, where
a number of those countries that are members of the
Ten are involved in the alks in another forum, where
not all of the Ten are members, as you know.

I shall thank Mr Croux first for his most kind words
on the Danish Presidenry. Mr Croux raised the ques-

tion that we have moved away from the road leading
towards a European Union. I do not think that is the
case. I do not share Mr Croux's pessimism on that

, point, but I am fully aware that it is a difficult road to'uavel 
and we must be careful not rc walk too fast.

However, we have not walked backwards.

Like several other members Mr Croux mentioned the
question of the budget. And perhaps I may now put
bgether a number of speeches that were concerned
with budgetary maners and answer them jointly. Mr
Croux requested the Council to show openness
towards the Parliament in the conciliadon procedure

' and points out that today and tomorrow are extremely
imponant days.

Amongst other things Mr Fergusson also mentioned
the budget. He critiscized the Council for acting
shoruightedly on the budgetary question. Mr Bange-
ma4n also mentioned the budget. He said - which I
find very realistic - that the Parliament does not
overlook the problem of the financial imbalance as

regards the UK. But that this should not be settled
simply by deciding on the size of the cheque which in
due course is handed over to the British'Government.
Mr Bangemann drew atrcntion to the fact that the vote
yesterday should be interpreted as a pro-European
decision. That vras exacdy the same point which Mr
Klepsch brought up at a later sage when he said, that
hopefully the Council would understand that this Par-
liament has given the Council a unique chance to work
towards the future, and that Mr Klepsch took it for
granted that rhe Danish Presidency would make yet
another effon rc achieve resul6. Mr Prag mentioned
the budget. He touched on the idea that short-term
solutions could be necessary while we are working on
long-tcrm ones. In answer to all those who brought up
the question of the budget I shall use Mr Prag's speech
as my staning point.

In the Council we are fully aware that the solution -which we have found afur laborious and difficult
negotiations - for the British budgetary problem for
1982 is a shon-term solution. It is a soludon which
does not follow those Community principles that the
Council as well as the Parliament would best like rc
follow. But, because of an extremely difficult situation
it was necessary in order to crearc that political con-
sensus which was required to keep a promise on
economic compensation for 1982 given to the Bridsh

Government during the previous Presidency. The
solution which was arrived at very late, and aher very
difficult negotiations, is contained in that supplemen-
tary budget on which this Parliament shall take a final
decision tomoffow.

I will appeal to the Parliament to try and understand
this is not to be taken as an expression of the way in
which the Council wishes rc solve this- sort of budget-
ary problem. I will appeal to the Parliament rc under-
stand that the Council is completely aware of the fact
that in this case, ure are breaking some principles. But I
will also appeal to the Parliament rc accept that this is
necessary in order to create the political fdundation on
which we can go on working together rc find a long-
serm solution to those problems that obviously do exist
as regards our budget and as regards the financing of
our Communiry.

So my appeal to the Parliament shall sound as follows':
Do not make it too difficult to continue working with
this issue. Do not stick rigidly to principlcs: Give us an
opportunity to solve the budgetary problems in a more
long-sighted manner. This you can do by adopting the
supplementary budget as it stands and by cooperating
with the Council, where the Danish Presidency will do
its utmost m find a comprise on the 1983 budget
which'is acceptable to all parties concerned.

It is obvious that our interests differ to a great exrcnt
in this area. But we have, indeed, many mutual inter-
ests. Our first and foremost mutual inrcrest is in not
allowing a question of money to be a stumbling stone
for ideas which are concerned with something more
valuable, before the viability of those ideas has been
thoroughly verified. So this is my appeal to the Parlia-
ment: Be flexible tomorrow. The rest of us will also try
and be flexible. Let us try to crearc a mutual basis for a
better future in this'area, in order that we may be able
to deal wirh other subjects than 'just money' in the
future.

Mr Croux also dealt with a standardization of our
election ac. I can inform Mr Crciux that this point
alone comprised a large amount of the discussion at
the meeting in the Council of Ministers last Monday,
in Brussels. No doubt it would have been too optimis-
tic to expect that we would have proceeded very far
towards a communal solution, but some progress was
made. Ve solved some of the remaining problems such
as the famous square brackets. S7e succeeded in
removing a number of reservations, and we now have
COREPER continuing the work, so that at the next
Council meetint in January there will exist a basis for
discussion. There is still a desire in the Council, a deep-
felt desire, to produce a communal election act which
can make the parliamentarian basis of this assembly
even stronger than it is mday.

Mr Croux also mentioned the question of the acces-
sion of Spain and Porugal. Mr Crbux pointed out that
extremely hard work is necessary and I quite agree
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vith Mr Croux. That is also the spirit that, for the
moment, animates each and every discussion in the
Council about the accession, and I would like to draw
your attention to the fact, that when the new Spanish
Foreign Minister visited us last Monday it was indi-
cated rc the new Spanish Government that the Council
desired very much to make protress with the netoda-
tions on the accession, even though we are very well
aware that some extremely difficult practical problems
lie ahead.

I would also like to thank Mr Fergusson for his pleas-
ant remarks on the Danish Presidency. Mr Fergusson
mentioned the debate on the situation in Poland. Mr
Fergusson thinhs we need some kind of rcxt to des-
cribe the situation. I must point out to Mr Fergusson
that it is sdll too soon to request such a text. As late as

last Monday we had a thorough discussion in the
Council of Ministers on the situation in Poland, and
we agreed that the next couple of weeks may hold so
many possibilities for development that it is now far
too soon to accept a statement on the situadon. But, as

Prime Minister Schliiter also pointed out in his speech,
I can assure Mr Fergusson that we will follow the situ-
ation very closely. \7hen the time is ripe, when we feel
that we have a sufficient basis for making a statement,
then, naturally, it will be made.

The same goes for another point that Mr Fergusson
brought up, namely an evaluation of the basic reladon-
ship bemreen East and Vest under the new Soviet
leadership. In this context, there are indeed so many
indicadons that are difficult to interpret at the
moment, that we need more time to arrive at a firm
sandpoint. I feel that it is yery imponant that we do
not advance too qilickly. There may be those who
have a vested interest in luring us to advance too
quickly. Ve are faced with those who are experts on
misinformation, and who have worked on this for
many years. kt us take the time required rc digest the
information we receive, and formulate our attitudes at
the right time and in the right place.

The srcel atreement with the US dissatisfied Mrs De
March. On the other hand I noted that others were
satisfied with the steel agreement. Mrs Ewing in pani-
cular pointed out that an atrcmpt had been made to
produce a balanced solution. I can indeed confirm this.
The srcel agreement was a balancing of many conflict-
ing interests, which were difficult to make compatible.
But the fact that we reached such an agreement was
far beter than the situation which might have arisen if
we had no srcel agreement and had run into something
that resembled a trade war with the US. That would
not have served any one's interests; neither those of
the US nor those of Europe. I believe we have reason
to compliment the Commission on that steel agree-
ment they managed to conclude.

Funhermore I can assure Mrs De March that the
Council of Ministcrs vant a political solution on the
question of the Lebanon. In connection with her

remarks on the CSCE I must once again point out that
.questions on defence do indeed come under the power
of the European Communites.

Mrs De March also mentioned the Nonh-South Dia-
logue and its unsadsfactory development due panly to
the fact that it has not yet succeeded in sarting global
negotiation. I must remind Mrs De March that during
the autumn the European Communides, through the
Danish Presidency, has endeavoured'to play an arbi-
trating role in connection with the 37th General
fusembly of the UN, in that we ried to get the strifing
parties together in a more concrete manner on the
basis of a text in which we attempted to combine the
various amendments put forward by the 77 country

Broup on the one hand and the US on the other.
Unfortunately it did not succeed. But in spite of the
fact that we have not yet succeeded in starting a global
discussion, the North-South Dialogue continues. It
will continue in the coming year within the framework
of UNCTAD, within the IMF in connection with the
quota-enlargements and in the International Finance
Corporation, IFC, where the exiiting framework will
likewise be changed.

I would like to thank Mr Bangemann for his kind and
appreciative words on the Danish Presidency. He
rhentioned the question of unemployment, and I quite
agree with him on the fact that there exists a large
need to resort to unorthodox means to combat youth
unemployment. I find it valuable, that which Mr Ban-
gemann has emphasized, namely, that we must regard
unemployment in the long term as a structural prob-
lem and not as a harket fluctuation problem.

This was exactly what Mrs Tove Nielsen mentioned
later on in her speech, where she pointed to the very
role that .the new technology plays. Consequently,
these things have formed the background for the
recommendadons that were put before the European
Council, and for the decisions taken by the European
Council. They are decisions which will not procure
many new jobs from day w day. But they will serve as

a basis for such during the 1980s for working towards
a more healthy foundation for the European sociery of
the 1990s. The problems we are facing are, as I men-
tioned, structural and not based on market fluctua-
tions. Therefore we must mke our time. 'S7e must
think in the long term.'SI'e must refrain from choosing
easy, quick solutions, which far too many countries
for far too many years, have spent far too much
money on and with little result. '!7e must think far
ahead, which is what one does by following the line of
thought that has been presented here.

Mr Bangemann mentioned the internal market prob-
lems, and he drew attention to the fact that we have
atgained quirc a lot already. But as he also said, w'e are
facing new problems, namely the wish for protection.
It is indeed imponant - as Mr Bangemann also men-
tioned - to make it quite clear that there is no one in
this Chamber who can have a completely clear consci-
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ence, when it comes m wishing to protect him or her-
self against others. Some may be more clever than
others in hiding this fact. On the other hand there may
be others who seem weaker in the face of this tempta-
tion. But it is in our mutual interest to combat the var-
ious attempts that are being made rc prorcct one's own
secdon of the internal market against competition
from other sections of the Community.

Mr Nyborg requested that the Council work for con-
crete adoptions to strenghrcn the small and medium-
sized undenakings, and I quite agree with Mr Nyborg
on this point. This problem is indeed something which
is clearly pan of the Council's work.

Like many others, Mr Nyborg mentioned the common
transport policy; and Mrs Ewing mentioned that the
results achieved within the transpon policy were not
satisfaoory. I must say that I quite agree with both
Mrs Ewing and Mr Nyborg as well as Mr Moorhouse
who brought up the problem of the transport policy;
in fact we have only seen disappointing results so far.
But I must point out, howwer, that later on in the
week the Ministers of Transport will hold their semi-
annual meeting, and we have a right to hope that
during this meeting progress will be made in this field.

Mr Glinne mentioned the question of the 11 million
unemployed, and he is of the opinion that nothing has
been done for them. I feel that Mr Glinne has
approached the problem from the very concepdon that
fast and easy results can be achieved; and I must refer
to what I said in connection with Mr Bangemann's
and Mrs Tove Nielsen's speeches, that it is imponant
to stick rc a long-term view. Ve must not be fright-
ened by the large unemployment figures we are facing
now. !7e must pay heed to the fact that we must seek
long-rcrm solutions. Otherwise, each and every year
we will be forced to invent unsatisfaciory explanations
for the problems in which we are immersed.

As regards Mr Glinne's remarks on part-time work
and flexibiliry in the labour market, may I remind you
of the fact that in this connection u/e are touching on
one of those problems which are traditionally handled
by panies of the labour market in most Community
counries.

I would also like rc thank Mr Klepsch for his friendly
and appreciative words. I have already answered his

, remarls on the supplemeptary budger. But he also
mentioned that the aspect of a securiry policy ought to
play a Breater pafi in the {iscussions on the
Genscher/Colombo proposals. I would like to say to
Mr Klepsch, that he is welcome to his opinion, but it
will not facilitate our work towards a European
Union.

Mr Prag also mentioned rhe Genscher/Colombo pro-
posals. He said that the Ten have not progressed very
f4r as regards the three key problems that I mentioned
'in my introduction. In this connecdon I nrust draw Mr

Prag's attention to the fact that a meednt will be held
on the 24 January, 1983, between the Foreign Minis-
ters of the Ten and the Enlarged Bureau of the Parlia-
ment. Then there may be a possibility f.or a much fur-
ther development of the remaining problems.

I have already commented on Mrs Tove Nielsen's
speech. I wish rc thank her for her appreciative words,
and for stressing that we of the different institutions,
and from different parts of the world, may have differ-
ent outlool$ on many issues, but that we do respect
one another. That is exacdy the impression I have had
every,time I have been your guest in this Parliament
during the shon period I have been allowed to play
the part of Presidertt-in-Office of the Council.

Mrs Tove Nielsen mentioned her association with rhe
Knesset-delegation, and stressed the need for a con-
tinuous contact and dialogue with Israel. I agree with
Mrs Tove Nielsen on the fad that some press reports
on my visit to Israel were indeed sensational. Mr Blu-
menfeld also mentioned this, and to my great surprise,
he was of the opinion that I should have behaved in an
unconcerned manner during my travels in the Middle
East. I must rcll Mr Blufnenfeld, that I have not been
unconcerned. On the contreryr l have been very much
concerned, and it may well be that very concern rhat
has given rise to those allegations in the press, to which
Mrs Jove Nielsen referred. Because I aid find it
necessary, in order to be heard by our Israeli friends

- and especially by Mr Begin - to speak in a clear
and understandable manner in order to draw anenrion
to the worry which must lie with the gobd friends of
Israel in Europe, because Israel, without ftinher ado
continues its settlemeni policy on the Vest Bank con-
trary rc those attempts that are being made, especially
by the Americans, to start a peace process. I said this
very clearly - for berween good friends one should
be able to speak clearly to one another - and in
between it may be necessary m speak loud and clear in
order to just be heard. It is my impression that I'was
heard. It is my impression that this point of view is
now part of the debate in Israel, which, thank God, is
a good and healthy democracyl and therefore it was
possible to talk to rhem in rhis manner. I quite agree
with Mrs Tove Nielsen thar ir is valuable to maintain a
dialogue.

Mr Isra€l also mentioned the Middle East problem.
Mr Isra€l attacked slightly the formulation we have
used since the days of the Declaration of Venice, viz.
'- self-determination with all it implies for the Pales-
tinian people', and Mr IsraEl asks what is really meant
by this? Is it in any way ranramounr to Israels exist-
ence? Therefore I must say quirc clearly, in order that
it shall not be misconsrrued, rhas Israel's right to exist
within safe borders is the one completely imperative
pan of the EC's poliry on this issue. The other parr is,
justice for all people, including what Mr Isra€l
referred to, namely self-determinadon for the Palesti-
nian people with all rhat rhis implies. In the very
expression'with all that this implies', one can find the
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key to our role in the Middle East peace development,
where we from the Ten do not try and compete with
the US in trying to come forward with peace initia-
dves. On the contrary, as Mr Blumenfeld also

requested, we support the American peace efforts. But
with these words we draw attention m the fact, that it
is up to the involved panies themselves to come for-
ward with solutions that are acceptable to everyone,
and which live up to the principles to which we'have
drawn attention, namely, the principles of securiry for
all States and justice for all people. Now everfthing is

set totether beaudfully!

Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti attacked us for produc-
ing a number of priority targe$ only in connection
with the economic policy. I must point out, that the
situation was not as bad as all that. fu the Danish
Prime Minister, also sressed, a cenain amount of time
was alloned to the European Council for the adoption
of a number of quite specific actions: The question of
research, development policy, extension of loan facili-
ties, energy policy, etc. So.it is not just a question of
dealing with cenain priorities. A framework has been

defined for a programme of events.

And now to Mrs Else Hammerich. $7ell, what can one
say to her? Mrs Hammerich is like Don Quixote of
olden days: the lance is to be broken in a fight against
the wind mills, and the wind mill against which Mrs
Hammerich would like to'break her lanbe is called
co-operation between the EC and NATO. It makes

me wonder, though, that Mrs Else Hammerich -maybe she does not read the newspapers thoroughly

- has not stumbled across the quaint fact, that during
the last few months I have at the same time been Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council of Ministers of the EC
and Honorary President of NATO. M"yb. I should
not have revealed this to Mrs Hammerich, because she

will surely see in this a sinister relationship bemreen
the EC and NATO. This happens to be pure coincid-
ence. It is due to alphabetical chance, as when consrcl-
lations |rappen to crash. But the notorious letter which
Mrs Hammerich produces here and on which she has

spent so much time and energy, both in her own coun-
try and in this Assembly, is simply one which I once
wrorc in a kind hearted way to Mrs Hammerich, in
order to explain that in NATO we discuss defence
policy, and in the EC we discuss all sorts of other mat-
ters. So, in order to make sure that we do not have

one opinion on an issue in one place and another opi-
nion in another place, we arrange a cenain co-ordina-
tion of our opigions. This corresponds to one being a

member of a residents' association and of a Rabbit
Breeders'fusociation, then one takes care rc have the
same opinion in one place as one has in the other,
when one deals with overlapping issues. That is all
there is to that, and nothing more can be added by
Mrs Hamrnerich. But by now much ado about nothing
is being stirred up, in the campaign that the Danish
anti-marketeers are conducting prior to the coming
elections. I wish you luck!

In my opinion Mrs Boserup said something very posi-
tive and reasonable about European political cooPera-
tion, in so far as Mrs Boserup did not mind that minis-
ters meet and talk things over. This is a quite simple
and realistic description of what goes on within the
European political cooperation.'S7'e are talking about
ten countries which have an ever increasing number of
issues in common. They get together in order to find
out if it is possible to gave the same opinion on some

issues. If they find out that all ten of them have a com-
mon opinion on some issues, well, then they have a
common opinion, and then they stand in a much
stronger position with regard to this opinion. If there
is an issue they cannot agree upon, then they have no
common opinion, and then there is no EPC issue to
tackle. I am pleased that Mrs Boserup, in such a crystal
clear manner has grasped what is the nucleus, the posi-
tive side, and the sffentth of the EPC.

As Mrs Boserup requested me to do so, then, of
course, I am willing to repeat what I said in the Danish
Parliament, namely, that it is incorrect to allege that
there should be agreement berween all rcn Member
States on the fact that one would like a common
'Council of Minisrcrs to deal with both Communiry
matters and EPC matters. As you know, this is not so.

The Council of Ministers have been very good at
swopping caps when we have discussed Community
issues and European political cooperation issues. As I
have just explained the nature of the debate is such
that when we are talking about the European political
cooperation, then it takes place in quite a different
manner.

Mrs Boot asked: why not a single word on regional
poliry? I quite agree with Mrs Boot that this is an

important issue, and I would very much have liked to
have had it included in my statement. It was not
included due to the fact that these issues are still being
dealt with, and that as early as next month a debate is
due to take place in this Parliament with the panicipa-
tion of the Council, on solely regional poliry. I so

hope very much that progress will then be made.

Finally there are Mr Blumenfeld's remarks on Ques-
tion Time. I agree with Mr Blumenfeld that Question
Time may 

^ppen 
unsatisfacrcry, and I can add: not

only for you Parliamentarians, but also for onb who
comes here to answer questions. I hope we can talk
frankly to one another nour, so that no one gets

offended. I have been happy to come here, and I feel
that we as Parliamentarians can speak freely to one
another - because you must try and remember every
now and then, that we from the Council are not Feu-
dal,Lords, even if you often regard us as such. In fact
t'e too are here on a Parliamentarian basis. !7e have a
Parliamentarian responsibiliry and we follow Parlia-
mentarian rules.,

But as regards the question Mr Blumenfeld has

brought up: let me say quirc blundy, that a change is

needed, and maybe I will recommend the Parliament
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to show some more self-criticism with regard ro rhose
questions one pours into Question Time which wasre
both the Parliament's and the Council of Ministers'
time.

It has been very frusrating for me rc cxperience, that
amongst all the many good and relevant questions rhar
are being a$ked, there are many quesdons where those
who pose the questions should realise beforehand,
with a minimum amount of effort, that I .can only
brush shem aside in one way or anorher. lVhat is the
idea of asking questions about plastic bullets every sin-
gle dme, as indeed ir was done, as late as this afrcr-
noon? About defence issues, which I must dismiss?
About all those issues of which one is perfectly aware
have nothing to do with rhe Communiry? If this hap-
pens, then I understand very well that the Chamber is
empded. And when the Chamber is emptied it is not
panicularly inspiring to have m stand here answering
quesdons. In this way we deprive one another of the
enjoyment of something that could really be a large
source of mutual inspiration.

kt me finish by saying rhat I have enjoyed the couple
of months I have been permitted to come and meet the
Parliament, even if nor very many of you have taken
the rouble.to rurn up ar those meetings. It could be
amusing if next time - that will hopefully be in six
years time, when the Danish Presidenry is here again,
for we should preferably have had rwo new Member
States join us in the meandme, and I hope I shall still
be here in six years dme - that there would be a full
Chamber, so that I might produce more significant
answers, and you might be able to come up with some
more significant questions. I am looking forward rc
that - but for now, thank you for the privilege of
being together with you! \

(Apphuse - A voicefrom tbe igbt: Bravo!)

President. - Mr President-in-Office of the Council, I
should like, both personally and on behalf of my col-
leagues, to thank you very warmly'for the very com-
plete and well-reasoned answers which you have been
so kind as to give to the questions and suggestions of
,the Members who have taken pan in rhis debate on
your presidenry.

The debate is closed.

Presidcnt. - The next ircm is the repon (Doc.
l-944/82) by Mr Moreau, on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and MonetaryAffairs, on

the proposal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council (Doc. l-826/82

- COM(82) 601 final) for a decision empower-
ing the Commission to conrract loans under the
New Community Instrument for the purpose of
promoting investment within the Communiry.

Mr J. Morceu (Sl, rapporteur. - (FR) Madam Presi-
denq Honorable Members, after the discussion in rhe
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs of the
Commission proposal on a Council decision empower-
ing it to contrac a further series of loans wonh 3 000
million ECU, the NCI III in ot]rer words, I, as chair-

. man of the Committee, should like to express our
disappointment and our determination.

Vhen we looked at the NCI III, we were disappointed
about the manner in which we were consulted and
about the shoncomings of the proposal itself, the sub-
ject of the consultation. During the concenation pro-
cedure with the Council on the NCI II on 15 March
1.982, the European Parliament was assured by the
Commission that it would receive rhe elements rhat
would enable it to ensure the permanency and parlia-
mentary conrol of the new Community loan machi-
nery as soon as possible. Instead of being able to run a
thorough examinadon of a proposal complying with
these demands, the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs had, in only a few days, to decide on
a new proposal of a provisional narure. The NCI I[
proposal which has been put before us is cenainly ber-
t€r than the NCI II from some points of view. For
example, the Commission proposes an additional slice
of I'OOO million ECU, whereas it was I 000 million
before. The Commission has reintroduced the princi-
ple of authorization of the different slices of the loan
by a qualified majoriry, and nor unanimiry, in the
Council. Now the applications for loans will be trans-
mitied to the Commission and rhe Bank simulta-
neously. And the financing conrracr are also signed
by both the Commission and the Bank. But these alrer-
ations are a long way frorp the establishment of a per-
manent Communiry instrument of the son Parliament
would like. So, in order to avoid impeding the opera-
tion of the NCI, the Committee approved the NCI III
proposai - but not withour underiining its disappoint-
ment and marking its determination.

Our approbation, as you will understand, is not
unconditional. To mark our determination, the repon
before us contains a cenaio number of amendments to
the proposal for a decision. These amendments reflect
both the discussion which we had on our Comminee
and, in a certain number of cases, the discussion rhar
took place in rhe Committee on Budgets. If the Coun-
cil declines m accipt this opinion, wC will undertake a
funher conceftarion procedure 

- and this will sur-
prise no-one - as rhe amendments are to do with
three points rhat we think are essential - rhe perma-
nenry of the insrrumenr, rhe increased role 

-of 
the

Commission in implementing the loans and the
increase of parliamentary control.

In Anicle 2, for example, we stressed the prorisional
character of rhe current procedure for authorizing the
Commission m effect a 3 000 million ECU loan. Now
the NCI II I 000 million ECU slice, on which we Bave
our atreement las[ March, is running out, ir seems
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highly likely.thar this latest slice will be running out at
she end of t9gl.

Faced with the considerable need for investment in the
Communiry and the need to run coordinated Com-
muniry schemes in the vast field of inrcruention cov-
ered by the NCI, in panicular energ/, infrastructure
and the whole of the productive sectors, we can no
longer be conrcnt with more or less improvised pro-
longation. A permanent financing instrument has to be
instituted and it has to be the privileged means of
using the ECU.

As we-said at the beginning, we approve the Commis-
sion's concern to do more than just decide on the eli-
gibiliry of projects and to be closely involved, along-
side the Bank, in the loan implementation procedure.
As things stand, there is not elough clarification about
phe respective resources of the Commission and rhe
Bank. The Commission's involvement in implementing
the slices of the loan that it conuacts leads us ro sug-
gest, in Anicle 5, that the Bank should give the Com-
mission a reasoned opinion on rhe grandng of each
loan applied for. fu we know, we and the Commission
disagree on this point, but Parliament is intent upon
asserting its will to see the Commission position
develop here.

In its latest special reporr on loans, the Coun of Audi-
tors regrefi,ed the fact that the EIB used the same
financial, economic and technical criteria to assess
projects, regardless of whether the applications were
for NCI loans or EIB loans. It also felt that it would be
better if the Commission was also responsible for
deciding whether NCI loans should be granted.

The same shoncoming is apparent in parliamentary
control. The European Parliament expects to be con-
sulted properly, not just on those pans of the loan that
are to be authorized, but also on rhe policies and
economic secrors for which loans may be contracted.
If Parliament is to be able rc mke a decision in full
knowledge of the facts, then it also has to have regular
reports on rhe way the various slices of the loans are
used.

Lastly, until the loan operation have been budgetized,
the European Parliament, which has been calling for
this for some time, will be unable ro exercise its power
in this field properly.

To conclude, Madam President, Honorable Members,
I can only hope that you vill back up your Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs and your Com-
mittee on Budgets - which, made the same son of
condlusions - so we can ger the Council to accepr rhe
modifications we have proposed and the Commission
to propose the esablishment of a permanenr financing
instrument of the kind we would like.

Mr Ortoli, Vce-President of the Commission. -(FR) Of what Mr Moreau said I shall only mention

his satisfaction at seeing us propose the 3 000 million
ECU and his support for the Commission initiatiw. I
say this because, having invenrcd this instrument and
being involved in fighting for it, I cannot be suspected
of not being at one with the conclusions reached by
the committee.

I should like to say so panicularly clearly, as I feel
that, in the debate - and I shall demonsrrare this in
my answer rc the amendments - there is a certain
amount of ambiguiry. Ve thought our rext corres-
ponded well to what Mr Moreau wants.

Mr Moreau is proposing a completely different for-
mula in Anicle 1. I am quite ready, for my parr, ro
accept the amendment he suggests, as it is obviously
fully in line with what can only be our intention when
we knoy whar effon we have put in ro defending the
text.

But I should like to rell Mr Moreau that, when he
alks about urgency, we may regret ir, but we are not
surprised at it.

I should like to remind him thaq when it came ro rhe
previolrs slice, we waited from October 1980 to April
1982 for a decision and rhat made us slow down rhe
activity of the new insrrument - which, without a
shadow of a doubt, was nor what Parliamenr or we
wanted.

I do not think it is silly to talk about urgency for a
subject on which we have all rhe data, because, after
all, what is Parliament asking us? I shall reply to the
proposed amendmenri point by point here.

You first of all ask us for perpeualization and you
give it a different form from ours. I am perfectly will-
ing to accept the amendment on this in Article 1.

You point our that you want ro see rhe budgetization
issue settled. I do not think one can complain about
the Commission not having followed Parliament here.
It preceded it, if you like, as we proposed that loans be
budgetized in rhe financial regulation.

The debate is open. You think, as we do, rhat rhe
speed with which we have to have fresh means might
generate the fear that a decision will not be talien
immediately, I, for one, am willing ro accept your
amendment to Article 2 - whereby the procedure
introduced should be a procedure which covers the
dme during which the difficult problem of budgetiza-
tion is settled.

I can see no problem here. On rwo fundamental ques-
tions from your point of view, there was no difference
of opinion at rhe ou6er and there is none now, if I
may say so, as I shall recommend that the Commission
take your Committee's proposals for Anicles I and 2
as they stand.
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I shall not make exactly the same proposal - and I say

this in all honesry - about the tide, as it seems to me

there is a certain amount of contradiction between the
suggested title - proposal for a decision on budget
auilioriry - and the fact that, in the body of the text,
we recognize that there is a problem on which we

agree in principle but which has not yet been settled.

But I shall explain why. I should like there to be no
contradiction besween the tide and the contcnt of the
text, as there is obviously no basic divergence of opi-
nion.

I can see no problems about the bulk of the other
amendments.

You do not propose any changes rc Anicle 3 or Anicle
4. In Anicle 5, it says that the Bank should give the
Commission its reasoned opinion on the granting of
the loan applied for within the prescribed time. This is
already happening and it is pan of the standard Proce-
dure in relitions berween the Commission and the
Bank.

Vhat I should. like rc see - and here I am perhaps

nearer to your position than you think, which is why,
as you said, we changed the original rcxt to meet Par-
liament's wishes - is recognition of the fact. First,
there is a whole system for proposing amounts and
subjects. Discussions can take place normally.

Second, when a proposal is made rc Parliament, the
Commission has m be informed at dte same time as

the Bank - which has to be able to stan its assess-

ment. !7'e say that the project is eligible or it is not.

If it is, the Bank goes ahead with the assessment. If we
say no, there will be no dossier. In that case the Bank
is not empowered to examine or define the conditions
of the granting of the loan.

This procedure is carried out within the framework of
a debate in which v/e are involved. Ve are involved, I
should s^y) at every lwel, including the Board of
Directors of the Bank. After this examination, the
Bank may ake a decision we do not like, that is to say
it may decide, in panicular, to trant a loan with which
we do not agree and both signatures (that of the Com-
mission, the political agent, and that of the Bank, the
agent, which, as such, provides a guarantee) may be

required.

As far as I am concerned, I quite agree - and I say

this quite clearly - with what Parliamenr sugBests,

but I am a little worried about the rcft you proposed
inroducing additional abiguiry.

I can assure you that the examination of dossier is

monitored in such a way that we can be sure that our
rights are being respected.

Vith all due respect rc the Court of Audircrs, I should
say that I do not entirely agree with what you said

about its report. First, it would be wrong to forget that
this repon deals with the first slice, a completely new
experiment that is to say, in which we began to set up
the instrument and make it work yith existing dossiers

- which the Bank was empowered to manage.

' I explained to your Committee how concerned I was

with giving the NCI its own character to an ever-grea-
ter extent, both via projects that the Bank did not
already have on the drawing board and in fields
beyond the Bank's scope. That is what we are doing. I
do not believe, on the other hand, that the Coun of
Auditors is expecting us to be slack in financial mat-
ters, which would indeed be surprising'

So I think we have to be calm and careful. I shall not
go so far as to exagterarc my interpretation of the
Court's position. I am, in fact, quite ready to discuss

the matter with it. I believe that, ultimately, what we
are seeking is something very simple - greater exploi-
tation of Communiry funds than is perhaps possible

today with the European Investment Bank as the
instrument - and'we are seeking this from the point
of view of the mobilization of means and from the
point of view of the fields of application. That is what
'we propose and that is what you are supponing. You
raised the question of perpetuation. I have already
explained my doubts on the matter of Anicle 5. The
Council and Parliament can assess operation. fhey
can do so at any time and I have far too much resPect

for your prerogatives to think that this needs putting
in a regulation. That is why I shall not propose that
this be used. But I do understand the problem and I
assure you that it seems more than natural for Parlia-
ment, provided with all the information and playing its
proper pan, to be able to make this assessment at a

given moment. But I believe that this works fairly well,
as you have a prerogative and I think it is pointless to
point it out in a regulation. So I shall not be proposing
that this be used in the Commiwee - but please

remember that there is no problem as far as I am con-
cerned and that this wili be made cleai publicly as

regards the fund.

'!['e are not hosdle. \7e have tabled a proposal, now
being discussed, on interest rebates. and energy saving.
But I do not believe that interest rebates should be
granrcd if there is no need for them. And, afur all, if
ye are offered a very good loan using the taxpayers's
money, if I can put it like that, I do not think that we
should be granted it simply because it is European.

So I do not mean to say that I do not share the con-
cern of Mr Rogalla, who has found the means of sti-
mulating things where this is called for, but I believe
that ir would not be a very good idea to do it in an
imperadve manner where it is not really necessary.

There I confirm an outlook - and a practice which is,
after all,.very much more serious, an action, and I do
not think that the regulation should be made more
complfcated by the introduction of this notion -
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although, of course, if it were necessary, IVould be
ready to do it.

That is the reply I had to make. I hope that this clarifi-
cation will be enough for Parliament to be able to take
a decision and I thank it for doing so.

Mr Herman (PPE). - (FR) Madam President, Hon-
orable Members, our group supports the Moreau
repon with conviction. It does in fact think - particu-
larly in the present circumsances - that the Com-
munity should make a special effon to encourage
investments and the proposal made tod4y by the Com-
mission is perfectly in line with this. Ve also insist on
the principle of continuity, the permanenry of the sys-
tem. It would appear that,, as the Community expands,
it has to have instruments that are not submitted to the
sort of hazards and decisions that can change in the
light of political changes in the Member States. So we
need permanent instruments and the NCI must be one
of these. Ve are, obviously, in favour of the budgeti-
zation of. loans, but xr'e are somewhat divided as

regards the relations with the Bank, I have to admit.

A majority of members in our group shares the point
of view of the Commission, which is to say that, as far
as the assessment of costs is concerned, the Bank has
to be responsible as the political responsibiliry of the
Commission, via its agreement on eligibility and its
agreement on the granting of the loan with two signa-
tures, has involved im responsibiliry. And the Bank
does not wish to be alone in shouldering the responsi-
biliry for the risls of these loans made in the name of
the Commission. So in this field, things are clear, as

far as we are concerned.

But I also have to say, in all objectivity, that certain
members of the Committee on Bud$ets are rather .

overawed by the reports of the Courr of Audit6rs. I
shall tell you right away that the Coun of Auditors'
report on this point makes no impression on me at all
because there is confusion berween polidcal responsi-
biliry and the political control of Parliament and the
Commission and berween the financial control which
is the sole responsibiliry of the Court of Auditors. The
Bank has its own revisers, its own control of its own
accounts and it is therefore in a position to tell the
Coun of Auditors of Europe thar, as far as the grant-
ing of these loans is concerned: 'I have my own
reviser, I don't need yoursl. All we ask is that there be
clear collaboration be[ween the higher authorities -the Board of Directors of the Bank - and the Com-
mission with a view to making the checking and audit-
ing procedure acceptable to both panies - the Bank
with its revisers and the Commission with the Coun of
Audimrs. So, a vast majority of us is favourable to the
Commission's idea. This is why we are not very satis-
fied with paragraph seven, which says that the rela- .

tions between the Commission and the Bank need
more clarification and the Commission needs ro be
more involved. !7e believe that, if our friends on the

Commission on Budgets wish to be logical and if they
want the Commission to go funher in its assessment of
the granting of loans, then it has rc provide the per-
sonnel needed rc perform this operation. But, in other
ways, they refuse. So there is a slight contradiction
here amongst our friends on the Committee on Budg-
ets, although I understand that, mesmerized by the
logic of the Coun of Auditors, they have submitted to
considerations whereby they accept what they have
put in paragraph 7.

But insistance on the use of the ECU is more impor-
ant, I think. I know that we are touching on a delicate
matter here. It would be all too easy to say Yes, but
the ECU is not adequately used and that complicates
things. It is not always possible to find who to borrow
ECUs from, as the banks are not used to dealing with
this currenry. I am aware of these objections, but we
have to have a voluntarist attiilde here. 'S7'e, Parlia-
ment and you the Commission are attached to the
ECU and the European Monetary System and, even if
there are practical disadvantages - and this is some-
thing I would not deny - we should still be encourag-
ing people to use the ECU. Our text perhaps does not
make enough of this, but I think you are in full agree-
ment.

fu to Mr Rogalla's amendment, I agree with you,
Mr Commissioner, that this should cenainly not be
made into a condition or an obligation for the Com-
mission. On the cqnurary,I think it would be useful to
reseffe it as a possibility as there are projects which
have been devised and perfected by several companies
in several countries and are worth our support. As it is

easier to implement a project within a state frame-
work, it is up to us to encourage a kind of transna-
tional collaboration. So this drawback has to be com-
pensated for and I should like the Commission to
remember for another time that, when there are pro-
jects involving a number of economies and with major
transnational effects, it has rc encouraBe this rype of
loan by a reduction in the interest rarc of no more
than 20/0. That is the type of incentive which I think it
would be useful to inroduce. As to the rest, Mr Presi-
dent, Mr Commissioner, our group is dercrmined rc
support your action in this field and it is anxious to
give you the praise you deserve here, as we know you
have pioneered in this field and that you are continu-
ing to do so with a treet deal of obstination. You have
our support, believe me.

Sir Brandon Rhys Mlliams (ED).- Madam Presi-
dent, I would like to join Mr Moreau, the chairman of
the committee, in deploring the haste with which
Vice-President Onoli, who is normally so scrupulous
with Parliament, on this occasion chose to rush the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. I and
several colleagues felt obliged to abstain in the com-
mittee, though in principle we welcome the Commis-
sion's initiative. All of us recognize the part that Vice-
President Ortoli has played in the all-important
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development of the new Community instrument.
However, important issues vere not adequately dis-
cussed in the committee this time, and this gives us

concern.

This week's budget disputes prove the point, which I
have sought to make in this Chamber many times, that
the Communiq/s economic problems are too deep-
seated to be resolved on a year-rc-year basis. The
Community is tackling the problems of the Computer
Age with the techniques of the Stone Age, when peo-
ple could only look forward from one year's crop to
the next. Ve must, therefore, develop a capital
account. for the Community.

The European Investment Bank performs its role
admirably, but it is not empovered under its constitu-
tion to take risls. !7e therefore need in the Com-
munity something like the equivalent of an IDA to
tackle the investment projects which cannot be
financed by normal commercial means.

It is not implicit in the Commission's proposal that it
inrcnds to use the new tranche of capital for projects
demanding an element of subsidy. They could be pro-
jects which cannot be financed by normal methods,
perhaps because they are exceptionally large or extend
over a very long span of time, like the Severn barrage,
or involve crossfrontier commitments, like the Rhine-
Danube canal or the Channel Tunnel, where the
Commission could decide to play a special role as

spensor. However, there may also be a need to include
an element of subsidy in other cases, drawing on con-
tribudons, possibly, from the Regional or Social
Funds.

These are issues which should have been much more
fully examined in committee and on which my group
feels serious reservadons. Ho*ever, Parliament has
laid emphasis on the need for the Community to
develop its own capital borrowing and expenditure
competence. \7e therefore welcome the Commission's
initiative as an urgently necessary srcp in the right
direction.

Mr Coust6 (DEP). - (FR) Madam President, we are
pleased at the organization of this debate on the new
Community instrument. The Heads of Sate and
Government are ay/are of the dangers of the crisis and
of the high level of unemployment - there are more
than 11 million jobless in Europe - and they have
invited the Council to take a decision, rapidly, before
the next European Council, to increase the endow-
ment of the New Communiry Instrument by 3 000
million ECU.

The first rwo slices of the NCI were a success and it is
therefore imponant that we should conrinue with it. I
should like to congratulate the rapporteur here, the
chairman.of the Committee on Economic,and Mone-
tary Affairs, our colleague, Mr Moreau, for having
speeded up the procedure on that Committee.

I say so panicularly sincerely because I feel that thc
problem has floundered so far, not just at political
level, but rcchnically as well. Vhat was the relevant
budget authoriry? Should loans be budgetized? Should
they have a ceiling? There seems to be a solution in
sight on these points at the moment and our group is
pleased about it, because it is fundamentally imponant
for the Commission to be able to borrow large sums
on the financial markets and to place them in the light
of the needs of the different sectors of the economy.

There are many advantages to this system for the bor-
rower, of course. But there are symbolic advantages
Kro, as Europe is doing a positive thing here and the
rpachinery can contribute to lowering the interest rate
by a marginal contagious effect - and not so marginal
as people say, as, combined with the other Community
instruments, our action in the financial sector is well
wonh the action of the lforld Bank. Vho knows
whether Europe's economic history might not be
changed by this means? Of course, there are limits
which banking techniques impose on one's borrowing
capacity'and it is up to the Commission to see that
these limits are respected.

fu to the types of prgects that are eligible, I shall
speak mainly about energy and the . small and
medium-sized firms. It is a good thing to develop pro-
jects for the rational utilization of energy and I sug-
gest, for example, that we capitalize on intcr-connec-
tion at Community level by helping firms involved in
large-scale projecr where financing can be split up. I
also suggest that the Commission, with the collabora-
tion of the Member Sarcs and the local authorities,
help specific types of heating that can, for example,
cover a whole region. The idea, in fact, is to centralize
the machinery for financing energy saving, as it is, it
has to be admitted, too complex at the moment.

fu to the problem of small and medium-sized firms -Mr Ortoli was kind enough m draw anention to this
when he gave his atreement to the leuer of an amend-
ment, for which I thank him - I should likc it to be
clearly understood that, since 1983 is the year of small
and medium-sized firms and craftsmen, it should be
more of a symbol, as their problems usually involve
doing the rounds of bankers for loans. Thanls to
global loans, the European Investmenr Bank has been
able to lend national and regional banls capital which
they have then loaned out to borrowers within their
limited geographical sector. This system no doubt
needs amplification and extcnsion. This is the direc-
tion which the discussions of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs is taking. The NCI is
the opponunity to do this.

Should we now be launching operations of the risk
capial rype? That is a political question. Ve have to
know to what extent the budget authoriry should be
committed. Perhaps we could try, on an experimental
basis, to release an amount to finance chis rype of
scheme - in which the EIB, of course, would not
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have the same paft to play, as it cannot, unless it is to
forfeit its technical status as agent, as Vice-Presidenr
Onoli said, be allowed to promote operations which,
in yiew of their size, necessarily have a political char-
acter.

Those, Mr President , ere mythoughts on the NCI and
our colleagues's first-class report - which our group
will vote for, in the hopes that this new instrument
will, through its size, make for grearcr use of the ECU
within the framework of the Economic and Monetary
Union. That is how we hope to act for Europe.

President. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

(Tbe sitting aus st+spend.ed at 5.25 p.m. and resumed at
5.30 p.n.)

IN THE,CHAIR: I."q.DY ELLES

Vce-President

. 6.QuestionTime

President. - The next item is the second pan of
Question Time (Doc. 1-1000/82).

'Ve begin with the questions to the Council.

Question No 55, by Mrs Ewing (H-280/82):

Vhat progress has the Council made in setting up
the European Economic and Social Policy
Research Institute since my oral question of 8 July
1980t;\Vhy has a decision not yet been reached;
and will the Council establish this Institute in cen-
ral Scotland, where economic and employmenr
problems are serious, and which enjoys good
international air links with other Member States?

Mr Ellemann-Jensen, President-in-Offce of tbe Coun-
cil. - (DA) I regret to inform Mrs Ewing that no pro-
gress has been made in this mauer since the Council,
in 1980, answered a similar question from Mrs Ewing.
\Tithin the Council it has not been possible to attain
the necessary consent for the proposal from the Com-
mission to the setting up of a European Economic and
Social Policy Research Institute. Consequently, it has
not been possible for the Council to decide on the site
for such an institurc.

Mrs Ewing (DEP). - That answer is a case of no
news being good news, as far as I am concerned. At
least it does not seem that this Institute is going some-
where else.

If a decision is made, however, I would ask that Scot-
land's aspirations be borne in mind. After all, a Scots-
man, Adam Smith, was the father of economics.
Funhermore, a decision to locate the Institute in Scoi-
land would be a very good indication of the serious-
ness with which regional poliry is taken.

Mr Ellemann-Jenscn. - (DA) I can assure Mrs Ewing
of the fact that my personal fundamental political atti-
tude is based on a deep-felt attachment to Adam
Smith, and therefore I shall always be able to under-
stand the way of thinking presented by Mrs Ewing.

Mr Hutton (ED). - Is the President-in-Office of the
Council ay/are that Europe's finest airpon is situated
at Prestwick in North Ayrshire and tlrat one of the
highest levels of unemployment is also unfonunately
to be found in that area? If. he is looking fot a precise
spot to place such an instirute in the future, will he
give us an assurance that the claims of this area will be
borne strongly in mind?

Mr Ellemann-Jensen. - (DA) | have to admit that this
piece of information is quite new to me, namely, that
Prestwick should be one of the finest airports in
Europe. But then, it is some years since I was last
there.

Presidcnt. - Question No 56 by Mr Manin has been
postponed until January.

Question No 57 (H-448/82\byMr Kaloyannis:

I have received information that all the various
material originating in the Member States of the
Community and destined for the consrrucrion of
the Russian gas pipeline is being transportcd in
Russian vessels. Can the Council confirm whether
this is true? If so, why did ir nor take care rc prev-
ent this state of affairs and what action does it
intend taking to ensure that from now on these
materials are shipped by Community vessels since
the Community merchant marine has for some
time been going through a serious crisis which is
adding considerably to the number of unemployed
in the Community and is increasing the number of
Communiry ships laid up? As the Greek fleet
accounts f.or 250/o of the Communiq/s merchant
marine, the prejudice it suffers is particularly
great.

Mr Ellcmann-Jensen, Presi.dcnt-in-Offce of tbe Coun-
cil. - (DA) The Council does not possess informationI OJ Annex No 1-259, p. 115.
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with regard rc the flaB of the vessels panicipating in
the transpon of material destined for the construction
of the Siberian pipeline. I can funhermore inform you
that the Council has received no proposals on this
matrcr.

Mr Kdoyaonis (PPE). - (GR) Unfonunately, I am
not at all satisfied with the reply given by the honoura-
ble spokesman for the Council. I think that since the
time this question was tabled it has been possible, or
should have been possible, for the Council to inquire
into the matter. So the queries go unanswered, and
they really are important. For the information of the
honourable spokesman for the Council I can say fur-
ther that only rwo French vessels have been used for
the transpon of these materials.

Mr Ellemann-Jcnscn. - (DA) For the momendthe EC
has no general Community shipping poliry, apart from
in a single area. And the area in which we do have a

common shipping policy is within the UNCTAD's
codex for line-conferences, where the EC has decided
upon a certain procedure of implementation for the
Member States. But all Member States support the lib-
eral principles for transportadon by sea that are set up
by the OECD.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED). - Vill the Minister
accept that this mises the much wider question of
whether or not Communiry goods should be carried in
Community ships? In this panicular case, of course,
there have been a lot of Russian ships used for, trans-
porting the materials. I have seen it in my own coun-
try. Vill he examine this question again in the wider
context and see whether it would not be advisable, in
view of the present shipping slump, for the Council of
Ministers to come to a firm decision to encourage,
where possible, Communiry goods to be shipped in
Communiry ships?

Mr Etlcmann-Jenseo. - (DA) The Cbuncil is fully
aware that there may exist cenain specific problems in
the arca of shipping policy in relation to the Eastern
European State trading countries. Therefore, in 1978
the Council adopted resoludon No 7 8 /77 4. According
to this resolution Member States may seek information
and take counter-measures against merchant fleets of
third countries whose behaviour is harmful m the ship-
ping interests of Member Sates. I can also add that
the Council is fully aware of the fact that in July of
this year the European Parliament adopted a resolu-
tion on relations berween the EEC and the Comecon
countries in the field of transpon policy, whose aim is
that Community transpon undertakings should be
trearcd in the same way as Comecon transport aten-
cies are treated in'Vesrcrn Europe.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE) Does the Council
appreciate that this discussion and also the repon to

which the Council has referred show clearly yet again
that it is high time for our Communiry to be consistent
in its approach to the basic difference in external trade
and external transport between state-trading nations
and free-trading countries as this is a question of prin-
ciple?

Mr Ellemann-Jenscn. - (DA) I completely agree with
Mr von Habsburg that these points are closely con-
nected, and are pan ofthe present considerations.

President. - Quesdon No 58 by Mr Hution (H-
472/82):

Following Parliament's proposals of July 1981 and
those of the Commission of December 1981 for
refgrm of the conciliation procgdure, what pro-
gress has the Council made in this matter since its
discussions in May and June 1982; and will the
Council agree to reforms by the end of the current
Presidenry?

Mr Ellemann-Jeisen, fuesident-in-Offce of tbe Coun-
cil. - (DA) The Commission's proposal for,reform of
the conciliation procedure was discussed by the Coun-
cil in its meedng of 22 June this year. On that occasion
no atreement was reached berween the Member
States, and therefore the discussions are continued
with a view rc a renewed hearing in the Council.

Mr Hutton (ED). - Does the President-in-Office
agree that the proposals in the Hensch report for
reforming the conciliation procedure, some of 'which,

I know, appear in the Genscher/Colombo draft Act,
do not involve rwolutionary new powers for the Par-
liament but merely limited amendmen$ to the 1975'
joint declaradon on conciliation? Vould he perhaps
say, in the light of that, why national governments
appear to be so reluctant to discuss such limired
reform which would only have the effect of speeding
up Council decision making, which I think we all
agree we desperately need?

Mr Ellemann-Jcnsen. .- (DA) | am hesimnt to say
why other single Member States may be reluctant. But
at any rarc I can inform, the questioner that at the
moment the Secretatiat of the Council has information
to the fact that the conciliation procedure has been put
on the agenda of the meedng I mentioned earlier on
today, and which is to take place towards the end of
January bemreen the Enlarged Bureau of the Parlia-
ment and the ten foreign ministers, and where all out-
standing problems on the Genscher/Colombo propo-
sals are to be discussed. So on that occasion there will
be ample opponunity to take the point up again.

Mr Radoux (S). - (FR) Can the President of rhe
Council rcll us whether the existence of an agreemenr
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between the Council, the Commission and Parliament
on budget matters would hclp the situation as regards
the question put by my colleague?

Mr Ellcmann-Jegen. - (DA) T\ese things may not
be directly connecded, but conciliation will always
contribute to easing a situation. And I panicularly
hope it will be possible in connection with the present
problem concerning the budget.

President. - Question No 59 by Mr Moreland (H-
477 /82):

Has the Council received from the Commission

froposals for the quota levels for imports of
ceramic products from China; what levels are pro-
posed; and what action does the Council propose
to ake?

Mr Ellcmann-Jcnscn, President-in-Ofice of the Co*n-
cil. - (DA) The import of ceramic products originat-
ing in China is wholly or partly subject rc quotas. The
size of these quotas is fixed by the Council once a
year, when it decides on those quotas which are to be

allomed to all state trading countries. In the proposals
for quotas for 1983 which the Commission has just
sent of the Council it is proposed that the quotas ,for
certain Member States be increased a certain amount
and that i,he expon possibilides for Ghina to other
Member States, including the United Kingdom, are
kept at the present level. The proposals will now be
dealt with by the authorities of the Council, and the
Council will make its final decision before the end of
the year.

Mr Moreland (ED). - \fould the President-in-Off-
ice not agree that the repuation of the Chinese in this
field has become a little tarnished this year because
rhey tried to exceed their quotas in cenain countries
and caused difficulties, particularly in Italy, the United
Kingdom and Ireland, and that a firm decision must
therefore be taken'by the Council, I hope along the
lines that the Commission has proposed, not only on
these quotas but to ensure that the Chinese abide by
them next year?

Mr Ellemenn-Jcnscn. - (DA) I can only say that I am
in complete atreement with Mr Moreland that the
existing rules, naturally, must be kept, and we will,
with great care, s€e to it that this is done.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, is the
Council not concerned not only about impons from
the People's Republii of China but equally about
imports from Chinese Taiwan?

Mr Ellemann-Jensen. - (DA) Quite honestly I do not
know what to answer to this. But I am willing to try
and find an answer on a later occasion.

President. - I think in fairness, Mr President, that
this does not come within the terms of the question.

Question No 50 by Mr Pesmazoglou (H-485/82):

Public figures of a country which is negotiating
accession rc the EEC, in commenting on recent
events, said that they felt uneasy about the stabil-
ity of democracy in their country.

Does not the Council agree that a reminder
should have been given that only States which are
democradcally governed can become and remain
members of the European Communites?

A declaration of this kind would significantly
strengthen democracy in Europe and underline
the solidariry of the Member States in these nego-
tiations.

Mr Ellemann-Jensen, President-in-Offce of the Corn-
cil. - (DA) The negotiations on accession of new
Member Sates have at all times been conduced under
the prerequisite that the applicant countries can and
will respect the basic principles of the treaties and the
ensuing commitments. These principles have, amongst
other things been clearly stated on the 5 April 1977 in
the joint declaration from the European Parliament,
the Council,'and the Commission, on the basic princi-
ples and in the declaration on democracy which was
adopted by the European Council on the 7 April 1978.
In this declaration the heads of states and governmenr
confirmed their will 'to safeguard the respect for the
judicial, political and moral values which they profess,
and the principles of representative democracy, the
principle of the state based on law, social justice and
human rights'. They stated that the applicadon of
these principles implies a 'pluralistic, democratic mode
of government which safeguards both that various
modes of thought can be 'represented within the
framework of the constitution and the necessary pro-
rcction of human rights'. Applicant counuies must also
consent to these declarations in so far as they, from
their accession, inherit the acquis communaataire.
During the accession negotiatons the Communiry has
repeatedly poinrcd out to Spain and Portugal that
democratic conditions are a prerequisite for member-
ship, and this happened most recently in the declara-
tion on the accession adopted at the meeting of the
European Council in November 1981. On that date it
was said: 'The European Council recalled that the
Member States of the Communiry decided ro start
negotiations on the accession of Portugal and Spain
aware that the democratic governmenrs and the people
of the rwo countries would suppon all the aims of the
Community as mentioned in the preamble to the EEC
|'r.eaty.'

Mr Pesmaeoglou (NI). - The President-in-Office of
the Council has made a very imponant starcment, but
I would like to ask two questions.

lt t I
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Firstly, would collective bargaining and free trade
union movemenr be considered as being amongst
those democratic principles which have been referred
to?

Secondly, is the President-in-Office of the Council
aware that such satements and their reaffirmation
constitute a factor in influencing stabiliry in candidarc.
counffies, as indeed throughout the whole Com-
munity?

Mr Ellcmann-Jensen. - (DA) The answer to the
second pan of the question is decidedly yes. But I
must admit that I find it hard to understand the first
pan of the question as it comprises points that have
nothing to do with one anotler. I'have talked about
democratic rights and political systems. But what the
questioner called attention to, as far as I understood,
was of a somewhat more straightforward commercial
character. But to the second pan of the question the
answer is decidedly yes.

Mr Van Mionen (S). - (NZ) \fe[ now, the demo-
cratic character of the Community - dlsrg'5 5ems-
thing for you! The President-in-Office of the Council
has just ventured a remark on the need to respect the
basic principles of democracy.l can't help feeling that
insrcad of speculating on the possible evoludon of
democracy in the Iberian peninsula a much more
pressing need is dictated by the present realiry in yet
another prospective Member State - Turkey. I see

from a report in a prominent British newspaper, 'The
Daily Mail' that ,the Community has chosen this
moment, of all times, to appoint a new permanent
EEC representadve to Turkey at ambassadorial level.
How does this fit in with the President-in-Office's
anxiery over fundamental democratic ideals?

Mr Ellemrnn-Jensen. - (DA) I have no answer to this
question.

Mrs Clwyd (S).- I would like the President-in-Off-
ice to agree to investigate the claims by Mr Van Min-
nen because I think it is a sirious matter when a head-
line in a newspaper in Britain says that the EEC has
appointed an ambassador to Turkey. Now is that the
case, Mr President, or not? And if it is not the case,
will the Council and also the-Commission make sure
that the right information is given ro rhar newspaper
and that this misconception - and I hope it is a mis-
conception - is put right.

President. - Does the President-in-Office wish to
answ'er that question?

Mr Ellcmann-Jensen. - (DA) Of course we can look
into this, but as a former jourhalist I know very well

how newspaper headlines are made. And if they are
made just as badly in England as in my counrry, we
should'nt let ourselves get worked up over this point.

President. - Under the rules a Member cannot put
nro supplementaries to the same question, but perhaps
I could draw Mrs Clwyd's atrcntion to the original
question. I suggest that she put down another quesdon
on this subject so that the President-in-Office can
answer it, because her supplementary did not strictly
follow the first question. She is entitled to put down
another question for the next part-session if she so
wishes.

(Mr Boyes askedfor thefloor)

Are you a point of order, Mr Boyes?

Mr Boyes (S). - No, I am a man. Do you mean am
wanting to raise a point of order, Madam President?
never insult you when you ,ue in the Chair because
have tremendous respect foi you, as you know. I think
it was a translation error.

President. - !7e do try and keep to one nationaliry
from each political group to put supplementaries in

' order to get through them in a reasonable manner,
and Mrs Clwyd has already put a supplemenrary on
this particular matter. However, if you did wish to
raise a point of order, of course, I give you the floor.

Mr Boyes (S). - I totally agree with what you are
doing, but I only wish there could be some consistency
amongst other Presidents. Yesterday six British Mem-
bers - four from the European Democratic Group
and rwo from the Socialist Group - all spoke on one
question about Sansrcd airpon in which I was most
interested. There has to be some consistency.

My.question to the Council on the point of order is as
fcillows. Vhen a direct question is asked - such as: 'I
somebody an ambassador or nor?' - would Question
Time not progress much more quickly if a simple 'yes'
or'no' answer were given?

President. - Mr Boyes, as you know, the questions
have rc be received a certain time befoie so thar the
President-in-Office can give as full a reply as possible.
I think one or rwo of rhe supplemenraries thar have
been put today have really not made the President's
life any easier. He u/as not suitably advised beforehand
that these quesrions were going to be put, and it is for
this reason that I suggested to Mrs Clwyd that it is a
perfectly fair question if she likes to put it down next
time. I know that the President-in-Office will seek to
answer that question.

Question No 61 Mr lsraEl (H-492/82):

lr
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In its answers ro the European Parliament and in

- its correspondence, the Council generally uses rhe
term'Assembl€e' (Assembly) in French.

Does the Council nqt think that even when it is using
the language of Molidre the name given to the body
which was set up under Anicle 1 of Secrion 1 of the
Treaties revising the Treaties establishing the Euro-
pean Communities and Acts relating to the Communi-
ties should be that sanctioned by usage and enshrined
in the Lom6 Convenrions as adopted by the individual
parliaments of the ten countries?

Mr Ellcmann-Jenseo, Presidenrin-Offce of the Coun-
cil - (DA) This is an interesting question. The nam-
ing of the institutions of the European Communities is
defined in the treaties on basis of which these Com-
munities were established. That refers rc in panicular,
anicle 3 of the Eurarom treaty. Only by having a
treary which revises the aforemendoned treaties will it
be possible to alter the official names as provided by
the reary for one or orher of the institutions. And th!
Lom6 Convention, which was quorcd, does not belong
to thar category of the reades. For practical furposes
and apan from official legal acts the Council does,
however, use the rcrm 'European Parliament' in all
Community languages.

Mr Isra€l (DEP). - (FR) Mr Presidenr, I should like
to thank you for being willing to answer this question,
but I do not think you can say that the Council uses
the word 'Parliament' in all the official languages. AII
the documents from rhe French President, in French,
say'fusembl€e'.

My question is as follows. Are you not afraid that his-
torians of the future, in three or four centuries time,
that is, who look through the European Parliament's
archives will wonder whether there were not in fact
rwo parliamenaqy bodies that met in Strasbourg, one
called the Assembly and the other Parliament?

Mr Ellemaon-J"**. I @A) I understand Mr
IsraEl's belwilderment very well indeed, and it does
seem as if thc Parliament irself is in doubt as ro its own
denomination. In I publication, published by the
Direcorate-General for Reserarch and Documena-
tion last September on rhe occasion of the 3fth anni-
versary of the Parliament, one can read on rhe title
page of the French version both 'Parlement Europier4
une assemblhe en pleine isol*tion'and '30 ans de Parle-
ment Europien'- 5e, admit there is a certain confu-
sion about the concept in many places.

Sir Brandon Rhys Villiamr (ED).- \7ould the Presi-
dent not agree rhar it is not really imponant whar peo-
ple call us as long as they recognize-and respect our
vital function, which is enshrined in rhe TrJary and ,

imposed on os, as one of the Community's majoi insti-

tutions, by that selfsame Treaty, namely, m safeguard
permanently the democratic charucter of our Com-
munity?

Mr Ellcmann-Jcngen. - (DA) I am really confident
that this assembly and its esreemed members will cer-,
tainly be respecrcd regardless of what it is called. As
regards the existing confusion, as to whether it is a
Parliament or an Assembly, may I remind you of the
fact that the French Parliament calls itself the National
Assembly.

Mr Radoux (S). - (FR) The President-in-Office of
the Council is right to refer to the Treary; he is quite
right, it is an Assembly. But does the President-in-Off-
ice not feel that he is in error when, speaking of [om6,
he sayg that it does not fall within the, field of applica-
tion of the Treaties, and does he not also think ihat he
is in error when he says rhat on rhe occasion of the
anniversary of the European Parliamenr we sated that
it is an Assembly? Nobody here claims that rhe Euro-
pean Parliamenr is not an assembly.

Mr Ellcmann-Jens€n. - (DA) I am afraid that maybe
I was too brief with my first answer. When I men-
tioned the Lom6 Convention it uras with reference ro
Mr Isra€l's reason for his quesrion in which he
ref.err€d rc the I6m6 Convention, and where I simply
pointed out rhar the Iom6 Convention is not a rreaty
in the same sense of the word as is the EEC-aeaty,
etc. I feel sure we cannot disagree on rhis.

Precidcnt. - Question No 62 by Mr Papaefstratiou
(H-4ee/82):

Pursuant to Articles 193, 194 and 195 of the
Trcaty of 'Rome, the Council of Ministers of the
European Communities shall appoint, every four
years, [he members of the Economic and Social
Committee of the European Communitiei from a
list of nominees of rhe main productive classes
who are designatcd by ph9 appropriate organiza-
tions and proposed in turn by the governments.

During the recenr procedure for the appointment
of Greek members of th6 ESC, did the-Council of
Ministers take adequate strps ro asccnain whether
the nominees lrere truly representative since,
according m my information, the troups repre-
senting the productive classes in the ESC are
questioning whether cerrain of the members
appointcd are representadve, because cenain of
the nominees designated as the legitimarc repre-
sentatives of their classes are different from those
which the Greek Governmenr, srrangely enough,
proposed rc the Council?

Mr Ellcmann-Jeosc4 Presi.dcnt-in-Offce of the Coun-
cil. - !DA) \7ith a view to new appointments of
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members of the Economic and Social Commimee in
1982, each Member State - in accordance with
anicle 195 of the EEC Eeaty - forwarded a list to the

Council containing a number of nominees which was

twice as large as that reserved for its population. In
accordance with this article the Council, on the
17 September 1982, obtained a statement from the

Commission which voiced a positive awitude towards
the nominees proposed by'the Bovernments of the

Member States. At the meeting of 20'21 September

1982 the Council appointed a new Economic and

Social Committee for the period 21 September 1982 to
20 September 1985. The Committee has thus been

appointed in accordance with the Treary.

Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE). - (GR) I have listened to
rhe reply given by the President of the Council of
Ministers. Ho*ever, in accordance with the Treaties it
is incumbent on the Council to ascenain whether the

nominated representatives of the main productive
classes are truly representaqive. In the case in quesdon

the present Gieek Government' the Government of
PASOK, made nominations only from within the

cadrcs of its own parry, and not from among those

designated by the main productive classes. This has led

to a debasement in the composition of the Economic
and Social Committee of the European Communities,
a body whose function is of venl great imponance. I
.equeit the President of the Council to examine this

maner with the requisite care.

Mr Ellcmaon-J€nscn. - (DA) The honourable mem-
ber seems to interpret the Treaty to the effect that the

organisations of single Member States should appoint
thi members. But according to the Treaty the mem-

bers of the Committee are appointid unanimously by
the Council on the basis of a list which the Council
receives from the.Member States' The only possibiliry
open to the Council is to refer to this list and to the
selection that has taken place in each single Member
State. Vith regard rc the internal procedure for the
selection of nominees in the Member Sarcs, I must
sugtest that the honourable member turn to the
goveinment of his own country if he does not find that
the nominees are sufficiently representative.

Mrs Boot (PPE). - (NL) Given that the President of
the Council has just starcd that, as part of the nomina-
tion procedure, the Commission is consultcd, I should
like to know what criteria the latter-named institution
applies in elaborating its proposals for submission to
the Council? It may appear to be more a question for
the Commission than for the Council but it is never-
theless an integral pan of the nominating authority
vested in the Council.

Mr f,llemann-Jensen. - (DA) I agree with you that
this question should maybe be put to the Commission.

I myself ri,ould also like to put this quesdon rc the

Commission.

Presidcnt. - Question No 63 by Mr Rogalla (H-
503/82):

, Has the Council already begun work on the Com-
mission's proposal for a decision on reducing and
facilitating checks at the Communiq/s internal
frontiers in view of the generally accepted urgency
of the matter, which the Council has itself con-
firmed, and is it prepared, if necessary to do so as

soon as possible, at least as regards the rcchnical
details even if the European Parliament's opinion
is still in preparadon?

Mr Eltemann-Jense\ President-in-Offce of tbe Coat-
cil. - (DA) At the request of the European Parlia-
ment the Council has expressed its attitude as follows:
Apart from urgent cases according to the commit-
ments of the Council, it is the Council's.intention to
deal with proposals from the Commission which have

been referred rc the European Parliament, only when

the Council has received the opinion of the Parliament
wirhin a reasonable time limit. In cenain cases this may
be fixed by mutual agreement. The Council has not, as

yet, of course, started to deal with the draft for the
resolution in question, but I would like to add - as I
did in my answer of the 15 September this year to
questions from Mr |ogalla and others - that there is
reason to warn against having too great exPecations
f.or a very speedy discussion in the Council. Experi-
ence shows that on the question of the easing of con-
trol at inrcrnal frontiers, one has rc pay heed to so

m'any national customs and inrcrests, strerching from
differences in VAT and duties, of varying methods
and traditions in the customs services. At the same

time I shall agaiir draw attention to the fact that con-
trol at the moment is mainly focused on police - and

safery regulations, which, among other things, are

aimed at combating international rcrrorism, smuggling
of drugs and arms, etc. But the control of persons is

also meant to safeguard the compliance with rules and
regulations on c.g. VAT, excise duties, health, protec-
tion of anisdc and cultural treasures, and protection of
indus*ial and commerical proprietary rights. I am sure
that one can understand the fact that it akes time to

' eliminatc control in all these areas.

Mr Rogdla (S). - (DE) I should like to ask the
President-in-Office of Council if he himself has ever
seen statistics showing how seizuies in the areas he

mentioned - rcffsrisrn, drug trade, etc. - are broken
down berween the external and the internal frontiers?
Secondly, I should like to know whether he as a Mem-

' ber of the Danish delegation also intends to hold a dis-
cussion of these matters in the near future on the basis

of experience in the Nordic Union where things run
smoothly?
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Mr Ellcoenn-Jenscn. - (DA) I can .assure Mr
Rogalla that it is in all our interests to get these things
working as smoothly as possible. At rhe moment we
are simply waiting to hear from the European Parlia-
ment,

Mrs Boot (PPE). - (NL) It is all very well for the
President of the Council to say that he is awaiting ini-
tiatives from this House but rhe cross-border traffic in
quesdon - ycs, that tiny cross-border traffic - was
on the agenda of Council - and European Council
meetings yesterday or the day before. If it was consid-
ered sufficiently imponant to merit such high-level
attention, I should like to have a commenr from the
President of the Council on the results of such deliber-
ations.

lvk f,,ffsmann-Jcnsen. - (DA)I lake it for granted
that you refer to the discussion we have had on the
internal marker. Vhat has happened so far, is that we
have fixed a procedure for the work to take place in
the coming months. This means that I can produce no
subject matter yet, bur some procedures already eiist
how we, in January, ar the nexr Council meetint, can
commence the more substantial work. ![e shall have
rc delve into many quite complicated matters.

Sir James Scott-Hop[ins (ED). - Vould the Presi-
dent-in-Office accepr that the more flexible the inter-
nal checking arrangemen$ become berween the mem-
ber countries, the more rigorous the external checks at
the frontiers of the Communiry will have to be, and
has he any hopes that this will actu'ally take,place?

Mr Ellemann-Jensen. - (DA) This is self-evident. I
quite agree with your reflection, and especially so ar a
time when one has rc combar inrcrnarional rcrrorism,
arms-smuggling and such like. Ir is quite correct rhat
we are facing some problems in which it is difficult rc
find a balance.

Mr .Malangre (PPE). - (DE) Does the Council
appreciate that Parliament and its committees have
continually urged a speedy solution to the problems in
question but always receive the same ansver to every
question, namely a list of outstanding problems, and
have never been offered any sign of progress in rhese
matters? Could we ar leasr have the details of rhe
problems which hamper the abolition of internal fron-
tiers? \fhat specific timetable has the Council set itself
to solve the individual questions? I only point to the
problem of securiry which the President-in-Office has
just mentioned.

'lVhat consequences are finally being drawn from rhis
long overdue acknowledgmenr ro find a European
solution to the problem of police security?

Mr Ellemann-J @A) I quite agree that this is
a point that irritates quite a large number of people,
and therefore it concerns all of us ro a grear degree.
But on the other hand I think that it is fair ro agree
that lately this problem has been inflated in various
places. As regards the second half of the question, the
question of safety measures, erc., is something that
comes within.the sphere of national decisions.

Mr Herman (PPE). - (FR) Mr President, since the
problem we are alking about is tied up with the prob-
lem of frontier formalides, what has happened to the
Council's long-awaited decision on rhe European
passport? Has it fallen by rhe wayside?

Mr Ellema,n-Jenscn. - (DA) The decision has been
made, so it cannot be too long before we have a Euro-
Pean PassPort.

Mr Prout (ED).- Does rhe President-in-Office not
agree that it would be constitutionally improper for
the Council to consider a Commission proposal before
it has received the European Parliament's opinion on
it?

Mr Ellemann-Jensen. - (DA) In fact I said so at the
beginning, ,and therefore we are sdll waiting to hear
from the Parliament. 

I

President. - Question No 54 by Mr PranchCre will be
postponed until the lanuary pan-session.

Question No 65 by Mr Radoux (H-395/82):

Having regard to the imponance of rhe fonhcom-
ing Jumbo' Council from the point of view of its
impact on public opinion in the present economic
and social situation, would the Council assure
Parliament that the agenda for this meeting nexr
November will include'specific items on the cur-
rent monetary, economic and social state of
affairs, and that arrantemenm have been made to
ensure that tovernments are represenrcd there at
the most appropriate level?

Mr Ellemann-Jensea, Presidcnt-in-Offce of the Coun-
cil. - (DA) Quite honesdy I must say that I cannot
see the purpose of this question at this moment. The
Jumbo meeting is over for some time now and both I
and the President-in-Office for the Jumbo Council
meetint have made our staremenr on this meeting.
Ve did so on the 17 November here in the Plenary,
and on the 24 in rhe Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs of the Parliamenr. As regards repre-
sentation of the governments at the meeting I must
inform you thar it was as satisfactory and pleasant as
possible. No less than 21 Minisrcrs of State and Secre-
taries of State, with responsibiliry for the relevant
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ereas, participated in this Council meeting. fu regards
the debate and the result of the Jumbo meeting I must
respectfully refer to my satement to this Parliament
on the 17 November.

Mr Redoux (S). - (FR) I am perfectly happy with
the answer that has just been given by the President-
in-Office.

Presidcnt. - Question No 65 by Mr Lalor (H-440/
82):

As a result of the Communiqy's budget deal with
Britain, will the Council confirm that the EEC is

to make a rebate of approximately 2.5 million to
Ireland and that such a rebatc is to be used for
roads, factories or energlf projccts?

Mr Ellcoann-Jcnsen, hesi&rt-in-Offe of the Coun-
cil - (DA) According to tJre conclusions of the for-
eign ministers at the meeting on 26 October on com-
pensation rc the United Kingdom in 1982, it was

agreed that the Community must augment its efforts
of solidariry towards poorer Member States, and that
tlre Commission as soon as possible must provide
Community actions for the benefit of poorer Member
States. The conclusions df the Council have not yet
been tr'anslated into concretc legal proposals.

Mr lalor (DEP). - I thank the President-in-OffiCe
of the Council for his reply and ask him whether he
did actually say that it is a macer for the Commission
rc make recommendations to him. And if recommen-
dations are indeed made by the Commission in this
regard, does that mean that the money which hope-
fully will be allocated to roads, factories and energy
prqects will specifically be used for those purposes
and cannot be used by the government for the reliev-
ing of taxation requirements back home - that the
money has to be spent on the roads or the factory
development or the energy purposes for which they
will be specified? And has the Council any input into
the specification or is it left completely rc the Commis-
sion?

Mr Elcmaon-lenscn. - (DA) It is correct that it is up
to the Commission to make recommendations, and
afterwards it is the Council that decides on the recom-
mendations of the Commission. I cannot say anything
on the character of this expendinrre undl I have seen

rhe recommendations of the Commission, and umil we
havc decided on the recommendations of the Commis-
sion.

Mr Vclsh (ED). - Vould the President-in-Office
confirm for the record that the Republic of Ireland in
terms of net contribution per capita does bener than
any other Member Statc? And would he not further

advise the honourable Member who asked the ques-
don that if he wishes to secure the Irish rebate, the
best way he can achieve it is by voting for the adoption
of the supplementary budget tomorros' and not voting
against,,as he indicated in his speech yesrcrday?

Mr Ellemann-Jcrsco. - (DA) I think it is somewhat
primidve to start to work with concepts like net con-
tributions. They have nothing whatsoever to do with
those problems we are trying to deal with in Europe.

President. - As the author is not present, Question
No 67 will be answered in writingl.

Question No 68, by Mr C. Jackson (H-528/82):

In its resoludon of l lrh October on the subject of
rade between the , European Communiry and
Comecon countries, the European Parliam€nt
called for the Commission, in cooperation with
Member States, to carry out a strategic survey of
trade in terms of trade between the European
Communiry and Comecon countries.

Panicularly having regard to the recent discus-
sions with the United Sratcs on the subject of such
trade, does the Council feel that such a survey
wquld be worthwhile and would they be willing to
cooperat€ in it?

Mr Ellemann-Jenseo, President-in.Ofrce of tbe Coun-
cil. - (DA) On the basis of the conclusions drawn up
at the Versailles Summit Meeting in June 1982 on the
economic relations with the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe - conclusions that the Community has

adopted - the Council is, for the time being, reflect-
ing what consequences can arise from the conclusions
mentioned. In this connection the Council will take
into account the resolution of the European Parlia-
ment of the llth Ocober this year on the relations
between the Communiry and the Eastern European
state trading countrics. I can add that the trade
betsreen the EC and the Eastern countries constitutes
approximately 70/o of. the EC rade with third coun-
tries, with regard to both exports and imports.

Mr C. Jaclson (ED). - I am grateful for the res-
ponse we have had. I note that the Council will take
account of our resolution, but may I repeat the final
bit of the quesdon: will the Council agrie to conduct
the sort of survey that we have referred to, namely a
strategic survey? I panicularly have regard here rc the
leakage through trade of important electronic capabili-
ties, in panicular to the Soviet Union. That is the sort
of strategic survey that we wantr and will the Council
agree to consider that?

I See Annex.
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Mr Ellcmann-Jensen. - (DA) fu mentioned no final
decision has yet been made with regard to these issues.
They are under considerarion, but it is quite clear that
part of what is being referred to falls under other
cooperation mechanisms, namely the COCOM, and
as you know considerations will also take place on
these in the coming year.

President. - Question No 69, by Mr Boyes (H-525/
82):

Many people are being made,redundanr due ro
the inroduction of new technology. Has the
Council instruced the Commission to prepare
proposals for special redundancy payments' for
workers made redundanr as a result of the introd-
uction of new technology into their work places?

Mr Ellemann-Jenscq hesi.dent-in-Offce of the Coan-
cil. - (DA) The Council has received a communica-
tion from the Commission on new Community iniria-
dves in the period 1983-1987 concerning vocadonal
training and n'ew rcchnology. In connection with rhis
communication rhere is a proposal for a Council reso-
ludon on a number of arrangements for vocarional
training in connection with the introduction of new
technology. On the 10 December at the meering
between the ministers for employrnent and social
affairs, discussions took place with regard ro rhose
problems which were mentioned in the communica-
tion as well as vith regard to rhose acions ar a
national level. As the European Parliament has not yet
delivered its opinion on rhe proposal, that which mok
place in the Council was only a preliminary discussion.
Furthermore the Council has not recieved from the
Commission any proposal regarding special redun-
dancy payments for workers made redundanr as a
result of the introduction of new rcchnology into their
work places. Neither has a discussion taken place in
the Council on the desirabiliry of asking the Commis-
sion to come forward with such a proposal.

Mr Boycs (S). - I would ask the President-in-Office
if he realizes that there are approaching 15 million
people unemployed in the Communiry as a whole. I
am not suggesting that all, but cenainly a large num-
ber of them, are made jobless by new technology. One
of the problems, Mr President, is that in a number of
countries some people are made unemployed in onc
industry and they get some form of paymenr from the
Community, for example, in the steel industry, whilsr.
in other industries they are made redundant, and they
could be neighbours of a steel worker, and yet they do
not 8et any money,

Because of the massive social consequences of unem-
ployment and because of the lack of understanding
berween one troup and another and because the Com-
mission has just issued a press communiqu€ saying that
you have no proposals for new redundancy plans in

the near furure, do you not think that it is your dury as
an elected represenrative not only ro represenr rhe
workers but also those our of work and that therefore
you ought to be requesting as a matter of urgency a
comprehensive redundanry plan for all people made
unemployed, especially through new rcchnology?

Mr Ellemaan-Jenscn. - (DA) I would think, that
what we are talking about here is to a very high degree
something that has rc happen through national
actions; of course ve can agree on the fact that if we
look at the individual enterprise, there will be people
there who are directly made redundanr rhrough new
technology. But I must point out that if we look at
each sociery as a whole, then in the long run new tech-
nology does not creare unemployment, but employ-
ment. Sfhat we are facing - as mentioned earlier
today - is in fact strucrural problems. One must try
and relieve those by national legislation, adapted to
national characteristics; but it is a misunderstanding to
believe that it is new technology that crearcs unem-
ployment. This is not so. Vhat creates unemployment
in the long run, Mr Boyes, is the rejection of the new
technology.

Mr Marshdl (ED).- Vould the President-in-Office
of the Council confirm that the world economy with
the lowest level of unemployment is the Japanese,
which also has the highest level of investment in new
technology, and would that not tend rc confirm his
statement that new technology creates employment
rather than unemployment?

And in seeking a use for new technology, would the
President-in-Office of the Council consi{er giving Mr
Boyes a calculating machine so thar his sums can be
correct and a machine to make his speeches into cris-
per supplementary questions rarher than long, wind-
ing, meandering speeches?

Mr Ellemenn-Jensen. - (DA) No, I would rather rry
.to convince Mr Boyes in a friendly and pedagogical
way that what I am srying is true. I can of course use

Japan as an example, but I can find other counries
which have lower unemployment rates rhan Japan over
a number of years. For instance countries whose
industries have received heavy state subsidies.
Amongst those we can find countries who can no lon-
ger maintain their low unemployment figures because
they have been ovenaken by developmenr, in so far as
they have refused and rejected new technology in an
atrcmpt to keep jobs in old industries which have
become outdated. As I have aheady mentioned, I feel
indebted to Adam Smith, but even if one tries to be
liberal in a modern vay, one will reach the same con-
clusions, namely that unemploymenr is in fact created'
by rejecting new ideas, and by 'disinventing' things
rather than inventing them.

I
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Mrs Tove Nielsen. - (DA) In my supplementary
questions I allow myself to add, that it makes me won-
der a little, that Mr Boyes - who like myself is a

member of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment - does not know at all that during these
months y/e are working on the report on vocational
training and new technology which the President-in-
Office has mentioned. My supplementary quesdon is if
it is not the opinion of the President-in-Office, that we
in the European countries are not so well endowed
with resources in the field of qualifications with regard
rc re-education and post-education of our citizens that
we - if in fact there is will and political attitude -are able to meet those challenges that are embedded in
new technology in such a way that we can succeed dot
only in the internal market but-also can compete at the
highest level in the great world market?

Mr Ellcmann-J€nsen. - (DA) I agree completely that
the problem consists of showing courage to meet the
challenge, and that it is not a question - as I heard
someone shout - of making computers. It is a ques-

tion of using new technology. Do remember, Mr
Boyes, what happened in those days when the banks
introduced electronic data processing. Then everyone
said: now we will all be unemployed, because now
there is no longer work for those who used to clip
coupons and do calculations and what ever else there
was to be taken over by machines. \fhat happened?
The employment in the relevant sector was multiplied
because it became feasible to tackle quite new tasks
that up until then one had no idea could be solved. It
is a question then of courate and imagination, and I
agree fully with Mrs Tove Nielsen, that if we in Vest-
ern Europe are not particularly capable of showing
courage and imagination, then we have not got a

chance.

( Inte rntp ti on from M r Boye s )

Mr Van Minnen (S). - 
(NL) I haven't got a calculat-

ing machine to hand to enable me to verify the figures
the Council President is putting forviard, but just let
me get this straight. Vould I be correct in summariz-
ing his remarks as follows: 'The more modern rech-
nology one introduces to the Member States' econom-
ies, along neo-liberal free market lines, the less unem-
ployment you have at the end of the day'? Is this che

fairy tale that he is trying out on us?

Mr Ellcmann-Jensen. - (DA) I think'this is a very
theoredcal question. kt us agree that if we in our pan
of the world reject new technology there will be other
parts of the world where it will be accepted. Earlier on
I was plafng a limle with words by saying that one
cannot 'disinvent things', one can only invent them. I
do apologise to the interprercrs, because it is almost
impossible to interpret this. But this is what the situa-
don is like. ![ith our democratic, political, free, and
open system, which we cherish for many reasons, vre

cannot start to create e barrier around ourselves and
say that we will not accept that this and the other has

been invented, that this and the other neu, technology
has been created. Our sole possibiliry is to be cleverer
in using them than anyone else. If we reject rhem, then
unemployment will really begin in earnest, and let-us
now refrain from accusing one another of not having
any feeling for or'understandings of unemployment. I
think that this problem is so serious that instead of
attributing wrong motives to one another, then,
rcgether, we ought rc try and find out if there is a
solution. And one soludon I believe, is a more realistic
understanding of the way in which this world of ours
is, in fact, composed. It is not a question of being cold
and insensitive. It is a form of sensitiviry towards those
'immense human problems we all perceive and would
like to do something aboul

(Mr Boyes askedfor theJloor)

President. - Mr Boyes, at the moment the President
hai the floor. I am quite cenain of his patience and
understanding of the problerirs, so you might like to
hdve a discussion with him after the sitting, is over if
he has time, but not during the sitting. I am sorry, you
do not have the floor now, Mr Boyes.

wIr Galland (L).- (FR) ln view of where I sit in this
House, I suppose I cannot be suspected of not being
liberal and therefore of not refusing the new rcchnolo-
gies.

I am rarely in agreement with Mr Boyes - but he

does not obiect to the new technologies in his question
either. He asked a question about possible allowances.
You speak, Mr President, of courage and imagination,
certainly, but it seems to me that, in an economic situ-
ation where rcchnology has to be applied and where it
is bound to have an effect on employment, we have an
example of the Keynesian theory in reverse - invest-
ment always deterpines growth, but with the pheno-
menon of technology; it may in fact reduce the num-
ber of jobs. So I think we need to anticipate.

Mr Prbsident-in-Office, you gave the example of
Japan. At the moment, the Japanese hSve outline stu-
dies anticipating the effects of technology, even going
as far as a working week of only 12 hours. Has the
Council run any anticipatory studies for a Community
where, with the effects of technology, people right
across the EEC could be working a 35-hour or even a
30-hour week? Are studies'of this kind being run in
the Council or the Commission?

Mr Ellemenn-Jensen. - (DA) These are studies that
are undenaken constantly. But, as I said ar the begin-
ning, this is something that to a large extertl must be
based on national actions. One reason is that traditions
vary very much as to whegher decisions are made by
the labour market or whet{rer they are made at state

I
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level. But I think that ve agree that of course we do
need transitionary social arrangemenr in this area in
order rc facilitate the transforma.tion between the sin-
gle sectors. Of course we need such social arrange-
ments, and quite rightly this was the starting point of
this question. I am sure we do not disagree on that.
But on the other hand I do think that for reasons I
have already mentioned, what is needed to a very large
degree is natiorial actions.

Prcsident. - !7e turn now m the questions addressed

to the Foreign Ministers.

Question No 81 by Mrs Ewing (H-29a/.82):
'In view of the fact that out of tz key votes on
apanheid at the UN h 1979 and 1980, the Nine
voted together only once, were split in tcro direc-
tions on seven occasions; and in three directions
on four occasions, w'hat new steps are the Foreign
Ministers planning to mke rc put an end to this
disunity?

Mr Ellcmrnn-Jensen, Presidenrin:Ofrce of tbe Council
of Foreign Ministers. - (DA) To Mrs Ewing's ques-
tion I can quite briefly answer that the Ten will con-
tinue their endeavours to amalgamarc their votes at the

QN on resolutions governing apanheid.

Mrs Ewing (DEP). - \fill the President-in-Office
put this specific question to the next meeting of For-
eign Ministers meeting in political cooperation, so that
when I come rc put my question down again for the
next presidency I can get an answer that will demon-
strate to this House that the Foreign Ministers refuse
rc accept the hated poliry of apanheid?

Mr Ellemann-Jcnsen. - (DA) This is a question that
is debated currendy. I can say that the common poliry
of the Ten towards South Africa has been expressed in
particular, in the communal speeches that have been
given at the General fusembly of the UN during the
debate on the apartheid question and also in the com-
mon explanations of the vorc. On these occasions the
Ten have repeated their quirc unequivocal condemna-
tion of South Africa's apanheid policy. They have
reaffirmed that they will continue a cridcal dialogue
with South Africa to funher peaceful changes, and
that, continuously, they will use the total weight of the
European Communities in order to influence
Souqh Africa to unwind the apanheid sysrcm and to
establish a sociery with freedom and justice for every-
one. In the speeches I have mentioned here, the Ten
have funhermore explained their attitude on a number
of concrete elements in the apanheid poliry. So this is
something which is curendy taking up quite a lot of
time.

Mr Boyes (S). - At long last I think I heard a few
words there in condemnation of apanheid that the

Minister and I can agree on. However, one of the
things that the Ten disagreed on was the international
yeer for mobilization of sanctions against
South Africa, primarily aimed, of course, at the mili-
ary asped of operations in that country.

Have the Ten'been able to reach unity in supponing
the United Nations on this particular year at this dme?
If they have not, will the Minister, even though 1983

will soon be upon us, still be striving to get unity on
that matter?

Mr Ellemann-Jenscn. - (DA) I can assure Mr Boyes

that th6 Foreign Ministers will continue to strive to
have common viewpoints. Already there is basic agree-
ment between the Ten on the general poliry rcwards
South Africa. The areas in which we disagree - and
we regret that, naturally - that is more concretely for
instance as it is reflected in the voting at the UN on
these very apanheid resoludons. But in spite of these
rather concrete .differences, in my opinion, the Ten
have already gone a long way, in their efforts to har-
monize the policies of the single M'ember States
towards South Africa. And I am convinced that this
will continue in the coming years. This is exactly what
we have been talking about earlier on rcday. lZhat is

characteristic about the political cooperation berween
the Ten, is that in each area where this common poliry
emerges it emerges slowly, litde by little, through
debate, by the fact that all of_us in cooperation reach
agreement on some issues. It has to take its time. But
while there are some areas where the individual feels
that progress is too slow, there may be other areas

where we can count ourselves happy that it takes time
before a common unity is achieved. So let us - I think

- rejo'fe in the posidve aspect of the political cooper-
ation between the Ten, which is concerned with issues

we have arrived at through cooperation.

Mr Skovmand (CDI). - (DA) I take it for granted
that the President-in-Office of the Council of Foreign
Ministers is well aware that at the voting Mrs Ewing
referred rc the fafi that a majority was less extensive
in its demands against South Africa, whereas a minor-
iry, amongst them Denmark, wished for more exten-
sive demands. \Vhat the President-in-Offipe of the
Council of Forei$n Ministers said, can be interpieted
ro mean that Denmark, in such a situation, had to
bend, as if one had m give in. I'seems from a Danish
point of view objectionable rc support the apanheid
poliry in South Africa. Does the Foreign Minister wish
that we relinquish this belief in order m achieve agree-
ment between the EC countries? And does the Foreign
Minister consider it unimponant what one agrees
upon between the EC countries?

Mr Elleminn-Jensen. - (DA) Since it is a fellow
countryman, I suppose I may respectfully submit that
this is an extremely silly question. I have just explained
why we have different viewpoints. Now it is quite
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unreasonable to begin to posrulate that I should have
tried to have the Danish poinr of view - which has
indeed been more extensive - diminished even fur-
ther. This is a quite inadmissible distonion of the
words I have spoken. I am aware of the intention, and
it grieves me.

Mr Eisma (NI).- (NZ) Does the President of the
Council of Foreign Ministers consider thar rhe Com-
muniqy's code of conduct concerning industrial life in
South Africa has a role to play in enlarging the extent
of unity displayed by the Member States in relation to
that country, and, if so, does it feel that there is a need
to tighten up the existing code?

Mr Boycs (S). - On a point of order, I regret having
to do this, Madam Prcsident, but this is the second
dme that the President-in-Office from this panicular
count{f has staned an ansver to one of my colleagues
it the back - it was Mr Bonde last time - by making
an insulting remark

(Interntptions)

No, no, it is I who am doing it. I am not doing it at the
request of anybody else, and they are not doing it.

I do not think it is r,ight that in this Chamber the man
in that position should stan off an ansc/er ro any
Member with an insulting remark. I would ask you,
Madam President, because you ,ue in fact the fairest
of all the chairpersons, to tell the Presidenr-in-Office
that we do not accept such language in this chamber.

Prcsidcnt. - Mr Boyes, there is cenain language
which is parliamentary and certain language which is
not parliamentary, and I must confess that I have
heard a lot of language in this Parliament which is not
parliamentary, and not, if I may say so, from the
Prcsident-in-Office.

ffi f,,fismmn-Jensen. - (DA) I quite agree with the
questioner that a change, a strengthening of the codex
in quesdon would have a positive effect towards
achiwing a more common atdrude rc rhis South Afri-
can question; but I must add that at the moment no.
plans exist for such an intensification of the codex.

Mr Schmid (S).- (DE) On a point of order, Madam
President, I am not satisfied wirh the answer you gave.
I appreciate that the Foreign Minisrer is new to rhis
business, when he uses such language here. You said
we had heard two different kinds of parliamentary
language here, but that is not the poinr. You as Presi-
dent should point out to the Ministcr that he is here ro
give information but nor ro issue reprimands when
Members ask him questions he does not like. That is in
the interest of rhe urhole House and you, Madam

President, are ilury bound rc uphold the digniry of this
House. That is what I am asking you.

Prcsidcnt. - It is my dury to see that the dignity of
this House is protected, but, as I have said earlier,
there is parliamentary language which can be used in
any parliament and there is cenain language which
cannot be used in any parliament. I think nobody
tonight has exceeded the bounds of this panicular

'level of language.

Mrs Hammcrich (EDI). - (DA) Vith all due respect
for kindergarten teachers, would someone please
impress on the President-in-Office that he is not here
irr the capaciry of a kindergarten reacher, but in his
capacity as President of the Foreign Ministers where
he is to give factual answers to factual questions. It is,
as far as I know, nor parlinmenrary usage anywhere to
cast doubt upon the questioner's intention and intellig-
ence, when a question is asked.

Mr Pdttcring (PPE). - (DE) Does Madam President
realise that the large majoriry of rhose present here do
not share the unqualified attacks from Members of
this House on the President-in-Office of Council, and
explicitly chank him for his answers?

Presidcnt. - Question No 82 by Mr Moreland (H-
476/82):

Do the Foreign Minisrers amach considerable
value to the mainrenance of good relations
berween Canada and the European Communiry?

Mr Ellcmann-Jcrsen, hesident-in-Ofice of the Couocil
of Foreign Ministqs. - (DA) I can answer Mr More-
land's question quite briefly by stating that I can con-
firm that the Foreign Ministers attach considerable
value to the reladoniberween Cariada and the EC.

Mr Morcland (ED). - I welcome rhat answer. I
should like to ask the President-in-Office whether he
agrees that if he were the prime ministcr of Canada he
might begin to wonder about good relations with the
Communiry if he had a tape of the last Environment
Council which discussed the quesdon of the harp seal.
Not because of the merits or demerits of the case, but
because of the way that it has been discussed and han-
dled. Can we therefore hope rhat.at the meeting on
Friday it will be discussed on the basis of facts and as a
sober mamer, and that minisrers will not make public
statements afterwards while having made private com-
ments inside that are rather different? This is a serious
point, since it affects the jobs of many people in Can-
ada and could lead to cenain disagreements, panicu-
larly on fisheries.
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Mr Ellemarn-J @A) I hate rc answer this,
because the answer will almost inevitably result in a

reprimand. But I do hope that the ministers for envi-
ronment have not expressed themselves in such a man-
ner that might turn our good Canadian friends away
from us. The Danish Presidenry has constantly
endeavoured to maintain the best possible connections
with Canada.

Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). - (DE) Does the President-
in-Office realise that the test for good relationships
between Canada and the European Communiry is that
Canada must accept the Communiq/s solidariry when
it comes to very imponanq issues such as the one of
seals, just raised by my colldague?

Mr Ellcmann-j @$ k is always a question
of a tightrope walk bet'xreen different considerations.
That is inevitable. But I would rather not delve any
deeper into this problem until the Ministers for the
Environment have held their next meeting, next Fri-
day, where the final standing on this matter will be
made.

Mr Seligman (ED). - In view of the need to maintain
good relations with Canada vould the Council ask the
Canadian Government to contribute to good relations
by ceasing to subsidize their energy prices and bring-
ing them up to world levels, so that they do not com-
pete with us in fishing and other areas on an unfair
basis.

Mr Ellemann-Jensen. - (DA) \7ith due respect, I
think that maybe this question falls a little outside
what we are talking about here in the European Politi-
cal cooperation, so please allow me to sidle around it
by making this reference. 

-

President. - Perhaps, Mr Seligman, you could put
this down in another question for the next part-
session.

.!7'e now come to question No 83 by Mr Aigner, (H-
479/82') which has'been taken over by Mr Habsburg:

Are the Foreign Ministers meeting in Political
Cooperation aware of the f4ct that repons that a

considerable proportion of the Community's
money for Namibia is reaching the Soviet-con-
trolled S\IAPO are justifiably arousing public
concern in the EEC?

Mr Ellemann-Jensen, hesident-in-Offce of tbe Council
of Foreign Ministers. - (DA) The question is about
Namibia, and I can inform you that the Foreign Min-
isters of the Ten in Political Cooperation have not yet
discussed this question. Because of South Africa's con-
tinuing occupation of Namibia no direct Communiry

aid is granted directly to Namibia. However, the
European Communiry has various possibilities of indi-
'recdy channeling aid to the people of Namibia, for
strictly humanitarian purposes. As rc the size, the dis-
ribudon and the use of aid, I shall draw the attention
of our honourable member to the answers which Mr
Pisani, on behalf of the Commission, has given rc
Vriren Question No 652 by Mr Brok on aid to
S\trAPO, and to \Tritten Question No 1028 by Mr
Blumenfeld a.o. on aid to Namibia.

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, do you
recognise that in practical rcrms there is no occupation
of Namibia - Namibia has a freely elected govern-
ment - and that the current preseirce of foreign
troops on Namibian territory is particularly due to the
Cuban presence in Angola and the constant aggression
from across the border, so that the first condition is

the stopping of these attacks and the situation would
then probably be resolved relatively quickly?

Mr Ellemann-Jeosen -'(DA) I do not agree with our
honourable questioner. Quite clearly there exists an
illegal occupation of Namibia.

Mr Moreland (ED). - Is the Foreign Minister not
aware of the fact that, although many of us support
humanitarian aid to the people of Namibia and indeed
are highly cridcal of the handling of the situation by
the South African Government, we deplore the fact
that certain aid is going to organizations, like one in
Zambia, for the training of S\7APO guerillas? This is

a danger to the securiry of the area and must be a con-
cern of the Foreign Ministers.

Mr Ellemann-Jensen. - (DA)I have to inform the
honourable'questioner that so far the Communiry has
provided aid in the following areas. Firstly with regard
to emergency aid, the Communiry has provided a total
of +OO OOO units of account to persons now in Angola,
driven away from their homes, a number of whom are
believed to have fled from Namibia. In'the Autumn of
1982 it was.made possible over the budget to contri-
burc rc the emergency work which is being carried out
in, amongst other places, Angola; here the Com-
munity contribution amounted to 5 million units of
account, and pan of that was used to help refugees
from Namibia. The second area is food aid. Approxi-
mately half of the food aid which the Community pro-
vides to Angola in 1982 will be used to help refugees
and people driven away from their homes, who, at the
present time are in Angola, and of those people quirc a
few originate from Namibia. The third area where the
EC provides aid is what is called aid for work done by
nqn-governmental organizations. Here the Com-
muniry has provided aid in the peiod 1976-1981 to
the British Catholic Institute for International Rela-
tions for help ,towards informadon materials for
Namibian refugees in several countries in Southem
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Ellemann-Jenscn

Africa, and also rc Deanche Wehhungerhilfe as help
towards the construction of a kindergarten. The
amounts in question have been.rather modesq 50 000
and approximately 6 000 units of accounr respectively.
I do not think that this is aid of the kind thar was
intended in the supplementary quesdon.

Mr Blumenfeld (PPE). - (DE) As the President-in-
Office referred in his answer to question No 83 ro a
written question which I and a number of colleagues
put to the Council some six months ago, may I ask
him whethei he believes that the Communiry finance
given to a foundation in Namibia which is under the
iontrol of the S\7APO treasurer - the sum involved
is 10 million ECU - has now actually reached the
Namibian people to support cenain linguistic and
other cultural projects? My impression is that the
Council has so far irot given serious thought to its
answers.

Mr Ellcmenn-Jcnsen. - (DA) I do not recognize the
amount mentioned by M, Blumenfeld. I do not know
from where this amount stems, but I must make it
clear that a proper control of funds exists. If there is
any doubt about this, I think that Mr Blumenfeld
should contact the Commission. This is where this
control is exercised.

Presidcnt. - Question No 84 by Mr Seligman (H-
510/82):

Can the Ministers say what can be done to hasten
the release of the 1200 Erhiopian political prison-
ers - men, women and children who were related
rc the former Emperor Haile Selassie - who have
been held for nine years in Addis Abbaba without
trial?

Mr Elleman-Jenseo, Presidetrin-Offce of the Coancil
of Foreign Ministers.- (DA) The Ten have repeatedly
expressed their opposition to the infringement of
human rights where ever it may take place. The Ten
meedng in Political Cooperation have, with concern,
followed the repons on infringements of human rights
in Ethiopia, and individual Member States have tried
rc influence the Ethiopian government with a view to
safeguarding human rights. The Ten will continue this
procedure. The Ten have noted that on the 6 and
11 September 1981 and on the 11 Septcmber 1982
Ethiopia released respectively 474 and 716 prisoners,
including political prisoners. And rhe Ten hope that
this &velopment will continue.

Mr Sclignan (ED). - The President is quirc right
that a number have been released, but many of the
Royal family are sdll imprisoned, including children
and women qtho have been there for nine years with-
out trial, and this is undoubtedly a breach of generally

accepted human rights. I feel the President should not
accept the excuse that they are being held there for

- their own securiry. This is a standard excuse and is
obviously unreal, because if these people were released
to Europe or to Britain they would be perfectly safe.
So I hope he will mainain the pressure on the govern-
ment of Ethiopia to release these poor people.

Mr Ellcmann-Jcnscn. - (DA) | agree with Mr Selig-
man that pressure must be maintained. Unfortunarely
it has not been possible to identify the prisioners that
were released in September. There seems to have been
Ministers from Emperor Haile Selassie's former
governmbnt amongst those that were released, but no
members of the Imperial family.

Presidcnt. - Question No 85 by Mrlsra€l (H-428/
82):

Have the Foreign Ministers pointed out rc rhe
French Minister for Foreign Relations the great

' imponance which the European Parliament, being
composed of the directly elected represenrarives of
the peoples of Europe, would have attached to
hearing the President of the French Republic
expound his views on the internatiqnal prorection
of human rights?

Mr Ellemann-Jensco, President-in-Offce of tbe Co*ncil
of Foreign Ministers. - (DA) The choice of forum for
presenting national viewpoints, e.g. when it concerns
the international protection of human rights is solely
the affair of the single Member State, and rhus not
subject to debate amongst the Ten's Foreign Ministers
within the framework of European Political Coopera-
tion.

Mr Israitl (DEP). - tfQ Do you nor fear that this
House acted as a repellant and rhat is why we have nor
had the honour of hearing the represenadve of France
talk about the internarional prorecrion of human'
rights?

Mr Ellcmann-J @A) Imust refer you to the
French President.

Mr Bonde (CDI). 
- (DA) If the occasion should

arise, can the Foreign Minister give assurances that
such a possible inclusion of otherwise excellent human
rights be implemented as a proposal for an amendment
to the Treary?

Mr Ellemnnn-Jcnsen. - (DA) I don't quite under-
stand the quesdon. But I presume w'e can agree that if
it is about the extension of human rights, we will have
to make it urork in some way or another, regardless of
how many sore toes s/e may srcp on in the process.
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President. - Question Time is closed.l during these six ,nonthi. He has our gratitude. Thank

I would just like, from rhe chair, to thank the Foreign 
you very much indeed'

Minister ar the end of his six-month term of office for (Apphase - Tlte sitting was closed at 7 p.m).'
the courteous and extremely friendly and informative
way in which he has answered the questions put to him

l.SeeAnnex. I Agenda for next sitting: see Minutes.
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ANNEX

l. Questions to the Commission

Qaestion No 8 by Mr Petersen (H-454/82)

Subject: Nuclear power sarions

Is the Commission aware that the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the United Smtes
has compiled a report for the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission which concludes that
the risk of serious accidents in American nuclear porrer sations is one major accident per
I 000 reactor years and not, as officially accepred up ro now, one major accident per
20 000 reactor years?

How does the Commission judge the relevance of this repon to nuclear power poliry in
the Community, and ii the Commission prepared to allow an independent research body,
perhaps the Oqk Ridge National Laboratory to conduct p similar examination of the risks
associatcd with nuclear power stations in the Community?

Ansuter

1. The Commission was informed that the report to which the Member refers in his'
question was being drafted. This report which ib to be published in the near future is also
available to the Commission.

2. ThC report is based on an evaluation of the accidents in the USA berween 1969 and
1979. lt does not take into consideration the improvements in nuclear power shtions
which have been made especially since the Three-Mile-Island accident. It should be norcd
here that the Oak Ridge Nadonal Laboratory intends in a second state ro analyse the
accidents of the last few years.

3. The senrices of the Commission have not been able so far to analyse this repon in
deail; after a preliminary analysis and initial contacts with external ixperu it appears
wise, however, to have certain reservations about the methodology which was used in the
repon to'calculate on the basis of reliable data the probability of a serious accidens

4. Finally it must be noted that an accident of the kind taken as the basis for this repon
(severe damage to the core of the reactor) does not.necessarily produce radiolofical
effects on workers or the surrounding population (the primary circuit is housed in a
tightly sealed pressure container).

5. Thc Commission believes that the repon should be regarded and evaluated as pan of
a seriesof studies which use methods of probabiliry calculation.

These studies are undoubtedly to be taken seriously; in view of their differing results and
the uncenainty faaor in transmitting results, however, such studies should bJ included in
the decision process with the grearcsr caution.

Vithout commenting on the advisabiliry of conducting a similar study in Europe, we wish
to point out that it is intended o develop the methodology of probabiliry calculation and
conduct individual studies on the basis of the European Reliability Data System which is
being established in the research instirute at Ispra of the Joint Research Centre.

,b

+rt

Question No 10 by Mr Israil (H-464/82)

Subject: Aid to the Afghan refugees in Pakistan

In the chaprcr headed 'Afghan refugees in Pakistan' of its communication to the Council
of 4 June 1982 (COM(82) 354 final), the Commission rakes rhe view that it would be
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appropriare to supply the Afghan refugees with emergency aid of l0 million ECU. In its
resolution on the situation in Afghanistan, adopted at the June 1982 part-session, the
European Parliament called on the Commission to step up its aid to the Afghan refugees.
Does the Commission consider that the acdon referred to in the above-mentioned docu-
ment fully complies with Parliament's request?

Ansuer

The Commission considers that the aid the Community has granrcd to Afghan refugees in
Pakistan is quite in accordance with, in particular, the European Parliament's wish as

expressed in its resolution of last June. This aid includes, in addition to the emergency aid
of l0 000 OOO ECU mentioned by the Honorable Member, food aid, in the form of
cereals, milk powder, butteroil and sugar, worth about 14 000 000 ECU. This is

24000000 ECU-worth in all, a considerable increase overthe 22500 000 ECU of 1981

and the 14 000 000 ECU of 1980.

+

,l*

Qrestion No 11 by Mr Deniau (H-468/82)

Subject: Dwelopment of food aid policy

Does the Commission consider that food aid should be increased or, on the contrary, dis-
couraged, and has it any plans for a programme of substitute measures?

Ansaner

As it has already had the opportunity to point out, the Commission is now looking into all
the problems connected with Communiry food aid. An assessment repon by an outside
body has been transmitted to,Parliament. The action plan against world hunger of Octo-
ber 1981 and the recent Commission memorartdum on Communiry development policy -rwo documents which Parliament has received - lay down imponant guidelines, panicu-
larly as far as food strategies are concerned. The Commission has undertaken to draw up
concrete proposals as basis for a thoroughgoing debate on the subject when the time
comes.

Question No 18 by Mr Pranchere (H-394/82)

Subject: Reduction of the increase in agriculural production costs

Farmers in countries with a high rate of inflation are facing subsantial increases in their
production costs. The European Parliament took this unfavourable situation into account
in its resoludon on agricultural prices for 1982-1983 which called on the Commission 'to
propose supplementary measures enabling the increase in production costs to be reduced
in countries with a high rate of inflation'. \7ill the Commission propose measures corres-
ponding rc this objective?

'Ansuer

The Commission believes that the latest decisions on prices and related measures, for the
l9S2/83 marketing year, IAke sufficient account of the problem caused by the marked
increase in producdon costs in Member States with high inflation rates.
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Firsdy, farmers in those Member States received an increase in common prices expressed
in national currency which is wcll above the Coqrmunity average and, generally speaking,
very close to their rate of inflation.

Secondly, special measures were adopted for some Member States with high inflation
rates, namely, Ireland and Greece. These included the introduction of the calf premium
ilreedy paid in Italy. In addidon, for Greece, the prices of several agricultural products
were aligned immediately on the common prices, even before the planned date.

The Commission feels that all these decisions, in so far as they contribute to raising rhe
prices actually received by farmers, constitute a reasonable response to the concern
expressed in this House and by the Honourable Member.

It therefore believes that there is no need at present to propose additional measures aimed
at curbing the increase in producdon costs in counries with high inflation rates. The
upward movement of produoion costs, moreover, is now much slower rhan in mid-1981.

+

tg ,3

Question No 19 by Mr Kirh (H-a52/82)

Subject: Violation of Anicles 30-36 of rhe EEC Treaty \

'Vhereas the EEC countries in general have regulations governing which colouring subst-
ances are permitted in foodstuffs, only Grcece has reguladons on the quandty of colour-
ing substances and the percenage of water in caviar substitute. These .reguladons are
impossible to comply with in the production of lumpfish caviar, the result being that this
product - which is sold in all other EEC countries - is barred from the Greek market as
long as the regulations are observed.

Does the Commission agree that these regulations are conrrary to Anicles 30-35 of the
EEC Treary and, if so, will it take steps to ensure that the Greik Government removes
this barrier to trade?

Ansaner

The Commission recently received complaints about the ,.gul"rion, in force in Greece on
the maximum permissible quantiry of water and colouring substances in caviar substitute.

The Commission then approached the Greek authorities rc point out various aspects of
the regulation which could present a problem in view of ia compadbiliry with the Com-
munity law. No reply has been received so.far from the Greek auchorities.

If it should emerte that the reguladons in question are incompatible with Community law,
then the Commission will take the necessary steps to ensure that rhe rules of the EEC
Treacy are enforced.

*
*tt

Qrestion No 2Q by Mr Basil de Fenanti (H-4i7/82)

Subject: Improving the {uality of television broadcasts transmitted via satellircs

Television pictures will soon be transmitted from satellites direcdy to the home in all
European countries. In view of the imponance of picture quality ro rhc viewer and the
benefits that a common standard would bring, would rhe Commission now srare its view
on the Multiplex Analogue Component (MAc) sysrcm which has greetar porcntial for
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future improvemenrs than PAL and SECAM and which is currently being considered by
the European Broadcastir.rg Union and is the Commission preparing a proPosal to the
Council to ensure both better quality and standardization?

Answer

The Commission has not so far interfered in the choices open ff, Member Starcs on stand-
ards and technical means of broadcasdng. It does not think it opponune at the moment to
do so. These man€rs.are normally dealt with in the relevant international specialist organi-
sarions, such as the Inrernational Telecommunications Union and the European Broad-
casting Union.

However, there is no reason to preclude any possibly action from the Commission at a

larcr date, Yhat would mean, however, the Member States showing a greater desire for
convergencc and the interested bodies expressing their inrcrest in a Community action.

Nonetheless, the Commission fully appreciates the potential advanages of a uniform sys-

rcm as this would help to encourage free uade in goods, reduce costs and improve the
qualiry of equipment

*
+

Question No 23, by Mr Mc Cartin (H-495/82)

Subject: Regional Fund

How does the Commission ensure that a proponionally grearcr level of funds from the
Regional Funds reaches those areas within each Member States suffering from relatively
greater disadvantage?

Answer

1. EEC Regulation No 725/75 of the Council of tA March 1975, as amended by EEC
Regulations Nos 214199 and 3325/80, provides (Anicle 3(1, 2)) for priority, when funds
are being dlocated from the Regional Fund, to go to local investments in the priority
areas ar nadonallevel. This provision enables the Commission to choose from among the
applications made by the Member Sates in the light of the needs from the point of view of
regional development.

2. In the Commission's new guidelines for regional development policy adopted on
2alriy 1981, the concentration of assistance from the Regional Fund (sub-quota) was
mendoned as being one of the prioriry objectives. This is why, in the proposals it made in
October 1981 on revising the ERDF rcgulationl, the Commission proposed (Anicle 4) to
restriet assistance from the Fund to regions which posed the most serious problems from
the Communiry point of view.

!+

,& ,+

Qnestion No 24 by Mr De G*cht (H-50a/82)

Subject: Belgian T-zones

Is the Commission aware of the plans of the Belgian Governnient - and possibly the
Dutch Government as dell - to establish a number of 'T-zones' in which goods may be

' COM(81) 589 final of 26. 10. 1981.
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manufactured exempt from the tax rates obtaining in those countries and from the nor-
mally applicable businiss establishment procedures, and if so, does it intend m give its
approval to these projects?

Ansuer

The Commission has received official nodfication of the Belgian proposals ro crearc
employment zones vrith certain fiscal advantages and simplification of administrative pro-
cedures. The Commission is currendy studying these proposals but ir is too early for it to
give a final decision. The Commission has not been informed of any similar Dutch plans.

.Question No b by Mr Bonaccini (H:t0(n2)

Subject: The civil electronics industry

The civil electronics industry in Italy has for some time now been in a starc of crisis, wit-
ness the closure of factories, mass redundancies, producdon cuts and the pruning of com-
pany organizational strubtures. Because of their multinational status, enrerprises such as
AEG-Telefunken; Grundig and Fhilips have been panicularly hard hit. Is the Commission
watching this situation, how does it view it, what is its attitude m the activities of the mul-
tinationals and what anti-crisis measures and contingency plans does it inrend to propose?

Ansaner

1. The Commission'is aware of the general deceleradon of economic activity, which is
also affecting the civil elecronics sector. However, the Commission does not consider
that Italy's situation is noticeably different from that of the other Member Starcs or that
the firms listed by the Honorable Member are the main cause of the problems facing the
civil electronics sector in Ialy. The Commission has no reason to believe that the invest-
ment and employment policies of the firms are discriminatory towards their Italian subsi-
diaries.

2. The initiatives planned or implemented and schemes by the Commission as pan of the
Communiq/s industrial strarcgy with a view to countering the effects of the general dece-
leration of economic activiry and, in particular, to re-establish the compititiveness of
industry and create fresh possibilities of employment include:

- rhe promorion of productive investments (see COM(82) 5a1 of 14. lO. 1982);

- the strengthening of the internal market;

- the stimuladon of the scientific and technological potential of the Communiry;

- the increase of that pan of the Communiq/s financial resources which is intended, to
encourage innovation in new technology (see (COM(82) of 15.lO.l9B2);

- $^e__Elgopean_ Stratcgic Programme of Research in Information Technology -ESPRIT (see COM(82) 287 and 486).

+
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Qaestion No 28 by Mr Cecoaini (H-t2i/52)

Subject: GATT Summit in G.r,.""

Can the Commission indicate-what prospecr liebefore the GATT summit meeting which
opens in Geneva at the end of the month and, in particular, whar strategy it is proposed to
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adopt ois'd'vii the US proposal that a distinction be made, in terms of the aid granted,
between the most backward Third Vorld countries and those which have ."Je sorn.
economic progress in recent year?

Answer

1. The ministerial meeting of the Conracting Panies of GATT ended on 20 November
1982. The Conference adoprcd a final document covering all the present trade problems,
which.includes a political declaration as well as cenain general commitments and an'oper-
ational work programme for GATT in the eighties.

The formal accession of the ministers to the final document was accompanied by interpre-
tational reseryations and/or comments on certain points disputed by various panicipints.
Australia, for its pan, entirely dissociated itself from the document. The EEC and a num-
ber of other industrialized countries refused rc be involved in a ministerial decldration that
included fresh commitments nor covered by the Tokyo Round and went beyond the
intentions and genuine possibilities of action of the governments. It had a formal record
made of its views on the political commitments againsr protectionism, agriculture, the set-
ilement of disputes, quantitative restrictions and other non-tariff -easu.es and on the
study of fish and fish products.

The difficuldes encountered in the formulation of the final conclusions of the Conference
were no doubt due rc the. graviry of the general economic situation and rhe serious prob-
lems currendy rc be faced in international trade relations and to the participants' varying
views of the origin of the problems and the way they should be solved.

2.. As far as the developing countries are concerned, the idea of fresh tariff negodations
with the most advanced of rhem was pur forward by the Member Smrcs, supponed by
Switzerland.

The aim of these negotiations was to grent these countries mainrcnance of the advantages
in the teneralized rystem of preferences - at special rates of duty less favourable th-an
those for other beneficiaries - in exchange for acceptance by the countries concerned of
measures to free their impons and reduce and consolidate customs dudes.

I.n ur..* of the firm opposition to this proposal, the question is only mentioned covenly in
the document.

(Although the second pan of Mr Cecovini's quesrion deals with financial aid to the devel-
oping countries, the question is one which is outside GATT's scope.)

'16

**

Question No 29 by MrAhoanos (H-i24/82)

Subject: Protective measures in respect of textile imports

In l98l,thefirstyearof Greece'smembershipof theEEC,there wasatremendousrisein
textile impons ente.nng Greece, chiefly from the EEC and countries with special preferen-
tial agreements with the Community, which has had a critical impact on the te*dl. ind,rs-
try in Greece. (Cotton fabrics: 1980 impons totalled 2 820 ronnes and in 1981 rose m
.4662; yarns totalled 501 ronnes in 1980, increasing to 1993 in r98r; knired goods
totalled 750 tonnes in 1980, rising ro 4 174 in 1981.)

Since texdles is one of the traditional sectors of the Greek economy, emplofng thousands
of workers and providing a sourc€ of income for thousands of cotton-gio*erslwhat mea-
sures does the Commission propose to take and is it at least considering the possibility of
taking'protective measures'to resrict textile imports entering Greei, seeing that'the
situation will get still worse as a result of the neur multifibre a.range*ent within-GRTTI

,l
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' Ansuer

l. The Commission is aware of rhe serious problems in the rcxtile sector in the Member
States of the Communiry. In order to structure trade, the'Communiry has introduced a

coherent rexriles policy, one of rhe aims of which is to palliate the negative gffgcts 9f
impons from countriei vhere production cosr are low. It was with this in mind that the

Community negoriated a whole series of bilateral atreements with various textile prd-
ucers within thJframework of the Multifibre Arrangement. Outside the Arrangement, the

Communiiy has negotiated administrative arrangements with the producers of sensitive

textile proiucts in ;he countries v'hose access to the Communiry market is, generally

speaking, preferential. These arrangements involve limiting t€xdle expons (all sensitive

pioducts; io a figure fixed by joint agreement at Communiry or regional level. Greece, as

a Member of the Communiry, enjoys the full benefit of these rurangemeqts

2. It is up to the Member States to ask for safeguard measures against imports frgm pre;

ferential iountries where the economic situation warrants recourse to the safeguard

clauses. The Commission examines any such requests in close consultation with the Mem-
ber States.

3. Lasdy, Greece's impons from other Member States of the Communiry are of _course
covered by the provisions of the Treary as fas as the free circulation of goods.is- con-
cerned., Indireci imports may be subject to measures in accordance with Article 115

(EEC).

,6
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Qrestion No 31 by Mr Ephremidk (H-t40/82)

Subject: Greek wheat exports

The premiums which rhe EEC gives in respect of wheat exports to third countries do not
beneiit Greece at all since the Greek export period commences in September, whereas the
premiums are given in November/December and therefore benefit only the big wheat-
exporting countriei of the EEC.

Thus, this year, given the low level of world prices, not a single kilo of wheat has been

exponed from Greece, in contrast with 1981 (September) when 300 000 tonnes had been

exponed. Funhermore, violating yet again the principle of Communiry preference,-the

EEC imporu 8OO OOO ronnes of durum wheat from third countries everlr year, yet does

not take a single kilo from Greece.

\Vhat immediate measures does the Commission propose to take in respect of Greek
wheat exports since disaster [hreatens, also having regard to the lack of storage facilities?

Ansuter

The Commission considers that the description of the Community wheat nrarket and

Greece's expon possibilides does not correspond to realiry.

Certainly, Greece produces a surplus of common wheat, but so do other Member States

of the Cbmmunity. The granting of export refunds for common wheat is something from
which all Member States may benefir Qrandng of the first batch of refunds for 1982-83

began on 1 July 1982.

For durum wheat, a product for which Greece is the only country in the Communiry with
a surplus, the Commission has introduced special intervention measures in the shape of
refund on exports from Greece for 150 000 t.

The resulr of such measures nevenheless depends on the way the Member Statc in ques-

tion avails itself of the possibilities offered.
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The present shortage of possibilities of selling cereals on the internal market must be anri-
buted to both the price situation on the Communiry market and the inward processing
traffic which favorlrizes the use of wheat from third countries.

The Commission has thus done its utmost within the framework of the possibilities
offered by the regulations with a view to favourizing the sale of surplus Greek wheat.

Question No 32 by MrAdamor (H-t44/52)

Subject: Shonage of storage facilities

The storage problem for this year's crop of. maize is even more acute than in any previoqs
year. This is due to the fact that the sbrage facilities available to the Union of Agricultural
Cooperatives and the Government have an approximate capecity of t tOO 000 tonnes,
800/o of which, however, is occupied by common and durum wheat from the 198l/1982
crops. Therefore the storate space available today represents acapacity of 80 to 100 thou-
sand tonnes, whereas this yeals production of maize is estimated to exceed I 400 000
tonnes.

Vhat measures does the Commission propose to take to prevent the fruits of Greek
farmer's labour being desroyed, and so that the Greek State suffers no prejudice?

Ansuter

Regulation No 355/77 of the Council provides for the EAGGF to contribute to rhe
expenditure involved in improving and rationalizing the conditions of processing and mar-
keting agricultural products from the Community.

In order to do this, the Member,smte in question presents the Commission wii:h secroral
programmes on one or more agricultural products.

The first Greek sectoral programmes adopted by the Commission include one on creating
new storage and drying facilities for cereals in Greece.

The investments covered in this prolramme include the creation, by 1984, of a funher
1 million t storage capacity for cereals with a view to catering for the anticipated increase
in cereal production.

The Commission has the pleasure of informing the Honorable Member thar, up to the end
of 1982, the Fund had contributed to the financing of eight invesrmenr projects in the
sector in question, corresponding to an increase in storage capacity of about 500 000 t.

+

**

Qaestion No 34, by Mr Clinton (H-t49/52)

Subject: Egg and poultry meat supplibs

fu the Commission is aware, there is a surplus production of eggs in the Communiry and
expon of surpluses in inter-Communiry trade may lead to dumping and serious consequ-
ences for producers.

In order to overcome the problem would the Commission consider introducing provisions
requiring export€rs (in inter-Communiry trade) to sell at a price not below the cost of
producdon in the imponing Member State and will the Commission consider introducing
.similar measures for poultry meat where a similar problem exisa?
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Ansaner

The creadon of the common market comprising agricultural products implies the free cir-
cirladon of goods bewecn the Member States, prohibiting import or export dudes as well
as quantitative restrictions, and measures of equivdent effect, between them.

Regarding eggs, it must be emphasized that the oommon org'anization for the market in
eggs (Regulation (EEC) No 2771/75 of the Council of 29. 10. 1975, OJ L 28, l. ll. 1975,
p. 49),does not include any rules directly influencing the demand./supply mechanism and
price formation. Thus it is essentially the free play of market forces which determines
price levels. In particular, the market organization does not provide for the fixing of prices
in intra-Community trade, but only prot€cts the EEC-market against impons from third
countries by means of sluicegate prices and variable levies.

The Commission does not intcnd to propose an extension of this rystem to intra-Com-
munity trade.This would not only be contf,ary to the basic principles of the common mar-
ket, but would, without doubt, already in the shon tcrm lead to 'nadonal' over-supply and
price detcrioration, as a result of the specific production and market conditions of the egg
seoor. The same reasoning applies to poultry meaq where production might even more
rapidly be expanded.

' o*o

Qrcstion No 35 by Mr Bo*niar (H-55U82)

Subject: Centre of fricndship amongst the Peoples and the Promotion of Studies on the
Resistance against Fascism at Anoyia, Crete

In his recent lettcr to the President of the Commission, Mr G. Thorn, and to other leading
figures in the Communiry and the Greek Government, the mayor of Anoyia on rhe island
of Crerc requess implementation of the.resolution adoptcd by the European Parliament
last May to the effect that a Centre of Friendship amongst uhe Peoples and the Promotion
of Srudies on the Resiscance against Fascism be established at Anoyia, Crete.

As this reque$ from the heroic village of Anofa, Cretc, merits our wholeheartcd support,
how docs the Commissioir intend rc deal with the above matter, which vill reflecr honour
on the European Community?

Ansaner

The Commission fully shares the interest the Honourable Member has expressed in rhe
idea involved in the initiadvc to which he refers. It can but agree with the political, scien-
tific and humanitarian modves behind the Resolution adoptcd by rhe Europcan Parlia-
ment.

Nevenheless, in addition to the qucstion of knowing whether the creation of such a @nrre
is within the Communiqy's scope, there remains the fact that the budgetary constraints on
the Commission and tlc priorities it has to meet prevent it from contemplating marerial
suppoft for the iaitiative in question.

Once the Centrc has been set up, the Commission rescrves thc right to re-examine any
r€quest it receives in the light of the staars and the protramme of activities of the Centre
and their conformiry wirh the aims of thc Comrruniry.

:$

++
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Question No 39 by Mr Beniza (H-559/82)

Subject: Implementation of the agreement beffeen the Communiry and Yugoslavia

The restrictions recendy imposed by the Yugoslav Government, introducing an expatria-
tion tax on Yugoslavs going abroad, conflict with the Italian/Yugoslav agreements tov-
erning minor frodtier traffic and the movement of persons which were signed in Udine on
31 October 1962 and renewed at the beginning of this year.

Since this agreement was included as Annex fV to the EEC-Yugoslavia Coopegation
Agreement, what does the Commission intend to do to reduce rhe economic difficulties of
thi regions concerned and persons living in the frontier regions, many of whom own pro-
perry on the other side of the border and who cannot visit it more than five times a year?

Answer

The Preamble to the EEC-Yugoslavia cooperation agreement mentions a concern with the
Community and Yugoslavia contributing to the achievement of the aims of the Agree-
merits signed in Osimo on 10 November 1975 between the Republic of Italy and the Fed-
erative Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia

However, Title IV of the agreement specifies that the contracting parties intend rc favour-
ize the economic development of the free zone, including in the list projects submiaed for
financing as. part of the financial protocol and not applying measures to re-establish cus-
toms duties in respect of products manufactured in the zone when such products are cov-
ered by ceilings as part of the agreement.

,+
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Question No 42, by Mr Ctrry (H-t62/82)

Subject: \7'heat

'Vhat steps does the Commission intend to take to ensure tha[ the rules and standards
governing the accepance of wheat into iniervention are applied uniformly across rhe
Communiry?

Answer

The Commission intends examining the problem as soon as possible. Vith this in mind, it
has decided to discuss these problems both with people in professional circles and with
national expefls.

+
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Qacstion No 43, by Mr Sherloch (H-t64/82)

Subject: Cooperation with USA on nuclear reactor safery

Does the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission freely exchange technical infor-
mation on nuclear safery, maintenance and operational procedures wirh Member States
possessing water reactors ?

Ansster

1. American legislation stipulates that any information on regulations on nuclear safety
is of public interest. Information of this kind is widely disseminated and easily accessible
all over the world.
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2. Specific rcchnical information is exchanged under a large number of bilateral agree-
ments between the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the corresponding
national organizations.

3. Information is also exchanged under an agreement reached in 1978 berween the Joint
Research Centre and the NRC on nuclear safery. This agreement is pan of an all-embrac-
ing treaty besween the USA and Euratom which was signed in 1958 and added to on
several occasions since then.

In addition to that there are numerous direct contacts between specialists in different
fields and contacts in international organizations, e.g. in OECDINEA in Paris or the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna.

*
++

Question No 44, by Lord Betbell (H-567/82)

Subject: Landing cards

In view of the welcome decision of the British Government to abolish landing cards for
Communiry citizens entering the United Kingdom by air, would the Commission urge the
French Government also to abolish landing cards for Communiry citizens flfng into
France?

Answer

After a request from the Commission the French Government informed thi Commissioh
on 13.12.1982that with effect from 1. 12.l9E2 it had abolished the obligadon m fill in
landing cards for.citizens of other Member States entering France by air.

+

+r+

Question No 45, by Mrs Castle (H-569/52)

Subject: VAT

To what extent are Member Statcs free rc decide the products to which VAT should be
applied and are they free'to exempt VAT from food?

Ansuer

Under the common syst€m of value added tax, the exemptioni to be applied within rhe
rcrritory of a Member State are laid down in Anicle 13 of the Council's 6th VAT Direc-
dve of 17 May 1977.

Foodstuffs are not mentioned in Anicle 13 and are thus in principle subject to tax. Mem-
ber States may, however, apply reduced rarcs in accordance with Anicle 12 of the 5th
Directive.

Moreover, those Member States which applied, a zero rate when the 6th Direcrive was
adopted may continue to do so in accordancc with the ransitional provisions of
Anicle 28(2) of the 5th Directive.

,l
,s {.
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Question No 47, bg Mr Ryan (H472/82)

Subject: Economic, monetary and budgetary policies in Ireland

Having regard rc the fact that Ireland in the period since mid-1977 pursued economic,
monetary and budgetary policies which departed from the guidelines laid down by the
Council, did the Commission send any recommendations to the States concerned pursuant
to Article 1l of the Council Decision of 18 February 1974 and if so with what consequ-
ences and if noq why not?

Ansuer

In taking up position on economic poliry, the Commission may follow a number of differ-
ent procedures, both formal and informal.

The choice of procedure ois-d-vis a particular Member State results from a consideration
of all the facrors the Commission considers important. Over the period indicated by the
Honourable Member, since 1977 that is, but also in the years immediarcly before thaq the
recommendations on economic policy which the Commission addressed to Ireland were,
in the main, made'pursuant to Articles 2, 3 and 4 of the Council Decision of 1 8 February
1974 and nor on rhe basis of Anicle 11. The Commission felt, in fact, that application of
the.se anicles was more in keeping with the demands of the economic'situation in Ireland
and with the need for greater economic convergence within the Communiry.

rg

**

Qaestion No 48, by Mr Habsbwg (H-t75/82)

Subject: Unequal treatment of 'liberadon movements'

Is the Commission aware that the Angolan 'UNITA' is a'far more authentic 'liberation
movement' than 'S$[APO', which is controlled and financed by the Soviet Union, and

how can rhe Commission justify supporting the latter while deliberately ignoring the
former?

Answer

The Commission would draw'the Honourable Member's attention to the fact that in
regard to Namibia the Communiry provides no economic assistance to the South Vest
African People's Organization. fu to Angola, the Communiry maintains relations with the
government of that country, which is recognized by all EEC Member States.

!s
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Qrestion No 49, by Mr Pearce (H-577/82)

Subject: Merseyside County and the Merseyside Special Development Area

Vith regard to Merseyside Counry and the Merseyside Special Development Area, what
crireria are used to determine the proponion of ERDF grants for industrial investment
rhat is devoted m small and medium-sized businesses and rc new factories and is the Com-
mission satisfied that this proportion is suitable in relation to the area's needs?

Ansaner

l. In order to enable small and medium-sized firms to be better placed in respect

of receiving ERDF aid, the current Fund regulation lays down (section quota) tvro
provisions, whereby:
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- a series of investments with the same geographical and financial link in the crafr or
touriqt sectors can be considered as a single investmentl

- the rate of 200/o of. the cost of the investment may be exceeded in the calculation of
aid for the craft and services secrors.

The Commission considers the use of these provisions so far as inadequate. It intends
examining, with the Unircd Kingdom authorities, the possibilides of making greater use of
the ERDF for investments in the industrial and the craft sectors.

2. As regards the non-quota secrion, Regulation (EEC) No 2617 /80 of the Council of
7 October 1980r lrying down specific Community regional development acdon to conrri-
burc to the elimination of obstacles to the development of new economic acdviries in cer-
tain areas concerned by reorganization and shipbuilding provides, among other things, for
Merseyside Counry, the financing of operations that are panicularly suitable for small and
medium-sized businesses.

3. Lastly, in its proposals for the revision of the ERDF regulation2, the Commission laid
down (Anicle 15) special provisions on the financing of schemes to develop and exploit
the local potential of the regions, which are specifically for small and medium-sized busi-
nesses.

o 
*o

Question No 5Q by Mr Goppel (H-580/82)

Subject: lom6-III negotiations

Does the Commission not agree that rc admit to the negotiations on rhe Lom6-III Con-
yendon a country such as Angola which has no resped for human rights and whose
government is only able rc remain in power by allowing its terrirories to be occupied by
Cuban mercenaries is incompatible with the principles of the Communiry?

Ansaner

The possibiliry of a State - whose economic structure and production are similar ro those
of the ACP stat€s - acceding to the Convendon regulating cooperation berween the
Community and the ACP States is expressly provided in thar Convention.

The Commission considers that the possible accession of Angola to the nexr ACP-EEC
Convention would facilitarc the drive for regional cooperarion besween the countries of
southern Africa and contriburc to the development and stabiliry of the whole of the region
and of each individual country - both aims to which the Commission referred again
recently in its memorandum on the Communiry's development poliry.

Question No 51 by MrVan Rompuy (H-tBt/52)

Subject: Belgian textiles scheme

'lVhat is the position with regard to the Commission's netodarions wirh the Belgian
Government on the extension of the Belgian texriles scheme afrcr 3l December 1i82,

1 OJ No L27t of 15. 10. 1980., COM(81) 589 final.
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and how have such delays arisen in the consideration of the textiles questions by the
Commission?

Ansaer

The Belgian government notified the Commission, on March 1982, of. its request for an
alternadvi plan to the existing arrangements involving new formulae for aid and for prior
nodfication of significant cases. The Commission began procedure 93/2/EEC in this res-
pect, as it considered that the altqrnative project had aspects which were incompatible
with the EEC rules of compctition.

After aking up position on certain aspects to which the Commission objected in the said
opening of procedure - both in a letter dated 18 June 1982 and in direcr conract - rhe
Belgian Bovernment, on 15 December 1982, asked for the plan currently in effect to be
extended.

Repeated oontact besween the Commission and the Belgian government has occurred
since and is still going on with a view to completing the information the Commission
requires to decide on the Belgian government's reques6. The Commission will be aking a

decision next January.

Question No 54 by Mr oan Aerssen (H-t90/82)

Subject: Advantages of Britain's membership of the EEC

The President of the Commission, MrThorn, recently made a clear starcment stressing
the following five advantages for the United Kingdom of membership of the Community:

- The Communiry takes 430lo of Britain's exports and its rarc of growth is higher than
that of any of Britain's other trading partners. Membership of the pommuniry has
attracted substantial direct investment rc the United Kingdom. The Communiry has
facilitated the task of industrial conversion in the United Kingdom. 2.5 m jobs in the
United Kingdom are dependent on the Common Market. British agriculture now
covers three-quarters of total domestic consumption of temperate zone food crops.

'lZhat 
steps has the Commission taken so far m bring these facts home to the British public

at large?

- Answer

One of the main objectives of the Commission's Information Programme is the diffusion
in the Member States of facts about the Community of the kind riferred to by rhe Hon-
ourable Member. This is accomplished by the Commission's Press and Information Off-
ices through regular contacff with representatives of the written press, radio and rclevision
as well as through activities directed towards the general public and specialized groups.

In the context of the lOth anniversary of the accession to rhe Communiry of Denmark,
Ireland and the United Kingdom the Commission's Information Programme has been
reinforced by additional activities, notably in the three member States directly concerned.
On 25 November 1982, on the occasion of President Thorn's visit ro the United King-
dom, a dossier on 'Britain in the Community 1973-83: The Impact of Membership' was
distriburcd to the British press, radio and television by the Commission's Press and Infor-
mation Office in London. Dossiers assessing the impact of membership on panicular
regions were released to the regional press on this occasion. Funhei events, focusing on
the impact of membership, will take place during the coming months under the auspices of
the Commission and of other organizations.

IT
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Il. Qtestions to the Council

Qtestion No 67 by M'r Renilly (H-466/82)

Subject: Aid to Nicaragua

The Committee for aid to the non-associarcd developing countries recently approved a
food aid project wonh 18 million ECU for Nicaragua, intended mainly to provide back-
ing for cooperatives and to assist agrarian reform. Does the Council consider that Com-
muniry support for a project of this type is timely and in keeping with the political
impanialiry which the Community should exercise rcwards a country in crisis?

Answer

The aims of financial and rcchnical 
"id 

fo, the non-assooiated countries are clearly laid
down in the Council Regulation of t7 February and in the general guidelines on this sub-
ject which the Council adopu eluery year.

This aid is based on the needs of the least-favoured countries and the neediest sections of
the population. It gives prioriry to agricultural and rural development schemes and, in
particular, to those aimed at improving the food situation, with a view to conuibuting to
the anti-hunger campaign.

In this largely humanitarian cont€xt, ihe project for Nicaragua, for which the Community
has recently d'ecided financing wonh 7 400 000 ECU (of a total 19 900 000 ECL|, is

inrcnded to develop basic food crops in this country. Larcr on, it could mean that food
imports - and thus the food aid the Communiry has been supplying for several years now

- can be reduced.

The Council therefore considers that Community suppon for this project is opponune
and of direct benefit to the populations, particularly the most underprivileged of them.

,t
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arcstion No 7Q byMr Fhnagan(H-t29/82)

Subject: Rapid exchange of information on dangers arising from the use-of consumer
products

Now that the Council has reccived the opinion of the European Parliament on rhe propo-
sal for a Council dccision introducing a Community sysrcm for the rapid exchange of
information on dangers arising from the use of consumcr products, when will it adopt a
decision on this imponant issue?

Ansaner

I can tell the Honourable Member that discussion of this proposal is under way in the
Council's subordinate bodies.

However, it is not possible at this stage to say when the Council will be in a position to
adopt the Decision.

*
+*
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Qaestion No 71, b7 Mr Cronin (H-t30/82)

Subject: Regional Fund Revision

Can the Council indicate which of the amendmenu adopted by the European Parliament
in the context of the revision of the European Regional Development Fund have been

adopted by the Commission and consequently recommended by the Commission for
adoption?

Ansuer

fu a resulr of the Resolution adopted by the European Parliament on 28 April 1982 the

Commission submined an amended proposal to the Council on 9 September 1982 pur-
suarn to the second paragraph of Article 149 of the Treaty.

Although in the form in which it was put the quesdon is a matter for the Commission, the

Council is prepared to starc that the Commission did draw on the European Parliament's

amendments, particularly in the provisions on coordination of regional policies, the non-
quota section, the change-over to financing by programmes, local development potential
in the regions and the employment of women.

Qaestion No 72 by Mr Ephremidis (H-t38/82)

Subject: The Greek Memorandum

According to the views of those directly concerned - the Greek workers - both their
immediate problems, which have been exacerbated by EEC entry, and more generally the
problem of the economic dwelopment of the country are impossible to solve under the

terms of the Rome Treaties and Greece's Treaty of Accession.

Can the Council state whether the Council, the Rome Treaties and the Treaty of Acces-
sion define the scope of negotiations with Greece on the basis of the Papandreou Govern-
ment's memorandum or whether substandal exceptions will have to be made over and

above the various special 'safeq/ clause plovided for under the EEC Treaty and Greece's

Trerty of Accession?

' 
Qaestion No 73 by MrAkoanos (H-542/82)

Subject: The Greek Memorandum and the principles of competitions

Although the proposals put forward,by the Papandreou Government in its memorandum
cannor provide completc solutions to the problems created for the Greek workers and the
narional economy, talks with the EEC to date have centred purely and simply on a quanti-
tative increase in the resources received from the various Funds or cenain arrantements
for Meditcrranean produce in view of Spain and Ponugal's accession.

How does the Council envisage the problems of departure from the principles of competi-
tion (protection of industry, export aids, exemption from production quotas, etc.)

!6
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Qtestion No 74 by Mr Adamou (H- t 43/S 2)

Subject: Measures ro protecr rhe Greek economy

Vhile the proposals for the 'Memorandum' have been under discussion for many months,
oneyear after the change of government the serious negative consequences of intry into
the EEC have persisted: dismanding of tariff barriers, a Ereat incre4se in Greek imports
from the EEC, a rise in unemployment, closure of small and medium-sized undenakings
in the face of competition from the EEC, low prices for agricultural produce etc.

How will the Council react to the Greek Government taking immediate practical mea-
sures to Prorcc the nadonal economy and the Greek workers until negotiations with the
EEC are concluded?

. Jointansaner

\[ith your permission, and with the permission of the questioners, I will give a joint
answer to Question No 538/82 by Mr Ephremidis, Quesdon No 542/82 by Mr Alavanos
and Question No 543182 by Mr Adamou.

Following initial discussions within the framework of the European Council on 29 and
30 March, 1982, the Commission, in response ro a reque$ by the Council, compiled in
June a full and detailed reply m the Memorandum of the Greek Government.

The Council examined the matter on 21 June, and amongst other things decided that the
Commission should work in conjunction with the Greek authoriries in order to clarify the
various aspects of the matter. Since then these contacts have been cstablished and are con-
tinuing.

It remains for the Commission rc decide how and when to submit its repon on rhe matter
to the Council. At that juncture the Council will re-embark on the necessary discussions.

*
r+ ,[

Qtestion No 76 b Sir PeterVanneck (H-t4Z/52)

Subject: Common Customs Tariff on aeronaurical products.t

Vill the Council explain why cenain Member States and not others invoke Article 223 of
the EEC Treaty as an entirlement to impon dury free products for military aircraft?

. Ansuer

The Council would point out that it is for the Commission to ensure that the provisions of
the Treaty and measures taken pursuanr rhereto are applied.

,+

Su b j ect : Access ion .,,r.ofi :,: :,? :':":,:: :::: ",,,^on Hu m an Ri ghts
and Fundamental Freedoms

Vould the Council welcome the accession of the Communities to the European Conven-
tion-on Human Rights and Fundamenal Freedoms?

1 Council Regulation (EEC)1535/82; OJ L 175 of 21. b. t9B2 p. t.

,l
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Answer

On 3 May 1979 the Commission sent the Council a memorandum on the accession of the
European Communities to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fun-
damental Freedoms. The Council has noted that the European Parliament, having been
consulted by the Commission, adopted a resolution on this subject on 29 October 1982.
fu it has not had occasion to discuss the substance of this matter, the Council has no
position on it.

Question No 78, by Lord Bethell (H-568/82)

Subject: Landing cards

In view of the welcome decision of the British Government to abolish landing cards for
Community citizens entering the United Kingdom by air, would the Council urge the
French Governrirent also to abolish landing cards for Community citizens flying into
France?

Ansanr

The Council has just learned that the French government told the Commission, on
13 December 1982, that, as from 1 December 1982, Community citizens landing in
France no longer had to fill out landing cards.

' o 

oo

Question No 79, by Mr Ryan (H-t73/82)

Subject: Medium-term economic policy programme

\Zhen did the Council last adopt a medium-term economic policy programme in accord-
ance with Anicle 6 of the Council Decision of 18 February 1974 and what action, if any,
has been taken or will be taken against the government of any Member State in breach of
its express declaration to act in accordance with the guidelines laid down?

Ansuer

The last medium-term econoniic policy programme was adopted by the Council on
28 luly 1982.

In addition, each year, the Council lays down economic policy guidelines for each
Member State and quandtative guidelines for the draft national budgets.

On the basis of communicadons regularly sent to it by the Commission, the Council syste-
madcally monitors developments in the economic situation and the conformity of national
policies with the jointly decided guidelines.

,b
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Qaestion No 80, b Mr Pearce (H-578/82)

Subject: Permits for road transport

Does the Council not consider that its decision to reject the Commission's proposals for
1982 for the issue of permits for road ransportl was uttcrly contf,ary to the intentions of
the Treary of Rome permitting free trade berween the Member States, and whar reason
can it give for not altering its position?

Ansuter

The Council, acting on the proposal of the Commission and after consultadon of the
European Parliamenq which gave its opinioir on 12 March 1982, adopted on 22 March
Reguladon No 663182 concerning the Communiry quota for the carriage of goods by
road bew/een Mentber Starcs.

Ill. Qaestions to the ForeignMinisters

a uestion No 87 by Mr Habsbarg (H-583/82)

Subject: National minorities \

All repons indicate a steady worsening in the siruation of national minoriries - such as

Germans and Hungarians - as a result of the policies of the Ceauscescu Government.
Vould the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation be prepared to use their
influence to secure beuer reatment for these minorities, including the right to emigrate rc
the country of their choice ?

Ansaner

The Foreign Ministcrs of the Ten meeting within the framework of European Political
Cooperation have not discussed this concrete quesrion.

During the CSCE-follow-up meeting in Madrid the Ten have urged rhe carrying out in
full of all of the decisions of the final protocol, also including rhe decisions regarding
nadonal niinorides, and they shall condnue qo do so during the now resumed session.

Q*estion No 89 by Mr Kyrkos (H-534/82)

Subject: NATO activities overshadowing relations besween Greece and the EEC

The Greek Government cancelled the NATO exercises planned ro take place in Greece
because NATO headquaners in Naples refused rc include Limnos in the exercise zone as
requested by the Greek Government. The exuaordinaqy meeting of the NATO Defence
Planning Committee in Brussels on 8. 11. 82 blso upheld this decision.

This decision by NATO was received in Greece as the clearest of indications that it
contests Greece's sovereign rights in the Aegean, and more particularly on Limnos.

t OJ Nr C269,21.10. 1981, p.4.
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The problem not only has aspects concerning relations between Greece and NATO - to
'' which the Greek people remain firmly opposed - it could also cast its shadow over rela-

tions between staies within the EEC. In view of this, can the Foreign Ministers state their
opinion on this provocative conrcstation of Greece's sovereign rights?

Ansarcr

The issue menrioned in the question from the honourable Member has not been discussed

amongst the Ten. Therefore I am not in a position to answer the question.

ooo

Question No 91 by Mr Ephremidis (H-t39/52)

Subject: The position of the Ten on the Poland issue

According to information in the prcss, the EEC sent a message to the Greek Government

by telegram asking it to reconsider its views on the Polish issue and to bring them into line

with thi draft resolution of rhe EEC Foreign Ministers condemning the recent events in
Poland.

Can the Foreign Minisrcrs inform us whether such pressure was exerted on the Greek
Governmenr, whether the final EEC positions on Poland are endorsed by the Greek

- Governmenr and, if not, how these came to be expressed as the overall position of the

EECi

Ansarcr

As rhe honourable Member will, of course, know I cannot disclose the contents of internal
discussions beween the Ten. I can, however, inform you that all decisions taken by the

Ten on the question of foreign poliry are based enti5ely on a rule of consensus. Such deci-

sions are made after a free and open discussion without any anemPt to force upon Mem-
ber States the viewpoints of others.

+

*ts

Q*estion No 92, by Mr Balfe (H-55a/82)

Subject: Plastic bullets

Are the Foreign Ministers aware of any European countries other than the United
Kingdom vhere plastic bullets are in use?

Ansuer

As stated several times before, European Political Cooperation does not include the

inrcrnal affairs of the single Member States.

,6

,1. +

Question No 93, by Mr Ryan (H-574/82)

Subject: Nonhern Ireland

Having regq5d rc rhe damage to the image of Europe in the world arising from the irreso-
lution of the conflica in Nonhern Ireland and the consequent unaccepabiliry to non-

I
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European countries of European advice as to how they should manage their own 
"if"i.r,do the Ministers now accept that the European Community should 

"dopt 
a more acdve

role in bringing a satisfactory solution to the Northern Ireland dilemma?

Ansuer

As the honourable Member will know, the internal affairs of Member States are nor dis-
cussed within the framework of European Political Cooperation.
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Presidcnt

('ihe sitting uas opened at 10.15 a.m.)

President. - I wish to apologize for the slight delay in
opening the sitting. On account of the late decisions

the documents which are needed for the vote have not
been distributed yet. If this is sdll the case when we

come to vote, voting dme will have to be adjourned
until the documents are available in all the languages.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

l. Approoal ofminates

Presidcnt. - The minutes of proceedings of yester'
day's sitting have been distributed.

Are there any commenrc

Mr Balfe (S). - Mr President, I do not see in the
Minurcs of yesterday any reference which would be

required under Anicle 5(a) of the budget procedure to
the time limit for setting amendments to the 1982

budget Pan II which we are considering today. Can
you rcll me when, under the Rules, this was

announced to the House?

President. - Mr Balfe, there is no question of a time
limit where matters of urgency are concerned. In this

panicular case the beginning of the session is the time
limit.

Mr Bonde (CDI). - (DA) Mr Presidenq I should
like to draw attention to a decision reached yesterday,
15 December, in the Commitee on Budgets of this
Parliament concerning the transfer of some 17 million
ECU to be used for electioneering in 1983. This repre-
sents about 10% of the entire budget for the year, and

I should like to know first of all what Parliament
would think if the Commission . . .

President- - For the monient it is sdll a matter for a

comminee, not the plenary.

Mr Bondc (CDI). - 
pel Mr President, I vould

also question the validiry of the decision for proce-
dural reasons since the document, PE 82.253, was not
available in all the working languages. There was no
Danish version and we are not talking here of a gen-
eral preparatory document.'S7'e are used to discrimina-
tion against the minority languages, but this is a ques-

tion of a legal act proper, and legal acts must be drawn
up in all the official languages before they can be valid.
I therefore urge you, Mr President, to declare the
decision by the Committee on Budgets . . .

President. - Mr Bonde, may I again point out that at
this stage of the procedure there is a comminee docu-
ment and the committee has competcnce. If there are
any problems concerning legal validiry wc cannot dis-
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cuss them here, they have to be raised in a differenr
way - through the Bureau, for instance.

Mr Bonde (CDD. - @A) Mr Presidenr, I brought
this matter up at the meeting of rhe Committee on
Budgets, but no notice was aken of my protest. If the
commitrce disregards proresc and votes anyway, I
would have thought that rhis was indeed the time and
place to bring the matrcr up. I urge you to regard this
decision as invalid and take rhe appropriare sreps.

Mr Aigner (PPE), chainnan of the Committee on
Budgeury Control. - (DE) Mr President, the House
may like to know that the Committee on Budgetary
Control, which is'the competent commicee fJr rhl
transfer of these resources, voted unanimously in
favour of this transfer. If I remember rightly, there
were only tcro abstentions. I admit that there v/as no
Greek or Danish translation available but there were
no objections from any Member, which means that the
votf was taken according to the rules.

(Apphase)

Mr Boyes (S). - Mr President, mine is just a trivial
point. .

(Interruptions from tbe European Democratic Groap)

It just shows what they are like over there.

Could I have my name added to the attendance regis-
rcr, please, in'view of rhe fact that my exchanges with
Lady Elles are well documented on pages 9 and 10?

President. - It will be added, Mr Boyes.

(Parliament approoed the minutes)

2. Membership of Parliament

Presidcnt. - I have the pleasure of announcing that
our colleague, Mr Frank Cluskey, has been nominated
a member of the Irish Government as the Minisrcr for
Trade and Tourism.

(Applaase)

I congratulate him in his absence and I am sure I con-
vey all your feelings when we send him our best wishes
for his new job.l

r Documents received - Authorization of reports
Referral to committee: see Minutes.

3. Votesr

BARBARELLA REPORT (Doc. t-e9t/82 'Drafr
supplementary and amending budget No 1 for l9t2')

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION BY THE
COMMITTEE ON BUDGETS (Doc. t-tose/82

'Rcjcction of draft supplemcntary end amendi'g budget
No 1/82 as modifted by the council')

COMPLEMENTARY MOTION FOR A RESO.
LUTION BY THE COMMITTEE ON BUDG.

ETS (Doc. l-1062/82 'Draft supplcmentary and
amending budget No I for 1982')

Mrs Barbarella (COM), rdpportear. - (17) Mr Presi-
dent, Members might like to recall that when Parlia-
ment voted through the amendments to rhe amending
budget on Tuesday, it stipulated rwo very definirc
conditions for the Council. The first concerned a
guarantee of a political kind, to rhe effect that the
special compensation measures for Germany and the
United Kingdom should be the very last. In other
words, there should be no extension in the years to
come - which was what the Commission was propos-
ing - and insread these measures should be replaced
by lasting and overall Communiry measures, meaning
the reform of rhe Community budget and the proper
developmenr of common policies. The second point
was that we want the reinstatement of the special
measures f.or 1982 within the framework of common
policies. This means, where these measures are con-
cerned, that we have to apply the criteria and proce-
dures which are normally used for Community mea-
sures. The facr of rhe marrer, Mr President, is that
after rwelve hours of talks the Council has not been
able to accepr any meaningful proposal by Parliament.
Ve asked for a political guarantei for a'lasting solu-
tion which would obviate extending ad hoc measures,
and all we gor was a vague pledge to avoid - and this
was the word the Council used in its statement - fur-
ther use of such measures.

Se-condly, rhe Council acceprcd only one of rhe spe-
cific amendmenm ro the budget which we suggested-. Ir
was the least imponant amendment and even this was
accepted only in pan. The other eight amendmenm,
which were the decisive ones, were summarily rejected
by the Council.

Let me also say thaq although our delegation urged
the Council rc avoid precipitating a crisis and to mike
every effon rc find an agreemenr, the Council main:

I See Annex.

'I
I

i
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tained a firm line based - I might add - on arBu-
ments of a legal and technical nature rather than on
political grounds. Given the circumstances, which to
our mind seem to,indicate rctal refusal, the Committee
on Budgets feels obliged to propose that Parliament
reject the amending budget. This is the drift of our
morion for a resolution. In making this proposal, Mr
President, the Committee on Budgets is seeking.to
spodight the tremendous responsibiliry which the
Council must bear for ignoring the proposals, which
were quite reasonable and constructive, put forward
by Parliament.

The Cornmhtee on Budger must point out that it is

extremely worried that all this could provoke a further
serious crisis in the Community, and for this reason we
are anxious to urBe the Commission and the Council
to submit fresh budgetary and financial proposals
vhich will at last produce a genuine follow-up to the
mandate of lo May and which will outline lasting
Community solutions for situations which have proved
intolerable to ceftain countries in the Community. The
committee has tabled a second motion for a resolution
along these lines, and we should like the House to
adopt it.

Mr Mrllcr, kesident-in-Offce of tlx Council. -(DA) lvlr President, ladies and gentlemen, I should
first of all like to thank Parlianient for permitting me

to speak for a second time in the debarc at this decisive
moment before the vote is held. I rcaLize that this is

not customary, and it is not least in the light of this
that you should see my gratitude at having been given
rhe floor.

Mr hesident, the problem facing tlrc budgetary auth-
ority ir basically a simple one which can be expressed
in the form 6f a question. Are we al,l so inflexible in
our attitudes that we must force the Community into
yet another budgetary crisis *'hile xre arc dready faced
with other maior problems which we are trying to
solve by mearis of joint solutions and Community soli-
darity? The Council held a meeting undl late last night
hcre in Strasbourg in order to examine its ourn posi-
tion and to try and come to some agreement with your
representatives regarding both the supplementary and
amending budget No 1 for 1982 and the 1983 budget.
I think I can safely say that the Council showed a cer-
tain willingness to compromise on both quesdons,
since it acknowledged the force of the arguments put
forcrard by the Parliamentary delegation in the course
of several rotrnds of negotiations. It will be useful for
you at this time, I think, to get a first hand account of
the final compromise put forward by the Council
before the talks were concluded last night"

Firstly, I should like to say a few brief words on the
supplementary budget. In answer rc Parliament's wish
expressed in paragraph 4 of the Barbarella Report, the
Council made a statement regarding thc future. Parlia-
ment had in fact asked for a specific and binding polit-

ical guarantec concerning certain matters, rrhich the
Council in good faith, could not give. However, we
presented the text of a declaration which broadly
speaking takes,account of the views and concerns of
this Parliament. There was talk of a joint declaration
of inrcnt which all three institutions could work
rowards, and this, I rhink, is something which shotrld
be borne in mind. Thc Council submittcd a comprom-
ise document which was based on, and took account
of, the' points about which this Parliament had
expressed concern.

In answer to Parliament's request to the effect that the
validity of the special measures should be extended in
the contex of existing common policies, the Council
then decided that it could, as part of an overall solu-
tion, accept Amendment No 9 concerning a Com-
muniry energy dcvelopment programme. You rrill
urrderstand, ihop., thai the Council felt that with this

testure it was meeting one of Parliament's central
aims. \7ith a view to meeting Parliament's unremitting
wish for effective monitoring the Government of the
United Kingdom also agreed to submit to the Euro-
pean Parliament half-yearly repons on the utilization
of the amounts received under the supplementary
measures, and to facilitate on-the-spot checks rc be

carried out by this Parliament's Committee on Budget-
ary Control. This is an6ther example of some of the
wishes which this Parliament has been so firm in
expressing being met on a bilateral basis. 

'

Mr President, the Council explained that it could not
accept Parliament's oth€r amendments, some of which
would involve substandal changes in the timetable for
repayments to the United Kingdom and the Federal
Republic. The Council also stressed that it respected,
and urged Parliamerrt dso to respect, the classification
of the measures to help the United Kingdom adopted
in the joint declaration of 3Q Jtrne. The Council takes
the view that the enerBy measures set out in Anicle
707 also clcarly come under compulsory expenditure.

Mr President, as regards the regulations forming the
basis for payments to the United Kingdom and the
Federal Republic, the Council would ask you to give
your opinion on this subject, so that the amounts can
in fact be paid at the end of. l9E2 as envisaged by the
Council.

So much for the supplementary budget f,or 1982.

I should perhaps rournd off by stressing that thc Coun-
cil genuinely feels it made a substandal effion in last
night's talls with thc Parfiamentary.delegation. It is
righq I think, to stress the great political significance
of these questions.

Ve have endeavoured, we think, to come to an
arrangement which will be sadsfactory for all'con-
cerned, and I should like to take this opponuniry of
drawing Parliament's particular attention to the
importance of the supplearentary budget for 1982.
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There can surely be no justification for involvint each
other in a budgetary crisis in the Community at rhis
time and under the present conditions.

(Apphuse)

Mr Tugendhag Wce-hesident of the Commission. -Mr President, I must begin by thanking you and rhe
House for extending to me the courtesy of rhe oppor-
tunity to speak at this very imponant momenr. I can
well understand and sympathize with Parliameot's
feelings of frustration and discontenr with the way in
which the Council has handled the whole question of
the United Kingdom's supplemenary measures and
the German energy theasures. I have lived with this
problem. I can understand your feelings. You have
been placed in a most difficult position.

As I have already made clear, earlier this week, the
Commission anaches the greatest imponance to the
implementation of the political agreement to which
this supplementary budget is designed to give effect. I
must therefore, Mr Prcsident, express my regret and
my deep disappointment that we should now have
reached a point where a resolution of this kind should
be in front of you. It will, if it is passed, inevitably
cause a serious new crisis in the Communiry of a kind
which it is in nobody's interest to see. A rejection by
Parliament of the supplemenary budget will not be a
victory for Communiry policies. It will, I fear, be a vic-
tory for intransigence. Not the intransigence of one
institution but the intransigence of institurions within
our Community.

As I say, I can understand the feelings of Parliament,
the frustration and discontent on this issue. However,
I must ask you to look inm your hearts and to ask
yourselves whether Parliament itself has shown as
much flexibility and understanding as rhis serious issue
would warrant. Parliamenq of course, will take its
own decisions.

ho te s t from oaiors q uarte rs )

Parliament will take its own decisions, as it has a right
to do.

I can only hope that, if the supplemenary budget is
rejected negodations can soon begin rc try to find
some other way of solving the problems which this
supplementary budget is designed to mitigate. I have
rc say that thar will not be easy, that the Commission
will certainly do the best it can to bring about a satis-
fa*ory resoludon.

That is all that I wish to'say.

(Appktsefrom tbe European Democratic Group)

Mts Seibcl-Emmerling (S). - (DE) Mr Presidenr,
could you, for the sake of order, make it clear whether

Mr Tugendhat has just spoken as a Member of the
Commission or as a represenadve of her Britannic
Majesty?

Prcsidcnt. - Mrs Seibel-Emmerling, the answer is
quirc simple. Members of the Commission always
spcak in this Parliament in thcir capacity as Members
of the Commission.

Mr Arndt (S).- (DE) MrPresident, I should like to
ask a question. As we heard just now, Mr Frank Clus-
key has recendy been appointcd as a Minisrcr in rhe
Irish Government, which means tlar rhe number of
Members in this House is now 433. Am I right in
thinking that the requisite majoriry is now 217?

Presidenc - You have worked it out very accurat€ly,
MrArrrdt. The figure is indeed 217.

(Laagbter)

Mr Baogemann (L). - (DE) Mr President, with a
view to making Parliament's job easier I should like to
ask whether or nor explanations of vote can be given
now, since the vote must wair until all the texts have
beendisriburcd.

(Apphuse)

Prcsident. - Mr Bangemann, if we can serrle anorher
few procedural questions, if rhe distribution has been
completed and if there is no risk of insufficient Mem-
bers being presenr when the ,vote is held, I can go
along with your proposal.

Mr Msllcr (ED). - (DA) I was inrerested to hear
what the Danish President-in-Office of the Council
had to say in his statement here this morning. He des-
cribed a number of proposals which rhe Council had
made in the form of declarations of intent As far as I
know, these are nor available to Parliament as such,
and I should rherefore like to ask whether or nor we
can use the forthcoming break - and I go along with
the Presidenr's proposal on this point - to have the
declarations of intent, duplicated in the various lan-
guages. This might perhaps pave the way for an
attempt on the pan of Parliamenr m reach a com-
promise and hence avoid a budgetary crisis.

Mr Lange (S'i, Chainnan of tbe Committee on Budgeu.

- (DE) Vhat Parliament called for was the Council's
assurance thar rhe operarion planned would be the last
of irc kind. The Council stated quite plainly that
although it basically concurred with our views, it was
nevertheless unable to make any promises. It also
added at a subsequenr stage in the talks that this was

'_ !!r;1 -'Y 
"_e'-'
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not a matter for the Council but possibly even for the
European Council.

For our part, however, we pointed out that the Coun-
cil in fact knew what Parliament thought on this ques-
tion and that it could, as Budget Council have made
preparations to establish concact becq/een what from
its point of viev is the decisive Council and the Parlia-
mentary delegation, so that the Council responsible
for the decision could have answered Parliament's
questions. This was not the case, however. Instead, as

in previous years, the Budget Council is once more
sheltering behind other Councils which are supposed,
to be more competent. This obviously gives rise rc the
basic question of whether there is any point what-
soever in holding mlks with the Budget Council on
major political issues arising from the budgetary situa-
tion and trying to reach some results.,

(Apphuse)

Afier the expknations of oote on the motionfor a resola-
tion (Doc. 1-10t9/82)

Mrs Fockc (S). - (DE) Mr President, before we
come to vote on the rwo motions for resolutions, I
should like to ask whether it is formally possible to
combine them into a single motion for a resoludon
since I think it is intolerable that we should flatly
reject one of them and only afterqrards come up with
our constructive proposals for the future in the form
of a supplementary motion for a resolution. \7ould it
still be possible' now that we have. actually come to
vot€ on them to combine them into a single motion for
a resolution?

Presi&nt. - |rfs, that is not possible at this stage. It is

the responsibiliry of the Comminee on Budgets to pro-
pose what it has propgsed.

Mr Langes (PPE). - Mr President, everyone in this
House should underssand why we have made thii pro-
posal in connection with this difficult matter. Mrs
Focke should realize that we have given a great deal of
consideration to the question of whether we should
nble one or rwo motions for resolutions. Initially, we
had proposed oni but, with a view to obtaining alarge
majority, we finally agreed on f,wo motions fqr resolu-
tions and mro specific votes. This should result in a
large majortiy.

After adoption of the motion for a resolation (Doc.
1-1062/82)

Mr Moller, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council. -(DA) Following the vote I think I should make the
following point. I know that the Council has fre-
quently made it quitc clear rc Parliament what politi-
cal significance it attaches rc the supplementary

budget No I for 1982. There is no need at this point
for me to go into the difficulties which the Member
States had in arriving at the solution embodied in the
supplementary budget, which this Parliament has had
an opponuniry to examine. However, I am cenain of
one thing, and can tell you quite plainly that Parlia-
ment's rejection of the supplementary budget has put
the Community in a panicularly difficult situation, the
implications of which may well not be entirely clear at
present, but I think we can safely assume that this will
result in a crisis in the cooperation berween the various
Communiry institutions, and this at a time when the
economic and social situation have in fact stressed the
great need for cooperation of which we should all be
aware.

DRAFT GENERAL BUDGET OF THE EURO-
PEAN COMMUNITIES FOR 1983 AS MODI.

FIED BY THE COUNCIL, 2nd READING

Mr Mollcr, President-in-Off.ce of tbe Council. -(DA) Mr President, ladies and gentleman, I should
like to stress in connection with the 1983 budget that,
during its discussions with the Parliamentary Delega--
tion,'the Council stated that it was willing to grant
Parliament over half the amount Parliament had had
in mind. Thus, the Council was prepared to agree to
700/o of the amount proposed by the Committee on
Budgets being included under non-compulsory
expenditure and accepted by the Council, with all that
this would imply for the maximum rate of increase.
Here too, I think I can riglrtly say that the Council
was prepared to meet Parliament half way, and I hope
you will bear this in mind when deciding vhich way to
vote.

Mr Robcrt Jaclson (EDl, Genera),l rapportear. - Mr
President, I am afraid that I cannot offer the Parlia-
ment any of the drama which has coloured our discus-
sion of the 1982 supplementary budget althoulh I do
fear that the 1983 budget may well rurn our to be one
of the many, many casualties that will be produced by
the explosion of the 1982 supplementary.

\7hat I have to propose to the Parliament in respect of
the 1983 budget'is really very simple. The Committee
on Budgets simply confirms the line it has cgnsistently
aken ever since the Council's second reading and
reaffirms its recommendation of this line to the House.'\7e believe that transfer No 30 earlier this year has
expanded the assiette for 1982 and therefore has
expanded the Parliamen!'s margin for 1983. Ve share
this belief with the Commission. The Council is iso-
lated in this matter. \Pe do not regard ir as a matter of
negotiation and that was the point that the Council
was trying to make. Ve regard it as a matter of the '

Parliament's rights. The Committee on Budgets there-'
fore iecommends its amendments to the House in the
expectation that the budgeq - so amended, will be
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adopted by the President and executed by the Com-
mtssron.

Lady Ellcs (ED). - I just wondered about the recd-
tude of the Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of
Vomen in Europe abling any amendments at all,
because the Commimee on the Rules of Procedure and
Petitions found thrit ad hoc committees do not have the
right rc table amendments to resolutions rc this Parlia-
ment.

President. - Lady Elles, I have to remind you that the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
ruled that as long as it had not really ruled on the
Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of Vomen in
Europe, it would be considered as a normal,-perma-
nent committee.

Mr Robcrt Jaclson (EDI, General rapporteur. - I
think we ought to vote on Amendment No 108,
because it does conain remarks which are not con-
tained in the earlier Arnendment, No 184, so it is not
in fact covered.

And the Committee on Budgets would recommend
votinq in favour of Amendment No 108.

Article 791 - Afier the oote on Amendment No 99

Mr Galland (L).- (FR) Mr President, I am sorry if I
have to bring something up again but I have the

, impression there was an error in the vorc on an
amendment. Mr Jackson will have to confirm or refute
what I am going to say. On Amendment No 159 (Item
7352) it was said that the Committee on Budgets gave

an unfavourable vote, whereas I believe that the com-
mittee was in favour of this amendment.

Mr Robert Jactson (EDl, geperal rapportear. - Mr
Presidbnt, I can confirm that the Committee on Budg-
ets was in favour of thau

Mr Gallend (L). - (FR) Mr President, I was aware
you said that the Committee on budgets was against
this amendment and this led to the rejection of the
amendment. Some people are saying that it has been
rejected, while others are saying it has been adopted.
If it has been adopted, that is the end of the matter.
But if it has been rejected, there is a problem.

Presidcnt. - Mr Galland, after so many vorcs it is

impossible to remember what happened with any pre-
cision. The tape could perhaps be checked.

lVtr Gallend (L). - (FR) Mr President,
armounce that an amendment was rejected

Committee on Budgets, the House will vote against it
and I believe that this is what in fact happened. In the
'alternative 

case, the House will vote in favour.

Presidcnt. - Mr Galland, every Member has a list of
the various political groups which indicates the votes
in favour and those against. I think this is guarantee
enough to ensure that Members vorc the way the
groups wanted.

Mr Kellett-Bowman (ED). - On a point of order.
Mr President, you have said that the tape will deter-
mine what you actually said. I registered .what you
actually said. You gave two verdicts on that result,
which has added rc the confusion. 'l7hether the tape
will then help you answer Mr Galland's problem is

rather problematical.

Presidcnt. - Everybody remembers things differently.
Ve shall find out what is on the tape and we shall
decide accordingly. .

Before tbe oote on tbe Jackson motion for a resolation
(Doc,1-993/82) as a wbole.

Mr Moller, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council. -(Dz4) Now that Parliament is approaching the end of
its voting on the 1983 budget, I should like to point
out on behalf of the Council that the budget proce-
dure cannot be regarded as completed, since the con-
ditions under which the President of this Parliament
can, pursuant to Article 203 of the Treary, declare the
budget finally adopted have not been fulfilled. This is

because the maximum percenwge increase has been
exceeded without any agreement having been reached
besq/een the Council and Parliament on a revised max-
imum rate of increase, as provided for in Article 203
(8).

Mr Robert Jackson lEDl, General rapportear.- The
House might like to know that it has kept exactly to
the target of the Committee on Budgets, that we have
voted an additional 137 279 million ECU in payments
and 176999000 ECU in commitments. !7e have
thereby undershot our maigin and I hope the Council
will take note of this gesure by Parliament.

(Appk*se)

Mr Lange (S), chairman of tbe Committee on Budgea.

- (DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, there is
no doubt we have had a bit rc do in the past few days
and the last 25 hours have been particularly tough. It is

precisely for this reason that I think we ought to pari
tribute to the people behind the scenes who have ena-
bled us to tet on with this votc today.

(Apphuse)
if you
by the
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I am referring to'all the staff, who were also working
last night, and I also want to mendon the interprercrs.
I am not going to say anyrhing about the rest of us
here and about the President, because we are simply
doing our dury. However, along with the staff I
should also like to rhank the rapporteurs. . . .

(Appkuse)

. . . Mrs Barbarella on rhe supplehentary,and amend-
ing budget lor 1982, Mr Saby on the operating budget
for 1983 and Mr Jackson on rhe Commission budget
for the same year. They deserve our thanks because
they completed a difficult task in difficult circum-
stances. And lastly, Mr President, you have shown us
once again here today rhat difficult votcs like this one
can be dealt with smoothly.

President. - Thank you, Mr Lange. There is one per-
son you failed to name, however, and I mean rhe
chairman of the Committee on Budgets.

(Apphrse)

Afier the oote on the Jackson motion for a resolution
(Doc. 1-993/82) as a afiole

Mr Bonde (CDI). - (DA) On a point of order, Mr
President. \7e have now adopted a budget which
exceeds the maximum rate of increase. Thus, .in
accordance with Parliament's own Rules of Procedure
the Committee on Budgets should now table an
amendment for a, new maximum rarc of increase. I
should like to ask the President when such b proposal
will be made.

President. - Mr Bonde, this is not a point of order.

(Tbe sitting was suspended at 1.15 p.rn. and restmed at
3.15 p.m.)l

IN THE CFIAIR: I.ADY ELLES

Vce-Presidcnt

4. Topical and rrgent dcbate

Presi&nt. - The next irem is the topical and urgent
debate.

I Motion for a resolution entcred in the registcr (Rule 49):
sec Minutcs.

Poknd

Prcsidcnt. - Ve start with the joint debate on rwo
motions for resolutions :

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-1022/82),
tabled by Lord O'Hagan on behalf of the
European Democratic Group, on Poland;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-1035/82),
tabled by Mr Habsburg and orhers on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Pany
(CD Group), on the siuation in Poland.

Mr Tymel (ED). - For most of this week Parliament
has concenuated on its own internal Communiry
problems which have seemed large and ar dmes insolu-
ble. But let us get them in perspective. Our problems
are petty in comparison with rhose facing the Polish
people. !7e have food and fuel and freedom. They are
pathetically shon of all' One year afrcr the treacherous
imposition of martial law we look back with sorrow
and frusration. Ve have pledged ourselves ro succour
the Polish people who want no more rhan the free-
doms which we in this pan of our joint conrinent take
for granted. But our best has been ineffective. Manial
law continues and with it the continuing suppression
of the legitimate aspirations of the Polish people. Mar-
tial law may or may nor be suspended at the end of
this year but, irrespectively, Iet us look at the facu
rather than the fiction which that name conceals.

Ve cannot regard martial law as at an end until three
conditions at least are fulfilled: The internees musr be
released and charges withdrawn; those who have lost
their jobs reinstated,. and the righr of Solidarity to exist
recognized.

There remain some 300 internees as of yesrcrday.
Harrowing accounts are told of the conditions in
which some of them are held. Some face so-called
criminal charges. I mention three by name, though let
us not forget the others: Jacek Kuron, Adam Michnik
and Jakob Upinski. I single our these rhree becaus'e I
met them in Varsaw in 1979 when they were promi-
nen[ members of the 1976'lTorker's Defence Com-
mittee. I can say categorically rhat those three ren-
ounced the use of force. They recognized the political
realiry that Soviet invasion and oppression would fol-
low any attempr rc break out of the Communist
empire and so they had no plans for that but hoped to
restore Polish pride and economic performance by
parallel institutions in Poland within the framework of
law. They were interned with many others on the
13 December 1981 and it is ironic that rhe charges
against them include thar of fomenting a demonstra-
tion in August 1982 when they were still incarcerate{,
as they are today.

So let us warn rhe Polish military authoriries and their
Russian mast€rs: we will watch the fate of these men
with the eyes of a hawk.
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I now turn to the fate of the many thousands of Poles
who have been victimized for their pan in pracdsing
the freedoms which the Polish government promised
them at Helsinki. They have lost their jobs. They live
on the meagre crumbs that their family and friends can
afford from their own tables. Elementary justice
demands the reinstatement of these people.

Let us consider rhe farc of Solidiriry itself. Ve recog-
nize the right to join a trade union. In much of Vest-
ern Europe that right has been entrenched for over a
hundred years. Not so in Poland, despite overwhelm-
ing public support for it. The great leader Mr'!7alesa,
vho was r€cendy released after a year in detention, is
again under harassment with the old Communist rrick
of character assassination at work against him. l-et us
warn the Polish rulers that we will not be fooled and
that we regard his safety and liberty as indispensable
to re-establishing normal relations. If the news that he
has been re-arrested, as I have heard within the last
hour or two, is true then let us add to our warning to
the Polish governmenr thar we will never, and let us
emphasize NEVER, be willing to resume normal rela-
tions until his freedom is established.

(Appkuse)

Meanwhile, we must keep up the pressure. Ve should
send food. aid only, and only so loirg as we can make
sure that it goes to the Polish people who need it and
not to fill the bellies of the army of oppressors.

It is with sadsfaction, after the differences of this
week, that I move the amendment that stands in the
names of the four Broups of the centre right encom-
passing, as it does, Members from all Ten Member
Sates.

I hope the Socialists will also join in this amendment.
On this issue we speak firmly, clearly and with one
voice. Ve pledge continued supporr for the Polish
people in achieving their legitimare narional aspira-
tions.

(Apphase)

Mr Habsburg (PPE). - (DE) Madam President, the
European Parliament, being the first multi-state and
multinational popular. assembly, has righdy concerned
ircelf from the very beginning with rhe problems of
human rights and nadonal self-determination. This
applies especially to the continent for which we bear
responsibiliry. Today, this set of problems has become
the focal point of world interest panicularly as a result
of the events in Poland.

Vhat is the actual issue? A year ago,General Jaruzel-
ski - in reality aRed Army politruk, and his Interior
Minister Kiszczak, a ciizen of the Soviet Union, abol-
ished the few libenies that the Polish peoplc had smrg-
gled rc obtain since the creation of the Solidarnoi(
Trade Union

i

Those in power could never have done thiC without
the pressure of the Red Army. They are just as much
Gauleiters of an aggressive, totalitarian poweir as Qui-
sling or Mussen were for Hitler.

It is maintained that some measures have recehtly been
withdrawn. This is trotesque in the light of yhat has
happened today! My friend Mr Deschamps *ill reply
to these claims and so I need say no more abo{rr then.

\7e shall vote on an amendment by the Socialist
Group which is intended to replace the joinp text of
several groups. I would ask you to reject this amend-
menr. 'Sfe had a discussion on a joint text afong the
lines desired by the signatories of rhe first motionlor a

resolution. The Socialists were against a dedlaration
and said they did not v/ant any texr at all. Jhe four
groups which have now signed then agreed upon a
joint text. Suddenly, however, the other amdndmenr
s/as then tabled, which is regremable since it grakes it'
impossible rc agree to it; all the niore so since [his text
is much weaker than those drawn up Hy Lord
O'Hageri, Mr Gawronski, Mr Isra€l and mysglf. I ask
you to adopt the amendment of the Conselvatives,
Liberals, Progressive Democrats and Europepn Peo-
ple's Pany telling the Polish people that the Etrropean
Parliament is on their side and nor on the sidb of the
dictators pur in power by Moscow.

Europe will not be free and properly united qntil the
Polish nation, too, can bxercise its self-determination.

(Applause)

ffi Qlinn6 fSl.- @R) MadamPresident, hJi., 
"r,dgendemen, I must begin by correcring paragr{ph 2 in

the French version of our proposed amendmept. The
words 'droits de coalition' are-to be replaced by'res-
pect des droits de l'homme', by which of coqrse we
mean the right of association and hence the qight to
engage in free rade union acriviries, such ab those
e.nglged in by the trade union Solidariry befory mar-
tial law was declared.

I must also point our that rhe first recital in the Dutch
version is not quite accurate; the word 'opgehdven' is
used when it ought to be 'afgeschaft'.

Basically, our amendment seeks ro dissocidte the
Socialist Group from rhe opinions expressed py the
centre right Members of this Parliament, since sbme of
our colleagues on rhe opposite benches say rhfr rhey
want freedem for trade unions in Poland while at the
same time - and this is a contradiction - tfley are
only too ready to curb the hard won rights of rade
unionists within the European Communiry. \7b were
given clear proof of their way of thinking wlten we
voted on the Vredeling draft directive on rhe right of
workers in muldnational companies to informatibn.

Mr Barbi (EPP). - (FR) Didn't you vote for itf
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Mr Glinne (S).- (IR)'Vhen we Socialists demand
the complete right of associ4tion, by which we mean
free trade unions and some form of workers' conffol,
it is quite clear that we mean in both !7est and East.

(Intemrption from tbe centre :'Inoedible')

' 
This having becn said, our amendment points out that
it is not enough just to suspend martial law at the
beginning of 1983, that the way in vhich Lech Valesa

- in panicular - and other prisoners were set free
was highly dubious, that there is a need for a general
amngsty and uldmately that it is essential for manial
law to be lifted totally. In our opinion, this is an essen-

tial precondition for a dialogue to take place between
the main political, social and religious forces in Poland
which, it is hoped, will initiarc a democratic process.

Paragraph 3 sates that it is vital rc continue giving aid
rc the Polish people - and I use the words Polish' people deliberately - 

just as the European Commis-
sion has been proposing since last October, so as to
translate our feelings of solidarity wirh the Polish
population - who cannot be identified with their
present leaders - into something concrete on the
material level. The President of the Union of Euro-
pean Communiry Socialist Parties has also spoken
along the same lines that I have just touched on gener-

, ally.

Mr Antoniozzi (PPE). - 
gn Madam President, I

think that the motion and the amendments which have
been tabled ought to be changed, in view of the fact
that bch Valesa was arrested again a few hours ago.

Presidcnt. - Ve cannot amend the texts before the
House today, but it has already beon mentioned in one
speech and no doubt will be taken up in other speeches
which will be passed on to the relevant authorities.

Mr Glinne (S). - (FR) I should like rc point out that
the correction,of simple errors which have occurred in
isome versions is of course permissible.

President. - The English rcxt I have checked is cor-
rect in accordance with what you read out and the
points you have made will have been notcd by the ser-
vlce.

Mr Glinne (S). - The Dutch and French texts are
not correct,

President. - I think only the French rcxt was wrong.

Mr Glinnc (S).- And the Durch.

President. - Ve can make that point when we come
to votf ontyour amendment. If you would pass the
correct version in French to the Chair, then I can read
it out when w'e come to vot€ on your amendment.

Mr Deschamps (EPP). - (FR) tu has already been
said, Madam President, lech Valesa was to have spo-
ken in Gdansk at the foot of the cross erected in
memory of the manyrb of the Polish working class.

I say that he was to have spoken, because it is likely -unfortunately - that he has been prevented from so

doing by the forces of repression. That fact alone
explains, and ought to be sufficient proof for those
who are humming and hawing, that we are speaking
on behalf of freedeom lovers everywfiere in Europe.

To deny our unanimous solidariry with the Polish
workers on the pret€xt that the farc of oui own work-
ers can be compared to the oppression they are sub-
jected to is an insult to their digniry. The rwo cannot
possibly be compared: Knowing that I regard him as a

friend, I know that I can confidently express my hope
to Mr Glinne that the Socialist Group will support the
motion for a resolution that we have tabled. Faced
with the latest developments in Poland, I trust that our
Socialist friends will renounce, their stand, be more
realistic and join with us in voting.

For with this modon for a resolution, ladies and gen-
demen, we, Members of the European Parliament and
representatives of the peoples of Europe hope to show
that we are not aken in by the enigmatic and disap-
pointing speeches of General Jaruzelski. 

'Ve want to
show the Polish people this first. That is why we are
asking the Council and Commission to do everphing
they can rc make sure that our vorcs here today are
somehow communicated rc the Polish people. SZe also
vvant to show it rc the- leaders who have imposed
themselves on the population. As Mr Gawronski said
just now, these people must understand that we cannot
undertake any dialogue with them about changing our
relations if they refuse to budge on their position.

'!7'e are not taken in by these enigmatic speeches
because every sentence has been designed to give rise
to multiple and contradictory interpretations. In addi-
tion, the speeches are disappointing because they are
not what we expected and, above all, they are not
what the Polish people expeded.

A huge majoriry of the population was in fact expect-
ing martial law to be lift€d. This was affirmed before
the Polish Diet - with great force and courage - by
Mr Zavrloski,'the chairman of the Christian-Socialist
Parry'stalC, who alone - according to 'Le Monde' of
15 December - dared, to oppose the governmenr's
plans, we are proud rc say.'

'![hat did General Jaruzelski say on television? He
said that it was war and that the war was conrinuing.
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Both the speech and the measures he announced were
disappointing, therefore, because the military Council
is to be maintained, the state of emergency is to
remain in force and the whole apparatus of repression
against any opposition is to bp stepped up.

'!7e therefore have errery right to have misgivings
about the future, and need look no further than the
example of Lech'$7'alessa, who was supposed to have
been set free, but we have seen just how long that
lasted: Since they do not dare to eliminate him physi-
cally, they want to destroy him morally, which has

been attempted with a number of other great Polish
personalities in the world. In any case, nothing has

been said or done to persuade us to irmend the terms
of the modon for resolutions which was adopted with
an Qnormous majority in this fusembly on 15 Septem-
ber 1982.

Hence, the primary and main objective of today's
motion for a resolution is to recall and confirm our
motion for a resolution from Mr Deschamps' repon
dated 15 September 1982.

Only if the terms of this motion for a resolution are
accepted and translated into action by the Polish lead-
ers, ladies and gentlemen, will we be able to help ini-
tiare a dialogue bem/een Polish sociery as a whole and
the leaders who have been imposed on it, in order rc
achieve the necessary cooperation for the Polish econ-
omy to recover and once again allow the population to
benefit from the social advancis won in Gdansk.

(Appkuse)

Mr Segre (COM). - GI) Madam President, there
are three reasons why the Italian Communists will be
voting in favour of the amendment tabled by'Mr
Glinne and Mr Hensch of the Socialist Group, even
though we are fully aware that it really ought to be
updated - if this were possible under the Rules of
Procedure - in the light of the news which has just
come ln.

First of all, we are in favour of the motion for a reso-
lution because it reiterates the principles which
prompted us a year aBo to condemn in the strongest
terms the introduction of manial law. This is a posi-
tion we have held consistently over the last rwelve
months and it has not changed now. The second
reason is that we are still determined to help the Polish
people through the serious economic crisis their coun-
try is suffering and at the same sime we want to see the
lifting of all rhe measures designed to deny or restrict
basic individual and collective freedom and we want !o
see the stan of a process which could bring about gen-
uine and effecdve dialogue between the main sectors
of Polish sociery. Thirdly, this rcxt is clearly ready rc
offer a positive assessment of all the facts which might
indicate that the need for this has been recognized.

Debarcs of the European Parliament
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In the last few days we have perhaps seen
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(Appkuse)

Mr Gawronski (L). - 
(17) Madam

situation of the Solidarity leader who
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about the srategy of destabilization which some of the
countries in Eastern Europe are pursuing, In view of
this, we endorse the move by Mr Antoniozzi.

(Apphuie)

Mr IsraEl (EPD). - (F) Madam President, ladies and

tendemen, at this very moment in time - a little past
three o'clock on 15 December 1982 - as I am speak-
ing to you now, the people of Poland will be trying rc
meet in Gdansk to commemorarc the anniversary of
the shooting which marked the beginning of a new
awareness in the Polish people in their fight for free-
dom.

I am extremely anxious, therefore, that Parliament
should vorc for this amendment tabled by the four
majoriry groups. Reflections which one might be led
to makdconcerning the basic siruation lend themselves
to extf,eme confusion. Have we not just found out
today that the releasing of lTalesa was by no means a
guileless and straightforward act? General Jaruzelski's
government was prompted by an obviously ulterior
motive. They did not qrant \Talesa to become a mar-
ryr, a prisoner in his own home under surveillance and
sil"n"ed by necessity. So they released him but'did not
give him back his freedom. On the contrary, anempts
were made to discredit him, it was said that he had cri-
ticized the Pope and Archbishop Glemp, that he had
associated with prostitutes, that he had resorted to
trickery, had got rich, and, above all, that he would no
longer have any political credibiliry. So, once again, he
is arrested. One of these days he will no doubt be
released again and then arrested once again. Thar is
how you make a mockery of true freedom in a coun-
Lry.

According to Poland's present leaders, the Polish peo-
ple have given up their ambition to make free trade
unions work. They no longer have aspirations about
expressing their identity, they are indifferent to the
economy of their country, their support for the Catho-
lic church does not have any real basis and it is quite
irobable that the visit of the-Pope - planned for next
June - will be sufficient to calm the Polish crowds.
Provided that no-one misbehaves between now and
then! Nevenheless, the leaders who are' srying this
could,not refrain from arresting Valesa once again.

Some will say that these roundabour methods are pref-
erable to the blood bath which drowned the uprising
in Budapest in 1956 or the armed intervention which
took place in Czechoslovakia in 1968. That is quite
tiue, but we must still acknowledge that the result is
the same: a population which aspired-to freedom has
been successfully muzzled. I trust, ladies and gentle-
men, that you do not interpret my words as another
cold war speech, as that is by no means my inteprion.

Vhat do the Polish people want? They are not under-
mining the geopolitical interests of the USSR, they are

not2sking for their country to leave the Varsaw Pact.
All they want is for the basic freedoms recognized in
all civilized countries m be respected: the right rc
associate, to have free trade unions. I hope that Mr
Glinne - for whom I have the greatesr respect - will
kindly pardon me for rejecting his amendment because
I see here that it says that we must give Poland all the
aid we can without'any conditions. No, no, I say,
there are some conditions thar we have rc respect. 'S7e

in this Parliament maintain that freedom is inviolable.

(Applnrse) 
.

Mrs Geiotti De Biase (PPE). - @) Madam Presi-
dent, ladies and gendemen, faced with this new show
of self-defence from the r6gime in Poland - and I do
not knov whether to call it despicable or ridiculous -which has led rc the arrest of kch Valesa to stop him
from speaking, Parliament's decision to confirm for-
mally on ihis imponanr darc what it has already
approved in earlier votes seems even more jusdfied. If
I may be allowed to say so, the refusal of the Socialist
Group to have anything to do with this simply reflects
an absurd attitude rrhich I hope many Socialists will
disown.

Today's anniversary occurs ar e yery ambiguous
moment in the life of Poland. It is a moment which we
cannot view without bitter bewilderment and deep
concern, I admit, the fears of a deteriorating situation
in cenral Europe did nor materialize and there was no
armed invasion and no bloody conflict. But there are
no thanks to the r6gime for this. It is the result of the
wisdom and self-control of the Polish people and the
prudence and compassion of the Church. Both have
shown how much srcre rhey set by peaceful action, in
the sense that even in the most desperate circum-
stances you have to rry ro maintain a dialogue and
demonstrate your ovn strength in a firm and deter-
mined fashion. The fact that the Vest has srood firm
has also played a part.

The inabiliry of the r6gime to acknowledge this realis-
tic approach and rc make positive use of it for a grad-
ual return to a better situation has been spotlighted in
the last few days by the inconsistency of its policy. On
the one hand, there has been this unusual legal move
to suspend the state of siege - which in a way is an
acknowledgmcnt of the peaceful srength and dercrmi-
nation of the opposition - while on the other hand
there has been a tightening up of the normal laws,
which is a sign of rhe r6gime's uncerainry. The basic
weakness of the r6gime in Poland, which is simply a
military r6gime, is that no room has been found for
any serious economic reform. \[har chance is theie of
geming round rigid and bureaucratic red ape in a
country where there is an enormous gulf bem/een the
authorities and the people, where there is no suppon
whatsoever, and where the army can rely only on the
backing of those who ruled the roost before and
whose opponunism and failings are well known?
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Ve hope that this motion for a resolution will be
adoprcd by a, large majority in this Parliament, in spite
of the attempts to get us to disagree over something on
which the people of Europe-do not disagree. The pur-
pose of this motion is to voice our heanfelt backing to
the peaceful and determined desire for peace of the
Polish people.

(Applarse from the centre)

Mr Kirkos (COM). - (GR) Madam President, a
yeer ago we condemned the imposition of manial law
very strongly, and we stand by our position of solidar-
iry with the Polish workers w'ho are striving for social-
ist renewal.

I wanred to say that I find somewhat unconvincing the
attitude of the Members on the right of the European
Parliament - an attitude of one-sided support for
human rights. I7e believe that despite the exception-
ally difficult situation, which reflects not only internal
problems but also international rcnsion, there are now
some signs - albeit inadequate, of moves towards
relaxation. If it is true that lcch lTalesa has been
arrested again, and if he is going to remain under
arrest, of course we condemn this categorically and
call for his immediate release and that of the other
political detainees. \7e shall vorc for Mr Glinne's
amendment, although I would like a few other points
to be included in it. Vhereas we categorically con-
demn the continuation of manial law, we would like a

paragraph to be included calling for the lifting of the
embargo imposed on rade with Poland because, in my
view, the best assistance we could give would be a
more positive approach to the problem cuirendy
besetting the Polish people.

IvIr Narjes, Member of tbe Commission.
(DE) Madam President, the Commission is pleased
that the European Parliament has taken up the subject
of Poland again immediately following the introduc-
tion of the nev measures.

The European Parliament is thus exercising its Euro-
pean watchdog role again. The Commission can only
add to vhat it said yesrcrday in connection with the
Council debate and on prcvious occasions on the sub-
ject of Poland. \7e shall examine and continue to
check -developments as hitheno in a circumspect and
realistic manner without any attempt at mincing words
or wishful thinking. !7e would othenrise all too easily
fall for propaganda and the official version of events,
especially since the situation is not absolutely clear.

kch Valesa's nev'arres[ is proof of Polish reality: the
realiry of force. At all events, even if we make a most
resen'ed assessment of the situadon, it is now clear to
us that the suspension.of martial law scheduled for
I January 1983 is panidly revocable and suspendible.
'!fle also find that the ransitional state considered for

the period after I January 1983 evidentry fo., no,
correspond rc the ttdtus quo dnte and does irot meet
the conditions formulated by the European inftitutions
at the beginning of 1982.

fu far as food aid is concerned, the
would like to thank the House for mat-
ter and expressing in its resolution the that the

i matterCouncil of Ministers would decide on
more quickly than hitherto. The Commiss
Parliament for supponing its policy on Pola

thanks

(Appkuse)

President. - The debate is closed.

Vorc1

Lesotho

President. - The next ircm is the joint

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1- 1te/82)
by Mr Irmer and Mr Bangemann, behalf

on theof the Liberal and Democratic
situation in Lesotho

- the motion for a resol (Doc.
Barbi,

roPean
People's Parry (Christian-
Group), on the events in

- motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-
by Mr Fanti and others, on be

Communist and Allies Grour
events in ksotho.

Mr Irmer (L).- (DE) Madame I would
like to recommend that the House adopt t
No 1, which Mr Hansch, Mr Barbi, Mr

l-1031/82) by Mr Bersani and
on behalf of the Group of the

Lord O'Hagan, Mr Segre, Mr Ferrero,
Glorioso and I have tabled.

against such attacks in no uncenain terms
European Communiry in panicular must do

Vith her brutal raid on Maseru, the I of
'Kingdom of Lesotho, the Republic of South

the
has

again violated the most elementary princi of inter-
national law, civilized behaviour and humani

It is slowly becoming impossible to think of ing
new to say about South Africa. Raids of thi tyPe are

,ificationon the increase and there is not the least j
for them. The international community

Baduel

Protest
and the

I See Annex

when
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the victim in question is a countqy like Lesotho, with
which we are closely linked in friendship and by
treaty. A pleasant country with a pleasant leadership
apd pleasant people, ksotho is an ACP,state and
therefore deserves our deepest rympathy, and we must
strongly protest against these anacks by the Republic
of South Africa, which are inhuman and in violation of
inrcrnational law.

I would like rc express my appreciation to the Com-
mission for acting as quickly as it hasl Today I am
informed by the press that immediate aid has been ear-
marked for the victims of this raid. !7e approve of this
and ask the Commission to check whether funher
funds can be provided in the future.

The political aspects of this issue, ho*r.u.., interest us
as well. South ,-Africa is becoming more and more iso-
lated and is increasingly alienating even those who are
generally prepared to speak in favour of a'peaceful
and balanced solution. The South Africans are making
it difficult for all who would wish to mediate, who
have tried to appreciatc the situation of the white
minoriry in South Africa and who try ro prevent
bloodshed in southern Africa. The Botha Government
must be asked what is to be made of its promises to
contribute rcwards d6tenrc and an improvement in the
situation if it coldbloodedly launches this rype of com-
mando raid.

'SZe are naturally fighting for a lost cause as well when
demanding the withdrawal of the Cubans from
Angola, when South Africa, with campaigns like this
one against lesotho,.makes it absolutely clear rhat no
neighbouring country can afford to expose itself with-
out defence to the attacks of the South AJricans. Ir is
of course in the European Communiq/s interests that
the Cubans and other foreign troops should withdraw
from Angola and other countries. However, South
Africa herself destroys all prospects or hope of any
development in this direction.

(Apphuse)

Mr Bcrsed (PPE). - (m Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, as Mr Irmer has reminded us, it has
been agreed to combine the various morions for a
resolution on a topic which has had a profound and
serious effect on all the political groups.

Once again, we are faced with an act of aggression
committcd by a column of roops who crossed the
border from South Africa and invaded a neighbouring
country, occupying its capital for several hours, des-
trofng buildings and killing people - some of them
civilians.- and thereby brutally flaunting its military
superioriry over a counrry which, amongst other
things, has consisrently advocated a peaceful solution
to the urgent problems of southern Africa.

Some years ago we were the guests of the Republic of
ksotho, along with the memberp of the Joint Com-

mittee, and we had numc'rous occasions to speak to
the Presideni, Chief Jonadhan, who is one of the most
eminenr men in this part of Africa, and we were able
to listen to words of wisdc,m and calls for cooperation
on the basis of the full re':otnirion of the equaliry of
every human being and nlspect for rhe activities and
the fundamental rights of every nation.

The matter is all the mor,e deplorable as, at the very
moment these things were happening other events
were taking place - concerned prccisely with these
serious,problems of southern Africa, which are the

. cause of such concern to all of us, and for those coun-
tries which are associated with us through rhe various

, conventions we have signed - such as the talks in the
Cape Verde Islands and other meerings which had
raised hopes that a way could be opened, through
measures adopted ar home and funher developed
abroad, which would lead to a peaceful resolution of
this situation.

\[hat was the real reason for South African troops ro
invade lesotho for the first time for so many years?
Vas the aim a purely praoical one, intended ro march
domestic measures with action abroad? That idea can-
not be ruled out; but su,:h action would inevitably
have an adverse effect on the political and - I may
say - ethical view thar we musr take of this aggres-
sion; because recourse ro measures of this kind,
inspired not just by brutaliry but by speculative aims,
can only give funher weig;ht ro rhe condemnarion of
South Africa on which I believe a majoriry in this
House is-agreed.

\[e have always shared the view of those who assen
without any hesitadon *rar in this part of Africa,
which includes almost a third of the African conrinenr

- the most populous pafl., rhe part thar is richest in
natural resources and has the best prospects - 

q,re

must defend respect for rhe rights of each people and
each nation, and who, at she same time, believe that,
before the situation degenerates funher, every possible
avenue must be explored in order to arrive at a peace-
ful solution. Our view therefore coincides with Mr
Irmer's view, in the sense that actions of this kind
strike right at the hean of this common hope cher-
ished by every man of goo,l will and by every political
organization, who intend to defend, together with
firm commitmenr, rhe causr: of justice and peace.

\7e firmly deplore, ,1r.s6fcrrer rhis unmotivated act of
aggression committed by an extremely powerful state
against a small, completely isolated state, led by a
peace-loving tovernmenr and by politicians who only
recently expressed their d,esire for peace when they
met us in Rome.

Vhat is more, Iesotho is associated with the European
. Communiry. The President of its Padiament has been

appointed President of rhe.]oint Parliamentary Assem-
bly. For all these reasons we not only deplore this
aggression and express our solidariry with the tovern-
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ment and the people of lrsotho, but also call upon the
Council of Foreign Ministers meeting in political
cooperation and the Commission to adopt approptiate
measures to ensure that this solidarity is not confined
to expressions of comrnitment and rympathy, but is

also uanslatcd into concrete effons to provide help
and relief to the people of Lesotho.

(Appkuse)

Mrs Poiricr (COM). - (FR) Vhat is happening in
southern Africa concerns us all, and not just because

of our political commitments, but also because, as

human beings we havc consciences. I am, of course,
convinced that Parliament, following the lead of the

UNO Generd Assembly and the Brussels Council of
'the Ten will be unanimous in condemning South Afri-
can aggression in ksotho because it is quite simply
indefensible, just as racism and apanheid are indefen-
sible. Vhat is more, current events make the second

pan of the mission of the ACP/EEC Consultative
Assembly in southern Africa, and in panicular in
bsotho, more urgent.

But if - as I hope condemnation of these

events is outright and unambiguous, let us go beyond
condemning in principle and sart acting! It is clear
that our ACP friends are waiting for action from us -
albeit with a certain scepticism, I believe - and South
Africa too is expecting us to take some action. It has to
be said that up to now South Africa has had nothing to
complain about where the EEC countries are con-
cerned. Action means providing effective suPPort for

, those who are fighting for their lives, their digniry and
their independence; it also means recognizing that the
only aggressor is South Africa. Calling willy-nilly on
the counries of the region m exercise more restraint
and condemning violence in general, as was done in
the condemnation issued by the Council - a condem-
nation which in other ways we appreciate - is just not
on. In the first place, lesotho has always offered proof
of its restraint in spite of its courage, as this small
enclave of a country is hardly in a position to do oth-
erwise. But that did not prevent subsequent events

from occurring. Are dempcrats and blacks especially
obliged to allow themsel.ies to be deponed, impri-
sonedand killed? No, they are not, they are correct, in
defending their rights as human beings, human rights
in short, and the prisoner Nelson Mandela is also a

symbol for us Europeans.

For all these reasons, we ought, in one fell surooP, to
condemn the aggression of an ally and demand that
mercy be shown to the nine young militants con-
demned to death, three of whom are about to be exe-
cuted, which is just what we havg asked for in our
motion for a resolution. Surely there is no one in this
House who could bear to think that he had not done
everything he could to forestall this new crime which
is imminent?

Finally, acdon means the total isolation pf South
Africa on all levels: economic, political and culural.
'\7e know that American, British, French, Ge[man and

Japanese muldnationals have invested in Soqth Africa
on a massive scale. Even the IMF has shownl the most
unacceptable generosity rc this country. p,xchange

tours of spofismen are still taking plade. IThat
lesotho, the peoples of southern Africa and the
front-line countries need are practical deeds, the appli-
cation of sanctions against an a$gressor who is not just

a mortal danger to the region but is also - let us not
forget - a nuclear power with all that that, [epresents
for world peace.

(Appkase)

Mr G6rard Fuchs (S). - (FR) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, rcn months ago a delegation
from this Parliament flew to the front-line cbunuies in
southern Africa entrusted with a mission of qnquiry, as

decided on by the ACP/EEC Consultadve Afssembly'

The members of this delegation w.r. ,.pr.pLnrative of
all the Groups in this House and I am quitp sure that
when they left their opiniop on the rype df situation
prevailing in the region were quite differgnt. At the
end of their trip, however, and panicularly after visit-
ing the south of Angola - a more than mo{ing exper-
ience - they were unanimous in acknowledging and
condemning 'the economic and politica! Pressures
exerted by South Africa on Zimbabwe and the subver-

sive acdvities of the former in the latter cdunuy' and

'the acts of aggression perpetrated by the South Afri-
can armed forces against Angola'.

Today, yet again, we are confronted "ritil an unac-
ceptable act of aggression perpetrated hy Pretoria
against one of its smallest neighbours, lesdtho, which
is linked to our European Communiry tfrrough the
Lom6 Convention. '\Zhat happened on 9 December is

an inadmissible violadon of frontiers 4nd of the
integriry of a sovereign Starc. Such an act - Mr Irmer

- far from obtaining the withdravral of Cqban troops
from the south of Africa is most likely, on. the con-
:riary, ta encourage the stepping up of their presence in
other plaLes. This act was also a criminal and derisory
afiempt to thwan by violent means the abs$lutely legi-
timate aspirations of the non-white peoples of South
Africa, by which I mean their desire rc havb their right
to equality and digniry recognized, which is the basic
right of all men everywhere.

I trust, ladies and gentlemen, that we wiit be unani-
mous in our condemnation of this aggreqsion and in
voting on the joint text which is finally s[bmitted to
us. I hope that the new turn of dramatic events with
which we are confronted today will finally convince
those Members of this Parliament who are sdll hesitat-
ing of the need to adopt a firm stance #hen dealing
with Pretoria. In panicular, I hope that it ririll persuade

them to support the resoludon recently adoprcd in

'f
I
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Rome by the ACP/EEC Consultative fusembly, which
is designed to implement a 

- 
poliry of increased

economic pressure on South Africa so that apartheid
can be eliminated.

Sad to say, there are a number of forms of totalitarian-
ism in our world today, Madam President, ladies and
gentlEmen. However, so far as I am aware, there has
only ever been one State which has clearly laid down
in its constirution a discrimination based on racial
grounds. That represents a challenge to which it is our
dury as Europeans representing human rights to react
with all the energy and determination of which we are

-Itrust-capable.

Lord O'Hagan (ED). - Madam President, I often
wonder whether the tedioui process of artempring to
agree joint texts berween the different groups of this
Parliament is worthwhile, even for emergency
modons. Never more so than mday. Vould it not have
been splendid if we in this Parliamenc had spoken with
a single voice to the people of Poland on the day when
kch \Talesa was rearresrcd, giving rhem comfort in
their hour of need and reassuring rhem that we were
still behind them. But we didn't do so, and all because
the Socialist Group refused even to contemplate the
idea of discussing a joint rcxt in private negotiajion.
Now, Madam President, those of us on this side of the
House have feelings about Africa and southern Africa
which do nor always match the feelings of people on
the other side of rhe House. Mr Habsburg and I
joined forces to draw up a joint text which even Mr
Boyes can read and sympathise with, I expecr. \tre
were prepared to do so. So, Madam President, though
we are gerting onrc the season of goodwill, I serve
notice that we mustn't have any more selective moral-
ity in composing joint rexrs on major international
problems.

Now Lesotho is a country rc which we in this group
have a special additional loyalry. It is an ACP membei,
but it is also a Commonwealth starc. lfe deplore any
acdvities in southern Africa which have a destabilizing
effect on this country as well as on all the other prbb-
lems in tha[ area, panicularly Namibia. Anotherrwist
to the spiral of violence has been turned. In rhis group
'we are sad about it. Ve add our voice. !7e hope that a
vote for this motion, agreed berween all the troups
united towards a common objective, c/ill lend our
voice in this Parliamenr ro rhe.call for stabiliry and
freedom in the whole of southern Africa.

Mr d'Ormesson (EPP). - (FR) Madam President, I
just want to correct an erroneous remark made in
good faith by my colleague Mr Irmer. Ar the present
time, the Cubans are not withdrawing from Angola.
There are 23 000 of them there, including 3 000 who
have arrived just recently. In addition, rhey have I 200
Russian, East German and Romanian miliary advis-
ers; they supporr the NPLA forces of Mr Dos Sanros,

consisting of 70 000 men. They are opposed by rhe
30 000 men in the Uniu forces of Jonai Savimbi,
leader of Angola's heroic liberation movemenr. And
since, like myself, you wourld like to see a poll on self-
determination in Namibia,. it would only be right to
ask for the same thing for l\ngola.

(Apphuse)

Mr Pisani Member of the Commision. - (FR) I do
not wish to enrcr into a de,bate with Mr d'Ormesson.
Nevertheless, it is no doubt useful for us to ask our-
selves which came first -- the chicken or the egg?
\Vhy are there Cubans in southern Africa, if not
because of the sysrematic aggression carried out by
South Africa?

If we did have any doubts about this subject, rhe
events which took place in Lesotho on 9 December
should have been sufficie,nr proof. There are no
Cubans in Lesotho. Lesoth<l has never committed any
acts of aggression against South Africa. Calm and
reason prevailed in Lesotho, which was a country only
asking to be allowed to live in peace in a highly diffi-
cult environment, and yet fiis counrry was amacked!
Through its leading bodies, the European Community
voiced its disapproval, just as it is always doing. The
Communiry has shown its dlisapproval over apanheid.
The Commission has given proof of the Communiry's
solidariry vrith the people of Lesotho by voring'to
grant emergenry aid in the fiours irnmediately follow-
ing the events.

'S7ith regard to the future olf the region evoked in the
draft amendmenr, rhe Commission and Communiry
are taking an active part in developing Sadek, rhe
Southern African Commission, whose precise purpose
is to render southern Africa ,ecooomically independent
of South Africa, so rhat polirical balance'can giadually
be instituted. Th.ere are a number of ways in which wL
can intervene in these fields. Our best method is the
economic one.'S[e are devoting all the effons we can
to this. In short, Madam President, we consider rhis
motion for a resolution highly oppoftune.

Mr lrmer (L). - (DE) Allow me to make a personal
comment. From what Mr Ftrchs and Mr d'Ormesson
have said, I am sorry to have to conclude that the part
of my speech dealing with *re Cubans in Angola was
not reflected accurately in rhe French translation. I
would like to correct this briefly because both col-
leagues have addressed me on points I am supposed to
have made but neither of whir:li was correcr.

Mr d'Ormesson, I did nor s:ry that the Cubans were
about to leave Angola. And Mr Fuchs, I'clearly said
that the acdon of the South Africans in Lesorho was of
no help in getting the Cubans to withdraw from' Angola or getting the Angola.ns so ask the Cubans to .

Ieave their counrry.
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President. - The debate is closed.

Voter

Suinam

President. - The next item is a motion for resolution
(Doc. No l-1030/82) by Mr Penders and others on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Parry
(CD Group) on the situation in Surinam.

Mr Penders (PPE). - (NL) Madam President, we
have tabled this urgent modon for a resolution on rhe
situation in Surinam because we hope that a pro-
nouncement by the European Parliament will have
some effect on those wielding power in Paramaribo,
and will serve as some encouragement to the people of
Surinam as they wait tensely, nervouily and anxiously
to see what the future will hold. lfhat, for instance, is
the role of Cuba in all this? And is it not scandalous
that the Soviet Governmenr has given its backing to
the arguments advanced by the military dictators? It is
important that these people should be aware of the
fact that there is widespread condemnation through-
out Europe of the arbitrary executions which have
takin place in Surinam - nor only in the old colonial
motherland, you will norc, bur in all rhe Member
States of the European Communiry.

I was very pleased to hear the Council of Ministers
issue a condemnation at the beginning of this week of
what has been going on in Surinam and give an assur-
ance that they would investigate whar means existed
for freezing Community development aid to Surinam.

Let me remind you that Surinam is a signatory to the
Lom6 Convention, which is one good reason why the
European Parliament cannor simply ignore what is
happening there. I realize that the links berween the
[,om€ Convention and the question of human rights
are complicatedj which explains why the motion f6r a
resolution is couched in very caurious terms on this
point. My own preference would be for development
aid to be suspended, as the Dutch Governmenr has just
done, but I recognize that we do have contractual
obligations crhich cannot be made light of.

But, Madam President, the peoples of Europe are
enraged at violations of human rights, and in the long
run, that is bound ro have some effect on the willing-
ness of the European taxpayers to set aside money for
development aid at a time of crisis. I musr say that we
Dutch were pleased at the willingness of the European
Parliament rc give high priority to the Surinam resolu-

tion, given that we are inevitably more etrotionally
concerned that anyone else about the situation in Suri-
nam. !7e appreciarc the support we have rec$ived from
Members from the other Member Stares, an[ we shall
of course show our appreciation when we are faced
with an issue which is of panicular interelr ro some
other Member State.

There is very little I have to say abour the dext of the
motion for a resolution, which really speaks for itself.
The executions are an entirely new elementp although
the situation in Surinam has been deterior{ting for a
long time. Parliamentary democrary was done away
with some tiine ago, but so far there had beqn very lit-
tle bloodshed. There was a certain amounr df inherent
tolerance in Surinam sociery, which is perhaps one of
the few positive contributions the Dutclp colonial
rulers made to that country.

As I said before, the point regarding the plssible sus-
pension of development aid has deliberately been
couched in cautious terms, bur I feel that Mr Cohen's
amendment is nonetheless an improvement $n the ori-
ginal text.

Finally, I should tike to draw your attentlor, rc the
final few words of the motion for a resolution, which
calls for the resolution to be forwarded to phe Dutch
Parliament, which is of course itself - iddeed, this
very day - discussing this issue as a matrer of
urgency.

Mr Cohen (S). - (NL) Madam Presidenq, I should
like to starc on behalf of the Socialist Groilp that we
stand four-square behind the motion for a resolution
tabled by Mr Penders and the other memfers of his
party. Surinam is a small counrry, with only 200 000
inhabitants and a small capital city called Paramaribo.
For some time, the counrry has been force{ to suffer
an administration which may reasonably be supposed
to be not in line with the wishes of a majqrity of the
population there. So far, though - as lv{.r Penders
said just there has been no real suppression, no
excesses, no murdering or killing. Now, pholugh, it has
staned. For the first time in rhe history of S{rrinam, l5
people have been courr-marrialed and execurcd, and
that of course is somethint we cannor siqply turn a
blind eye to, especially as Surinam is a signalory to the
lom6 Convention.

The amendmenr I have tabled - and I glthe, from
what Mr Penders said just now rhar he is prepared to
accept it - to rhe Christian-Democratil Group's
motign for a resolution is aimed at giving thb Commis-
sion, in the person of Mr Pisani, the chance tci say that
the resolution is acceptable in its amende{ form. On
previous occasions, the Commission has said that simi-
lar resolutions on suspending developmeqr aid pay-
men6 to one of the Lom6 countries was dot feasible
from the Commission's point of view. I take rhe point;
after all, the lom6 Convention unfonunatefy has veryI SccAnnex.
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little to .say 
about human rights -. and at the rime

negodations were going on, we tried in vain m get a

clause to this effect included. I believe, though, that
with the amendment I have tabled, the Commission
has no alternative but to agree to implement the
amended resolution, and I believe that we shall then
have a bemer resolution than if we were rc adopt the
original version, in urhich case I am afraid the Com-
mission would have said that it could not be imple-
ment€d. That, Madam President, is why I have nbled
my amendment. Should the Commission say that even

my amendment is unacceptable, then I shall withdraw
it.

The current situation in Surinam is intolerable' Vhat
is now going on in a country which is a signatory to
the lom6 Convention, but which in some respects is
funher developed than other Lom6 countries, is unac-
ceptable. I therefore believe, Madam President - and
I should like once again to appeal to the Commission

- that we have no alternative but to adopt this resolu-
tion so that the powers-that-be in Paramaribo are

made aware of what the European Parliament thinks
about the situation.

Mr Nord (L). - (NI) Madam President, like the
previous two speakers, I come from a country which
can look back over centuries of close ties with Suri-
nam, which makes it all the more grievous and bitter
for me to have to speak about events in that country
which have aroused dismay, indignation and rage not
only in us, but everywhere. For a long lime now, we
have been worried about'what has been going on in
Surinam, but we had always pinned our hopes on the
chance of things taking a turn for the bewer. But
unfonunately it was not to be. Things went from bad
to worse. Surinam is now charaaeized by executions,
an intimidarcd populadon and all the Suppression we
know only too well from all the countries - and there
are alas far rco many of them - ru'led by a despotic
dictatorship.

Madam President, my own governmen!, which has a
bilateral atreement with Surinam, has,decided to sus-
pend development aid to that country for as long as

the current situation lasr. Mr Penders's motion for a

resolution proposes that the Community should con-
sider aking the same line. The fact is, Madam Presi-
dent, that the Europeaq Communiry has always, with
regard m development aid, adoprcd a neutral stance

ois-ti-ois the political regime in the recipient country. I
think that is the correct policy to adopt, but neutrality
ois-d-ois rhe political ideology espoused by this or that
government does not mean that we should always be

neutral in the face of serious violations of human
rights. That is why the motion for a resolution asks -rightly, in our opinion - how far we can go in consi-
dering and implementing a suspension of Communiry
aid. Ve support the motion for a resolution, and I
should very much like to hear from the Commission
how it sees the present situation in Surinam and what

it thinls can be done, given that the Commission is

responsible for the implementadon of the [.om€ Con-
vention.

Mr Dc Goedc (NI). - (NL) Madam President,
when Surinam gained its independence in 1975, it had

a democratic sysrcm of government with political par-
ties, a directly eleced parliament, its own government,
a constitutional President and a constitutional law set

up by the people of Surinam'themselves. At no time
did the Netherlands have any objection rc the process

ofindependence. In 1975 an agreementwas concluded
between the two counries, whereby all the money
owed by Surinam to the Netherlands - 500 million
guilders - was remitted in full, in addition to which
3 000 million guilders in'financial assistance was Prom-
ised over a period of ten years, an unprecedentedly
large amount in everyone's opinion.

In 1980, however, a group of dissatisfied members of
the armed forces made a bid for pov/er. The President,
the government and the parliament were all done away
with, but despite these developments, neither tle
Netherlands nor the European Communiry have cut
off the flow of aid. \7hen, at the time, I asked the
Commission about this matter, the reply was that there
was still a hope of a return to normal democratic con-
ditions. That hope has not been fulfilled, and now thq
situation had deteriorated drastically' The military
regime has tightened its grip on Surinam sociery; a

second and a third head of state have disappeared in
the meantime, along with various governments com-
posed of civilians and members of the armed forces. A
number of reports indicate that, with the assistance of
Spanish-speaking foreign mercenaries - probably
Cubans - the regime has embarked on the violent
suppression of political opponents. At any rate, there
can be no doubt that at least 15 - and possibly
between 30 and 40 - prominent citizens of Surinam
have been killed in cold blood. These murders have
met with abhorrence everywhere, including the ten
governments of the European Community.

The Netherlands has suspended all aid, and the United
States has followed suit. !7e now demand that the
Commission should do ttie same. A vigorous prorcst,
together with the suspension of all development aid,
would be the right response to these appalling evens
in a Lom6 country. Human rights are universally valid.
If we are concerned about what is going on in Poland,
Afghanistan and Lesotho, we should at least be just as

concerned about Surinam, a country with which the
Communiry has ties via the [pm6 Convendon. Ve
shall be giving our wholeheaned support to Mr Pen-
ders's motion for a resolution.

wtr Pisani, Member of the Commission - (FR) The
Commission more than shares the feelings expressed
by the Council in a communiqu6 which reads as fol-
lows:

'l
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The Foreign Ministers,of the Ten have expressed
deep indignation at recent developments in Suri-
nam. They are panictilarly shocked at the sum-
mary execution of a number of individuals,
including journalists, lawyers and trade union
leaders. They appeal to the present leaders of Sur-
inam to respect human rights and to re-establish a
truly democratic regime as soon as possible.

There are no doubts about our basic view of the situa-
tion, and believe me when I say that I share exactly
your feelings regarding these eventi. I wholeheanedly
endorse the action taken individually by Member
States who have cut off the aid they were giving to
Surinam, but I would point out that the Lom6 Con-
vention has established very special linls berween the
European Economic Communiry and rhe ACP coun-
tries which it would be extremely difficult to break
unilaterally. If we were to adopt the course of action
suggested here today, we could well be jeopardizing
the whole system. Nevertheless, it is our solemn dury
to inforin countries which are tempted or might be
tempted to resort ro such acts ofviolence rhar they are
highly mistaken if they believe that the Communiry
will go on turning a blind eye for ever ro these situa-
tions. There is no way that rhe Community could jus-
tify continuing to give aid to States perpetrating such
manifest attacls against humanity.

(Apphuse)

Mr Cohen (S). - (NL) Madam President, having
heard Mr Pisani's stat€ment, I withdraw my amend-
ment.

Prcsident. - The debais closed.

Voter

. Lebanon

President. - The next irem is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-1021/82), by Mr Donnez, on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group, on reinforcing the
multinational force in the Lebanon.

Mr Bcyer de Ryke (L). - (FR) As Mr Donnez is
unable to be here today, Madam President, he asked
me to present the morion for a resolution in his stead.
Although standing in for a colleague is always a rarher
risky business, I will make every effen to convey. rc
you his thoughts while at the same time adding some
of my own.

\[hen I say that I should like rc add some of my own,
I mean that I want ro make some sorr of r(sponse to
Mr Donnez's morion for a resolution - which I sup-
pon - by stating the artitude of my own cpuntry -Belgium - to his requesr for a reinforcemfnt of the
multinational force with new conrintents to be pro-
vided, preferably,by Belgium, the Federal Republic of
Germany and the United Kingdom.

I concur with Mr Donnez's reiluest, but must add rhat
some people will probably express surprige ar our
thinking ab,out increasing foreign forces in] Lebanon
while, at the same rime, we are agking for foreign
forces to withdra'w from that counr{y, This qnly seems
paradoxical, in fact. Vhy? Quite simply, ihe forces
which we want to send there.are completely foreign to
the region, and therefore torally unfamiliaq with the
passions and interests which are tearing it fpan. For
that reason, these forces can exercise resuaint on the
people there and promore peace. That is w[y I am in
wholeheaned agreemenr with my colleagrle on this
point. At the same time, I believe that we rhust insist
on the fact that these forces will only be able to act in
cooperation with the Lebanese. However, I {eel I must
point out - though I do so with regret - that I
somedmes get the impression that Lebanon's main
enemy is the country itself. Of course we wlant Leba-
non to be free and ro be reunited, but the Lebanese
mus{ urrderstand that they mlstreunite Lebanon. That
is the first point I wanted to make.

\7h{re my second poinr is concerned - namely, Bel-
giuril's contribution - I am afraid that I aqr going to
have to resorr ro the somewhat dry larfguage 

. 
of ,

figu{es. You all know that my counrry is experiencrng
gravb financial problems - extremely grave, unfor-
tuna,tely. Now, in order to meer kbanon's fequest by
sen{ing a batallion and the necessary infrastructure,
Bellium would have rc be prepared to advance 500
million francs every three monrhs, making | 000 mil-
lion,a year in total. '!fle are in an exrremely tight cor-
ner financially ar rhe momenr and it is just not possible
for rts right now to make such a Breat finanqial sacrifi-
ce, it would eppear. That is the starc of affairs as
exprlpssed in the crude language of figures and I am
afrald there we find ourselves faced.wit\ a major
problem. Ve are at present nelotiating with] our allies
whop being perfectly aware of Belgium's ecohomic dif-
ficulhies, do not at all take the attitude that ve are just
trying to shirk our responsibilities.

I reAlly do hope that a solution can be fournd to this
problem because I believe that it is vital and necessary
for,us to pafticiparc - even in a more modest way -in tliese efforu. How can we possibly claim that we are
Europeans who are wishing to defend a European
policy if, at the moment they ask us to stand up and be
coudted, we reply that we cannot take pan. '!7ith all
my hean I hope that we will be able to respqnd to this
request and cooperarc in this grand plan fof peace in
Leb4non because we canriot buitd anything ii we are
impdtent and helpless and we cannor allow-phis srife-I See Annex.
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toin country to be ruined because peace would be des-

troyed with it.

'S7e are all of us concerned - I repeat, not iust one
country - but all of us.

Mr Hersch (S). - (DE) Madam President, ladies

and gentlemen, my speech will consist of four sen-

tences. First, the Socialist Group backs the joint
amendment. Second, the Socialist Group backs in
panicular the call for reinforcer4ent of the multina-
tional troops in the Lebanon because this meets the
wishes of the legitimate authorities and large secdons

of the Lcbanese people. Third, this is the third Leba-
non debate and Lebanon resolution within a period of
six months and therefore, founh, with regard to the
complaint about the sufferings of the Lebanese people
and the conditions for restoration of domestic Peace
and l,cbanese sovereignty, I stand by the declaration I
made on behalf of the Socialist Group in the previous
scro Irbanon debates.

Mr d Ormesson (PPE). - (FR) The motion for a

resoludon before us takes up again the idea of rein-
forcing an allied multi-nadonal force, an idea which I
had the honour of defending on behalf of the Euro-
pean People's Party during Parliament's July session. I
am all the more ready to applaud the initiative of my
friend and colleague, Mr Donnez, since its acceptance
would bring the most crucial political advantages:
peace in Lebanon, a demonsration of European will, a

drawing together of those Arab states which advocate
peace and freedom and a fostering of the conditions
for Parliamentary elecdons - which have not taken
place for rcn years noy/ - in the only count{F in the
Middle East where Christians and Muslims are equally
divided.

As we all know, three different foreign armed forces
are confronting each other in lebanon: the Syrian
army, the PLO and the Israeli army. They are sustain-
ing a climate of confrontation in which the passions
aroused by seven years of civil war imported from
abroad can flare up again at any moment. Observors
have said that 30 000 men would be needed Lo c rry
out the peaceful evacuation of all foreign troops stit-
tioned in kbanon and the disarmament of all those
who do not belong to the forces of order of the
Lebanese government but who carry weapons.

The armies of the ten Communiry countries deploy a

total force of about two million men. Vhat is more,
there are times in a countq/s life, Mr Beyer de Ryke,
when monetary problems have to take a back seat!

Ve should all consider carefully the positive influence
that the Communiry could exercise in the Middle East
if it managed to reestablish peace in Iebanon, which is

a key to peace in this whole region. Secondln we
could propose a bilateral Eeaty to help put this coun-

try back on its feet again. Those on the Mashrek dele-
gation should be at pains not to equate Syria with
lrbanon, the occupier with the occupied.

It has been said that 1983 will be ayear in which war
and peace are hanging in the balance. Let us try to
play a decisive role in achieving peace in the Middle
East and in so doing show the entire world that there
can be no happiness where there is no freedom and no
freedom where dhere is no courage.

Mr Junot tpEpl. - FR) I will limit my remarls,
Madam President, as rny friend Olivier d'Ormesson
has just made most of the points that I wanted to put
to this House as an explanation of why our Group will
be backing Mr Donnez's proposal.

Iebanon means so much to us.that it has become a
symbol for that peace in the Mediterranean for which
we are all hoping. fu Olivier d'Ormesson so rightly
emphasized just now, the presence of a force from
Europe - and I should like it to be a Communiry
force - could also serve as a sfmbol. In hbanon, it
would act as an antidote to the foreign powers whose
presence creates civil war wherever they happen rc be

and whose presence cannot be jusdfied in southern
Africa any more than anywhere else, even if my
remarks do offend Mr Pisani. It is vital that we all
make an effort to ensure that the European peace

forces help lcbanon to regain its unity, peace and
freedom, vhich will only be won if the foreign forces
which are presently occupying its territory for a

variery of purposes withdraw.

President. - The debate is closed.

Voter

' Afgbankun

President. - The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-1025/82), by Mr Van Mien and Mr
Glinne, on behalf of the Socialist Group, on Afghani-
stan.

MrVan Micrt (S). - (NL) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, while conceding that this motion for a

resolution is of mainly symbolical significane, I think it
essential that this House should express its opinion
once more quite clearly and categorically on this issue.

The immediate background to the motion for a resolu-
tion is that Soviet troops have now been occupying

I . See Anncx.
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Afghanistan for three years, and this rhird anniversary
is very much the product of the otalitarian poliry and
a reflection of the rynical nature of a major super-
power. I hope rhar a unanimous -\rote on the pan of
this House will show that we are not prepared to for-
get what has happened or to lose hean. !7e must not
forget that what is going on here is a permanent viola-
tion of international law as regards the.righr to self-
determination and the respect for a country's sover-
eignty. Ve must not forget that the current powers-
that-be are mere Quislings like Jaruzelski in Poland
and Pinochet in Chile. Ve must not forget that a large
proponion of the Afghan population are courageously
resisting the invaders and their henchmen, and are
making life difficult for the occupying forces. !7e have
a dury not to forget that we musr supporr those peo-
ple, along with the hundreds of thousands of refugees
who have been forced to leave their countqy because
of the conflict. Finally, and most imponant of all, we
must not forget that it is only through persistence that
we shall be able to make it plain to the Soviet Union
that a solution can only be found by the complete
withdrawal of Soviet troops and the right of Afgliani-
stan to go its own vray as an independent starc.

I was much encouraged when, a few days ago, a larle
majority of the member counrries of the United
Nations drew attention once again to this matter, and
I believe it would do this House great credit, Madam
President, if we were to take the opponunity of this '

third anniversary m draw attention ourselves to qhis

subject that we have referred to so ofrcn in the past.

(Applause)

Mr Klepsch (PPE). - (DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, my group gives its full backing rc rhe
amendment tabled by our colleagues Van Miert and
Glinne on behalf of the Socialist Group.

Ve are very much aware that this House is one of the
first and few to keep a constanr track ofwhat has hap-
pened and is happening in Afghanistan. !7e are also
aware thar the disclosures made in this resolution fully
reflect the facts. I would like to take this opportunity
to remind you that it is to Parliament's credit that the
American Congress created Afghanistan Day on the
recommendation of the American President as a
reminder that a nadon like the Afghans is being
oppressed by a world power sysrematically applying all
the means of modern warfare.

I have no wish to hide our deep concern at the use of
chemical and biological weapons in Afghanisan
according rc rhe constanr reports of international
institutions and fact-finding committees. I underscore
everything Mr Van Mien has said about the puppet
regime in Afghanistan, which in actual fact cannot rely
on the supporr of the population but only on that of
the Red Army's bayonets, and we are also aware rhat
an out-and-out campaign of suppression is being
waged there against a freedom-loving people.

Let qs be aware of the uninterruprcd flow of refugees
in dilstress which Afghanisran's neighbours have to
absorb. I therefore welcome, rogether with {ny entire
groupr the idea that we should make a renewbd appeal
to those responsible ro pur an end to this intolerible
situa{ion. Ve all admire the heroic struggle of this
small Afghan nation, which is resisting a wo4ld power
so successfully, no doubt owing ro geograp{rical fac-
tors, ioo.

If thf Soviet Union is prepared to steer f course
towards a political solution to the Afghanisran prob-
lem, as hoped by those.tabling the motion, this will
meet with our approval. However, ure must not forget
that gnly by adopting a clear position can we bring
about this rype of development. If the parry concerned
is not warned, this injustice will continue. $e there-
fore believe that the United Nations wouldl be well
advisqd to conrinue its argument with the Soviet
Uniorfr on this question. The resolution will receive the

Mr PF 
"oi, 

Member of tbe Commision. - (FR) The
Commission shares rhe feelings which inspired the
authors of the motion for a resolution and trfusts that
Parliament will adopt the motion before it.

Right from the start, all the Communiry institutions
came out with a straightforward condemnation of the
problems caused by the presence of foreign doops in
Afghanistan. Just recently, on 3 and 4 Decerrlber, the
Eurogean Council expressed the view point that a new
line qken by the Russians could make a significant
contribution to improving international rel4tions in
general, and East-\7est reladons in particulalr, if the
Russians w'ere ro re-examine their position on rhe
quesdbn of Afghanistan. The Commission is also
pleasefi with the snnces adopted recenrly in the
United Nations.

The irtsupponable political situation has given rise rc a
concr(te problem, towards the solution of which the
Europban Economic Communiry has contriluted by
giving aid to refugees from Afghanistan. Ou{ contri-
bution amounted to 14 million ECU in 1980 and
22 milfion, 5OO OOO ECU in 1982. This goes to show
that vfe are keeping a watchful eye on the problems
which are arising - panicularly for Pakistan - but
we cannot help being alarmed at our inadequapy when
we logk at the figures showing jusr how many fefugees
there are in Pakistan. In February 1981 there were
1 700 000, in June 1982 2 200 000, and by October
1982 rhe number had risen to 2 300 000, wlich just
goes to show that the problem is growing all the time
and t4king on dimensions which pose tremendous
human]itarian, economic and political probler;rs. The
Commission is committed to monitoring everfts with
ali the attention they deserve and will taie thf initia-
tives it deems useful for the Communiry m help solve
this prfblem within the limitations of its'resourgls.

full approval of my group.

(Appkase)
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Presidcnt. - The debate is closed.

Votel

Fisheies

President. - The next item os the joint debate on:

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-l0ll/82/
corr.) by Mrs Ewing, on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats, on the urgent
need to conclude a satisfactory agreement on a
common fisheries policy

- the motion for a resolution (Doc. la02a/82) by
Mrs Pery and others on the need m conclude an

agreement on a common fisheries poliry by
31 December 1982.

Mrs Ewing (DEP). - First of all, may I say that I
support the resolution lodged by Mrs Pery as well as

the one logded by myself on behalf of my group. I also

would like to say at the outset that I suppon Amend-
ments 1, 3 and 4 by Mrs le Roux and others, but that
I do not suppon Amendment No 2 for reasons that I
will bring out in my remarls.

This is clearly an urgent mafier. Can I just devote a
moment to the background: we received statemen6
today of the words that were to be said on behalf of
the Danish Presidency and I would just like to quote
two things which we heard with our own ears. The
Danish President was explaining that negotiations on
the common fisheries policy have been going on for
years but have been stepped up considerably in recent
months. They have been difficult but no final result
has been achieved. The second quote is a statement by
Mr Henning Christophersen, who takes away the veil
from our eyes and lets us.peep into the horrors of a
failure rc reach agreement on a fishing poliry, by ask-
ing us to look at what measures will be taken if no
atre€ment proves possible from 1 January.

Now there have been starcments in the House of
Commons by Conservative MPs and others, urging
the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom to send
gunboats. This shows how serious the situation is. It is
clearly urgent, it is clearly vital to the Community, and
it is clearly relevant. It is really disgraceful that at least

five Fisl-reries Councils were cancelled under previous
Presidencies. That was the degree of urgency the
Council tave the matter. Obviously they have given it
urtency lately. But we have seen cancellation after
cancellation, when we know that the I January is com-
ming and when we have heard a starcment rc the
effect that people from one State can fish to the

beaches of another. I am disappointed that my Con-
servadve colleagues from the United Kingdom
opposed urgency this month as they also did last

month. As people who defend the rights of Parliament
here it seems extraordinary that they should'take the
view that we have to defer to the Council and its

netodations, panicularly when their own members are

making these very serious remarks about the urgency
of the situation. They seem to be running away from
the problem.

This Parliament has passed regional poliry preference
principles, not only once but twice. !7e must recog-
nize the existence in this Communiry of communities
which are solely dependent upon fishing - with no
hinterland, no agriculture, no.industry. I find it amaz-
ing that anyone would pass a resolution against the
majoriry of the Parliament and that is why I reject this
amendment. I should like to end by srying that of
course there are difficulties and injustices all around,
but we know from the Commission itself that the
catching capacity of Denmark almost doubled
bemreei l97o and 1980, while every other Member
Starc drastically reduced its capacity. It is Denmark's
unwillingness to make an agreement which we in Brit-
ain deplore, because it has torn apan the Scottish Fish-
ing Federation. They know it is not a just settlement
for us. Yet despite its own increase in capaciry, Den-
mark still dares to refuse an agreement. The situation
is urgent. It cannot be more urgent. It is not good for
the Community. \7e must pass this resolution.

IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI

Vce-Presi.dent

Mr Voltjer (PPE). - (NL) Madam.President, as

co-author of Mrs Pe4/s motion for a resolution on
the need to conclude an atreement on a common fish-
eries policy by 31 December 1982, I should like to fill
in some of the background m what this urgent motion
for a resolution is setting out to achieve.

I agree with what,Mrs Ewing said just now on the
absolurc urtency and the need to reach agreement on
a common fisheries policy. So far, we have contented
ourselves with rcmporary measures designed at least to
give the fishermen of Europe some kind of livelihood.
The result, though, has been an element of uncertainry
which may well get worse if we fail to r'each an a9ree-
ment by 3l December.

Madam President, my group and this House havp said
on a number of occasions what we think about abom-
mon fisheries policy and what'its scope should extend
to. For that reason, .we have deliberately refrainedI' SeeAnnex.
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from commenting over recent months and have
adopted a very low profile so as to give the Council
the chance to reach an agreemenr The fact that we
lrlve now decided to table this motion for a resolution
is quite simply because we want to ask the Council
once again in all clariry to reach a decison. By keeping
quiet on this subject for a number of months, the
European Parliament has by no means been neglecting
its duties. On the contrary, by not commenting, we
have tried - and in this respect I cannot go along
with Mrs Ewing - to influence the situation in such a
way as to arrive at a policy after all. It now looks as

though we may fail in this aim, which explains why
this motion for a resolution is so urgent. 'S7e are not
concerned for the present about the nature of the' agreement - we have been into all the details in other
resolutions in the past. Our sole aim, as the old year
draws to a close, is that the European Parliament
should make the point once again that we need a com-
mon fisheries policy. \[e should suess that such a

poliry is of major importance to all Member States -not only to the nine Member States which have
reached agreement, but also to Denmark. Should it
come to clashes, the fisheries policy will be in tatters,
apd the whole thing will be played out at the expense
of the fishermen, in which case the Danish fishermen
too will have to face all the same problems. That is
why this mattfr is so urgent, and it is why we recom-
mend that this House should treat the matter accord-
ingly.

Mr Gautier (S). - (DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, funher m what my colleague, Eisso
'S7oltjer, has said, I would like to say on behalf of my
group that we fervently hope that the Council will
reach an agreement on 21 December, in order among
other'things, to prevent a somewhat unclear legal posi-
tion from developing on 1 January 1983, when the
Treaty of Accession of Great Britain and other coun-
tries to the European Communiry expires with the
accompanying transitory provisions for fisheries. !7e
hope the Council achieves this on the 2lst because we
are afraid that a very difficult situation will otherwise
ensue on I lanuary. But this is not the only reason
why we would like the Council to reach an agreemenr
next week: it is also in order to give the European
Communiq/s fishermen new confidence in their
future.

The situation is serious. I would like to mention a
region in the nonh of Germany where it is very impor-
tant that investments should again be made in the fish-
eries sector in the future, but for this to happen, rhere
is a need for confidence in the future. It is important
to know what son of investment and catch will actu-
ally be possible in the future. This is also a reason why
we hope the Council will reach a decision next week.

Now that the European Communiry has laid down
rules for many areas - I will simply mendon technical
measures and agreements with non-member countries

- quotas and an access ruling sdll remain to be dealt
with. \7e are convinced that, in the wake of the many
impulses from Parliament and the discussions within
the Council in which nine countries managed to agree,
it must be possible to achieve a breakthrqugh next
week and arive at a quom agreement and a]ccess rul-
m8.

However, we would.like to call upon the C{uncil not
to legalize any situation which it is convifrced was
illegal in the past. Ve therefore ask it not t]o declare
the illegal fishing of the past legal by setting up refer-
ence periods and reference quoras. This I b{lieve is a
decisflbn of principle which thi Council must fake.

No*] to the existing motions for resoludons: we natur-
ally fack our own motion. Ve rrould like [o say m
Mrs pwing that we fully appreciate the ideas behind
her rirotion and would give it our earnest support but
we (annot vote for paragraph 2 because a cenain
.grouf of problems would then be treated separately
from the entire fisheries question, and in the urgency
of this matter it is important to call upon the Council
to take a decision next week. Ve therefore do not
wish to reemphasize what separate aspects have to be
solved in the fisheries agreement. Ve have already
done this in the numerous reports of the past few
years. The Socialist Group will therefore vofe against
paragraph 2 of Mrs Ewing's motion for a res{lution.

Mr Clinton (PPE). -'![e should b" gr"t.f[l to Mrs
Ewing and Mrs Pery for putting down theie urgenr
motions.

'!7hy 
are we here this evening, ro .lor. to (hrirtrn"r,

having this discussion? The reason, of courge, is that
some of us at least are concerned about the fact that,
after a period of approximately rcn years o{ negotia-
tion, discussion and argument, the Council of Minis-
ters has failed to reach agreement on a common policy
for fiIheries.

The Ministers themselves may not be suffering because
of this deplorable failure, but Europe's fisheimen are
suffefing and their industry, as I see it, is in serious
danger. The reputation of the Communiry is also suf-
fering and this should be a matter of concern to all of
us. If ever anything was suitable for a common policy,
surely it is fisheries. I7e have no cusroms posrs ar sea;
we cannot oblige mackerel or herring to swlm within
Irish territorial waters only.

It is not only accolding to the Treaty obligafions, but
also from a technical, practical and biologicafl point of
view that Member States of rhe Commurfiry must
work together to maintain the Community'! fisheries
resources.

Therp can be absolutely no doubt that any Member
State which does not understand this is ignoring the
long..lterm responsibilities thar we have as ihdividual
natiops and collectively as a Community.
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Ve have spent at least six years fighting over the
share-out of the fisheries pie.

In this time the fisheries industry,has been left, largely
by itself, to cope with fundamental restructuring, with
the effects of a serious recession, with inflation-priced
energ[, as well as grave political uncertainty. And we
know too that during the same period the stocks of
various species have been dwindling.

Vith the exception of the Danish delegation, the
Council of Ministers has agreed rc a package.
Although in my view far too many compromises were
made by the then Irish Minisrcr, it will at least be the
first step towards coordinating Communiry action and
Communiry'fisheries conservation and management.

'Vithout a coordinated Communiry fisheries manate-
ment system, which still has to be developed, the
future of our fisheries indusuies and stocks is in doubt.

Iet us urge the Council of Ministers to take this first
step. The President-in-Office of the present Council
of Ministers came to a meeting of the Commitrce on
Agriculture a few weeks ago and tried rc explain why
Denmark could not agree to a package which it found
unacceptable and then be obliged to stay with it for
20 years.

The Danes have an annual catch of about scro million
tonnes. Ireland, a very much bigger country, and an
island country as well, has a carch of about 150 000 '

ronnes, and we are expected to accepi this and stay
vith it for 20 years. I7e talk about traditional rights as

if they were sacred, when we know that most of these
rights are the result of the successful plundering and
exploitadon of the weak by the suong. And so we
begin to wonder and to have second thougha: for if -

this Community is ever to succeed it can only do so on
the basis of fair play. Talk of convergence is nonsense
unless we give the weak an opportunity at least to pro-
gress rcwards the level of the strong.

Mr Battercby (ED). - Madam President, my group
welcomes and fully supports the excellent, balanced,
constructive and non-panisan motion for a resolution
by Mrs Pery and her group. However, we have strong
reservations about supporting the motion for a resolu-
tion by Mrs Ewing in its totaliry. Yesterday my troup
voted against urgency on this. matter, because we
feared that the careful, patient work carried out over
many years by Council, Parliament and Commission
could be disrupted or put at risk by irresponsible, par-
tisan, emotive, possible opponunist starcments by cer-
tain Members. I fear that some of Mrs Ewiirg's recent
starcmens could possibly be said to fall into this cate-
gory.

The Ewing motion for a resolution endeavours to
reinroduce regional and'sub-regional aspects which
have already been considered in depth and have been

accommodated. Paragraph 2 of her resolution cah
only confuse and obfuscate the main issue in this deli-
cate final stage, and I will therefore be calling for a

seParare vore on this paragraph.

Founeen days only are left to the Council under the
Danish Presidency to agree before the overwhelming
majority of Member States, having made wery possi-
ble concession to achieve a fair agreement, will have to
move ff national measures, which may, I suspect, be

far less advantageous rc the odd man out than the rea-
sonable t€flns currently on the table. Parliament and
Commission have honourably acquitted themselves of
the task set them. Now only one Member State has to
march the political will, courage and sense of Com-
muniry shown by the other nine. One Member State
only has to make the shon, and admittedly difficult,
step needed to give the Communiry its common fisher-
ies policy.

I therefore call on the Fisheries Council next Monday
to honour iu dury to the Communiry. If the Council
does not, I can promise the German Presidency that
we will be bringing every possible pressure rc bear on
it to correct the deplorable situadon which will have
been created by the Council's failure under the D4nish
Presidency to achieve agreement, despirc the political
will and maturiry shown by nine gf the ten Member
States.

Mr Papapietro (COM). - (m Madam President,
ladies and gendemen, I am speaking here in suppon of
the protest contained in this motion for a resolution
and to underline the urgency of the matter. Parliament
has a right to inrcrvene, and it must exercise this right,
to unblock this stalemate in forging a common fisher-
ies poliry. It is hindering much of this Communiry
activiry and it is holding up legislation in certain vital
sectors of the fisheries policy. I am thinking of struc-
tural policy, to name but one. This smlemate is keep-
ing us from considering the usefulness of a social and
Communiry policy on fisheries. It is even eroding the
power of the Communiry and of the individual Mem-
ber States in dealing with other counries in an effon
to find a way out of the tremendous problems which
we have so often had to cope with here.

If things go on like this - and on this point I agree
with Mr Voltjer - there is going to be precious little
left of a fisheries policy in Europe. Ve shall then have
to start all oier again, and that urill not be eary.

Padiament has the power to intervene and to urge that
these differences be resolved- In recentyears rhe Euro-
pean Parliament has played an active pan in this area
with some definite and useful action backed by firm
determination. As a result, we can make a strenuous
appeal for the meeting on 21 December to be a success
and for an agreement to be reached.

I too share the view that our response should be res-
ricted to this appeal, calling for an agreement which
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will benefit the viability of this sector and the social
conditions of the people who work in it. For this
reason, we feel that paragraph 2 of Mrs Ewing's
motion for a resolution is superfluous - even though
we do not quiblle with the substance of the matter -and should not be voted through. At any rate, we shall
be voting against it.

Mr Nielsen (t).- (DA) Madam President, the situa-
tion in which I find myself is a little odd in that I have
been a member of this Parliament for almost ten years
now, and again and again Padiament has called for a

common fisheries policy. I have in many ways felt this
to be.a matter of principle for Parliament, and now we
have reached the point where time is running out and
we see that if anything is to be achieved it will have to
be achieved at the Council's final meeting this coming
Tuesday.

I am one of those who, like Mr Battersby, had cenain
misgivings when these motions for resolutions were
tabled, since I was afraid that Parliament too might
also end up contributing to the difficulties. TherE are
in fact only a few very minor points still to be sertled,
and this is not the time to bring up a whole series of
new major problems.

Madam President, I have been very pleased to sit and
lisrcn to what has been said, since it has been apparent
from the debate that people set great store by the idea
of reaching agreement, and it has been gratifying that
so few atncks have been made. Nevenheless - from
one particular pan of the House at any rate - cenain
criticisms have been expressed regarding Denmark
and, as might well be expected, I should like rc say
very briefly that, obviously, Denmark has a large fish-
ing industry, but one which is based on efficiency, and
it cannot be in the ingerests of the Communiry to hin-
der the development of something of this kind. How-
ever, nowadays ve are obviously faced with the need
to take account of ecological considerations and weigh
all the various interests involved against each other,
and Denmark has also to a great extenr accepred that
it must make certain sacrifices.

There is very little still sanding in the way of a broad
agreement, but the main outstanding point is the ques-
tion of mackerel fishing, which should be permitted on
a modest scale. This is not simply a fishing question
pure and simple. There is also the fact to be considered
that it is vinually the only viable industry we have in
certain pans of Denmark where there are extremely
serious economic and employment problems. This is a
branch of the fishing industry which, if I may say so,
does ndt simply amount.to-ruthless exploitation of the
resources, since it principally involves processing into
dnned foods on a large scale.

I cannot go into these 
'details more deeply, but I

should like to stress that over and above the questions
of fisheries poliry, there is also the employment and

regional aspect. I hope that the tolerant spirit which
has been in evidence here will continue, so tliat it will
be p(ssible for the Ministers to reach agredment on
fuesday.

Mad4m President, I should like next to poiJ, our, in
an erftirely different connecdon, that there is a print-
ing error in the Danish version of the motion for reso-
ludon tabled by Mrs Pery and others, paragraph 2 of
whic[ calls for an agreement besween 'the two Mem-
ber States;' This should surely be 'the ten Member
State$', and I have noted that the French v]ersion in
fact feads in this way. Nevenheless, we should be
awarc of the error.

Mr Msller (ED). - (DA) I can basically go along
with what Mr Nielsin has just said. Ve ghould, I
think, leave this to the wisdom of the Coundil, which
is rc [neet on 21 December. If it proves impossible to
come to an arrangement which Denmark can also
agree to, Denmark's view is that the Treaty ff Rome,
whic{r forms the basis of our work, should apply. That
is to say, there should be free rade, and any countries
inroducing national resrictions must expeft to see

these restrictions brought before the Coun cif Justice.
Howbver, free trade is what we always wanted in the
Community, and there is no reason rc hold [t against
Denmark that this small country has managed. to
establish such an efficient fishing fleet thar it has been
able to increase its catch ro rhe exrcnr it has. It simply
showp how enterprising the Danish fishing industry is.

Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. - (fn,t me
Cominission hopes that the debate which Parliament is
holdihg on a fisheries policy will enable the Council at
its next meeting on 21 December to take th( decision
for ryhich everyone is waiting. There is ihdeed an
urgeirt need for this policy to reach completion after
all the work that has gone into it; should it prot come
to fryition, we will find ourselves in a state of disarray
at thb beginning of next year which is all the more
disheartening because nine counrries have mqnaged rc
comq to an agreement and one last effon wluld be all
that ls needed to reach unanimous agreemenr.

I should like to say to Mrs Ewing that, in mtrl opinion,
para$raph 2 of her motion for a resolution weakens
the civerall messate of her text. In rhe first place, the
wishes she expresses in paragraph 2 can be found in
the 1ex,t which is currently being examinCd by the
Couircil, while no one has ever conregred the need'to
take account of the real situation prevailing in those
reSilns which specialize in fishing.

Secondly, in adding this paragraph to her mqtion for a

resdlution, she weakens her appeal to the ef{ect that a
genefal agreement should be Concluded befoie the end
of this year.

It is vital that the Council akes a a.lirion on
21 December. Paragraph 2 to the motion for a resolu-
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don adds nothing new to what we already have in
other tex6.

Mrs Ewing (DEP). - On a point of order, Madam
President, paragraph 2 of the text is simply a reitera-
tion of the Quin repon which was adopted by this
House and a previous report in favour of regional pre-
ferences. It is just a reference to something aheady
adopted by this House.

Mr Voltjcr (S).- (NL) Mr President, Mr Nielsen is
right in saying that the number 10 should appear in
paragraph2. Of coutse, it will be,the ten Member
States which will have to come to an agreement at the
Council meeting on 21 December. That is the original
text, and diat is how it should remain.

President. - The joint debatc is closed.

V_oter

Cisis in the coal industry

Prcsident. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a

resolution (Doc. l-992/82), tabled by Mrs'S7alz on
behalf of the Committee on Enerry and Research, on
the crisis in the coal industry in the Community.

Mrs Valz (PPE). - (DE) Madam President, Iadies
and gentlemen, speaking as Chairman of the Com-
mimee, I would just like-to add a few remarks to the
emtnergency motion on the coal crisis in the Com-
munity because Mr Rogalla is the modon's initiator.

It is based on the fact that the Council today, on
16 December, is conducting informal talks on the coal
crisis and how rc deal with it. This Council meeting is
also the reason why Vice-President Davignon cannot
be here; however, we have sent the Council'of Minis-
rcrs the.text of our motion for a resolution by tele-
Bram.

From the political point of view, the following should
be sressed: coal cannot and will not be able to provide
more rhan 300/o of. the Communiq/s energy supplies;
we can, however, be sure of these 30o/o if we take the
necessary steps to produce or maintain production of
Communiry coal.

'!7'e cannot, however, count on receiving imponed
coal. However cheap it may be, what is supplied today
may be cut off from us tomorrov. This may be the

result cif acdon by a third parry blocking channels of
access or of negative decisions on the pan of the sup-
pliers if they wish to exert political pressure on us. The
higher. costs for Communiry coal should be regarded
as an insurance premium for safeguarding.our energy
supplies and as secuniry against blackmail.

Insurance against risk is based on a common safery
arrangement. The Communiqy's Member States form
such a self-protective alliance, which in turn is based
on solidariry. Hence our appeal rc those Member
States whose coal supplies are mainly imponed: it is up
to you to sustain this self-prorcctive alliance, otherwise
it might happen that we shall all, and you included, be

plunged into a new supply crisis. Preference for
imported coal results in colliery closures vithin the
Community. A colliery, however, is not like a machine
which can be closed down and, when required, staned
up again. The reopening of a colliery, if at all possible,
involves the greatest sacrifices.

I vould like rc conclude with mro points: the impon-
ance of coal has been stressed at various energy con-
ferences. The developing couritries and industrial
countries outside Europe are increasingly recognizing
its,imponance. Their presence on the market as custo-
mers will be felt more and more. Even for the medium
t€rm, we have every interest in not reducing our coal
producdon. Existing stockpiles of coal are only oppar-
ently a surplus.

The Council's informal meeting is being held today in
camera, and therefore it is all the more important that
we should discuss the problem of coal in public today.
The Commission and Council should know that we
are in favour of maintaining the Communiqy's existing
coal production as a means of safeguarding our energy
supplies.

Mr Rogalla (S). - (DE) Madam President, first of
all, on a point of order, I would like to say, that I.arn
not representing the Socialist Group but speaking as

the author of the motion. As the Chairman of the
Energy Committee has just said, I drew up this motion
for a resolution and therefore I am making use of my
capacity to speak to you as its author.

I am glad that the Chairman has stressed the political
context of this motion and I would not like to miss this
opportunity to say that, in my view, in the face of the

'many foreign policy matrcrs we have discussed today,
the current urgent problems affecting our Communiry
have been pushed.somewhat into the background and
now have to be dealt with at the end of this series of
topical and urgent debates, more or less at the very last
minute.

\7e know that coal is our domestic raw material, that
its consumption must be increased and that we have rc
become independent of oil in order to save our foreign
currency holdings. Energy consumption, however, isI SeeAnnex.
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falling all over the world. From 1979 to 1981, each
Vest-European reduced his (stadstical) energy con-
sumption by more than 80/0. Daily output in coal
production is increasing, but has to be slowed down
on the other hand because, for example, steel produc-
tion is restricted. In 1982, 12,30/o less crude steel was
produced than in 1981 and therefore our domestic raw
marcrial coal has got inrc difficulty again. There is a
threat of pit closures and some have in fact already
been decided upon. The natural conbequence of this is
unemployment for the miners of the Communiq/s
four coal-producing countries.

These topical and urgent problems form the back-
ground to our debate, which is aimed exclusively at
reminding the Council of the Commission's 1979 pro-
posals for financing economic stockpiles of coal, coke
and briguettes as well as on financial measures to
increase intra-Community traile in coal.

Two imponant aims have brought us together today
for this emergency debate. First, more impons of
European coal to non coal-producing Member Sates
such as Denmark and Italy must be agreed upon, with
a gradual increase to 15 million t per year under con-
sideration. Vhen we realise that in 1981 alone, Ialy
imponed 15.5 million t and Denmark 8.7 million t,
this target is not unattainable. Second, I would like to
mention the financing of economic or structural stock-
piles.

I know rhat the Commission is rather hesirant of these
points following the disappointments of. 1977; for this
reason, we intend today, acting as a directly elected
Parliament, and therefore on the basis of the political
changes, to point out again publicly that we in this
Communiry constitute a self-protective alliance and
must also share our burdens with each other.

Finally, I would like to give you my opinion on the
amendments. I agree to Amendmens Nos l, 3, 4 and
5 because these provide explanatory detail. However, I
would advise the House to reject Amendment No 2,
tabled by MrVunz, Mr Damette and Mr Manin.

Mr Morcland (ED). - Madam President, from time
to dme the Council has issued statements to the effect
that it suppons the Communiry increasing its produc-
tion of coal. I refer specifically to a resolution in 1974
and yet again at the Venice Summit in 1980. Yet, of
course, the facts show that production of coal has, if
anything, declined within the Communiry over the last
few years, largely as a result of the economic reces-
slon.

I support this resolution today as my group does,
because it ii indeed imponant to maintain our produc-
tion of coal. Ve are going to need our coal resources,
panicularly in the 1990s when we reach the end of our
finite reserves of oil and natural gas. !7e are going to
need to increase our coal, production. Therefore, I

supp<1,n this resolution today. It is, of course, the third
time this year that we have debarcd coal. First] of all we
deba{ed the Rinsche report, then we debated a report
in m/ name, and I hope the message has got across to
the Council that the points made in those rw]o resolu-
dons are important for the development of lhe Com-
munily. and if we are to maintain a cenain self-suffi-
ciency in energy reserves, panicularly into tht 1990s.

I shduld also' add, in the light of this morning's
debates, that the Council has stressed that poal pro-
duction must be maintained. It has urged those coun-
tries that have coa{ reserves to continue mining, but
basically the costs involved and the subsidies and sup-
pon given are of. a national nature. The reppn in my
nam( adopted by Parliament illustrated thdt it costs
Gentrany and the United Kingdom in parqicular an
enormous amount to maintain their commftment to
the Qommuniry. Perhaps if the Communiq/ were to
take rhat on, q/e would not have quite the same prob-
lems that we had this morning.

So, Madam President, I would ask this House to sup:
pon the resolution today and also to support the
'ame4dments in my name, because it is also imponant
to ei'rcourage further use of coal. Ve need a coal
policy in the Communiry. Ve were staned ps a Coal
and Steel Communiry and we must condinue and
develop that.

Mr Vurtz (COM). - (FR) The French Communists
and Nlies link the motion for a resolution mbled by
the Committee on Energy and Research witf a funda-
men{al question, that of the need to srcp up coal pro-
duction in the Communiry.

Ve frave made this point again and again iJ ou o*n
coudtry and in this House; the French government
and the French National Coal Board havo set their
sights on relaunching the industry. \7e thind that it is
total[y abnormal that Communiry production is going
down while the Communiry is having to impron some-
thing like 70 million tonnes of coal eyery yeaf .

In our opinion, the principle of Communiry preference
should be applied in this field too. The pre{ent situa-
tion seems all the more abnormal and unacceptable,
sinco nearly a third of these impons from outside the
Communiry come from South Africa, which we spoke
aboqt just now, and when everyone knows that we
ouglgt to be calling for a policy of economic sanctions
mwards this country. Apan from that, there is a major
elenlent missirtg from the motion for a [esolution
tabldd by Mrs lValz and the Committee dn Energy
and Research, which we regret: I mean Frpnce. The
problems of the Unircd Kingdom and Germfny get an
airirlg but France - which is in the same poCition - is
not even mentioned. That is why we have mbled an
amendment and hope that our colleagues here will
havg sufficient Communiry spirit not to plermit any
discrimination in this sphere. Ve hope to see France

I
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put on an equal footing with other coal producing
countries, therefore, and we will of course suppon this
motion for a resolution on that basis.

Mr Eyraud (S). - (FR) Madam President, I had
already asked for permission to speak on a point of
order before the previous speaker. I hope you do not
mind my pointing out that it is now eight minutes to
six and that the urgent debates are supposed to finish
at six o'clock. In these circumstances might we vote
now - without further debate - on the three remain-
ing items on the agenda, namely items 8, 9 and 10.

I believe I am correct in srying that as far as item 9 is
conceined, at least, no one has asked for permission rc
speak.

President. - \7e have agreed to carry on to 6.15 p.m.
rc compensarc for the delay with which we staned.

Mr Rinsche (PPE). - (DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, about a hundred yeius ato the Aus-
trian physicist Ludwig Volkmann predicted that the
sruggle for existence would in future become more
and more a struggle for the control and production of
energy. The cwo major energy crises of the past ten
years have provided more than enough practical evi-
dcnce to back this argument. Unless appearances are
deceptive, ve run the risk of experiencing a third
energy crisis in the near future.

In its Energy Oudook 2000, the Inrcrnational Energy
Agency has just pointed out that we can expect a new
shonage of oil in the second half of the 1980s at the
latest. The present oil surplus situation and tendency
of many people to take the eary vay out by ignoring
the problems of tomorrow present a threat to medium
and long-term energy supplies, and thus to the safe-
guarding of the European Communiq/s future. The
Member Sates' public finance deficits for which they
themselves are responsible also conceal the danger of a
situation in which only today's problems are attended
to and the needs of mmorrow are recklessly pushed
aside.

For us, European energy policy is a permanenr arrcmpr
to agree on the realities of our situation as well as on
our capacities and requirements. This is why we have
abled this motion for a resolution on the Com-
muniq/s coal crisis. Ve do not wa'nt Europe's most
imponant energy source to be entombed. This will
happen, however, if our energy awareness is weak-
ened, if there is insufficient investment in the coalmin-
ing industry and in the energy infrastructure which
goes wit[r it, and if the Council of Ministers does not
fulfil its task of implementing a joint coal policy. It is a
question of drawing the Council's arrenrion to its re-
sponsibilities, and this is what this resolution is all
about.

Mr Pisani, Member of tbe Commission.- (FR) As luck
would have it, at the same dme as coal is being
debated here in Parliament, the Council of Ministers is
meeting in Copenhagen rc discuss the same subject,
which explains why I am standing in for Mr Davig-
non, whose remarks would no doubt be more substan-
tial on this topic than my own. 

.

A year ago, the Commission produced a document
which attempted to show the vital role that coal and
nuclear energy could play in rendering the European
Economic Communiry self-sufficient in energy. In a
second communication at the beginning of this year,
the Commission tried to assess the progress made in
ataining the objectives that had been defined in 1974,
and norcd with disappointment that they had not been
attained because the economic conditions which
served as their basis had themselves changed. The
Commission wants very much to relaunch the debate
on coal, particularly by emphasizing consumption and
by tryr.g to bring to an end the divergences which
exist in the position adopted by the various countries.
It is in fact the Commission's opinion that it is not
enough to set targets and to produce, but that the con-
ditions for transforming and using coal within our
market have to be explored so that consumers can be
persuaded to purchase coal. As far as the targets are
concerned, they had indeed been fixed, but a restric-
tion had been introduced in the sense that we said they
could only be reached if economic conditions were
satisfactory, and that was where the difficulry lay. I
believe that the observations you have been making
and the tactics to be pursued regarding coal policy
turn around this very concept.

On the subject of the stocks at pitheads, I should like
to remind you all that, since 1977 , the Commission has
been proposing that tax measures should be inuo-
duced to lighrcn the financial burden of the producers
of such stocks. Ve hope that today's Council meeting
wifl enable some progress to be made on this point.

I should like to conclude my remarks - which may
have seemed rather pessimistic - by sayrig thaq in the
last analysis, the problem musr be attacked ar rhe roor,
with attempts being made on the one hand m examine
how consumption/habits and how on the other hand
safety requiremenr can enable us to beat the econom-
ic problems besedng coalmining in Europe.

IN THE CFIAIR: MR KLEPSCH

Vce-hesidcnt

President. - The debarc is closed.

rl,
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Revision of Commision Regulation 57/67

President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a

resolution (Doc. 1-1028/82), tabled by Mrs Castle 3nd
others on behalf of the Socialist Group, on the revision
of Commission Reguladon 67 /67.

MrVelsh (ED). - I should like to point out that this
motion is actually superfluous. The Commimee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs is already seised of
this matter in a motion under Rule 47, which contains
the signatures of members of all political groups, and
the committee is going to make a report.

Mrs Castle's resolution is thtrefore extraneous, and I
would ask the movers to withdraw it. However, rheir
sense of its imponance is such that actually none of
them is here. On the basis thar we do not need it, and
that it is an abuse of the urgency procedure, I suggesr
thas we reject it.

Mr Andriesseo, Member of the Commksion. - (NL) I
do not feel that,there is any reason in these circum-
stances for the Commission to speak. The matter is
going to be dealt with under anorher item on today's
agenda.

Prbsidcnt. - The debarc is closed.

Vote

Seoere aneather conditions in France

Prcsident. - There will now be a joint debate on two
motions for resolutions :

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-1010/82),
tabled by Mrs Pruvot on behalf of the Liberal
and Deinocratic Group, on the effects of the
catasrophic snowfalls-in the depanments of
loire, Rh6ne and Haute-Loire;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-1029/82),
tabled by Mr Eyraud and others on behalf of
the Socialist Group, on emertency measures
for the French depanments severely affected
by the heavy snowfalls of 27 November antl
the exceptionally severe weather conditions of
6 andT November 1982..

Mr pyraud, (S). - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlfmen, I tabled this motion foi a resolution on
accoqnt of the disastrous weather conditions which hit
the sfuth of France on 7 November and which were
repea]ted in three French ddpanements on 27 Novem-
ber.

becadse of the drought, the second

ember - because of the quite exceptional
struck the south of France , affecting 41

refers to, more than 300 000 people had to
powep failure. In some cases it lasted for a
with the result that people lost everything ihey
stored in freezers,.for example. In some cllnics and
hospitals people might even have died if the power
failure had lasted a night longer. That'was rhe situa-
tion irr these depanments, and that is why I am asking
the Gommission to be good enough ro use all the
meanE at its disposal to hJlp these areas.

missi$n wishes to express to the people of theqe areas.

President. - The debate is closed.

Votel

Afier tbe adoption of both resolutions

Mr Moreland (ED). - Mr President, it was only to
point out to you that the last paragraph of the resolu-
tion proposed by Mrs Valz on coal instructed the
President to telegraph the resolution immediately to
the nlinisters meeting in Copenhagen. '$7'e hope that
this is now being done.

Mr turke, Member of the Commission. - \1r Presi-
dent, yesterday the Commission rook a decision to
give | 500 000 ECU to the regions affecred which I
think is an indication of the sympathy which dhe Com-

Mr Fprth (ED). - On a point of order, Ir{r Presi-
dent. In view of the time, whether you believp we are
now i[r a position to embark on y.i anorh6r - thor-
ough - debate, hear the Commission and vote all
withirt the three hours allowed to us for the urfient and
topic4l debate. Or do you nor from the Chaif think it
would be better just to move on ro the nelt proper
business of the House?

' t**"a-I SeeAnncx.

I come from, Haute-Loire, has been
badly this year because it has been

a disaster area four times. The first was
of

extremely violent hailstorms, the third - 7 Nov-
which

all, and finally on the night of 26-27 Noven
three depanments which nry motion for a

with a
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President. - Mr Fonh, there will be enough time,
provided we do not vaste any dme talking about the
agenda.

*atemak

Prcsident. - The next item is the joint debate on rwo
motions for resolutions on the situation in Guatemala:

- motion for a resoludon (Doc. l-1027/82)by
Mr Boyes and others on behalf of the Social-
ist Group;

- r.notion for a resolution (Doc. l-fi3a/82) by
Mr Vergeer and Mr Barbi on behalf of the

' Group of the European People's Parry (CD
Group).

Mr Boyes (S)..- Mr President, I accept the amended
text of my resolution tabled by the Socialist and the
EPP Groups. The problems faced by the peoples of
Guatemala, 

'and panicularly the Indian population,
have been well documented recently. In addition, a

number of us in this Parliament have had the privilege
and pleasure of meeting representatives of the Indian
population, both in Brussels and this week in Stras-
bourg. I regret they are not able to be with us today,
but I am sure the best news they could get as a result
of their visit is that the European Parliament passed

the resolution before you today unanimously.

'!7hat the Indians have rcld us and what we are able to
read in documents from Amnesry International, the
United Nations and other independent bodies and
individuals makes a shocking story - a scandal. Since
General Rios Montt took power in March the cata-
Iogue of names of those murdered and those subjected
to barbaric, terrible toftures forms indeed a very large
volume.

One indication of the number of dead is that 8 000
people were killed in the first four months following
the coup. Many villages inhabited by Indians, a gentle
peace-loving people, have been razed to the ground.
The inhabitants - men, women and children - have
been shot.

One of the Indians present this week described graphi-
cally in a very calm way how recendy a village was
destroyed by the use of monar bombs. \[hen the villa-
gers took refuge in a church the guns were trained on
the church. Vhen some pleaded with the oppressors
for mercy they were murdered too. If only these were
isolarcd incidents. Ve were funher told that all inhabi-'
ants of some villages have been killed after soldiers
added poisonous chemicals to their water supply. Indi-
ans have had their eyes gouged ouq whilst others have
been forced to kill their friends when soldiers held pis-
tols to their heads.

One eyewitness reports uoops mutilating bodies, cut-
ting their heans out and eadng them. Vhy? One
explanction is that the regime of Riaz Monte is so sev-
ere on the population, a population suffering great
poverty as well as repression, that there has been guer-
illa activiry. And who would expect otherwise after the
terrible happenings I have described?

The army has a number of options. One is to seek out
guerillas. This option has been rejected in favour of
another. It runs something like this: there is a possibil-
iry that, some of the guerillas are hiding in villages
occupied by Indians. Therefore destroy the villages,
shoot the Indians, desroy the forests and there is

nowhere for anyone rc hide and no one to harbour the
guerillas. However, the destruction of the forests is

leading to others dlng of starvation. The combination
of state terrorism and sarvadon is decimating the
Indian population. As the Boston Globe said, some-
where between a pogrom and genocide. I appeal to all
to ,do whatever they can drrough contact urith the
Government of Guatemala to end this barbarism and
to do all we can to restore democracy to this unfonun-
ate country.

(Apphuse)

Mr Vcrgecr (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, it is, give
or take a day, exactly three months since we discussed
this eituation in Guatemala in this Parliament, and the
fact that we are once more discussing the same ques-
tion so shortly afterwards is in fact in itself proof
enough that the situadon has seriously dercriorated.
The previous speaker has already given a number of
examples. Ve have received shocking repons from
both Amnesry International and the Nonh American
Council of Churches, and the modon for a resolution,
at least the new rcxq therefore rightly speals of the
alarm which is felt at the proportions which the cam-
paign of repression has assumed.

I believe - without wishing to repeat myself - that at
all events panicular atrcntion should be drawn to those
groups,who are probably the hardest hit, i.e. the rural
populations, and in panicular the Indians, since these
groups in particular are totally unequipped to cope
with modern military violence, which means that after
their futile efforts to avoid this violence they take
flight and join the endless ranks of refugees either in
their own country or elsewhere, in this case Mexico.
'W'e are convinced that the Community cannot in fact
do very much, but what we can do is first of all to give
immediate humanitarian aid provided, of course, that
the channels used are.independent of the Guatemalan
authorities and provided such aid is destined for the
rural populations which have been driven from their
homes.

Nor must we, as I see iq miss any opportuniry of
throwing as much light as possible on the truth of the
situation by means of investigations carried out, for
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terms regarding these events, which have involved the
deaths of Mexican citizens as well.

And in the meantime, Mr Presidenr, rhe Prpsident of
the United States claims that rhe human ri$hts situa-
tion in Guatemala has improved, This woul{ be hilar-
ious if it was nor so tragic. However, Mr Piesident, I
shoqld like to make just two funher points. I cannot
believe that the people of America and their represen-
tativps in the House of Representatives and the Senate
wish to continue turning a blind eye to tfe horrors
whiCh these people are undergoing. \7e carf help the
people of Guatemala today by adopting the joinr
motion for a resolution tabled by the Christi4n-Demo-
cratip and Socialist Grdups.

Mr fiseni, Member of the Commission. - [fR) The
Cornmission is aware of the situation,which has been
detailed by several Members of rhe House. {t is abso-
lutely intolerable and cannot be justifiedl on any
grounds whltsoever. I just want ro say, in the course
of this dabate and with reference to paragraph 5 of the
motipn for a resolution, that on 15 November the
Com[nission allocated 23,5 OOO ECU for the displaced
populadons in Guatemala and another 450 000 ECU
for the Guatemalan refugees in Mexico. In addition,
pan of the 7 .5 million ECU allocated to UI.{HCR for
Central American refugees will go to rhose fiom Gua-
temala.

Prcsipent. - The debate is closed.

Voter

The qopical and urgent debarc is closed.

Not6. 12.82

.Vergeer

example, by a United Nations commitree of enquiry,
although our Parliament could cenaiply do something
itself in this respect.

Thirdly, we must make it very clear to the authorides
that not only can w'e see what.is going on in Guate-
mala but we also have a clearly defined attitude to
these events. Thus, paragraph 1 of the motion for a
resoludon states explicidy and, I think, quire rightly,
that we as Parliament condemn the criminal actions of
the Guatemalan authorities.

I should like to make it quite clear that my Group very
much hopes that as a result of a joint amendment
which has been tabled we will now have a text before
us which may receive the support of a large majoriry in
this Parliament. This is another case of serious viola-
tion of human rights, this dme in Guatemala, and in
order to make things quite clear I should like to add
that my Group condemns any violation of human
rights wherever it may take place and does not discri-
minate beween left -wing and right -wing regimes.
Vherever human rights aie violated we should speak
out in protest.

Mr President, my Group will therefore be very glad to
give its support to this new text.

Mrs Van dcn Hcuvel (S). - (NL) Mr President, I
shall also try to avoid repeadng myself as much as pos-
sible, since I share Mr Vergeer's sense of frustration at
the fact that we need to rerurn to the problem of rhe
situation in Guatemala. However, although there is
very litde we can do about the acts of violence which
have become the order of the day in that counrry, we
should not remain silent either. How much more hor-
rifying must it be for the people of the country who
have to suffer every day under rhe government's reign
of rcrror and the unimaginable brutaliry of the army.
'$[e European politicians can be grateful thar there are
still people who; as Mr Boyes has informed us, are
prepared to reporr on rheir experiences - as they did
yesterday - in spite of the direct risks involved. I _

should like to menrion just a few facts which were-
reponed to us yesterday. The army is destrofng vil-
lages and harvests from the air, so that even the survi-
vors face certain death, in rhis case from starvation.
Soldiers are attacking villages, raping and murdering
women and killing men and children, including babies.
Nor are pretnant women spared - indeed, rhe usual
method of torture is to cut the unborn child out of
their bodies.

Mr President, it is not plearant to have to repeat such
stories here, but you should not think th4t the Guate-
malan Army is conrcnt merely with killing as many
people as possible. No, they are so desperate td wipe
out the poor Indian peasanrc to the last man that they
even go so far as to pursue their victims over rhe Mex-
ican border, and the Mexican Government only
recently made a diplomatic prote$ in no uncertain

.rliament -292/223

5. Votesr

BAB,BARELLA REPORTS (Docs. t-ee8/82 ud
l-lOP4/52 'Energy Programmc: Meesures in favour of' the United Kingdom')

Mr Notenboom (PPE). - (NL) Mr Preside[rt, ladies
and gentlemen, as acting chaiiman of the Commitree
on. Budger I would requesr in accordance with
Rule p5 of rhe Rules of Procedure rhat rhe report on
this rfgulation as well as the repon by our cpmmittee
concerning the Unired Kingdom be removed from the
agenda and referred back rc committee. As a result of
this morning's yore, which resulted in th$ overall
rejection of the supplementary budget for {982, we

=--
I SedAnnex-
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have a new situation which has direct consequences
for both of these regulations. It is our opinion - an

opinion that is shared by the rapporteur, Mrs Barbar-
ella, who is not here at the moment - that it worlld be

better if the Comminee on Budgets took another look
at the matter. I am therefore requesting that both of
these repons be refferred back to committee.

Mr Kellctt-Bowman (ED). - Mr President, these

matters have been discussed over past days and debate

on them has'been completed. And so, as far as I can

see, Mr Notenboom has every right, in his capaciry as

acting chairman of the Committee on Budgets, and as

acting in the place of the rapporteur, Mrs Barbarella,
to ask the House to refer these back to the committee.

On the other hand, Mr President, it is open to the
House to, pass these matters which have been thor-
oughly debated by the House so that instruments are

on hand for the Commission and the Council to act,

should it be necessary. This is all geming terribly com-
plicated and constitutional in its form, but I did not
hear Mr Notenboom put any technical arguments in
favour of referring thesg back to committee. So I
would urge the House to dispatch matrcrs which have

been thoroughly debarcd within the House and vote
against the reference back.

JACQUES MOREAUI.EPORT (Doc. t-e44/ 82

Article 2 
-Amendment 

No 10

Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. - (FR) In line
with what Mr Onoli said yesterday I should like rc
make it clear that the Commission will substitute the
word Councilfor the tmm budgetary autboity.I felt as

a result of my esteem for Parliament that it v/as my
duty to tell you this.

6. Oan resor4rces

President. - The next item is the repon (Doc. 1-
1006/82), drawn up by Mr Norcnboom on behalf of
the Committee on Budgets, on the following propos-
als:

I. proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-550/82 - COM(82) 412 final) for a

regulation (ECSC, EEC, Euratom) amending
and extending the term of validiry of Regula-
tion (EEC, Euratom, ECSC) No 2892/77
implementing in respect of own resources
accruing from value-added tax the Decision
of 21 April 1970 on the replacement of finan-

cial contributions from Member States by the
Communities' own resources I

II. proposal from the Commission rc the Council
(Doc. 1-561/82 - COM(82) 316 final) for a

regulation (ECSC, EEC, Euratom) amending
Regulation (EEC, Euratom, ECSC)
No289l/77 implementing the Decision of
21 April 1970 on the replacement of financial
contributions from Member States by the
Communities' own resources.

Mr Notenboom (PPE), rdPporter4r.- (NL) Mr Presi-
dent, both of the Regulations on the agenda concern
the fixing, collection and making available to the
Communiry of own resources. The esnblished princi-
ple of financing out of own resources - and, hence,

financial autonomy - has suffered considerably in
recent ye,us as a result of concentrating on 'getting
one's money back', and it has rtow become, as I see it,
dramatically apparent what this can lead to. However,
not a single Member State makes a contribution to the
EEC. The own resources are indeed taken from the
economies of the Member States, but they are not
conributions by these States. This system was intro-
duced in 1980. The European Commission had to
report on its expirience with the functioning of the
system of financing by means of own resources, and
this report is one of the points under. discussion,
together with a number of amendments to the Regula-
tions which I mentioned, i.e. No 2892/77 on the
determination of the VAT base, and No 2891/77,
which concerns the way in which all own resources
finally find their way to the Community coffers in
Brussels and are made available to the executive, and
the checls to which this process, is subject.

The Commitrce on Budgets broadly speaking goes

along with the proposals by the European Commis-
sion, albeit subject to a number of amendments. The
central point of Regulation No 2892/77 is that the
ransitional period during which the Member States

may choose between the statistical method and the
returns method for the purpose of determining the
VAT base should be extended by three years. It is to
this base, which may still be calculated in either of rwo
ways, that the percentage is applied which, in the final
analysis, is laid down in the budgetary procedure. The
Committee on Budgets proposes that this period
should indeed be extended, but that the Commission
should be placed under the obligation to report in
detail after only rwo years on the advantages and dis-
advantages of the rwo systems and, in particular, the
administrative problems, panicularly for small and
medium-sized undenakings, resulting from the returns
method. So far, reponing has not been adequate -nor could it have been, since the system has not been
in operation long enough. Personally, I am convinced
that the administrative problems are considerable and
that Parliament should be consistent with its own
requests as contained in my 1978 report on small and
medium-sized undenakings and the Deleau repon
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from the beginning of this year on the same subject,
which call on the governmenm to exercise the utmost
caution as regards introducing new administrative bur-
dens, and even call on rhem to simplify existing
arrangemenm. For this reason, the majoriry of the
Member States opt - as I have seen from correspond-
ence - for the statistical method which places no onus
whatsoever on either the taxpayers or the rax igspec-
tors. This choice is still possible, and we do not fbr the
time being need to make a final decision one way or
the other. The Commimee on Budgers then proposes
that the 'Committee on Own Resources' in Regulation
No 2892/77 should be only a Commission advisory
committee, and rhat the representative of a Member
State should not be able to take the decision-making
process back to the Council when agreemenr has not
been reached. This should not be possible, as we see ir
and as we have proposed on various occasions. 'Ve
would prefer to make it an advisory committee pure
and simple. This rystem was perhaps desirable in the
first few years, but the Committee should nevenheless
gradually become an advisory committee pure and
simple. I will not ar this stage go into the other propo-
sals, which are predominantly of a technical narure.

As regards Regulation No289l/77, this contains one
important political proposal since, as matrers stand at
present, own resources from VAT are ransferred to
the Communiry as follows. Each monrh one-sc/elth of
the amount indicated for the year in the budget is
transferred by the Member State to a Commission
account in the nadonal Treasury or elsewhere as
agreed jointly befireen the Member States in quesdon
and the Commission. It would be preferable if a rwelth
of the total amounr was ransferred to Brussels ro rhe
Commission Treasury. However, there are objections

- panicularly of a monetary nature, which we under-
stand - rc this system. Nevenheless, rhese are Com-
munity own resources, and in order to emphasize this
fact we are pleased to nore that rhe Commission pro-
poses that rhese accounts should be allowed ro earn
interest. Ve go along with this proposal. Since bank-
ing legislation differs from one Member Sate to
another - as the Commissioner will be well aware in
view of his previous activiries - the Committee on
Budgets would like to exrend the possibilides available
somewhat by also making it possible for the accounts
perhaps to be held with a commercial bank, which
would still be a financial institution designated in con-
sultarion bemreen the Member State in quesrion and
the European Commission. As we undersand it, the
European Commission has no objections to this idea.

There are also a number of technical amendments
concerning the rate of interest to be applied in rhe
event of delays in payments and to the monrhly ffans-
fers if no budget has yet been produced. Funhermore,
the Commission must, in our view, be able to keep rhe
amounts credircd to the accounts held by the Commis-
sion with rhe financial instirutions in the Member
States in ECU and we urge the Council to give the
Commission the necessary pouwers. The Commission

proposed the introduction of the eCU somf time ago

- npt for this specific purpose, but generaily - "iathis could be exuemely appropriate here. Our resolu-
tion therefore calls for the introducrion of thib sysrem.

'!7e would be grateful if the European Cqmhission
woulfl tell us whar it thinks about the pred6minantly
technical amendments proposed by fhe Courd of Audi-
tors do its two proposals for regulatious. It is vital that
improvements be made in the inspection arrapgemenm
in colnection with own resources, which is sbmething
which the Commission is also constandy dealing with]
urged on both by the Committee on Bldgetfri Con-
trol of this Parliament and the European poun of
Audiprs.

Reguiation No 2891/77 also contains a proposal,
which we supporr, for extending the Compission's
scope as regards inspection in the Member $tates. In
futurq, it will be possible for the Commission to make
inspection visits to depanments in the Membbr States
when it chooses in connection with VAT rpsources
too. This report does not concern the queption of
fraud, but I must point our thar several aspecls of the
regulations are of relevance ro rhe prevenrion df fraud,
which would unfortunarely appear m be on the
increaqe. According to rhe European Compnission,
sudieq are also being carried our by experrs from the
Member States regarding, for example, the cohcept of
amourlts payable to 'customs and excise' etc. 'We 

are
very curious to hear the results of these studieg, which
we hope will be available in the near furure.

I shouid like rc take this opponuniry of ur$ing the
Commlssion ro press on with the streamlining of col-
lection poliry in connecrion with customs.(uties. I
very mpch ger the impression that considerabld differ-
ences still exist in this respecr, wirh the resrhlt that
fraud is not detected and penalized with php same
swiftneps throughout the Community, and th4r these
dispariqies can even result in reroudnB of trade flows.'$[e will, however, have sufficient opponuniry to
return to this question in the near fuiure. 

-

These were the most important points I wis[red to
make, Mr President. I hope you will all suppbn the
proposals by our Committee on Budgets and I should
like stralightaway to thank the rapponeu r Mr Giavazzi
and the Economic and Monetary Committee for the
opinion which has been of great service m our Com-
mitte.e on Budgets and to mq"personally.

Mr Aqdriessen, Member of the Commissi)n. -(NL) Mr President, the Commission is very pledsed to
note thar, according to whar Mr Notenboom hps just
said, thq motion for a resolution suppons rhe Com-
mission'q proposals, and we are naturally also fleased
that in Cpite of the overloaded agenda'it has lroved
possible to deal with this marrcr before the end pf the
year.
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Mr President, we note that Parliament can go along
with the proposal to extend the VAT regulation for
three years, although Mr Notenboom has once more

urged the Commission to submit a rePort to Parlia-
ment before the end of 1984 on the implementation of
the Regulation and, in particular, the choice of a uni-
form method for determining the basis of assessment

for own resources.

Mr President, the Commission tealizes that account
mu$ be taken of the costs of a particular system to the

nadonal government depanments and the taxPayers

when finilly deciding on the system to be used, and

Mr Notenboom drew panicular attention in this con-
nection q the problems facing small and medium-
sized undenakings. I can assure him that the Commis-

sion will submit this repon to Parliament by the end of
1984 and that - indeed what else could we do - we

will also devote particular attention to this aspect inso-

far as we will obviously have to make a stafi on the

report in rhe course of 1983, which has been desig-
nated the year of the small and medium-sized under-
taking.

Mr President, this briirgs me rc another point which
Mr Notenboom mentioned, i.e. the question of
amending Anicle 9 of Reguladon No 2891/77, which
he described as politically important The Commission
is fully aware of the imponance which Parliament
attaches to the principle involved here, which funda-
mentally concerns the financial independence of the

Communiry. !7e go along with the idea embodied
here, and we find Parliament's suPPort panicularly
imponant, since it is not a foregone conclusion that'
the Council will go along with a proposal of this kind'
Mr President, in the motion for a resolution it is

regarded as desirable rc put aside the question of the

latir date for the accounting for the balance of a parti-
cular financial year until the amendments to the Finan-
cial Regulation have been examined. The Commission
regards this as reasonable. However, as regards
another point which has been mentioned by the hon-
ourable Member, i.e. a modification whereby a form
of monthly paymenc should be introduced on the
revenue side in the payments sysrcm, account should
also be taken, as the Commission sees it, of the fact
that this could upset or at least affect the balance

berween revenue and expenditure.

Mr President, I should also like to comment on the
amendment to Article 13 of Regulation No 2891/77
concerning the Advisory Committee on Own
Resources, which proposes revising the system. lfhile
agreeing in principle with Parliament's views on this
point, the Commission would nevenheless think twice
at this stage about proposing a revision of this kind.
Mr President, the wo repofts by the Coun of Audi-
tors have also been'mentioned, and these raised a
number of relatively detailed points, some of which
could indeed, in the Commission's view, be arranged
somewhat better than is the case at present. Some of
the points made reflect the Commissions own views'

Ve will be pleased to inform Parliament in due course

- I hope, in the not too distant future - of the con-
clusions the,Commission ultimately draws from these

rePorts.

- Mr President, Mr Notenboom mentioned the impon-
ancc of detailed studies and the great imPorance of
combating fraud. Obviously, the Commission whole-
heartedly concurs with his views on these points and

aftrcr a full examination of, in panicular, the question

of streamlining the collection of customs duties, would
be glad to discuss these questions in greater detail with
Parliament.

Mr President, these were a few points I wanted to
make. I do not think Parliament expects me to go into
highly technical details in this connection - I am sure

these general observation will suffice. I should like rc
thank Parliament for the constructive approach it has

taken rc our proposals.

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a

rosolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.

Competition poliq

President. - The next ircm is the repon (Doc.
l-845/82), drawn up by Mr Papantoniou on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and Monenry Affairs,
on the Eleventh Repon of.the Commission on comPe-

tition policy.

The following oral questions with debate are also

included in the debatc:.

- oral question with debate (Doc.l-914/82) by Mr
Bangemann on behalf-of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group:

Subject: Competitiveness of the Communiry and
national aid

- Vhereas the European Communiry is enter-
ing its fourth year of economic stagnation and
whereas this period is very long compared
with previous periods of stagnation;

- noting, with regret, the very high level of
unemploymenl, whjc! represenr a threat to
soclo-economrc and democratic strudures ;

- 
q/h6r's2s, on the one hand, international
demand is falling and, on the other hand,
international trade is deteriorating, a situation
that is very serious for the Communiry, which
accounts for one third of world rade;

The Commission of the Communities is asked:

(a) \7hat measures does it plan to take to curb
public demand in view of the fact that the
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national. budget deficits are undermining the
economic comperitiveness of the Ten, since
their growing public debt - up to 150lo of the
GDP - leads to an increase in taxation and
iising interesr rares, holds back investment
and rherefore detracts from the compedtive-
ness of undenakings?

(b) in view of the high level and the inflexibiliry
of labour costs in the Communiry, does it
consider thar rhere should be a ceiling on, or
even a reduction in, cenain social benefits, or,
at least, in ,certain social instruments which
are counter-productive?

(c) -Vhat measures does it feel are needed to
boost demand, and indeed, growth, which is
essential ro restore a balance in the profit-debt
rario and thus m ensure rhe abiliry of firms rc
finance themselves?

(d) Does it nor consider rhar the Communiry,
250/o of. whose activities are geared to foreign
trade, should, in its. domestic and foreign
policy, oppose protecrionism in any form,
which would trigger off other prorecrionist
measures, resrrict the abiliry of firms to make
progress in the rcchnological field, and ulti-
marcly impair their compeririveness ?

(e) \Vhat steps does it plan m take to increase the
mobiliry of the economy and, in particular, ro
remove the various obstacles to/productive
acdvity, such as superfluous legislation and
complicated administrative procedures?

(f In view of the imponance of investmenr,
which, because it stimulates demand, is viral
to the prorecrion of jobs, what measures have
been taken ro crearc a favourable climate for
investment and to encourage advanced rcch-
nology rarher rhan declining industries?

In panicular, is there not a need to improve,
as a matter of prioriry, the system of tax on
invested profits and the rules governing sav-
ings invested in undenakings'own resources?

(g) How can rhe proliferation of nadonal aid sys-
rcms be stopped, in view of the fact that such
systems accounr for an increasing share of
national budgets? Does the Commission not
think that the dme has come to make a rigo-
rous assessment of their compatability wirh
the provisions of the Treaty, if necessary by
systematic recourse to the Coun of Justice of
the Communities?

(h). Vhat proposals have been made to enable
undenakings in the EEC to derive the maxi-
mum benefit from the economies of scale
which the size of the Common Market per-
mits?

(i) Vhat measures can be taken to encourage
better use of public contracm?

- oral question with debate (Doc. t-915/82) by Mr
Nyborg on behalf of the-Group of European Pro-
gressive Democrats:

Subject: Consequences of the Swedish devalua-
tion

fu Sweden unilarcrally devalued its currency by' lto/o on 8 October 19b2 regardless of the obiiga'-
tions it had entered into with the European
Communitiesr and although it had no particular
balance of payments difficultiei, what does the
Commission intend to do rc offset the unfair com-
/etitive advantages that this trading pann.. has
arrogated to itself?

- oral question with debate (Doc.l-983/82) by Mrs
Ifruvot and others:

Subject: Clarification of the Commission's point
of view on narionalizarions

Vhereas the Commission has repeatedly affirmed
that the principle of the nationalization of the
niain industrial groups and the virtual entirery of
tfe banking sector in France was not conrrary to
Cgmmuniry rules;

Ifrhereas the Commission has not so far defined
clparly its attitude to undenakings affected by

. nationalizations;

1. Does not the Commission consider that com-
petition is likely to be seriously affected by
the existence of undenakings enjofng more
advantageous finanrial ""onditilni 

and
thereby escaping the provisions of Articles 85
and 85 as also Anicle 92 of the Treaty of
Rorne?

2. In addition, whar is the nature of the sanc-
tions envisaged against undenakings deemed
to be abusing a dominant position?

- or4l question with debate (Doc. t-986/82) by Mr
Velsh on behalf of the European Democratic
Grbup:

Su[ject: Progress of the bilateral textile negotia-
tlons

The Council decision in April 1982 ratifying the
agrpemenr ro exrent the Muldfibre Arrangement
until the end of this year made it clear rhat unless
acceptable bilateral atreemenm were concluded
with the principal supplying countries the Com-
muhity would wirhdraw from the Arrangement.

1. Vhich supplying counrries have initialled bila-
terall agreements so far and to what extent does
the Commission consider it has used up its margin
for tnanoevre in concluding these pacts?

1 Agreetnent between the European Economic Community
and tlpe Kingdom of Sweden, OJ L 3OO, 3l Decembe'r
1972.
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2. I7hich supplying countries have requested a

suspension of negotiations and when does the
Commission expect to conclude agreements with
each of them?

3. Does the Commission consider that the prin-
ciple of cut back is inherent in tJre conclusions of
the GATT Texdle Committee and to what extent
has this been accepted by the four dominant sup-
pliers?

4. To what extent has the trahsitional arange-
ment negotiated with Portugal been taken into
account when reviewing the Communiq/s internal
global ceilings?

5. \7hen does the Commission expect to rePort
m the Council on the progress and conclusion of
the bilateral negotiations ?

' 6. In the event that the Council determines that
the bilateral agreement are not acceptable, what
proposals will the Commission make to safeguard
rhe inrcrests of the rcxtile industry?

- oral question with debate (Doc. l-987 / 82) by Mr
Bangemann and others:

Subject: Dutch Government aid rc the tcxtile
industry

Since 1975 the Netherlands has been operating a

system of sectoral aids which puts the firms of
other Member States in the same sectors at a com-

' petitive disadvantage. Only last year the Commis-' 
sion agreed to a subsidy schime which was the
second of its kind for the Durch wool industry
and the founh of its kind for the cotton and linen
indusry. According to unrefuted press repofis the
latest plan proposes FI 65 million (or about DM

, 59 million) for direct investment subsidies and
berween FI 150 and 200 million (about DM 136-
181 million) for guarantees.

The repetition of these aids makes it clear that
they are maintenance subsidies. The Dutch meas-
ures are not only oontrarlr to the spirit and letter
of the EEC Trcat:y, but they must also be rejected
by reason of the Community fremework laid
down by the European Communiry for aids and
the supplementary guidelines, if the Commission
does not want to lose its credibility.

1: Is the Commission aware that the Durch
Goverriment intends to introduce a new
scheme of subsidies for that country's textile
sector?

2. Does the Commission intend to give its
authorization for the Dutch subsidy scheme?

Mr Papantonio u lS), rapporteur.- (GR)Competition
policy, as it is understood in Community law and
practice, extends from the whole range of anti-mono-

.poly checks to the monitoring of national aids and

includes questions such as prevention of industrial
concentradon and policy tos,ards multinational firms

- questions which are a matter of considerable con-
troversy. On the other hand, certain qupstions of com-
petition policy are examined, or will be examined; in
separate resolutions of the European Parliament - for
example, the application of the rules of competidon to
sea and air ransport, aid to the steel industry, and the
probable infringements of competition rules in the
automobile industry.

For these reasons, the motion for a resolution on the
Eleventh Repon of the Commission on Competition
Policy refers briefly rc all the subjects covered by the
report, stressing certain questions of fundamental
importance.

The central principle of the motion for a resoludon is

that competition policy must play a very imponant
r6le in the present period of adaptation of the Com-
muniq/s production jtructures to the changes in the
prices of the products concerned, in conditions of
demand and cost and in the international economic
environment which have taken place in the last decade.
That rOle consists mainly of strengthening market
forces so as to encourage a shift of productive
resources from less to more productive uses, at the
same time ensuiing that the consumer derives the ben-
efits of the higher producaiviry. 

l

One point particularly stressed in the modon is the
absence of an overall view of Communiry competition
policy. Effective application of the rules of competi-
tion is a complex task which'presupposes the recon-
ciliation of many, frequendy conflicting, aims and,
more ,generally, the unification of the special aims of
the Communiry. The need for a coordinated approach
to competition policy is greater now than in any other
period of the history of the Community, for rwo fun-
damental reasons:

Firstly, there is the sharpening of international compe-
tition because of the existence, in various branches of
economic activity, of significant economies of scale.

The second reason which makes a coordinated
approach necessary is that restructuring costs more in
a period of prolonged economic recession than in a

period of rapid growth, bgether with the fact that this
cost varies according to the region, the social Broup or
the secor affeqrd.

This coordination is not apparent in the Commission's
activity in the field of competition. This is due to the
inadequary of the economic research carried out by
the Commission as well as to inadequarc cooperation
between the Directorate-General for Competition and
the Directorates-General concerned with economic,
fiscal, industrial aqd regional matters. The motion for
a resolution calls upon the Commission to expand
considerably its research on the competidveness of
Communiry economic sectors on the world market
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and on the r6le of State inrcrvention in the process of
restructuring. It likewise calls on rhe Commission to
take steps to ensure grcarer coordination between the
Directorates-General which are directly or indirectly
concerned wigh competition questions. However, dre
motion for a resolution points our rhe need to respect
the basic principles of competition enshrined in the
Treaty of Rome.

Vith panicular reference to competition policy as it
affects firms, the motion for a resolution agrees in
principle that there is a need to draw up new regula-
tions on exclusive distribution and marketing agree-
ments, but maintains that rhe Commission's plans can
be further simplified without reducing their effective-
ness - subject, however, to Parliament's opinion.

'!7ith regard to small and medium-sized enterprises,
doubts are expressed as to how fully they benefit from
the more favourable rearment accorded rc them by
the Commission, and as to how.will-informed they
are with the possibilities existing in the field of compe-
tition. For this reason, the morion for a resolution calls
upon the Commission to publish in 1983 - the year of
small and medium-sized firms - a guide ro Com-
munity law on competition quesrions for their infor-
matlon.

Turning now to multinational firms, the complaint is
made that the Commission has taken no action vhat-
soever to ban the overpricing and underpricing of
products by multinatiorrat firms, in view of th.-f""t
that these infringements constitute a serious threat to
intra- Community competition.

The motion for a resolution acknowledges the difficult
ask of the Commission in keeping a chick on national
aids in a period of economic recession and industrial
restructdring. However, it points out tha't, in view of
the increased imponancp and complexity of pro-
grammes of national aids, the pragmaric approach of
the Commission is inadequate for carryrng out effec-
tive checks, and that the rules enshrined in the poliry,
together with the practical guidelines which have been
devised hitherto, must reflect a stricrcr inrerpretation
of Communiry interest.

fu to the international acdviry of the Communiry in
the field of competition, the Commission is criticized
because it does not condpct a campaign for the elimi-
nation of cenain infringements of com-petition rules on
the world market which put intra-Communiry compe-
tition at risk.

The motion for a resolution akes a favourable view of
the Commission's proposals to improve procedures for
implementing rhe rules of competition. These propo-
sals - as you may well know - mainly concern the
creation of a rwo-tier sysrem of judicial review, com-
posed of the European Coun of Justice and an inter-
mediarc court which will be ser up. They also concern
the appointment of officials rc be reponsible for the

hearings procedure, as well as measures to expedite
proledures and protect the righu of enterprises which
are the object of a complaint.

Finally, with regard to the role of socio-economic and
political organizations and bodies in the implemena-
tion of competition policy, the motion for a resolution
exprtsses satisfaction at the Commission's decision to
consi.rlt the Economic and Social Committee, but calls
for tlre esablishmenr of more frequent bilateral con-
tactds as well as a bener exchange of information.

Mr fresident, in conclusion I must.stress the follow-
ing: The Commission responded in its Eleventh
Repgn on Competition Policy to some of the demands
put forward by Parliament in its earliei resolutions.
However, there remain a considerable number of
quesdions which the Commission either did not cover
sufficiently or avoided menrioning. Nevenheless I
thinl( that the Eleventh Report could mark the begin-
ning of better cooperation berwegn Parliament and the
Comtrnission, which would be based on the principle
that a full reply will be given tq all the questions raised
by Parliament.

Compunity comperirion poliry touches upon a broad
spec*um of economic activities and can make a deci-
sive contribution to overcoming the economic crisis
and tf the pursuance of the Communiqy's aims. How-
ever, effective implementation of this poliry requires
more and deeper research into the economic and
industrial structures of rhe Communiry, better coordi-
natio{r on the part of the Commission and a sronger
politidal will, particularly wirh regard to infringements
of competition rules on the world market

Iq! Tf"iI (L), draftsnan of an opinion for the Legal
Afairs Committee. - (FR) Mr President, I am speak-
ing aq the Chairman of the Legal Affairs'Comminee
instead of the drafuman of the opinion, Mr D'Angelo-
sanrc. He had been appointed as the draftsman of an
opinign for our commirree, bur with the adoption of
some amendmenm to the report he had prepared, he
did npt feel he could endorse the conrent of the
amended version of his opinion and therefore resigned
as draftsman.

Compptition poliry, which is one of the pillars of the
commbn marker, guarant€es the way in which that
market functions. Anicles 85 to 94 and Anicle 37 of
the Trbary establishing the Economic Community and
Anicles 65 to 69 of rhe ECSC Treaty make it possible
to keQp watch on agreemenr berween undenakings
and agreed pracrices which are designed rc or co.rld
succeep in limiring or distoning free competition
within the common market.

Vhat ls more, rhese anicles prohibit - within certain
conditions - aid granted by States to firms if such
aids di$ton compedtion to the detrimenr of consumers.
It is wonh pointing our rhar comperirion poliry is one
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' of the rare fields of Communiry policy for which the
Commission of the European Communities is directly
responsible in the sense of implementing the provisions
of the Treaties. Such implementation takes place

within a framework of general provisions, adoptcd by
the Council subsequent to a proposal from the Com-
mission and an opinion from Parliament; of course,

they are also under the jurisdictiona control of the
Coun of Justice.

That explains the major importance of the European
Parliament's monitoring of the Commission's policies
in the field of competition. Above all, this monitoring
akes the form of examining the report that the Com-
mission presents annually which is a complement to
the general report on the activities of the Communi-
des.

In 1981, when it was time for the examination of the
Tenth Annual Repon of the Commission on Competi-
tion Poliry, the Lrgal Affairs Committee was called
upon for the first time to give an opinion in this field.
This year is the second occasion that the Commission
has prepared an opinion on a question which - as we
can see from reading Mr Papantoniou's excellent
report - is complex and vial, both legally and econ-
omically.

The observations adopted by the Committee on Legal
Affairc can be found in the opinion annexed m Mr
Papantoniou's report and I recommend you, therefore
to refer to this document. Given the complexity of the
question, and since I am just the chairman who is

replacing the draftsman, I think that it is better for you
to refer to this rcxt yourselves.

I should nevenheless like to say by way of conclusion
that the collaboration which has grown between the
Committee on Economic and Monetaqy Affairs and
the Committee on Legal Affairs should be streng-
thened as it is indispensable. I believe that I am
expressing the opinion of the entire kgal Affairs
Committee when I say this. Only in this way will Par,
liament's surveillance of the Commission's acdvities in
this sphere be carried out more effectively and com-
pletely..

In order to respond clearly to Parliamentls ambitions,
this surveillance must be applied to the recent develop-
ments described in the annual repon and to the way in
which the Commission of the Communities has fol-
lowed the recommendations and opinions formulated
by this House.

Mr Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission. -(NL) Mr President, may I begin by begging your
indulgence for the fact that my introduction to this
debate will of necessity be of a somewhat diversified
nature. This is because the House has decided to add
rc the repon on competition policy five oral questions
with debate, and I shall endeavour to cover all these

aspects in my inroducdon. Inevimbly, though, my
conribution may well finish up looking something like
a Christmas tree, where the ree itself gradually gets

obs'cured by all the decorations hung on it.

Mr President, the rapponer rightly said - and Mrs
Veil made the point again - that competition poliry is

one of the cornerstones of the European Communiry
and that in this respect the Commission has powers of
its own which can be applied without funher ado in
the Member States. This is one area in which the
Commission has real powers whereby - unlike other
matters which resulc in a proposal being put to the
Council and the European Parliament being asked for
its opinion - formal consultation of the European
Parliament is more the exception than the rule. I
therefore go along wholeheanedly with the two hon-
ourable Members in thinking that it is a matter of
great importance that, once a year, we should discuss
the repon on the Commission's competition policy
here in this House.

That does not mean to say, Mr President, that this is

the only opponuniry we have for an exchange of views
on competition policy between the Commission and
the European Parliament. I recently had the pleasure

of speaking on competition matters in the Legal
Affairs Commitree and the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs, and I have every intention,
should the committees wish me to do so, of doing the
same at the appropriate times and occasions in the
future. As I said before, although there are, generally
speaking, no set provisions for Parliament to be con-
sulrcd formally on compedtion policy - neither in the
Treary nor in administrative provisions - I am of
course prepared - as I said to the committees - to
forward draft regulations the Commission is working
on in good time to the appropriate committees of the
European Parliament. It will ithen of course be up to
the committees rc decide whether they would like an

exchange of views with the Commission on the bub-
ject.

Mr President, competition policy has come under
intense pressure over recent years. The serious econo-
mic situation has led business intereste to intensify the
call for government aid and has caused many busi-
nesses to try out all kinds of cooperative enterprises to
help them to keep their heads above water if at all pos-
sible. This of course raises problems from the point of
view of competirion when this kind of cooperation
takes the form of agreemen$ on the share-out of mar-
keu or price-fixing. fu your rapponeur rightly said,
competition poliry can and must play an imponant
pan in the process of industrial ronewal. That is a

point I would wholeheartedly endorse. Precisely at a

tiine of economic recession, it is playing w'ith fire to
ur" 

"il 
*"nn.r of protectionist measureJto put off or

delay the necessary restructuring of the production
and distribution system. By doing so, we are not only
,passing on our problems to those who will have to deal
with them in the future - we are at the same dme

''l
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aggravating them and making it that much more diffi-
cult to find a way of overcoming them.

You have only to look around you in the Community
to see quite enough instances of what I am talking
aboul

Mr President, on the point of governmenr aid, let us
not forget that government resources are inevitably
derived to a very large extent from business profits and
are not being put to the most productive possible use.
By pursuing this kind of policy, we are in effect under-
mining our own chances of ensuring a strong and
thriving European economy in the medium term.

Mr Bangemann too refers in his question on rhe Com-
munity's competidveness ro rhe aid aspect, and on this
point I shguld like to go into a few other aspects of his
question. In a series of recommendadons and com-
munications addressed to the Council over the last few
months, the Commission has stresbed that, in its opi-
nion, the restoration of iompedtiveness on the pan of
European industry would be best fostered by a favour-
able climate for investment The fact is thar investment
climate is dictated by a number of factors, some of
which I shall mendon very briefly. On the macro-
economic level, the Commission is rhinking of
improved stabiliry of exchange rates and a reduction in
the rate of inflation, interest rates and budgetary defi-
cits. It is essenrial that we redirect our thoughts to the
transfer of incomes, and in panicular rc rhe modalities
and the scope of social welfare expenditure. The Com-
mission feels that it is possible to do something about
this factor without touching the lowest income levels.
'V'e must also be alive to the danger of cumulative
deflation. The Commission therefore-feels that, in
those Member States in which there is no furrher room
for reducing interest rates and where inflation has
been cut to a low level, budgetary policy initiadves
designed rc underpin economic acriviry may well be
compatible with the aimi of monetary policy. How-
ever, because of the imbalance in governmenr finances
in the counuies in question, care is of the essence. The
Commission takes the view that the fight against pro-
tectionism - both world-wide and within the Com-
muniry - is of fundamental imponance in terms of
boosting investment. As far as the internal market is
concerned, what this boils down to is the rapid dis-
mantling of barriers to trade and the prevention of rhe
introduction of new obstacles. The gradual opening up
of the market for public aurhoriry conrracr is another -

significant factor in this respect at Community level.
There can, after all, be no doubt that aid measures and
certain tax exemption provisions - along with all
manner of specific stimulatory measures - are
designed to protect Member Sates' own industries,
thus making them a protecdonisr element too. The
Commission is currently engaged in chaning all these

I various measures with rhe aim of combating infringe-
ments of the rules on comperition and, wherever possi-
ble, taking the initiative rc harmonize narional meas-
ures which are tending to diston comperirion bur

which cannot be regarded as aid within the meaning of
Anicle 92 of the EEC Treaty.

Mr President, looked at in this vray, rhere are clearly
many linking elements berween our comperirion poliry
and dther policy sectors, something which is righdy
brought out in the report. I am thinking herebf indus-
trial $olicy, our policy on the internal market, trade
policy and macroeconomic policy. The resolutions
passed by the European Parliament rcnd to bring out
these linking elements. If only because time does not
permit, I cannot discuss this question in detail today,
but I can give you an assurance thar not only do I not
underpstimate the linls - I believe the question to be
so imponant that I am actively pursuing coordination
of coppetition poliry with orher policy elements. I
most dmphatically deny that the work done by the var-
ious departments of the Commission on this issue has
been pnsatisfactory. Of course, there is always scope
for imlproved cooperation, and of course our aim is to
do just that, but, Mr President, I reject the suggestion
that cfmpetition policy is being developed in isoladon

- as it from industrial policy and other policy
sector$. That is cenainly not the case.

Mr Piesident, the oral questions tabled by Mr Nyborg
on thc effects of the Swedish devaluation and by Mr
!7elsh on the multifibre arrantemenr indicate jusi how
closely connected these various policy sectors are.
Althoggh the free trade agreemenr berween the EEC
and Slveden incorporates no obligations on exchange
rate policy, Anicle 23 of rhe agreemenr does contain
cenairl provisions regarding competition, albeit only in
the nalrow sense of the word, as covered by the com-
petition chapter in the EEC Treary. However, the
Comnr]ission has made it known to rhe Swedish
Goverhment at political level that it regards this deval-
uation as an aggressive act in,rhar it is clearly directed
at.incr]easing the Swedish share of the market at the
expense of Sweden's free-trading parrners, and that
we therefore regard the devaluation as a violation of
the free trade agreement with Sweden.

The blckground to Mr Velsh's quesdon has more
direct links to comperidon poliry. Under the terms of
the multifibre arrangemenr, the EEC has concluded
agreeqenm whereby the principal suppliers have
unden{ken to restrict their expons to the Community.
The only country virh which 'no agreemenr u,as
reache{ was Argentina, and the Council has decided
to implement unilateral provisions ois-ti-ois that coun-
try. elthough the GATT general agreemen$ ro bor-
row in the agreements concluded with Hong Kong,
Korea and Macao are lcrq/er rhan was originally
planned, the overall result is still below the ceiling set
in the pregotiating mandare, and for rhat reason [he
Council.decided rhat rhe Communiry should remain a
paffy rc the multifibre arrangemenr.

This approach proved necessary because the European
rcxtile industry was clearly nor in a position ro cope
with thb rapid growth of new suppliers. The main fea-
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ture of restructuring in our textile industry has been a
major shakeout of workers. Unfortunately, the policy
of specializing in high-qualiry produos - a field in
which competition is not so fierce - has not brought
the expected results. The essential restructuring pro-
cess needs not only time but also sources of finance
which, in many cases, are beyond the means of com-
panies whose financial basis has been seriously shaken.

As a result, a number of governments'have decided m
make various forms of aid available to the textile
industry.

In the face of aid of this kind, the Commission always
applies its general criteria +egarding aid to crisis-hit
sectors, i.e. the aim being to ensure that, so far as pos-
sible, one Member State's problems are not passed on
to the others. Vhat this amounts to in pracdce is that
government aid must not be of the operational kind,
whereby compedtion conditions are directly affected,
but must instead be directed mwards rapid restructur-
ing, in pan by reducing surplus capaciry, and in pan
by consolidadng the remaining plant and equipment
by inodernizing and specializing.,Over recent years,
the Commission has gradually adopted a more selec-
tive approach, whereby national protrammes are
viewed not only from the point of view of the total
amount of aid forthcoming, but also - and especially

- f,rom the point of view of the effect of the aid on
the most sensitive sectors. That explains why the Com-
mission has increasingly been plicing a ban on aid to
sub-sectors in which there is surplus capacity at Euro-
pean level or where the Member State in question has

a significant share of intra-Communiry trade. In this
vay, the Commission is endeavouring to keep the
competition-distoning effect down to a minimum,
while at the same time helping to bring about a res-
trucuring of the sector to make it viable in the long'
term. Clearly, any new Dutch policy on textiles must
comply with these criteria. In reply to Mr Bange-
mann's question, I can also say that extensive bilareral
discussions have already aken place on the Dutch
issue, but that no formal sulrcment can be expected
before the beginning of next year.

Mr President, I should now like to reply to a few more
specific points from the motion for a resolution, in
which your rapporteur calls for a sectoral structural
policy. Allow me to point out that this is already the
case in those sectors which are clearly hard hit by the
crisis, for instance, steel, shipbuilding and textiles. In
particular, the granting of government aid is made
contingent on a number of criteria intended not only
to limir the resulant competition-distoning effects,
but also to faciliBte the coordination of industrial
policy. I would, however, warn anyone against trying
ro go roo far in this respect. My view is that it would
be wrong for us to try to tell European industry pre-
cisely what policy to pursue. I ake the view that pri-
mary responsibiliry must rest with business itself,
which is of course where the best know-how is to be
found too. The Community's role is to create the right

outline conditions, to coordinate poliry initiatives and,
wherever necessary, to stimulate specific activities.

On the other hand, I think it a good thing that, where
to Commission carries out analyses of panicular sec-
rors, we should take into account the forms of cooper-
ation bewreen the various firms and the various kinds
of public financial aid. Analyses of this kind are impor-
tant from the point of view of assessing whether parti-
cular forms of cooperation are compatible with Ani-
cles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty and/or whether
panicular forms of aid may be deemed rc be in the
Community inrcrest. Vhat I am not very keen on,
however, is a kind of timetable telling firms in a parti-
cular sector what Brussels would like them to do.

Mr President, I said just now that, in applying Ani-
cles 85 and 86 of the EEC Tre*y on the one hand and
the aid provisions on the other, we must work on the
basis of the same fundamental macroeconomic ideas.
In this respect, I go along wit\ what your rapporteur
had to say. This problem cropsLup, for instance, with
regard rc what to do about aid in connection with
compliance with criteria of what counts as a Com-
muniry interest. My view is that what Anicle 92 of the
EEC Treaty refers to as 'of common European
interest' must be more than just the selfish inrcrests of

- the recipient company, and I can confirm that, in line
with the motion for a resolution,,the Commission
akes a fairly liberal view of Communiry objecdves
such as the development of new technologies and the
more economical use of energy resources. Commisiion
officials are currently working on a kind of framework
for both these sectors - we call it an encadrement -with the aim of showing the Member States and inrcr-
ested parties what our criteria are and to what extent
we are prepared to accept a cenain element of compe-
tition distonion in the interests of these Community
objecdves.

Following the European Court of Justice's judgment
on the so-called ransparency directive in July of this
year, the Commission has actually begun implement-
ing the said provisions. fu public sector influence
increases in the Communiry, there is a growing need
for clariry as regards the financial relations berween
the Member States and public sector undertakings.
Once we have gained some experience in the applica-
tion of the directive, it will be up rc the Commission,
within the foreseeable future, rc decide whether the
scope shoulde be extended to industries which are not
at present covered, and I am thinking here not only of
the transpon element mentioned in the motion for a
resolution. However, let us not delude ourselves into
thinking that the porcntially compedtion-distoning
facto:s arising from the behaviour of public sector
undertakings can be brought entirely under control. I
am thinking here of possible complications regarding
Anicles 85 and 86, but also of the policy of purchasing
national products wherever possible.

In reply to Mrs Pruvot's question, I should like rc rei-
terate the Commission's position, which is that public
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sector undenakings are subject to exacdy the same
rules and regulations as private companies. This
applies both rc the applicadon of Articles 85 and 85 of
the EEC Treaty and to any government aid channelled
directly or indirectly to public sector undenakings. As
I said earlier, the Commission is now in a position,
thanks rc the rransparency directive, to gain a substan-
tial amount of insighr - albeit with just a few reserva-
tions - inrc rhe financial relations berveen govern-
ments and public sector businesses, and the Commis-
sion will nor hesirarc rc make use of the powers ar its
disposal should we find that these rblations amount to
a violation of the Treaty.

Mr President, there is one more point I should like to
make with respecr m the application of Anicles 85 and
85, I appreciarc your favourable opinion on the proce-
dgral changes that have been made. In nexr year's
annual report, you can expect rc find funher details
and first impressions of the experience we have gained
in this respect, and this goes roo for the delicate prob-
lem of legal privilege. Unfortunately, I am not in a
position today to present a firm opinion on this point
to the House.

It is hoped that the new collective exempdons which
are now'being studied will help to bring about a rapid
reduction in the number of requests for exemption
which are still awaiting a decision. Members of this
House themselves have complained that the new dis-
tribution regulations are roo detailed. Mr President,
while not ignoring criticism, I should nonetheless like
to point out rhar a cenain amounr of detail is inevita-
ble, especially in regulations penaining to panicular
sectors. It is essential here to strike a balance berween
what does and whar does not come under the terms of
a 

-panicular regulation on rhe one hand and a degree
of flexibiliry with regard to wording on the othJr. I
would not claim that we have always succeeded in
striking just the right balance, but I can assure you
that we are endeavouring to take as much account as
possible of the criticisms vrhich have been voiced

As regards competition-in air ranspon, Mr President,
the Commission will shonly be producing an interim
report, setting out a first approach to a check on the
aid granted to airlines. The Commission regar{s these
new proposals for monitoring aid payments as a mar-
ter of ,major imporance, given that practically no pro-
gress has been made in the Council on the proposals
put forward by the Commission on competition in the
air transpon sector - and the sa-e goei, incidentally,
for shipping. The Commission is veqy concerned at the
moment about what can be done to make progress on
this matter.

Mr President, following on from the debate which
mok place earlier in this House, the Commission has
undenaken a number of studies on rhe quesrion of
bo-ok prices. The studies have been carried our by
reference to language areas, and the results are no.w
gradually coming in. I cannot. at rhe moment - and I

can appreciare your impatience - provide any definite
inforgnation on rhe maner, but I shall inform rhe
Hou$e as soon as possible - in fact, as soon as I have
received the results myself.

Mr President, I should just like to make one point on
regiorral policy, an important marter which is attract-
ing ifrcreasing arrcndon in the Member Starcs and
which is most cenainly not the easiest element of com-
petitipn poliry. In the recent pasr, rhe Commission has
.takerl a number of decisions on the nadonal regional
aid programmes, which are looked at in the first inst-
ance in terms of the disparities within a particular
Membe. State. Attention ihen focuses on ,h. Corn-
munity contexr, and in line with the policy set out in
the rpport on rhe Commission's mandate, the Com-
missidn allocarcs less in the way of aid to the central
areas of the Community than to the peripheral
regiolrs.

It is in these cenrral regions that there is the greatesr
dang(r of a distonion of competitive conditions. In
additibn ro all this, the Commission endeavours to
ensure that the structural regional problems are nor
confuied with short-term economic problems. I realize
that the results of this poliry are somerimes embarrass-
ing to cenain regions, but as I said in my reply to Mr
Bangdmann's quesrion, the Commission feels that
shon-term economic problems musr be ackled by
more appropriare measures. Clearly, the only way the
Comrfrission is going to retain thi Member States,
confidence on this point is by adopting an objective
appropch to the problems obtaining in the various
Member States and by subjecting these problems to a
coherent appraisal.

Mr Prbsident, as I said at the beginning, my speech has
been somewhat biny because of the number of subjects
I havQ tried m cover, bur I should like to conclude
with a word of thanls for the supporr this House has
always given to competition poliry, and it is clearly
preparpd to do so again this year by way of this
modon for a resoludon. I should also like rc say rhat I
regard the criticism rhat has been voiced as a positive
elemerlt and as evidence of support for the Clmmis-
sion's policy. In panicular, I stratt Ue pleased to take
the pojnt of underpinning competition policy more by
way ofl economic analysis. Indeed, I should like to give
you a specific undenaking in this respect if it were not
for thq staff problems, which are plrhaps somewhat
less acrlrte now than they have been in the past but are
still suph rhat I cannor go along with all the wishes
expres{ed in this respect by honourable Members.

I shall, however, be taking a look at rhe ways in which
the avqilable manpower can be put to the blst possible
use.

Mr Prfesidenr, I. attach grear imporrance to rhe
exchange of informadon and consulrarions on compe-
tition ppliry with all interested parries. This of course
applies first and foremost to rhe European Parliamenr,
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but also to the Economic and Social Committee and
the other institutions. In particular, I shall be pleased

to go along with your suggestion to bear in mind the
flow of,information to small and medium-sized under-
akings. The problem here is that small and medium-
sized undenakings constitute a highly variegated -
and hence not readily accessible - catagory. I should
also like rc remind you that, in the recent Past, I have

had direct discussions on problems and aspects of the
Conimunity compedtion policy with both the rade
unions and the employers' organizadons.

Mr President, I should like in conclusion to thank the
House for organizing its debate on this eleventh
report in such a way that the motion for a resolution
can h".re Some influence on the content of the twelfth
annual report, which the rapporteur likewise men-
tioned. That is, in my opinion, the best way of taking
accog.nl of the points expressed Uy ,\il House. Vith-
out giving any assurance that you will be able to say

next year that all your wishes have been taken into
account, I shall at least endeavour to do so as far a I
possibly can.

Mr Jacqucs Moreau (S). - (FR) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, I have listened attentively to Mr
Aridriessen's proposals, and I should like to begin by
acknowledging the progress made in collaboration
berween the Commission - and more particularly the
Commissioner - and the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs.

However, while the desire to collaborate exists, it is

not great enough. The Communiqy's compedtion
policy is at a turning point which must be taken if we
want it to correspond to the problems with which we
are faced. I am well aware of the direction that the
Commission wishes to take and we in this House will
try rc help it by making its task easier, and, perhaps,
by speeding up the process.

My Group believes that compedtion policy has a vital
place in the construction of the European Communiry.
But such a poliry has to meet the requiremena of the
current situation and must not have the detrimental
effects of weakening funher our economies and indus-
ries.

The first thing which must strike us is our productive,
social and regional diversity. This diversiry has an
impact on the Communiq/s competition policy. Our
Amendment No 3 adknowledges this fact and we
would make it the second paragraph of the motion for
a resolution, since we are convinced that this disparity
conditions competition poliry to a fundamental
degree. Apan from this amendment, we hope - as the
explanatory statement in Mr Papantoniou's report
indicates - that the Commission vtill give all its atten-
tion to differences of taxation and prices bemreen one
Member State and another. Can it be considered nor-
mal rhat consumers are obliged to pay highly variable

prices for products such as cars, pharmaceutical
goods, alcohol, household equipment, Hi-Fi systems

and so on after 25years of being in a European com-
mon market? As we all know, these differences have a
perverse effect. Above all, they denote the need to
iedefine aid policy and the amiude which needs to be

developed in this sphere.

'$7e are all convinced that account must be taken of
the stage of industrial development reached by Mem-
ber States. This perspective is defended in our 4th
Amendment concerning future or growth indusries.
Refusal to acknowledge the facs could lead to 

^ Para'
doxical situation and, against all expectation, to indus-
trial collapse. That is why it is vital to bear in mind the
conditions of production and the industrial siuation in
each country.

The Communiq/s competition policy should ako Le a
realistic policy seeking rc promote industrial develop-
men( and service industries. Indeed, in this period of
great changes, as we have always said, competition
policy should not be an end in itself. It is one method

- sometimes an effective one - of promoting econo-
mic and social progress. Therefore it should not be

patterned on the traditional model of competition, if I
may call it that, but should evolve as pan of a dynamic
vision of our Communiry.

EverTone agrees that the European economy is going
through profound changes which will no doubt last a
while. These changes, which began about 10 years

ago, affect all aspects of economic and social life. In
this difficult period, the Member States and firms are

looking for measures which will help them to over-
come their present difficuldes and that explains why
some have resoned to protectionism or to stepping up
various rypes of aid. The market is splitting into more
and more segments and obstacles to trade are multi-
plylng. Irt us not underestimate these threats, but at
the same time let us bear in mind that it is not enouBh
just to point them outl above all, we must create the
conditions for cleaning up these practices in order to
benefit the Community.

It goes without srying that the problem of keeping an
eye on this aid is at the centre of our worries today. In
this period of intensive industrial restructuring, what is

imponant is not so much the amounts of aid -although this aspect cannot be ignored - but their
form and the purposes for which they are intended. It
would hardly,be realistic to ban all subsidies. On the
contra{r'r a distinction ought ,rc be drawn befireen
subsidies which diston the normal operations of the
Community market and those which increase the
Community's options. That is the thinking behind our
Amendment No 1.

Amendment No 5 shows our appreciation of the posi-
tion taken by the Commission on the nadonalization
which took place in France this year. Nobody would
contest a countr;/s rigk to take those measures which
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it deems necessary to achieve the targer approved of
by the majority of its population, .provided that, of
course, these decisions do not go against,the rules on
which the Communiry edifice is based. The Commis-
sion adoprcd this viewpoint, panicularly since public
ownership of industry - in its multiple forms - exists
in all of our counrries. Our role is to make sure rhar
fair practices are observed 4nd that the rules of com-
petition are also respeoed. Our common market is
open to the world - roo open, some people mighr
sometimes think. Multinationals have an impact on
this market in a way which is often decisive.

'Ve tackle this delicate question in our Amendment
No 7. It is true that, if we wish to esablish healthy
competition, specific problems are raised in the man-
agement of ransnational firms and relations between
main companies and their subsidiaries. It is a pity we
do not have more information about multinationals.
Ve urge the Commission to speed up its work on this' subject, draw its conclusions and make proposals rc

-tuarantee 
that the common market functions normally

and equitably. Those are rhe main concerns of our
fifth amendmenr. In many cases, multinarional com-
panies are opposed ro rhe inrcrests of consumers and
legitimate public interests as a matrer of course .

Finally, before summing up, I want ro stress the accu-
mulated delay in dealing with competition affairs.
Even the eleventh repon points out that 4 365 cases
are still being examined. How much time will be
needed to clear this backlog? This fact alone - it
seems to me - argues for increasing the numbeis of
staff in the Directorate General for Competition. Mr
Papantoniou's report explores a number of interesting
structural reforms, but I feel I hive to say rhar such
reforms cannot be disassociated from a review of the
Commission's resources.

To conclude, I should like to insist on the imponance
of an active competition policy, given the ecoiromic
battle we are waging. The ability to compere is crucial
rc the economy nowadays. Unless we have a well
planned and adapted policy on competition, the abiliry
to compete in the way in which we understand it in
our Group will not be feasible.

\7e therefore endorse Mr Papantoniou's report, which
marks a funher stage in the drawing up of the compe-
tition policy which seems so vital to us nowadays.

Mr Franz (PPE). - (DE)Mr President, ladies and
gendemen:

Utmost achievement is only possible at the cosr of
a sruggle. In economic afiairs, the struggle takes
the form of competirion and therefore as many
sources of creative and executive energy as possi-
ble must compete with each other in all areas of
the economy.

These words are taken from the economic programme
drawn up in 1941 by Karl Goerdeler, rhe former

mayof of l*ipzig,who would have become Chancellor
of the German Reich in 1944 if the attempt on Hitler's
life had been successful,

I beli{ve thar this applies today just as much as it did
then. Protectionism is a contagious disease which
result{ in death. In order to achieve a world-wide revi-
val of economic growth, confidence musr be restored
in the future of as free a market as possible. Placing
restrictions on or even closing off one's own markei
and at the same time demanding access ro other mar-
kets is not a feasible alrcrnative, and in my view is tan-
tamount to folly. My group, the European People's
Parry, agrees with the Commission on thib point.

The Commission's eleventh report is altogether a good
reporl The Commission's effons towards more com-
petition should be appreciated. Mr Papantoniou
stress€s this in his report. However, ar rhe same rime,
and we cannot but suppon him on this, he.has pointed
out that there are sdll a number of deficiencies and
requircmenm which need to be attended to. The
Group of the European People's Party, too, feels that
these must be dealt with urgently. \7e therefore
apprgye of Mr Papanmniou's reporr.

I woufd now like to refer in particular rc a poinr men-
tioned in Mr Papantoniou's reporr, in paragraph 59 of
the mftion for a resolution: the lack of a chaprcr on
non-t{riff barriers. Mr Andriessen referred to rhis
problefn in his introduction. There is no menrion of it
in the repon, however, although we clearly asked for
this iniponant topic to be included, when Mr Beazley
made his remarks on the Tenth Comperition Repon.

At the meeting of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs of 4 November, a representative of
the Commission pointed our rhat the non-tariff bar-
riers had no place in the Competition Repon as far as
the Commission was concerned. I believe, however,
that this can only have been a case of a poor Choice of
words. I am very pleased about Mr Andriessen's
remark that the rumour about problems of comper-
ence within the Commission being the reason for rhis
decisivb chaprer not being included in the Competition
Repord has so far not proved to be true.

Despitp the negative verdict of rhe Commission's
repres(ntative, a large majoriry of the Committee on
Econo{nic and Monetary Affairs referred m the need
for su{h a chapter to be included, and quite rightly
becausp competition is only possible and feasible inter-
nation{lly and we can only stand up to it if we have
unresulicted competition within rhe Communiry. If we
restrictl it within the'Communiry with non-taiiff bar-
riers, we will not in fact manage to deal with either
structural problems or unemploymenr or worldwide
competition.

In this respect, I vould like to ask Mr Andriessen very
kindly, since he spoke of a Christmas tree with can-
dles, to crown rhe Twelfth Competition Repon with
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this neur candle. I, at any rate, as rapportcur dealing
with the Twelfth Competition Report - and I should
like to give you this gentle warning - will recommend
its rejection if this imponant chapter is again missing.

(Appk*se)

Vithout a fully operational domestic market it will no
doubt be impossible for us to overcome our problems.
At our'Europe without customs barriers' demonstra-
don in Aachen on 6 May, Mr Narjes said that if we
did not w'ant our grandchildren to criticize or ridicule
us in 30 or 40 years' time, ii was now up to us to con-
vert our resignation, anger and indignation into con-
cened action. Instead of calling for more protection-
ism, more subsidies and more trade barriers, we should
have more confidence in our own strength. Confi-
dence in one's own strength is one of the finest vinues
in difficult times. Kistner, in panicular, has pointed
this out. These are the most important raw materials
for developing a'countrlr. In our Europe, which is

short of raw materials, let us promotc and apply these
vircues at least!

Mr Beazley (ED). - Mr President, the shon time
available rc me does not permit me to deal vith all the
details of the Papantoniou report, so I will restrict my
remarks to a general plea to DG IV and the Commis-
sion to interpret the powers given to them under the
Treaty of Rome for the purpose of assisting the
development of the common market which it wes the
intention of the Treary of Rome to create.

I would immediarcly emphasize that I believe earnestly
in the rightness of the principles on which the Com-
muniq/s competition rules were conceived and
enacrcd, and I funher believe in their enduring charac-
ter. However, the point I wish to make is that the
creation of the common market, as envisaged by the
founding fathers, has proved much more difficult to
achieve than was originally expecrcd. The competition
rules of a nation in the past have normally been
created for developed markets. Their need has arisen
from distortion of fair-rading practices and the need
to create the condidons in which a vigorous economy
can be sdmulated by fair competition.

Now it may be said that competition policy may be
used to help create a common market and it is without
doubt true that this is the case. I have no doubt that
the correct interpretation of the relevant parts of the
Treaty of Rome will play their full pan in this respect.
I suggest, however, that we must consider what the
nature of the market is for which these rules are to be
interpreted.

The European Communiry is one whose wealth crea-
tion is based in the main on trade - trade derived
from services and industry. lTithout a stront wealth-
creation basis the Community has no power with
which to crearc the necessary standard of living of its

peoples, let alone to assume responsibiliry for its vital
activities under the,lom6 Convention with the Third
and Fourth Vorlds. fu a trading Community we
naturally have a very low peripheral tariff wall - very
much lower than those of the major trading blocs of
the world. Our Community must be fully competitive
in the world. Furthermore, it must at the same dme
restructure much of its basic industry and many of its
service industries to become competitive, not only with
the USA and Japan, but with many of the newly indus-
trialized counries. There is naturally no place for pro-
tectionism within the Community, but let us be clear
that the main cause of national protection arises in the
area of state-run industries, of state-aided industries,
where the state-inspired non-tariff barriers of all rypes
exist and are even being newly created. Our main
problem is in using the Communiq/s competition
poliry and its powers through the courts of justice to
ensure the adherence of Member States to their obli-
gations under the Treaty.

It has clearly been much easier for DG IV to achieve
acceptance of the competition poliry by services and
industry than by Member Sates. DG fV must employ
no less vigour in attacking the abuses practised by
Member States than that used against free-enterprise
indusries and services. But DG [V, and the whole of
the Commission working with it, must equally ensure
that their powers are used in assisting the restructuring
of existing and old-fashioned basic industries of the
Community, on a Communiry basis, and ensuring that
new indusries and services, whether of high technol-
ogy or not, can be established on a world-competitive
basis.

As regards restructuring, I am sure that private-enter-
prise industries ask nothing more than the opportuniry
of restructuring themselves on the basis of their econo-
mic and technical fitness to be competitive in the inter-
nal and external Community market. They do not
want to be feather-bedded. They need to be able rc
shed those pans of their range of products where they
do not have a comparative ratio in favour of others, so

as to be able to concentrate their skills, their finance
and their efforts on those where they do have it.
Should they in fact have none, they need to be able to
retire from the market to make room for others and
for their assets, finance, techniques, skills and man-
power rc be redeployed. Vould that Member States'
nadonalized industries showed equal respect for both
competition.policy and for market forces!

Mr President, a completely new, dynamic attitude
needs to be shown by Member States to competition if
our Communiry is to be able to earn its living in the
wodd. Mr Bangemann's resolution is very refreshing
in the way it points out the sad and serious resulm of
Member States' disregard of the facts of life. The hard
times which the Communiry and the whole world are
at presen[ enduring have drawn atrcntion to the realiry
of the economic basis of our modern sociery. lTealth
has rc be crearcd before it can be distributed. It is the
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dury of Member States' governments within the Com-
munity to so regulate rheir actions rhat wealth can be
created. And it is the dury of the Community's compe-
tition policy to ensure in the inrernal/exrcrnal market
that fair conditions are created and stricdy maintained
to ensure that this is so.

Mr Lconardi (COM). - (m Mr President, I shall be
very brief. In his long speech Mr Andriessen made a
number of points which I hope will be included in the
next report on competition. For the dme being we are
concerned with the Elevenrh Repon, and this reporr is
limited, as is poinrcd out in the introduction, to an
examination of competidon pol[ry in the traditional
sense of the term and according to existing'instru-
ments and procedures, whilsr if we wish ro assess the
effects of the policy we musr refer to orher studies
concerned with specific sectors and factors.

Ve must, therefore, try above all to look at instru-
ments, applications and effects rcgether. I shall nor
harp on the imponance of competition policy in the
Treades. The fact thar the Commission has direct
powers - and this has been stressed on several occa-
sions - does give it panicular responsibilities in a situ-
ation such as the present, where our Communiry is
becoming increasingly uncompetidve, where the
unemployment rate is risirrg and so on. 'S7e cannor
carry on using an instrument like competition poliry in
the conventional way, as if we could achieve the
objectives of the Treaties of Rome by encouraging
competition, which was considered one of the basic
factors. Ve must make up our minds to find out
whether or not these results have been achieved pani-
cularly at a dme when we, as a Parliament, are also
faced with the problem of reviewing the Treaties
themselves. The very fact that comperition was one of
the fundamental subjeca of the Trearies when they
were drafted is the reason why we must now look at
the results that have been achieved so far in order to
decide whether they constitute a reason to chante the
Treaties.

I may add that Mr Papantoniou recognizes this need
in various paragraphs of his motion - points number
+5, 41, 56 erc - but without ffearing lg - 45, 6e16-
over, he could not do in his capacity as rapporreur -as a priority. I, however, as a Member of this Parlia-
ment, consider that I can asseft that it must hencefor-
ward be a priority. '!7e must go some way towards
creating rhe right conditions, through suitable com-
mon policies, for the compedrion policy to take effect.

Let me remind you of somerhing Mr Papantoniou said
in his explanatory srarement when he pointed out,
quite righdy, that there are no clear signs of any pro-
gress towards the goals previously set by Parliament of
strengthening economic research and better integrat-
ing the aims of competirion poliry with those of other
Community policies. I am in full agreement with this
remark. This is the very area in which effons should ,

be coprcentrpted when the next report on competition
is pu$lished. This repon will have to be harmonized
with qther reports and with the other effons which the
Comtprission and others are making, with a view to
giving a more long-term image to our policies.

In cofrclusion I shall ry to give you a concrere exam-
ple o{ what I am talking about by reminding you rhat,
for efample, in the final section on rhe Eleventh
Repoft an important piece of information is set out:
we ar€ told that, in 1980, a reversal of the existing
trend regarding the acquisition of shares in enterprises
within the Communiry took place. In orher words:
whereas previously such panicipations involved only
undenakings located within the Community itself,
today the shares hre mainly purchased by firms located
outside the Commrmiry. This is a very important
development because it ii related to the effects of 

"o--pedtion, entrepreneurial skills etc. Bur we cannor con-
fine ourselves rc looking at this rend from a purely
statistical point of view. Ve must examine it and ana-
lyse ius importance, so thar this undoubted and impor-
tant ftature may play a part in the political decisions
whichl we shall all have to take.

sitting uas suspended at 8 p.m. and resumed
n.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR

(Tlre
at9pl

Vce-Presidcnt

Mr Delorozoy (L).- (FR) First of all, let me thank
the five other Members who have been good enough
to come back into the chamber to listen to me. I am
flattered. I also welcome the presence here tonight of
Mr Andriessen.

The Commission's Eleventh Repon marks an advance
in the Communiq/s determination to pursue a firmer
policy of monitoring industry to check that the rules
of corprpetition are being observed. This is an impor-
tant pPint, but one whic[, on irs own, is not enough rc
sdmul[te a lasting recovery in production and promote
an ecgnomic upturn in Europe.

The ffct is that when international compedtion has
taken on almost worldwide dimensions we must be
firm i{r order to prevenr the spread of protectionism,
which would nor contribure anything effecdve or posi-
tive in the medium and long tern, we musr conrinue ro
be opon to the need rc maintain temporary exemptions
from the rules in order to permit restrucrurarion in
cenain indusrial sectors or in cenain service industries
which are faced wirh competition which has the
advantage of favourable cost differences resuldng
from aids of every kind granted by cenain countries;
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we'must also, more than ever, be firmly determined to
do everything possible to coordinate our action, so

that we can facilitate cooperation besween firms within
the Community iri productive sectors where volume
thresholds are necessary rc maintain or dwelop com-
petition through economies of scale.

Mr Papanrcniou's report, by going over the various
points dealt with in the Commission's report, has the
meria of claicy, and we are in general in agreement
with his analysis, his criticisms and his proposals. I
shall not, therefore, go over them again.

I would, however, like to add one or two remar}s and
sress the fact that competition policy can no longer,
should no longer, neglect the economic and social dif-
ferences which exist between non-member cpuntries
and the Member States of the European Community
in the way in which production is carried out. This is a

difficult problem, but in future it will not be possible

to solve it merely by signing agreements such as

GATI or lpm6 I, II or, shonly, IIL Ve mu$ be Prag-
matic and take more account of the demands of
economic realiry in the iconomies of the Communiry.
In our Communiry, there are, unfortunately, several
economies which are divergent, or which are more
divergent than convergent.

The rulgs governing behaviour that restrica competi-
tion must be applied to companies, but they must also
be applied to States, by monitoring more closely the
aids grahted to industry - both directly and indirectly

- in increasingly varied and multifarious forms.
There is no need to anathematize aid that may be

necessary and useful for induptrial redevelopment, for
restructuring and for promoting innovation. But we
must take cire to see that interventionism of this kind
encourages and srengthens competition and facilitates
adaptation to new situations, rather than slowing it
down by anificially prolonging situations which have
no viable future.

More and more'aid is granrcd at national level without
any central coordination and causes distonions to
,competition, to the deriment of those companies who
make the necessary' effon through their own
resources. This is a new facor, but it is one that is

becoming generalized and that is important. All this is

perfectly well set out in the report, and I want to con-
gratulate Mr Papantoniou once again.

Of course, Mr Andriessen, there are connections and
interrelations with other policies, as you said this eve-
ning, but your job is to make use of these interrela-
tions, not merely to note their existence or to deplore
their existence. The Commission's task is, as we all
know, a thankless and difficult one. The effons which
you have made should be recognized, but considerable
progress remains to be made - progress which does
not always involve expense - in procedures and, ,

often, in the development of new attitudes.

But, infortunarcly, as time goes by, greater difficulties
begin to appear,. There is stagnation in economic activ-
ity, a rate of unemployment which is assuming unac-
ccptable proportions, deterioration in the terms of
trade and a situation of international monetary dise-
quilibrium which is unprecedented.

This situation justified the oral question rc the Com-
mission which is included in this debate and was tabled
by the chairman of the Liberal and Democratic Group,
Mr Bangemann, and we await with interest the mea-
sures, oyer and above the shon answer given by Mr
Andriessen, which the Commission will be obliged m
adopt, in the form of exceptional provisions for an

exceptional situation. From our point of view, it is no
longer possible for the Council or the Commission or
the Parliament rc confine themselves rc analyses,
technocratic reflecrions and the production of repons.
The time for that is past; action is now indispensable.
This action must be in proponion rc the magniude of
the problems we ,face at the end of tggo and must
match up to the challenges of our times.

Mr Coust6 (DEP). - (FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the founding fathers of the Communiry
vere aware, and we arc awere with them, of the ben-
efits of healthy competition between companies in our
Member States.

If it is properly implemented, competidon promotes
innovation and makes for rationaliry - since it facili-
tates market Eansparency - helps in thi struggle
against infladon and increases consumers' choice.
These aspects are in evidence in Mr Papantoniou's
repon and he must be congratularcd on the serious-
ness of the vork he has done, though I have some
reservations on his remarls concerning multinational
companies.

All the same, we cannot speak of competition policy in
this House without tackling the fundamental problem
of the unfair trading practices of cenain non-member
countries. Vhat is the point of our abiding by the rules
within the Communiry if our partners abroad are not
playrng the game? These two matt€rs are intimatcly
related, Mr Andriessen, and it is vital that the Com-
mission today should relate the probler4s of respccting
competition in the Communiry to the fundamental
problem of drawing up a consistent Community trade
policy.

The fact of the matrcr is that if competition policy
proper is an imponant aspefi - as you yourself said,
Mr Andriessen - of Communiry policies as a whole,
there can be no question of using it as a screen to con-
ceal the realiry of other policies, namely industrial,
social - and as I have aheady remarked - trade
policy.

At this junctu4e I.shall say a few words on the connec-
tions between competition poliry and indusrial policy.

,l r
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At a time of crisis like the present there is a problem of
compatibiliry bescreen a genuine competition policy
and the implemenution of a dynamic industrial policy
which will both help companies to adapt rc an open
and constantly changing world and at the same time
prevent job losses. The crisis in the srcel industry, the
crisis in the textile industry, both of which were men-
tioned a shon while ago, and competition from non-
member countries, panicularly Japan and the countries
of South-East Asia, are all things which show us today
that attitudes must be changed as quickly as possible.
Now some people, on various occasions, have criti-
cised national systems of state aid. Ve must recognize
that, since 'they are more rapidly available and bener
suited rc the situation, systems of this kind are back in
favour again, quite simply because efficient mechan-
isms for the supply of Communiry aid cannot be devel-
oped fast enough.

Mr Andriessen pointed this out just now, and I would
like rc stress that the task facing the European institu-
tions is to make the state inrcrvention mechanisms via-
ble at a time of crisis and to eliminate all the inconsis-
tencies that we have experienced in the recent past. 

\

How can we forbid new investment in th. steel sector
when the very same investment is encouraged in other
countries? For this reason, Mr President - and I shall
conclude with this - it is important that the Commis-
sion should attach more importance than it has done
in the past to the development of small and medium-
sized companies, especially as 1983 is going to be
dedicated to small and medium-sized companies and
craft industries. 'S7e must also srengthen legal security
in companies, whether in the field of licences, patents,
trade marhs, company law proper, or in the field of
tax harmonization. '$7e shall of course approve this
eleventh report by the Commission and also Mr
Papantoniou's report.

Mr Velsh (ED).- I should like to congratulate Mr
Papantoniou on his repon and say that we always
value highly his lucid expositions of socialist econom-
ics. \7e seldom agree with them but they are very well
done.

I think it unfonunate that the chairman of the com-
mittee ,did not see fit to sit through this imponant
debate, particularly when he has seen fit to move
amendments which were all ovenurned when the com-
mitrce discussed the Papantoniou report. There seems
to me a cenain lack of propriety in this.

My honourable friend Mr Beazley has addressed him-
self to the broader issues, and my gallant and learned
friend Mr Prout will shortly address himself to the
procedural problems. I should like to say a word how-
ever about my own oral question which concerns the
Multifibre Arrangement. It is unfortunate that, after
all the sound and fury, this considerable success by the
Commission should be celebrated in a rather low-key
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way. Few people appeer to realize that rhis represents
enormous success for the Commission negotiators,
that they have delivered a series of agreemenr that
nobqdy, two years ago, would have thought possible.
It is unfortunate that parliamentary procedures do not
alloq us to record our gratitude in a more formal fash-
ion Uut I do hope that Mr Andriessen will take back to
the officials concerned my ow'n trarm congratulations

- afld I am sure those of the whole Parliament - on
a job magnificently done.

The pextile industry of Europe will be very foolish if it
ignoles the benefit it has obtained from this agree-
ment. If it is wise, it will now devote its efforts to mak-
ing qure that it becopes so competitive that no funher
multlfibre arrangements are necessary. Mr Andriessen
himself has a responsibility here, panicularly when we
ldok at some of the textile plans that some of the
Merirber States are putting up.

My other point conccrns Regulation 5767 which is
refe{red rc angentially in Mr Papanmniou's resolu-
don. Mr Andriessen will be aware that the Comminee
on Economic and Monetaqy Affairs will shonly be dis-
cussing this issue. I believe that this is an area in which
Parliament can be of imponant help and supporr ro
the Commission's approach.

I anl sure that we will have the cooperarion of Mr
Andriessen and all his officials in reaching a sensible
mid{le ground which the Cornmission can use as a
polidical platform for negotiating its way through the
Eeacherous waters of block exemptions, panicularly in
terms of exclusive distribution and purchasing con-
tracds.

Finally, I should like to poinr out that this is not Mr
Pap{ntoniou's resoludon, it is a resolution of the
centre-right. It is unfonunate for any rapporteur to
have to present a resolurion thar he fundamentally
doe{ not'believe in and I congrarulate Mr Papantoniou
on dhe grace with which he did iL I can aisure him,
however, that we intend to sustain this resolution
tomPrrow and we look to our colleagues on the
centre-right to make sure rhar it goes through in its
present form, and not in the form that Mr Papanto-
niou would have wished.

Mrs Hoffmenn (COM). - (FR) I regret that a
deb{te on competition poliry has been judged by some
members of this House - in whatever form - a suita-
ble pretext for attempting ro attack the French
Govlprnment's nationalization policy.

Fra4ce has a long experience of state control of indus-
try, an experience which has been positive for the
workers and for the economy, since nationalized
industries such as Renault, EDF and the SNCF have
beeq for most of the time in the forefront of social
protress whilst remaining competitive.
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It has been said that these companies are in a position
to benefit from more favourable financial conditions
and thereby sidestep cenain Common Market rules on
competirion. Experience shows, on the contrary, that
the public sector has always been financially exploited
by the private sector, panicularly by means of a device
which consists of chaiging private industry for services
rendered or for energy supplies et a rate below prod-
uction costs.

The public sector is a vital component of French
indusrial policy and has a vital role to play in the pro-
cess of social change in France. The French Commun-
ists are concerned that publicly owned companies
should be properly managed in order to promote
growth, to create new jobs and to help the workers
obtain new rights.

T9o often the world of business is organized like a

monarchy. It is time to bring a little democraiy into it,
and we believe that the public sector must play an
exemplaqy role in this respect.

Finally, as regards compedtion rules and, in panicular,
state aid, I should like to stress that the principle estab-
lished by the Commission, which smtes that state aid,
in panicular to the steel industry or shipbuilding, can
only be authorized on condition that productive capa-
ciry is shed and, with it, jobs, will not conribute to the
necessary recovery in economic growth.

The criteria used are criteria of retrenchment. Of
course, the poliry on aids to industry cannot, on its
own, solvc the problem of growth, which must be

looked at against the background of economic policy
as a whole, because it is policies of ausrcriry which
result in economic sagnation.

It therefore seems to us, ai a time when the Ten are
devoting some thought to the means with which to
promote a recovery in investment, that we must raise
once again this common problem of the factors that
determine growh.

Mrs Tove Nielsen (L). - (DA) Mr President, I
would like to start by thanking Mr Papantoniou for
being willing to lend his name to the sensible gepon
which is being debated this evening. It is correct, as

Mr 'lZelsh too ftlt, that this report - fortunately I
would say - has undergone major changes as a result
of really good and thorough, as well as serious com-
mittee work. This is splendid in my view, it is a point
which should be sressed: it really can be done when
one is given a few good reasonable proposals for
amendmenrc and one is able to speak in their favour
and mould the ideas coming from Parliament. I there-
fore feel that Mr Papantoniou should be thanked for
continuing to be willing to back the really liberal com-
petition policy expressed in the report.

The evening's debate includes two oral questions from
the Liberal Group. One concerns the Communiq/s

competitive capacity and national support, and the
other concerns the Dutch Government's subsidies fpr
the rcxtile industqy. I would like to say that it is not
entirely by chance that there should be rvro questions
from the Liberal Group on this subject, since it is com-
pletely clear that competition policy is something we
in the Liberal Group take particularly seriously. Consi-
dering rhe situarion ve are in, it must be admitted that
it is very imponant that we shopld try to protect our-
selves on the internal market and do it in such a way as

to illow us to face competition on the vast market out-
side our own common market. !7e therefore show our
opposition when a Member State, whichever it may
be, begins to support certain sectors. Ve feel this is
something which largely helps to destroy the spirit on
which our entire cooperation is based. Only recently

- I believe it was a month ago - we held a debate on
precisely the same thing, in the course of which I had
the opportunity to stress that it was not one or pani-
cular Member States we were opposed rc but any
Member State at all, when we felt intervention was
necessary.

Mr Andriessen took grcat pains in answering the Lib-
erals'questions and said that, where suppon was con-
cerned, it had to be of very shon duration. Mr
Andriessen, is it not unreasonable that the Dutch sup-
port arrangements, which were introduced in 1975,
should continue to be described as being of short
duration? I understood that this might be ended next
year, i.e. in 1983, but would it not have been fair to
take action somewhat earlier?'Vell, it is too late now,
but let us ensure that this at eny rate will not be

repearcd, whichever Member State may be concerned.

To conclude, I would like to say that one of the things
we must also discuss, and which is new in the repon
on competition poliry within the Communities, is sec-
tion 5, chapter I in Pan 1, where small and medium-,
sized companies are mentioned. In the Liberal Group,
we believe it is very important to emphasize how
essential it is thag the small and medium-sized com-
panies should be aware that, by applylng the competi-
tion rules in the right way, they can help to crearc
more jobs. This is where the future lies.

Mr Nyborg (DEP). - (DA) I have tabled an oral
quesdon on what the Commission proposes to do
about Sweden. I am very pleased that it is Mr Andries-
sen who has to deal with this marter, because he nor-
mally acts quickly and firmly. It is, however, a very
clear matter of Sweden having violated her trading
agreement with the Communities by not complying
with the paragraph stipuladng that nothing must be
done which may diston trade between the rwo part-
ners. I would therefore ask that we examine even more
closely than hitheno the question of imports of paper
pulp and steel. It is only righq when we in the Com-
muniry atree to supply less steel to the USA, that we
should also try to restrict our own impons of steel. I
therefore urge the Commission ro sr,arr negotiations

lr
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with Sweden and make it clear that the Swedes have
violated the provisions of the trading agreemenr -and that way give them a rap over the knuckles!

Mr Prout (ED). - Mr President, we regrer rhat this
debate has not been given a more prominent place in
the Parliamentary timetable. Ir confirms, I am afraid,
the fears I expressed last month about the low prioriry
accorded by Parliament to controlling rhe Commission
in the exercise of its executive powers.

Like the rapporteur, my troup welcomes the new sec-
tion in the 1lth report devorcd to procedural matters.
In particular, ure are pleased to learn that the Commis-
sion suppons a two-tier sysrcm of judicial review. '!7e

retret however that it is unwilling to supporr para-
graph +t of-Parliament's resoludon on the 10th repon
calling for the appointment of an independent person
to chair hearings.

The Commission remains at the same time policeman,
prosecutor, judge and jury in competirion invesriga-
tions. It seems unwilling to relinquish any of these
roles in the interests of fair play. \7e urge the Com-
mission to take panicular note of the recommenda-
tions made by the Legal Affairs Commitree with res-
pect to hearings procedure so rhar it can meet the
minimum requirements set by the rules of natural jus-
tice.

'We are also concerned, Mr President, at the huge
backlog of applications for exemption and for negative
clearance. Apparently the number of pending cases

before the Commission has risen to over 4 300 and
some of these have taken up to 18 years to clear.
Nothing is more damaging to business cohfidence. Ve
do not believe that matrers will be expedited, as the
Commission suttests, by the prior publication of
comfon letters in the Official Journal because the fact
of publication does not seem to us to alter their legal
status.

The Commission is proposing to introduce simplified
exemption decisions in cenain cases but we have not
yet been told which cases and what simplified proce-
dure. !7e urge the Commission to confer auromatic
exempdon on an agreement after the lapse of a specific
period.

Finally I would like to remind the Commissioner that
Parliament's political powers of control are just as

strong with respect to the Commission's execurive
poy/ers as they are with respecr to its legislative propo-
sals. It is simply thar we in this Parliamenr are less
interested in using them. Our attitude must change if
we are to discharge our responsibilities in this field
properly. This is a problem, Mr President, to which
we are currendy addressing ourselves iir the Legal
Committee.

Mr An&iesscn, Merter of the Commission. -(NL) Mr President, what srikes me in rhis debare is

that vinually all those who have spoken have firmly
emphasized the connection between competition
policy and other aspects ofpolicy, i.e. the interconnec-

, tions] or however you wish to put it. Obviously, there
is a cbnnection with the differences in the tax sysrems
and energy priccs in the various Member States, and
competidon is also bound up with obstacles to trade -whic{r continue to exist whichever way you look at it,
and bn occasion would even appear to be on the
increise. Clearly, there is a link beffieen competitive-
ness and the differences in costs in the various Mem-
ber Spates, and a perfect common market is obviously
not fossible without a perfect comperirion policy,
which in turn is not possible unless all the require-
ments are met. This is clear.

Howpver, Mr President, the Treaty of Rome gives
very lrecise instructions regarding comperirion policy

- including competition policy in a situadon where
complete harmonization has not yet been achieved -and it is quite understandable that during a period of
growih the negative aspecr of a panicular comperirion
policJ, should have been far less apparent than at a

time when $owth is a thing of the past and numerous
undertakings are in fact having difficulty keeping their
headq above water. This, I think, is the new dimension
whictr competition policy has to contend wirh, which
is a ieason for adapting it in the light of rhe current
economic situation. However, it should nor be a
reason for doing without a policy which, as many
speal{ers have righdy pointed our - and I am grateful
for this - is central to the maintenance and rhe
improvement of the common market insofar as it
aheady exists. Ve will adapt the poliry and we are
prep{red to acknowledge forms of cooperation
berwfen undertakings which are aimed at reducing
capaCity in cases where this is necessary for the re-
structurint of a particular sector. Ve are prepared to
consider cooperation berween undenakings when
resea[ch and development are involved. "!7'e are pre-
pared to provide aid in cases where we can identify a
genuine Communiry interest - I am thinking here in
panicular of new technologies, innovation etc. Ve will
adopp our policy, but it must nevenheless remain a
policf, which in itself makes the market economy as we
know it in the Community - and this, as we all know,
is not completcly free - possible.

Mr l]resident, I do not wish to say too much this eve-
ning regarding multinationals and transnarional
undenakings. As I see it, it is not so much the multina-
tional or Eansnarional nature of these undenakings
whicfr is of relevance from rhe point of view of compe-
titior{ poliry, but rather the quesdon of their position,
influence and conduct on rhe market. If their behav-
iour is not in accordance with the provisions of the
Treaty, we take action, and if it is, there is no reason
for tls to take any acrion, ar least from the point of
view of competition policy.

Mr President, Mr Franz asked whether a chapter on
obstqcles to trade on rhe inrernal market could be
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included in the next annual report. He even accompa-
nied his request with a somewhat threatening remark
to the effect that, if no such chapter was included, he
would propose that Parliament reject the report. Talk
of this kind makes me somewhat uneasy, and I should
like rc reflect on the question of how l,e can make the
linls which exist apparent, without making the annual
report on competition compete with the General
Repon, since I do not know whether that would be a
good form of competition or not. However, I can

assure you that I will look into the qucstign of how I
might be able rc ward off this threat which is hanging
over my head.

Mr President, I should like to make a very specific
observation for the benefit of Mr lronardi and Mrs
Hoffmann who are the only ones, if I have understood
correcdy, rc dispute the fundamental imponance of
competition policy for the market and for the econo-
mic system as it operates.

I do not share the view that it is wrong for the Com-
mission to make the granting of aid for restnrcturing
in a sector w,hich is in difficulties as a result of overca-
paciry conditional on reduction of the capacity.
Indeed, I think quirc the opposite'is true, i.e. that we
simply carinot prop up the sectors with excess capacity
which are unable to find outler on any market what-
soever and - whether we like it or not - excess cap-
aciry must be reduced wherever it is in evidence, since
this would, I think genuinety contribute towards
improving the- employment situation in the longer
rcrm.

Mr President, I am very grateful to Mr'!7elsh for his
appreciation of the work done by the Commission
depanments in connection with the Muldfibre
Arrangement. I share his view that they have done an
imponant piece of work and vill be pleased to pass his
complimentary remarls on to.those who are responsi-
ble in the first instance.

As regards Reguladon No 6767 and its review, Mr
President, I do not think this is the appropriate place
to embark on a deailed discussion of questions of this
kind, which are complex from the technical point of
view and present considerable legal difficulties. These
maft€rs have,been discussed, and the Commission is

currendy giving the quesdon careful atrcntion on the
basis of the various reactions there have been. It is

doing this with an open mind, while realizing - as I
mentioned earlier - that a secoral or group approach
on the one hand obviously demands a certain amount
of attention to detail if groups are to be saved from
disintegrating, and that on the other hand people very
easily get the impression that wci arg going about
things in e very bureaucratic manner, which is cer- '

tainly not the intention of the Commission.

Mr President, as regards teitiles, I should like to say a
few words for the benefit of Mrs Nielsen. I admit that
secions of the textile industry have been receiving aid -

in the Neiherlands for some time - this is undeniable.
However, I would point out that planning in the
Dutch textile industry has always been dependent on
the restructuring I have just mentioned, and that the
Netherlands has at any ratc been the quickest to
reduce its capacities in recent years - which is not to
say that the Commission would automatically approve
a new plan as soon as that country submitted one -which it has not yet done, although contacr have
taken place. Nevenheless, I do think that the plans
submincd by the various Member States should be

viewed in terms of the contribution they make towards
getting this sector on its feet again, and I would have
thought that the Netherlands was indeed making a

contribution to this end.

Then an answer to Mr Nyborg, Mr President, I can
inform him that v/e are currently holding talks with
Sweden with a view to finding, in the context of the
free trade agreement, a reasonable solution o the dis-
tortions which have come about as a result of devalua-
tion. A separate arrangement applies in the case of
steel, and this will cenainly be extended. However,
should we find that &astic shifu in trade flows come
about in this sector, this would also be a point we
would have to discuss with the Swedes.

Mr President, my final remark is addressed to Mr
Prout. I am grateful rc him for the points he-made
regarding the legal aspects of competition policy, par-
ticularly on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee.
The fact that these legal problems are also taken into
account in the assessment of the Commission's policy I
rhink enriches the debate. This is not to say that I
entirely agree with all the views Mr Prout has put for-
ward here. I would point otrt that the Commission's
procedural amendments have, generally speaking,
been favourably received by those who have to deal
with these maners in their day-to-day work. I realize
that, traditionally, there is a great difference between
the British and Continenal legal systcms, and admin-
isrative law is no'exception. It is the Continental rys-
tem which is involved in the Treaties and their imple-
mentation. Vhat we are trying rc do is to improve the
Continental qFstem in any areas where improvement
would appear necessary or at least desirable. A number
of specific measures have already been taken in this
respect. I am not srying that we have done all there is
to be done, and I am by no means excluding the possi-
biliry of further streamlining, if I may put it that way,
of our procedures when we have more expelience to
draw on, but I would nevenheless ask Mr Prout to
give us an opponunity to carefully assess what we are
doing, so that we will be able rc inuoduce these
changes or adjustments into our policy in a rational
manner and with a view rc having a procedure which
is still usable from the Commission's point of view.

Mr President, to sum up I should like to say that the
Commission is pleased at Parliament's positive
approach to competition policy, the general oudine of
which we are discussing here this evening. I will take
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the repon (Doc. l-641/82) by Mrs Desouches,
on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary,{fairs, on local transfrontier traffic.

Mr vQn Vogau (PPE), rdnorterlr. - (DE) Mr Presi-
dent, Iadies and gentlemen, rhere are actually few
areas where the difference between what is claimed rc
be tnpe and reality is as great as in a debarc on the
interdal European marker, because aJmost all panegyr-
ical speeches on the European,Communiry sing the
praisgs of the internal market and the European com-
mon {narket, but when yre ger back to realiry and find
ourselves at a frontier, we find that controls have
become stricter again. Even if we compare the starc-
menq and decisions of the European Council with the
decisions mken by rhe Council of Ministers a few days
later, we find a vast difference between word and
deed, and the path leading from word m deed is often
a verj, long one in the European Communiry, espe-
cially in this area.

On tHe one hand we hear, time and time again, declar-
ations in favour of free uade within the' European
Comrpunity, but then at the same time we see mea-
sures being taken which are clearly prorecionisr. $7e
all knbw that the crucial question ar rhe prpsen[ time is
whet$er this free rade and the docrine of free trade
.are ofily a recipe for good dmes or whether this doc-
trine can also be applied in times of recession and
unemployment. Parliament has repeatedly answered
this Question positively and assumes that the opening
of the frontiers in the European Communiry as
opposed rc rhe closure of the frontiers within the
Comrpunity may improve the cpmpetitiveness of
Eurofean companies, which would then indeed be an
effecdve means of fighting unemployment. Ve there-
fore qxpect from the Commission, roo, rhar it should
resoldtely oppose the protectionist measures which are
currently popping up everywhere -like mushrooms
after p warm shower.

Ve demand thar the frontiers in the European Com-
munitry be opened in line with the Benelux model. This
must be dccompanied by better safeguarding of the
Comtruniry's exrernal frontiers from criminality, drug
smuggling and illegal immigration. Ve need a com-
mon pliens poliry and a common policy for the issue
and dhecking of visas; we need a common customs
code and a common artirude towards products
impojted into the European Communiry f.om non-
memher countriesl for the long term we also need a
common customs administration for the European
Compuniry, which will be responsible for safeguard-
ing tlie external frontiersl this also follows the logic of
this Communiry since duties and price-adjustmenr lev-
ies arp the Communiqy's own resources and it is there-
fore fogical for these to,be collected by a common
admihistration.

If, h{wever, we wish the Communiry to become more
appaient to its citizens, we musr first of all achieve the

Andriesscn

panicular care in reading the many recommendations
made in the resoludon, and I hope that many of these
suggestions will find a place'in the annual report for
1982, which I expect to be able to bring out as swiftly
as the report for the previous year.

Mr Papantoniou (S), rapporteur. - Mr President, I
wish to make rwo shon comments. The first is to
express my satisfaction ar rhe positive reaction of
Commissioner Andriessen rc rhe consui,rctive criti-
cisms contained in my reporr. I believe that this reac-
tion is a very good omen for improvement in the coop-
eration between Commission and Parliament in the
area of compeddon policy.

Regarding now, Mr President, the speeches made by
represenatives'of political groups, I should like to
expf,ess my gratitude for the kind words spoken by
Madam Veil and other Members in reference ro my
speech and my report. J should like, in parricular, ro
thank Mr \7elsh for his compliments regarding the
way I presenrcd and explained socialist economics. I
am not quite sure however whether he thinls rhat I
have completely succeeded in concealing my socialist
beliefs in presenting this repon, or rarher rhat these
beliefs have somehow managed rc find their way rc
the surface.

I have not noticed any particularly sharp opposition to
the contents of my report. I believe that this reflects
the fundamental agreement existing of this House
regarding the objectives and instruments of comped-
tion poliry. I welcome this fact and sress that uniting
our forces on such an imponant issue will make a sub-
standal contribudon to the reinforcemenr of our role
in the shaping of Comrnuniry policies.

Presidcnt. - I was afraid for a momenr, Mr Papanrc-
niou, that you might go into some detail about the
antential approach thar Mr \7elsh referred to. How-
ever, it is just as well you did not.

(Laughter)

The debarc is closed.

The vorc will be taken at the next voting time.

8. Customs anion- Local transfrontier trafic

President. - The next item is the joint debate on:

the repon (Doc. l-642/82) by Mr von \Zogau,
on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary aff.afus, on the Communication from the Commis-
sion to the Council on a 1982 programme fbr the
attainment of the customs union
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gradual abolition of personal checks at the internal
frontiers. The first steps in this direction must be taken
when the European passport is introduced, otherwise
we shall find that the Communiq/s citizens will treat it
as just one more document and find that there is a

world of difference between what the documents
attest and what happens in redity. Here, too, Benelux
provides examples showing that this sort of thing is
possible, and we w'ant to see actual visible progress in
checks ar rhe internal frontierc by the end of 1984,
when the European passport is issued to the citizens of
Europe.

A special problem dealt with this evening in Mrs
Desouches' report is that of the minor frontier posts
which are closed, for example, after eight in ihe eve-
ning, making it necessary for people living in the fron-
der regions and working across the border, say 2 km
from their home village, to travel great distances of up
to 90 km in'order rc tet back to their home village.
Ve therefore expect ,the Commission to presen[ us

with proposals soon, based on Mrs Desouches' report,
on how the minor frontier poss which are closed in
the evening can bc opened round the clock, at least for
thc people living in the immediatc viciniry. Ve also
expefi the German Presidency to make concentrated
efforts, on the basis of the Commission's present pro-
posals, to achieve some progress in the mamcrs dealt
with in this important report. I shall only mention a
few poins which have been on the Council of Minis-
ters' agenda for a long time and are continually being
deferred. Ve have, for example, the problem of prod-
ucts from non-member counries for which a com-
promise could finally be. found, which would then
allow us to obtain cerurin openings within the Euro-
pean Community, too. Ve expect impon turnover tax
and its collection to be removed from the frontier,
since a very large proportion of the procedures sdll
carried out at the intcrnal frontiers conc€rn import
turnover tax. This is a tax and not a customs dury, and
therefore it is only logicd for it to be collected by the
tax administration and not by the customs administra-
tion, and we expect that what can be done in the
Benelux countries as well as in the United Kingdom
can also be done in other Member States of the Euro-
pcan Communiry once and for all; we also expect the
abolition of statistical data collecdon at the frontier,
which constiturcs a further obstacle. Ve also expect
several minor items such as the complications involved
in the importing of working equipment to be dealt
with by the Council of Ministers at long last, and
furthermore, that progress be made at last *,ith the
procedures oonnect€d with mineral oil tax and its col-
lecdon at the frontier. In order rc achieve this, it will
be necessary to devote at least one of the Councils of
Ministers exclusively to this question of internal fron-
tiers. This proposal was made as early as the last Bel-
gian Presideny and was not implemented then. Ve
hope this target will finally be met in the presidency
ahead since we mu$ at long last prove and show our
electoratc in 1984 tfiat this 

-Parliament 
and this Euro-

pean Communiry is capable of making practical pro-
gress for its citizens in difficult economic times, too.

Mrs Dcsouche s'(Sl, rapponear.- (FR)Mr Presidenq
I wondered. for a moment whether I would need to
speak sincc Mr von Vogau seemed determined m
Present my rePort for me.

The repon that I am going to present to you rcday,
unlike the ones we have just heard, is not a report
dealing with major principlcs. It is a very modest
report concerned with one aspect of a general problem
which is very often debated in this chamber: opening
the intcrnal frontiers of the Communiry.

The aim is essendally rc atrcmpt to improve the situa-
tion of frontier workerc, those who, having the mis-
fonune, as you have just heard, to be obliged to use

small, isolated frontier posts, often come up against
closed fronders at certain hours of the day.

I have no int4ntion whatsoever of harping on the sym-
bolism of these closed fronders in the hean of what is

supposed to be a Communiry. But I am concerned to
find practical solutions to this problem until the
moment when checks at the internal frontiers of the
Community are actually eliminated. !7hat can be done
m eliminate the need for frontier workers to make
unpleasant, difficult and expensive demurs when they
are obliged to cross a fronder at a time when the
absence of frontier post staff causes those frontiers to
be closed?

I do not think that in the present state of affairs a sin-
gle soludon should be opted for. But, in my view, the
problem of these fronder posts should be solved. This
is why I think that swb pracdcal solutions should be
adopted: the inhabiants of these fronder regions
should be equipped with clectronic cards (this is

already the case in some arcas) which can be used to
open the barriers automatically, or, failing that, the
crossing points, which are very probably little used,
should be kept open, withour any supervisory staff,
with the option of carrying out periodic spot checls.

The fint solution is expensive. It is somewhat bureau-
cradc, but perhaps, until we have something better, it
is the solution that should be adopted in certain cases.

The second solution seems to me the simplest and the
most sensible and, in addition, it would be a kind of
advance, a first stcp, towards the complete opening of
the Communiq/s inrcrnal frontier.

It is true, and I note as much in my repon, that Parlia-
ment has often drawn the attention of the relevant
authorities to the problem of opening frontiers; it is
true that the Commission has proposed measures to
ease formalities at the Communiq/s internal frontiers,
measures rc simplify checks on persons, etc., but the
obstacles are still there and, quite naturally crossing
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the Community's internal frontiers is a more and more
frequent event, bot}r because means of communication
have developed and because economic interpenetra-
tion within the Communiry has become a reality.

In conclusion, I think that we could accomplish a first
step in the right direction, as I ask, by keeping these
frontier posts open and I think that this would be a

service we could perform for the cause of frontier
workers.

Mr Rogalla (S). - (DE) Mr President, on an
occasion like the present, a few days before Christmas,
we are cenainly entided, given the imponance of the
topic, once again to express the wish that the Presi-
dency - and I trust that you, Mr President, will pass

this on to the appropriate authorities - vould for
once appoint some other time than this late hour for a
debarc of this kind on the inrcrnal market. Of course,
we are quite happy to do what we were elected to do
at an hour like the present, but perhaps we will have
on some other occasion the opponunity to explain to a

larger audience, with everyone listening in rapt atten-
tion - ahd that includes Members of this House -how imponant this maner of the internal market is,
and how frequently the topic is going m be discussed
in the coming weeks and months leading up to the
next European elections. I should like to set out the
attitude of the Socialist Group to the von Vogau and
Desouches reports and preface my remarks by saying
straight away that we fully support the basic ideas and
atdtudes of both these imponant reports.

Our motto can only be: All cbecks out - rtore cooper*-
tion inll should like to deal in greater detail with the
concepts of the customs union on the one hand and
freedom of movement on the other, and then come
back once again to the question of frontier workers.

Concerning the customs union, what we y/ant is more
cooperadon. However much we appreciate the effons
of the Commission in this field, one thing is evident:
the regular meetings of the Customs Union Service are
not enough and can only be considered a suisable form
of contact. \7hat we must appreciate more is the
imponance of producing resuh. A European customs
administration must be set up, and Mr'!7elsh is, as we
know, on the point of preparing a report on this very
topic - a refon on the need to concentrate frontier
checks on the Communiq/s external frontiers. If we
look at the customs union from the point of view of
Anicle 9, paragraph 1, we see that it is inidally only
concerned with goods and rcchnical obstacles to trade.

Mr von '!7'ogau's demands in this respect are good
ones. But perhaps it may also be pointed out in this
connection that the Commission, and the Commission
officials responsibli for these mawers must also leave
their desls and call on their contacts in the Member
States mbre than they have done hitheno, because the
only work that is of any use here is the work of con-

vincing people, and that cannot usually be done from
a desk. The essential point which I am concerned
under this customs union - for, since that is not quite
legally accurate, the internal market - is freedom of
movement for persons which so far has had to take
very much second place.

In a report submitted to us by Mr Junot I read the fol-
lowing sentence: 'There is really no need to repeat
,that freedom of perconal movement is one of the bases

of the European Communities.'There can bc no one
in this chamber who does not subscribe rc that. The
problem is simply that middle management - if I may
express it in those terms - in all the Member States
has so far succeeded in turning shis sentence into an
empry formula or in leaving it as an empry formula.

Vhenever Question Time comes round we keep ask-
ing the Council the same old questions, and all we get,
even from a President of the Council who comes from
a Nordic Union where freedom of personal movement
is the rule, is waffle about cooperation in the security
field and in the fight against drugs. Every thinking
person - and I assume that Presidents of thc Council
are thinking persons - knows that that has nothing
whatsoever to do with reality - that these days quite
different methods of cooperadon are needed if one
seriously wants to lay one's hands on terrorists and
drugpeddlan. Permit me, therefore, to draw your
attention to'the Commission's interpreadon of the
legislatiorr in question and ask all Members of this
House not to keep the matter to themselves, but to
make known everywhere that our Community legisla-
tion, the EC Treary, provides a perfectly clear legal
basis for freedom of personal movement: not just free-
dom of movement for workers, but for anyone, even if
they are not carrying goods with them.

One more word on the proposals iir tvtrs Desouches'
very imponant report, which concerns approximately
300 000 people in the regions of the Community bor-
dering on internal frontiers, concerning the practical
alleviatlons of their difficulties, that we hope for - let
me mention only the cards o open frontier crossing
points electronically. Surely it must be an easy thing to
test something of this kind out, because we shall only
convince the sceptics gradually.

In conclusion, I should like - and here I am also
addressing myself to the Commission - to advise
against following in this field a policy of preconditions
and prior requirements, according to rhe motto: only
when this or that has been done c4n something else be
done. The Community must advance on several fronts
at once. Of course, I am afraid that we cannot avoid
adopting special measures here in this Parliamenq the
matter cannot be proceeded with merely through the
work of convincing others. Sotne day we ,ue going to
have to meet in large numbers on the Rhine Bridge at
Kehl rc draw the public's attention to our jusr
demands!
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Mr Nyborg (DEP). - (DA).I must say that Mrs
Desouches was much rco modest in believing that her
report was of very minor significance. I cannot agree
with her. I believe it is of major significance that work-
ers on both sides of borders should be able to travel
back and fonh without all the inconveniences we face
today, and that naturally other citizens, too, should be
able to cross frontiers without all the many checks
which Parliament again and again has pointed out as

being entirely unnecessary. I shall not go into this any
further.

As far as the customs union is concerned, we have
been given a splendid and laudably concise repon by
Mr von lfogau. There is only one point I am not one
hundred percent satisfied with, and that is para-
graph 4, in which Mr von Vogau advocates having a
common customs service. It is not the idea I do not
agree with but its scope. I myself introduced this idea
in a report in 1977 /78, but nevertheless, as things go
in the Communiry, nothing at all has happened in the
space of five years. Neither was any action expgcted,
but it will come some day! The distrust among the
Member States with regard to customs clearance on
the external frontiers is much too great and this is one
of the obstacles to the removal of some of the checks
at the Communiq/s internal frontiers. It is therefore
necessary that we should have a Communiry customs
service at the external fronders, so that we can remove
all distrust and make protress towards free movement
of goods and persons within the Community as such.

Mr Naries, Member of the Commissiot..- (DE) Mr
President, I should like to begin by expressing the
Commission's thanks to the two gentlemen rappor-
teurs and to Mrs Desouches for their reports. I would
also thank all the Members who have spoken in this
debate and made suggestions. I can only say that none
of the suggestions or demands that have been made
here run counter to our own ideas. Nor are any of the
points made in the course of the debate of a kind
which do not fill us with concern either.

The praisewonhy feature of Mr von'Wogau's reporr is
that, in a succinct form, it covers not only the nar-
rower aspects of customs union but also the broad
stueep of issues to be resolved before the internal mar-
ket can become a reality.I am grateful to him for plac-
ing the programme for the attainment of customs
union in a broader political conrcxt and thus establish-
ing a framework for today's debate.

Only recendy, the Commission made another attempt
to force through a policy of reviving the internal Euro-
pean market. At least, in a first phase, we managed to
ensure that the European Council'meeting in Copen-
hagen instrucrcd the Council of Ministers - and I
would emphasize the word 'instrucred' - to reach a
decision by 30 March 1983 on what the Commission
regards as prioriry measures.

This urgent programme covered, firstly, the proposal
on Community cenification for goods from third
countries, a proposal which is effectively blocking
something like twenry vinually complercd draft direc-
tives in the field of technical barriers to trade and
would make a further dozen such'direcdves impossi-
ble.

Secondly, it covered the proposal for the introduction
of an improved information syst€m in the field of tech-
nical provisions and norms - in other words, in pre-
cisely the field in which we have, for some time, been
increasingly receiving complaints about the protec-
rionist effects of national standards and safery rystems.
Thirdly, it covered the Commission's proposals on rhe
dismantling of intra-Communiry border formalities.

Last Monday, 13 December, the Council of Ministers
had a first debarc on the instructions passed on to ir by
the European Council, with the aim of deciding how
the instructions were to be complied vith by the set
deadline.

Unfonunately, it has once again not proved possible
to take the necessary procedural decisions and carry
out the instructions, despite all that has been said
about the need to permanently sffengrhen the internal
market and to lend credence rc this aim by taking firm
decisions.

This is all the more deplorable in that we have now
fuittered away the opponuniry, by taking clear deci-
sions in the Council, to give a sign ro a European busi-
negs cofnmunity which is increasingly beginning ro
doubt the likelihood of European integration.

As a result, the Council will have to discuss this subject
again next year - in January, I hope - and w€ can
only hope that it will then bring itself to take the deci-
sions as instructed by the European Council and as

expected by the people of the Communiry and the
European business communiry. At any rarc, the 12 mil-
lion unemployed in Europe will have precious linle ,

rympathy for a failure on the pan of the decision-
making powers in tho Communiry to give them new
hope by espousing a European poliry which cairies
conviction.

fu I said, one of the priorities as regards the internal
market is, to dismantle rhe border formalities, and the
most imponant elemenr in this respect is the Commis-
sion proposal'of 2 July 1982 for the introduction of a
sandard document for use in intra-Community trade,
which I hope this House will be debating at the Janu-
ary part-session. The plan is m combine this debate
with Parliament's opinions on the proposals regarding
the 1.4th VAT directive - shifting taxation of imports
away from the immediate frontiers - and simplified
trade formalities.

Incidentally, the Commission will be giving its final
approval rc the definitive version of the planned stan-
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dardizeddocument at the beginning of next week, and
we shall then forward it without delay to the Council
with a request that Parliament's opinion be obtained
too.

The reason why I strbss the speed element with regard
rc these measures and am asking you to deal with the
matter quickly is because the proposals are pan and
parcel of the priority programme I mentioned at the
beginning of my speeclh - the programme we hope
the Council will reach a decision on and which is the
subject of the instructions issued by the European
Council. In the light of these forthcoming consulta-
tions, it is essential that we should hear the House's
opinion. Should we succeed in getting this package of
proposals acceprcd, we shall be well on the vay
rcwards creating the crrstoms union and thus have
taken a major step towards the creation of inrcrnal
market-like conditions in the Communiry.

As regards the procedure rc be followed, there is
reason to suppose that the Council will indeed take
acrion - as called for by tliis House and in Mr von
Vogau's report - probably in its special capaciry as

an 'internal market Council', to deal exclusively with
proposals of this kind. Our planned simplifications will
benefit business in panicular and indirectly also the
consumer, and will - it is to be hoped - take the
tangible form of reduced costs.

But the road to a common Community customs
regime remains fraught with problems, despite the fact
that there are definite signs of success here and there,
such as the fonhcoming approval of the reguladon on
the temporary impon of goods from third countries
and the regulation on customs exemptions. I hope that
the first of these two decisions will be fonhcoming this
month. The commitment and suppoft received from
the European Pailiament on these issues reinforces the
Commission's determination to conti4ue to work
towards customs union in a purposive manner.

As regards the specific problems discussed in Mrs
Desouches' report on local transfrontier traffic, I
should like first of all to say how grateful we are for
her report and for the attached motion for a resolution
on this subject. In producing her repon, she has drawn
the attention of this House and public opinion in gen-
eral rc an area which, from the point of view of activi-
ties designed to strengthen the inrcrnal market, should
on no account be ignored. The only thing I would
quibble about in her report is the fact that the number
of people in the Communiry affected by this issue runs
to millions, and not just hundreds of thousands; after
all, we'should not take too narrov a view of what is

meant by a border region. For instance, we should
take into account the lengh of time spent in a car or
some other means of ransport in evaluating the
quality of life in various regions, with a view to decid-
ing whose scope for individual initiative and whose
way of life is affected in any form whatsoever by the
existence of a national frontier, or who would behave

differently if the frontier did not exist. V,iewed in this
lighq I believe there are several million people in cen-
tral Europe who can, from a wider but practical point
of view,.be regarded as inhabitants of border regions.

And it is precisely these people who are subjected
. day-in, day-out to the inadequacies of European real-

ity. It is they who feel the concentrated effect of all
those everyday European problems which
waiting for a solution, and which could
resolved given a little common sense.

Ve have already taken the initiadve on a number of
measures which should bring about an appreciable
improvement in the situation in border areas in parti-
cular, and it is now up to the Council to do its job.
\7hat we need is - as Mr Rogalla intimated -someone who is prepa5ed to take the initiative. After
all, if we have five frontiers, one of which is perhaps a
little difficult about doing away with border formali-
ties, the other four may bi tempted to say that, in that
case, there is no need for them to do anything either.

-That is roughly the practical course adopted by the
bureaucracies in all ten capital cities.

'!7e must not come to terms with this kind of subtle
obstructionism; we should judge each frontier - pol-
itically - on its merits and insist that the decisions be

put into effect. Only in very few cases will we be able
to formulate these decisions in conjunction with the
bureaucracies concerned. Ve shall have to issue politi-
cal instructions to the said bureaucracies, otherwise
nothing will ever get done, and in 25 years' time, we
would still be in the same situation as we are today -unfortunately - after 27 years of the European Com-
munity.

It is therefore up to the Council to approve the draft
regulation as quickly as possible, so as to enable
radesmen to cross national fronders with all the tools
of their trade without any major formalities, and thus
make it easier for them to pursue their trade in the
neighbouring border regions. It is also up to the
Council to take a decision on the proposal which has

been in abeyance for years now, and which is aimed at
doing away at long last with dual taxation on the use

of private vehicles. It is really an anachronism that we
should still be confronted with problems like this
25 years on. The Commission's proposal for a Council
resolution on the elimination of personal border
checks should benefit the residents of border regions
especially once it has been approved by the Council.

At this juncture, I should like to reiterdte my urgent
appeal to this House for the comminees to speed up
their work on this problem and at least nominate rap-
porteurs for the proposed reports. Otherwise, we shall
be faced with further delays which we feel would not
be justified.

The idea is that personal checks should no longer be

carried out systematically but only on a sample basis.

are still
easily be
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The motion for a resolution expressly states thar rhis
improvement should be made panicuhrly in respect of
the border-crossing points used by local transfrontier
traffic. Our proposed measures are endrely in line with
the wishes expressed by Mrs Desouches, which does
not mean of course that there may still be practical
problems in cenain specific cases, for instance, in the
case of shift workers wishing to cross a border at a
crossing point which is not manned at particular times.
There can be no doubt that, in such cases, the requisite
detour via a crossing point which is open is far more
time-consuming than is reasonable from the point of
view of general security.

Pursuant to the highly welcome initiative taken by this
House, the Commission has already gor togerher with
the national authorities to invesdgate this problem, as

a result of which we have come !o the following con-
clusions. The requisite legal provisions for granting
special permission to cross a border other than at
manned crossing points are already in existence every-
where. Indeed, the nadonal customs authorities rhem-
selves point out that, for purely taxation reasons, per-
sons with no goods to declare may cross borders
without any restrictions of time or place. This appar-
endy applies to all citizens of the Community, whether
they are resident in a border area or not, and even in
cases where a car is used to cross the border. Thar is
the legal position at present, but unfonunately the
practical position is somewhat different in many cases.

At any rate, we have taken this information as a sran-
ing point for doing something about the practical situ-
ation. Of course, merely striking an optimistic note
should not delude us into thinking that rhe problems
have thus been overcome. In most cases, though, what
qre are talking about are special questions which are
usually closely linked to .the local and geographical
peculiarities, the transpon infrastructure, the industrial
infrastructure, local working.umes, and so on.

'In the circumstances, the Commission sometimes has
doubts as to whether it will ever be possible to deal
with all the problems of local transfronder traffic by
way of legal instruments alone. The Commission
therefore intends to supplemenr its more general regu-
lations by concentrating increasingly on solutions in
cenain specific cases whereiier such problems are
brought rc the Commission's attenrion. If we have no
knowledge of these specific problems, there is nothing
we can do to help. At any rate, rhe Commission feels
encouraged in this respect by the declared willingness
on the pan of the national cusroms authorities to get
together with us to investigate what improvemenrc can
be made in cenain specific cases. It may be that rhis
kind of approach will occasionally do .the trick on
day-a-day matrcrs.

The real task at hand, though, remains the removal of
frontiers per se. The Commission goes along with this
House in thinking that it is inconceivable that condi-
tions at the national frontiers should nor have greatly

improved for the better in the direcdon of European
uniry by the time the next European Parliament elec-
tions come around in 1984. That is something that
Europe really owes its cidzens. It is up m all of us to
use all the means at our disposal ro ensure that tangi-
ble improvements are made before the next direct elec-
tions. S7e at eny rate are prepared to do our bit

(Applause)

Prcsidcnt. - The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken tomorrow ar rhe next vorint
time.

9. Superuision of uedit institrtions

PrCsident. - The next ircm is the report (Doc.
l-664/82) by Mr Ruffolo, on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the proposal
from the Commission rc rhe Council (Doc. l-589/81-
COM(81) 444 final) for a directive on the supervision
of credit institutions on a consolidated basis.

Mr Papantoniou (S), deputy rapporteur. - (GR) Mr
President, the need for stricter supervision of credit
institutions is panicularly srong ar present because of
the crisis which the inrcrnadonal banking rystem is
going through. In fact, the appearance of petrodollars
on the inrcrnational money markets, rogether with the
considerable worsening of rhe balances of payments of
ceftain counries in Eastern Europe and the Third'![orld, have put such great pressure on rhe banking
system that fears have begun to be expressed that cer-

' tain banls which are encountering serious liquidiry
problems may Bo bankrupt. The protection of bank
savings and, more generally, rhe maintenance of the
public's confidence in the banking sysrcm, are impor-
tant preconditions for rhe success of any strategy for
bringing about an uprurn in the international economy
and for solving the unemployment problem.

The Commission proposal rc the Council for a direc-
tive on the supervision of credit institutions on a con-
solidated basis is a small first step in the direction of
more effective checls on commercial banks.

Mr Ruffolo's morion for a resolution agrees in princi-
ple with the Commission proposal, and for that reason
the Socialist Group will vore for it, while ar rhe same
time supponing the amendments of rhe Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, which pnempt to
clarify and improve cerrain points in it.

Mr Borke, Member of the Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gendemen, I would first of all like to
thank the rappofteur, Mr Papantoniou, who has just
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presented his very well-argued repon which clearly
idendfies the most imponant issues in this complex
and technical area.

As long ago as 1975 the Group of Ten, in their com-
mittee on banking regulations and supervisory prac-
tices, drew up guidelines for cooperation besween
national authorities in the supervision of banks' for-
eign establishments. They adopted the principle thar
parent authorities should take account of the exposure
of their domestic banks' foreign subsidiaries because
of the parent banks' moral commitments to those'for-
eign subsidiaries. The proposal therefore represents,
not only a funher step forward in the process of har-
monizing the systems of supervision applied to credir .

institutions in the Communiry but also the Com-
inunity's response to international opinion on this sub-
ject.

I am not suggesting that the Commission's proposal
for a directive represen$ the final answer to all prob-
lems of international banking supervision, bur I do
sugtest that ir will represent a major step in dealing
with a problem which has become of great current sig-
nifiCance with the presenr recession and uncertainries
in international markets. In these times of recession
supervisors are acurcly aware of the vulnerabiliry of
their banks to problems which could arise through the
activities of their subsidiaries in other countries. \7ith
this in mind the present proposal has been drafted in a
way which leaves many of the details to the discretion
of the Member States pending funher coordination.
This approach, which has the full suppon of the super-
visoqy authorities in the Banking Advisory Commiuee
of the EEC, was taken in the interest of securing its
rapid adoption. The Economic and Social Committee
responded favourably to the principle proposed.

For the time being our proposals are relarcd ro opera-
tions within the Communiry. The applicadon of the
principle of supervision on a consolidatcd basis ro rela-
tions with non-member counrries will be conducted on
the basis of bilateral arrangemenrs, i.e. on the basis of
reciprociry. These arrangements will, nevenheless, be
subject to Commission coordination. By this means we
hope that the principle endorsed here will have a wider
application.

The Commission would obviously prefer agreemenr
with third countries m be on a Community basis. One
of the amendmens rabled by Mr Dalziel, Amendment
No 4, points in this direction. However, as rhis does
not seem practical ar the moment, we have to allow for
bilateral agreemen$. 

,

In an area as complex and technical as rhis it is diffi-
cult to lay down in advance a precise form of agree-
ment. 'S7'e feel that it would be preferable to await rhe
first such agreement and then in the light of that
experience endeavour to coordinatc all future agree-
ments. To try to ser up a model for such agreemenrs

from scrarch does nor seem a promising exercise and
would seem to be a very difficult one at this stage.

Referring to another amendmenr tabled by Mr Dal-
ziel, Amendment No 2, we feel that this would specifi-
cally allow for the exclusion of institutions specializing
in the provision of mortgage credit. Now this goes
against one of our basic principles. All our work in this
sector is based on creating equivalent conditions for
credit institutions engaging in similar rypes of business.
The emphasis has been on the rype of business rather
than on the rype of institurion. Looked at from
another point of view, one can .also argue rhar there is
no justification for excluding morrgage business from
consolidation. The objective of consolidated supervi-
sion is to examine a troup of credit institurions as a
whole to ensure rhar the group is sound. The inclusion
of mongage institutions in the consolidation in no way
invalidates this approach.

fu to Amendment No 1, we can accept it on the
understandinB that it just means that all Member
States will have to implement domestically the princi-
ple of consolidation.

Turning to the amendments proposed by the rappor-
teur, the first one - to raise the threshold in the defi-
nition of panicipation from 2Oo/o to 250/o - does not
seem unreasonable. The original definition was based
on the definition of participating intere'it used in the
Founh Company Law Directive on rhe annual
accounts of companies. However, the rwo definitions
are not identical, and we can accept the argument that
a 250/o holding has a panicular and relevant legal sig-
nificance in a number of our Member States.

Ve would therefore be happy rc accept the view of the
Parliament on this mafter.

N7hilst on the subject of definitions, can I say rhat we
are entirely in agreement with the view expressed by
the rapponeur concerning the definition of financial
institutions. I accept that the presenr definition is very
general, but it has to be recognized that it is not prac-
tical to be more precise ar presenr. However, the Com-
mission has recently commissioned a srudy on the dif-
ferent types of financial institurions operaring in rhe
Communiry wirh a view to facilirating the definitioh of
institutions which provide quasi-banking services and
therefore need to be considered in preparing legisla-
tion affecting credit institutions.

Mr Presidenr, rhe sixth amendment proposes to
change the threshold of our definition of panicipa-
tions from 809/o to 750/o and since this follows rhe
amendment you have just mentioned and have just
acceprcd, I think I need say nothing funher on it.

The seventh proposed amendment, to increase the /e
minimis provision in the same definition from 500 000
to 2.5 million ECU, is difficult for us ro accepr
endrely. If this threshold is raised to 2.5 million ECU,
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we could be dealing with a subsidiary which has

deposits in the region of 50 million ECU. It is the view
of the Commission that such an institution is rco large
to be ignored by a banking supervisor. However, in
view of the opinions expressed in both the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs and the Economic
and Social Committee that our proposed threshold is

rco lov, we will be prepared to. accept an increase in
the threshold to; s{, 1 million ECU.

Vhen it comes to the eighth proposed amendment, to
delete the second pan of paragraph 2 in Anicle 4,

allow me to underline that the Commission's proposal
here represents a delicatc compromise befi/een those
who feel that consolidation must be effected in all
cases where a situation of effcctive control exists, and
those who 

^re 
wary about allowing the authorities of

one Member State to require consolidation of a credit
institution in another Mimber Statc where a minority
panicipation is held. The Commission found it oppor-
tune to base the first Community provision on consoli-
dated supervision on this relatively flexible solution
and reserve a highcr level of ambition for our sub-
sequent measures in this area. I hope, Mr Presidenq
that Members of Parliament will understand this
approach and I am afraid that I am not in position to
follow the more drastic solution of the amendment.

Vith regard to Amendment No 9, I have even stron-
ger reservarions since I find paragraph 3 of Anicle 4 of
our proposal absolutely neccssary to ensure the widest
possible coverage of institutions to be included in the
consolidadon. On the surface, it would appear that
this paragraph, which gives complete discretion to the
Member States on the treatment of participations,
where a siuation of effective control does not exist, is

not ve{f imponant. In the absence of such aparagraph
in the directive, however, Member States might exper-
ience difficulties if they attemprcd to deal with minor-
ity interests on a unilateral basis bacause they would
not have the right to obtain the necessary information
from credit institutions in other Member States. The
provision is particularly pertinent to'the position of
consilnium banks where it is quitc common for the
shares to be held by three or four banks with no single
bank beirig able to exercise control. As consortium
banlrs conduct a yery significant amount of interna-
tional banking business, it is very important that the
directive should make it possible for them rc be

included within the scope of consolidation.

On the tenth amendment, to allow for an expefi, other
than an auditor to verify information, I would think
that the tcrm audircr is sufficiently well undersmod in
all Member States to require no further clarification.
However, we have no objection to amending this pan
of our rcxt and when doing so will also take into con-
sideration Mr Dalziel's suggestion to have Member
States'authorities assist each other. Ve have however
to keep in mind at this point that in some Member
States the authorities never inspect banks direcdy.

Therefore we incline to accept the amendment as pro-
posed by the rapporteur.

Finally, Mr Presidenq may I reiterate my opening
remarls once again in congratulating your two com-
mittees and express the Commission's gratitude to
them for producing a very constnrctive and helpful
report on our proposal.

Mr Hermen (PPE). - (FR) Mr President,ladies and

Bendemen, our group is fully convinced of the value of
Mr Ruffolo's repon and that report in turn supports
the Commission's effons to harmonize the systems for
monitoring and supervising credit institutions. This is

all the more useful, as credit institutions, as Mr Burke
has just reminded us, must be subjected to panicular
close security scrutiny during times of crisis, given that
any failures may lead by degrees to catastrophe, as was
the case during the great crisis that preceded the last
ular.

As far as Mr Burke's remarks on the various amend-
menr are concerned, I am pleased to observe that he

accepts most of them, or at eny ratt, the most impor-
tants ones.

I shall take the liberry of questioning to some extent,
the views of the Commission which maintains that the
limir of 500 000 to 2 500 000 ECU is too high. \fle
suggest a figure somewhere beween the two, and I
should like you to norc that today a panicipation of I
million ECU does not amount to a Breat deal if one
takes into consideration the various credit institutions in
most of the Memeber States. I ought to have noted
that the limit established by Parliament does still allow
for a check on the main points, that is to say on three
quart€rs, if not 850/0, of the loans granted in the Com-
muniry.

These controls, therefore, are sdll very imponanti At
this stage we should not be attempting to monitor
werything, but I should consider it useful if the Com-
mission could esmblish its limit in rcrms of studies car-
ried out and objectives aimed at and if it could decide
to'monitor bemreen 90 and 950/o of. credit operations.

As for the reqt, I agree with the Commission conoern-
ing the amehdments to Articles 2, 3 and' 4, even
though our committee was of another opinion.

On reflection, it seems to me that we must be prudent
and ake account of what would happen if there were
no agreements and if there were no formal checks.
The measures envisaged by the Commission are there-,
fore appropriate.

Finally, Mr Burke, I am grateful to you for having sig-
nalled your atreement on the last amendment, reladng
to Anicle 5, which means that we can reain the prin-
ciple that the appropriate authorities in the Member
State should be at libeny to enrusr an auditor or an
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expert approved by them with the task of,verification.
I think this will make things easier since - as you
emphasized yourself - the alternarive soludon is not
often accepted and is not often practicable.

Mr Tyrell (ED), drafanan of an opinionfor tbe Legal
Affairs Committee. - This is an imponanr reporr
which has considerable significance in today's roubled
climarc for the banking industry. Mr Herman has
carefully dealt with some of the most imponant issues
arising in the repon and the Commissioner has dealt in
some detail with the amcndments put down by the two
committees, though it might have been better for him
rc have lisrcned to the arguments first before he made
the Commission's position clear.

I wonder about the propriery of continuing with the
debate in the absence of the rapporteur, the rappor-
rcur's depury who introduced this repon and of the
chairman of the relevant committee. I shall continue
with my speech in the hope that they will at least read
it before they reply to the debate.

The supirvision of financial institurions on a consoli-
darcd basis is an important element in the restoring to
health of many of the world's major commercial
banks, and in enabling them to play a full role in the
promotion and increase of world trade, particularly at
a time of global recession. This has already been
recognized and much work is being done under the
umbrella of, for example, the Bank of Inrcrnational
Setdembnts in Basle, under the distinguished director-
ship of Mr Richard Hall, and the International Mone-
tary Fund in Vashington.

These effons must continue at a more intense pace
and the Commission proposal is to be welcomed.

But no matter how vital is the Commission.proposal, it
is staggering that it is mentioned in isolation without
once referring to the need for better management and
for more realistic lending policies in those same insti-
tutions.

Cenain points are worthy of mention. I should like to
pay tribute rc the work done by my colleague, Mr Ian
Dilziel as rapporteur for the Legal Affairs Committee,
who, in a careful and complex argumenr, persuaded
the kgal Affairs Committee unanimously that his pro-
poqed amendments should go forward. It is a hatter of
some regret to the Legal Affairs Committee that there
is no reference to those amendments in the repon pre-
sented by the rapponeur of the Commiwee on Econo-
mic and Monetary Affairs though they had
them for some six months before they delivered their
own rePort.

The points that he makes, and with which I agree, arc
these:

Firstly, the paramount importance of home-counrry'
conrol and the need for rigid adherence to it in the
Communiry.

Secondly, the absence of any guidelines even in the
form of principles and consolidation procedurcs, and
on the rules which govem supervision on a consoli-
darcd basis.

Thirdly, the sad absence of any clear definition of
what is meant by the term'financial institution'.

I heard the Commissioney's commenr on that, but I
should have thought that he could have done better.
For instance, on the need to exempr certain types of
lending institutions when'consolidation would be
neither helpful to control banking authorities nor con-
ducive to che more efficient management of rhat insti-
tution's acdvides. i

Fourthly, the exchange of information berween insti-
tutions should be encouraged as an aid to their super-
vision.

Aad, fifthly, although the Legal Affairs Committee
was not happy with bilateral agreemenm, Commis-
sioner - we did not want. them - if we are to have
them, then we think a model form of such an agree-
ment could usefully be annexed to the propbsed direc-
tive. Your suggestion that it should be left ro some
unfortunate guinea-pig of a company to put forurard a
proposal- doubtless their lawyears will be paid high
fees artd I do not object m thar - does not seem [o me
tp be a very kind way of proceeding.

So we hope Parliament will adopt the amendments of
the Legal Affairs Committee and that someone will tell
the rapponeur of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs that that is what we hope and why.

IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU

Wce-President

Prcsident. - The debate is closed.

The vote will take place at the next voting rime.

10. Air transport

President. - The nexr irem is the repon (Doc.
l-847/82) drawn up by Miss Forster on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.l-740/ 8l - Com(S1) 590 final) for a direc-
tive on tariffs for scheduled air transport between
Member States.
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The debate also includes the oral question (Doc.
l-988/82) by Mr Moorhouse to the Commission:

Subjet: Competition in air transpon

1. . \7ill the Commission give the number of res-
ponses that it has received to its letters to the gov-
ernments of the'Member States and Communiry
airlines asking for details concerning the fiiing of- air tariffs in the Community. How many failed to
reply or reply adequarcly by the deadline of
15 February 1982? Does the Commission intend
to take action against those who failed to reply,
and if so in what manner?

2. Vhat conclusions, preliminary or final, has

the Commission reached as a consequence of its
analysis of the replies received? Vhat action does
it intend to take as a result of this analysis?

Miss Foretcr (EDI, rapponerr. - My committee wel-
comed the Commission's draft directive on air fares,
but ure felt that although it was good it could have
been better and for this reason we have abled quite a

large number of amendments.

Similarly, in many ways we feel tlrat the airlines offer a
good service rc their cusrcmers.in the Community:
reliable, frequent, punctual - at least most of the time

- flexible including the possibility of changing from
one airline to another, at prices which have enabled
the number of passenger miles flown to increase year
by year.

However, we feel that this service could be improved
from the point of view of tariffs and by that we mean
the fares paid and the conditions under which the tick-
ets are offered. The commitrce felt that the best way to
achieve this was through more competition and more
flexible and faster procedures for fixing new tariffs.

Some argue that the solution m this problem is dere-
gulation: the only vote against the motion for a resolu-
tion in the committee was by my good friend, Mr
Vedekind, who believes that total free competition
tomorrow is the answer rc all these problcms.

However, the committee felt that this was not only
politically impossible at the present, but not practically
feasible. Deregulation overnight could lead to disloca-
tion and disruption of services, the loss of jobs in the
major carriers and of many of the good features of the
present system. Ve therefore welcomed the more
gradual approach recommended by the Commission.
'Ve believe that fares should be more closely related to
costs within the Community and that, in the case of a

disagreement berween Member States about the level
of those fares, the Commission should be allowed to
arbirate. If we were not satisfied with the Commis-
sion's decision then there should be an air tariffs com-
mittee, to which appeal could be made, and in the last
reson the Council should be the appellarc body.

In rhe much longer term, the committee hopes that the
whole aviation and airline industry can develop within'
a Communiry-wide framework so that it becomes
truly European in scale and in nature. I7e would like
to see national varianu in such things as crew condi-
tions, pilot licences, air-wonhiness cenificates and so

on, disappearing, and agreed upon within the Com-
muniry.

This draft directive is one step on the road to more
competition and to an improved service within the
Communiry. Ve suppon it and we hope that the Par-
liamerit will vote in favour of the directive, as amended
by the corrmittee.

Finally, in due course we would like to see other steps

taken.

The next most impoftant one is to let more airlines -more of the independent ones - comperc for the
routes within the Communiry. \7e therefore welcome
an initiative by the Commission on, improving access.

Mr Burke, Meuber of the Commision. - Mr Presi-
dent, the Commission is naturally pleased that the
motion for a resolution before Parliament suppora the
Commission's proposal. It also compliments the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and its rap-
poneur on the excellence of the report.

The Commission agrees with that pan of the resolu-
tion which calls for a series of complementary mea-
sures and assures Parliament that it intends to take
action in all the fields mentioned which fall within its
compercnce. Specifically, the Commission endorses
the resolution's call for the speedy adoption of the
proposed regulation applyrng Articles 85 and 85 of the
EEC Treaty rc air transpon, given its interface with
the proposed directive and in panicular Anicle 4 ther-
eof.

Turning to the various amendments in the repon I
would like rc indicate to Parliament the position
which the Commission has taken. Since some of the
committee's amendments to the proposed directive are
similar to amendments tabled by individual Members
of the House, I will give both the amendment number
in the repon and the other amendment numbers in my
reply to each one.

Vith regard to Amendment No 1 and Amendment No
35, I would say that it is normal practice to include the
entire internal market for a product or service in Com-
munity legislation. These amcndments, therefore, are
not aci:eptable, as they would exclude certain carriers
operating routes between Member Sutes from the
scope of the directive.

Turning to Amendment No 2, which I couple with
Amendment Nq 35, I would say that while Amend-
ment No 2 is not acceptable as drafted, the Commis-
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sion will ad,end this paragraph so as to make it clearer
that consideration is not confined to the costs of the
carrier on the route in question.

On Amendment No 3 in the report - and I.consider
Amendment No 37 to be allied rc this - again I say

that the Commission cannot,accept this amendment as

drafted. However, it will amend this paragraph to
make it clear that tariffs must cover the direct operat-
ing costs of the carrier on the rourc in question and
that State aids granted in accordance with Anicle 93

of the Treary may be deducted from the carrier's costs.

In regard to Amendment No 4 - and we consider
here also Amendment No 38 - if the purpose of this
amendment is rc permit matching of the tariffs of air-
lines that are not covered by the proposed amendment
to Anicle 2, to which I have already referred, it is

unnecessary in view of the Commission's rejection of
Amendment No 1. Funhermore, it would be too radi-
cal and unrealisdc a change in the present system.

Turning to Amendment No 5, with which I couple
Amendment No 39, from the point of view the Com-
mission this is not accepable, because the Commission
and the Member States cannot on this basis permit
behaviour which would otherwise contravene the
competidon rules of the Treaty.

Now taking Amendments Nos 6, 7,8, g,10 and 11

and linking with them Amendments Nos 40 to 45, the
Commission welcomes and accepts in principle these

amendments, which it considers to be the most impor-
tant put forward, subject rc the following reservation
concerning Amendments Nos '12, 13 and 14 with
which they are linked. In regard to those and to their
allied Amendments Nos 46 to 48, the Commission
finds these amendments interesting in that they meet
possible objecdons to the Commission acting as sole

arbitrator while at the same time maintaining an arbi-
Eation system at Communiry level. Before reaching a

final decision on them, however, the Commission'
intends to consult inrcrested commercial organizations
on their practical implications, particulady with regard
to the requirement of speedy decision-making.

On behalf of th. Corrr-ission I would indicarc that
Amendment No 15, with which you can take Amend-
ment No 49, is acceptzble. The Commission accepts
Amendments Nos 16 and 50, as imposing a minimum
annual requirement, but it will from time to time prod-
uce a broad report. In regard to Amendments Nos 17

and 5l the word 'and' should be deleted from the
founh line, and the Commission then accep* this
amendment. Similarly, we accept Amendment No 18

and its allied Amendment No 52.

Mr President, that leaves quite a number of other
amendments. If you would bear with me, I would like
to indicate generally and very briefly the Commis-
sion's attitude, remembering always that I am speaking
here on behalf of a colleague who is detained else-

vhere and that this is not my particular personal brief.
I would stan with Amendment No 21 to the preamble
which we accept. Amendment No 22 to the preamble
we cannot accept. Amendment No 20 on Articles 1 to
10 - we regard these as too revolutionary and for
that reason we cannot accept them. Amendment No
53 to Anicle I - I am instructed that we would take a

negative attitude here, but are willing to consider the
matter'funher. Amendment No 23 - we state here

that the Member Starcs must ensure conformiry with
criteria which we set down; vre must therefore reject
this amendment. Amendment No 24 to Anicle 3.1.(a)

- again the Commission is not able to accept this,
since it is not inrcnded to be on a strictly route basis.

Amendment No I to Anicle 3.1.(a) - we again can-
not accept this as we prefer the general line of the rap-
porteur in Amendment No 2 and its allied Amendment
No 35. Amendment No 2 to Article 3.1.(b) - the
Commission does not feel able rc accept this, as we
think that this stipufation in our legislation is needed

to prevent dumping.

Ve come then to a very important amendment to
Anicle 4(b), i.e. Amendments Nos 18, 12, 56 and 3. k
is suggested that Anicle 4(b) be amended to
read: '. . . . . at the option of that air carrier following
consuladon with any other airline or airlines.' The
Commission is unable to accept this amendment, since

such consultations might contravene the, competition
rules of the Treaty. The purpose of this anicle was to
ensure that those airlines which wished to file ariffs
individually could not be prevented from doing so. At
the same time the opponuniry was taken of specifying
that consultations were permissible for cenain pur-
poses where the benefits are apparent. These were
interlining and the simplification and standardization
of tariff condidons. The Commission would be pre-
pared m consider whether consultation for other spe-
cific purposes also conferred sufficient benefits to
avoid contravening the competition rules and could be

incorporated in Article 4.

, Amendment No 4 to Anicle 5 - the Commission
thinks that this is not necessary. Similarly, we would
not be able to accept Amendment No 25 to Article 6,
because we consider that we must have arbitration
here. Amendment No 5 and its allied Amendment
No 30 to Article 6 are similar to Amendment No 7 and
allied Amendment No 41 with which the Commission
agrees. Amendment No 54 to Article 6.6 - the Com-
mission is unable to accept this. Amendment No 6 to
Anicle 6.5 - we regard this as unnecessary. Amend-
ment No 55 to Article 7 - we think it would be pre-
mature here to specify, so we cannot accept this.
Amendment No 7 to Anicle 7 - this is a new amend-

, ment; we feel that the Commission cannot accept this,
but it might be accepable if the third arbirator were
the Commission. Amendment No 19 to Article 8 -the Commission cannot accept this either because we
believe that the report is a good idea.

Now I have given these general indications of the
Commission's position in order to help Members of
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Parliament in this very complex marrcr of the amend-
ments to this text. \7ith regard to the allied maners
raiscd by Mr Moorhouse's oral quesrion, I would
answer rhe rwo pans of that quesrion as follovs.

Firstly, as the honourable Member has mentioned'
details concerning the fixing of air tariffs in rhe Com-
muniry in his question, it should first be starcd rhar
questions on this matter were put only to Member
States. The letters to airlines related to other maners.
By 15 February lasr three Membcr States had not
replied. All had replied by 13 August, and no action
will be taken against those who replied late.

In regard rc the second part of the.question, the
replies broadly confirmed the conclusions of rhe
report on scheduled passenger air fares in the EEC
(COM(81) 398 final) which states: 'Fares charged by
the airlines for scheduled passcnger air services are a
result of airline and governmenr activities. The firct
stages involve mostly airlines individually andlor col-
lecdvely, while governments play a decisive role in rhe
final stages.' This is a reference to what we said in par-
agraph 8. The replies cannoq however, exclude that
stage action on tariff fixing may have to be reviewed
under Article 9Q of the EEC Treaty. Nor is the con-
clusion ruled out thar the acdvities of the airlines
directed towards preparing the agreed tariffs for sub-
mission rc the State authorities may fall under
Anicle 85 of the Treaty. The Commission is consider-
ing what funher information it needs before deciding
finally on what action ro take.

Thaq Mr President, is as briefly as possible my replies
to the excellent report provided by this House and to
the question abled by Mr Moorhouse.

Mr Albcn (S). - (NL) Mr President, ir is not diffi-
cult to speak on this question since, as Members of the
European Parliament, we must do a lot of travelling -some cjf it by air - in the course of our work. I am
sure everyone of us has at some time been surprised to
a greater or lesser degree at the many different ariffs
which are applied depending on where the booking is
madc, the capital or the currency used. Ve have had
more opportunity than the average traveller to see the
incongruides which exist, such as the fact that costs
are not related to distances and that pessengers in the
same aircraft have frequendy paid completely different
fares for the same trip. \7e learn from informition
provided by the airlines that 5070 of toml air traffic
consists of chaner flights at very special rarcs, which
arc in sonte cases inclusive of horcl accommodation or
even camping facilities. However, even the other 500/o
must be again split in turo to give us the 250lo of the
total number of travellers who have to fork out the
whole amount. In view of this situation, it is no won-
der that a Member of this Parliament turned rc the
Coun of Jusrice in Luxembourg, on the basis of the
EEC Tr9ary, rc rule thar the terms of rhe Treary as
regards fair competition as one of rhe most important

fundamenal principles of rhe Europcan Economic
Community werq being infringed.

The Commission's memorandum of + July 1979
embodfng the contribudon of the European Com-
munity towards the development of air ransporr was
enthusiastically welcomed by the majoriry in this Par-
liament. Iotrg-, medium- and shon-term policy objec-
tives for air uanspon, improvement of the market
structure, the inception of a dialogue between the
Community institutions and radical suggesrions for
revamping the air transport sector in the Communiry

- they werc all welcomed, particularly as rhey were
all placed in the context of a global neswork wirh effi-
cient services which would result in lower prices,
avoidance of discrimination and an unhedthy financial
position for airlines increased productiviry, protecrion
of the interests of persons employed in the air trans-
port sector, protress as regards social aspects, free
access to employment and improvement of the living
conditions of rhe public in rhe interesB of our econ-
omy and our sociery.

The European Parliament has adopted resolutions
dealing with all these questions and approved the idea
of the rules of competition laid down in Anicles 85
and 86 of the EEC Treaty being applied rc air trans-
port too. The European Parliamenr gave its supporr ro
the subsequent concrete proposals by the Commission
to promote the approval of scheduled inter-regional
air services for passengerc, mail and goods uanspon
bem/een the Member States. However, as in so many
other cases, it turned out again that the Council of
Ministerc in its wisdom saw fit to posrpone these pro-
posals rco, which could have formed pan of the com-
mon ransport policy, to the despair of all those who
sdll believed in rhe usefulness anil existence of the
European Communiry as a means of avoiding repeti-' don of the mistakes of the past and as a component in
the construction of a better future for the people of
Europe. Indeed, it is perhaps a miracle that the Mem-
bers of this Parliament have still not totally lost hean.

The Members of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and the Committee on Transpon
which also gave its opinion, with the assistance of the
competenr Parliament officials and the backing of rhe

- airlines and the public, who were both showing an
interest in these matters, enthusiastically seized upon
the Commission's tariff proposal, which led to lengthy
discussiong resulting in a repon by Miss Forster arrd an
opinion by Mr Key - which took the form of a
minoriry view of a number of Members of the Com-
mittee on Transport which, whilg disagreeing with the
report on a number of points, nevenheless reflectcd
the vish to achieve something and rc bring about
improvements while maintaining the positive aspects of
the existing arrangements. The politically based differ-
ences of opinion have also become very apparenr no.w:.
It is clear that those on rhe left of this Parliamenr are
concerned at the possible consequences of too much
liberalizarion and place trearer emphasis than those on

ii,r
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the right on improved services rc the customers, pro-
tcction of jobs and increased employment, greater saf-
ery in air ransport, reduction of the stress on the envi-
ronment and, above all, energy saving. As regards this
latter point, substantial improvements are called for in
the endre air uanspon set-up. For example, control
should be used to reduce the time spent waiting and to
devise for shorter rourcs an integrated system of air
traffic with the aid of Eurocontrol and computerized
air traffic management.

The amendmen$ to the proposal for a directive are

aimed at bringing about a less bureaucratic approach
and greater freedom for the airlines involved, without
surrendering the influence of the governments of the
Member States, whilst neveftheless giving the Euro-
pean Commission an imponant mediadng role to play.
This arrangement should also result in the users of the
airlines having more say in things. In brief, it should
lead to freedom and at the same dme a certain amount
of control which should in the final analysis lead to the
realization of the objectives I oudined earlier in my
contribution to this debate.

The Socialist Group has examined the proposals and
amendments in the light of these considerations and
even if we vere unable to reach agreement on all the
various aspects involved, we will nevertheless give our
constructive support to the final formulation of the
repon and the resolution contained in it, not without
congratuladng the rapponeur, who was prepared to
lisrcn to our wishes on a number of points. !7e hope
rhe amended directive vrill receive the suppon of a

clear majority so that the Council too will be able to
pronounce on it as soon- as possible since, in the air
ransport sector as in other sectors, nationalism and
prorcctionism would appear to be on the increase

again, often at the expense of the progress in social
mafters and better mulual understanding which we so

much wish to see and towards which the European
Community should contribute. This direcdve may
represent a'step in the right direction, so let us take
this step, Mr President.

Mr ftroffmann (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, I can

inform you that the group of the European People's
Party is in principle in agreement with the Commis-
sion's proposal, and I should like, peisonally, to con-
gratulate Mr Burke in particular, with vhom I have

long collaborated in matrcrs of transport policy. I am
glad to see that today he is once again addressing him-
self to transpon policy. '

I cannot, however, agree with a good deal of what Mr
Burke has said with regard to our amendments,
because we must still san from the premise that the
Commission has drafud a proposal for a regulation
which does not take account of all those questions
which ve asked two years ago in our resolution on
European air ranspon policy as a basis for competi-
tion. Unfortunarcly, no funher protress has been

made in this direcdon and as long as these questions
are not capable of being setded, or have not been set-

tled, I should like to warn against accepdng the Com-
mission's proposals in their present form.

For example, no account has been taken of the fact
that there are varying price structures in the different
Member States. There are high price countries and
there are low price countries, there are differing social
security costs in different airlines, and there are quite
different ways of calculating costs and fares, which
would not be taken into account in calculating price
structures if we were to adopt the Commission's pro-
posals. if a Member Smte cin inuoduce a particular
fare of its own volidon - and in principle it can do
that if the Commission has not reaced within three
vreeks - then that panicular fare takes effect, it is

valid.

Given the differing situations throughout the Com-
muniry, that seems rco dangerous to me. I also have-

some difficulry imagining that the Corhmission could
function as a price-control authoriry, or I kind of
umpire in questions of air fares.

Mr Burke, I feel a real shudder of horror when I think
of the way matrcrs were settled in the steel industry
and what the result was.

In that case no one respeced the agreements,
although the agreerhents were sdll valid. So the Com-
mission imervened - and what is the situadon today?
The European steel industry is virtually defunct. Ve
are destroying more and more capacity and more and
moie jobs. God protect our airlines from such a politi-
cal scandal !

In order to make some protress along this road, which
we are in favour of in principle, we have tabled a series

of proposed amendments, which, if they were to be

acceprcd, would put the Commission back on the right
road and would put us in a position where ive could
gradually create the pre-conditions for competition.

I applaud the work that Miss Forster has done. Ve
talked about these matters for some time, also at meet-
ings of the Transpon Committee, but her well-inten-
tioned proposals are panly drafud in such a way that
they lead to even greater bureaucratization than the
Commission's proposals. For this reason I cannot, on
behalf of the majoriry of my group, support all her
ideas.

Of course, the most consistent attitude would be for
us to support Amendment No 2 by Mr Vedekind. Ve
should then have achieved the ideal situation - but
the Communiry simply has not developed enough to
pursue by such a policy, even if it is in principle the
best one. Let us work together to create the right con-
ditions and then one day we shall no longer be able rc
refuse our support for such an amendment as the one
Mr \Tedekind has tabled.
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The Commission should make an effon not to destroy
any fully grown, rational srrucrures.'$7e are aware rhat
many of our airlines arc akeady making losses. I am
afraid that if the Commission's proposal is adopted,
the very interlining sysrem which was stressed by the
Commission will not merely be jeopardized bus will
even be destroyed, because I simply cannor imagine
that any airline Vould be prepared to honour a ticker
bought from another airline which was cheaper than
its own tickets. And yet, in future airlines are supposed
to trade only on these conditions. This simply is not
possible and cannot be the serious aim of the Commis-
sion. On many points we are in agreement. S7e want
to round off this maner and organize it in a rational
way. Then, Mr Burke, I am convinced that we shall be
in a position to creare a sysrcm which will gradually
make it possible for us to introduce competition into
arr ransPort.

Mr Moorhouse (ED). - Mr President, I would first
like to offer my congratulations to my colleague Miss
Forster on her excellent report on the Commission
proposal on air tariffs. My group will be supponing
the rapporteur and we are very encouraged by the
reaciohs of the-Commission to the amendments which
have been tabled in this House and we will in the light
of the commenr that Mr Burke has made, review our
attitude to cenain amendments. But as I say, basically
we are very much in support of the rapponeur.

Now in these difficult economic times the imponance
of better ffansport for improving our comperirive posi-
tion in international trade cannot be over-esdmated.
Scheduled air transpon is particularly important for
the Communiq/s business traveller. Keeping European
costs down and therefore competitive and thus safe-
guarding employment is dependent on keeping all
costs dovn, including air transpon cosrs. As Miss
Forster says, air fares are but one aspect of air travel.
Action is needed in a variery of areas affecting costs
and revenues. And therefore we await with interest the
anticipated Commission directive on transparenry in
transport and we are ea1er to hear more about the
Commission's investigadon into State aids to airlines. I
very much appreciate in this contcxt all of the answers
which have been given by Mr Burke to my oral ques-
don urhich is coupled with this debate.

This panicular reporr is rhe third of three imponant
measures that this House has considered. \7L have
already given favourable opinions on rhe Commission
proposals for inter-regional air services and rhe appli-
cation of the competition rules to air transpon; and in
regard to the former it is good to know that the Coun-
cil of Transpon Ministers, ar leas[ so we understand, is
still in session ar rhis very minute wrestling with the
draft regulation on inter-regional air services and
trying to secure agreement. This musr be rhe first time
in the history of the Communiry that the Transport
Mipisrcrs have worked late into the night to try and
secure agreements. Could ir be, Mr President, a mere

coincidence that we are seriously thinking of aking
legal action against the Council of Ministers on rhis
very measure?

I personally hope, and my group hopes, that the Min-
isters will succeed in securing agreemenr within the
next hour or two. If they should fail, well I can assure
them that we shall be taking an active interest in all
their activities, even more so over the next few months
and into the German Presidency.

So I think I have indicated perhaps more than suffi-
ciendy our support for this panicular measure and that
we will give our blessing ro rhe air tariffs reporr.
Furthermore, we will study Mr Burke's answers ro my
particular questions with great interesr and we can
assure him that we shall conrinue in the coming
months to ply the Commission with further questions
to elicit that they,also are taking the positive action
which we are looking for.

IVIr Mardn (COM). - (FR) Mr President, the sup-
poners of the liberalization of air transporr are unrem-
itting in their attacks on rhe rules limiting comperition.

In this sense, the Forster repon is in the same tradition
as the Schwanzenberg and Hoffmann reports, on
which we have already expressed our views. If it does
show some understanding of the serious plight of a
large number of airlines ar rhe present momenr, ir is
ultimately in order ro arrempr rather shamefully, to
give us the same remedies which we know would have
the effect of destrofng rhe last healthy foundations of
a system of air transport conceived as parr of the
public services as a whole. Deregulation, or if this
expression frightens you, progressive liberalization,
has already provided enough evidence of the harm it
can do.

Do we really need rc give details of thp catastrophic
situation into which air f,are deregulation has plunged
a number of American airlines? Competition of this
kind is suicidal.

O{ course, the Forster reporr, aware of the difficulty
of facing up to rhese risks and criticismq arrcmpr ro
rcmporize. The result is still support for the Commis-
sion's proposed directive, rhe implementation of which
would mean the end of air fare fixing by IATA and an
end to the principle of bilareral approval.

'\Zhat is more, serting up a European air fare auth-
oriry, to be called the European Air Fare Committee,
is in our view certainly not likely to speed up the fare-
fixing procedures which the promoters of this project
citicize for their slowness.

Vith perseverance equal to that of the enemies of
nadonal air lines, the French Communists and Allies
will firmly oppose any arrempr to undermine r:he
insuuments of public service. Only such insrruments as

t'
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these can put themselves in rhe necessary position of
being able to take due account of all the criteria neces-
sa{F to manage air lines in the interests of consumers
and in the interests of all other persons involved in the
effon to creete a consistcnt transport policy.

Mr Ldor (DEP). - Mr President, I want rc say first
of all that Miss Forster is such a charming and endear-
ing colleague that I would love to be able to say that I
accept her report happily hook, line and sinker.
Unfonunarcly and regretfully, however, the best that I
can do is to say that I prefer her text m the original
Commission proposal. I am sorry about that, Commis-
sroner.

For Irish national inrcrests I am strongly opposed ro
afly change in the present system of air fares approval
by the Bovernments concerned and basically against
the Commission role as either arbirator or decision-
maker. These are pretry fundamental objections and as

far as I know, with rwo cxcepdons, they are the objec-
dons shared by pretty wcll all of the Member States.

The airline industry worldwide - I think we are all
aware - is at present going through a crisis, vith
results on the Nonh Atlantic being panicularly frigh-
tening. The Nonh Atlantic disaster situation is attri-
butable mainly rc US deregulation of im aviation
industry, allowing any airline to fly any roure ar any
price it likes.

There are now a number of indications that a major
re-thinking of the philosophies that have dominated
the North Atlantic fare scene for the past few years is
on its way. Recent months have seen the reactivation
of the IATA Nonh Atlantic traffic conferences and,
even more recently still, European countries under the
aegis of the European Civil Aviation Conference have
concluded a memorandum of understanding with the
Unircd States which could lay the foundation for a
new regime in North Adantic airfares. These are, as I
see it, significant developments in the international air
transpoft sphere, It would be ironic, ro say the least, if
this Communiry were to move towards a policy for
European aviation that has very clearly and undoubt-
edly been found wanting in the Nonh Atlantic.

The report on air fares which the Commission com-
pleted in July of 1981 and the draft directive on tariffs
indicate that there is an awareness of the problems
confronting the aviation industry generally, including
problems such as the impact of the world recession,
inflation and escalating labour and fuel cosrs over
which the airlines have little or no conrrol. I agree that
they are open to criticism under a fair number of
headings but I rhink that that panicular aspect should
be looked ar

Any moves on the airfares front within the common
market must take accounr of these overriding factors.
In that connection, Ireland would have strong reserva-

tions about any proposal which would tend to exacer-
bate an abeady grave situation. Ve are also concerned
to avoid duplication of arrangemenr or unnecessary
amendment of procedures that have worked well in
practice over a good number of years in the wider
European areas,

A few momenm ago Mr Moorhouse drew artenrion to
the fact that we have already had a couple of debates
in this present Parliament on this issue and I remember
on the last occasion some rwo years ago the merits of
the Laker airline being argued here as evidence of suc-
cess. This is no longer the case.

Mr Key (Sl, draftsman of on opinionfor tbe Committee
on Transport. - On behalf of the Committee on
Transport and on behalf of the Socialist members of
the Transpon Committee and the Group, I welcome
the Commission's proposals. If my group's amend-
ments and the amendments of other Members of this
House are accepted, our group will be able to vote in
favour of the Forster report.

After all the comments made by Commissioner Burke
on the 59 amendments there are only three which I
wish to discuss with him. These are numbers 23,50 and
19. I am quite happy with all the rest of his comments.

The Members of the Socialist Group are nor advocares
of the deregulation and a free-for-all as are some col-
leagues in this House.'$7e as a group are commined ro
an integrated Community transport policy. Ve want
Parliament and the Commission to put forward realis-
tic proposals rc the Council of Ministers because we
v'ant the Council of Ministers rc act. If we come up
with fantasy proposals, the Council does not do any-
thing. Hence our action in the Coun of Justice in the
last few weeks.

In saying that wc want this rype of policy and this rype
of repon, we are very conscious of the mode of rans-
pon under discussion. I do not differentiate berween
air transpon and other transports. But air transport
has a specifically international dimension. To apply the
competition rules, as set our in Articles 84, 85 and 86
of the Treary of Rome, in such a case could conflict
with other international conventions which all our
Member States have agreed rc and ir might jeopardize
our trading relationships with the rest of the world.

The second point I wanr ro make about our position in
the world as a European Communiry is that those peo-
ple who advocate going along with the attitudes of the
Americans and on deregulation ought to be very care-
ful about looking ar the cosrs of air transporrarion
within the Communiry in comparison to the USA.

Any rapid or lengthy comparison of the average
increase in prices within the Community and the USA
would show that the American increase has been far in
excess of ours since dereguladon. The third point is
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our belief in cooperation within the airline industry in
the Community. Joint arrangements must be worked
out because we do not believe in a sraight ftee market
economy in air transpon. !7hat we really want is an

integrated ransport syst€m.

Our founh point concerns the ulk of setting up a new
bureaucrary within this Community to organize the
system of fixing air tariffs. Ve actually have a sysrcm

at the moment. It is not good, it is not perfect. On
behalf of my group I have resenrations as to whether,
if we set up a new bureaucracy it would be faster or
would create less friction within the Communiry. But I
am convinced that the Commission could accept many
of the amendments proposed. I think they could actu-
ally go m thp Council of Ministers. There has been a
meeting today and I hope they have accepted propo-
sals on the inter-regional air transpon directives and
proposals of Parliament

I hope they will be able rc to to them with a reasona-
ble alrcrnative, with a solution for the European Com-
muniry, for the European consumer and the European
citizen. I hope that this House can actually come
rcgether in accepting many of the amendments tabled
and actually work out something that can be taken m
the Council of Minisrcrs. I know Commissioner Burke
will take this on board.

Mr Vcdckind (PPE). - (DE) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, I should first like to thank Miss Fors-
rcr for her extremely interesting and excellent report'
During discussion with her on these matters I was in
agreement on a great many things, but not, however,
on everything, and so I will go into one or rwo things
in detail.

'!7hen you inform us, Mr Bruke, that Amendment
No 20 worild be too revolutionary, I find mysell in a

thoroughly piquant situation. The fact is that I have
never previously considered myself a revolutionary,
and I must thank you for having put me in that cate-
gory rcday - it also makes me seem younger!

Buq of course, it is indeed rather piquant that free
competidon, which is laid down in the Traties of
Rome, should in the meantime hdve come to seem

revolutionary in this European Communiry. So if onc
insists on free competition in accordancc with the
Treaties of Rome and if one draws attention to it, then
this is apparently a revolutionary thing to do! Ladies
and gentlemen, we really must impress upon ourselves
what that means! It means that every proposal aimed
at creatint genuine competition will be obstruced.

Now, I can guirc understand ohat it should be

obstructed. Every bureaucragy must be expected to
take care that on no account should freedom be
bllowed, since in that case bureaucracy would be

superfluous. If national bureaucracies ere being
hemmed in, then as far as possible supranational or

Euro-bureaucratic institutions must be found to take
their place. The bureaucrats in Europe and in the
Member States know much better than the airlines, of
course, how air fares should be calculated. For this
reason they can also dictate to the airlines exacdy what

' air fares should be.

Bureaucrats always know better. Th.y also know
exactly where aeroplanes should fly to. The airlines
themselves, in panicular the semi-bankrupt ones, are,
of course, very grateful if they can hide behind these
bureaucrats in order to conceal their own incompet-
ence, to avoid being precipated into open competition
and in order to be able to say 'That is how things are.'
If transpon policy is left to the bureaucrats then the
situation will be approximately the same as before the
first railway was built from Berlin to Potsdam, when
rhe bureaucrat responsible for such things in the King-
dom of Prussia was asked 'Is there any point at all in
building a railway from Potsdam to Berlin?' The
bureaucrat's reply was 'No point at all, since there are

three postchaises eveqy day which are not fully occu-
pied and, what is more, if the traffic is put on to the
railway, the result will be excessively high prices. Ve
cannot build a railway'.

Inspite of that the railway pas built! The bureaucrary
was not as bad as that!

In principle, the same is true of all airlines and all air
fares how, in fact, can air fares be established bureau-
cratically when the various aircraft are quite different?
I may use propeller-driven aircraft, two-seaters, ten-
seaters or jumbo jea! The planes may be full or empry
: everFthing depends on what son of marketing I
have! All this is supposed to be forced inrc a bureau-
cratic straitjacket in the expectadon that the situation
will be improved. But it rrill improve nothing at all. It
will prevent competition and thereby prevent the mar-
ket getting what it wants, which in turn will prevent
the creation of new jobs. It costs millions which we, as

passengers of these bankrupt companies, must pay. If I
have to pay as much to fly from Athens to Frankfun as

from Frankfun to New'York, then somewhere along
the line the figures do not make sense. !7e make up
the deficiencies with high fares and ,through ta:res

because the State airlines are subsidized.by the tax.
payer. Since we actively prevent competidon, we have
the privilege of enioying the whole business with the
added insult of bad service.

But it is obvious that in this Communiry competidon is

far too revolutionary, so that neither the Commission
nor the Council, which has completely forgotten what
compedtion means, can accept such.a thing.

Mr Junot (DEP). - (FR) Mr President, this evening
almost all the technical argurnents have been deployed,
in one sense or another; the amendments we have
tabled, or which we shall support, include a considera-
ble number of them. I shall confine myself to two or
three brief observations.

, ,l ,l

I
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First of all, I should like rc congratulate Miss Forster
on the considerable work that she has accomplished,
even if I cannot agree with all her conclusions, but I
hope that the adoption of a cenain number of the
amendments to the dircctive or to the motion for a

resolution which we have tabled will make it possible
for us to vote in favour of this repon.

Miss Forsrcr says that she is in favour of the Commis-
sion's initiative, but she wants to go funher, she wants
to go towards an ever more total liberalization of all
regulations governing air transport, whether they con-
cern the fixing of air fares or the right of a carrier to
enrcr the market.

It is quite obvious that a liberal such as myself cair only
rejoice at this profession of liberalism, this appeal rc
free competition, and we approve the main principle.
Unfonunately, practice has shown that. sometimes,
through dogmatic excess, principles of this kind lead
to catastrophic results.

A case in point is that - and it has been quoted on
several occasions this evening - of the large American
airlines and the panicularly delicate situation from the
financial point of view - but not just from the finan-
cial point of view - into which they have been
plunged. Ve are not just talking about American air-
lines, there was also the example of that private airline
in Britain, which, a few years ago, entered this market
in a blaze publicity offering rock-bottom prices which
caught the imagination of entirely new classes of trav-
ellers. It all ended in a deficit of hundreds of millions
of pounds and the dole queue for those who worked
for the company and put Britain's national airline
itself, which had shown considerable liberalism, in an
extremely critical situation.

So, please, let us not dismantle a system of regulation
which is certainly not perfect, which is perhaps com-
plicated, but which has the merit of existing.in order
to give free rein - in a field which is panicularly sen-
sitive - to open competition which would delenerate
into anarchy. Liberalism is not anarchy; dreams must
not be followed by too rude an awakening. Any radi-
cal modification to the present system for fixing inter-
nal European air fares, anphing that would systemad-
cally undermine the multilateral and bilateral agree-
ments, would probably precipitate a catastrophe and
would lead to-the paradoxical situation where the pas-
senger's situation would perhaps be improved thanks
rc air fares which would temporarily be lower, but to
the axpayer's detriment since, whether the airline is
nationalized or privarc, there comes a moment when
the government has to intervene to save jobi. So the
bill will be paid by the taxpayer, even by those who do
not travel, in favour of those who do rlvel. This is a

paradox which I think no one here will subscribe to.

I could say many other things, panicularly about air
safety. Ve must take care that serious financial diffi-
culdes do not lead to a situation in which air safery is

called into question. This is another aspect which
needs to be pointcd out.

This is why I shall conclude with a request, that any
decision taken in this respect should be a prudent one.
This is the spirit in which we shall disiuss and, if the
amendments to which we attach fundamenial import-
ance are adopted, vote for Miss Forster's report.

Mr O'Domell (PPE). - Mr President, at the outset
I, too, would like to pay tribute to Miss Forster for the
immense amount of work she has put into the prepara-
tion of what is a most comprehensive and most inter-
esting report. But, like my colleague Mr Paddy Lalor,
I represent a small island country on the periphery of
Europe, a country which is dependent on a small air-
line m provide essential airlinks with the rest of
Europe. For that reason, like Mr Lalor, I have grave
reservations and grave doubts about the implications
of the Commission directive and indeed of Miss Fors-
ter's report for the future survival, maintenance and
expansion of these very essential airlinks bemreen my
counry and the rest of the Community.

In Ireland we believe that there is no real need or
urtency for Community action on the question of air
fares. The Commission justification is that the present
procedure for governmental approval of air fares is not
satisfacbry, but the Commission gives no overwhelm-
ing arguments as to why this is so. Even if it were so,
the solution which the Commission proposes - that is
fare approval by one country only - can crearc more
problems than it intends to solve. Miss Forster's pro-
posed amendments to the draft directive,in this con-
nection is of some help in mitigating the worst effects
of this country of origin principle. But they are cum-
bersome and they are likely to increase delay rather
than reduce it. It must also be said that the possibiliry
of cheaper air fares is unlikely, even if the dpaft is
approved. Even the Commission itself readily agrees
that fares will be as likely to rise as to fall, should this
proposal become law.

Inter-airline coordination of fares as a result of the
deliberations within the Interndtional Air Transpon
Association framework comes under constant criticism
both in this House and outside it. Much of this criti-
cism is unjustified in my opinion. Vhat IATA achieves
is the blending of region-wide fares' into a coherent
whole. It needs to be stressed that no airline or
government is forced ro accepr the fares that come out
of the International Air Transport Association and
that governments, whose fundamental business is the
common good, have the final say in what level fares
should be. In my opinion, the Commission in'Article 4
does not adequately recognize the true role of IATA.
It is of significance that even the United Sates is in the
process of a fundamental re-evaluarion of its 'open
skies' poliry in the light of the financial debacle of the
north Adandc where the situation has been described
as a' jungle with rhe strong killing the weak. The
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Unircd States Governmenq as Mr Lalor has pointed
out, has recently signed an agreement with many
European States under which a measure of fares coor-
dination is allowable.

Article 3 proposes to la;r down objective critcria for
the future guidance of governments when they come
to consider fare levels which are proposed to them by
airlines. To my mind there is still a good deal of room
for subjecdve interpretation of the criteria, which are
much too vague and swere for guidelines and cer-
tainly no better than the guidelines contained in the
1967 multilateral agreement on fares to which most
Member States subscribc.

Findly, we in Ireland are strongly opposed to any
change in the current ryst€m of air fares approval and
we are also opposed to any Commission role as an
arbitrator or decision maker.

President. - The debatc is closed.

The vote will take place at the next voting time.

The next item is the joint debate on

- the repon (Doc. l-788/82) drawn up by Mr
Junot on behalf of the Committee on Trans-
port on safery measures in aircraft;

- the repon (Doc. l-842/82) drawn up by Mr
Junot on behalf of the Committee on Trans-
port on the simplificadon of formalides at
Communiry airports.

Mr Junot (DEP), rdpporteur. - (FR) Mq President, I
understand that you want me to present the two
reports together.

I shall begiri by saying something about safery on
board aircraft. This is a vital problem which has a con-
siderable impact on public opinion. The slightest acci-
dent m a passenger aircraft hits tlie headlines. Yet
fllng has become one of the safest modes of transport
in the world and we have now reached the sage where
people are wondering just how on eanh safcry can be
improved.

let me mention just a couple of figures. Twenry years
ago there was less than one fatal accident - the figure
was 0.9 - for every l00million kilometres flown
whereas now the fatality rate is down to 0.2, which
represents an improvement of close on 80V0. kt me
repeat that: 0.2 fatal accidents for wery 100 million
kilometres flown. There is no comparison when you
think of the dangers of road travel. People jump inro
their cars every day without even thinking about an
accident and yet many are still nervous about flfng.
Vhat causes the few accidents that do occurl The
main cause is fire. The fact is rhat it is somedmes diffi-
cult for passengers to get out of a burning aircrafq and

another problem is that baggage and other objects can
turn into projectiles and hun people. And lasdy there
is the problem of seat moutings and safety belts which
are not strong enough.

These are the points we insist on, therefore, even
though passengers may feel we are being fussy at times
when we make them comply with certain regulations,
which are sometimes forgotten through carelessness.
Take hand baggage, for example. Anyone who flies -and that includes me - has a tendency to keep as

much carry-on baggage as he can in order to avoid the
check-in. In theory you are allowed only one piece of
hand baggage but people take several pieces with them
and put them under or alongside the seats, and this
hinderc the speedy evacuation of the aircraft if an acci-
dent occurs. And baggage companmenr yhich have
not been securely closed can let fly deadly projectiles.

An even great€r cause of accidents is fire, which can
burn people to death. I know that the experts have
perfected fire-resistant materials but unfonunately
these inflammable materials often give off toxic smoke
and gas which kill the passengers without burning

' them. This is an area that the experts have yet to look
into.

Another aspect of safety that could be improved con-
cerns seat belts. These belts, which are used on take-
off and landing and during turbulence, are simple belts
which hold only the abdomen, whereas safery belts in
cars restrain the shoulders as well. It has been proved
that the shock of sudden deceleration can cause severe

- injury, even fractures of the spinal column, because
the passenger is held down by the lap srap while his
trunk is thrown forruard.

Of course, the accidents I am alking about and rhe
ones for which we are seeking improvetnents are the
so-called survivable accidents, because,the sad fact is
that one of the features of 'air crashes - and I must
stress again that they happen veqy infrequently and
that flying is one of the safest means of transpon that
exist - is that the ratio of the number of dead to the
number of injured is naturally much higher than any-
where else. Ve are talking here about 'survivable'
accidents, which means accidents occurring at take-off
or on landing - and this accounts for about 80% of
accidents - in which there are survivors.

I could of cource say a lot more about this repon, Mr
President, but since it is getdng late I shall confine
myself to'these few remarks. The Committee on
Transport was unanimous in adopting it and I hope
that the House will follow this example.

I should like to say a few words now about the other
report, on t"he simplificadon of formalities at Com-
munity airports. This is an own-inidadve report by the
Committee on Transpon which follows a motion for a
resolution by Mr Moorhouse and Mr Cottrell on the
difficuhies encountered at Brussels airpon.
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\7hile it is true that there are special difficulties at
Brussels airpon, it has to be admircd that the same
can be said of many othcr airports in the Communiry.
It is something of a paradox rc realize that the fastcst
mode of transport is also in fact the most complicated
for passengers. Quite apan from the fact that the peri-
pheral location of airports means thar passengers have
another lengthy journey before and after their flight,
air travellers within the Communiry - and these are
the only travellers we are talking about in this report

- have in turn ro reserye their flight, buy their ticket,
check in their luggage and have their ticket checked
and stamped, wait fifteen to sixry minures - and I am
not being pessimistic! - for embarkation, undergo
police and customs formalities have their hand bag-
gage X-rayed, perhaps undergo a body search, have
tleir boarding card checked, perhaps fill in depanure
or landing cards and then, on arrival, wair'for their
luggage to be unloaded, whereas if they rcok the rain
they would arrive right in the city cenre. Be that as it
may, I am a firm believer, and have been for a long
time, in the development of air transporr. Something
has rc be done and something can be done.

First of all, Mr President, since we are talking about
intra-Communiry air transporr, ve have to turn to the
Treaty of Rome, It upholds the principle of rhe free
movement of persons. Perhaps you will say that I, like
the other honourable Member, am being roo revolu-
tionary. But why should we nor simply apply the
Treaty, so that inra-Community transpon becomes as
straightforward as domestic rransporr, whether it be
between Paris and Marseille, lpndon and Birmingham
or Frankfun and Hamburg?

The point is, Mr President, if you travel by car from
Paris to Brussels or from Strasbourg ro Bonn, you will
hardly be checked at all. In the train there is very often
only a very perfunctory check, for instance berween
Paris and Brussels. So why should air ravel have rc
suffer the fusry checking of passports and identiry
cards? Vhy do we not introduce the idea rhat intra-
Communiry air travel is like domestic travel? You
would save an awful lot of time. And do not bring up
the subject of security, because there are aheady
securiry checks for domestic flights bemreen Paris and
Marseille or between London and Birmingham. If we
have rc have them it is for very special - and, I hope,
rcmPoraqF - reasons.

I7e have rc ask the airporr authorities, who in general
are already making considerable efforts, to simplify
and standardize their information more, particularly
written information because the spoken information is
often hard to understand. Ve have rc ask the airlines,
which spend so much money on advertising, not ro
treat passengers in the excessively offhand way they
sometimes do. Lastly, why do we not introduce on
some routes the shuttle service they have in rhe United
States and in some European counrries? Aircraft arrive
and leave at a set time, but passengers can board when

they arrive at the airpon and can buy their ticket on
the aircraft.

That is an initial rough list of suggestions concerning
these formalities, Mr President. These and others are
outlined and of course explained in the repon which it
is my privilege to presenr on behalf of the Committee
on Transpon, which adopted the repon unanimously.
I hope it will be dealt with in the same way by the
House this evening.

Mr Burke, Member of the Conmission. - Mr Presi-
dent, I would like to thank and congratulate the rap-
porteur on these fine repons. I would like to indicate
also that the Commission has always taken an interest
in all the initiatives aimed at improving the safety of
air transport and we share rhe Parliament's conccrn on
this issue.

In our view, the technology and the materials neces-
sary to ensure substantial improvements in aircraft saf-
ety are abeady available and the rules and procedures
allowing for quick evacuation of passengers already
exist. The main problem ar presenr would seem to be
the implementation of existing rules. Consideration ar
international level of aviation safery questions is
aheady well-developed and it is imponanr rhat the
Community does not duplicate or indeed do anything
m impede this work. In accepting this resolution, rhe
Commission's primary aim will be to asseis whether
there is a need for Communiry action or a role for rhe
Commission that cannot be better carried out by the
existing institutions.

Turning to the second matter under discussion this
evening, the Commission is very happy with the draft
resoludon which is today before the Parliament on the'
question of simplificaiion of formalities. Ve are
actively rfing to promore this matter and in that res-
pect it should be noted that the suggestion to install
special control points for nationals of Member States
corresponds to a Commission proposal in a draft reso-
lution of the Council which has alreardy been submit-
ted for the opinion of Parliament. This simplification,
together with the introdudion of the European pass-
pon, will not only facilitate movemenr by air, but will
also clearly demonstrate in a concrete way ro the cid-
zens of Europe that they are members of a real com-
munity.

fu is underlined in point 2 of rhe draft resolution, the
Commission has been unable to obtain from the
Council effective measures to remedy the present situ-
ation and we hope that we can counr on the full sup-
port of Parliamenr ro ensure that simplification in the
movement of travellers becomes a reality. The Com-
mission would also like to point out that it is very
actively involved in. finding ways of facilitating the
movement of air cargo. In this area also it would
request the .support of the Assembly when concrete
ideas are put forward in the New Year.
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Mr Boyes (S). - I congraurlate Mr Junot on his
report and I hope he will listen to the remarks I am
going to make to him panicularly this evening. There
is evidence, which I shall present in a moment, that
unexposed photographic film is damaged by securiry
machines at airpons.

'$fhen a traveller reaches a securiry point at an airport,
his hand luggage is generally passed through a mach-
ine which, using X-rays, allows an officer to deter-
mine vhether or not a prohibited anicle is being car-
ried. The apparatus nearly always contains a notice
which says: 'This machine does not damage photo-
graphic film'. Therefore, travellers usually allow their
cameras and films to pass through the machine. How-
ever, seSious and professional photographers prefer a
manual inspecdon because they cannot risk their films
being damaged. A professional phorcgrapher is pani-
cularly vulnerable because his livelihood is dependent
on the deliveqy of pictures to the person or atency
who has ordered them.

In some cases, and there are many obvious ones -sporting occasions, long-distance trips, wars - the
film is irreplaceable because the pictures cannot be
repeated. Therefore the photographer must take the
maximum care of his film and the minimum of risk.

An X-ray machine is an undoubted risk. In the time
available I can only cite a few pieces of evidence. An
official at Birmingham Airpon informed me that film
of 400 ASA - quite common and often used by many
phomgraphers - should not be passed through an
X-ray machine.

In Canada, after rigorous scientifie t€sts, notices on
security machines were changed to read: 'X-rays may
be harmful to film'. A company in Chicago has carried
out a number of rcsts on the effect of X-rays on pho-
tographic film and I was supplied with the data. This
proved conclusively the damaging potential of X-rays
upon film.

My final piege of evidence is a statement from the
Eastman Kodak Company. No one would challenge
the importance of Kodak in the field of photography.
They have warned that even lowdose X-rays pose a
serious threat to undeveloped film. Kodak considers

that film should not be subjected to more than five
pass-throughs. Because of this evidence, I ask Parlia-
ment to support my amendment which calls for man-
ual inspections of photographic film and apparatus to
be allowed at all airports.

Mr Eismo (NI).-
President. I assume

a point of order, Mr
Burke will be present

tomorrow when we resume our de$ate, but I hope he
will do more than just be present, i.e. that he will reacg

to what has already been said and will be said tomor-
row on this subject and deal specifically with .the

amendments tabled, which I did not hear him mendon
in his first contribution to this debate. May we count
on a reacdon of this kind from Mr Burke rcmorrow?

President. - Mr Eisma, I take note of what you have
said.

In view gf the latc hour, we shall adjourn the debarc
utttil tomorrow.

Mr Earight (ED).- I think it is quite appalling that
we have not completed the agenda for this evening,
that you have let people overrun. You allow people to
overrun from the chair, not you specifically as Presi-
dent, but other people and as a result of that some of
us smy around and wait to present our repons, which
are actually quite imponant reports. And we are not
allowed rc present them because the time has run out.
I think it is quite appalling, ihe way in which we
organize Parliament's affairs. You can see how the
very many people here ar9 waiting with baited breath
to receive my report upon the agreement we have
made with the Republic of Guinea. It is quite remen-
dous - they have come in specially and here you are
depriving them of this privilege. It is quite wrorg,
President. The enlarged Bureau really ought to recon-
sider how it organizes its affairs. And afur you have
voted tomorrow morning perhaps I might condescend
to present my report. I know the interpreters are wait-
ing for it and I know that some of the foreign embas-
sies are actually waiting for it, but the Bureau is not.

(The sitting was closed at 12.00 midnight)r

(NL) On
rhat Mr

1 Agenda for next sitting: sec Minutcs.

I' I
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ANNEX

Votes

The Anacx to the Rcport of Procecdings contains the rapportcu/s opinion on the
various mendments and the exphnr3islls of vote. For a detailcd account of tfte vot-
ing, see Minutcs.

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION BY THE COMMITTEE ON BUDGETS (Doc.
l-losg/82,reicction of draft supplemcntary and amendirg budget No 1/82 modificd by thc

councif): ADOPTED

Expknations ofoote

Mr Bangemann (L).- (DE) MrPresident, the Liberal and Democratic Group, on behalf
of which I am giving this explanation of vorc, has always regretted the imbalance estab-

lished when comparing the level of the Community's own resources levied there with the
economic and financial effects of Communiry policy the United Kingdom. I choose this
formulation on purpose to make it clear that we have never accepted the principle of 'fair
returns' and do not believe that this kind of imbalance can be offset by payment of funds.
One cannot simply hand over a cheque and believe that the Communiry has then been
saved.

The Liberal and Democratic Group, however, has always regrettcd the failure of the
Commission and Council to propose a poliry doing justice to both, namely combating this
imbalance and remaining within the framework of Community policies. On this point, Mr
Tugendhat, I have to tell you that if you now ask Parliament to take responsibiliry for
something you yourself did not accept responsibility for, you will not be doing the Com-
mission a service!

(Apphuse)

Ve would have preferred it, and here unfonunately this explanation of vote goes against
the opinion of the majoriry of this House, if the Committee on Budgets had recom-
mended that the House should readopt the resolutions we adopted on Tuesday.

This would have broughr with it three advantages. First, our position would have been
repeated. If somebody says we cannot do this, he is casting doubt on the position we
adopted on Tuesday, namely that we are dealing with non-obligatory expenditure. This is

why I regret the negative attitude of the Committee on Budgets.

However, there is a further reason for my regret: the public, who do not understand the
difference berween obligatory and non-obligatory expendjture, will be tempted by a nega-
dve decision taken today to give this House the political responsibiliry for it. If our deci-
sion had been positive, political responsibility would have lain with the Council in the eyes

of the public.

Third, our room for maneuvre for the next decisions on'the 1983 budget is impaired by
this decision because if we maintain that it is non-obligatory expenditure that we are deal-
ing with and if we,modify the 1982 budget as a result, our room for manceuvre will
broaden. This view should have been legitimized just as it was by your predecessor by
actually adopting such a supplementary budget. There were doubu about this, too, in the
debates. I hope you eliminate these doubts.

However, I would like to say quite clearly that although my group has adopted this posi-
tion and regrers that the trialogue, as we predicted, did not produce results, it still intends
to maintain solidariry. Ve intend to join the majority and therefore back dre recommen-
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dadon by the Committee on Budgets. !7e shall vote for the supplementary budget to be
referred back because we inrcnd to get our opinion accept€d, come what may, and
because we know that errery vorc counts.

But I would like to repeat that I very much regret that the Committee on Budgets and the
majoriry of this House did not feel prepared to pursue a line marked out clearly by us on
Tuesday. It would have bpen better for us, better for the United Kingdom and better for
the,Communiry.

I would like rc say to our British friends that if we reject the supplementary budget, it will
not be an anti-British decision.

(Apphuse)

Mr Adonnino (PPE). - (m Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the draft supplemen-
tary budget No I for 1982 has once again confronted Parliament with a real problem to
which a solution must be found - and that solution must be found in European terms and
not in mere book-keeping terms. On several occasions Parliament has demanded that this
problem should be settled in terms of balanced policies and Community inrerests, by way
of a solution to the problem of the necessary financing and as pan of the answer to the
'Mandate of 30 May'. After a good rwo and a half years none of this has yet happened.

'S7e have,'unfonunately, been profoundly disappointed by the attitude rhe Council has
adopted and is continuing to adopt: once again the European Communiry and its real
problems have been forgotten. During the first reading we tabled amendments containing
detailed and constructive proposals aimed at opening a dialogue with the Council. Vhat
was the Council's reply? Its reply was to propose a vague declaration of intent - yer
another and to reject all - I repeat all - the amendments, with the exception of
the most unimponant one, which, Mr President-in-Office, obviously has nothing to do
with the fundamental problems.

And now some people have the nenre to express reBret that no solution has been found, in
spite of the ministers' good intentions, and Mr Tugendhat appears to be attempting to
saddleParliamentwiththeresponsibiliryforthisdecision.

The Group of the European People's Parry, on behalf of which I have the honour of
addressing this House today, wishes to point our once again rhat, in giving its full suppon
to the resoludon recommending a definitive rejection of this supplemenriry budget after
duly assessing the seriousness of the reasons aduced for this rejection, it is not in any way
expressing hostiliry towards any Member State; on the contrary, it wants to make a solid
conribution of great political value to the search for suitable solutions, using the pressure
which Parliament has the dury to bring to bear on the other institutions, so rhar European
policies may evolve in a manner which is both balanced and acceptable to all the Member
States.

This, ladies and gentlemen, is why I wish to give rhe full suppon of my group to this
motion for a resolution.

Mr Balfour (FOl. - Mr President, we must accept that what Parliament appears ready
to decide by the necessary majoity and in complete conformity with its rulesls constitu-
donally valid. \7e believe in democrary. Democracy can be difficult for those who are
ouwoted, and it can be unfair, but not for long. \7e shall find it difficulq almost impossi-
blg to explain in comprehensible terms what this House is abour to do: to explain thi rea-
sons why this Parliament appears to have given the Council, at leasr for the momenr, an
excuse ro run avay from its obligations. The Parliament in our view imposed impossible
preconditions on Tuesday. The Council's response yesterday and in rhe early houri of this
morning was predictable and wholly unacceptable. And there were men of bad faith in
Council who were glad to use the Parliament's votes on Tuesday and today as an excuse
to go back on their word.

For those of us vho believe in the desperate need for unity and cohesion in Europe this is
a sad and miserable day. It may be seen in the fullness of dme as having provideda neces-
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sary dose of medicine, for our Communicy is sick. It has been isolated and exposed by
those who fathered it and our action today will cenainly lead to harsh words and probably
to still harsher acdon. \7e will today bring on a crisis, and not just in Britain. Is this really
what is needed rcday to secure justice in Europe?

So we hope that what comes out of this mess, which we refuse to believe is intended as a
gratuitous blow to the interests of the British people - however tempting it is to think this

- will form the foundations from which a fairer and more harmonious Europe will
emerge. There will be much pain in the weels ahead but Europe has already suffered
much pain this century, more terrible and more destructive than the postponement of a
payment of money. So we shall return to our constituencies frustrared and disappointed;
disappointed that the battle between Parliament and Council was fought over an issue
which we have regarded, and still regard, as an essential Communiry obligadon. I speak of
budget equity and I speak of trust.

So we must return to answer the jeering jibes and taunts of those in Britain who wish our
Community ill. Our belief in the European Community and our commirment to its princi-
ples and to its development remain unshakable. So also our resolve to insist upon and to
obtain budget equity and reform in both immediate and permanent form is now more than
ever reinforced.-Extraordinary situailons call for extrabrdinary soludons. Ve now wait
with impatience to see what these extraordinary measures shall be. The resolution to reject
is not one which my group can possibly support.

The Council's attitude rc this Parliament and to its legitimate budget powers has cenainly
been provocative but at the same time we belicve that Parliament sought to extract coirdi-
tions which even the best-intentioned members of Council could never have accepted.
This is why,we argued strongly that Parliament has exercised its powers on this single
occasion without sensitivity and without responsibility. Yet our votes this morning, the
votes of this House, will not destroy Europe nor the United Kingdom's commitmenr to it.
Ve may still see something of value, of lasting value, come out of this crisis. Let us hope
so. Let us, all of us, hope so.

(Sustained appkue)

Mr Fanti (COM). - (m Mr President, the Communist Group supports the proposals
which the Comminee on Budgets submitted to us this morning in the form of Mrs Barbar-
ella's repon. I only want to make one or two commenm on rhe staremenm that have been
made here by the President-in-Office and by Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, it is not the European Parliament which feels frustrared and voices dis-
content. The European Parliament expresses the political desires of the people of Europe,
and the crisis which is undoubtedly breaking out in the Community, is not unwelcome ro
some people who have no intention of taking account of political desires democratically
expressed by rhe political forces present in this House . . .

(Applause)

. . . and this must be quite evident rc-public opinion throughout Europe.

There is another point that I should like to make - and here I turn rc the Presidenr-in-
Office: yesterday we debated the conclusions of the Copenhagen Summit, and I stressed
then ihat one of the ills our Communiry suffers from has been ciused by the present srruc-
ture and the present modrs operandi of the Council, that is to say, of the body which at
present holds the legislative and decision-taking power in the Communiry. I also pointed
out that there is no such thing as a European government, since it is not sufficient rc
exPress mere intentions, they must be ranslated into action: government consists of
choosing and deciding. And the question that I put to the Danish President of the Council
was precisely this: what would be the Council's reaction tonight to the proposals put for-
ward by Parliament?'!7e now have the answer to rhat question!

I only want to make one comment on the Council's answer, on this urtent request for us
to modify our position. The aim is to take advantage of a fact which we are all aware , of :

't
I
i
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the relationship bctureen the European Parliament and the Council as the governing body
of the Community is not the same relationship as exists berween the parliament and the
government of an individual country, because if the situation that has arisen here had ari-
sen in any of the Member Statcs the government would have resigned, whereas here it is

the Council vhich is calling upon Parliament to resign, rc forego its vote and thus to
abandon the political desires it embodies and relinquish the only power available to it to
exprpss those desires. So we must say quite plainly to the President of the Council - so

that he can communicarc our intentions to the other members of the Council, that the
European Parliament, by voting on this matter, is also showing that it does not intend to
abdicate its responsibilities but rather to affirm them fully.

(Appkus,e)

Mr Coust6 (DEP). - (FR) Mr President, we explained our position quite clearly during '

the debate, and you are aware that we are opposed to the Council's proposals.

Mr GdfEths (S). - Mr President, on Tuesday I abstained in the final,vote on the supple-
menrary budget. I believe that this budget rebate should be paid in a single instalment to
the United Kingdom because the way in which the revenue is raised is fundamentally
unfair. All institutions share a measuri of guilt in failing to produce a permanent solution
to this problem. I could noq at that stage, vote against, however, because I also represent a
region - South Vales, - which has felt the scourge of Thatcherism and I refuse to be '

used as an instrument of reaction in monetarism which has tlrown millions out of work in
the UK.

Thus I believe it was absolutcly right in accordance with the original rebate agreement -which, incidentally, the Thatcher government has so far cynically ignored to the detriment
of the regions - that pressure should have been put on the UK, with some success, we
now hear, to invest their rebarc in creating jobs in the regions ravaged so brutally by their
uncaring extreme right-wing measures. Britain - and to a lesser ext€nt Germany - ere
now being penalized in a sterile constitutional argument over the rebate. If the Parliament
wishes to show its displeasure at the Commission and the Council for failing to come for-
ward wirh a positive plan for budget payments, based on relative wealth, then it should
reject the 1983 budget where its constitutional powers are clear. This will result in pres-
sure being pllced on all the Communiq/s Member Sates for a just budget payment sys-
tem, which was a high prioriry in Labour's 1979 election manifesto.

Mrs Casde (S). - Mr President, I am grateful to those who, by deciding m rejett the
supplementary budget, are proving what some of us have been safng for a long time,
namely that the terrns on which Britain joined the European Communiry are basically
unacceptable and, secondly, that there is no will in this Parliamenr ro pur rhose rerms
right. Of course I am in favour of a fundamental financial reform, but it is not the United
Kingdom Government, which has been opposing that, and I challente every one of you
who is going to vote for this rejection to seargh your ovn minds and search your own
government's as to who is holding up the fundamental financial reform. Of course I am in
favour of this Padiament using its teeth for genuine reforms in the Community. I voted
for the rejecdon of the'1980 budget becausJit did not do the restructuring rhat we all
need. But look, who are the teeth being used against nov'? - After that rejection of the
1980 budget, what happened? Parliament climbed down, becairse it found that by using its
rceth, it was huning itself : its expenses allowances \p'ere at risk. So Parliament capitulated.
And therefore the situation now is that you are all united to use your teeth so bravely -oh yes, not against yourselves but against one Member State.

I will wait to see what happens when the farm-prices issue is discussed. And the reform of
the Community, how united will yor; all be then for the reforms about which Parliament
has talked?

Mr Baillot (COM). - (FR) Mr President, the explanation of vorc by the Fiench Com-
munists and Allies vill be brief, because it is of a piece with our amirude. The truth is rhar

,1
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from 30 May 1980 onwards we have been quite consistent in refusing the compromise
from which Great Britain was only meant to benefit on a provisioiral basis. fu we have
continually pointed out it is now proved beyond doubt that the compromise is continuing
and will continue and that other countries will take advantage of itif a srcp is not But to it.

Today we are voting quite unequivocally in favour of putting a stop to this business and in
favour of Communiry policy as defined in the Treaties.

Mr Rogers (S). - Mr President, I will be voting against this resolution although on
Tuesday, like Mr Griffiths, I supponed the controls on the money going back to the
Unircd Kingdom. Ve supponed it on the basis that we do not trust *re present British
Government to use the money properly in the interests of the people of Great Britain. All
they will simply do is use this cash rebate to reduce their public sector borrowing require-
ment. This money will go back to a Conservative Government that has shown itself com-
pletely insensitive to the needs of the majoriry of the people of Great Britain. And far
more concern with lining the pockets of their friends in the Ciry of London by selling off
public assets. They are not a government that can be trusted with money. But, on the
other hand, like Mr Balfour, I have to return to my constituency. I have to return to a
constituency where over 250/o of. the people are unemployed, where over 500/o of the
young people are unemployed, where for every job vacancy there are more than 150

applicants. \flhere in the last rwo years there has been a five-fold increase in claims and
provision for children requiring school meals. But more than that help to purchase
clothes, simply to go to school. And these are the very people who are going to have to
pay, and who do pay, British contribirtions. It is not written out by the government of the
United Kingdom. It is paid for by the people who live in my area and similar areas. And I
cannot argue rc them, or justify to them, that they should pay for an increase in food
prices that is going to come about next year as a result of the 1983 budget. Therefore I am
going to vote against.

Mr Enright (S).- \7ith a very heavy hean indeed I shall be voting against the motion
for a resolution tabled by the Committee on Budgets. I shall be doing so because of the
assurance given by the Council this rnorning that the Committee on Budgetary Control
was given the opponuniry of ensuring that the United Kingdom Government did spend
the nioney on Community policies as opposed to using it to support Trident.

I could noq in any case, have vorcd for the rejection of the budget, because I would have
been going/along with the cant and hypocrisy of those outside the Socialist Group who
will vote and act and speak in a very different way when it comes to the time of the farm-
prices review. Ve have seen it time and again, and I for one am thoroughly sick of it. I
shall therefore votc against the motion for a resolution.

Mr Collins (S). - I want the House to be quite clear ibout my attitude to this vote. It is
intolerable and absurd that the budget of this Communiry should still remain unchanged
after all the exhortations to change by Parliament and after all the shtements by the
Council and Commission that it would be changed.

Since it is utterly ridiculous that the financial burden should fall unequally and inequitably
on the Member States, then it is only reasonable that this rebate should be paid and that it
should be paid in one instalment. It is not chariry, it is a correction of unfairness.

That having been said, there is no way that I can ever give any kind of support to the kind
of job-crushing policies being pursued by the Thatcher Government in the United King-
dom. This money ought to be spent in the regions. It ought to be used to crearc jobs and it
ought to be used to increase public expendirure beyond the limits presently and grudg-
ingly allowed in the Unircd Kingdom. Therefore, it was endrely right on Tuesday to force
a rethiirk by Council and entirely right to give no quarter and no rympathy to Mrs
Tharcher in her persistent search for new levels of misery for the working people in Brit-
atn.

Finally, Mr President, I must say that before decidint on my vote I have listened to the
arguments this morning. I have listened to them very carefully. As a Socialist I cannot sup-
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pon monearism in any form, and yet I cannor accepr a conrinuation of the budget's
unfairncss towards the United Kingdom.

Mt S$y (S). - (FR) Mr President, although the French Socialists had no responsibility
for the Mandate of 30 May, we made it plain from the beginning rhat ve were in favour
of paying this refund. \7e thought thar, as new policies had not been decided on, rhis
refund could be fitted into Communiry poliry.

Last nighq our delegation went a very long way down the road of conciliation. '!7'e were
ready rc make an effon and to arrive at a serious conclusion. But the intransigence of the
Council, the Council's more less unconcealed desire not to arrive at an agreemenr, is rhe
reason why today we shall vote, regretfully, in favour of rejection, since we cannor accept
the draconian condidons imposed by the Council.

Mr Balfe (S). - Mr President, ten years ago in January Britain came into this institution
with many promises of reforms and changes, none of which have effectively come
through. Ve have staggered from crisis to crisis, and the EEC as an institution has never
been popular in Britain, in contrastto its acceptance in other countries.

Today you iue going to add grist to that mill, because what you are going to prove is that
I and my colleagues who have consistently opposed the EEC have been right wer since we
staned opposing it in the middle'60s.

Ve have had this budget rushed through this weck, in rwo days, in an unacceptable and
irresponsible way, witlout proper time being given for retabling amendmenrs, with people
sitting halfway through the night, meeting at odd hours in rhe morning and cooking up
unacceptable resolutions. I would ask our colleagues from France and Greece especially
whether they would accept this if it was a challenge to them, because they are the coun-
uies which in the past have fought most srenuously for States' rights within this Parlia-
ment.

I know thi soludon I would advocate to Mrs Thatcher, and it is the iolution adoprcd by
General de Gaulle before, because the only thing that these institutions will accept is that
kind of reatment. 

!
Finally, I now challente any Tory to come back to Britain and defend the common mar-
ket against me publicly this week-end.

Sir Hcnry Plunb (ED). - Mr President, it is more in sadness than anger that one rises
on an occasion like this, where behind me are a lot of people who are totally dedicated to
the cause of trying to create European uniry and trying rc create policies within the Com-
muniry which are going rc be helpful and acceptable rc all the people l'e represenl

Vhat Richard Balfe has just said sets out the position as we see ir in Britain. Nevertheless,
I suppon and seek the suppon of Members of this House for the adoprion of the supple-
meltary budget, so that we can get on with our job and show credibility and responsibiliry
in this House. I abhor some of the statements being made by Members from the opposite
side of the House while taking this opponunity o-f dealing with parochial affairq when
our responsibiliry is to rise above all this and take a responsibiliry for Community deci-
sions. This House has the major responsibility for deciding on the overall budget ind on
how resources from that budget can be used in the best possible way.

I accepr the challenge of Richard Balfe and others and am prepared to go back rc my
country and explain what has happened. I will argue, howwer, that the rejection of the

ludg9t has not come from my group but from many who have wasted this opponuniry to
decide and agree on policies that could have been operadng now in a way that would have
been of inrcrest to all and cenainly in the interests of the funher development of the Com-
munity.

(Appkusefrom the Etropean Demooatic Grory)

+

++
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COMPLEMENTARY BARBARELLTc, MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
(Doc. 1-1062 /82'Draftsupplementary and amending budget No I for L982'\:ADOI'[ED

r+

++

SABY REPORT (Doc. t-981 / &z'Budget') : AI)OPTED

*
+*

ROBERT JACKSON REPORT (Doc. 1-ee3l82'Budged): ADOPTED

Exphnations ofoote

Mr Bonde (CDD. - @A)'V'e cannot support the 'free-for-all' movement which has

grown up in this Parliament, where three-cornered agreements are concluded with a view
to obtaining concessions and, and as soon as these concessions have been granrcd, are
thrown overboard for the sake of new fights over new powers for Parliament. I am one of
the few people in this House who thinhs that the Council has already gone too far in what
it decided last night, and that the budgetary procedure that we have embarked on is

extremely dubious and hardly reassuring from the democratic point of view. Those who
uranted to reject the 1982 budget already knew last month that they wanted to reject it.
Nevenheless, they only managed to table a written proposal this morning while group
meetings were being held, so that the people in'the groups would not be able to familiarize
themselvei with the definitive text. Despitf the fact that we had every opportuniry to
negotiate with the Council we were not in a position to obtain the Council's concessions
until last nighq since we were not thinking in terms of negotiations. In the light of this
tfierefore, the Council has, I think, gone too far in the statrment it has issued. The 700/o

extra which they granted last night is, I think, excessive, and I would urge every Member
of this Parliament to compare last night's budgetary procedure with the procedures fol-
lowed in the national parliaments.. . .

Mr Denis (COM), in toiting. - (FR) I shall not go into another analysis of the causes of
world hunger and the meaning of the struggle that must be carried on to put an end to it,
in panicular the need for a. juster world, and new relationships of cooperation with the
developing countries based on equalicy and mutual interest, as with all other counries
without discrimination; in brief, a new world order.

I shall stress the fact that the great problem of hunger calls both for immediate measures

- because everything that can be done must be done - and fundamental measures, in
full respect of the right of each people rc decide its own mode of life without outside
interference.

I shall also stress human solidariry, which, as recent surveys have indicated, is considered
an imponant factor by the vast majoriry of the peoples of the Communiry.

\Vhen we vote on the Community budget we have the opponunity to make a realistic and
modest contribution to this solidarity. The Council should really not be allowed to carry
out its sinister cuts in this field.

This is the aim of our amendments, which, moreover, are in line with the commitments
that we all entered into with our ACP parmers during the recent meetings in Rome.

Mn Ttcobdd-Pauli (S), in ariting. - (FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the
French Socialists were strongly in favour of adopting increased appropriations-for the
Mediterranean prograrhmes.

7 ""
{
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Our concern rc obtain more justice for the poorer regions of the Community will suur ro
become a reality if we finally learn to take account of what I shall call the 'imaginary rich',
that is to say cenain areas which are situated in supposedly rich regions such as rhe region
of Provence Alpes C6te-d'Azur but which do not enjoy the same prosperiry (this is-the
case of the Var and the Hautcs-Alpes) and have serious unemployment problems.

The sdmulation provided by Cor,nmmi[y action, in the event that aid from various Euro-
pean Funds should be provided, would seem, from this point of view, to be very impor-
tant, particularly for employment.

Nevenheless, I want to emphasize that appropriations voted for this purpos€ for our
regions merely constitute a first step and should not in any way be confused with the
indispensable new measures needed for Mediterranean agriculture which musr be adopted
in order both to return to a just balance berween support for producers in the nonh and
the south of the present Community and to help Mediterranean farmers in the presenr
Community to maintain their standard of living after the fonhcoming enlargement of the
Community.

Today we have helped to improve the way the various aid funds function in our region.
Tomorrow we shall do the same thing so as to be able m face the enlargement of the
Community with equanimity.

'o*o

MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS ON POLAND

- LORD CTHAGAN (Doc. t-1022/t2)

- HABSBURG (Doc. t-1035/t2)z

replaced byAmendment No I which was ADOPTED

+

,4, ,b

MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS ON LESOTHO

- IRMER AND BANGEMANN (Doc. 1-101elt2)

- BERSANI AND BARBI (DOC. t-1031/t2)

- FANTI (Doc. t-1036/t2lz

replaced by Amendment No 1-1019/1 which was ADOPTED

,&+

I'ENDERS MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-to3L/82.Surineoe,):
ADOPTED

*
+rs

DONNEZ MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-t12t/t2.Lcbanon,):

replaced byAmendment No I which as ADOPIED

t+

+*
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VAN MIERT MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION(Doc. t-1027/V'Afghanistan'):
ADOPTED

+

**

EVING MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-l0ll/82/Corr.'Fishcrics'):
ADOPTED

{.

+*

PERY MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-1024/t2 'Fisheries'):ADOPTED

*
++

V ALZ MOTION' FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. l-ssl/ tz'Crisis in thc cod industr/) :

ADOPTED

*
*

CASTLE MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-to2t/E2'Regulation No67/67')t
REJECTED

r+

*th

PRWOT MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. l-1010/E2'Severcwcather
conditions in Francc'): ADOPTED

*
+:9

EYRAUD MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION (Doc. t-1029/E2'Sevcrcweather
conditions in France'): ADOPTED

4'

*+

MOTIONS FOR RESOLUTIONS ON GUATEMALA

- BOYES (Doc. t-1027/821

- BARBI (Doc. 1-1034/E2):

replaced byAmendment No I which was ADOPTED

r0

**
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BARBARELLA REPORTS (Docs. t-998/82 and t-tOO+/S2'enerXy dwclopmenr
psogr:unne: Ecasurcs in favour of tte unitcd kingdom') : REFERRED TO

COMMITTEE

JACQUES MOREAU REPORT (Doc. t-e44/82 'NCI'): ADOPTED

The rapponeurwas:

- IN FAVOUR of Amendments Nos 14 and 15;

- AGAINSTAmendments Nos 4 and 5.

\

+

**
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Air transport - Reports by Mr Junot (Docl
1-788/82 and 1-842/82) (contd):

Mrs Phlix; Mr Moreknd; Mrs oon Alemann;
Mr Albers; Mr Eisma; Mr Kaloyannis; Mr

IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH

Vce-President

(The sitting opened at 9 a.m.)

l. Approoal of tbe Minutes

President. - The Minutes of Proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.

Are there any objecdons?

Mr. Rogalla (S). - (DE) lshould be obliged, Mr
President, if, in the second paragraph of Item 13, on
page 52 of yesterday's Minutes, you would mention
my capacity as author of this motion on Community

coal poliry. Mrs'S7alz, who rnoved this resolution yes-
rcrday as chaiiman of the committee, had in fact indi-
cated that I was the author.

Mr Patterson (ED). - On page 55 of the English
version, under the heading 'Revision of Commission
Reguladon 67/67', it says Mrs Castle introduced the
motion for a resolution.

I distinctly remember that not only Mrs Castle but
none of the other authors of the resolution was here,
so I cannot see why the Minutes say she introduced it.

President. - I take note of these observations.

( Parliament approoed the Minutes)l

I For items concerning motions for resolutions entered in
the Regisrcr under Rule 49, procedure without repon
(vote pursuant to Rule 99), Petitions, a funher motion for
a resolution under Rule 49, and transfers of appropria-
tions, see the Minutes of this sitting.
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2. Votesr

TOLMAN REPORT (Doc.l-972/82: 'swine vesicu-
lar disease')

l\d1 felmrn (PPE), rapporteur. - (NL) M. President,
I should like m make a brief observation on all the
amendments that have been tabled, of which there are
five.

Vhen the report vas discussed in the Committee on
Agriculture, none of these had yet been tabled and so I
cannot speak on the commitree's behalf; but, looking
at them objectively, I believe we could accept rhem all.
I am particularly inclined to give a positive recommen-
dation as it is an ongoing situadon and rhe fact that
the committee will soon be returning to this subject
allows me to do so. My recommendation is therefore
positive on all the amendments.

FORSTER fiEpOnf '(Doc.l-847/82: 'air fares')

Proposalfor a direaioe: Article 6, paragraph 4

Miss Forster (ED), rapporteur. - Ve are now run-
ning into the series of amendments tabled by Mr
Hoffmann. I am srongly against Amendment No 5,
because it refers to the provisions of Article 7, which is
not about the dispute procedure but relates to the air
transport users' committee. Therefore I do nor think
this amendment is really admissible, because it relates
to another anicle.

Mr Albers (S). - (NL) Mr President, in view of Rule
5a(1)(a), it is impossible to vote on.Mr Hoffmann's
Amendment No 5. Mr Hoffmann admittedly refers to
an anicle in the directive thar has yet to be voted on,
but that anicle has nothing to do with what he has in
mind. If we vor.e on this amendment and adopt it, we
can be assured that the result will be an opinion on a
directive which does nor tie up und is just nonsense.
Either Mr Hoffmann withdraws his amendment or
you, Mr President, must, in your wisdom, declare the
amendment inadmissible.

Mr Prout (ED). - I want to supporr the previous
speaker and remind you of Rule 5a(1)(a), which says
that no amendmenr shall be admissible if it does not
relate in any way to the rcxt which it seeks to amend.

After the oote on the drafi direAioe

Miss Forster (ED), rapportetr. - Mr President, I ask
you to refer my report to the committee. /

Presidcnt. - In that case, I musr. give the floor to one
speaker for and one against.

Mr Albcn (S). - (NL) Mr President, I think it is
absolutely necessary to take another look, a good
look, at the text as it now stands.

Mr Burke gave us last night his opinion on rhe amend-
ments. He stated quite clearly that he was in favour of
those tabled by the Commitree on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and was opposed to some of the
amendments nbled by Mr Hoffmann and Mr Her-
man. 'S7hat has now happened is that we have adopted
some of the commitrce's amendments and equally
some of those tabled by Mr Herman and Mr Hoff-
mann. I am afraid it wili be found, on a final reading,
that the resulting texr does nor hang together. I there-
fore think we shall have to send it back, if possible, to
both committees - rhe Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and Transpon Committee for a new
opinion - to see how we can get a consisrcnt text.

Mr Hoffmann (PPE). - (DE) Mr Presidenr, I am
against referring this to committee. I would urge that
we accept the amendmen$ rhar have now been
decided upon, for we shall surely find the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs adopting the same
line as before, and ihis does not fall in with the wishes
of the majority in the Group of the European'People's
Party and even less with the majoriry of the Transpon
Committee. \7e have failed to reach a sensible com-
promise, and I believe rhar this vote will enable the
Commission to recognize rhe wishes of the Parliament
and take the appropriate sreps.

(Parliament decided to refer tbe report to committee)

3. Sbipbuilding

President. - The next item is the repon by Mrs
Desouches, on behalf of the Committee on Economic
and MonetaryAffairs (Doc. 1-958/82), on

the pqoposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-952/82 - COM(82) 684 final) for a
directive amending Directive 8I/363/EEC, on aid
to shipbuilding.

Mrs Desouches (S), rapporter4r. - (FR) Mr President,
is there any need to remind you of the conditions in
which this reporr was drawn up? (Incidentally, the
conditions in which it has been presenred are almosr as
bad.) Hasrc isn't the word; 'pushed into it' is even rco
mild, considering that the very day I was appoinrcd
railporteur I was asked for the text of my report. So I
had rc proceed by telephone and produce a job which,
in view of the imponance of the subject, is far tooI See Annex
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superficial. Vhile a parliamentarian cannot anticipate
the demands made of him, the Commission could
surely have staned work 'a little sooner, since the
directive was due to lapse on 31 December 1982. This
fact was known to the Commission ever since the
directive had been adopted, and so the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs protes* very strongly
against this practice of'submitting matters io Parlia-
ment and its committees with a degree of haste that
does nothing but damage.

On the other hand, it has rc be admitted that the ques-
tion raised appears to be simple: are we to extend a

directive, due to expire on 31 December, which lays
down a degree of Communiry discipline in the matter.
of aids to shipbuilding?

Vhat ure are being asked to consider is not a new text,
simply an extension. Nevenheless, we could have
made a rather more serious study of this sector, which
is now going through a crisis, and in reply to these
various criticisms raised by the Committee on Econo-
mic and Monetary Affairs, the Commission has under-
taken to produce shonly a communication on the
shipbuilding sector, which will, I hope, give us an
opportunity to hold a proper debate on this subject.

Meanwhile, we have thought it desirable, on the
occasion presented by this report, rc offer some guide-
lines in relation to shipbuilding. First. of all, while
recognizing the heed for aid in this sector, the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs would like
to see greater transparency in the rules governing
them and, so far as possible, a standardization of the
amounts involved.

The committee has taken up again the idea, put out in
1981, of a 'scrap-and-build' programme. The details
have not yet been finalized - for lack of time,
amongst other things - but we point out that it might
be as well not to retain those envisaged in 1981 since
the programme of that date does not seem to have
produced all the results that had been hoped for.

The idea is a very simple one - that of encouraging
member countries to scrap those of their vessels which
are either antiquated or represent a safety risk, on
condition that they rebuild. Naturally, such rebuilding
should take place at Community shipyards.

I should like rc link up this question with that raised in
paragraph 4 of the motion for a resolution contained
in my repon, on the snndardization of existing ves-
sels. Ve call on member countries to apply stricdy the
international standards laid down by the IMCO or the
Marpol Convention, and that would mean the modifi-
cadon of all those vessels which at present fail to con-
form to these standards. In fact, however, at'the end
of 1981 only 30 0/o of the world fleer conformed rc rhe
IMCO's requirements, and since not all of the remain-
ing 70 % will be brought into line - which would,
incidentally, have provided work for the ship-repairing

yards, as it aheady does at the present moment -some of these vessels would have to be scrapped, and
that would bring work for the shipbuilding yards.

Our call for stricter observance of the obligations
accepted by the member countries of OECD is in line
with a repon submitted by the Commission to the
Council in September 1982, which points out the
imponance of international cooperadon in the ship-
building sector. Here, the Commission declares itself

disappointed and alarmed by Japan's decision to
, relax its previous policy of voluntary restraint,
wen though the general situation in 1981 was still
difficult.

It says that it is

necessary that the Community can count on the
solidariry and responsibility of its leading partners
on the market lest it should be forced to shoulder
more than its fair share of the burden.

I, for my pan, would add that one should also be able
to count upon a degree of European solidariry. In fact,
however, no more than 58Vo of the orders placed by
European shipowners go to Communiry shipyards:
hence the wish of our committee to see Comnruniry
shipowners reserving more of their orders for Com-
munity shipyards.

Finally, the committee has noted the reductions in
capacity that have taken place during the last few
years. Personally, when looking at the figures, I fear
that any funher reductions will result in a transfer of
orders to Japan or Korea.

By adding a funher brief recital to the directive, the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs points
out the imponance it attaches to all these points. It
also looks forward to an early appearance of the com-
munication promised by the Commission.

Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. - (FR) Mr
President, I whish to say how closely the analysis just
made by Mrs Desouches of the situation in the ship-
yards corresponds to any the Commission itself may
make.

The situadon is a difficult one. The improvement we
had hoped for has not materialized., and during the
eighteen months that the directive we are considering
has been in force, we have barely succeeded in main-
tiining a modicum of balance among the Member
States.

The object of this debate is not to go into the sub-
stance of the matter. The document submitted to you
by the Commission does not provide a proper occasion
for doing so: the only procedure under consideration
at th€ moment is that of extending the validity. of the
directive for rwo years, the Commission having under-
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taken, along lines very similar rc, if not identical with,
those adopted by Mrs Desouches, to produce substan-
dal propositions to enable the Community, in accord
with the Member States, to establish, in view of the
disorder reigning on the world market, a policy capa-
ble of alleviating, not only problems of balance
besween one countr7 and another as regards the aid
procedure, but also all the ecanomic, social or political
problems which that implies. 'We are therefore grateful
to the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and rc its rapporteur for the stand they have taken.

In view of this procedure, the amendment tabled by
Mrs Desouches to the text of the directive does nor
seem to me to be good - not even, I would say,
admissible, since it is simply a question of extending a
directive without modification while at the same time

- and I have already done so - undertaking to prod-
uce proposals as rapidly as possible. That will be the
moment for a debate on the substance of the matter,
the occasion for you to state, more fully even than you
have. done today, the lines which you would like
developments to follow. My own wish, therefore, is

that this amendment be withdrawn in view of the
promises I have just made on the Commission's behalf.

There remains the reproach that we obliged the Parlia-
ment to act with precipitate haste: we can but offer
our apologies.

Miss Quin (S). - I should like to suppon the report
by .y colleague, Mrs, Desouches, I think she has

explained clearly that the Parliament has been con-
sulted hastily on the extension of the shipbuilding
directive, and I am glad that Mr Pisani seems to sup-
port her general approach and to qympathize with th,e

predicament in which she finds herself. I agrge with
the Committee, on Economic and Monetary Affairs
that Parliament must have time in the near. future to
study the problems and opportunities for shipbuilding
in the EEC. For the last few yearsi, a great deal of what
we euphemistically call 'restructuring' has taken place
in the industry, and many jobs have been lost, panicu-
larly in depressed regions of the EEC like my own,
where new industries are few.

I believe that restrircturing has now gone far enough
and that shipbuilding, unlike other industries is not
suffering from overcapacity. Indeed, of th6 EEC shi-
powners' annual requirements only about 50 to 50Vo
can be met by shipyards within the Communiry. I wel-
come paragraph 4 of Mrs Desouches' report, which
talks of i more positive approach and of introducing a
Community policy to encourage Communiry shipown-
ers to place more orders with yards in the Member
States.

My own countqy's shipowners have a panicularty bad
record in this respect, and I hope that such a policy
would encourage them rc supporc the industry in their
own country 

^ 
great deal more than has happened in

recent years. Vhat frightens me is the possibility that
in the future, when the shipping market does pick up,
Europe as a whole will not be in a position to take
advantage of this and that 1000/o of the orders will
stan going to the Far East, where Japan and South
Korea have recendy been engaged in a savage price-
cutting war.

I care about the future of this industry, and I hope that
Parliament will discuss it before long and make posi-
dve recommendadons to put it on a new basis for the
future.

Mr Martin (COM). - (FR) Mr President, the repon
presented to us means' funher restructuration and
more of the 'scrap-and-build' plan. This is a plan for
increasing unemployment; it takes no account of
potential needs or of the need to relaunch the mari-
time industries.

In the case of restructuring, the Commission proposal
aims at extending the possibiliry of national aids to this
industry, but it makes them conditional upon funher
restructuring. The dominant criterion in this choice is
that of financial wonhwhileness and not competitive-
ness, for there is the larger problem of the market.
There can be no competitive and viable industry, mari-
time or otherwise, where therg are economic stagla-
tion and austeriry. The. shipbuilding industry depends
first of all on national markets within the Communiry
and on the world market.

In spite of the difficulties, France is today making an
effon at economic growth, and the Commission
should take full account of the options taken by Mem-
ber States. It should not aim at coordinating the man-
agement of austeriry (this is the reason why the fifth
medium-term economic poliry programme v/as not
accepted); instead, it should be helping to find ways of
achieving economic recovery. The last Europearr
Council had a go at this; now the funher step should
be taken of thinking generally about the criteria gov-
erning Communiry interventions in matters of econo-
mic and industrial policy. Employment, productivity,
the purchasing power of incomes and professional
training must be the main criteria in any arrempr ro
achieve economic growth.

Experience shows that coordination by the Com-
munity of industrial restructuring programmes based
on financial wonhwhileness in a period of stagnation
is a hopeless business: ir does nothing to solve the
problem of competitiveness, ir merely makes the crisis
worse and increases unemployment.

Since the repon before us would supporr the Commis-
sion's proposals, the French Communists and Allies, if
the reservations they have made remain without effect,
can only vote against.

Mrs Kalliopi Nikolaou (S). - (GR) Mr President,
the European shipbuilding industry is in a serious state

I,,
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of continuing crisis, and consequently the continua-
tion of nadonal support measures is absolutely essen-

tial. These should be coupled, however, with a general
poliry for restructuring and modernizing the whole
range of activities in this sector - shipbuilding, ship-
repair, shipbreaking and related acdvities.

This policy should have the following aims: firstly, to
ensure that each country retains the minimum produc-
tive capacity (strategic minimum) necess4ry to cater
for the Community's shipping and pon requirements;
and secondly, rc give support to the ship-repair and
shipbreaking sectors ih the Medircrranean areas of the
Communiry in particular, both because of the compar-
ative advantages these areas possess from the stand-
points of geographical location, climate and man-
power, and because of the imponance of these activi-

Finally, I consider it essential that the last indent of
paragraph 4 of the report by Mrs Desouches, which
has to do purely with shipping and is unrelated to the
shipbuilding industry, be deleted. The issue of flags of
convenience is currently being discussed by the appro-
priate international organizations, and it would not be
proper, panicularly in a repon that does not deal with
shipping, for Parliament to take a position on an issue

that has not yet been resolved inrcrnationally. I hope,
therefore, that my Amendment No 4 will be adopted.

Mrs Desouchcs (S), rapportetur. - (FR) Mr President,
I should like to say something about the amendments
to the directive in the light of what the Commissioner
has said.

Actually, there are three amendments down rc the
recitals of the proposal f.or a directive. I accept the one
tabled by the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, also Amendment No 5, by Mrs Nikolaou. I
have nothing to say about Amendment No 5.

I was somewhat surprised by what Mr Pisani had to
say just now about tlese amendments. If he disap-
proves of the substance of these amendments, he is
entirely within his rights to do so; but as regards the
principle, I would point out to him that the recitals of
th draft directive expreis a number of considerations,
and I fail to see why the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs cannot add its own to those of the
Commission.

Prcsident. - If the amendment has been tabled by
your own committee, Mrs Desouches, I assume that
you support it, for how can a rapporteur be against an
amendment abled by his own committee? \7ith all
vorcs so far, I have assumed that when an amendment
was tabled by the competent commitrce, the rappor-
rcur supported this amendment, because of course, he
presents his repon on the committee's behalf. Perhaps,
however, you had some reason for taking the floor in

this panicular case: in that case, I must ask you to
excuse me.

Mr Pisani, Member of the Commission. - (FR) Two
points, Mr President.

The first one is important, and I will present it as inno-
cuously as I can. You took it for granted that the rap-

ironeur could not change her mind as a result of the
debate, and that means that you attach no imponance
to the debate, whereas if my argumenm have suc-
ceeded in persuading, the rapporteur to withdraw her
amendment, she could have left the matter to the wis-
dom of the House in accordance with parliamentary
radition. Otherwise I wonder c/hat could be the pur-
pose of a parliament like this. I therefore insist on the
Commission's right to persuade the Parliament rc
change its mind, and I invite the rapporteur to leave
the matter to the wisdom of the House.

There is no disagreement be[ween the rapporteur and
the Commission on the substance. It is simply a proce-
dural matter of extending a direcdve without changing
it. The recital concerned might well . form pan of
the motion .for a resoludon and would there add a

political dimension rc the formal act of extending the
direcdve.

That is why I rcok up the position I did just now.

President. - Mr Pisani, unless I have misunderstood
you, I cannot accept your interpretation. The rappor-
teur is reponing the views of her committee, and with-
out consulting the committee, she cannot alter its
views. The House, on the other hand, can naturally be
so impressed by what you have had to say that it votes
against the committee's recommendations.

The debate is closedl.

4. Air transpon (cond)

Prcsident. - The next item is a continuation of the
joint debate on the two repprts by Mr Junot (Doc.
l-788/82 and Doc. l-842/82)2.

Mrc Phlix (PPE). - (NL) Mr President, ladies and

tentlemen, my group will vote for the motions for
resolutions contained in these reports by Mr Junot.
The repon on the simplification of formalities at Com-
muniry airpora is based on the ideal that air transport
within the Communiry enjoys an equal footing with
air transport within any single country, but it ii suffi-
ciently realistic to admir that nor all controls can be

I For the vote, see Annex.2 See the previous day's debates.
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eliminated immediately. This will, above all, not be

easy with controls relating rc securiry. The carrying
out of inspections at the moment that passengers step
into the aircraft, with the result that they themselves
have to bring their luggage to the aircraft, can
scarcely, in my view, be regarded as a'service'.

The report says nothing about passengers from outside
thc Communiry who land at an airpon in one of our
Member States. Can no regulation be adopted allow-
ing these passengers, from the moment of their arrival
in the Communiry, to be regarded as travellers within
the Communicy? Tliis implies, of course, that all cus-
toms and police inspections at the place of first arrival
must be carried out as envisaged by Mr Eisma in his
amendment.

I have a few funher observations to make on this
report. Airpon formalities are only one aspect of a
general problem. The repon says thry customs and

' security inspections at rail or road fronderposts is

more flexible than in air ranspon. I take the liberty of
doubting that very seriously. Innumcrablc European
citizens uavelling by rail or road have, at some time or
other, an unpleasant surprise. There, too, one some-
times has m rrait for hours, and the most irritating of
all are the customs inspections. That ordinary tourists
can still be sanctioned for bringing a few bottles of
wine, a few packets of cigarenes or a few grammes of
coffee across the frontier provides irritating proof of 

,

the lack of fiscal harmonization and of the fact that
one still cannot speak of a common market.

Another point is that the rapporteur still places great
hopes in the efficacy of the so-called European pass-
port. In fact, however, this is nothing more than a
nadonal passport drawn up according to a European
standard and actually is the result - the least that
could be expected - of a proposal submitted by the
Commission many ye,us ago with a view to setting up
a European passport union. Naturally we are glad if
any result, even the smallest, is achieved - he who
does not value litde things is unwonhy of great things,
as the provert says, and the mills of Europe grind
slowly - but this European passport union might have
been the beginning to a soludon of the problems beset-
ting the free movement of persons and a Communiry
visa policy, as today's issue of Le-Monde poinrs our.

'The 
utiliry of a standardized passpon will indeed be

small if the Member States do not follow the ICAO's
recommendation to provide for a machine-readable
page, which is the only guaranrce of authenticiry ind
at the same time facilitates rapid inspection. It would
appe^r that only one Member State is prepared rc take
this measure. It goes without saying rhat here strict
legal measures will be necessary to ensure pivacy,
while at the same time it is an absolute necessiry that
the bearer should be enabled to read all data himself.

It should be borne in mind with the inroducdon of a
uniform passport that the citizens of most Member

States of the Communiry and even of the Council of
Europe do not need a passport to travel in Europe: a
national identity card suffices.

So much has been said about the European passport
that the public has got the impression that'in future it
will no longer be possible to use these nadonal identicy
cards. It would therefore be helpful if the Commission,
the Council or the various governments made it clear
that they have no intention of abandoning the Euro-
pean agreement on regulations governing the move-
ment of persons between Member Starcs of the Coun-
cil of Europe, adopted on 13 December 1957.

Mr President, I have deviated somewhat from the
immediate subject of the Junot reports, because I felt it
was necessary to place this imponant problem in as

broad a framework as possible. The rcpon by our col-
league Mr von Vogau, which we debated yesterday,
gives an exccllent general picture of the free move-
ment of persons within the Community - not only
the free movement of workers, as envisaged in
Article 48 of the Treaty, but also bearing in mind the
realizadon of a genuine common internal market.

Mr Moreland (ED).- Mr President, the rwo reporrs
that we are discussing are niodels of what reports to
this Parliament should be. They are short, succinct and
to the point. My group supports them wholeheartedly.
They cover the subject very adequately, and I rhink
most of us in this Parliament would say that there is
not much to add.

Those of us who are Members of the European Parlia-
ment have to go through the periodical hell of going
through airpons to Bet to the place where Parliamenr
is meeting. I stan off by having to go through rhe hell
of London Airpon, through the 'black hole of Cal-
cutta' called Terminal 2. I rm told from behind rhat I
am exaggerating, but I don't think I am exaggerating.
I suspect most of us find going through airporu hell. I
think I have a lot of support for that panicular com-
ment!

Having assaulted London Airpon, Mr President, I
now come on to Brussels, which I have to pass-
through when going to commitree meetings. Here I
believe I have even stronter supporr. In fact we have
an amendment down to Mr Junot's report concerning
the imposition of a depanure tax at Brussels airpon.
This is, of cource, an extra burden and an extra barrier
to movement in Brussels airpon. I don't understand
why the Brussels authorities have done rhis. It is the
normal practice at airpons to charge Sirlines for the
number of passengers arriving at an airpon. In other
words, there is a passenter related tax. Vhy they have
to go through this panicular procedure baffles me. I
hope the message of rhis Parliamenr will be that we
should like rhem to stop ir.

These are, of course, examples of only some of the
difficulties that we have rc pur up with. There are, I

l,
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believe, a large number of other annoyances at afu-
ports. I had one recently when I showed my European
Parliament passport again at London airpon. I was
told that I should not go through the gate for UK citi-
zens, that I clearly should go through the gate for
Greek citizens. I can only say that at the next election
I should be delighted to represent Crete or the Ionian
islands in this Parliament. But therq are lots of these
rivia which do affect p.rssengers. I am always panicu-
lady upset when I see passengers with families coming
long disances, having had a long overnight flight and
having to queue up to to through all the formalities. I
am sure that something can be done to reduce this.
Indeed, Mr Junot points the way.

So I hope that the message to the Commission and the
Council is this. For goodness'sake look at the bureauc-
racy here! A lot of it can be reduced and should be

reduced, and the sooner we get on with it the bener!

(Appkuse)

Mrs von Alemann (L). - (DE) Now that our col-
league has given such a heanrending account of the
difficuldes one may encounter at airpons, I need add
nothing funher on that score.

I should, however, like to associate myself with his
assessment of Mr Junot's reports. Mr Junot has done a

really excellent job 
- interesting, precise and bereft of

all superfluities.

I should like to say to Mrs Phlix that there is no point
in demanding everything straight away - that, for
e:rample, the passpon union should be 'introduced

immediately. Admittedly, most Members of this House
will probably atree that this passport union is neces-
sary; but let us begin, all the same, with the European
passport, even if it is not ideal, and then we can set

about abolishing all these formalities at-the airports,
for people who have to travel by air are well aware
that they are in for a trying time vrhen they take the
plane to go away on holiday or whatever. kt us there-
fore not always complain that we cannot get our ulti-
mate wishes fulfilled; let us build the European Union
bit by bit! That is better than constantly moaning that
we still have not got the European passpon union.

Vhen travel is made easier in some way, this helps to
creat€ among our cidzens a feeling of belonging
totether, a feeling which is needed but far from
encouraged by the regulations in force at most airports
in the Communiry. I do not reiard Heathrow as a par-
ticularly fine airpon - and that is putting it mildly, in
a European spirit, Mr Moreland - but I am always
glad, on arriving in England, to find that I pass

through the conrols before Australians or citizens of
the United States of America. \7'hen I come rc Great
Britain, I come as a European citizen: that for me is
wonderful, and I wish things were like that in Ger-
many.

Ve congratulate Mr Junot on his excellent report and
consider it deserves being adopted, for the psychologi-
cal effects of putting flights within the Community on
an equal footing with inland flights cannot be over-
estimarcd. I shall be voting for Mr Boyes's amend-
hent, because I consider, as an amateur photographer
myself, that this aurcmatic inspection of films is not
good for the films.

Mr Junot's report on safety measures in aircraft should
also, in our opinion, be adopted, since it contains some
very interesting poinr. Of course we are all aware that
the level of safery in aircraft is higher than with other
means of ffansport; that is well known; but - and
here we agree with Mr Junot - there is still room for
improvement. If that is the case, then we should set

about it, and I think that what he has to suggest is very
good.

IN THE CHAIR: MR ESTGEN

Vce-kesident

Mr Alben (S). - (NL) Mr President, we shall be
voting for both repons. In our group's view, the sim-
plification of such formalities is an extremely impor-
tant mafier, because the man in the street assesses the
European Community by whether it makes it easier
fsr him to cross frontiers. This we cannot afford rc
ovedook.

The simplification of formalities is, of course, a matrcr
not only for passenger ffansport but also for freight
transport. If the Commission is prepared some time to
take up this matter and consider a draft directive on
the simplification of formalitios at airpons, it would do
well to consider, simplifying these formalities for
freight by means of modern electronics. If, as I under-
stand, there are still difficulties here at the airpons, the
delays are due to the,f.act that all formalities are seen

to on arrival at the airpon itself, as a result of which
the dme gained by transponing the freight by air is
lost again.

On the subject of safery, we, are in some difficulry in
our group inasmuch as we understand that Mr Eisma
has objections to the setting up, at Community level,
of yet another committee, composed of representatives
of airlines and civil airpons, for the purpose of study-
ing safery in aircraft. The difficulty is, of course, that
if such a committee is not brought into being, the
question is whether the Commission's DG VII has
enough staff dvailable rc take up these matters, and
thai I doubu I know from experience that DG VII is
seriously under-staffed and that in other sectors, such
as inland waterways, road and rail transpon, much has
to be done with the aid of committees which supply
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the Commission with the informadon needed for
drawing up proposals. My, expecadon is, rherefore,
Mr President, that the Commhsioner will have to
reply that the commitee is indis$nsable and that con-
sequently we shall have rc votd against Mr Eisma's

I wish m congratulate the raflporteur on his swo
reports and say that we shall sirppon them without
reservation.

Mr Eirna (ND.- @L) Mr Pfesidenq if I am not
mistaken, I am entided to fifteen minutes' speaking-
dme, but I shall require only a pan of this.

Ve congratulate Mr Junot on his rwo excellent
reports.'Ve agree with the one on safery measures in
aircraft, with the excepdon of one subparagraph, to
which Mr Albers has already drawn attention. The
point is as follows. The second subparagraph of para-
graph 10 of the motion dealing with safety measures in
aircrah proposes setting up yet another Community
body, and in Amendment No 1 we propose that this be
deleted. It is not that we disagree with the purpose of
such a body, vhich would be to study questions of saf-
ety, but we take the view that rhe Commission itgelf
should do the job. Ve are, as a rule, opposed to set-
ting up one new body after another to see to every-
thing that has to be done. I should be glad to hear the
Commission's views on rhis. Is it not equal to the job?
If not, why not? \7ould the Dilrision concerned have
to be strengthened? Does the Commission not think
this would be bener than setdng up a new body?

Mi President, the report on the simplification of for-
malitics formulates a number of vishes, many of which
must, I fear, be regarded for the time being as nothing
more than pious. There are in fact three groups of
obstacles that can be encountered by the air-passenger.
Mr Moreland gave some very telling examples. The
first group consists of cumbersome and ofrcn unpradi-
cal procedures invented by the airlines and airpoqts to
make passengers waste their time and keep employees
uneconomically occupied. The report contains some
excellent sutgestions for dealing with them.

The second group concerns inspections at internal
Communiry frontiers and their abolition. As may be
gathered from recent replies from the Commission to
questions put by Mr Rogalla, it follows from Article 3
(c) of the EEC Treary that, among other things, there
is a right to the unimpeded movement of persons
berwecn Member States. It is a matter for deep regret
that after all these years and afrcr const4nr pressure
from the Parliament, there is still no free mqvement of
persons. For the free movement of persons no Euro-
pean passport is required, nothing at all is needed, any
more than one needs anything to cross rhe border
from Texas to lpuisiana, from Viintemberg to
Bavaria, from Belgium to Luxembourg or from one
Scandinavian country to another.

To be able to do avay with these inspections, one -but at least one - condition mu$ be fulfillcd, and that
conc€rns the third group of obstacles - namely,
inspections at the Communiry's external frontiers. As
Mr von \7ogau points out in the first paragraph of his
motion for a resolution vorcd on earlier today, inspec-
tions at each Member Starc's external frontiers must
be such that the protection against crime, weapon-
smuggling, illegal immigration, etc., is considered ade-
quate by the other Member Starcs, This is why we
have tabled Amendment No 1, urging that controls at
external frontiers be so tightcned up as to make them
acceptable to other Member States. The wording of
this amendment makes it clear that it is not, of course,
intended to promorc prorcctionism but only ro create
the conditions needed for the abolition of controls at
internal frontiers.

In conclusion, Mr Presidcnt, as I said in the question I
put to the Commission when this debate was
adjourned at midnight, I expect from the Commission
a clear reply to whatever has been brought forward by
representatives of the Parliament in this debate; in
panicular, I should be glad to have a clear reacrion
from the Commission to tfie amendments rhat have
been tabled.

Mr Kdoyannis (PPE). - (GR) Mr President, both of
the reports by Mr Junot are unquestionably very accu-
rate and substantive. Above all else, they depict the
situadon precisely as everyone through bitter experi-
ence has come to know it, and they propose realistic
measures for recdfying it.

Mr President, I do not vanr to repeat all of what is
correctly recorded in the repons. I just want rc use the
opponuniry of this debare to statr that the Council's
indifference towards transporr policy is well and truly
evidenu This indifference is pan of a more general
indiffcrence, and it is very right indeed that the pro-
cess of recourse to the European Court has been set in
motion. This is incontestably a profound indication of
the extent of the omissions thar have been nored, for
these measures ought to have been iniriated by thc
Commission or the Council and not left to the good
intentions of the Committee on Transpon or of cer-
ain other colleagues using the device of tabling pro-
posals for a debate.

I would urge the Council and the Commission at least
to follow up the possibiliry of developing'and imph-
menting these proposals if they are endorsed, because
if they continue wirh indmations and prayerful senti-
ments nothing will ever get done. I would ask, as otfier
colleagues have done, how we can possibly expect
good treatment, simplification of procedures and of
control formalities, most of which are utterly needless,
when we ourselves, Euro MPs with a special passport

- freedom of passage, thar is - who need [o move
around two or three times a week, are not taken into
account by-either national or orher authorities. Ve
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suffer these tribulations and we demand that others,
who do not have special passports, should not have to
suffer a great dql more than those of us who do have
this privilege and still hrve to put up with these diffi-
culties. So I wish - and this is not aimless, or seeking
after partial reatment, or selfishness in vinue of the
fact that we enjoy a certain position - that the matter
could be referred somevhere, or that the Commission
would show some concern, so that out of all the things
that are rightly proposed in the two reports - and
chiefly in the one dealing with the simplification of
transfrontier procedures - something could be done
for us as well. This might help to facilitate the move-
ments of those travelling from distant areas,,such as

,Greece, who suffer a multiplicity of troubles.

Mr Habsburg (PPE) - (DE). Mr President, most
speakers so far have complained about conditions at
their airpons. I have the honour here to represent the
CSU - that is to say, Bavaria, and would like to stress

yet again that the v'ay we are treated in Munich we
can be quite satisfied. I should like you to come one
day to Munich to see how an airpon - heaven
knows, not perfectly, but nevertheless very sadsfacto-
rily - can be organized.

I congratulate Mr Junot heartily on his two excellent
rgpons. I shall deal with the one on safery measures in
aircraft, since a great deal has been said on the other
and the only comment one can possibly add is that we
should not under-estimate the imponance of the
European passport.

Let us be grateful for thp progress that has so far been

made, bit by bit. For the citizen, it is a first but never-
rheless fairly important step, especially as it is usually
at the airport that he, the ordinary citizen, is con-
fronted with bureaucracy in its worst form. I think, for
example, of those curious yellow papers that one has

to hand in in Paris and of which it can cenainly be

said that they will never be read but will go rc collect
du3t in some archive or other. That is the son of thing
that must be abolished: we must break out of this
vicious circle.

Now about the question of safery: three small points,
Mr Junot, are, I think, imponant. First of all, the
exbess luggage rhat pasengers take vith them. The best
safery measures are pointless if passengers are allowed
to take a guitar, or even a piano,'with them as hand
luggage and so throw everrthing out of order. I fly a

great deal, and my impression is that this son of thing
is increasing. Ve should be careful.

I welcome the idea that it should be possible to lock
the luggage compartments over passengers' heads.
Oirly too often, things come flfng down. This con-
stant sour@ of embarrassment should be removed.

On one point, however, I cannot share the rappor-
teur's opinions, and that concerns the question

whether bemer and more thorough emergenry dgills
should be carried out. In reality, no one pays the
slightest attention to these so-called emergenry drills:
the stewardess stands up in front and goes through the
motions, and eveqyone else reads his newspaper. All
these formalities are, I think, unnecessary: better is the
piece of paper in front of one in one's seat, for this one
can read if one is interested and when things begin to
take a downward turn, there is still time to do so,
whereas what has been explained a couple of hours
before has long since been forgomen.

The entire repon on safery measures has as its back-
ground, of course, a single fact which, in my opinion,
is decisive: all safety measures cost a great deal of
money. Vith very few exceptions, all.our aidines are
in a difficult financial situation, so that they can simply
no longer afford this son of thing. For us Europeans,
this raises once again the question what we can do iir
the Community to bring the airlines closer together. In
the past, there have already been projects for a com-
mon European airline, at least for cenain routes, and
these almost met with success. Ve really should make
an effon - without limiting freedom of economic act-
ion - to revive this idea of a joint European airline,
panicularly for routes outside Europe, for the recent
decision on Eurocontrol, which, in my view, conflicts
with the decision made by Parliament, is a good exam-
ple and a clear proof of how our revered tovernments

- and not only in budgetary questions in the Council

- are constandy trying to turn the clocls back. Politi-
cally speaking, they are returriing to the Stone Age of
the nation-states. It is therefore high time for us to
move forward, so far as air travel is concerned, to a

European way of thinking.

I therefore thanh Mr Junot once more for his excellent
report, which we shall all be only too glad to support.

(Appkrse)

Mr Burke, Merter of tbe Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, I should like to reply to the request of an hon-
ourable Member last night that the Commission
should indicate its position on the various amend-
ments.

I will convey to my colleague who is responsible the
interest of Parliament in these safety tnatters. On the
question of safery measures in aircraft, we can agree
with Amendment No 1, tabled by Mr Eisma. The
Commission will, of course, consult experts from the
various airlines and airports as the need arises,
although the scarciry of personnel in DG VII means
we should not be able to go too deeply into this.

I have rc disagree with Amendment No 2, by Mr
Boyes, on the simplification of formalities at airpons,
as w'e agree with the rapporteur that security could not
be guaranteed by manual inspection only.

I
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'\7'e can accept Amendment No 3, by Mr Moreland,
on the simplification of formglities.

Finally, I have an open mind on Amendment No 1, by
Mr Eisma, on formalities at airpons. I rhink it is not
relevant to rhe resolution before the House. Nevenhe-
less, we agree [har uniform controls at Community
external borders are a suitable maner for Community
acdon, as this relates rc the idea of a passpon union.
So we will have a look at rhat.

I want to thank all the Membets who have spoken and
to say that I shall convey the views expressed here rc
my colleague who is responsible.

Mr Enright (S). - I want ro pur d question on the.
Boyes amendment, which does not relate rc manual
inspection but the manual inspection of films. I think
there is an imponant distinction here.

Mr Boyes (S).- I should like rc ask the Commis-
sioner a question on my amendment on X-rays and
calling for the right m a manual inspection. I can
assure you, as a man.who carries photographic gear
with him all the time, that the manual inspecdon of my
equipment is much more rigorous than putting ir
through the X-ray machine, in rhat my cameras, as
those of all phomgraphers - and I speak from great
experience - are taken apart for inspection inside,
ou6ide, the lenses and so on. Then, if there is any fur-
ther check - in spite of rhe waste of film - an expo-
sure is made in front of the person. I would sugges[
that the manual inspection is much more rigorous-t-han
that with the X-ray machine. It means that eveqy indi-
vidual, item of equipment is carefully inspeited. I
would like the Commissioner ro commenr on rhat
statement, please, if ir is wirhin. the rules.

Mr Burke, Member of tbe Conmission. - Mr Presi-
dent, as this is a marrer of rcchnical complexity, I
would like to indicare ro rhe House rhat I will have the
mafier funher examined and, as far as I can, urge my
colleagues to do so. Ve will take a more open atrirude
towards this and see what can be done about the mat-
rcr raised by the honourable Member.

President. - The debate is closed.l

(After the'adoption of the motion for a resolution (Doc.
1-842/82)

Prcsident. - Mr Boyes, why do you wish to take the
floor?

Mr Boyes ($). - I am sorry, Mr President, ir was a
fall-back position in case my amendment was defeated.

Ls it is I welcome Mr Burke's promise that the Com-
mission will invesdgate this technical matter funher.

5. Fisberies

Prcsidcnt. - The ,nexr irem is a joint debate on rhe
reports by Mr d'Ormesson, on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculure (Doc. l-965/82), and Mr
Enright, on behalf of the Committee on Development
and Cooperation (Doc. l-961/82), on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc.l-756/82 COM(82) 599 final) for a regula-
tion concerning the conclusion of the Agreemcnr
befi/een qhe Govcrnment of the Revolutionary
People's Republic of Guinea and the European
Economic Communiry on fishing off the Guinean
coast.

Mr d'Ormesson (PPE), rdpporteur. - (FR) I shall
deal, first, with the Agreement itself, then with the
problems raised by rhe poliry of the European Com-
muniry concerning fishing in the East-Cenral and
South-East Arlantic and, finally, what, in my view, is
the ultimate aim of our North-South activities.

This fisheries agreemenr is the rhird to be negotiated
by the European Communiry with one of the ACP
countriei, following those concluded wirh Senegal and
Guinea-Bissau. It is very similar to these though of
longer term, having been adopted for three years; it
carries the possibiliry of being extended by tacit agree-
ment; it conains a number of rules which seem ro me
to be extremely good and judicious; and its aim is,
obviously, to develop, within the lorn6 agreements,
fish resources as one of the means of combating the

.lack of proteins arnong the peoples of Africa.

Among the specific provisions, I note that the Guinean
authorities are to issue licences against payment, by
the s\ipowners, of a dury of tOO ECU per CGRT
Alternatively, the shipowners can pay in kind by
unloading pan'of their catch at Conakry. Moreover,
within limits laid down in the exchange of leders
annexed rc the Agreemenr, rhey are to employ Gui-
nean sailors on board their vessels. All these are wise
provisions.

It is desirable that the European Communiry should-take 
an interest in the question of fishing in the whole

of this region, known as the East-Central and South-
East Atlantic. Incidentallyj I have ths honour of hav-
ing quite recenrly been appointed by the Committee
on Agriculture to deal with this problem next spring.

Exploitation of rhe fish resources of rhe Adantic is one
way of helping to resolve rhe problem of hunger in
Africa, and we should be wrong ro under-estimatc it;
but on this occasion I would point out rhat there are

I For thc rrrote, see Anpcx.
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going to be obstacles, in panicular the policy of the
Soviet Union, using Cuba as a cat's paw. Those who
imagine that the Cubans are in Africa solely because of
Pretoria are allowing themselves to be deceived by
arguments of purely tactical imponance. The Soviets

have rwo main and one subsidiary object in Africa.
The two main objects are the rwo sources of wealth on
which the !flest depends for survival: energy in the
Persian Gulf is the reason for the Cuban's presence in
Abyssinia and the South Yemen, while the mineral
resources of Central and Southern Africa explain their
presence in Angola and Mozambique. It is clear, how-
ever, that they also want to control the fish resources

of the Adantic, and this is pan of the reason for their
presence in Guinea, a presence which is becoming
more and more unpopular. According to reports
recendy conveyed to me by Mr Fr6d6ric Dupont, who
was sent to the,People's Republic of Guinea by the
French National Assembly and has just returned after
meeting the country's authorities and political leaders,

the Cubans'presence there represents an intolerable
burden which the country hopes we shall help them to
bring to an end.

This agreement provides a means of rying Guinea to a

European policy, of showing the interest that we take
and of helping it to develop its fisheries. It is therefore
an agreement rc be welcomed.

Finally, by concluding fisheries agreements with coun-
tries down the entire Atlantic coast, we shall, litle by
little, gain a foothold for our influence. This will bring
with it a development of these countries' resources and
in the end promote freedom.

Mr Enrieht (Sl, rapporteur: Mr President, I will not
detain this House - the multitude of you who have

stayed for this very exciting debate - for long, and
tlrere are several things I do not need to say now that
Mr d'Ormesson has spoken.

I q,ould only like rc say one thing in reply to him. I
think it is a greap shame to drag the East-!7est conflict
into the European Communities' development poliry.
It is the Nonh-South dialogue that we should be dis-
cussing. If ,we pre talking about the way in which Cuba
or Russia deploy their factoryships in Africa, the Car-
ibbean and the Pacific, then we should also mention
the Japanesc. It is not just one country that does it, it is
a number of countries. They are all wrong, and let us

nor make it pan bf the East-Vest conflict! Ve are

much more concerned as a Communiry with develop-
ment policies than individual political paths: this
occurs with bilateral aid and not nearly so much with
Community aid, and I think it is terribly important
that this should be so.

In presenting my report, I would also like to endorse
Mr Kellett-Bowman's opinion. He rcld me that he was

not able to be here today, but we discussed his opinion
and I cenainly accept everphing that he has to say.

'Ve in the Cotnmittee on Development and Coopera-
tion wish to emphasize the training aspects of this pro-
gramme. !7e would like to thank the Commission very
strongly indeed for taking on board the rwo previous
reports, and the recommendations that we made in
them. I had the pleasure of presenting both'of them to
this Parliament, and Parliament unanimously endorsed
them. This shows, I drink, in an exemplary fashion the
way in which Parliament and Commission can work
together as long as the Council does not get in the
way, as it has not done so far on these fishing agree-
ments.

'Ve would like to emphasize, too, the imponance of
sending out advisory experts. \7e do need, when we
alk about ihe transfer'of rcchnology, really to ransfer
that technology and not play our cards close to our
chest. The question of the food,situation has already
been mentioned, but I would like specifically to
emphasize that the wealthier paftner, in other words
ourselves, should not be the one who is taking the
cheap benefit out of this. I well understand the work-
ings of capitalism, and I say this is no derogatory way.
There has to be a profit made and there will be a profit
made. That I accept - it is in the nature of things -but let us make sure that it is a reasonable return, a

reasonable profit, and not exploitation, as it all too
ofrcn is.

That brings me to the recommendations about the
loqal'population and their employment. This is a case

wheri we are thinking not of the employment of
Europeans but of absorbing local unemployment situa-
tions in Guinea, and I think we must emphasize that
absolutely.

Finally, I should like rc say something about conclud-
ing regional agreemenr. I think it is a great shame that
we have covered Senegial, Guinea-Bissau and now the
Rcpublic of Guinea and that we are not able to con-
clude regional agreements. It is not, I think, endrely
the fault of the Community, but we do need m
emphasize to our colleagues and comrades in the ACP
counries that it is not in our inrcrests but in their
interests that we conclude regional agreemenr.

.l

May I, in its absence, call upon the Council to endorse
this agreement with the grearcst possible speed. It is of
b6nefit to.the Republic of Guinea and indeed to the
Communiry as well, and the Council should be swift
rc adopt this regulation.

Mrs Ewitg (DEP). - Mr President, I would like to
thank the rappofl,eurs for their work. There, can be

few wonhier aspects of the york of a Membdr of the
European Parliament than to help the developing
counries to feed themselves. Fish is the key to solving
the problem of starvation in the Third \7orld, and it is
really quite exraordinary what an underdeveloped
resource it is in world terms. The ves[ coast of Africa
is one of the richest fishing-groqnds in the world, so
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rich in fact that if one stands on rhe pier anywhere
there one can actually see the water rceming with the
fish. Yet if you travel just an hout or rwo inland in

. some of the countries such as Senegal and Mauritania,
as I have done, you find yourself facing a situation of
near sErvation.

It seems slow progress, but I know how difficult it has
bcen for the Commission to make even rhese atree-
ments, and I do not think that it is the Communiq/s
fault here. I agree vith Mr Enright that regional plans,
cooperation among these States, is the desirable end
and that the absence of rhese things, again, is nor rhe
Community's fault. But it is something we should be
actively encouraging them to do.

One-eighth of the world's fish is taken by the USSR to
feed'its own people. For some reason which I have
never quite understood, the USSR has failed m
develop its own land, which is in some cases perfectly
capable of producing food. It seems ro allow it to lie
fallow and then make up for that by taking fish that
properly belong to other counrries. There is no ocean,
there is no sea where there are not Russian factory-
ships. Now the Russians entered into agreements wirh
all these \Pest African countries vith whom the Com-
munity has now also gor atreements. They got fish-
ing-rights in exchange for promises of training and of
refrigeration and preservation facilities. In almost all
cases they have broken completely their promises rc
these countries, who are finding them out and who are
beginning now ro cut off the righu tlrat were given m
Russia.

Having said rhat, I must say thar Japan and Korea's
behaviour in Vest Africa is much worse than the
Soviet Union's. At least Russia has trained ,o..'-"*-
bers of crew and has provided some refrigeration facil-
ities, while to my knowledge, having been to these
countries under the Lom6 Convendon as one of your
delegates, the Japanese and the Koreans have done
almost nothing. And yet they too come and plunder
these seas in order to go and take the fish back.

The EEC is not a threat rc rhese countries. Indeed,
many more of our fishermen could properly and to the
advantage of these counrries entcr into joint ventures,
but our fishermen traditionally do not wanr ro be away
from home long enough. That is rhe tradition, and I
do not think it will be broken; so I do not think thar
we are a threat in terms of catch at the moment, and I
do not think we are ever going rc be a threat, which
means we can approach these countries. I hope there
will be more agreements,like this and that we can ten-
uinely be the honest broker. The Africans, if they are
fair, will accepr thar they have really nothing to fear
from us,

It seems 1o me, and I hope this is nor irrelevant, that
the solution here.is to encourage Spain on rhe eve of
her entry to send her massive fleet southwards. It is
logical, it is a nearby area. Moreover, this Communiry

should bffer serious financial incentives to the Span-
iards to help with the uaining of these people, because
they desperately need ,'ordinary training not jusr as
captains of boats but.training as crewmen, They des-
perarcly need even the simple skills of curing and
smoking and preierving. These less expensive rypes of
preserration are tle things we should be djrecting our
atrcntion to. Refrigeration does not really solve very
much, since you have still the problem of getting the
stuff into the interior of these countries.

I welcome all the work the Commission has aon.. t
hope there will be more atreements like this and I
hope that the Commission will take on board my oft-
repeated request,thar the Spanish fleet go down, and
not up to the Nonh Sea, where there is absolutely no
room for them.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Presidcnt

DIr Pisani, Member of tbe Commision. - (FR) The
Commission is gratified by the welcome accorded to
its proposal and would like to take advantage of this
opponuniry to make a number of observations.

The fisheries agreemenr now submined to you com-
bines, like others of the same narure, three airns. The
first is that of serving the interests of the European
Communiry itself, which needs fishing-grounds to
replace those off its orvn coas6: this means that rhere
is a mutual interest and not merely aid to development.
The second is that of ensuring that foreign fishing-
fleets respect the natural wealth of the developing
counr.ries of Africa, which only too often factory-shipi
come to pillage without payrng any indemniry Lr
showing any otlrcr form of consideration. The third is
the desire to promot€ development, a desire that leaps
to the eye on reading the texts of these aBreements
and which means an obligation on rhe pan of the
fleets of the Community ta pay dury, conCede pan of
the catch and train fishermen - an obligation, in
other words, to help make the riches of fie sea an
imponant element in balancing the food resources of
the coastal countries.

The question has been asked whether rhere can be
more a-Breements like this one, and a policy has been
called for in this connection. I can say-that, as pan of
our relations with non-associated developing coun-
tries, we are a[ present studying the possibility of con-
cluding an agreement of rhis kind with Angola. More
generally, a srudy has been initiarcd for the purpose of
drawing up an inventory of the fish resourcei along
the whole of the African coasr, as the basis for a fishl
ing plan designed ro ensure the protection and even
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devilopment of these resouroes by sriking a balance
besween their natural development and the level of
catches. Ve are therefore on the right road.

I cannot conclude before pointing out that fish
resources are not confined to those along the coast. In
a continent like Africa, there are also the lakes and riv-
ers to consider, and here again we have begun a series
of attempts, somedmes on a large scale, to help ensure
that these resources also form in element in thi bal-
ance of food resources needed by this vast continent
threatened by hunger. It is in the light of such consi-
derations and with the prospect in mind of a develop-
ment policy which must also be a policy of mutual
interest that the agreemcnt now before you has rc be

seen.

Once again, I am grateful for the rapporteur's support
and, I hope, that of the House.

President. - The'debate is closed.l

(,lfier the eote on tbe tuo reports)

Mr Enright (S). - There is a rumour flying around
the place that the Council is going to reconvene us to
discuss the 1982 budget next week.

Could you either confirm or deny that rumour, Mr
President?

President. - Mr Enright, I can only say that rumours
never reach me.

(Laugbter)

Mr Enright, and dear colleagues, I said rumours never
reach me. That is why at this stage I think the time has

come to wish you all a very good Christmas holiday, a

lood Christmas Day, a good beginning to 1983 and I
hope also a good neur year.

I think we have tried to bring this Parliament a little
bit funher in 1982.1983 will be a more difficult year,
not only difficult for the Community but also for us

because of the rapidly approaching date for the elec-
tions of 1984.

I wish you all the strength you need to tet the cam-

O"ltr: those elections offthe ground in 1983.1

. 6. Adjoumment of the session

Presidcnt. - I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.

(The sitting closed at 11.50 a.m.)

I For the vote, see Annex.

1 For details concerning motions-for resolutions entered in
the register under Ru[e 49, time-limits for tabling amend-
ments, forwarding of resolutions adopted during the sit-
ting, and dates for the next pan-session, see the Minutes.
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t ANNEX

Votes

This Anncx indicates repporteurs'opinions on emendmcnts and reproduces the text
of explmetions of votcs. For further {6tails of the voting, tfie rcadcr is rcfered to
the Minutes.

TOLMAN REPORT (Doc.l-972/82t swine vesiculer disease): ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke

infavourof all the amendments.

*
++

HORD REPORT (D.x,. l-97 3 / 82 : foot-and-mouth discase) : ADOPTED

*
!s ,s

KIRK REPORT (Doc. l-943/82zftshcry resourccs): ADOPTED

*
*+

BilrZLEY REPORT (Doc. l-957 / t2 : manufacured tobacco) : ADOPIED

+

++

CARETTONI ROMAGNOLI REPORT (Doc. t-e6t / s2 : financial eid) : ADOpTED

Exphnation of Vote

Mr skovmand_(cDD, (n uiting) - (DA) It is generally recognized that, qualitadvely
speaking, the Community countries' development aid is of little value. This is aimost inev-
itable, since this aid, like all other kinds of multilateral qid, is served by a cumbersome
administration. There are also political ties which the United Nations Development Aid
Programme does not have to take into account.

Unfonunately, Denmark is Treaty-bound to make a financial contribution to the Com-
muniq/s programme of development aid for the ACP counrries, as a resulr of which it has

F4 .. t-._d":e that p-an.of its contributions which so far has passed through organs of the
United Nations. A further stepping up of the European Communiq/s D-evelolpment Aid
Programme would mean that- this pan of the Danish contribudon rc development aid
would have rc be reduced yer funher.
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\7e of rhe Danish Popular Movement Against Memberiship of the EEC can therefore not
suPPorr this report.

rs

*+

VERONESI REPORT (Doc. l-97 I / 82 : informetion tectrnologics) : ADOPTED

+

*r9

NOTEBOOM REPORT (Doc. 1-1006/E2: Commuilties' own rcsources) : ADOPIED

.+

,**'

PAPANTONIOU REPORT (Doc. 1-845/E2: compctition policy) : ADOPTED

The rapponeur spoke

infaoo*rof 'Amendment No 11, and

against all the other amendments.

+

+r+

VON VOGAU REPORT (Doc. 1-642/t2: customs union): ADOPTED

The rapponeur spoke

infaoourof. Amendments Nos 1, 2/corr.,3,4 and 5, and

against Amendments Nos 7, 8 and 10.

-r&
r&*

DESOUCHES REPORT (Doc. 1-541/t2: locd transfrontier traffic) : ADOPTED

19

*r+

' RUFFOLO REPORT (Doc. l-664/s2: ceditinstitutions): ADOPTED

Mr Moreau, deputizing for the rapporteur, spoke

infaooarof Amendments Nos 1, 5, 5 and 10, and

agairyst Amendments Nos 3 and 4.

'll.
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Expknation ofaote

Mr Bonaccini (COM). - (ry Mr President, we have voted for the directive as a whole
and we shall be voting for the motion for a resolution; nevenheless, we take a negative
view of the fact that in Anicle 3 the figure originally proposed by the Commission as the
criterion for allowing exemptions from consolidated supervision has been quintupled and
thqrefore wish to starc that we have cenain reservations in approving the directive as a
whole.

FORSTER REPORT (Doc. t-t47/82: airfares): REFERRED TO COMMITTEE

The rapponeur spoke

infaooarof Amendments Nos 12, 21,22,23,35,36,37,38,40, 41,42,44,45,46,48,50,
5l and 53, and

against Amendments Nos 1, 2,4,5,7, 17,19,20,24,25 and 30.

*
*r+

DESOUCHES REPORT (Doc. 1-e5tl82: shipbuilding): ADOPTED

The rapporteur spoke

infaooar of. Amendments Nos 1, 2, 5 and 7, and

against Amendments Nos 3 and 4.

Expknation ofvote

Mrs Th6obdd-Paoli (S), (iz uiting). - (FR) In view of the persisting gloom on rhe
internal market, the Commission is asking us to extend unril 31 December 1985 this direc-
tive limiting public aids to shipbuilding 'with a view to its rationalization and resrructur-
inB'.

For us in Europe, shipbuilding is of strategic imponance, because ir provides, first, the
warships that we need and, secondly, the merchant ships that are rhe key to our prosperiry
as the world's biggest importers and exporters. It also helps to maintain employmint in
regions suffering from a high level of unemployment, where it constirutes a mono-indus-
try without PtgPe{ opponunities for convening to other forms of production. This applies
to the French Mediterranean coast, especially the C6te Varoise.

Even though the directive has rc be exrcnded, we musr go funher and adopt a more
aggressive policy ois-i-ois the shipbuilding countries of the Far East - Japan and, above
all, Korea - which are undermining the voluntary restraint undertaken, not crithour sac-
rifice, by the Communiry._

There is no sense in undenaking such sacrifices if our competircrs turn them rc their
advantage by-pursuing their own economic growth. This was the point of my amendment.
It is a matter for regret that Parliament did not adopt it.

+

+r$
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JUNOT REPORT (Doc. 1-7stlt2: safety measures in aircraft): ADOPTED

The rapponeur spoke

in faztour of Amendrnent No L

+

{.+

JUNOT R-EPORT (Doc. l-842182: simplificatioo of formalities): ADOPTED

The rapponeur spoke

r in faoourof Amendments Nos 2 and 3.

+:i

D'ORMESSON REPORT (Doc. 1-965/82: fishing offthe Guinean coast): ADOPTED

*rt

ENRIGHT REPORT (Doc. 1-961/82: fishing offthc Guinean coast): ADOPTED
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